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Compelling Array of American Articles

including

oijnt McKinley, a New National Park

io i de Janeiro, City of Enchantment

.

*ERT M. McBRIDE & CO.
NEW YORK

25 CENT,



In the quaint old book

"The Messa

Wise Women
f tl

of Persia"

young ivomen are advised to use attar

and musk to enhance their charms.

But today the Women of Persia,

:e those of France and America,

have adopted

MARY GARDEN
Perfume

From a single drop of this dainty perfume

—

sweet and flowery as a summer morn—there

radiates an ocean of sympathetic influence.

awd
Paris and
New York

Mary Garden Perfume,
Toilet Water, Sachet, Tal-
cum and Face Powders,
Rouge (Vanity Case), Mas-
sage, Cold and Greaseless
Creams, Soap and Breath
Tablets.

mas dS$<daud

—the true odor of

the Lilac Blossom.
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LAKE LOUISE

N THE

PACIFIC ROCKIES
Lakes

CANADIAN
With its Alpine trails to Victoria Glacier

in the Clouds, Paradise Valley, Valley of the Ten
Peaks; to many other points of unsurpassed beauty.

Boating, Pony Riding, Coaching, Climbing
Gay social life or rest and relaxation at

CHATEAU LAKE LOUISE
Facing the loveliest of all mountain lakes "where
each window frames a million dollar picture."

This Chateau is only one in the Canadian Pacific Railway Hotel Svstem

Liberal stop-orer privileges along the World's Greatest Highway.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

\

White Sulphur Springs
WEST VIRGINIA

THE GREENBRIER
OPEN ALL THE /EAR EUROPEAN PUN

The famous 18-hole Golf Course of the Green-

brier, has probably made as many converts to the

game as have the tonic of its waters restored to

health run-down, over-taxed bodies.

THE BATH ESTABLISHMENT connected with

the hotel, is the finest in Europe or America.

Equipped with every appliance known\to science

for the latest forms of treatment under expert

physicians of the highest standing. The Radium,

Nauheim, Vichy, Aix Dauche, Radio-Active, Sul-

phur Mud Baths for the treatment of Gout, Rheu-

matism, Nervous Prostration, Neurasthenia, Dys-

pepsia and Liver disorders and other ailments this

resort has an enviable reputation.

An elaborate book illustrated

in color will be sent upon request.

FRED STERRY
Managing Director

J. H. SLOCUM
Resident Manager

Eight fine styles for men and women

$7.50 to $12.00
At the better shops and department stores

Write for illustrated booklet

The Belber Trunk and Bag Co.,

Oxford & Hancock Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Extra large pat-
tern in b 1 a e k
small cross grain.

Sewed corners,
strong frame, in-

side lock, flat

catches and dur-

able, waterproof
lining. Equipped
with Belber Fit-

all which can be
adjusted to hold

your own toilet

articles.

16 & 18 in. size $7.50

20 in. si;e $8.50

MayWe
Send You

This Book?

It would be difficult to find a
more delightful spot to take a
vacation than at the Home-
stead. No other resort offers so

many advantages at such a rea-

sonable price.

Here is a more ideal sum-
mer climate than is to be

found at Bar Harbor, New-
Port or the White Mountains.

Virginia Hot Springs
Average summer temperature about 74°

Situated 2500 feet above sea level— seldom is there a hot day. No
mosquitoes, humidity or dampness so customary in mountain resorts.

Two sporty golf courses with excellent fair greens and large, velvety put-

ting greens

—

seven clay tennis courts, always in the pink of condition.

Famous Healing Waters
(Naturally Heated 106 )

Outrivaling as a cure the celebrated spas of Europe—the Spout Bath,

famous for Rheumatism, Gout and Nervous Diseases—Complete Bath

Equipment— Essential'y the place for rest and recuperation.

Not a single case of Infantile Paralysis at Hot Springs during 1916

The HnmOctoaH Rr>r^V A lifelike photographic description of theIMC 1 lUlllCStCaU DUUIS. Homestead and its surroundings, in natural

colors. It tells of the 500 rooms—excellent cuisine—incomparable drinking water

—

attractive ballroom— fascinating drives— interesting trails and bridle paths—perfect

equipment and service. This book should be read by everyone looking for on ideal

Vacation resort. We will gladly send you a copy upon request.

H. ALBERT, Resident Manager, Hot Springs, Va.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travei
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Facing Commonwealth Avenue

—Boston's finest residential street

—three blocks from the Bacfy

Bay Stations and one bloc);

from the Copley Station of the

new Boylston Street Subway—
far enough away from the city

noise to be quiet, yet within a

few minutes of the downtown

shops and theatres—is a modern

hotel of the first class conducted

on the American plan for both

transient and permanent guesh.

C. H. Greenleaf & Company, Props.

E. B. RICH, Managing Partner

-

HONOLULU
Suva New Zealand Australia

Regular Sailings by the

CAN. AUST. ROYAL MAIL LINE
For further particulars apply Can. Pacific Ey.,

1231 Broadway, N. T., or to Can. Aust. Royal
Mail Line, 440 Seymour St., Vancouver, B. C.

To make your Alaskan erip

worth while, you must travel

into the fascinating interior

from Skaguay. Glory in the

unrivaled beauty and gran-

deur of the Atlin and Yukon
countries

^ Read in our booklet, "Opin-
ions," the verdict of those
who have seen and know. This
and other interesting litera-
ture free on request.

Ride in comfort on parlor ob-
servation cars and modern
river steamers. Excellent
meals and service.

One excursion returning: from
Nome via Seward, Valdez, and
Cordova. The trip of a life-
time. Early reservations ad-
vised.

Herman Weig, G. P. A. A. F. Zipf, T. M.
113 W. Washington St. 806 Alaska Bldg.

Chicago. Seattle, Wash.

'HITE PASS & YUKON ROUTE

jbuV^GGTl A 9uiet ' luxurious Res-
I jff^n^ idential Hotel, affording

o •CS> i^/~(-\ tne Exclusiveness and

Sixtiethotf^™* °' a private

'-'^Residence. Opposite
y»- y'. the Metropolitan Club and

the 5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park. Apart-
ments, single or en suite, for long or short periods.

EAGER & BABCOCK

ALASKA
and the MIDNIGHT SUN
See the Midnight Sun in America on

the special Raymond-Whitcomb Cruiw

through inland waters, including visiti

to Klondike Gold Mines.

Departures in May and June
Other tours to Alaska, visiting the

most beautiful scenery in America.

DEPARTURES MAY, JUNE. AND JULY

COLORADO and YELLOWSTONE

Raymond-Whitcomb Tours travel
through the Yellowstone by automobile

this year. New short tours to Mcu
Verde National Park, and Rocky
Mountain National Park, two of the

latest national parks in the United
States.

California, Hawaii, Canadian
Rookies, Yosemite Weekly

Departures.
Japan and China June 29.

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
Dept. 11. 17 Temple Place, Boston
Mew York Phila. Chieago San Francisco

BS»AUSTRALIA
Go there now! Voyage is delightful via Honolulu
and Samoa. Splendid 10,000 ton, twin screw
American steamers every 21 days from San
Francisco (May 15, June 5, 26; July 17) Return
1st class, $337.50; 2nd class, $J25; including China
and Japan, 1st class. $575; to Honolulu. $65. Folders
free

- H. E. BURNETT, 17 Baltery Place, New York, or

669 Market Street,f||K.|fI] San Francisco.

bYDIMLY SHORT LINE

Nantucket and

Marthas Vineyard

Two Isles of Enchantment

off the Massachusetts Coast

Ideal Vacation Resorts

A happy combination of
seashore and country. Swept
by Ocean breezes. Cool and
refreshing in the hottest
summer days.

Glorious bathing, fishing,

sailing, motor-boating, golf,

tennis, driving, and horseback
riding.

Rest, recreation, renewed
vigor of mind and body—and
a coat of tan, all at the same
time.

For illustrated booklet write Vacation Bureau,
Room 455, 171 Broadway, New York

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.

Wayside Cabin ^^r"
Graduate Nurse who has been a

councillor in a Maine camp, wants
12 girls, ages 10 to 15, for all or

part of the summer. Rustic bunga-
low with sleeping porches. Out-
door sports and nature study. Rate
$10 per week. References exchanged.

MISS CRAIG, 1590 Virginia Street,

Charleston, West Virginia.

3
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GlJiee
LET! SPRINGS
WATKINS.N.Y

ON SENECA LAKE - OPEN ALL YEAR
Wm .E. Leffingwell , Pres.

The

American

Nauheim—

THE BATHS

the Only Place in America Where the Nauheim
Baths, So Beneficial to Heart Disorders, Are
Given With a Natural Calcium Chloride Brine—

One of the most beautiful and complete Health Resorts in

the country, possessing everything for the scientific pro-
motion of rest and recuperation after a hard season of
social or business activity.

are directly connected with
the Hotel. Treatments under

the direction of physicians are particularly adapted to

HEART DISEASE, Circulatory, Kidney, Nutritional and
Nervous Disorders, Rheumatism, Gout and Obesity.

Ideally perfected conditions for taking "The
Cure" during the Spring and Summer months.

Easily reached by motor from any direction over a thousand
miles of improved roads.

Send for illustrated Booklets containing full particu-

lars regarding rates, reservations, treatments, etc.

^i»WiftVHL\«(Wm\VMail\\WA«HWrttVifl^^

Bretton Woods
WHITE MOUNTAINS, N. H.

GOLF MOTORING HORSEBACK
in the very through the RIDING
shadow of Alps of over Mountain

Mount New Trails and

Washington England Woodland Paths

The MOUNT PLEASANT ?r.Z^TCloses Oct. 1st

C. J. DUNPHY, Manager

The MOUNT WASHINGTON Opens July 9th
Closes Oct. 15th

D. J. TRUDEAU, Manager

RAILROADS: Through service via N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R. and B. & M. R.R.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 243 Fifth Avenue Telephone, Madison Sq. 9230

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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NEW YORK, N. Y.

JUDSON HOTEL fou^N^voft
A quiet location facing Washington Square, the
most Interesting and fascinating part of New York.
A section rich In historic surroundings.

Write for booklet.

HOTEL MAJESTIC
Central Park at Its West 72nd St. Gateway
Highest class residential and tourist hotel In the
world. Copeland Townsend. Lessee-Director.

I Hotels Selected and Ifecomoieodecl by j

I THE TRMLCLUBOFAMEMCA I

m

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Hotel: rooms with bath S2. 50.
The comfort of Its appointments and service is re-

sult of careful study. On the Heights: overlooking
the Harbor.

BOSTON, MASS.
Square

Five minutes walk from Back Bay Station: Euro-
pean plan $1.50 up: with bath S2.50 up; American
plan $4.00 up.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Corner Newbury and Dartmouth Streets.
European plan; near Back Bay stations; heart of
residential district. Thomas O. Paige, Mgr.

OXFORD HOTEL "S^SS^:
Rooms single or en suite with or without bath; four
minutes walk from Back Bay stations.

Phillip P. Pretto.

T-jnTTTT T>T A7A Heidelberger Rathskel'r
LlKJ 1 IVL< rluX\£jX\ 419 Columbus Ave.
Automobile parties, tourists and transients given
special attention. A la carte service to midnight.

W. H. Cowan, Managing Owper

py jp If A M 393 Commonwealth Avenue.ruiVlX/UH fis distinctive Boston house.
Globe trotters call the Puritan one of the most
homelike hotels In the world . Send for the book-
let with golde to Boston and its historic vicinity.

GREENFIELD, MASS.
WELDON HOTEL ..It.

s „»,„„«.»
On direct route to the Mohawk Trail . Recreation,
Golfing, Tennis, Auto and Carriage Driving.

N.A. Campbell, Mgr.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
THENONOTUCK MS.rftSiS
Mountlan Route; fireproof; European plan $1.50
and up: Mount Tom golf privileges to guests;
direction of United Hotels Company.

Gorham Benedict, Mgr.

LENOX, MASS.
Beautiful Estates.

Brick construction; rooms with and without bath;
golf and tennis courts; charming drives in every
direction. Wm.D. Curtis, Prop.

GREY HOUSE SS£tiSEiS£
Charminglysituated; generously large rooms: suites
with and without baths; large piazzas: homelike
surroundings. Samuel B. Krogman, Prop.

Berkshire
Hills. American and European Plan; booklet on
application. F. C. Mahanna. Mgr.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
THE BERKSHIRE Ber«e

es"
A pleasant quiet location: European plan SI. 25 up;
American Plan $3.00 up; a stopping place for the
automobilist.

^NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Mid'st the Berk-
shires. Green and

White Mountains. Splendid auto roads radiate in
every direction. European and American plan.
Cuisine of excellence. Spacious piazzas.

W. A. Senna, Mgr.

PLYMOUTH INN

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Open May 26th to Nov. 1st.
maps on application.

season.
Booklets and road
Arthur W. Plumb.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
THE OAKS ^Ttal^sS* 3*

A modern hotel In residential district. European
and American plan. A real place for motor tourists.

P. H. Faber, Prop.

WORCESTER, MASS.
THE BANCROFT ga E

an«
word in Hotels is constructed to meet the demand
of traveling public for the acme of perfection in
excellency and efficiency of service.

LEE, MASS.
GREENOCH INN In the Heart of

the Berkshires:
European plan with a La Carte at all hours for the
convenience of motorists. Geo. A. Griffing, Prop.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
HOTEL ROYAL
In the heart of the city. Every room with bath;
Ave minutes from depot. Newest and most up to
date hotel In New Haven.

HOTEL BISHOP
And Bishop's Colonade, Savin Bock.
A dining place unusual.

NEW LONDON, CONN.
MOHICAN HOTELfflrB£
400 rooms with Private bath; European plan $1.50
up. F. B. Walker, Manager.

ffllllllllllllllllllllllllllll '""" ' """» ""'Tm

ADVISORY BOARD

CHARLES H. DAVIS, president national MADISON C. PETERS, D. D.

HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION
LOUIS VV. HILL, PRESIDENT GREAT NORTH-
ERN RAILWAY

GENERAL COLEMAN DU PONT
ARTHUR H. BLANCHARD, professor
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING COLUMBIA UNIX'.

REAR-ADM. COLBY M. CHESTER,
V. S. N.

REAR-ADM. C. H. DAVIS, u. s. N.

REAR-ADM. CASPAR F. GOODRICH,
U. S. N.

L. A. BERGHOLZ, u. s. consul, saxony
MAURICE F. EGAN, u. s. minister, den-
mark

REAR-ADM. JOHN LOWE, u. s. N.

REAR-ADM. LOUIS KEMPFF, u. s. N.

FREDERICK SIMPICH, u. s. consul,
MEXICO

DILLON WALLACE
EDWARD HUNGERFORD
JAMES K. HACKETT

PRESIDENT
HENRY, COLLINS WALSH

VICE-PRESIDENTS
GEN. A. W. GHEELY, u. s a. FREDERICK MONSEN, f.r.g.s

COL. DAVID L. BRAINARD, u. s a. HENRY BREVOORT KANE
ANTHONY FIALA ROBERT M. McBRIDE

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
E. C. TURNER

TRAVELING REPRESENTATIVES
H. L. CAREY H. T. MEANY

If you are going on a trip and are

in doubt about routes or hotels

write to the Secretary of the

TRAVEL CLUB OF AMERICA

A national society for the help

and protection of travelers. It

maintains an information bureau

that answers any questions relat-

ing to travel.

Union Square North, New York

PUTNAM, CONN.
PTTTXTAA/f TTVTM Every comfort and con-r \J L±yr\.l\L X1>1> venience. A real stop-
ping place for the motorist or tourist. European
plan; garage. C. E. Rogers, Manager.

WATERBURY, CONN.
KINGSBURY
A real big home: European plan $1.50 to $2.00
with bath; no bar.

C. H. Cables. Proprietor

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CROWN
The up to date hotel. European plan exclusively:
SI.75 up; $2.25 up with bath.

Fred Mansfield, proprietor .

NEW ALLEN HOTEL M^P1

Central, near everything, quiet, exclusive, every
convenience: European plan 51.00 and up.
Special week-day rates. F. Ball, Manager .

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
Largest and leading hotel in Rhode Island. Euro-
pean plan. Headquarters for travelers and tourists.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHOREHAM HOTEL
H Street Northwest at Fifteenth

European Plan Exclusively.

HOTEL POWHATAN p
A
en

e
n
n
s
u
a
e

Two blocks west of White House; 300 rooms; 250
with private bath. E. C. Owen, Manager

HOTEL LAFAYETTE £3&£g
One square north of White House, facing on most
beautiful residential street. Direction of J.H.Paris-
A.E.Kirby.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
imm Hospitable service, culsinedelighttul;100
X1N1N rooms with bath; furnishings beautiful
and colonial.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ADELPHIA ^s^efs"*

1

In the center of things, 400 Rooms, 400 Baths.
Moderate Tariff.

David B. Provan. Managing Director

THE COLONNADE ^TI^tlMtt
In the heart of the city, one block from Perm. R.R.
Terminal. We feature Individual attention $1.50
up; with bath $2.00 up.

CINCINNATI, O.

Rates from $2.00
500 ll,i tin

BALTIMORE, MD.
ALTAMONT EMtfMS?
Situated on the handsomest boulevard In America.
America n and European Plan.

NEWARK, N. J.

T?r»TJT?T?T TD 17 A T At Gateway of the
tvUlJUiitJ. 1 Liry/Vl Lincoln Highway.
Newark's new two million dollar hotel: European
plan $1.50 up: with bath $2.00 up.

Charles A. Carrlgan. Manager.

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

TUT? MAMOD Albemarle Park, Ashe-
1 XlJC/ IVJL/YINUIV V ||ie, North Carolina.
Real Southern hospitality In the land of tbe sky.

In America—An English Inn.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

TRAYMORE <&
World's Greatest Hotel Success. American and
European Plans.

HOTEL DENNIS £^&Mf.E
Directly on ocean front with unobstructed view
over our own lawn. Large Solarium and terraces
adjoining Boardwalk. Walter J. Buzby.

ROYAL PALACE HOTEL
AND COTTAGES On the Beach. Near all piers
and amusements. American plan. Orchestra, cafe,

capacity 600. Rates on request. S. Hanstern. Prop.

HOTEL WILTSHIRE XS&S?
Every convenience; best moderate price hotel In
Atlantic City. Central to all amusements; minute
to boardwalk. Samuel A. Ellis.

HOTEL JACKSON ^SSSSTH at

Brick hotel; American & European plan; elevator
to street level; rooms with bath; open all year.

H. A. Brogan, Ownership management.

THE CLARENDON HOTEL
Virginia Avenue. 100 rooms with hot and cold
water; rooms en suite with bath; moderate prices;
booklet. Monroe Hutchlns.

115 South
Pennsylvania Ave.

Best of the smaller houses. Booklet.
STANTON

GLASLYN-CHATHAM J^e
Second house from beach. Elevator to street; rooms
with running water and private bath. Open
throughout the year. Booklet. Nathan L. Jones.

HOTEL BOTHWELL XVS5S?
300 feet from boardwalk. Modern family hotel;
private baths; running water In rooms. Moderate
rates; booklet. J. & K. Bothwell.

PENNHURST ftd'SSa,
Ownership management; first class service;
American plan $3 to $4. Garage on premises.

Wm. R.Hood.

NEW CLARION SK£rtffi3&
Kentucky Ave.

From Boardwalk.
rooms with or without bath;

elevator to street level; moderate prices; garage.
S. K. Boniface

CONTINENTAL 5lar
ne
B
s
llch

ATe-

Always open; private baths; excellent table;
American plan. S2.50 up; $14 weekly up. Book*
let. Garage. M. Walsh Duncan.

HOTEL PIERREPONT
Second hotel from Beach
Every appointment of tbe Ideal hotel; fine cuisine.
American plan $3 up G. L. Kthn.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

COLEMAN HOUSE
Whole square on the Ocean: European-American
Plan; open all year; special accommodation for
automobilists^

OCEAN GROVE, N. J.

NORTH END HOTEL gjgjgffi
modern and first class in every particular. Sea-
water in private baths. Elevator to Street level.

Francis Yarnall. Proprietor

LAKEWOOD, N. J.

TJT4TTTT "PAT A/TITO Ideal resort fortlUlr/L/ rTYL/JVlH/K Health. Rest and
Recreation. Best "Open all the Year" Hotel be-
tween New York and Atlantic City; modern;
moderate rates. T. T. Dolbey, Manager

ANY COMMENT upon
the Quality of Foods,

Sanitary Condition, or
Service in the Hotels or
Restaurants will be ap-
preciated by the

TRAVEL CLUB OF
AMERICA

31 EAST 17th STREET, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel



TRAVEL

WHICH TRIP FOR YOU?

Yellowstone

National Park

The American wonderland.
Geysers, petrified forests, boil-

ing springs, mud volcanoes,
Grand Canyon of the Yellow-
stone, large lakes and streams,
great waterfalls, vast forests

with deer, elk, bison, bear,

antelope, etc. Altitude 6,000
to 11,000 feet. New automo-
bilesinsteadofcoaches. Splen-
did hotels and camps. All un-
der government supervision.

Union Pacific is the popular
and direct route to Yellow-
stone. Denver, Colorado
Springs and Salt Lake City
may be visited en route with-
out extra railroad fare. Booklets
sent if you mail the coupon.

Colorado, Estes- Rocky

Mountain Nat'l Park

Near and inexpensive.
Denver offers a choice of

38 short sightseeing trips

into the mountains.

Colorado Springs,
Manitou and Pike's Peak
District are all nearby.

Estes-Rocky Mountain
Park may be visited as a
convenient and inexpen-
sive side trip from Den-
ver, by automobile.

'

' Colorado for the Tourist, '

'

a beautifully illustrated book,
will be sent free if you mail
the coupon.

California, the Pacific

and Mountains

California climate is as

fine in summer as in

winter. From seaside to

snow-capped mountains

is only a few hours.

Every year more and

more thousands seek the

pleasures of this vacation

land. Check coupon be-

low for our California

book. It is beautifully

illustrated and tells what
California offers.

Pacific Northwest

and Alaska

The Union Pacific par-

allels the Columbia River

Highway and the majestic

Columbia River.

Mail the coupon for a

free book which tells all

about the Pacific North-

west and Alaska; illus-

trated with views of Mt.

Rainier and Crater Lake
National Parks; Mt. Hood;
the cities of the Pacific

Northwest, Alaska, etc.

UNION PACIFIC
Teachers Going to the
N. E.A. , Portland, Ore.
Let us assist you in every way

to make your vacation most
complete and enjoyable. Spe-
cial Booklet—" Where to Go and
What to See In and Around Port-
land'*—with low fares and com-
plete information. FREE on
request. Write now.

Geo. W. Vaux. G. A.
230 S. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

J. B. DeFriest, G. E. A.
236 Broadway, Woolworth Bldg.

New York, N. Y.

S. C. Milbourne. G. A.
841 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Willard Massey, N. E. F. & P. A.
176 Washington St.

Boston, Mass.

George A. Garrett, G. A.
310 Riggs Bldg.

Washington. D. C.

J. E. Corfield, G. A.
539 Smithfield St.Pittsburgh.Pa.

W. H. Connor, G. A.
411 Walnut St., Union TrustBldg.

Cincinnati, Ohio

W. H. Benham, G. A.
Cleveland Trust Bldg.

2033 E. 9th St.. Cleveland, Ohio

W. R. Alexander, G. A.
HFortSt.,West,Detroit,Mich.

A. J. Dutcher, G. A.
308 N. Broadway
St. Louis, Mo.

J. O. Goodsell, A. G. P. A.
901 Walnut St.

Kansas City, Mo.

W. K.Cundiff, A.G. P. A.
700 Seventeenth St.

Denver, Colo.

L. Beindorff, CP. & T.A.
1324 Farnam St.

Omaha, Neb.

A. K. Curts. D. P. A.
Hotel Chamberlain Bldg.

621 Locust St.

Des Moines, la.

H. F. Carter, D. P. A.
505 Marquette Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

MAIL
TO THE
NEAREST
ADDRESS

Ogden
"Salt Lake

Angeles^^«»^—
"""^

City

UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM -THROUGH SERVICE ROUTES ,

-:-

/a
7
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Photo by Wiswall Brothers AMONG THE MOUNTAINS ABOUT DENVER
At the spot from which the venturesome young lady looks down 2,000 feet into Clear Creek Canon the Indian Chief Colorow, so the legend goes, submitted to capture rather

than leap to his death. Colorow Point, as it is called, is about twenty-two miles from Denver and can be reached by automobile



From almost any high point in the region Mount McKinley can be seen towering above a wilderness of snowy peaks. From the south it must be reached

through deep canons and over many miles of glacial ice. Only from the north can the base of the mountain be easily approached

MOUNT McKINLEY, A NEW NATIONAL PARK
THE HIGHEST PEAK IN NORTH AMERICA AND THE REGION SURROUNDING IT—WHEBE GAME IS

PLENTIFUL AND UNAFRAID—STUDYING WILD ANIMALS IN THEIR NATURAL SURROUNDINGS

Stephen R. Capps

Photographs by C. E. Giffin, F. H. Moffit, and the Author.

[Legislation was passed by Congress in

February assuring the establishment of
Mount McKinley National Park, the seven-
teenth thus far created. We are fortunate

w'HAT delight is there in all the

realm of sports that compares
with the thrill of exploration? Yet the

satisfaction of first visiting a new coun-

try, and of filling the bare spots on the

map with streams and mountain ranges

is a privilege that few are permitted to

enjoy, for once done, however crudely,

there remains for later surveyors only

the task of refining the earlier maps by
more accurate work.

It was my privilege in 1916 to visit,

as a member of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, an area in one of the

more inaccessible parts of Alaska, on

the north flank of the Alaska Range,

near Mount McKinley. The Alaska

Range, and other ranges with which'

it is more or less continuous, forms a A bighorn ram from the Mount McKinley region

in being able to present this article by Mr.
Capps, permission for which was given
by the Director of the U. S. Geological
Survey.—Editor.]

great crescentic arch, one limb resting

on the Pacific coast near Mount St.

Elias, and the other extending south-

westward into the Alaska Peninsula.

On its northern border this mountain
belt gives way abruptly to the broad
lowlands of the Tanana and Kuskokwim
Rivers, and Mount McKinley stands as

a giant sentinel on the northwest rim
of the arch.

We sailed from Seattle on June 2

with pack horses, camp equipment, an.l

provisions for three months, and after

four delightful days of travel along the

famous "Inside Passage" landed at

Skagway. A daytime railway journey

up the mountains through White Pass,

and down the opposite slope, brought us

to Whitehorse, where we boarded a

/
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SLEEPING CARIBOU
One day, high on a mountain top, I discovered a band of caribou asleep on a snow bank, a favorite

resting place, free from the summer heat and the clouds of tormenting insects

THE CARIBOU AWAKEN
At the click of the camera they jumped up in alarm, conscious of danger, but still uncertain both

of the character and the whereabouts of a possible enemy

A COMMON SIGHT IN THE NEW PARK
Four caribou bulls with wide-branching horns one day came up to investigate what sort of intruder had

disturbed their midday nap in a bunch of willows

river steamer which brought us to Nenana, at the mouth
of the Nenana River, on June 16, just two weeks out

of Seattle. Under other circumstances the fledgling

town of Nenana would have held our interest for a

while, for there the work of building the new govern-
ment railroad to interior Alaska was just starting, but
the urgent demand of our season's work was pulling

hard on us, and our hands were full in getting our out-

fits ready for the trail.

There is always more than enough to do for every-

body during the first few days out with a pack train.

The horses are green and unused to their work ; the new
ropes are stiff and unpliable ; and the routine of camp
life is not yet in smooth working order. Worst of all,

the myriads of mosquitoes that by mid-June are out in

full force came down on us in swarms, driving the horses

frantic and adding to the trials of the men who were not

yet toughened to the hard physical work of the trail.

From the Tanana River a fifty-five-mile trip was neces-

sary up the Nenana River to the point where our field

work was to begin. For a portion of that distance we
had a fine trail to follow, but part of the way we had
to chop trail through dense thickets of alders and wil-

lows. The Nenana River itself was a serious bar to

our progress, but we were fortunate enough to find a

badly damaged though usable boat in which to ferry our
supplies across ; and the horses, after many false starts

and frantic attempts to escape the icy plunge, finally

breasted the current and were at last safe on the west-

ern shore. Twenty-five miles more of the trail, some
good, some fair, and some very bad, brought us to our

field of work, where the actual surveys began.

Already in our trip up the valley of the Nenana, we
had seen enough to know that a wonderful game coun-

try lay ahead of us. Several black bears had been

sighted, and scarcely a day passed without at least a

glimpse of a moose by some one of us. I tried hard to se-

cure pictures of a cow moose with twin calves, but the

scrubby timber that allowed me to approach closely was
too dense to permit of photographing her.

Before we left for the field we learned of the bill

that had been presented to Congress to establish a great

national park in the Mount McKinley district, and had
placed its outline on our maps. As our work took us

toward the park boundary we began to appreciate how
well the park lines had been laid out. Each day game
signs became more abundant, and we were frequently

delighted by a sight of some large animals—moose,

caribou or mountain sheep.

The region on the north side of the Alaska Range,

near Mount McKinley, offers remarkable opportunities

for the lover of wild life to study our big game ani-

mals in their natural surroundings. Not only are moun-
tain sheep, caribou, moose and bear present in astonish-

ing numbers, but in this area, so far removed from

traveled roads, they are unafraid and frankly curious

of man. Week after week, and month after month,

these animals graze upon their chosen range with never

a human being to disturb them, and with their senses alert

to protect them only from their natural enemies. At
the north edge of the park we camped for two days

near a high clay bluff to which the mountain sheep came
to eat the mud and thus obtain the salts they crave. At
this lick we saw many bands of sheep, first old rams by
themselves, and then the ewes with their young lambs.

Mountain sheep are usually the shyest and most cautious

of animals, but here they watched me in astonished in-

terest until I approached within a hundred feet or so

of them, upon which they reluctantly left the lick. A
spring only a few miles farther seems in a like way to

supply the moose with mineral salts. There we saw
a group of seven or eight moose, bulls, cows and calves,

that refused to take fright until we were in their very

midst. Within the park lines we found such a game
paradise as to suggest the "happy hunting ground,"

expected by the Indians only in the next world. I have

visited a number of the most famous game fields of
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A MOUNTAIN PANORAMA IN THE MOUNT McKINLEY REGION
As viewed from the lower ranges to the north, the mountains of the Sanctuary and Teklanika Rivers stretch away to the south with constantly increasing elevations, to

merge with the snowy ridges and glacier-filled valleys of the main divide, the watershed between the Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea drainage

. fc L

AT A CAMP OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
To any man who loves the mountains these camps at timber line, in the midst of inspiring mountains, and in constant sight of herds of big game, leave a memory

never to be forgotten

A GRAPHIC STUDY IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
The head of Toklat River is a veritable happy hunting ground. Brilliantly colored lavas, in sharp contrast to the associated somber formations, give scenery of vivid

beauty, and the rugged mountains fairly swarm with herds of mountain sheep that find their summer pastures on the grassy ridges

THE REGION IS NOT IMPORTANT FOR ITS TREES
The only important timber in this region is the spruce that grows in patches along the larger valleys to an elevation of about 3,000 feet. Even the largest trees are two feet

or less in diameter, and are useful only for building log cabins, for fuel, and for making the roughest kind of lumber
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AN ALASKAN ASSET
Thick beds of lignitic coal exposed in the banks of the streams will some day supply fuel for the

farmers who soon will take up homesteads in the fertile valleys

sheep range I have talked with several men who have

visited the same area, and I find that the number of

sheep seen during our visit was in no way unusual.

One accurate observer records many days during which
he saw from 1,000 to 1,500 mountain sheep, perhaps

more of those noble animals in a single small valley

than are to be found in all of the United States today

!

Of the big game in this district the caribou are next

in abundance to the sheep, and they congregate in even
larger bands. As far eastward as the Nenana River

we saw caribou, most of them old bulls, singly or in

groups of three or four. During the summer months
most of the bulls leave the cows and calves and retire

into seclusion for the period during which their horns

are in the velvet. As our pack trains proceeded westward
toward Mount McKinley, the caribou appeared in

steadily increasing numbers, and in the basin of Toklat

River we first saw them in large herds. It is difficult

to realize, upon first viewing a great band of these ani-

mals, that they are wild and are occupying the same
range where for thousands of years their ancestors

have roamed unprotected save by their own caution

and speed. That they are able to increase in spite of

their natural enemies, the wolves and bears, is attested

WHERE TOURISTS WILL TRAVEL
Anderson Pass, leading from the inland slope of the Alaska Range, near Muldrow Glacier, to the head of Chulitna River on the south slope, will furnish to the tourist a

route of unusual beauty and of thrilling glacial travel in the very heart of the range

Alaska, but in none of them is to be found such abund-

ant game over wide areas as here, or game so little

alarmed and so easy to approach. The so-called "sheep

hills" of Toklat and Teklanika basins are the age-old

range of hundreds of bands of the white mountain sheep.

Their habits keep them high on the mountain sides, far

above timber line, and they rely on their watchfulness

to warn them of danger, and on their speed and climb-

ing abilities to escape it, rather than upon concealment.

Their snow-white coats make them conspicuous, so

that in areas where they are unafraid of man, and al-

low his close approach, they add wonderfully to the

scenic interest of the region.

To one who has deplored the slaughter of the big

horn sheep in our western mountains and their reduc-

tion to a few small and scattered bands, the abundance

of the white sheep in the new national park comes as

a revelation. There are many valleys in the high

mountains where only the most unobserving could fail

to see daily large bands of mountain sheep. On many
excursions into these valleys I have in a single day

counted from 100 to 325 sheep without making any

especial effort to locate the herds. At one camp, on

Toklat River, I stood at my tent door in the evening and

from that spot could see nine bands of sheep, contain-

ing" 171 animals. Since my own visit to this unrivaled

THROUGH A TRACKLESS LAND
The region is devoid of roads and even of trails, but for the pack train excellent footing is to

found along the dry gravel bars and benches of the stream valleys
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A GREAT HERD OF CARIBOU

The climax of our season came when, on the divide between the Toklat and Stony Rivers, we stood in the midst of a vast herd of caribou. There were three groups of

auout 500 each, even within a quarter of a mile of us. They were mostly cows with their nursing calves, standing on the open gravel bars, or grazing on the grassy slopes

by their very numbers, but they fall easy victims to the human hunter, of over 500 animals moved slowly about. To the right, and but a lit-

and their abundance here is due only to the isolation of the region. tie farther away, another band equally large was feeding, while in the

One day, on Toklat River, I came upon a herd of 190 caribou stand- distance many smaller groups were scattered. We all counted what
we could of the nearest

herds, and estimated the

numbers of those farther

away, and our most con-

servative estimate of the

number of caribou actu-

ally in sight at one time

was 1,500. I myself believe

that there were many
more animals than that

within our range of vision,

but we were too busily

engaged in studying those

near us to waste time in

trying to count those far-

ther away.

Moose are abundant in

the lowlands north of the

park line, and many of

them come up the valleys

to within the limits of

the proposed reserve.

An unusually well-stocked

moose range is said to

exist within the park

boundaries, to the north-

west of Mount McKinley,

beyond the area that we
visited. Both black and grizzly bears are native to this park, and the

fur-bearing animals, notably fox, lynx, and beaver, are abundant.

So much for the game, as we saw it. No part of America is so

well supplied with wild life to-day, yet a very grave danger threatened

this game paradise before the new national park, with adequate game

ing out upon the bare

gravel bars of the river

to secure what relief the

wind could bring them
from the insects. Except

for the fact that I knew
they were wild, my whole

impression was that of

standing in the midst of

a herd of domestic cat-

tle on a western ranch.

I approached them in the

open, without cover of

any kind, until within 100

yards of the nearest ani-

mals. They were cows,

calves, and yearlings of

both sexes, with a few
young bulls, and although

watchful and cautious, they

had so little fear of my
approach that they only

moved off slowly, so as

to keep a respectful dis-

tance away from me. For
the next week, while we
were within the lines of

the proposed park, we
daily saw caribou, literally by the hundreds. The climax came when,

on the divide between Toklat and Stony rivers, our two pack trains

and eight men stood in the midst of a vast herd of caribou scattered

over the valley floor and the mountain slopes on all sides of us. Im-
mediately below us and only a couple of hundred yards away one band

THE CARE-FREE BIGHORN

In summer time the bighorn rams gather in herds by themselves. They choose for their range the most

rugged mountains, and there, undisturbed by domestic cares, grow sleek and fat
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IN THE WORLD'S GREATEST GAME COUNTRY

Day after day we saw herds of fifty to two hundred individuals. They seemed little alarmed by our presence, and after stopping to

look and size up our pack trains would wander unconcernedly away, or continue to graze, as though assured that we were harmless

protection, was established. The -only real protection of the game from

the rifle of the hunter has until now been the remote and inaccessible

position of this region. Until 1916 the nearest town to the sheep hills

of the Toklat was Fairbanks, over 100 miles away, yet in 1914 and

1915 the market hunters, having already hunted out the more acces-

sible game fields, directed their attention to the mountain sheep of

Toklat and Teklanika basins, and in those two years destroyed several

thousand of those beautiful animals. At such a rate of destruction the

game herds were already doomed, but their existence was also men-
aced by an even more serious condition. The new federal railway,

now under construction to interior Alaska, will pass directly through

•the eastern half of the sheep ranges. A town was built last year at

the mouth of the Nenana River, only fifty miles from the sheep hills,

and a large population there already affords an unlimited market for

wild meat. Upon the completion of the railroad great numbers of set-

tlers, and crowds of hunters and sportsmen would have been drawn to

this unequaled hunting ground but for the establishment there of the

new national park.

The area on the north flank of the Alaska Range is of unrivaled

value as a national playground not only because of its abundant big

game, but because it contains America's most stupendous mountain

scenery. As we left the route of the.

railroad survey and headed westward,
we found ourselves in the midst of

most inspiring surroundings. Between
the many parallel northward flowing

streams there rise rugged mountains,

with peaks of increasing altitude as the

summit of the range is approached.

Perennial snows cap the divide peaks

.and on their flanks there are many
unnamed and unexplored glaciers. The
supreme grandeur of the range culmi-

nates in Mount McKinley. This no-

ble ice dome rises to a height of 20,300

feet, the loftiest summit on the con-

tinent. Its companion peak, Mount
Foraker, lies fifteen miles southwest

•of McKinley, and together they so

•compel the gaze that the lower sur-

rounding peaks lose individuality and
seem important only as a setting for

the splendor of these two mountains.

Mount McKinley ranks high among the

world's greatest peaks. Not only does

lit tower above any other summit in

North America, but it has at

least two characteristics that

place it in a class by itself.

First of these is the steepness

of the slope on the north front

of the mountain. The terminus

of Peters Glacier has an ele-

vation of only about 2,600 feet,

yet the horizontal distance
from that point to the summit

of the mountain is only thirteen

miles, with a vertical ascent in

that distance of 17,700 feet.

In no other mountain mass in

the world can so sheer an as-

cent of so great a distance be

found. The second striking

characteristic is the great
height of the mountain above

snow line. In the latitude of

Mount McKinley perpetual

snows cover the mountains

down to an elevation of be-

tween 6,000 and 7,000 feet, and

above that level all rock sur-

faces not too steep to afford

lodgment for snow are com-
pletely buried by an icy mantle.

The unrivaled beauty of these

mountains is in large measure

due to the unbroken whiteness of their upper portions. A bare ver-

tical cliff of rock here and there only emphasizes by contrast the glisten-

ing snow slopes around it.

From the snow-shrouded center of the range, great glaciers radiate

in all directions. The tourist will enter the new park on the north

side of the range and will approach Mount McKinley from the north-

east, past the terminus of Muldrow Glacier, the largest ice tongue on
the north slopes of this group of mountains. Muldrow Glacier will

always have a peculiar interest to the traveler, since it is up the back

of this great ice stream that the successful mountain-climbing expe-

ditions have toiled to reach the summit of McKinley. Fed by a num-
ber of ice tongues, one of which comes directly from the summit of

Mount McKinley, it sweeps northeastward for twenty-seven miles down
a deep, well-hidden valley. Twelve miles above its terminus it bends

sharply to the north, at a point where it first appears to the traveler

along the mountain front. The total length of this glacier is about

thirty-nine miles, and its range in elevation from over 20,000 feet at

the top of McKinley to about 2,500 feet at its terminus.

Southwest of Muldrow Glacier there are at least five ice tongues

that reach a length of from ten to twenty miles, and all of them are

(Continued on page 49)

THE HIGHEST PEAK IN NORTH AMERICA
As seen from the basin of Moose Creek, to the North, Mount McKinley so compels the gaze that the lower flanking peaks lose

individuality, and seem important only as a setting for that great mountain
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THE HARP OF THE FOUR WINDS
On this island with its low hills and sea-softened contours an occasional group of tall trees, streaming in the wind, has an almost dramatic beauty

A NANTUCKET HOUIDAY
STREETS AND COTTAGES THAT DROWSE AND BLINK IN THE SUN—THE CHARM AND MYSTERY OF THE

MOORS—BREATHS OF THE SEA AND OLD ROMANCE

Camelia W a i t e Uzzell

Photographs by the Author except where noted.

BEFORE we began to consider it as a holiday possibility, Nan-
tucket was to us an island somewhere off New England, with a

quaint, bob-a-curtsey name on which people made limericks. Now
after a perfect vacation

there, we know that it

is a tonic prepared by
the kindly gods to

medicine every weari-

ness of flesh or spirit,

a beneficent prescrip-

tion made up of quiet-

ness and peace and
sunshine, and the salt

breath of the sea.

Nantucket is so en-

croached upon by the

sea, the very contours

of the island have been
so shaped and softened

by wind and tide, that

it seems to have been
built up out of the

ocean depths. Geolo-
gists say that it is one
of the most perfect

examples of a terminal

moraine in existence.

The sand and drift

shoved down by the

great ice sheet that

covered the continent

in the glacial period,

sank into the sea,

forming the islands of

Photo by Charles Phelps Cushing

A NANTUCKET BY-WAY

We stumbled upon the little lane that leads up steeply to the door of the mill. Set to catch all the winds of

heaven, it stands with the land dropping away on every side

Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard, and the innumerable reefs which

make the waters of this region so perilous. The softly rounded un-

dulations over which color and shadow flowed so smoothly, are due

to a "multiplicity of

glacial drumlins" and

"an interesting series

of kame-hills and ket-

tle holes formed by the

glacial action."

Another explanation

of the origin of Nan-
tucket is an Indian

legend that tells of a

giant who made Cape

Cod his bed. One night

he tossed restlessly in

his sleep (small won-

der, considering his

pillow) and kicked off

his moccasins, which

fell into the ocean, one

making Martha's Vine-

yard, the other Nan-
tucket. That Indian

legend and a few In-

dian names—Nantuck-

et is an Indian word
meaning "the far-

away land"—are all

that we know of the

first people who occu-

pied the island. A
certain hazy passage

in one of Leif's rec-
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Photo by Charles Phelps Cushin,

NANTUCKET STREET

The vicinity of the little wharves bristles

boats for hire

with the masts of

ords, however, establishes its claim to historic respec-

tability through a visit paid by the Norsemen. The
first permanent white settlement was in 1659, when ten

colonists, most of them from Salisbury, Massachusetts,

bought the island from the sachems, Wanackmamack
and Nickanoose.

The inhabitants of such a seaward island inevitably

became seafaring folk. Before the settlement was
fifty years old the whaling industry had begun, and for

over a century and a half it so flourished that Nan- An example of Siasconset architecture that arouses covetousness in visitors

Photo by Charle elps Cushing

We explored delightful

A GARDEN OF QUAINT OLD POSIES

crooked lanes, where white honeysuckle foamed along the fences and roses blazed
where we found homes we wanted to buy

tucket windjammers sailed the seven seas, and her merchantmen touched
at all the markets of the world. The tea for the Boston tea party was
brought from England in Nantucket ships; during the Revolution the
little island, exposed and unprotected, had to sail close-hauled in her
neutrality

!

The industrial decline of Nantucket began with the close of the
Civil War. Many of her young men enlisted, never to return; the
whales were vanishing, petroleum had been discovered, and the gold

On the housetop can be seen the typical balcony or "Captain's walk" from which the weather-wise

native makes his observations

rush to California was
on. The heroic days

were over. In 1870

the last whaler re-

turned to the harbor.

The wharves rotted

;

ropewalks, candle

houses and sail lofts

were deserted; and the

once populous streets

and cottages were left

to drowse and blink in

the sun. The inhabi-

tants now traffic in the

most glorious breeze

and sunshine on the

Atlantic coast, purvey-

ing their benefit to the summer folk, who in-

vade the island each year.

Nantucket is just as thorough at her new
business as at her former industries. Great

shelter for her guests. The
courts are always gay with

garments of energetic vaca-

dawn to dusk a few enthus-

seen gravely pursuing golf

balls across the Wauwinet and Siasconset

downs ; the wharves bristle with the low

masts of cat-boats ready for those who
like to sail or fish.

There are still some relics of the earlier

period offering antiquarian joys for those

who care to pry. Our first dip into old

Nantucket was our visit to the Oldest

House, which overlooks the village from

Sunset Hill on the west. Captain John

Gardner and Peter Coffin built it in 1686

as a marriage gift for their children, Jethro

Coffin and Mary Gardner. To us a breath

of that old romance still fluttered about

the dreary walls. An hour or so in those

scantily-lighted, low-ceiled rooms so trans-

ported us into the rigors of a former age,

that we returned thankfully into the period of gas and plumbing. I

ventured a turn of the huge stone pestle that stood by the hearth in

its decaying tree-trunk mortar, in which Mary had ground the meal

for pioneer appetites. Now some say that Mary was an unwilling

bride. I know better. No one could survive as did Mary, to the age

of ninety, who had to endure that stone mortar plus a husband whom
she did not love.

The custodian of the house was careful to point out to us the ship's

hotels provide

Casino tennis

the fluttering

tioners ; from

lasts may be

every-
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VAGABOND ROADS THAT THREAD THE MOORS
Ragged, irregular, half-forgotten roads through the tangled growth run genially off in wid

curves 'hat reach to the horizon

knee braces in the

walls, and the little ta-

ble with its rudder-

shaped brackets— the

mark of the sea upon
the Oldest House. That
mark is upon all Nan-
tucket. New England
has many other little

towns that are loved

for their prim and

quiei charm, towns
with older houses,
more perfectly pre-

served but in those
houses you will not find

rudder-tables and ship's

knees, and the town.

e, purposeless
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The Sankaty Light is set like a red and
the headland

goal-post on

Photo by Charles Phelps dishing

The train is so small that the passengers look like grown-ups riding in a

merry-go-round

perate energy. The weather vanes have a certain value,

but happy the islanders who can make his own observa-

tions ! In the morning when we went up to the cap-

tain's walk, the little platform on the roof, where I was
tolerated as an accompaniment to Tammas' after-break-

fast cigar, all about us we could see heads popping out

of roof scuttles and elderly gentlemen pacing on other

walks with an eye cocked at the clouds. Your true

Nantucketer's first concern is the weather.

The most precious records of Nantucket are the

narratives of men who sailed in whaling ships. One

however, delightful, will lack the glamor of

high romance that has come upon Nantucket

through her whaling history. As you walk

Nantucket streets, you brush shoulders with sea-

faring ghosts whose husky laughter has long

since been stilled. The quiet, little gray houses

seem to have learned their habit of silence in

the years when they sheltered loneliness and
heartbreak. Behind the placid day-dream of

the Nantucket of to-day you sense constantly

the pathos and courage of her past.

In the museum half the relics are reminders

of the whaling days. There are collections of

whaling implements, long slender shafts with

bearded points or spoon-shaped blades, appar-

ently so frail that we thoroughly appreciated

the reply of an old captain to those who dis-

paraged the risks of his business. He said

:

"The whale is harpooned, to be sure ; but be-

think you how you would manage a powerful

unbroken colt, with the mere appliances of a

rope tied to the root of his tail."

In Nantucket even the weather vanes are

whales. There are some horses, to be sure,

and a cock or two, and a number of solemn
crows that perch on roof angles cawing up to

the wind; but nearly every house has a whale balanced on a rod on
some exposed corner, where he gravely swings about, an eighteen-inch

burlesque with jauntily waving flukes. His only rival in island estima-

tion is the little sailor man in his gay scarlet or blue jacket, and white
trousers, his feet firmly planted on his rod, and his body stiff between
the madly whirling paddles that he holds. Sometimes the wind dies

and the paddles swing idle, but still he waits alertly and turning jerkily

to catch the next breeze, he spins his paddles again with the same des-

THE MAIN STREET ON A BUSY DAY
Instead of motor vehicles with their noxious gases and exploding tires, we found only carriages, drawn by horses

whose hoofs made a pleasant tattoo upon the cobbled lanes

or two who are left, men who were lads when they signed, may some-

times be found at the Pacific Club, where they keep fresh their

memories by long yarns. The setting may be off Patagonia, in the

South Seas, the island of Madagascar, off the coast of Peru, in mid-

Atlantic—it makes one gasp to think of it ! The whaler was a true

cosmopolite ; his playground was all the waters of the world, and now
in the quiet rooms of the Pacific Club his dim eyes brighten as he

chants his Odvssev.
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Being a woman, I was not permitted to

enter there, but I did get one first-hand

whaling yarn, and that quite unexpectedly,

when we went to view the Old Mill.

Above the gray roofs, high on a knoll

south of the town, we could see its rusty

bulk, with the sail arms above it motion-

less against the sky, but no road seemed

to go that way. At last, just as we were

about to make for it by a route of our

own, through the prim gardens of scandal-

ized Nantucketers, we stumbled upon the

little lane that leads up steeply, between

high banks, to the door of the mill. Set

to catch all the winds of heaven, it stands

with the land dropping sharply away from

it on every side, but there was never a

creak from the naked sail-arms, although a

hay field was billowing and the daisies on

the slope were dancing madly before a

fleeting wind that a hundred years ago

would have set the old mill clattering. To
south and east from the knoll cloud

shadows raced across the moors. To the

north, between us and the opaline waters

of the harbor, the village sprawled like

a cluster of gray barnacles. The town is

always quiet, but on ' this day through the

thick curtain of the wind there came up

to us not a sound. The motionless wind-

mill above us, the hazy stretch of land, the

little town, all seemed under some soft

enchantment, an island in a dream. We
were in front of the mill, peering into the

shadows within, when a hoarse voice ad-

dressed us, and we saw the bulky form of an old man sitting in the

dim twilight just inside the little upper door. "Ye can't see it from
out there," he called. "Come up."

Up we went, obediently. On the platform we found the old cus-

todian, very trig in the blue uniform that buttoned snug over his broad

chest. His face was ruddy. Under bristling eyebrows his eyes gleamed
sharply at us through thick glasses. His years at sea, as he told us,

had left him with a bothersome rheumatism, and his sandy gray hair

and beard had a wild, wind-blown habit, perhaps acquired at the same
time.

He explained first the mechanism of the mill. The shaft which the

great sails turn, revolves a gigantic set of cogwheels and so turns the

upper stone. When the mill was working, the sails could be turned

around in any direction to catch the wind, but now the old mariner

does not venture any such difficult test ; he merely waits a breeze that

will fill the sails as they now stand.

"One day last summer," he told us, "I came up here and the wind
was right. I got out my sails and bent 'em on, and pretty soon she

was swingin' around as

if she'd never stopped

And, by Jing, you'd

have thought the whole
town had just been a-

watchin' the mill. They
come a-runnin' all ways,

and screechin', 'The
mill's a-goin' ! The
mill's a-goin' !' I ground

two bushel o' corn that

day. Sold it to folks in

little parcels. Everyone
wanted some. I'm goin'

to start her up this

summer as soon as the

wind is right, some
day. You watch."

We sat with the old

sailor on his little plat-

form, with the great

dusty timbers of the

mill looming behind and

above us. Out of the
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Stately old homes that whale-oil built give Nantucket much of

its air of dignity and repose

A concave wall of palest jade rimmed with foam breaks upon the sand with a reverberating plank an^
sends into the air an explosion of glittering drops

little door we looked across the vacant
sunlit moors to Siasconset and Sankaty,

the houses set like tiny dominoes on the
headland. The Nantucket of i860 came
to life for us as the old seaman talked.

We could smell the very reek of the oil.

The harbor was again lined with ware-
houses. Great sail lofts and candle houses-

replaced the shabby, sagging fish sheds-

and coal docks. The little fishing boats,,

kicked about the harbor by motors, wrere

gone, and along the wharves and at

anchor in the bay, lay great brigs and
schooners, swarmed about by smaller

craft. Instead of the fussily momentous
departure of the daily steamer, we watched
thirty whalers leave the harbor in one day r

a forest of ships under a cloud of canvas.

We thrilled again when the flag went up
to announce a Nantucket whaler sighted,

homeward bound; we waited with all the

old-time eagerness to know her name, and
watched the crowds of youngsters racing

to be first to tell the captain's wife the

news and to receive the customary dollar.

The old custodian of the mill gave us his

Nantucket, but we soon began to find a

Nantucket of our own. We explored de-

lightful crooked lanes, where white honey-

suckle foamed along the fences and roses

blazed. We found houses that we wanted
to buy—little salt box houses, and big,

square houses as dignified and attractive

within as they are gaunt without. We
snooped around the wharves, and made
merry with the little family of the captain-

owner of a freight schooner, mother and three children, all having a

fine summer at sea.

We made excursions, the first in a little sailboat across the bay to

Wauwinet, where the shores were created just for a playground. A
crowd of children were at the dock, all brown legs and arms, ready'

to help us tie up, and then on the instant swarm down into the boat;

in front of the inn where we had luncheon, a snarl of ruddy youngsters

were scuffling with much strangled laughter ; and later as we walked

up the shore, we came upon some other lads prone in the sand, solemnly

conducting the evolutions of a tiny fleet.

That day we elected not to return by boat, and, after our way along

the beach was cut off by a deep inlet, we struck in through a heavy

tangle of briars until we reached the Polpis road and submitted our-

selves to its vagaries, as wayward as the flight of the swallows that

darted above our heads. The land that sloped away from it is smoothly

tilled, but that day, except for two men loading hay upon a small, one-

mule wagon, on the farms that we passed there was not a sign of life.

I felt as if I were walking in a theater curtain that fascinated my
childhood. It was a

landscape in somber
hues, with a little river.

On the road that fol-

lowed the river up to

the gray mill in the dis-

tance were two riders

who bowed against the

wind. The same sense

of unreality accom-

panied me upon the Pol-

pis road, and something

of the same enchant-

ment. Did we move or

were we, like the riders

on the curtain, caught

forever on this windy

height? Why was this

silence on the farm-

houses, this hush upon

the fields?

When we went to the

(Continued on page

5i)
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Set in (he midst of mountains by the side of a bay that extends inland for more than fifteen miles, Rio de Janeiro not only possesses one of

the finest natural harbors in the world, but in climate and natural scenery approaches the ideal

RIO DE JANEIRO, CITY OF ENCHANTMENT
THE UNIQUE NATURAL SETTING AND RECENT CIVIC DEVELOPMENT OF BRAZIL'S CAPITAL—HIGH LIGHTS
ON THE COSMOPOLITAN POPULATION—IN THE OLDER QUARTERS OF THE CITY—THE NATIONAL VICE

Clayton Sedgwick Cooper

[This is the third of a series of articles on the South American countries by Mr. Cooper, the first of which, "Cuzco and the Incas of To-day," appeared
in the February issue, and the second, "Buenos Aires, the City de Luxe!' in March.—Editor.]

THERE is one man whom I have always envied—-Ferdi-

nand de Magellan. Not because of his pioneer pas-

sage around the stormy cape, but for those fourteen

days in the year 15 19 which he passed as the first really

appreciative navigator in the Bay of Rio. It seems plain

enough historically that Cabral discovered Brazil in 1500

A. D., but for four centuries, to the foreigner at least,

Brazil has meant Rio de Janeiro, and Magellan seems to

have been the first Old World seaman upon whom the

enchantment of these mountains and islands, bathed

in tropical sunshine, unrolled their unique beauty.

I have remained not fourteen, but ninety days in the environs of 'this

natural scenery which has been unspeakably enhanced in the passage of

the years by the hand of man. And now as I leave it for other scenes,

I am thinking of that old proverb which runs, "He who travels long,

comes home with rich eyes !"

Few have been able to visualize Rio in words. I am convinced

that such a task far surpasses the pen of a plain prose writer. It

requires a poet and the brush of an artist—an historian and a

student of races—one possessed of an Oriental's imagination and

an Occidental's constructiveness—all these and more combined

to tell trulv of this beautiful city of Rio.

BRAZILIAN FISHERMEN
Replace the horses by oxen and we have a picture of the Old World—the fishermen of the Mediterranean Sea, beaching their smack at the day's end. But in reality the

men are bringing in a fine haul of fish from the Bay of Rio to be served next morning at the breakfast tables of Brazil's capital city
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SUGAR LOAF AND THE ENTRANCE TO THE BAY

Looking northward across the outlying quarter of Rio known as the Copacabana. The city proper lies to the left, beyond the hills. Of all of the mountains that encircle the

Bay, Sugar Loaf with its abrupt height of 1,300 feet is by far the most striking

The dim line of the Organ mountains, 6,000 feet high, closing the

Bay of Guanabara on the north, a half hour since has faded into the

dim, misty sky line. Rio's red-tiled houses, straggling picturesquely

about her hills and filling her valleys, have been left behind. The Bra-

zilian steamer has turned southward about the picturesque Sugar Loaf

with its 1,300 feet of barren rock rising sentinel-like to form a part of

the passage into the South Atlantic. The Island of Lage and the long

stretches of the Ipenema beach, fringed with the white sand upon which

COMING IN FROM THE COUNTRY
Though the automobile has come to stay in Rio de Janeiro, the countryman stil

prefers the slower but, to him, more dependable ox-cart

a line of surf is breaking, looks now like an irregular white thread

drawn at the foot of the forest-clad mountains, which culminate in the

bold, lofty peaks of Corcovado and Tijuca. Visible Rio has passed, but

these months spent on the picturesque borders of Guanabara Bay are

an unfading memory.
It seems at first thought an amazing phantasmagoria, a jumble of

colors, purple, amber and gold; crowds of dark-faced men and black-

eyed women, gleaming boulevards and twinkling lights ; the constant dull

beat of the surf on the shore, the weird minor calls of the street vendors,

and over all the romance of the past.

My first vivid impression of Rio de Janeiro was the taxi drive from

the station one September evening after arriving from Sao Paulo, and
that impression was of the lights, the crowds and the sidewalks on the

now famous Avenida Rio Branco. The sidewalks especially attract the

traveler's eye, not only by their width, but because of the flowered pave-

ment made of mosaics of a peculiar quality of stone brought from
Portugal. We were reminded of the story which we had heard of the

American sailor who, losing his way in the city of Rio, summoned his

best Portuguese and asked the policeman to direct him to "that street

with pretty flowers on the sidewalks."

The Avenida Rio Branco is a fitting example of the rejuvenation of

this ancient city, for it was built in 1904, completed in six months, and
its broad way was cut a mile and a half from the Saude shore to the

Lapa shore, with a width of thirty-three meters, becoming the Fifth

Avenue of the federal capital. The building of this beautiful avenue
was attended with great extravagance and the destruction of 600 build-

ings, which were demolished to make way for Rio's promenade. The
avenue is crossed by eleven streets, upon some of which tramways are

allowed to cross, but the Avenida is kept free for the steady stream of

automobiles which are constantly pouring up and down this popular

thoroughfare. It is said that everybody in Rio de Janeiro gets to the

Avenida some time during every day. I do not remember seeing a street

or avenue in any city which more thoroughly represented the city itself

than the Avenida Rio Branco, named in memory of the most illustrious

Minister of Foreign Affairs Brazil has known. Baron Rio Branco's

name, indeed, is a kind of fetich here in Brazil. The people will tell

you how he settled successfully for his country many of the vexed
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(Q Brown and Dawson, Stamford, Conn. THE PRINCIPAL THOROUGHFARE OF BRAZIL'S CAPITAL
Avenida Rio Branco, the construction of which entailed the razing of 600 buildings, is typical of the new aspect of Rio de Janeiro in contrast to the narrow streets lined

with dingy structures of a decade ago. The mosaic pavement is made of a peculiar quality of stone brought from Portugal

boundary questions, and how he worked harmoniously with the old Em-
peror, Dom Pedro, to prepare the way for the incoming of the modern
State. He was an eccentric character, and the traveler who visits a cer-

tain small Portuguese restaurant, known now to all citizens of Rio, in

a somewhat out-of-the-way street of the city, will be told how the fa-

mous minister was wont to leave his cares of state and go incognito to

this inconsequential eating place, and indulge himself inordinately in

the kinds of food that only Portuguese know how to prepare.

It was customary in this restaurant for the waiters, a la Portuguese,

to serve in their shirt sleeves, but when, by chance, they learned one

day that this big silent man who came occasionally and devoted him-

self exclusively to the good viands before him, was the great Rio

Branco, they proceeded at his next visit to put on their coats and to

conduct themselves in the manner which they considered befitting the

service of so great a person. It was said that this action displeased the

Baron exceedingly and he at once arose from his chair, stripped off

his coat and hung it beside him. There was a moment's hesitation and
then the cue was taken. The proprietor and the waiters followed suit,

and from that day to this, the guests at this now well-known restaurant

are always served by coatless waiters.

There are other things upon the Avenida Rio Branco which are

worthy of attention. The thoroughfare is lined with new and more or

less ornate buildings, all expressive of the Brazilian character. At the

very head of the street is Monroe Palace, which, in the brilliantly lighted

evenings, especially resembles a beautiful white bonbon box, and the

gardens and colored flowers on one side with the electric lights reflected

in the water beyond, richly enhance its charm. Here the Chamber of

Deputies sits and, if one be rightly informed, decides many weighty ques-

tions. The building was brought in parts from the Exposition in St.

Louis and its name is suggestive of the kindly sentiment which Bra-

zilians entertain toward that Doctrine which has been the cause of so

many international arguments.

A STREET SHOP IN RIO DE JANEIRO
This sort of shop is very popular in the city; in addition to furniture, it

commodities such as sweetmeats, poultry, fruit, etcetera
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As one walks down the avenue from Monroe Palace, he is

impressed with the dignified structures on each side of the way.

There is the beautiful Municipal Theater which is the pride of

all citizens of the capital, a structure which cost $2,000,000, but

which unfortunately seats only 1,700 people. Beneath the the-

ater is the ornate and expensive Assyria restaurant, where gay

Rio goes to sup and enjoy itself after the theater. If one would

see Rio at play he must walk into this restaurant on New Year's

Eve or on Carnival nights. It is one of the most heterogenous

mixtures of society that one could well imagine. Here the liaut

monde and the denii monde mix indiscriminately, and this Bra-

zilian land of jewels, Parisian gowns, and beautiful women, is

shown off at its best.

Nearly opposite the Municipal Theater is the Academy of

Fine Arts where one goes to see remarkable pictures covering

half the side of the walls, and depicting battle scenes of the Bra-

zilian war with Paraguay. Next door is the National Library,

a staid and dignified piece of architecture, decidedly up-to-date,

and containing 400,000 volumes of books in many languages. As
you pass along, you will notice the pretentious buildings of the

Military, Naval and Jockey Clubs, a wonderful million-dollar

hotel built in extravagant Brazilian style, but which, because

of its impracticability for the purpose for which it was intended,

and the high rental demanded, ha? not yet opened to the

public.

The visitor will halt in his progress before the Hotel Avenida
in a swirl of tramways which encircle it. This hotel is always
filled with Brazilians, who find

here a convenient central meeting
place.

The "movies" greet one far-

ther down and are always
crowded. The admission price of

a milreis, which is at present

about twenty-four cents, admits

one for an hour's entertainment,

when, for the most part, films

from the New York theaters are

shown. The Brazilians, however,

are getting to be expert with the

moving picture camera, and when
a notable minister or statesman

reaches Rio, one will see on the

following day the varied experi-

ences of this distinguished one,

thrown upon the screen.

The Avenida Rio Branco is also

the newspaper row of the city, and

the huge buildings of the Jornal

(C) E. M. Newman and Brown & Dawson. Stamford.

C) Brown & Dawson, Stamford, Conn.

The aqueduct of Santa Thereza, built 120 years ago by slave labor, is now used as

a viaduct for the electric cars which go up to Mt. Corcovado

THE CITY MARKET
A view of the up-to-date market of Rio de Janeiro, featuring a generous display of fresh vegetables that

would indicate New York prices did not obtain in Brazil

Conn.

THE ASCENT TO SUGAR LOAF
The aerial car swings across an arm of the Bay to the summit of Sugar Loaf and affords

a memorable panorama of mountain, valley and sea

do Commercio, the oldest and most
influential of the Brazilian press,

the Jornal do Brazil, and the

O Paiz newspaper building, with

many another less known peri-

odical, are alive with modern busi-

ness, the usual crowd of news-
boys thronging their portals.

Here is also the shopping dis-

trict, especially at the place where
the Avenida crosses the narrow
Rua Ouvidor, upon which street

no traffic is allowed, and which
with the Avenida furnishes the

out-door club for the residents of

Rio. Here Miladi Brazilienne, in

her best attire, with artistically

made-up face, takes her perfumed
way, openly admired by the mas-
culines who march up and down
evidently with no more serious

intent than feasting their eyes upon Brazilian

loveliness.

The great processions of automobiles, of

which there are said to be approximately 3,000

in the city, move slowly up and down the ave-

nue, filled also with well-dressed men and women
who come to see and be seen, and between the

hours of four and seven o'clock the visitor gets

the impression that business is over, and the

Latin temperament gives itself freely to pleas-

ure and social intercourse. Here, as in Buenos
Aires, one is reminded of Paris by the many
cafes with little tables lining the edge of the

sidewalk where the small cups of Brazilian

coffee are drunk as the gossip of the day is

exchanged.

As one wanders away from the Avenida. he

is very soon in the narrow streets which are

reminiscent of the old Rio, as it was only about

ten years ago. It is necessary at times to go in

single file along these thoroughfares, lest one

be hit by the street cars which run perilously

near the sidewalks. In some of these older

streets it used to be the necessity of the pedes-

trian on personal safety bent to step into a

shop when he heard the old mule tramcars

coming. In these streets one begins to get ac-
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AVENIDA BEIRA MAR
The horseshoe curve of Botafogo at one end of the Avenida Beira Mar

—
"Around the Sea." For four miles, with an interruption of only a few hundred yards, this avenue

follows the southwest shore of the Bay, and here the cifizen of Rio de Janeiro takes his pleasure in motor, on horseback or on foot

quainted with the habits and customs of the real Brazilians, who are

less influenced by the signs of modern progress. In some of these nar-

rower lanes the poorer and more interesting people live as they did in

the days of the Empire. Their houses are small box-like affairs, painted

with every color of the rainbow, with pink and brilliant blue predominat-

ing, and with here and there a violet-colored or a green one to furnish

contrast. There are no verandas, but every window is filled with in-

terested beholders of the happenings on the street. In the more fash-

ionable sections it is considered somewhat infra dig to lean out of the

window, but here, among the poor or the middle class, it seems to be

the chief amusement of the women, at least, to rest their elbows upon
the window sill and converse with or watch their neighbors. This they

do by the hour, "getting corns on their elbows" as one visitor has vividly

expressed it. This is so delectable a custom that one is told by the real

estate men that a house on the street car line rents for considerably

more than one less fortunately situated. When
nothing better offers, the pretty daughter of the

house may watch the trams go by, and per-

chance attract an admirer by her freshly pow-
dered face and elaborately dressed hair.

It may be well in many cases not to go be-

hind the scenes to see the same pretty senorita

who looks so well from the window, for quite

likely the clean white blouse that shone above
the window sill, may be a dressing jacket, worn
Over a not too clean skirt and her feet will

be bare except for the heelless slippers that the

middle-class Brazilian wears in the home. Bra-

zilian middle-class women, like Brazilian homes
of this type, should be seen from the front.

They are both arranged for show purposes.

The parlor and the dining-room are generally

well furnished, but the bedrooms are bare of

even what we would consider the necessities of

life, and it is best not to enter the kitchens. It

seems characteristic of the national tempera-

ment to love to make a good surface impres-

sion, and many a person will appear in public

in rich clothing, although they have but one

good room in the house, and may be obliged

to eat black beans with mandioca for dinner.

There is little doubt that the traveler from

the North will be impressed early in the stage

in Rio by the absence of, the color line. We have talked with many
prominent Brazilians who have stated frankly that they considered that

Brazil was more courageously facing this vexed question of racial color

than perhaps any other nation in the world. The mixture of the Portu-

guese first with the Indian and later with the negroes who were brought

over to Brazil in earlier days as slaves from Africa, has gone on con-

tinuously with results that are notable and worthy of study.

The thoughtful Brazilians will tell you that they do not believe in in-

discriminate mixing between the whites and blacks, but their idea is a

mixture between lower and intermediate types with a gradual whiten-

ing of the entire population. As a matter of fact, in certain parts of

Brazil the darker complexions are tending almost invariably towards

the whites as is natural when the white is the fashionable or favorite

type. This is an ethnological problem which the average American will

(Continued on page 45)

LOOKING ACROSS THE BAY FROM PAQUETA
Paqueta is one of the forty-six named islands in the Bay of Rio, several of which are used for naval and customs

purposes. There are about as many more that have not yet been named
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A glimpse of the thousand cascade*

of Fern Falls which tumble down a

spruce-grown canon in the center of

the park

THE LURE OF
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NATIONAL PARK

A GREAT EXPANSE OF SNOW-CAPPED MOUNTAINS,
ALPINE LAKES AND GLACIERS, AND FLOWERING

VALLEYS—AN IDEAL VACATION LAND
Arthur Chapman

Photographs by Wiswall Brothers.

WHEN Joel Estes, Colorado pioneer, led his string of pack animals

westward from old Fort Lupton in 1850, he blazed the first

trail into what is now one of the most popular of national parks. Last
year some 85,000 persons turned their eyes toward Long's Peak, which
was Estes' goal and disported themselves in what is now Rocky Moun-
tain National Park. They found the name of Estes still prominent there,

for Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park are practically one

:

the National Park is flung like a saddle blanket over the crest of the

Great Divide, and Estes Park is a broad and wonderful valley to the

east of that figurative blanket. The dividing line is imaginary and the

tourist who eats in Estes Park may be picking wild flowers or throwing
snowballs in the Rocky Mountain reservation within the next half hour.

The pioneer, Joel Estes, must have felt the spell of the future na-
tional playground, because, after he had left it to do his "bit" for the

Federals in the Civil war, we find him returning to his beloved valley in

1866, where he and his good wife lived long and amicably with neighbors

both red and white. When Walt Mason, beloved among the nation's

bards, wandered into Joel Estes' paradise last summer, he stopped rhap-

sodizing over the scenery long enough to inquire just who this Estes

person might be. Immediately Mason found out. The Sons of Colorado

and others informed him that Estes was one of the real pathfinders of

the West ; that he had found a passage over the Great Divide in the early

forties and made his way to California ahead of Fremont. Again he
passed through Colorado in 1848 on his return to St. Joseph. He heard

the call once more in 1851, and, after locating in Golden and Fort Lup-
ton, he made the more important discovery mentioned at the beginning

of this article. He was the friend and companion of Kit Carson and
other frontier characters and was known as the Big White Chief by

the Indians, who held him in reverence. It is declared that through his

influence, several massacres were headed off at a time when the Utes

manifested, naturally enough, some reluctance about leaving their most

beautiful and popular hunting grounds to the white man.

The place whose wild beauty so appealed to Indian and pioneer is

now easily accessible. At the same time its old, piney woods have been

left undisturbed. The automobile, but not the railroad has followed the

old trails into the park through mountain gorges and over the shoul-

ders of the high hills. There are bridle paths leading everywhere and

nowhere, but of smoke clouds and whistles there are none, and the

trout streams were dedicated to the fishermen before any factory owner

had appraised their water power possibilities. A few steps from the
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ON THE ROAD FROM ESTES PARK TO THE MUMMY RANGE

The Mummy Range includes eleven peaks more than 10,000 feet high. Although Rocky Mountain is new among the National Parks and situated in the very heart of

the mountains, the campaign for good roads is already well under way and the motorist can explore in every direction

auto road are bridle paths where one is lost in a maze of wild flowers,

ferns and friendly pine trees and where Chicago might be three hundred

hours away instead of thirty, and Denver thirty hours away instead of

three. This question of accessibility was one of the determining factors

in converting the Long's Peak region into a national park. R. B. Mar-
shall, geographer of the United States Geological survey, was sent to

make a final report on the region. After sending in a most glowing de-

scription of the natural beauties of the Estes Park region, Mr. Marshall

concluded his report with the following clincher:

"I have kept constantly in mind the enormous population of the east-

ern part of the United States which would derive benefit from it, its

nearness to the large centers of population and the low transportation

charges in effect during the season in which it would be most visited.

The park can be reached from Chicago in about thirty hours, and from

Denver by automobile in about three hours. These factors will result in

its assuming a much more national character than any of the existing

parks."

Congress evidently had a soft spot in its heart for the great Ameri-

can vacationist. It was recognized that, with the average vacation in

this country not exceeding two weeks, most of the national parks were

too remote for those who had only a short time to spend. The public

was not long in finding it out when this get-at-able national park was

at last established. Hotel men have had hard work in making the sup-

ply of rooms keep pace with the demand. Cottages have been expanded

into boarding houses, and boarding houses into hotels, and still the cry

has gone up for more room. Could Joel Estes come back to his one-room
cabin and see what the builder is doing to his beloved valley, and also

what that valley is doing for the health and happiness of untold thou-

sands, no doubt he would consider the exploring trip from Lupton the

best work he had accomplished in his long and useful life. Yet the work
of opening Rocky Mountain National Park to the public has only begun.

As roads and trails are completed there will be camps and cabins scat-

tered on both sides of the Continental Divide. A million people could

lose themselves very successfully in this enchanting wilderness. The
journey from Chicago to the park offers in itself no small contribution

to the pleasures of a vacation. All the way across the plains the rail-

road follows in general the line of the historic Overland stage. It is

a route which fairly bristles with historic interest of the most vivid

sort. Midway between Denver and Cheyenne, cities whose traditions

are of world-wide interest, is Fort Collins, one of the gateways to the

new park. Here one is in the center of one of the earliest and most
successful of Western irrigated communities. Not even the early day
Mormons practiced irrigation any earlier or with better results than

these Fort Collins pioneers whose fruitful acreage now commands fabu-

lous prices. From the ranch lands on the plains the big automobile soon

whisks the pleasure seeker into the foothills. Fort Collins is 4,994 feet

above the sea level, and the ascent of 2,500 feet into the park is hardly

noticeable for the reason that it is all, or practically all, made at water

level.

Through the marvelously beautiful Big Thompson Canon the road
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GOLF NEAR THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE

One of the five courses where the visitor to Rocky Mountain Park may enjoy his

favorite game during the intervals between mountain climbing and motoring

has been hewn out of solid rock. Sometimes it is so close to the river

that the spray can be felt by those in the auto seats. Trout fishers haul out

their shining catches within full view of the envious automobilist. There

is a welcome lunch at a wayside inn—for the mountain atmosphere is

already beginning to have its effect upon the jaded appetite. Then
there is another hour or so of delightful riding along the white road,

the noisy stream on one hand and the quiet pines on the other, and
finally, through the trees, one sees the enchanted valley just as Joel

Estes saw it, not far from seventy years ago. It is a valley of per-

petual green with friendly mountains all around it. Some of the big-

gest fellows are white on top, and nearly all thrust their shoulders well

above timberline, which is 11,000 feet in this country. Long's Peak,

14,255 feet high, is the first to be looked for always. Before we leave

the park we are familiar with a score of peaks, Ypsilon, Hagues', Flat

Top, and many others. In the park are more than fifty summits higher

than 12,000 feet. Consequently, mountain climbing is a perpetual temp-

tation. One becomes familiar, also, with the lovely Alpine lakes that

are scattered through the park. Odessa, Bierstadt, and a score of other

lakes have proved the despair of painters and the photographers' de-

light. A well-known writer said last season that his chief enjoyment in

Rocky Mountain National Park was to start out alone, and, after a long

and inspiring walk to Lake Odessa, to doff his clothes and slip into the

icy waters of the lake.

So wonderfully popular has the park become in recent years that

celebrities are almost as common here as on Broadway. If anyone were
to establish a magazine in the park he would find plenty of writers at

A BEAVER DAM AND HOUSE
The region is especially favored by the beaver because of the unusual growth of

aspen, the bark of which is their principal food

hand. Enos Mills, successor to Burroughs and Muir as a nature writer,

has done most of his work in the park. Mills was a miner in Montana,

but his heart was out of doors instead of underground. He drifted into

Estes Park more than twenty years ago and worked on a ranch at the

foot of Long's Peak. He acted as guide and made many ascents of the

peak. He familiarized himself with the natural conditions of the vicin-

ity and soon began to write articles for the Denver newspapers, which

attracted attention on account of their simplicity of style and their vast

fund of nature information. When he suggested that a national park

be created in the Long's Peak region, he was laughed at, but he per-

sisted until finally Colorado people began to believe in the idea. When
congressional objections were to be overcome, Mills went to Washing-
ton and overcame them. Finally he was rewarded by seeing the park

created. He has become one of the leaders in the fight for national

parks in general, and has done much to make secure the outing privileges

of millions of Americans. Mills still lives at the foot of Long's Peak

within a stone's throw of the first little cabin he built before he had

achieved fame. He has at least half of the five-foot shelf of nature

TWILIGHT AT GRAND LAKE
One of a score of Alpine lakes scattered through the region. Grand Lake

western entrance to the park, and is a hotel and cottage center

the

AN AL FRESCO LUNCHEON IN THE ROCKIES

The noon sun is warm enough to cause hats and coats to be discarded, but the

picnickers are drinking snow water from the heights just above them
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A LAKE NEAR THE TIMBER LINE

The Park lies in the center of that earth upheaval which men have named the Rocky Mountains—a region of valleys 7,000 feet above sea-level and peaks as high again,

the whole cut and scarred with the records of the Glacial Period when North America was in the making

books to his credit, nearly all of the material for which he secured in of the Estes Park summer colony. Mr. and Mrs. White found Estes

the Rocky Mountain Park region. Park when on their wedding journey, and have made the trip thereto

William Allen White, Kansas' foremost author, is one of the pioneers nearly every summer since then. They have one of the prettiest bunga-

THE ENTRANCE TO BIG THOMPSON CANON
The road to Estes Park winds through the canon for twenty-five miles, crossing the

Big Thompson River seventeen times within this distance

A PIONEER'S CABIN OF THE 60'S

The cracks between the huge logs filled in with cement, the type of cabins built by
the first settlers are still used by the Forest Rangers
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THE ROCKIES IN BLOOM

In these altitudes August is springtime and all of the flowers bloom at once, asters, columbine, and little Alpine flowerets that are never seen at lower levels, while above

the green meadows rise the bare mountain peaks, home of snow and glaciers

lows in the park, and the White family

comes now all the way from Kansas by

automobile. Last summer Walt Mason
came to look in on his former boss on

the Emporia Gazette. In less than a week

the famous Kansas poet had made all ar-

rangements for the erection of a bunga-

low near the Whites, and he is to be a

permanent addition to the authors' col-

ony at the edge of Rocky Mountain Park.

Albert Bushnell Hart, Harvard's famous

historian, has been coming to Estes Park

for years, and Edna Ferber finds in-

spiration for more Emma McChesney
stories on the bridle trails around Long's

Peak inn.

The only vacation taken by Charles

Evans Hughes during his campaign for

the presidency, was in Estes Park. Mr.

Hughes could not be accused of going

there to seek votes, for there are less

than 200 villagers in Estes Park, which
assertive bailiwick is managed on most

peculiar lines. Though Estes Park vil-

lage is the center for thousands of peo-

ple during the tourist season, it has never

had a town government, and has con-
The eastern side of Long's Peak—king of the region—is a sheer

drop of 2,000 feet of solid rock ending in Chasm Lake

ducted its affairs very successfully en-

tirely through local meetings. The mar-
shal of the town has nothing to do except

to speak warningly to occasional youths

who have no use for automobile rules.

Once, it is alleged, he had to serve a

paper on a divorcee from Denver. In

general, however, his activities are so

light as to speak volumes for the good
behavior of the great American tourist.

What Mr. Hughes did go to Estes Park
for was golf, which game, with tennis,

is played as an interlude to mountain
climbing, horseback riding, automobiling

and trout fishing.

There is a peculiar psychological effect

in Estes Park golf. The player, under

the exhilarating influence of the atmos-

phere, easily imagines that he should be

able to drive a ball over the Rocky Moun-
tains into Grand Lake, on the west side

of the park. Some day, it is claimed by

the villagers, this seemingly impossible

feat is going to be accomplished.

On the west flank of Rocky Moun-
tain Park is Grand Lake, an established

(Continued on page 48)
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AMERICA FOR AMERICANS

BEINC'A PORTFOLIO OF PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING WHAT AMERICAN TRAYEIERS MAY ENJOY WITHOUT
CROSSING THE BOUNDARIES OF, THEIR OWN LAND—THE SCENIC VARIETY OF THE UNITED STATES

REPRESENTATIVES OF ONE OF AMERICA'S FIRST FAMILIES

Three full-blooded Blackfeet Indians in Glacier National Park, Montana, where their forefathers used to hunt the bighorn, deer and grizzly. Though they now live on a
reservation adjoining the park on the east, they have not fully accepted the white man's civilization, and retain their old customs and picturesque appearance
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Where one may stay in Para-

dise Valley, Mount Rainier

National Park. The valley is

in its summer dress of green

fields carpeted with wild

flowers, waist-high; but Mount
Rainier itself refuses to con-

cede anything to the season,

and one may step directly from

Paradise Park to the surface

of the Nisqually Glacier, the

best known of its ice-fields

Paradise Valley in winter from

the slope above the inn. Up
to the present time this national

park in Washington has been

noted chiefly as a summer rec-

reation spot, but every winter

sees its quota of visitors who
have discovered the skiing and

toboganning possibilities of the

snow-covered slopes
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IN THE HILL COUNTRY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the Easterner who cannot go far afield New Hampshire offers such playgrounds as Lake Tarleton in the hills near the Vermont boundary line. This photograph shows

a section of the lake and the club reservation of 5,000 acres, part of which is devoted to a splendid golf course

THE AERIAL TRAMWAY AT NIAGARA
Visitors to Niagara may now ride above the rapids in a car built by the company

that constructed the aerial tramway at San Sebastian, Spain

(C) ir;iynos, St. Taul

ON THE CODY ROAD TO YELLOWSTONE PARK
The six-mile drive through Shoshone Canon on the road to Yellowstone Park is one

of many memorable trips that America offers the automobilist
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THE RED
Chief White Quiver of the Blackfeet addressing the head men of the tribe in Glacier

studying the Indian in his natural environment. Such scenes as this make it difficult to realize that civilization is only a few miles away

MAN AT HOME
National Park. One of the attractions of the park is the opportunity afforded there of
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A WILD GARDEN IN MOUNT RAINIER PARK
No one who has visited Mount Rainier National Park can forget the alluring appeal of its landscapes—green slopes and masses of wild flowers against a background of

towering snow; while, here and there, clumps of gaunt trees blasted by the elements, serve to accentuate the living beauty of the scene
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AT DELAWARE WATER GAP
Included among the scenic wonders of the United States is this stretch of the Delaware
which flows for over two miles through a gap between Mount Tammany and

Mount Minsi

A MORNING DIP IN LAKE KATHERINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
A camp for girls has already set its mark of possession on this particular lake, but

the region offers plenty of others equally attractive that are accessible to the grown-

up vacationist

*v^:«w^f:

THE CALL OF THE ADIRONDACK^
Looking across Miller's Pond to Mount Ampersand in the Saranac Lake district of the Adirondacks, a section, it is said, made up of more water than land. It is the fisher-

man s mecca, but there are many other reasons for its popularity as a resort region
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ABOVE THE CLOUDS OF THE GRAND CANON, ARIZONA
Nowhere else in the world can be found a region that parallels this Titan among chasms. A few weeks later the snow and clouds will have disappeared;

clear and dry, the rock masses will stand out in layers of every color from greenish gray to red

le air will be11 be

AT THE TIMBER LINE OF THE MONTANA ROCKIES
Its bare sides streaked with snow even in summer, the peak of Lonely Mountain rises above the fir-covered slopes of the lower hills—the perfect embodiment of its name.

The mountain region of Montana is among the last portions of our country to resist the oncoming tide of civilization
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ENTERTAINING A FOREST RANGER
A camp fire luncheon in Rocky Mountain National Park at vhich the guest of honor is one of the members of the government forest service. The park regulations permit

the building of fires 100 yards away from the public road, provided the flames are completely extinguished before leaving the spot

(O Haynes, st. Paul A LAKE 8,000 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
Sylvan Lake, near the eastern boundary of Yellowstone National Park, is a dainty sheet of water bordered by tall pines and set in the midst of mountains. The splendidly

built road from Cody to Yellowstone Lake curves along its shore and a permanent camp site has been located here
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THE PALISADES OF THE HUDSON NEAR DOBB'S FERRY
A few miles farther down the river its shores are lined with huge wharves piled with freight for the entire world and its waters are alive with shipping, but here the

Palisades remain as they looked when Hendrick Hudson first sailed up this river which bears his name

ONE OF THE OLDEST RESORTS IN AMERICA
The first effort to establish a summer resort here was made in the early forties when a tavern was erected, but even before that, Moosehead Lake and Mount Kineo were

known to the hunter and fisherman, and in early times the Indian tribes came here for flint for their arrow heads
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The White Mountains of New Hampshire are

one of the most deservedly popular pleasure

grounds of our country and Bretton Woods is

among the most frequented of its resorts. The
splendid golf course, a portion of which is

pictured here, has contributed in no small

measure to this popularity

Looking down North Street, in Litchfield, Con-
necticut. Litchfield was a county seat of

importance long before it was a summer resort

—one of those old Revolutionary towns of

New England, the charm of which cannot be
duplicated elsewhere and which explain in part

why "Down East" will always appeal to

Americans in spite of the growing attractions

of the newer parts of our country

St. John's Church beside the lake at Coldspring

Harbor, Long Island, is a picture-book chapel

in an Arcadian setting of green trees and quiet

waters. The gently sloping country bordering

Long Island Sound and within a few hours

ride of the largest city of the United States,

has for many years had its full quota of sum-
mer visitors of every degree from the bungalow

dweller to the owner of a large estate
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With boardwalk, casinos and swimming pools,

not to mention the score of hotels along the

walk, the broad, smooth beach at Asbury Park
is thronged with visitors during the summer
season and the town itself is perhaps the most

popular of the continuous chain of resorts that

fringe the coast of northern New Jersey

.
»

In Van Trump Park, one of the natural garden

spots of Mount Rainier National Park. Mount
Rainier, with its twenty-eight glaciers, is, of

course, the chief feature of this national reser-

vation, but, in addition, the park possesses

beautiful, flower-filled valleys where, every

summer, visitors come to spend a few weeks

far from the madding crowd and get rest and

relaxation by living close to nature

The evening mists falling on the mountain

slopes about Lake Placid. This lovely lake,

the beauty of which draws hundreds of visitors

every year, lies in the heart of the Clinton

Range, the highest and most impressive of the

Adirondacks. The view from the top of

White Face, where this photograph was taken,

is well worth the somewhat arduous ascent, for

on a clear day all of the important peaks are

visible from here
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A PAGE OF GOOD INDIANS,

Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institute

"Pekotah" belongs to the Kickapoo tribe, a branch

of the Algonquins which race has not yet wholly

succumbed to civilization. Like the other Indians

on this page, "Pekotah" wears decorations from the

government

Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institute

"Big Man," a chief of the Brule Sioux Indians who
was born in 1839 and lived through the period when
the "Wild West" was no fictional myth. That he
was a good Indian, however, is proved by the two
medals given him by the Great White Father,

Grover Cleveland

Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institute

The Kiowas, to whom "Wooden Lance" belongs, are a

tribe of the plains who surrendered their hunting grounds

as far back as 1867

Courtesy of Great Northern Ry.

In the heart of the Montana Rockies, "Black Bull," a

full-blooded Blackfeet, now lives in nearly as primitive

surroundings as his forefathers did

Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institute

At three-score and ten "Not Afraid of Pawnee"
still looks his name. He is a Yankton Indian of the

Sioux race
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National Parks Development
UNTIL the present season automobiles

were not allowed in the Yellowstone.

Now the old slow-going six-horse stage has

disappeared and in its stead have been sub-

stituted comfortable and efficient motor-buses.

It is to be expected that there will be a mur-
mur of disapproval at the passing of the more
picturesque method of transportation, but if

the antiquarians will stop to consider that the

substitution of gasoline for horse-power

makes it possible to see more in a given period

of time, they will doubtless be reconciled to

it. No one will deny that it is better to see

the Yellowstone quickly than not at all ; that

added comfort makes it possible for old people

and semi-invalids to enjoy what otherwise

they could only read about ; that sympathy for

the horses in a mountainous country detracts

considerably from the enjoyment of a trip;

and as the pictorial value of the horse-drawn
vehicle is fully appreciated only by those who
are not in the setting, its loss is a small mat-
ter.

Transportation in the park is in the hands
of the Yellowstone Park Transportation Com-
pany exclusively, and the motor fare through
the park is $25.00, no matter which entrance

is used. All the hotels are now operated by
the Yellowstone Park Hotel Company, and
similarly, the cost of meals and lodgings for

all trips is $27.00. Likewise the camps are

operated by the Yellowstone Park Camping
Company, and the charge is $18.00 for meals

and lodgings.

Club members who plan taking their own
automobiles into any of the national parks are

advised to write to Washington for detailed

rules regarding the driving of cars through
the parks. In some cases there are rigid

schedules that must be adhered to, and penal-

ties are provided for those who disregard

them. It is obvious to anyone who is at all

acquainted with the roads of the western
mountains that careful driving is indispens-

able to safety, and owing to the large number
of cars in operation—there are 175 in the

public service alone—a time schedule has had

to be inaugurated.

Another New National Park
Since Travel last went to press legislation

was passed by Congress assuring the creation

of the Mount McKinley National Park, an
article on which appears in another part of
this number of the magazine. This is the

third national park to be established within a

year, the other two being the Hawaii and
Lassen Volcanic.

Alaska's Coming of Age
A few weeks ago occurred the fiftieth an-

niversary of the purchase of Alaska from
Russia, so that the Mount McKinley National

Park may be regarded as commemorative of

the fact. "We are only beginning to realize,"

said Secretary Lane, of the Department of the

Interior, "how tremendous the service was
that William H. Seward performed when he

secured for us that great source of wealth.

When Seward was Secretary of State, few
men realized the great potential value of

Alaska. Popular impression held it a snow-
bound wilderness, a land of ice and polar

bears. Seward felt that the time would come
when the wealth of Alaska would astound the

world. His judgment to-day is vindicated."

The Purchase of Alaska
"A moral obligation," Secretary Lane goes

on to say, "was one of the primary reasons

that led to the purchase of Alaska. Russia

had given us the passive support of two fleets

of warships during our Civil War, and saved

us from serious indignities that threatened

from abroad. Russia needed money. We, of

course, could not give it to her outright, but

we could let her have it and take in exchange

her barren North American provinces. In the

face of a storm of protest the treaty was
signed and fully ratified; the Russian ambas-

sador collected $7,200,000 from Uncle Sam;
and Alaska edged her way into a protesting

and inhospitable democracy."

Alaska Cost Two Cents an Acre
A little elementary figuring will disclose the

fact that the purchase price of Alaska's

600,000 square miles allows only $12 a square

mile or slightly less than two cents an acre.

At this rate any one of hundreds of Americans
could buy the German Empire, for the cost

would be only about $2,500,000; and the Re-

public of San Marino could be purchased for

the price of a cheap automobile. Yet during

the past half-century Alaska has brought into

the channels of American trade more than

three-quarters of a billion dollars, and it is

still going strong.

Summer Tours to Alaska
This summer will probably mark the most

successful tourist season that Alaska has yet

had. Large and comfortable steamships make
the trip from Seattle, Wash., to Skaguay in

four and one-half days, and there are fre-

quent sailings throughout the summer. Al-

though Skagway is a favorite objective for

tourists, many prefer to go on to White Horse

by rail, and then proceed by boat across the

heart of Alaska to the mouth of the Yukon
River. This is no doubt the best available

tour in the world during these warlike times.

The New Hell Gate Bridge
On April second was inaugurated the first

through train service between Boston, Mass.,

and Washington, D. C, when two sections

of the Federal Express of the Pennsyl-

vania and New Haven Railroads, one go-

ing north and the other south, passed over

the new Hell Gate Bridge. This remarkable

structure, which is the world's greatest steel

arch bridge, reaches from Long Island City

across that part of the East River called Hell

Gate to Ward's Island, and has a clear span

of over 1,000 feet. The railroad then is car-

ried by other bridges across Little Hell Gate

to Randall's Island and thence across Bronx
Kills to the eastern end of the Bronx from
where it proceeds up the shore of Long Island

Sound and on to Boston.

Aside from its great significance in the

realm of transportation, Hell Gate Bridge is

an engineering marvel. The arch was sprung

across the river in two parts, built out from
each supporting tower and meeting in the

middle of the river. Each of the towers rises

240 feet from the ground, and some idea of

their stability may be gleaned from the fact

that many of the stone blocks of which they

are built weigh twenty tons each. There is a

total of 3,000,000 cubic feet of masonry in the

two towers; and it is estimated that in the

bridge there is four times as much steel as was
used in the construction of the Woolworth
Building, the tallest in the world.

Chicago Headquarters
The office of the Chicago Travel Bureau,

645 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111., has

been designated as the headquarters of the

Travel Club of America for that city. Mail

may be addressed there to be held or forward-

ed, and hotel reservations will be made on

request. Should any of the visiting members

care to join in the short excursions of the

Prairie Club or the Chicago Geographic

Society, which occur every week during most

of the year, they will be very welcome. Mr.

Elmer S. Batterson is the manager in charge.

New Discounts

The Hotel Bothwell, Atlantic City, N. J.,

has arranged to give Travel Club members a

discount of five per cent, on presentation of

membership cards, and The Eyrie, a hotel on

the bluffs of the Columbia River at White

Salmon, Wash., will allow a ten per cent, dis-

count to members.
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TRAPPINGS FOR THE TRAVELER

The accessories illustrated and described on this page may be purchased either direct from the shops

mentioned or through this department. To travel comfortably is to travel efficiently. It is our aim

to help, and me shall be glad to advise regarding both wearing apparel and accessories for your next

trip, without charge.

The Efficient Traveler,
31 East Ulh St., New York-

This cot weighs only 15 pounds and can be folded up
as shown, but it is guaranteed to support 800 pounds.
The frame is hardwood, the side braces of steel and
the top of army canvas, 76 x 30 inches. It is sold by

the Telescope Cot Bed Co. for $3.75

Though of unusually generous proportions, this bag's

especial claim to distinction lies in its workmanship,

inside and out, which is of a quality to withstand hard

usage. The 18-inch size, of pigskin, is sold by

Lord & Taylor for $30

An eight-day traveling clock which can be obtained

with either square or octagonal face and which is par-

ticularly desirable because of its radium figures and

hands visible both day and night. The price of this

clock is $25

"ULs*

This waterproof bag holds

a hammock of khaki duck
6 ft. x 27 in., with rope

edges, "can't tip" spreader

ends and patented "anti

slip" corner stays. Foster

Brothers Manufacturing Co,
sell the hammock, with

rope attached, for $3

The righthand photograph

shows an oven which may
be attached to the broiler

stove pictured in the lefthand

corner. Both stove and oven

are of galvanized iron and
fold neatly into a khaki case

8x 10 in. The price of

each is $2.50 at the Red-E
Company and the khaki

case is 75 cents extra

A versatile implement for the out-of-doors man or

woman, consisting of a combination knife, fork, spoon

and can opener which folds to fit the pocket or splits

into three parts. It is American made and sold by

J. B. Crook & Co.
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npHIS is what one might call making a mountain out of an ant hill

—

in this case, two mountains. The white ants of central Australia

are the architects of these imposing structures which often stand as

high as eight feet and are almost unbreakable in substance. In the in-

terior are three roofs covering great passages and rooms, where the ants

have their colony. These white ants are, by the way, properly speaking,

not ants at all, but a distinct species called termites. L. M. E.

npHE tall object which the

young lady is wearing
on her head is not an Easter

bonnet, but a large jar of

sweetened water which, like

the grape juice of other

lands, the prohibitionists of

Egypt would make the na-

tional beverage. Possibly the

young lady in question is a

member of the Egyptian

branch of the Women's Tem-
perance Union ; she is pro-

gressive, at any rate, and
does not follow the usual cus-

tom of the nose piece and face

veil which the other women
in the picture are wearing.

The jar, or canteen, carried

by this girl is made of brass,

and when it is full weighs
close to thirty pounds.

C*ROGS? No, little Javanese boys in the island of Celebes trying to

find out what makes the wheels go round. Java is not far south

of the Equator and among the younger set clothing is not, strictly speak-

ing, de rigueur. Even the grown-ups discard all but the absolutely nec-

essary and wear as little of that as possible. But though Occidental

fashions have not penetrated to Java, the automobile has, and the next

generation will probably be quite blase as regards the inner workings
of the latest model seven-passenger

;
possibly, attired in goggles, he

will drive his mother to market. A. R. M.

tp NGLAND is going to give

her women equal rights

with men because, those in au-

thority say, she has shown since

the beginning of the present

war that she is capable of do-

ing man's work. The women
of India have never agitated

for the vote and probably would
not know what to do with it if

they got it, but they were doing

man's work long before the

present war. This stalwart

damsel is by trade a brick car-

rier and can balance nonchal-

antly on her head as many or

more than an American la-

borer would think of carryin ,'

in a hod over his shoulder. At
night she goes home, no doubt,

and gets dinner for her hus-
band and children. S. R. S.

JUDGING from the somewhat attenuated condition of the sail, the

ferrymen of the Nile have never heard of that old adage about a

stitch in time. But there are many other things that they have never heard

of—steam and electricity and efficiency, and it is in just this ignorance

that much of Egypt's attraction lies. Who would not rather be ferried

across this ancient waterway aboard a native sailboat, manned by tur-

baned followers of the Prophet than that its sacred waters should be

desecrated by the shrill-voiced steamboat which ply our Occidental

waters? G. B.
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THE RAMBLER'S SECOND LONDON PAPER
ETTING into England is far different at war time than it was in are restricted areas, however, in the region of munition factories, pub-

the happier days of unrestricted tourist travel. Then you were

taken at your face value ; now you must be known by two governments

—your own and England's. Even after six months of war and long

after the spy agitation had all England by the ears it was merely nec-

essary to prove to Uncle Sam that you were his subject and to exhibit

your passport when you reached the other side. Now after having a

reputable witness swear to your identity and otherwise proving your

citizenship you must wait several days for your passport. In the mean-

time it is assumed that the British authorities here make an investiga-

tion and then decide if you are persona grata. Then you appear per-

sonally before the British Consul who questions you closely and vises

your passport—if he is convinced of your neutrality. You are allowed

to board the steamer only after close scrutiny of your papers, and dur-

ing the ocean passage, so The
Rambler understands, all pas-

sengers are under the general

surveillance of a British agent.

At Liverpool, the only open

English port, inspectors come
aboard with a detachment of

harbor constabulary and there

you are again required to

prove your desirability. Then
a landing ticket is handed you.

If there is the least ground

for suspicion, however, you

are escorted to your stateroom

where your baggage is thor-

o u g h 1 y examined. Leaving

England the process is equally

complex. Alighting from the

train at the dock you congre-

egate with your fellow voy-

agers in an enclosed portion

of the dock. Here you pre-

sent your passport, and as

you enter you are handed a

check bearing a number which

corresponds with the order in

which you are called. All

exits are guarded by soldiers

and one may not leave until

passed by the inspector. You
are asked the place of your

birth, the nature of your busi-

ness and other similarly un-

interesting but important facts.

All this information has been

in the hands of the British

government since your appli-

cation for a passport was made to Washington and any discrepancies

would be quickly detected. Your picture in miniature is, of course,

on the passport. If any suspicion rests on you; if you have German
blood, for example, or bear a German name, of if, perchance, you have
come from Holland or other neutral countries in proximity to the

enemy, an inspector is appointed to conduct an examination of your
papers and baggage.

The Rambler was fortunate enough to be passed through without
baggage examination. He had not been on the Continent, he has nei-

ther German blood nor a German name, and evidently the information
in the possession of the examining official concerning him was favor-
able and satisfactory. But many others did not fare so well. There
were passengers whose trunks, hand bags and packages were opened,

A public house in the days before the war. The condition represented in this picture is

now a thing of the past. It is no longer possible to drink at any hour that pleases one s

fancy. To promote efficiency in the output of war materials and to prevent economic waste

liquor can now be bought in England only between the hours of twelve and two-thirty and

between six-thirty and nine-thirty in the evening. Treating is also banned by law except

at meal time when, you may provide your guests with liquid refreshments

lie works, and other objects of military importance, that are barred to

aliens except by special pass. If your business takes you into these re-

stricted districts you must first report at the police station where you
have registered and there you are handed a blank to be filled out. You
must then secure the affidavits of two native-born British subjects that

you are who you claim to be. At the expiration of a few days' time,

in which you and your sponsors are presumably investigated by the

secret service, you are handed a pass book wherein the dates of your

arrivals and departures are inscribed and you are free to go into these

protected areas.

In last month's Travel The Rambler wrote some of his impressions

of London in wartime, but the restrictions of space prevents his speaking

of his surprise in finding that despite the soaring prices there, street

transportation remained the

same. Bus fares have not been

raised and one can still go a

mile or more in a bus for two
cents. Likewise the old taxi-

cab rates of sixteen cents a

mile still prevail in spite of

the increase in the cost of

gasoline. When gasoline ad-

vanced to twenty-five cents a

gallon in the United States

last summer a committee was
appointed in Congress to in-

vestigate the cause of such an

outrageous increase, but Eng-
to-day is paying sixty-nine

cents a gallon, plus a war tax

of twelve cents, bringing the

total cost to eighty-one cents

a gallon. Instead of the gov-

ernment's becoming sympa-
thetic, it issued a decree that

after April ist no private

owner of a motor car may
have his gasoline license re-

newed. This means that, ex-

cept for those engaged in war
work, no private motor cars

can be operated after that

date. The luxury of private

cars has been frowned upon
for some time. The govern-

ment has long since put an

embargo on the importation

of automobiles for private use

and no new cars of any kind

have been obtainable because

the home factories have been working to capacity on war trucks and
commercial vehicles. In other lines the government has likewise en-

deavored to discourage extravagance. It is impossible, for example,

to obtain a new telephone extension if you happen to fancy one for

your desk. What facilities one has had before the war are considered

sufficient now.

On the first of the year the government, in control of all the rail-

roads, advanced all fares (except commutation tickets) fifty per cent

in order to discourage traveling and thereby clear the lines for freight

and troop trains. But despite this increase visiting alike the just and
unjust, the trains are well filled and it appears that this restrictive meas-
ure has failed to restrict. Under these increased rates a comparison

with American fares is interesting. One may travel in a luxurious par-
their clothing unfolded and examined and all papers carefully sorted lor car between New York and Boston—a journey of five hours—for a
and scrutinized. If secret documents containing information manage
to- get out of the country, it could hardly be through the medium of
transatlantic travelers.

When you are once in England, the greatest freedom compatible with
the situation is allowed. Upon arrival at your hotel you are required
to fill out a blank and without delay to register at the nearest police

station. You are also compelled to give immediate notice of any change
of address or of your intention to depart for home. If you remain in

one place nothing more than this mere registration is required. There

dollar in addition to the fare. The extra cost of a first-class ticket be-

tween London and Liverpool—a trip of less than five hours—is four

dollars.

Since The Rambler's return, the United States has entered the con-

flict of the nations, grim in its determination to help cast off the bur-

den of Prussian militarism, yet unflurried in its call to arms. Travel

within our own country, The Rambler is confident, will show even less

of the war influence than in the land of our ally.

—R. Medill.
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SEE THE GRANDEUR OF THE CODY ROAD IN YELLOWSTONE PARK
LAST year, by special action of the

United States Government, the Cody
Road in Yellowstone Park was per-

fected and opened to the public.

The Superintendent of National Parks recom-
mended this action,describingthe Cody Road in his

report as the "most beautiful part of Yellowstone
Park"—a statement endorsed enthusiastically by
the thousands of tourists who in 1916 saw it for
the first time.

There is a peculiar romance and interest surround-
ing Cody Road, associated as it is with Indian bat-

tles and old-time frontier days—days of Owen
Wister's "Virginian;" days of the romantic activi-

ties of that famous old scout "Buffalo Bill," after

whom the town of Cody was named.

America's three great Parks

including Cody Road on one trip

On one circle trip, over one splendid and depend-

able railroad on the Burlington Route, you may

visit the entire National Park region including
Yellowstone (Cody Road), Glacier, Rocky Mountain
—Estes Park, Colorado Springs, with Manitou,
Garden of the Gods and Pike's Peak near-by.

And if you go to or return from Yellowstone by
its Eastern entrance, you can see Cody Road at no
extra cost—you can motor over its ninety miles of

perfect government-built highway through some
of the most inspiring mountain scenery in the

world. This motor trip is made on regular daily

schedule and provides for everything to make the

trip comfortable and pleasant.

Let us help you plan

your trip

Call on your local railroad ticket agent, or write

to the nearest Burlington representative. See list

opposite. These men have themselves made the

trip; they have planned hundreds of such trips for

others, and you will find their advice invaluable

in planning yours. If you cannot see them in

person, they will send you illustrated descriptive

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel

literature containing maps and complete informa-
tion, and gladly make all arrangements for your
complete tour.

BIRMINGHAM. ALA., 1122-23 Brown-Marx BIdg.,
H. R. Todd General Southern Agent

BOSTON, MASS., 264 Washington St.
Alex Stocks New England Pass'r Agent

BUFFALO, N. Y., 200 Ellicott Square BIdg.,
M. K. Mix Traveling Pass'r Agent

CHICAGO, ILL., 141 So. Clark St.,

A.J. Puhl General Agent, Pass'r Dept.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, 307 Union Trust BIdg.,

E, L. Langstadt City Pass'r A^ent
CLEVELAND, OHIO, 814 Hippodrome BIdg..

A. Burns Traveling Passenger Agent
DALLAS, TEXAS, 711 Sumter BIdg.,

Mark Ford General Agent
KANSAS CITY, MO., 701 Walnut St.,

H. S. Jones Southwestern Pass'r Agent
NEW ORLEANS, LA., St. Charles Hotel

G. B. Magruder City Pass'r and Freight Agent
NEW YORK, N. Y., Centurian BIdg., 1184 Broadway

W.J. Berger General Agent, Pass'r Dept.

OMAHA, NEB., Farnam and Sixteenth Sts.,

J. B. Reynolds City Pass'r Agent
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 836 Chestnut St.

Wm. Austin General Agent, Freight and Pass'r Dept.

PITTSBURGH, PA., 506 Smithfield St.,

W. B. Byrne Traveling Pass'r Agent
ST. LOUIS. Mo.. 305 North Broadway

J. G. De

I

aplaine City Pass'r Agent

P. S. EUSTIS, Passenger Traffic Manaeer
C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago
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The Overland Limited, train de luxe between Chicago and San
Francisco via the Chicago & North Western—only 2\ dcys
en route; the world's finest, fastest, daily, long-distance train.

Let Us Quote Fares
For Your Summer Tour
The Chicago & North Western is the

premier line of railway' between Chicago and principal

points north, west and northwest.

It provides excellent train service
in most luxurious equipment from the east to the

magnificent new Rocky Mountain National Park,

to Yellowstone Park, to Colorado, California and
the North Pacific Coast, and from the North,West
and Northwest to the eastern resorts. And it is the

line of principal service to the Great North Woods
of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota.

Let the experienced travel repre-
sentatives of the Chicago & North Western Line
quote fares for your summer tour or outing. Per-

sonally escorted tours to Rocky Mountain and
Yellowstone Parks leave Chicago every Saturday.

Under these arrangements every travel detail is

attended to for you. Wisconsin - Michigan offer

rare opportunities for the primitive summer home,
resort or camping-fishing outing.

To properly do anything requires a little

time. Write now, outlining the trip you wish to take
this summer and let us tell you what it will cost and the
best way to go, so that when the time comes everything
will be arranged. Address C. A. Cairns, General Pas-
senger & Ticket Agent—

Chicago &NorthWestern Ry.
226 West Jackson St.

Chicago, 111.

Offices are maintained in most
of the larger cities. If desired,
and it can be arranged, a rep-
resentative will call on you.

~4n Advertisement by
The Pullman Company

Coast to Coast.
Through the far-reaching service of

the Pullman Company it is often

possible to arrange a railroad journey so that the

night may be spent on the train, thus effecting a

saving in hotel accommodations and the hours often

unnecessarily used for day time travel.

The Pullman car includes in its construction not

only the asset of increased safety, but every conven-

ience afforded by the most modern hotel that can

possibly be adapted to the limitations of car con-

struction. And the service further includes the

personal attention of employes trained to anticipate

the individual requirements of the traveling public.

In the deserts of the Southwest; in the western

mountains; in rural communities throughout the

country, everywhere, regardless of local conditions,

the traveler today can obtain, wherever he may board

a Pullman, the same high standard of service that he

would find in a Pullman car leaving the terminal of

the great metropolis.

Standardized and extended to serve in equal meas-

ure travelers in practically every community, the

facilities which the Pullman Company affords for

convenience, safety and comfort are equalled by no
other similar organization in the world.

The

Torch-Bearers

of Bohemia

V. I . Krys h a n ovskaya

SPEAKING OF

REVOLUTION-
this new Russian novel,

"The Torch-Bearers of

Bohemia," tells the story

of Bohemia's revolt
against the Teuton op-

pressor in the flaming

days of the great John
Hus.

"A great historical ro-

mance"—N. Y. Tribune.

"Absorbing and well
worth reading."—N. Y.

Times.
At all booksellers

$1.40 net. Postage 10c.

Robert M. McBride & Co., Publishers, Union Square N, New York

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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RIO DE JANERIO
{Continued from page 21)

abandon without sufficient thought,
but here in Brazil custom is largely
solving the color question. The
results are not always satisfactory,

especially in this generation, but
one of the effects is worthy of our
consideration, namely, the eradica-
tion of race hatred by reason of
the fact that a tincture of the same
blood flows in the veins of so
large a number of the population.

The bread man will bring you
the day's supply in a little green-
roofed, reed-built house that he
carries on his head, and he will be
dressed often in a salmon-colored
shirt and wide, striped trousers.
The sweetmeat seller has his little

stand of cakes and candies also on
his head, which he places dexter-
ously on the ground when he
sights a possible customer. The ice

cream man carries the great
freezer balanced aloft, as he
slowly meanders through the nar-
row streets in the evening, crying
aloud his wares in a singsong
voice not unlike those that one
hears in the streets of Cairo. The
poultry dealer wears on his head a
great wicker basket as large across
as an umbrella, filled with chick-
ens, and the fruit seller cries

"Oranges, sweet oranges" as he
paces majestically past your door.
The charcoal and the banana men
and the wood sellers also bring
their wares on the backs of small
donkeys, while the delivery wagons
from the great stores are drawn
by pretty dun-colored mules, who
wear a jingling bell on each bridle
to warn people out of the way.

Of one thing you may be sure,
in Rio, whether it be the waiter
in your hotel, the fish man who
brings you his daily catch, or the
Senator or rich coffee planter with
whom you lunch at the club, they
all have a share in the national vice—gambling. Most of the South
American countries are satisfied

with a weekly lottery; not so the
man of Brazil. He must have a
daily one to satisfy his love of the
game of chance. Rio is famous
for its forms of gambling, and it

seems to one that the lottery

booths occupy a good share of the
space in the central part of the
city. If the man be a day laborer
there are many places where he
can risk his milreis upon a turn of
the wheel or a fortunate guess of
a number. If he chances to be a

gentleman o f means there are

dozens of gambling clubs prepared
especially for him with music,

amusements and restaurants at-

tached.

The daily lottery is a govern-
ment affair and a portion of the

proceeds are given to charity. The
average person, however, seems to

take the "bichu" in preference to,

or in addition to, the regular lot-

tery. The "bichu" which is the

Portuguese word for "insect," is

really illegal, and no guarantee is

given that the winner will receive

his money
;
yet no one seems to re-

gard this detail, since there are no

Goody e a r Tires, Heavy
Tourist Tubes and ''''Tire

Saver" Accessories are easy

to get from Goodyear Service
Station Dealers e<veryiu//ere.

Piping Rock Country Club—Long Is/and, N. Y.

The Material Advantages
of Goodyear Cords

Many motorists tell us that once

a man uses Goodyear Cord
Tires on his car, he will no more
go back to the fabric kind than

he would to driving a horse.

They say the additional comfort

and riding-ease delivered by
these flexible tires forever spoil

one for the earlier stifT type.

Perhaps they exaggerate some-
what, out of an excess of enthu-

siasm; or again, perhaps not.

Certainly Goodyear Cords are

much spryer and livelier than

ordinary tires.

But even if they were not, and
were merely equal in comfort to

others, there would still be rea-

son for preferring them.

For the extra mileages they de-

liver, the extra speed they give

your car, the extra distances

they exact from fuel, the free-

dom from trouble they insure—
these are material advantages of

dollars-and-cents value.

Altogether, they make the
higher price of Goodyear
Cords the part of economy,
and the tires themselves the

quality product of the tire in-

dustry.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron, Ohio
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WHY MEN SHOULD
WEAR SUITS made of

.

^^^uf^fm^e-

THE ARISTOCRAT OF SUMMER SUITINGS
f Featured in every desirable
model to satisfy the business
man, professional man and
young man.

U There is as much variety
of patterns and colorings in
Priestley's "Cravenette" Eng-
lish Mohair as in any other
fabric for men's wear.

fl They bear the Priestley
label which stands for the
highest type of Mohair
made.

H The Priestley label is uni-
versally accepted as the
hall mark of style and
quality.

the

beaten
path
Trips bysaddle and pack, - team
orauto-through NewMexico Arizona

Enchanted Land-pnwrauy contacted
CllmbmoniUlin pealcs
Descend canyon trails
Cross -painted deuei-ts
See petrified forests
Visit Indian pueblos
Glimpses ofNavajo lift
Prehistoric nrinitnmfom
Cennioiit.riunt.flrtv-
Afew days to (our week

y

Cost aoout t lO n day-
writejbr i7luiaatedlxx)LjiJ3er

W. 1. Black, Pass. Traf. Mgr.
A. T. & 8. F. By.

1066 It j. Exchange, Chicago

flyf^

SEND FOR THIS

VACATION TOUR BOOK

ASUMMER Paradise"—a full

description of America's
rarest playgrounds— the historic

Adirondacks, Lake Champlain,
Lake George, Saratoga Springs,
Plattsburg, Cooperstown, Ausable
Chasm and hundreds of other
charming vacation resorts in
northeastern New York State.

This book tells you where to go—how
much it will cost—and what you will find
after you get there. Maps and hundreds
of photographs—350 pages about 1500
lakes and 3,500,000 acres of vacation land
—prices, number of rooms and pictures
of leading hotels, etc., etc. Send 6cfor it.

Delaware & Hudsontrains
leaveGrand Central Station,
New York. Connections with
Hudson River boat lines at
Albany and Troy. Time-
tables FREE on request.

M. J. Powers
General Passenger Agent
Delaware & Hudson Company

Albany, N. Y.

m

precedents showing that the
"bichu" proprietors have failed to
give prizes to the winning num-
bers.

It must be said that while the
Brazilian gambles, he does not
drink as does his northern cousin.
We have been traveling in Brazil
for more than three months, visit-
ing most of the larger cities, and
during the entire time we have
seen but one Brazilian intoxicated.
This does not signify that spiritu-
ous liquors are tabooed in the fed-
eral capital. In many places one
will see little drinking shops where
the workman goes to get his small
glass of aguardiente, a native
brandy made from sugar cane,
paying for it only a few cents.
Nearly every little grocery store
has a corner with a bar, upon which
is a small keg, and one usually sees
some one, generally of black,
brown or tan complexion, taking
his national drink in the intervals
of his work.
To the motorist especially, Rio

affords trips with beauty at every
turn. There is the Praia de Re-
publica which is said to be the
largest garden in the center of any
metropolis, containing over 50,000
species of plants. Artistic bridges,
tree-shaded lakes, and winding
drives all invite the motorist to
move slowly and enjoy the flow-
ers, the palms, and the brightly
plumaged birds that throng the
garden. Then there is the Mangue
Canal, with its superb avenue of
royal palms, four abreast, the ca-
nal in the center and these lordly

sentinels bordering the double
driveway. The Avenida Beira
Mar is hardly surpassed by any
motor drive in the world. It fol-

lows the southwestern shore of
Rio Bay for four miles with but
one single interruption, a lofty

promontory, where it bends inland
for some 300 yards. Along this

double automobile track one may
speed to the Avenida Atlantica,

which lies belond, where the

"league-long rollers" from the

South Atlantic break with deep
monontonous roar, and where Rio's

aristocracy have built their sea side

homes.
To those who are venturesome,

the lofty aerial ride to Sugar Loaf
gives a panorama of mountains,
valleys, sea and the red-tiled roofs

of Rio, never to be forgotten. One
goes across an arm of the Bay in

a tiny car, swinging high over the

sea. If he be wise enough to go in

the afternoon and remain to see

the sun set and then watch for the

twinkling lights as they begin to

sparkle in Rio and the towns
across the Bay, he will realize why
Rio is called "The City of En-
chantment." These lights of them-
selves are well worth a trip to

Brazil, for Rio is as extravagant

in the matter of electricity as in

other things. The wide avenues

along the Bay shore have clusters

of three great arc lights, where a

northern city would feel justified

in placing one, and seen from a

distance the city at night looks as

if it were encircled by a giant

diamond bracelet. Rio's lights can

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. the case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles
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Two to Two
A service through
"From 2 to 2"
Which Phoebe Snow
Presents to you

—

Two Roads unite
To expedite
Your trip by Road

of Anthracite.

The Chicago Limited
Lackawanna -Michigan Central

Leaves New York 2 P.M. Arrives Chicago 2 P.M.
Arrives: Detroit, 7:10 A.M.; Ann Arbor, 8:12 A.M.; Battle Creek, 9:57 A.M.

This de luxe all-steel train is the latest expression of

comfort, convenience and safety. There is a special charm
in its dining service. The newly-patterned Observation-
Library-Lounge Car contributes to the enjoyment of the

extraordinary scenery of this route.

Lackawanna

Railroad

THE BEST PLACE TO SPEND YOUR SUMMER VACA-
TION IS IN THE HISTORIC, PICTURESQUE AND

HEALTHFUL

GATSKILL MOUNTAINS
The high altitude of this great moun-

tain sanitarium, ranging from 2,000 to

4,000 feet above the sea, is an im-

portant factor in the selection of a

summer home.

In addition to the private parks

there are over 1,000 hotels and board-

ing houses amid the green fields and

towering crags in this country of

scenic beauty and wildwood charms.
t£P

The Ulster and Delaware R.R.
in connection with West Shore R. R., offers superb train

service without change of cars between New York and
all points in this popular summer resort ; also direct con-

nection, during the season, at Kingston Point with Day
Line steamers.

An illustrated Summer Book, with map of the Catskills and
list of hotels and boarding houses, will be sent free on
receipt of 6 cents postage. The book will be ready for
distribution about May 1st.

N. A. SIMS, General Passenger Agent, Kingston, N. Y.

The King of Sports

Invigorating—spontaneous—and inter

esting to the last degree—is trapshoot-

ing. It is the Sport of Kings and the

King of Sports—replete with excitement

and exhilaration.

Winging the wily clay pigeon has
become quite de rigneur in smart country
places and is proving a welcome boon
to both host and hostess in the entertain-

ment of house parties.

The "Sport Alluring" booklet

on request

E. L du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Wilmington Delaware
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In 1817

WHAT was formerly a skillful and dan-
gerous journey in 1817 is now an ex-

hilarating and safe pleasure-trip, because
palatial steel steamers have replaced the

bark canoe of the Indian voyageur and the

route is through the same historic and
picturesque waters. All the charm of old-

world travel haunts are to be found in this

1,000 mile journey "Niagara to the Sea."

The trip includes almost 1,000 miles of

lakes, rivers and rapids, including the

Thousand Islands, the exciting descent of

A thousand miles of travel—
Fares From Niagara Falls:

To Montreal and return -

To Quebec and return -

To Saguenay River and return

0hooiing the lipids
"f oPtka Tfistoric

LjQiwrenca in 1817

the marvelous rapids, the historic associa-

tions of Montreal, Quaint old Quebec, with

its famous miracle-working shrine of Ste.

Anne de Beaupre', and the famous Saguenay
River, with its stupendous Capes, "Trinity"

and "Eternity," higher than Gibraltar.

Up-to-date Canada Steamship Hotels at

Murray Bay and Tadousac, Quebec Golf

links and a salt-water swimming pool at

Murray Bay.

a thousand thrills of pleasure

Send For Booklet

Send 2c postage for illustrated booklet, map and
guide to JOHN F. PIERCE, Asst. Pass. Traffic.

Manager, Canada Steamship Lines, 109 R. & O.
Bldg., Montreal, Canada.

$19.00

26.35

35.00

CANADA STEAMSHIP LINES

HAMILTON—*/. ROCHSSft*
J «-N>A«ARA FAU.*

New Books For Thoughtful Folk

A Dominie Dismissed
By A. S. JVeill, author of "A DOMINIE'S LOG."

Further delightful adventures of the Dominie
whose "Log" was so full of humor and wisdom.
What reviewers said about "A Dominie's

Log":
"Full of sound ideas companioned with joy

and whimsicality."—N. Y. Times.
"Ought to be distributed to every school

teacher in the land."—Boston Transcript.
"Clever, humorous and makes you think."

—

The Outlook. $1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

Towards a Sane Feminism
By AVilma Meikle

A book of essays by a newcomer in the field

of feminist writers, presenting a fresh and
vigorous point of view about modern women—
and men. Particularly valuable just now for

its discussion of woman's place in national pre-

paredness and defense.

$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

The Effective Small Home
By Lilian Bayliss Green, formerly Editor of the Little House Department of The Ladies'

Home Journal.
A book of practical ideas and suggestions for the person of good taste who is seeking com-

fort as well as economy in the small house or apartment.
25 illustrations. $1.50 net. Postage 10 cents.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., 31 Union Square North, NEW YORK

be seen by the mariners forty-five

miles out at sea.

When one has seen Rio de Ja-
neiro, all other places will forever
afterwards seem tame and unin-
teresting in comparison, so far as
the beauty of nature is concerned.
Rio lives with one, it haunts the
memory like the sound of a silver

bell. The sound of the sea roar-
ing beneath the cliffs ; the breakers
that lose themselves at the bases
of the outjutting promontories ; the
storms from the South Atlantic
that throw the white surf high up
on the rocks ; Guanabara Bay with
its hundreds of leafy islands, its

irregular curves and bends about
the beautiful and picturesque Rio
climbing over her green mountain
sides; the sunsets which turn the

world to glory ; the deep velvet sky
at night full of star dust—it is

the place par excellence where
man has united with nature to

make The City of Enchantment.

THE LURE OF
ROCKY MOUNT-
AIN NATIONAL

PARK
{Continued from page 26)

resort second only to Estes Park
in development. Grand Lake is

the largest body of water in Colo-
rado. Here flourishes the unique
yacht club of the world, regattas
being held two miles high amid
mountain scenes of inspiring gran-
deur. The State of Colorado is

building a highway from Estes
Park to Grand Lake through
Rocky Mountain Park. Several
miles of the road have been built

through solid rock, and when com-
pleted it will probably be the
greatest scenic highway in the
world. From it will diverge other
roads and trails along both sides

of the Divide, both above timber-
line and below. There will be in-

expensive camps for the tourist of
moderate means, where one may
even cook his own grub. Stephen
T. Mather, Assistant Secretary of
the Interior, who has official

charge of all national parks, is

enthusiastic over the development
of the possibilities in this region.

The fact that Rocky Mountain
Park was an absolute wilderness
when established is in its favor
now. There is no bad work to be
undone in developing the park.

Grand Lake and Estes Park at its

edge are amply sophisticated with
their magnificent hotels and pala-

tial summer homes, but the big

park itself is rough hewn. Its

360 square miles of peaks, lakes,

crags, and waterfalls—is all just

as nature left it. In developing

the park, nature's handiwork will

be spoiled as little as possible. The
beaver and the mountain sheep and

other wild game will be left un-

disturbed. Even now the moun-
tain sheep come down in flocks to

Horseshoe Park, just outside the

boundaries of the park itself. In

time, Rocky Mountain National

Park undoubtedly will be one of

the greatest sanctuaries of game
in the West.
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Olacier
Rational

Park

LAKE CHELAN

C. C. STONP, Pass. Tra'fic'Mgr.. 01. Norlhew Ry., 5epI.'52,"St. Paul, Minn.

: Please sens me Aeroplane folder, descriptive lilacier Na- I

tional Park and Late Chelan literature, free. |
| Ni.me |

Address
City *tat^

acier

Has SomQthitiaMore

GLACIER National Park has the Al-

pine grandeur of Switzerland—on a

far bigger scale. Its mountains,

glaciers, skyland lakes, cascades and
streams of vivid green—its pine-clad slopes

and flower-filled valleys—are matched in

beauty nowhere!

Drink the tonic breezes as you horse-

back to the heights, motor or travel trails

afoot.

Modern hotels, Alpine chalets, tepee

camps. Vacations, $i to $5 per day.

Glacier Park is on the main trans-con-
tinental line of the Great Northern Railway.
An ideal vacation trip is to visit Glacier
National Park, the Spokane Country, and
the wonderful Lake Chelan Region, di-

rectly en route to the Pacific Northwest.

Lake Chelan—in the heart of the Cas-
cade Mountains—is 60 miles long, 2,000

feet deep, surrounded by mountains reach-
ing over 7,000 feet above the lake. Visit

this newly discovered campers' paradise.

Then go to Seattle, Tacoma, Puget Sound,
Portland, Astoria, Vancouver, Victoria

—

each with a delightful resort-country of its

own—and Alaska. Special low round-trip
fares to Glacier Park, Lake Chelan, Pacific

Northwest and Alaska. Write for Glacier
National Park and Lake Chelan literature.

The twin Palaces of the Pacific—S. S.

"Great Northern" and S. S. "Northern
Pacific"—three times weekly between
Portland, Astoria and San Francisco.

Folder on request.

C. E. STONE, Pass. Traffic Msrr-

Dept. 52, St. Paul. Minn.

C. W. PITTS, Assl. Gen. Pass .Asrt.

"210 S. Clark St.. Chicago

S. LOUNSBERY, Gen. Ajt. Pass. Dept.

1184 Broadway, New York

V^

With such developments carried
out, the potentialities of the park
along the lines of the physical de-
velopment of American manhood
and womanhood are beyond com-
putation. Several years ago, when
former Ambassador James Bryce
was in this country, there was
nothing along national lines that
interested him more keenly than
the national park movement. He
visited several of the parks and
spoke of the recreational possibili-
ties they affon'cd, and regretted
that England could offer little or
nothing of the sort to its citizens.
How much England would have
benefited in this present war
through a race of men inured to
the sort of exercise one gets in a
place like Rocky Mountain Park,
can only be a matter of guesswork.
There is no doubt, however, that
such a park must make for a stur-
dier people. Nor are the benefits
to be confined solely to those
among the youthful and athletic.
Robert Sterling Yard, who, as as-
sistant to Mr. Mather, has done
much for park development in
this country, declared it to be his
ambition to have "old ladies' trails"
established in Rocky Mountain
and other national parks.

"I want to have these trails built
in some of the glens I have seen,"
said Mr. Yard, "so that even the
most feeble may not be denied the
great privilege of seeing wild
flowers growing at the edge of
snowbanks. When this is done, I

shall consider our national parks a
a success."

For the individual who is fond
of roughing it, Rocky Mountain
Park offers endless possibilities.

There are trails that no pack
horse has as yet negotiated, and
spots where not even the lone
prospector's campfire has burned
at night. Long's Peak itself of-
fers probably the most thrilling

climb of any in the American
Rockies with the exception of the
Tetons, and one can flee the lux-
ury of the hotel or boarding house
and live the life of a Thoreau,
alone and free from the "dude
wranglers" and far from the toot

of the chauffeur's maddening horn.

In fact, when Joel Estes started

on his memorable little exploring
trip, he discovered a universal, all-

around playground, and the won-
der is that Uncle Sam has been so

long in putting his official O. K.
on the discovery.

MT. McKINLEY, A
NEW NATIONAL

PARK
{Continued from page 12)

easily accessible and plainly visible

from the Piedmont plain. Each
of the larger valley heads east

of Muldrow Glacier harbors a

small ice field, and all the rivers

that drain the main range within

the park are glacier fed and carry

large amounts of glacial debris

during the summer months when
the long, warm days send down
floods from the melting ice fields.

If the new park had been

chosen especially for its glaciers,

its southern boundary would have

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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New England
The Vacation Land

WHITE MOUNTAINS
of New Hampshire

Mile-high mountains, hundred-mile

views, golf near the clouds, every sum-
mersport, glorious air, delightful social

life. Superb hotels, comfortable board-

ing houses. 10 hours from New York.
Send for Booklet C.

MT. DESERT
on the Maine Coast

Island of marvels—-mountains, lakes,

woods, ocean, all together. One of the

beauty spots of the world. Yachting

and all summer sports of the highest

type. Famous intellectual, artistic

and social life.

BAR HARBOR, Northeast, Southwest
and Seal Harbors. Through express train

service from and to New York and Boston.
Send for Booklet G.

VACATION BOOKS
Complete information about the best

hotels, boarding houses, camps in

White Mountains, Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont Lakes and
Woods, Berkshire Hills, Cape Cod,
Martha'sVineyard,Nantucket,Narra-

gansett Bay, Casco Bay, Penobscot

Bay, Mt. Desert, Bar Harbor.
Send for Booklet B—State region you prefer.

For Booklets and information address

VACATION BUREAU
171 Broadway. Room 121 New York. N. V

NEW BOOKS OF TIMELY INTEREST
FORCED TO FIGHT By Erich Erichsen

This book, first published in Denmark where
it ran into twenty editions, is the pathetic
story of a young- Schleswig Dane who was
snatched away from his home at the beginning
of the war and forced into the German army.
Without any feeling for the German cause and
sickened by the pitiless horrors of war, he was
finally discharged, broken in body and spirit.
His story is unique among war narratives;
startling in its realistic descriptions of modern
war and bitterly poignant.
$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

A History of Germany in the XlXth Century
By Heinrlch von Treitschke

"With an introduction by William Harbutt
Dawson, author of "Evolution of Modern Ger-
many."
Volumes one and two of this outstanding

historical work are now ready, bringing the
narrative down to the year 1820. Send for the
prospectus.

Cloth. 8vo. Six vols. Each $3.25 net. Carriage
extra.

A NURSE AT THE WAR
By Grace McDougall

The simple and impressive story of an Eng-
lish nurse who has been engaged in one of the
great base hospitals behind the lines in France;
remarkable as a human document and for its

information regarding the systematic care and
treatment of the wounded. Every patriotic
American woman should find this book of real
inspiration and value.

$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

TURKEY, GREECE AND THE GREAT POWERS
By G. F. ADlJOtt

Author of "Turkey in Transition," etc.

This book throws a white light of painstak-
ing research on one of the darkest corners of
European diplomacy and is of first importance
in its bearing on the present war.
With maps. Cloth. 8vo. $3.00 net. Postage
extra.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO, PUBLISHERS, 31 UNION SQUARE NORTH, NEW YORK

TRA VEL
been placed far enough south of
the summit of the range to in-

clude the great glaciers that are
tributary to the Susitna River.
Many of these ice tongues are
much larger than any of those on
the north side of the range, but
they lie in a forbidding and in-

hospitable country, and their ap-
proaches are inaccessible to any
but elaborately equipped moun-
taineering expeditions.

In this area of tremendous
cliffs, deep canons, and high, bare
mountains even the casual traveler
must gain some knowledge of
geology. Great bodies of crystal-
line rocks, intruded into the
earth's crest as molten material
and then cooled, have now been
uncovered by the long continued
cutting of streams and lie exposed
to view as massive bodies of
granite. Lava flows in brilliant

shades of purple, red, green, brown
and white, that once poured from
volcanic vents and filled the val-

leys, now form the peaks of rug-
ged mountains. And great thick-

nesses of sandstones and shales,

laid down during past ages in

bodies of water as flat lying sands
and muds, have now been consoli-

dated into hard rocks, and by the
giant forces of mountain build-

ing have been stood on edge, or
bent and crumpled into complex
folds. The glaciers can be studied

as they carve their basins from
the heart of the mountains, and
the streams that drain them, bur-
dened with sand and gravel, are

but carrying away the rock waste
quarried out by the ice streams.

For the development of this

great park a road will be neces-

sary, reaching from the railroad

westward to McKinley. Such a

route, leading through mounLains
of great scenic beauty and teeming
with big game, has already been
provided by nature. A remark-
able series of low passes, nine in

number, forms a natural highway
through this rugged area. For
centuries the game herds have used

these passes, and deeply worn
trails lead from valley to valley

along the easiest routes. For a

moderate expenditure a scenic

highway eighty miles long could

be constructed from the railroad

to the very center of the park, so

that an easy day's journey by au-

tomobile would bring the traveler

to the heart of America's most stu-

pendous mountain scenery. From
the end of the road, below the

terminus of Muldrow Glacier, the

traveler and mountain climber will

have close at hand tasks of moun-
taineering as difficult as he may
desire. Only one or two routes

into the mountains have been ex-

plored, and scores of wonderful

peaks, clad in snowy mantles,

await the foot of the first intrepid

climber.

Thirty miles north of Mount
McKinley lies the Kantishna min-

ing district, an isolated mining

camp where for the last twelve

years thirty or forty men have

wrested a livelihood from a re-

luctant earth by mining the gold-

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. the case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles
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'T'HE lure of out-

door life is in the

air. The fields, the

woods, the rivers and

seas beckon. From
Labrador to Cape Hat-

teras resounds the call.

But where to go for

pastimes, sport and rec-

reation, that's the ques-

tion.

Do you know that Long
Island abounds with
more delightful resorts

and affords a greater

variety of scenery and

sports than any terri-

tory of its size on the

Atlantic Coast?

Do you know that there

are scores of places

along the shores of

Long Island Sound
that are as beautiful

and romantic as any
scenery in the wilds of

Canada ?

Millions of dollars have
been spent by the Long
Island Railroad to

make every part of this

glorious land accessible.

Electric trains run

through tunnels from
the Pennsylvania Sta-

tion, in the heart of

New York City, mak-
ing an easy connection

with trains of the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

To get an adequate
idea of the island's

varied attractions,

its resorts and ho-
tels, send ten cents
to the Gen'l Pass'r
Agent, Long Island
R. R.; P e n n s y l-

vania Station,
N. Y., for copy of
book "Long Is-

land."

bearing stream gravels. hi tins

district communication with the
outside world is slow and difficult.

No mail routes have been estab-
lished and our latest news of world
events, already two months old,

was eagerly sought, for even that
news was by many weeks the latest

word that had reached this camp.
The cordial welcome and unlim-
ited hospitality which these miners
offered to us strangers leaves one
of the most pleasant memories of
the trip.

As the end of August ap-
proached, the increasing coolness
of the nights, and the descending
mantle of snow upon the moun-
tains warned us that summer was
about over, and it was time for
us to be leaving the country. Our
prearranged route carried us
northward from Mount McKinley,
but we lingered on many a ridge
to study the wonderful panorama
of snow monarchs south of us.

At an abandoned mining town on
Bearpaw River we found a row-
boat that had been left for us, and
with as much of our outfits as we
could accommodate we floated

down the Bearpaw and Kantishna
rivers to the Tanana, and to the

route of the river steamers that

were to take us toward the coast.

A NANTUCKET
HOLIDAY

(Continued from page 16.)

Sankaty Light we went as far as
Siasconset on the Nantucket Rail-

way. The Nantucket Railway
consists of a single line of track
across the moors, two coaches,
one of them half baggage, half
human, and an engine that can't

turn around. We waylaid the
train at the foot of Main Street,

and while we clambered aboard,
a boy with a flag ran on to an-
nounce at the next crossing that

the train was coming. Com-
pressed into the narrow seats of
the little coaches, drawn by an
engine of the pantalette-chignon
period, the passengers wore the

conscious look of grown-ups
caught riding on a merry-go-
round. Snorting and snuffling,

squealing defiance at the heavens,
we proceeded, and in half an hour
we stopped with a final hiccough
on the beach at Siasconset.

That walk from Siasconset to

Sankaty along the edge of the
bluff is not a walk ; it is a flight

!

On one hand, far below us, so that

we seemed actually on wings
above it, was the sea, brilliant,

jewel-like. On the other side, the

land fell away into the soft pur-

ple of the moors. A sharp wind
from the sea swam about us,

mingling its briny smack with the

piquant fragrance of bay and
sweet fern warm in the sunshine.

The path skimmed the edge of the

bluff with the sea a hundred feet

below; it swerved sharply around
gullies brimmed with fern and
jeweled with quivering jets of

columbine ; it sagged lazily aside

to avoid a sharp incline and

Standards of Service
In rural communities clus-

ters of mail delivery boxes at

the crossroads evidence
Uncle Sam's postal service.

Here the neighbors trudge
from their homes—perhaps a

few yards, perhaps a quarter

mile or so—for their mail.

Comprehensive as is the

government postal system,

still the service rendered by

its mail carriers is necessarily

restricted, as the country
dweller knows.

Long before rural delivery

was established the Bell Sys-

tem began to link up the

farmhouse with the neighbor-

ing towns and villages. One-

fourth of the 1 0,000,000 tele-

phones in the Bell System are

rural. They reach more
places than there are post

offices. Along the highways

and private lanes the tele-

phone poles lead straight up

to the farmer's door.

He need not stir from the

cheerful hearth ablaze in

winter, nor grope along dark

roads at night for friendly

news or aid in time of trouble.

Right in the heart of his home
is the telephone. It is the

American farmer's key to the

outside world, and in no
other country is it found.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

To Readers

of Travel
"Our exceptional organization

of expert printers and up-tc

date machinery can handle all

kinds of printing from the

smallest folders, booklets and

catalogues up to publications

and the finest color work."

The

McCONNELL
PRINTING CO.
230^242 William Street

NEW Y O K K

CEEBYN1TE

, .\jiltzitjj .aw
Taylor.
Family

%fy/crInstrwne

WASHCLOTHS
broidered edges, variety of fabrics at

Jc and 15c each. Plain edges, 5c each

Best Stores Everywhere
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J5ummit of
Mt. Washburn

Yellowstone Natl Park
Through Gardiner Gateway

and

Northern Pacific Ry
H Travel Northern Pacific this summer to Gardiner:

scenic and original entrance to Yellowstone—America's

greatest vacation land. The large comfortable auto-

mobiles having replaced stage coaches, enable you to

see more of the mountains, canyons, rivers, paint pots,

geysers and wonders of our largest and oldest national

park. From the park you may continue westward to

Spokane and the Inland Empire
Puget Sound—Mediterranean of America

Rainier National Park, Alaska
Seattle, Tacoma, Portland and the

Picturesque Columbia

River Highway

4H,On your Northern Pacific journey to the Pacific

Coast, you travel through seven of the most prosper-

ous states in the Union—cross three ranges of moun-
tains, and include hundreds of miles of mountain,

river and lake scenery.

CI. Send for free travel literature, special summer rates

and information.

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent

63 Northern Pacific Railway

St. Paul, Minn.

--»

'Way Up in the

Maine Woods
FISHING HUNTING
CANOEING CAMPING
in virgin country, as comfortable
or as rigorous as you care to
make it.

Only 16 Hours from New York

Experienced, licensed guides
make living in the solitudes as
safe as at home. Their cooking
is proverbial and their knowledge
of wood-lore and quaint ways are
peculiarly appealing to the tired
man and woman who seek a real
vacation.

The fishing is the "gamiest" im-
aginable; the guides know every
inch of the waters.

The hunting offered covers al-
most the whole range of feath-
ered and furry sport—in season.

The canoeing is simply the best
there is anywhere. The Allagash
200-mile trip is perfect—shorter
distances if you prefer it.

Camping. This is up to you. You
can secure a hotel, a camp, a tent
or a lean-to. Ladies may have
every convenience and they may
enjoy the sport just as well as
the men.

Get the Book
But send 10 cents for the book
"In the Maine Woods, 1917."
It tells you all you wish to
know. It contains articles, illus-

trations and colored sectional
maps showing fishing waters,
distances and how to take the
many trips available. It gives
routes, locations of hotels and
camps and their rates, informa-
tion about guides,—in short it is

a mine of information.

Address Vacation Bureau
Department P

Bangor

Railroad

Bangor, Me.

Beautiful
Highlands ofOntario
With millions of acres of hills and
valleys clothed with unscarred forests

of pine and spruce and dotted by thou-
sands of lakes and streams, the "High-
lands of Ontario" present the most
wonderful vacation spot on the Ameri-
can continent. Breathe in the pure air

at an elevation of 2,000 feet above the

sea. Fishing, hunting, swimming, boat-

ing, canoeing, camping—all in an in-

comparable setting of scenic grandeur.

Let the Grand Trunk Railway System
plan your vacation at Algonquin Park,

Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, Lake of

Bays or Timagami, and you will never

regret or forget. Good hotel accom-

modation. Write for free illustrated

literature to

A. B. CHOWN W. R- EASTMAN
507 Park Building 707 Old South Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 294 Washington bt.

Boston, Mass.

F. P. DWYER, 1270 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

j. d. Mcdonald
917 MerehantsLoan
& Trust Building
Chicago. 111.
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dropped us into the hot, still per-

fume of the moors and at last

after a sharp climb it brought us

to the base of the Light, where the

wind that lashed us came stinging

cold from the heart of the, At-
lantic.

We liked that walk so well that

we took most of our later excur-
sionings afoot. Often, pleasantly

fatigued by swift walking, we
found a slope beneath some low
sandy bluff, where the chilling

wind could not reach us, and
stretched out upon the hot sand.

Solitude and the sea ! The soft

whisper of the wind through the

grasses overhead, the eerie cries

of the gulls and the drowsily mo-
notonous shock of the waves bom-
barding the beach at our feet, soon
became but a gossamer of sensa-

tion. Responsibility evaporated.
Submerged thus in the sunny air,

our very beings seemed to dissolve

into the immensity of sea and
sky.

We found no lack of adventure.
There was a thrill in discovering a
bit of lichen, silver and red among
the soft poverty grass on a barren
slope ; it shines like a jewel now in
my memory. To find two pendu-
lous clusters of pipsissewa, high
and alone on a rusty hillside, was
to have pipsissewa created at that
moment for my delight. On the
sandy headland at Sankaty, the
broom with its little yellow
flowers—like butterflies tangled in
the branches—was a supreme en-
counter, and we searched eagerly
for the pitcher plant that hides
along the swamps. People say
that heather grows somewhere on
the island; that legendary heather
alone was a vision which gave to
our quest, though vain, a roman-
tic fervor.

But the moor itself was the
most delectable adventure. Its

changing colors were a joy; to at-
tempt to name them an exaspera-
tion. Some of the downs arc
matted with a heavy vine, velvet
to the tread, its burnished leaves
glinting in the sun; great
stretches are clothed with a
bristling tangle of scrub oak and
bay, their dead upper branches
making a violet blur on distant
slopes. Upon this various surface
every change of weather, every
hour of the day finds new colors.
In never a place does a sharp out-
line cut the sky; always the soft

undulations blend into one another,
fold on fold, until at last they melt
like purple smoke into the blue.

Sunset pours molten gold into the
hollows and rims the hills with
purple light. Dawn adds new
wonder as it rolls back the irrides-

cent mists. Storms seem to

gather in the black heart of the

moors, and darkness as it deepens
is but an exhalation from them.
Sometimes we found ourselves

on hilltops, swept by all the winds
of heaven, with a far look out to

sea; sometimes we were sub-

merged in the soft beauty of a

little hollow, steeped in solitude

and silence save for a song spar-

row's little crash of tune. And oh,

the vagabond roads that thread

the moors ! Ragged, irregular,
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Hotel
Old Point Comfort

^TO European "Cure" surpasses and few

compare with this luxurious American

Resort Hotel—so wonderfully situated in the

midst of a happy combination of land and sea

diversions, and accessible from every point of

the United States.

From North" and South, East and West, gather the

guests of the Hotel Chamberlin to "Take 'The Cure."'
Electric, Nauheim and Radio Baths are prescribed for

some—others get well by using Nature's remedies alone

—the Sea, the Sun, the Salt Sands.

Golf, Tennis, Riding and Motoring await the

devotees of these sports.

The Cuisine of Hotel Chamberlin is famous—the

finest sea foods in the world are found in the waters

around Old Point Comfort. But perhaps

the most fascinating side of all is the Social

Life, for here the Army, the Navy and

Society mingle as nowhere else on

this continent.

For illustrated booklets apply at all Tourist

Bureaus or Transportation Offices, or address

GEO. F. ADAMS, MANAGER
FORTRESS MONROE, VA.

\
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An Eighteen-Hole Golf Course is very convenient with
Grass Greens and an attractive Club House. This is owned

and operated by Hotel Chamberlin.
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^ DENVER'-GATEWAY
to 12 NATIONAL PARKS
and 32 National Monuments

Vacation in Denver's New Mountain Parks and Rocky
Mountain National Park (Estes) the most wonderful mountain

scenery and automobile trips in the world. 38 other Short
Scenic Trips by Rail, Auto and Trolley. 14 one day trips.

Camping and fishing. Low rates on all railroads to Denver.

Write for FREE Picture Books
that tell where to go, what to see and what it costs to enjoy

a one, two, three or four weeks vacation in Colorado.

THE DENVER TOURIST BUREAU
620 17th St., Denver, Colo.

^W™(I0P

BUY THE BEST
Optically and Mechanically

The WEISS ALPINE
BINOCULARS

made in 21 and 26 mm. objectives
6 and 8 power

Send for booklet with Special Offer, telling how to
compare our classes with other makes.

PAUL WEISS, Optician
1620 Arapahoe St. DENVER, COLO.

Those Who Would Travel The Bright Side of life

WITH A SMILK FOIt Alii,

^^k SHOULD DRINK ^^ m

. .Evans

They fill the soul with appreciation, the stomach with satisfaction, the
mind with solace, the body with strength. Tourists and travelers find
them valuable adjuncts to their pleasure and well-being.

In Bottles and Splits at All Good Places
C. H. EVANS & SONS = Established 1786 HUDSON, N. Y.

half-forgotten roads through the
tangled growth ; roads that go gen-
ially off in wide, purposeless
curves; roads that take a run
down into hollows where a little

pool mirrors the sky and a dart-
ing kingbird's wings, and where
the air is sweet with the delicate
white azalea; roads that go slow-
ly, indifferently up a rise before
you, and then, like impish guides,
drop suddenly out of sight ! Care-
less, beguiling, capricious, gipsy
roads, they travel the sunny
spaces of the moors, going no-
whither, any-whither, as if blown
by a fitful wind.
We tried to get pictures that

would keep alive the beauty of
the moors, but the soft outlines of
the hills proved more elusive than
the changefulness of the sea.

Even the wisp of road was not dis-

cernible in the universal blur the
kodak gave, and Tammas, his

ankles scarred by conflict with
trailing blackberry vines, his pa-
tience sorely tried, had to admit
practical defeat. A kodak cannot
catch the real moors; one might
as well try to photograph the black
downs that enshroud the Hardy
tales. They are more mood, more
spirit than reality and we had to

trust largely to dreams to keep
them for us.

Many things combined to make
perfect our Hesperidean weeks.
Instead of thrumming factories

and folk in hives, we found a
handful of gray cottages. Instead

of motor vehicles, with their nox-
ious gases and exploding tires, we
found only carriages, drawn by
horses whose hoofs made a pleas-

ant tattoo upon the cobbled lanes.

There were peoole about, to be

sure, but as I think of them now
they seem to have been mostly se-

rene, white-haired old women, sit-

ting within mullioned windows,
knitting or dozing. The gaze of

these islanders is turned inward;

the golden age is over never to

return.

No longer the ships go out to sea,

And the watchers wait no more.

The Nantucket of to-day is like

a garden in an old boat, its mild
gayeties and pleasant occupations

thriving with a quaint inappropri-

ateness in the past. Thank
heaven, there still remains one
such haven of quietness and
peace

!

We brought away memories
not all sober-hued. We shall not

forget the pleasant old home with

its clean, bright, airy rooms, where
we were graciously welcomed, nor

the long walks we took, wading
through tides of wind-tossed dais-

ies and buttercups, and strolling

along tangled lanes mottled by

flocks of dreamy shadows. Our
kodak prints tell little, least of all

dc they suggest the changeful

beauty of the moors. Those sunny

mornings on the captain's walk

with the island spread beneath us,

in clear view to its very rim, those

evenings when the Portuguese bell

rang curfew above us, like the

mellow voice of twilight, they are

not in the pictures. And who shall

paint the delight of those sudden

bright glimpses of the sea?

In writing to advertisers, please mention Teavel
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Begin All Your Trips Here
Start your travels right by buying Wells
Fargo Travelers Checks < at banks,
tourist agencies or Wells Fargo offices.

They insure you against annoyance and delay.

Accepted at face-value throughout the world.

If you lose money there is no redress—it is gone.
If you lose Wells Fargo
Checks,you geta refund
in full. Your signature
alone converts them in-

to cash.

And this convenience
and protection cost you
but 50 cents for each

-.
$100.

Wells Fargo express service is per-
sonal and safe—are you taking
advantage of it?

jk Wells Fargo
^J| ^ Travelers Checks

TEN THOUSAND WELLS FARGO AGENTS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

For Milady's Hope Chest

IVORY PY^RA-LIN

Equisite in its mellow tones with the delicate graining of old-ele-

phant ivory—what could be more appropriate—more dainty—for

the bride-to-be than a boudoir set of Ivory Py-ra-lin?

Our distinctive Du Barry design epitomizes supremacy of style

and craftsmanship in this charming all-American product.

The better class stores show a representative assortment. Our

Ivory Py-ra-lin brochure, sent on request, depicts some of the most

desirable pieces.

The Arlington Company (Q

725 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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If you have never seen the Hudson
River from the decks of one of

our big passenger fliers you have

missed the most perfect one day's

outing in the world. Just now
the Highlands are in the full glory

of Spring.

"Washingten Irving"

"Robert Fulton"

The fastest and most beautifully ap-

pointed river steamers in the world.

Service daily except Sunday, between
New York and Albany, beginning May
18 from New York and May 19 from

Albany. All through rail tickets via

New York Central or West Shore Rail-

roads accepted on all boats. Orchestra,

restaurant.

Send 4 cents in stamps for

summer literature.

Hudson River Day Line
Desbrosses Street Pier, New York

.
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Rainier Park presents a grandeur and sub-

limity of scenery unlike anything else on the

continent—incomparable glaciers projecting

from the slopes of stupendous Mt. Rainier,

giant trees, rising to a height of 300 feet and
more, and acres of gorgeous Alpine flowers-
all these wonders within a few hours of two
metropolitan centers—Seattle and Tacoma.

En route to this master wonder of Nature is

the master achievement of man

—

electrifica-

tion—to thrill and tell its fascinating story

before your very eyes.

Smoothly, silently, and with infinite ease the

powerful electric locomotives haul the all-steel

trains, "The Olympian" and "The Colum-
bian, " over the mighty Rockies. No smoke
to obscure your vision, no cinders or gas fumes
to disturb your comfort.

CHICAGO

Milwaukee& StPaul
RAILWAY

The 1917 season will witness many improvements
within the Park—new hotels, new camps, new trails,

increased transportation facilities, reduced rates

and other features that will add greatly to the com-

fort and pleasure of the visitor.

Sendfor Rainier Park and electrification literature—address

F. A. MILLER
-4 Passenger Traffic Manager

CHICAGO

Evangeline's Land is one of the most romantic and pictur-
esque regions in the world, justly famous in song and story.

FRENCH CANADA
BY J. CASTELL HOPKINS, F. S. S.

f~* IVES you a fascinating description of every point of interest in
^-" each locality, with a history of the people themselves and intimate
glimpses into the under-currents of sentiment and action which have
made this region so unique and important.

"Acadia, the Land of Evangeline," "Churches and Shrines of French
Canada," "Montreal, the Seat of An Ancient Faith," "Quebec, the

Cradle of New France," etc., are among the topics discussed, and the author's keen insight

into the viewpoints of the people and his wealth of information about them make this work
as interesting to those who have not travelled through this delightful country as to those
who have.

The text is richly illustrated with 25 photogravures. A sumptuous example
of the bookmaker's art. Printed on ivory-finished paper; contains 430 pages;
bound in silk cloth; stamped in gold; Venetian cloth jacket, cloth box, price $3.00.

On sale at all booksellers.

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO. 454 Winston Building:, Philadelphia, Pa

Leading Books of

the Spring Season
THE CHOSEN PEOPLE, by Sidney L. Nyburg,

author of "The Conquest."
OH, MARY BE CAREFUL,, by George Wes-

ton. Establishes a record. Moving picture and
dramatic rights sold within a month after pub-
lication.
THE MARK OF CAIN, by Carolyn Wella,

author of the Fleming Stone detective stories.

THE BOOK OF THE PEONY, by Mrs. Edward
Harding. The only work on this flower.
JOSEPH PENNELL'S PICTURES OF "WAR.

WORK IN ENGLAND. 51 plates.
(See Description Below.)

Sydney L. Nyburg
is marked as a brilliant novelist. His "The
Conquest" was selected by H. W. Boynton as
one of the ten noteworthy novels of 1916 (see
January Bookman). Mr. Nyburg writes with a
pen unthwarted by false notions, but aliva
with sincerity and genuine artistic impulse.

The Chosen People
is a novel of the Jews which strikes a note un-
heard in American fiction. Labor, capital, or-
thodoxy and free thinking, religious belief and
religious life are among the forces which ap-
pear. The story is of a brilliant young Rabbi,
his love for a girl and his belief in ideals, hi*
struggles against forces of materialism and his
reaction from them. Those interested in the
spiritual life of America will read and talk of
this story, as it is the most distinctive work
of the year. $1.40 net.

Oh, Mary, Be Careful
By George Weston. 7 delightful illustrations,

handsome binding in a sealed transparency.
$1.00 net.

"Rollicking, amusing tale." — Springfield
Homestead.

Just a Moment, Please!

Would you have been careful? Would your
Friend have been careful? Would your Sister,
Cousin or Sweetheart have been careful? Mary
was. You see, there was a fortune between
her and her husband. Yes, between her and any
husband—but the rich aunt was fond of the
girl and gave her three tests to judge those
who tempted her. Could you pass those tests?
Could your Brother, Friend or Husband? Find
out in this delightful, witty and sweet story.

A New Fleming Stone Detective Story.

The Mark of Cain
By Carolyn Wells. $1.35 net.
Fleming Stone has become one of the great

detectives of fiction, and "The Mark of Cain"
is one of the most astounding mysteries which
he has ever unraveled. Never have stranger
occurrences, more unsuspected suspicions, mora
weird clues beset him than in the murder case
of Roland Trowbridge.

J. B.LIPPINC0TTCOMPANY
PUBLISHERS, PHILADELPHIA

Quaint

Evangeline

Land

NOVA SCOTIA

"Discovered" by
Burton Holmes last Season

'

This season artists, writers and people

of all professions will seek pleasure
and recreation in this picturesque

historic region.

Only a day's journey from New York ind overnight from

Boston

on "Yarmouth Line" steamer* con-

necting with

Dominion Atlantic Railway
Write for particulars an Tour No. 10$

R. V. PARKER, Gen'l Paee. A*ent
Halifax, Nova Scotia

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel



The Message of the Voice of Spring
YOU—whoever you are

—whether a weary business man, worn with the strain

and stress of a thousand cares

—or a tired shop girl yearning for blue skies and God's
great Out-of-doors
—or, mayhap, a victim of the merciless grind of pound-

ing, professional life

—or, again, the care-free Child of Fortune, dancing in

the bright light of unclouded happiness

—

You—whoever you are
—will welcome the glad tidings that Nature brings to

all her children in the Voice of Spring

A Modern Wonder-Land of Health

and Happiness

Where waters sparkle and lusty trout dart in the
still shadows of age-old streams
—where sweet scented winds
—balsam laden with the perfume of fir and pine, mur-

mur among the forest groves on mountain sides and steal

down the great canons
—bearing upon their pinions tonic elements
—straight as an arrow from the Laboratory of Nature
—the Elixir of Life
—that sends the blood in leaping joy through unaccus-

tomed veins
—bringing the flush of beauty to the maiden's cheek

and the glow of manly health to the pale face of the

sedentary slave
—sweeping lethargy and the blight of closed-in places

before its triumphant course
—filling lungs with ozone and blood with radiant, red

corpuscles
—building brain and brawn
—clean, vibrant and purposeful
—cradled in the mountain peaks

—nursed in the mountain passes

—playing over miles of rolling plains

—gentle in its mighty mission
—invigorating, inspiring, invincible, beneficent

—where all Nature is radiant and her titanic works
most grand
—where endless panorama thrills the beholder every

hour
—where all is eons old, yet ever new
—the Crest of the Continent
—Colorado

Only One Night's Journey from Chicago

This is the Message of the Voice of Spring
—that within one short night's journey from Chicago
—over a road that is guarded by a thousand eyes
—the Rock Island
—on a train that is safe and satisfying

—the "Rocky Mountain Limited"
—there is waiting for you with open arms a land of

health and happiness
—America's Vacation Land
—the Home of the American Alps
—the sportsman's paradise
—the children's national playground
—Colorado

The Most Convenient and Direct Route
And this is the Message of the Voice of Experience

—that there is only one best way to reach this land of

supernal sunshine
—only one most convenient and most direct way

—

worthy of its great destination
—and proved worthy by the superb service that brings

Colorado to those who have heard the Message of the
Voice of Spring

The Rock Island Lines
L. M. ALLEN, Passenger Traffic Manager, La Salle Station, Chicago

Write for our illustrated literature, telling where to go, what to see and how little it costs

THE SCHILLING PRESS, INC., NEW YORK
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THE MAGAZINE THAT TAKES YOU THERE

JUNE
1917

25c
$3.°" a Year

ROBERT M. McDRIDE & CO., NEW YORK



HE Hudson by Daylight—a happy way to start or

end your trip to and from northern vacation resorts.

150 diverting miles between New York and Albany
enjoyed from the luxuriously equipped steamers

of the Hudson River Day Line.

"Washington Irving" "Robert Fulton"

"Hendrick Hudson" "Albany"

Attractive One Day Outings

To Poughkeepsie, Newburgh, West Point, Bear Mountain and

points of historical interest and scenic beauty.

Excellent restaurant and music. Daily except Sunday.

All through rail tickets between New York and Albany accepted.

Send zf cents for illustrated literature.

Hudson River Day Line
Desbrosses St. Pier New York
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TRAVEL AND SPORTS CLOTHE:
SWEATERS, HATS

AND ALL THE ESSENTIALS OF THE SMART
SUMMER WARDROBE

MAIL ORDER LITERATURE SENT ON REQUEST

STtftlr Aitttm?- iHafttou Attmut?, £fam fnrfe

©fjtrtg-fmtrtlj |§>tr>?r>t TELEPHONE 7000 MURRAY HILL Stytrtg-fiftl? jtottst

ty;M;;M/////;;;;/;;;;///;///;//;;;;//;M/;;/7777777:\
\ The Social and Scenic Center of the

1

| MAPLEWOOD, N. H

!

$

WHITE MTS.

Maplewood Hotel
Cottages Casino—Inn

^ OPEN JUNE 30th TO OCT.—NO HAY FEVER
^

I INN OPENS JUNE 15th |

18 HOLE GOLF COURSE
SI UNSURPASSED.
S

6,060 YARDS Kj

Third Annual REGISTERED
Maplewood

TRAP SHOOTING TOURNAMENT
July 2nd to 7th inclusive

Daily Concert Dancing
Booking Representative,

John J. Hennessy, 1180 Bway, N. Y.

;

TeL Mad. Sq. 4748. W. F. Dunspaugh, K
Pres't and Man. Director.

>/////////////////y/w/M///////////M//>/////////77;,
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&]MuwcKome
Manchester-in-the-Moun tains

VERMONT
OPEN JUNE 12 TO NOV. 1

50 ROOMS WITH BATH
ADDED THIS SEASON

GEORGE ORVIS

THE LORRAINE
51 h AVE. m
at 45th ST.

jj

III

THE GRISWOLD
EASTERN POINT, NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT.

Finest Summer Resort Hotel in America—Open June 27
LOCATED AT ONE OF THE COOLEST POINTS ON THE COAST, OVER-

LOOKING LONG ISLAND SOUND AND THE HISTORIC THAMES RIVER.
SPECIAL PRIVILEGES GRANTED BY' THE SHENECOSSETT COUNTRY

CLUB TO HOTEL GUESTS; 18-HOLE COURSE; CLUB HOUSE FINEST IN-

COUNTRY ; ALEX SMITH, GOLF PROFESSIONAL.
A LA CARTE GRILL

SPORTS INCLUDE YACHTING, BOATING. BATHING AND TENNIS.
THE FAMOUS BRANFORD FARMS MAINTAINED FOR SUPPLYING

MILK, CREAM, POULTRY, EGGS AND VEGETABLES FOR THE HOTEL.

H. D. SAXTON, Mgr. C. S. KROM, Ass't. Mgr.
New York Office, 305 Fifth Ave. Tel. Madison Sq. 9957.

Also THE BELLEVIEW, Belleair Heights, Florida.

r

otel &t Cfmrles
A long ocean front, with a superb view

of strand and famous Boardwalk, the

St. Charles occupies an unique position

among resort hotels. It has an envi-

able reputation for cuisine and unobtru-

sive service. 12 stories of solid comfort

(fireproof) ; ocean porch and sun parlors

;

sea waters in all baths; orchestra of

soloists. Week-end dances. Golf priv-

ileges.

Booklet mailed

NEWLIN HAINES CO.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.1M I§i^^MHHi^BBBHBl^HH
In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel

NOVA SCOTIA
Attractive Log Cabin and Bunga-

low Life, Comfortable Hotels and Club
Houses on the edge of the wilderness.
Moderate prices.
Wonderful blue-green bays and silvery
lakes, abounding with salmon, trout,
gaspereaux, and deep sea fish.

IT'S REAL VACATION
with canoe, rod, and camera

Only a day's Journey from New York
and overnight from Boston

"Yarmouth Line" Steamers connect with

Dominion Atlantic Ry.

THE QUEENS l°^ll°A
Celebrated for its home comforts, per-

fect quiet, good attendance and pecul-
iar excellence of its cuisine. Delight-
fully situated near the bay on Front
street, convenient to business centre,
railroad depots, steamboats, etc. Hotel
coaches meet all boats and trains.

McGAW 4 WINNETT, Proprietors.
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Alaska Summ
Summer Alaska! What a surprise

this mystic mountain-land of flowers
and sunshine holds for those who
have pictured Alaska as eternal win-
ter. Come this summer to the Land
of the Totem Pole, where age-old
Bymbols of a primitive people—the
Esquimaux—add to the thrills of the
midnight sun and the Northern
Lights. Travel over the

GrandTrunk Pacific
The Canada-Alaska Scenic Sea Route.
See the Canadian Rockies at their

highest and best, all the way through
British Columbia to Prince Rupert.
Thence by the famed Grand Trunk
Pacific Steamships to Alaska. All
points of interest reached, including
Jasper Park, Mt. Robson (Canada's
greatest mountain), Juneau, Wrangell
and Skagway. Return if desired, via
Vancouver, Victoria or Seattle.
Write or call for handsomely il-

lustrated literature.

A. B. CHOWN F. P. DWYER,
507 Park Building 1270 Broadway,
Pittsburgh. Pa. New York, N. Y.

W. R. EASTMAN J. D. McDONALD
707 Old South Bldg. 917 Merchants Loan
294 Washington St. & Trust Building

Bo3ton, Mass. Chicago. 111.
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SACANDAGM.Y.inn
N THE LOWER ADIRONDACKS
Open June i to Sept. 10, accommodates 200

Steam Heat, Private Baths, Ele-
vator, State Roads—Hotel Garage.
Mt. Spring Water.

Dancing and Concerts, 6-piece Or-

chestra. Boating, Bathing, Fish-

ing, Tennis, Bowling, Billiards.

Golf a Feature. 3090 Yard 9 Hole
Course. Club House. Professional.

• NO FLIES OR MOSQUITOES
Altitude, 1,500 feet—Climate Cool
and dry. Write tor Booklet

.

-3

111
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TKe -Storytelling Hour

"Oh! for boyhood's painless play.

Sleep that -makes in laughing day.

Health that mocks the doctor's rules.

Knowledge never learned in schools."

—WHITTIER.

A Summer Camp
FOR YOUR BOYS OR GIRLS?

Thinking about what's best for

them next summer? Then turn

to the Summer Camp Section of

HARPER'S MAGAZINE
for it is in Harper's Magazine

that you find the announcements
of more summer camps, as well

as private and preparatory schools

and colleges, than in any other

publication—the widest, the best,

and the most dependable selection.

IF '

I
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Glen Springs
WATKINS, N. Y.

On Seneca Lake

Open All Year

Wm. E. Leffingwell, Pres.

THEAMERICAN NAUHEIM- The
Only place in America Where the

Nauheim Baths, so beneficial to

Heart Disorders, are Given With a
Natural Calcium Chloride Brine.

One of the most beautiful and complete Health

Resorts in the country, possessing everything for the

scientific promotion of rest and recuperation after

a hard season of social or business activity

"T^UE" D A TI4Q are directly connected with
1 nt DI\ 1 riO the Hotel. Treatments under

the direction of physicians are particularly adapted to

HEART DISEASE, Circulatory, Kidney, Nutritional and
Nervous Disorders, Rheumatism, Gout and Obesity.

Ideal conditions for taking "The
Cure" during the summer months

Over a thousand miles of

Improved Roads radiate

from Watkins Glen through

the Finger Lake Region.

Sendfor illustrated Booklets

containing full particulars

regarding rates, reservations,

treatments, etc. '*

..^ v.--

^

fOWFCGQJl. A luiet, luxurious Res-
/ >S^j o/' idential Hotel, affording

C» »£?^^ f C* t 'le Exclusiveness and

OlXtWt/ldtl^T* °'c?
P"Vate^ **<w*r,r w**

R

esuience _ Opposite
yV- «y. the Metropolitan Club and

the 5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park. Apart-
ments, single or en suite, for long or short periods.

EAGER & BABCOCK

Appeals to the discriminating.

Cool and delightful during
the summer months.
Close to the exclusive shop-

ping district.

Two blocks from Back Bay
Stations.

CH.GREENLEAF6 CO. Proprietors

EVERETT B.R1CH. Managing Partner

COLORADO
Six Special Tours to Colorado

Two and Three Weeks
Also tours to Alaska and California

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
Dept. 11
New York

17 Temple Place, Boston
Philadelphia Chicago

Every Breeze an Ocean Breeze

Cape Cod
Where you'll enjoy a Quiet

Restful, Healthful Vacation

A Summer Playground

without a peer

White, sandy, shelving beaches

Bathing in ocean or inland lakes

Motoring over superb roadways

Golf that delights enthusiasts

Fishing in fresh or salt water

that's worthy of a king.

Great fun for everyone—re-

newed vigor of mind and body

"Quaint Cape Cod" or "Buzzards Bay"

Illustrated booklets

Write Vacation Bureau, Room 466,

171 Broadway, New York City.

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

WHITE MOUNTAINS

NEW PROFILE HOUSE
|

! NEW HAMPSHIRE ALTITUDE 2,000 FT.;

I A PICTURESQUE COLONY OF 20 COT-

1

i TAGES AND ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN I

! HOTELS SITUATED IN THE FAR-FAMED I

IFRANCONIA NOTCH, WHITE MOUN-

1

! TAINS, CATERING TO A CLIENTELE OF I

JTHE HIGHEST STANDARD. ON IDEAL I

! TOUR. Fine garage, Golf, Tennis, Boat-

1

! ing, Fishing. Our own farm and dairy.

OPEN JUNE 30TH TO SEPT. 25TH
iC. H. GREENLEAF, Pres,
IE. B. RICH, Asst.
IN. Y. Office, 1180 B'way. Tel. Mad. eq. 4748!

i A. E. DICK, Mgr.
I

\//////////////////M///M^//////M/M/M/yM^m
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ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE SUNAPEE |

Soo-Nipi Park Lodge
AND COTTAGES

J| (Housekeeping and non-Housekeeping) J

|

| The Foothills of the White Mts. \

\ OPEN JUNE 10

BOATING FISHING
FINE GOLF COURSE TENNIS
Modern Hotel with many PrivateK
T» ..- _ nl L ~.t_ J~*. ^Baths, Elevators, etc Garage.

For Information and Rates address

L. M. WAITE, Manager
^ 18 West 25th St.

Telephone, FARRAGUT 8960
New York ^

^. V///////////// /̂///W//////////^//W////////////>i

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.
WHITE MOUNTAINS

Kearsarge Hotel & GoH Course
JUNE TO OCTOBER.

SURROUNDED BY MOUNTAIN PEAKS
Molt— Mt. Washington— Kear-
sarge and White Horse Ledge

Every amusement, Grill and Tea Garden
for Motorists. Centre of good roads.

r i umnn t I
161 Madison Av.,

C. A. WOOD, Lessee
| jj. Y. City.

All Raymond & Whitcomb Offices.

Off*1"

beaten,
path
Trips bysaddle and pack, - team
orauto-through NewMeodco Arizona

Enchanted Land-peoonaflyconducted

Climbmountain peaks
Descend canyon trail?
Cross -painted deserts
See petrified forest*
Visit Indian pueblos
Glimpses oPNavajo life
Prehistoric ruinsemfAttit
Camp oat,hunt , flsK-
Affew days to four week?
Cost about *lO a dav-
writejbr illustratedbxk-fijaer

W. J. Black, Pass. Traf. Mgr.
A.T. &S. F. By.

1066 Rr. Exchange, Chicago

^KBffl
In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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NEW HAVEN, CONN.
HOTEL ROYAL
In the heart of the city. Every room with bath

;

Ave minutes from depot. Newest and most up to
date hotel In New Haven.

HOTEL BISHOP
And Bishop's Colonade, Sarin Bock.
A dining place unusual

.

NEW LONDON, CONN.
MOHICAN HOTEL ffioV^n
400 rooms with Private bath: European plan $1.50
no. F. B. Walker. Manager.

PUTNAM, CONN.
PTTTM A 1\/f TNM Every comfort and con-
jr \j i m/VLvi n^m venience. A real stop-
ping place for the motorist or tourist. European
plan; earage. C. E. Rogers, Manager.

WATERBURY, CONN.
KINGSBURY
A real big home: European plan {1.50 to $2.00
with bath; no bar.

C. H. Cables. Proprietor.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHOREHAM HOTEL
B Street Northwest at Fifteenth

European Plan Exclusively.

HOTEL POWHATAN p
A
e
v
n
e
n
n
s^

Two blocks west of White House; 300 rooms; 250
with private bath. E. C. Owen, Manager

HOTEL LAFAYETTE ^fc^
One square north of White House, facing on most
beautiful residential street. Direction of J.H.Parls-
A.E.Klrby.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
TWrV Hospitable service, culslnedellghttul;100
•'•' ,l1 ' rooms with bath: furnishings beautiful
and colonial.

BALTIMORE, MD.
ALTAMONT ESMBMS?
Situated on the handsomest boulevard In America.
American and European Plan.

BELVEDERE Ch
at'c

s
h!s

r
e
eet

In the heart of the fashionable centre. Fireproof.
Accommodates 600. Rooms with bath S3.00 up.

W. H. Hager, Manager

BOSTON, MASS.
BRUNSWICK HOTEL »,!
Five minutes walk from Back Bay Station: Euro-
pean plan $1.50 up; with bath $2.50 up: American
plan $4.00 up. ^^
HOTEL VICTORIA
Corner Newbury and Dartmouth Streets.
European plan; near Back Bay stations: heart of
raiMmiUal district. Thomas O. Paige, Mgr.

OXFORD HOTEL ?£*&*&*&
Room* single or en suite with or without bath; four
minutes walk from Back Bay stations.

Phillip P. Pretto.

RfYTTTT PT A7A Hefdelberger Rathskel'rnw l I!/l_/ rL/Ai/A 419 Columbus Are.
Automobile parties, tourists and transients given
pacta! attention. A la carte service to midnight.

W. H. Cowan, Managing Owner
PTTRTTAM 39S Commonwealth Avenue.
* w rvi * "^-^ The. distinctive Boston house.
Globe trotters call the Puritan one of the most
homelike hotels In the world. Send for the book-
let with (aide to Boston and its historic vicinity.

GREENFIELD, MASS.
WELDON HOTEL ..It,

s Unlque.„
On direct route to the Mohawk Trail . Recreation,
Golfing, Tennis, Auto and Carriage Driving.

N. A. Campbell, Mgr.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
THENONOTUCK gaU

th
a
e
nr«

Mountlan Route; fireproof; Ep. plan $1.50 and
up; Mount Tom golf privileges to guests; direction
of United Hotels Co. Gorham Benedict, Mgr.

LEE, MASS.
GREENOCH INN In the Heart of

European plan with a La Carte at all hours for the
convenience of motorists. Geo. A. GrifElng, Prop.

LENOX, MASS.
CURTIS HOTEL KSfifflSUL.
Brick construction ; rooms with and without bath

;

golf and tennis courts; charming drives In every
direction. Wm. D. Curtis. Prop.

GREY HOUSE ?£!g2SgSg£
Charmingly situated; generously large rooms; suites
with and without baths; large piazzas; homelike
surroundings. Samuel B. Krogman, Prop.

MAHANNA HOTEL CeKire
Hills. American and European Plan booklet on
application. F. C.'Mahanna. Mgr.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
THE BERKSHIRE bS&S&s"
A pleasant quiet location; European plan $1.25 up;
American Plan $3.00 up; a stopping place for the
automo bills t.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
PLYMOUTH INN ffiMre^
White Mountains. Splendid auto roads radiate in
every direction. Ep. and Am. plan. Cuisine of
excellence. Spacious piazzas. W. A. Senna, Mgr.
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ADVISORY BOARD
CHARLES H. DAVIS, president national
HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION

LOUIS W. HILL, PRESIDENT GREAT NORTH-
ERN RAILWAY

GENERAL COLEMAN DU PONT
ARTHUR H. BLANCHARD
REAR-ADM. C. M. CHESTER, u. s. N.
REAR-ADM. C. H. DAVIS, v. s. N.
REAR-ADM. C. F. GOODRICH, u. s. N.

L. A. BERGHOLZ, c. s. consul, saxony
MAURICE F. EGAN, u. s. minister
REAR-ADM. JOHN LOWE, u. s. N.

REAR-ADM. LOUIS KEMPFF, D\ s. N.

FREDERICK SIMPICH, o. s. consul
DILLON WALLACE
EDWARD HUNGERFORD
JAMES K. HACKETT

HENRY COLLINS WALSH, PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENTS
GEN. A. W. GREELY, u. s. A. FREDERICK MONSEN, f.r.g.s

COL. DAVID L. BRAINARD, u. s. A. HENRY BREVOORT KANE
ANTHONY FIALA ROBERT M. McBRIDE

E. C. TURNER, SECRETARY, union square north, new york

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
MAPLEWOOD HOTEL ^n.
Open May 26th to Nov. 1st. Booklets and road
maps on application. Arthur W. Plumb.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
THE OAKS ^Ttal^sS43'

A modern hotel In residential district. European
and American plan. A real place for motor tourists.

P. H. Faber. Prop.

WORCESTER, MASS.
TOUR NEW ENGLAND

THE BANCROFT §«%• MSE
Worcester, Mass. for complete itinerary. Address
Dept. N.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

TRAYMORE g
1*^

World's Greatest Hotel Success. American and
European Plans.

HOTEL DENNIS £3ng!S£ff.
Directly on ocean front with unobstructed view
over our own lawn. Large Solarium and terraces
adjoining Boardwalk. Walter J. Busby.

ROYAL PALACE HOTEL
AND COTTAGES On the Beacb. Near all piers
and amusements. American plan. Orchestra, cafe,
capacity 600. Rates on request. S. Hanitern. Prop.

HOTEL WILTSHIRE X^Si?
Every convenience; best moderate price hotel In
Atlantic City. Centra! to all amusements; minute
to boardwalk. Samuel A. Ellis.

HOTEL JACKSON IfflPEE''
Brick hotel; American & European plan; elevator
to street level: rooms with bath; open all year.

H. A. Brogan. Ownership management.

THE CLARENDON HOTEL
Virginia Avenue. 100 rooms with hot and cold
water: rooms en suite with bath: moderate prices;
booklet. Monroe Hutching.

115 South
Pennsylvania Ave.

Best of the smaller houses. Booklet.

STANTON

GLASLYN-CHATHAM $t2h
Second house from beach. Elevator to street: rooms
with running water and private bath. Open
throughout the year. Booklet. Nathan L. Jones.

HOTEL BOTHWELL IVSSi*
300 feet from boardwalk. Modern family hotel;
private baths: running water In rooms. Moderate
rates; booklet. J. A K. BothwII.

PENNHURST M^n
Ownership management; first class service:
American plan S3 to $4. Garage on premises.

Wm. R. Hood.

NEW CLARION Mtt'ifw.ik.
Kentucky Ave.; rooms with or without bath;
elevator to street level; moderate prices: garage.

S. H. Boniface

CONTINENTAL 3S?KEi.
Aw-

Always open: private baths; excellent table:
American plan. $2.50 up; $14 weekly up. Book-
let. Garage. M. Walsh Duncan.

HOTEL PIERREPONT
Second hotel from Beach
Every appointment of the Ideal hotel; One cuisine.
American plan $3 up O. L. Kahn.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

COLEMAN HOUSE
Whole square on the Ocean: European-American
Plan: open all year; special accommodation for
automoblllsts.

LAKEWOOD, N. J.

Health, Rest and
Recreation. Best "Open all the Year" Hotel be-
tween New York and Atlantic City; modern;
moderate rates. T. T. Dolbey, Manager

NEWARK, N. J.
T>r»'DT7, T) rr T'TJ'I? AT1 At Gateway of the
ttUUHixt 1 1 JttJCiA J. Lincoln Highway.
Newark's new two million dollar hotel; European
plan $1.50 up; with bath $2.00 up.

Charles A. Carrigan, Manager.

OCEAN GROVE, N. J.

NORTH END HOTEL Soffig
modern and first class in every particular. Sea-
water In private baths. Elevator to Street level

.

Francis Yarnall, Proprietor

ALBANY, N. Y.

THE TEN EYCK °nMr
r
e
00
r
f
0,,rs

European plan. Large addition opens July 1917.
Under directory of Fred'k W. Rockwell

State and
Broadway

European plan. Absolutely fireproof. Bath with
each room. F. C. Gillespie

THE HAMPTON

WELLINGTON 136 State Street
Quite, airy rooms overlooking Hudson and sur-
rounding hills. European plan. Rooms with bath.
Large fireproof addition of 200 rooms.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
T>/~vCCT7T>T Brooklyn's Most RepresentativeDUMLR I Hotel; rooms with bath S2.50.
The comfort of Its appointments and service Is re-
sult of careful study. On the Heights; overlooking
the Harbor.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

HOTEL IROQUOIS ^proof
Nationally known as Buffalo's best; located in the
heart of the City; unsurpassed cuisine.
H.M.Gerrans, Pres. E. C. Greene, Mgr.

BA YSIDE, L. I.

McKENNA'S GRILL
A Dining Place or Quality.

DOUGLASTON, L. I.

DOUGLASTON INN
Broadway; Tel. 3084 Bayslde
Automobile and Dinner parties given special at
ention; travelers accommodated.

Chas. F. Pearson, Proprietor

FREEPORT, L. I.

ALPINE HOTEL g^&fR&gg1

Famous for its chicken and duck dinners. A ren-
devous for transient motorists. Endorsed by all
who have patronized It. W. F. Jones, Mgr .

HOLLIS, L. I.

HOLLISWOOD HALL
On Hillside Avenue, two miles east of monument
(Jamaica). High class suburban Restaurant and
Hotel. J. E. Tench, Proprietor

LYNBROOK, L. I.

BLOSSOM HEATH INN
On Merrick Road, Lynrook, L. I.
Enlarged and newly decorated.

Harry and Joe Sussklnd, Managers

ROCKAWAY PARK, N. Y.

HOTEL PIERCE W,

fj£n'g
d

Restaurant and cafe: fireproof; sanitary: luxurious.
Edward Pierce, Prop.

Frederick J. Willoughby, Mgr.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CROWN
The up to date hotel. European plan exclusively;
$1.75 up; $2.26 up with bath.

Fred Mansfield, Proprietor.

NEW ALLEN HOTEL S.3"-
Central, near everything, quiet, exclusive, every
convenience: Ep. plan $1.00 up; with private bath
SI .5 up. Special weekly rates. F. Ball. Mgr.

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
Largest and leading hotel In Rhode Island. Euro-
pean plan. Headquarters for travelers and tourists.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

JUDSON HOTEL £u
w
£b

N
n
e"w
ton

i•&
A quiet locution facing Washington Sq., the most
Interesting and fascinating part of N. Y. Rich In
historic surroundings. Write for booklet.

HOTEL LE MARQUIS £.!«&?$
Am. plan; central and convenient. Every comfort;
rooms with bath S3.50 per day with meals or $2.00
without. III. booklet on request. J. P. Tolson, Mgr.

WEST SIDE HOTEL CLUB
Embracing Hotels between

59th St. and 103rd St. , New York

ANSONTA Broadway, 73rd to 74th
•fail ovr* 1/1. street. Most central loca-
tion; fireproof. Rooms S2; with bath S2.50; suites
of 2 to 16 rooms.

BELLECLAIRE Broad^r
J
e
1

et.
t " tb

The Home of Good Pies. Robert D. Blackman.

BERKLEY Amstcrtla,n Avenue at 74th

450 rooms and baths; unusually large, all outside.
E. C. Chowan

BONTA NARRAGANSETT
Broad wa> ,03rd to 94tb St. Family and transient;
overlooking river two blocks from Central Park,
and sub. ex. station; Ep. & Am. A.K.Bonta, Prop.

BRETTON HALL «£«£
Largest uptown hotel. All the comforts and ad-
vantages of the better New York hotels at one-
third less price.

HARGRAVE tiz west 72nd st.
Parkway Entrance to Central Park. 300 rooms;
200 baths; S2.00 up.

Eugene Cable.

T TTPFRTVP 201 West 79th Street. Over-
ly JJV^.D/.IVL'N.Ei looking the Hudson between
Central Park & Riverside Drive. Rooms and bath,
S2.00 up: suites S3. 50 up.

A. T. Hardy & Chas. G. Stamm. Directors.

MA TTT^TTr1 Central Park at ItsIVl/Vjr/OllVu West 72nd St. Gateway
Highest class residential and tourist hotel In the
world. Copeland Townsend, Lessee-Director.

MANHATTAN SQUARE f?eff
77th Street. Opposite Museum of Natural His-
tory; 200 ft. from Central Park; near everything.
Rooms, bath, shower, S2.00 up; suites $3.00.

MARIE ANTOINETTE g^*:
way. A house of most refined atmosphere. Noted
for Its cuisine. European plan.

H. Stanley Green, Managing Director.

MARSEILLES Bt0
ŝ&et.

Coolest rooms; delightful atmosphere; room and
bath S2. per day; larger suites in proportion.

M.E. Burke, Mgr.

SAN REMO ^Vn^Pkl W^'
Facing America's most famous Park. Specially
inviting to families. Booklet on application.M .Brennan's Sons.

CT AXTDRFW 72nd Street & Broad-
* • /ll^l-'lVE/t* Way. At express Bub-

way station; block from Riverside Drive & Central
Park; 250 rooms—all outside SI.50 per day with-
out bath; S2.00 with bath. H.J. Veltcb. Mng. Dlr.

SHERMAN SQUARE ?$£%&
Street. Most convenient location uptown; tran-
sient and residential hotel.

End Av.
& 76th Street. The final expression of comfort
and service. Room and bath S2.00 up.

Arthur T. Hardy, Charles G. Stamm, Directors.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

MOHAWK HOTEL
On the Empire Tour. New, high class, modern,
fireproof; European plan. Ideal place for thn
motorist. J. H. Meehan, Presides*

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

TWT? MAXTOR Albemarle Park, Ashe-Itlrj IVL/VLM Ul\ viue. North Carolina.
Real Southern hospitality In the land of the sky.

In America—An English Inn.

CINCINNATI, O.

HOTEL GIBSON Wgffif
Rates from $2.00

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ADELPHIA ^WtM"1

In the center of things, 400 Rooms, 400 Baths.
Moderate Tariff.

David B. Provan, Managing Director

THE COLONNADE ^PU^fu.
In the heart of the city, one block from Penn. R.R.
Terminal. We feature Individual attention $1.50
up; with bath $2.00 up.

In writing >» Mdvtrtistrs, pltise mtniitn Travel
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Which Trip for You?
Beautifully Illustrated

Informative Booklets Sent on Request
Where to go—how to get there—what it costs

—are the vacation problems, easily solved by the
Union Pacific Western Vacation Bureaus.
Thousands of dollars have been expended for

illustrated, informative booklets, describing the
direct journey and

—

Denver—Colorado Springs—E stes-Rocky
Mountain National Park—Salt Lake City

—

Yellowstone—Great Pacific Northwest and Alaska
—Rainier and Crater Lake National Parks—Cali-

fornia—Yosemite—Lake Tahoe, etc., REACHED
BY THE UNION PACIFIC AND ITS
THROUGH-ROUTE CONNECTIONS.
These booklets tell where to go, what to see

and what it will cost. They are brimful of com-
monsense facts and figures in-

valuable to anyone contemplating
a trip West, as they contain ex-

actly the information necessary to

intelligently plan, in advance, a de-

lightful and economical vacation.

$269,700,000 has been expended
in improvements which make the
Union Pacific popularly known as

the "Standard Road of the West."

Teachers Going to

N. E. A., Portland, Ore.
Let us assist you in every way to make

your vacation most complete and enjoyable.

Special Booklet—"Where to Go
and What to See In and About
Portland," with low fares, complete in-

formation—FREE on request. Write now.

Thousands of dollars are expended annually
on dining car service, to place it in a class of
superior excellence.

Low Summer Tourist Fares Effective June 1st

SPECIAL RATES ON SPECIAL DATES
LIBERAL STOP-OVERS

On the way to California or the Pacific North-
west by the Union Pacific, Denver, Colorado
Springs and Salt Lake City may be visited with-
out extra fare. Estes-Rocky Mountain National
Park and Yellowstone National Park are con-
venient and inexpensive side trips.

Conferences may be arranged, if desired, with
our representatives at your home or your place

of business, to suit your conve-
nience.

Indicate in the coupon the trip

in which you are interested and
you will promptly receive illus-

trated booklets, together with any-

special information that you mav
request concerning excursion
fares, routes, stop-over privileges,

return limits, etc.

America 's Greatest Vacation Route

GERRIT FORT, P. T. M.
Union Pacific System

2072 Garland Bldg., Chicago, 111.

USi£ ^
;i

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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THE MUKUNTUWEAP NATIONAL MONUMENT
Man has always plagiarized Nature, but here is an evidence of where Nature has plagiarized herself, for the Mukuntuweap National Monument in southern Utah has so

many points of similiarity to the Yosemite of California that it is called the "Desert Yosemite." This picture of an eminence as yet unnamed is a double of the famous

Glacier Point in the California park



Looking down between the steep walls of the Little Zion Canon in the Mukuntuweap National Monument. Flowing throug

tributary of the Colorado

it is the Virgin River, a

MUKUNTUWEAP, A DESERT YOSEMITE
A LITTLE KNOWN NATIONAL MONUMENT IN SOUTHERN UTAH, THAT CLOSELY RESEMBLES YOSEMITE

VALLEY BUT HAS DISTINCT CHARACTERISTICS OF ITS OWN—ONCE A REFUGE OF THE MORMONS

Guy Elliott Mitchell
U. S. Geological Survey

[.This is the first of a series of articles by Mr. Mitchell, who is not unknown to readers of TRAVEL. The next will be on the Bandelier National
Monument of New Mexico, and others of a similar nature will follow.—-Editor.]

ASECOND Yosemite has been discovered in the Southwest, even

a finer wonder spot perhaps than California's great gash in the

"vast crest of the Sierra. The Virgin River Canon in southwestern Utah
has been called the "Desert Yosemite," and for fantastic outline and
brilliant and varied coloring it surely equals any region on the conti-

nent. It combines sheer sandstone cliffs 2,000, 3,000 and 4,000 feet

high, glistening falls which cascade 1,000 feet or more over the sum-
mit walls, a wonderful natural bridge, a cliff dwelling, and rock carv-

ings of a long forgotten race—perhaps there are more to be discovered

by the adventurous traveler—and groups of Titanic pinnacles, colon-

nades, embattlements and temples sculptured out of a bewildering profu-

sion of vivid coloring from creamy white to blood-red sandstone. This

is the Mukuntuweap National Monument, created by President Taft in

1909 and all but overlooked by the American public, yet one of the rare

places of America and destined to become truly famous.

The secret of its seclusion lies in the inaccessibility of the Mukuntu-
weap, for its wondrous splendors were traced by the vivid pen of

Clarence Dutton of the United States Geological Survey as far back

as 1882 as a part of his classic description of the Grand Canon region

;

yet even Dutton was not the first explorer. The Mormons of a former

generation chose this valley for a refuge in case they were driven from

Zion, as they called Salt Lake City, to the Indian Mukuntuweap Valley.

It is locally called Little Zion Canon to-day, and on the valley floor be-

low the canon are the prosperous hamlets of descendants of the early

Mormon discoverers.

Mukuntuweap means in Ute language "The Home of God" and no
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Raspberry Bend, where the Virgin River makes a hairpin turn in the canon.

This "Desert Yosemite" equals any region on the continent for fantastic outline

and brilliant and varied coloring

Mukuntuweap is reached from the railroad at Lund, Utah, whence there is an

eighty-mile motor drive to Hurricane and then a trip of twenty-five miles by
horse vehicle

Indian will sleep in it. The canon itself is some fifteen miles long

and half a mile wide at its lower end, tapering away to a crack, a

mighty cleft as if the mountain had been violently divided to obtain

a segment. The faces of the walls display thousands of square feet

of plain surface upon which the elements have etched gigantic picto-

graphs. At one point may be seen the picture of a woman, and again

that of a horse and another animal, forming a distinct group. At
another place an eagle appears to perch, true to its instinct, high upon
the cliff. At another point crypts have been formed in the walls by

the scaling off of the stone surface where various fantastic and gro-

tesque forms seem to have been sculptured in bas-relief. Nature has

fashioned here an art gallery of stupendous proportions. The Na-
tional Park Service is convinced that this slightly-known National

Monument is one of the very finest wonder spots in a land of nat-

ural delights and wonders and that only the factor of accessibility is

needed to render it instantly famous.

The Mukuntuweap is best reached by way of Salt Lake City. Leav-

ing the railroad at Lund you transfer to auto stage, and pass through

the big mining section of the Iron Springs, thence to Cedar City, to

Kanarra, to Toquerville and to Hurricane ; a distance of eighty

miles. Hurricane can also be reached from Salt Lake City by auto-

mobile via Filmore, Beaver and Cedar City. At Hurricane either

teams or saddle horses are available to complete the trip, a further

distance of twenty-five miles. Fair hotel accommodations will be

found at Hurricane, and for points nearer the monument visitors can

usually secure comfortable accommodations at farm houses. The
Mukuntuweap can also be reached via Denver on the east. When
the Utah State Highway to the Grand Canon is completed it will pass

within twenty-five miles of the Monument.
Even with the present difficulties in transportation there is per-
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Where twenty-five or thirty Mormon families live on their farms below the canon, having for sixty or more years been all but isolated from even frontier civilization in

their pioneer life—true subjugators of the wild

haps no single spot in America which will more fully repay a visit.

A gentleman from New York who was recently speaking of his first

visit to the Yosemite in 1865, said that it involved an eight-day horse-

back trip across the mountains, and a scrambling down into the val-

ley over a blind trail. Yet the wonders of the trip have always re-

mained with him as something which he would not have missed at

any cost. To the Mukuntuweap Monument the trip to-day is simple

compared to this, and it must prove to the most seasoned globe-

trotter an experience of first magnitude. The conceptions of differ-

ent people vary as greatly as the characters of the individuals. One
man who visited Little Zion Canon recently asserted flatly that it

was one of the greatest tourist propositions in America. "You can't

see it without shouting," he exclaimed. "It has some of the char-

acteristic forms of the Grand Canon, all of the forms of the Yose-

mite and many more besides. The great mass of Jurassic white

sandstone which forms the upper 2,000 feet of the canon is carved

into domes, vertical walls, colonnades, temples and a bewildering

variety of massive forms in the noblest stone architecture," he

states, "that I have ever seen." The color is a glorious white, verg-

ing into cream. Below this is another 2,000 feet of blood-red Triassic

sandstone which has weathered into the angular terrace-and-slope

forms of the Grand Canon. On top of the white sandstone are occa-

sional blocks of vivid red and there are thousands of feet of wind-

polished white surface with vertical streaks of vermilion running

down it like Roman silk. Even with all this wonderful coloring the

architectural forms are finer than the color, yet when the sun is low
in the morning or evening the recesses and niches in the mountain
walls are filled with pools of that beautiful atmospheric blue that

would make anything wonderful and that certainly gives the last

touch to this perfect valley. From the standpoint of handling the

tourists the regular automobile trip would comprise three days, ac-

cording to this man, one from Lund, the railroad terminus, to the

edge of the valley, one to return and only one day to be devoted to

the valley itself. This will take the tourist away from- the wonders
of Little Zion not half satisfied, "cursing the management for the

short stay" and eager to return and revel in the sublimity of the

One of the many striking physical features of the Mukuntuweap is a natural bridge

1 00 feet high and having a span of 1 1 5 feet, greater in span though not as high as

that in Virginia
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spot. On the other hand, Dr. F. V. Fisher who spent a month in Little

Zion last fall says: "Little Zion is no place for a careless tourist re-

sort, but a place of pilgrimage for poets, patriots, artists, dreamers

and worshipers; only folks who pray have any right to go there.

"It is not a canon according to the usual conception so much as a

series of nine majestic great inner courts stretching for seven miles

from the wonderful portals whose guardians are the Temples of the Vir-

gin, to the Voices of the Waters at the Gates of Eternity where the

gorge reaches away twelve miles more to Crystal Spring on Cedar

Mountain. Each of these

courts grow narrower and
more impressive as one

passes through them and

on to court after court

through the constricted

passes that connect them.

"We named them in or-

der, the Court of the Wind,
the Court of the Sun, the

Court of the Patriarchs,

the Great Amphitheater,

the Court of Music, the

Court of Poets, the Court

of Many Waters, the Court

of Ages, and the Voices of

the Waters.

"One enters the Court

of the Wind between the

temples of the Virgin.

There the wind never

ceases to blow. The
Temple of the Sun, the

only lofty peak in the

canon on which the sun

shines from sunrise to

sunset, marks the Court

of the Sun, while the Tem-
ples of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob overshadow the

Court of the Patriarchs.

From there one enters the

glorious Great Amphithe-

ater. Passing on, the

canon leads to where a

great organ constitutes one

side of the Court and a

sounding board the other,

so we call that the Court

of Music. Homer, Mil-

ton, Shakespeare, all loom

high in the Court of Poets.

The Cave of Everlasting

Rain, the Falls of Pak, the

brawl of the clear water,

all distinguish the Court of

Many Waters.

"But it is still beyond

that in the solemn silence

of the great walled Court

of the Ages on one side of

which looms the Great White Throne and on the other the Royal Towers,

and beyond which the falling waters never cease and the Gates of

eternity open and lead into the strange weird winding gorge, that one

feels at least the sublimity, glory, and power of Little Zion.

"If the Yosemite is Goldsmith's Dream Incarnate, if the Yellowstone

is Dante's Inferno, and the Grand Canon Milton's Paradise Lost, then

Little Zion is the Revelation of St. John, the Apocalypse of God, and

the New Jerusalem let down from the skies; the Mukuntuweap, the

Home of God."

When the Mukuntuweap National Monument was created the region

was so wild and so poorly surveyed that the paper reservation made

by the officials at Washington omitted some of the very finest features.

A survey made this year by Typographic Engineer W. O. Tufts of the

National Park Service, fixes new suggested boundaries which will

doubtless be recommended, if indeed Congress does not change the mon-

ument into a national park with a suitable appropriation for mainten-

ROCK TOWERS ALONG THE VIRGIN RIVER

There are groups of Titanic pinnacles, colonnades, embattlements and temples sculptured out of a
bewildering profusion of vivid coloring from creamy white to blood-red sandstone

ance. Certainly with the influx of visitors which will surely come, some
provision must be made to protect this desert gem.
As a beginning, $15,000 has been provided by Congress to build a

road within the Monument and the State of Utah is at present recon-
structing the twenty-five miles of road from Hurricane. The old trail

necessitates fording and refording the Virgin River about a dozen times,

and this has been the only route of communication from the Valley to

the outside world for the twenty-five or thirty Mormon families irrigat-

ing their farms below the canon. These followers of Joseph Smith
have been for sixty or

more years all but isolated

from even frontier civili-

zation—true pioneers and
subjugators of the desert.

Their trip to the railroad

now consumes seven days.

With the new road it can
be made in one day in an
automobile.

Very primitive, but most
hospitable are the Mormon
settlements. Their far-

famed hospitality, though
sometimes taxed severely,

has never yet been known
to fail, and a stay-over of

a night or two in these

quaint communities is in

itself of interest. The
Mormons of Little Zion
are true types of the

pioneer of the West of

sixty or seventy years ago.

On parallel of latitude 37
degrees, which cuts south-

western Utah, a difference

of 4,000 feet in elevation

creates some contrasts. At
the Little Zion Canon rim
there may be six or seven
feet of snowfall with se-

vere winter weather, but

dropping down onto the

valley floor you find the

climate mild, almost sub-

tropical, with vines and
figs and warm days m
mid-winter. Indeed, this

portion of Southern Utah
is known as "Dixie." The
tourist season is a long one
—from early March to

December—b u t during
early spring, following the

winter rains, the Valley

has its most perfect setting,

slopes carpeted with myr-
iads of wildflowers and

many torrents formed by
the melting snows cascading

over the canon walls in falls of 800 or 1,000 feet. At the extreme
northern end the canon narrows greatly, the towering walls squeez-

ing together so closely that the sun rises at 10 or 11 o'clock and sets

at 1 130 or 2 o'clock. Still further up, the gorge becomes a mere crack

in the mountain where a man with outstretched arms may touch both

walls, and where in some places, overhanging walls shut out the sun

and the sky entirely—a tunnel in effect.

Not the least attractive feature of the Mukuntuweap, for several

years to come at least, is the possibility of genuine exploration with

the prospect of discovering something worthwhile among the many
branch canons and almost inaccessible gulches of this deeply eroded

region. It was only this past year that a majestic natural bridge was
discovered and a well-preserved cliff-dwelling. There may be more
nature-sculptured bridges and cliff-dwellings never yet seen by a white

man, in the many ramifications of the Virgin Canon or the Parunuweap
Canon, which joins it, or the Coal Pits Canon. It is a country little
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known and very sparsely

peopled and the settle-

ments are all in the places

easiest of access.

One of the remarkable

features of this land of the

dry southwest are the tree

growths. With only eleven

or twelve inches of rain-

fall, coming practically all

during the month of Jan-

uary, but with the summer
sun burning down upon the

rocks at a temperature of

no degrees in the shade,

it would seem that no tree

could exist from year to

year. Yet in every con-

ceivable crack and cleft is

found a bush or stunted

tree clinging to the face of

the rock, while where any

real soil has formed

through the decay of the

sandstone the dark rock

pines ioo or 150 feet in

height wave stately plumes.

The Virgin River is a

tributary of the Colorado

and heads close to the

Great Basin Divide, which

is crossed on the trip to

the Mukuntuweap Monu-
ment from Lund. From
points on the plateau the

traveler may gaze in one

direction out into the illim-

itable expanse of the Great

Basin and then facing

eastward behold the rugged

outlines of the projecting

towers of the Mukuntu-

weap.

No word painting can

give any measure of jus-

tice to the Mukuntuweap,

yet the description accorded

it by Clarence Dutton, its

first real discoverer following the Mormon settlement, will not easily

be surpassed. Dutton's party approached the canon from the Colorado

pleateau and, in an instant, he exclaims, "There flashed before us a

THE CANON SENTINEL

To those who are familiar with the Yosemite Valley of California this picture will at once suggest

El Capitan. with the Merced River in the foreground, and it will in itself justify the Mukuntuweap's

alias, the Desert Yosemite

scene never to be forgot-

ten. In coming time it will,"

he states, "take rank with a
very small number of spec-

tacles each of which will,

in its own way, be regarded
as the most exquisite of its

kind which the world dis-

closes. The scene before
us was the Temples and
Towers of the Virgin.

"At our feet the surface
drops down by cliff and
talus 1,200 feet upon a
broad and ragged plain cut
by narrow canons. The
slopes, the winding ledges,

the bosses of projecting
rock, the naked, scanty soil,

display colors which are
truly amazing. Chocolate,
maroon, purple, lavender,

magenta, with broad bands
of toned white, are laid in

horizontal belts, strongly

contrasting with each other,

and the ever-varying slope

of the surface cuts across
them capriciously, so that

the sharply denned belts

wind about like the con-
tours of a map. From right

to left across the further

foreground of the picture

stretches the inner canon
of the Virgin, about 700
feet in depth, and here of
considerable width. Its bot-

tom is for the most part

unseen but in one place is

disclosed by a turn in its

course showing the vivid

green of vegetation. Across
the canon, and rather more
than a mile and half be-

yond it, stands the central

and commanding object of

the picture, the Western
Temple, rising 4,000 feet above the river. Its glorious summit was the
object we had seen an hour before, and now the matchless beauty and
majesty of its vast mass is all before us. Yet it is only the central

What remains of a Kiva, or ceremonial chamber, of a ruined cliff dwelling in the

canon of the Virgin River. There are doubtless similar undiscovered monuments

of the past

It was only last year that this natural bridge was discovered in the Mukuntuweap

National Monument. Its size may be estimated by noting the figures on top

of the arch
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object of a mighty throng of structures wrought up to the same exalted

style, and filling up the entire panorama. Right opposite us are the

two principal forks of the Virgin, the Parunuweap coming from the right

or east, and the Mukuntuweap or Little Zion Valley, descending to-

wards us from the north. The Parunuweap is seen emerging on the

extreme right through a stupendous gateway and chasm in the terrace,

nearly 3,000 feet in depth.

The further wall of this

canon, at the opening of

the gateway, quickly
swings northward at a

right angle and becomes

the eastern wall of Little

Zion Valley. As it sweeps

down the Parunuweap it

breaks into great pedi-

ments, covered all over

with the richest carving.

The effect is much like

that which the architect

of the Milan Cathedral

appears to have designed,

though here it is vividly

suggested rather than

fully realized— as an

artist painting in the

"broad style" suggests
many things without actu-

ally drawing them. The
sumptuous, bewildering

mazy effect is all there,

but when we attempt to

analyze it in detail it

eludes us. The flank of

the wall receding up the

Mukuntuweap is for a

mile or two similarly dec-

orated, but soon breaks

into new forms much
more impressive and won-
derful. A row of towers

half a mile high is quar-

ried out of the palisade,

and stands well advanced

from its face. There is

an eloquence to their
forms which stirs the imagination and kindles

in the mind of the dullest observer a glowing

response. Just behind them rising a thousand

feet higher is the Eastern Temple, crowned

with a cylindrical dome of white sandstone

;

but since it is, in many respects, a repetition of

the nearer western temple, we may turn our

attention to the latter. Directly in front of us

a complex group of white towers, springing

from a central pile, mounts upwards to the

clouds. Out of their midst and high over all

rises a dome-like mass which dominates the en-

tire landscape. It is almost pure white, with

brilliant streaks of carmine descending its ver-

tical walls. At the summit it is truncated and

a flat tablet is laid upon the top showing its

edge of deep red.

"The towers which surround it are of less

commanding mass and altitude, but each of them is a study of fine form

and architectural effect. They are white above and change to a strong,

rich, red below. Dome and towers are planted upon a superstructure

no less admirable. The plan is indefinite, but its profiles are perfectly

systematic. A curtain wall 1,400 feet high descends vertically from the

eaves of the temples and is succeeded by a steep slope of ever widening

base courses leading down to the esplanade below. The curtain wall is

decorated with a lavish display of vertical moldings, and the ridges,

eaves, and mitered angles are fretted with separated cusps. This orna-

mentation is suggestive rather than precise, but it is none the less effec-

tive. It is repetitive, not symmetrical. But though exact symmetry is

wanting, nature has here brought home to us the truth that symmetry

ALMOST A CIRCULAR RIVER BED

Here is a close-up of the Raspberry Bend pictured on page eight; to form an adequate picture of

which one must imagine the bright sun shining on I he brilliant reds and greens of the rocks and trees
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is only one of an infinite range of devices by which beauty can be

materialized

:

And finer forms are in the quarry

Than ever Angelo evoked.

"Nothing can exceed the wondrous beauty of Little Zion Valley,

which separates the two temples and their respective groups of towers.

Nor are these the only

sublime structures which

look down into its depths,

for similar ones are seen

on either hand along its

receding vista until a

turn in the course car-

ries the valley out of

sight. In its proportions

it is about equal to Yose-

mite, but in the nobility

and beauty of the sculp-

tures there is no compari-

son. It is a Hyperion to

a satyr. No wonder the

fierce Mormon zealot who
named it was reminded of

the Great Zion, on which

his fervid thoughts were
bent
—

'of houses not built

with hands, eternal in the

heavens.'
"

A visit to the Mukuntu-

weap National Monument
may be short or it may
be long. It is your mis-

fortune if your trip must
be short; almost a crime
if you do not make it

long. And never will you
find another spot where
you can see so much in a
day, and where you can
spend a month and see

not nearly all. Where
else will you find com-
bined the Yosemite walls

of California with their

thousand - foot cascades,

the Cliff House of the

Mesa Verde National Park, a natural bridge as

stunning as that described by Zane Grey in

"The End of the Rainbow Trail," the unrivaled

eroded forms and riot of gorgeous color of

the Grand Canon, and the wonderful variety

of desert flora of the Southwest? Should you
wish to climb to the high places of the Mu-
kuntuweap you can have your fill of the real

thing, and your reward will be strange views
that are yet so distant and yet so near that they

are entirely mystifying. For on a clear, good
day, and all the days are clear and good, you
can look out a hundred miles onto the desert

—and it appears but a morning's tramp.

Then having surfeited yourself with the Mu-
kuntuweap, if you would fill the cup to over-

flowing and make this vacation the trip of

your life, you may trek southward a short

journey to the Grand Canon itself, the father of all gorges. You can

take along a small outfit of supplies and camp on the northern brink

of the Canon, where there is pure water in plenty, and stay for a day

or for a month.

And by now the city and all the old familiar haunts of man seem
very, very far away—lost in another world—and communing here with

this desert Southwest, in all the lands around the winds blow, and the

earth moves in unison, and the sun shines in golden streams, and the

moon looks down, and the coyote yelps plaintively, while the stars dance

with their brilliant eyes through the blue curtain haze, mingling in all

charm earth and heaven—the dividing line so uncertain that we forget

that we are alive, or dream perhaps that we will live forever.
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SUMMER HOLIDAYS IN THE OPEN

REGATTA DAY ON THE THAMES AT NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

Unfortunately, there will be no Yale-Harvard boat races this year, nor, indeed, until the war is over, but there will be plenty of activity among the sailing boats and such

of the power boats as are not requisitioned by the Government

DRIVING OFF AT EKWANOK
Cradled in a valley of the White Mountains there is one of the finest golf links in the East—Ekwanok by name. Many champions come here to play every year and also,

be it said, many near and would-be champions. However, that need not affect either the scenery or your game
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White Sulphur Springs, high up in the mountains of

West Virginia, draws its numbers of vacationers

summer after summer, although it is perhaps more
famed as a fall and winter resort

At Crawford Notch, in the White Mountains, golf

and tennis flourish. Also, this is the only place in

the East where one can ride over the mountain trails

on a real western burro

DRAGGING UP THE NORTH BRANCH
As every one knows, the region of the Penobscot River of Maine and its many tributaries is the home of outdoor holiday makers. Fishng, camping, hunting or canoeing-

all are here to your heart's content
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At Bethlehem, N. H., there are trap-shooting tourn-

aments every summer. This sport, which has grown
so racidly in favor during the last few years, must

now be reckoned as one of our principal outdoor

sources of amusement

If you like a martial flavor to your vacation, go to

Old Point Comfort. That is, if you can't go to

Plattsburg or one of the other training camps

In i^tkI

i ;
-

-

.

*#l
Profile, New Hampshire, with a secluded mountain lake, is ideal for

lovers of Nature—and others

If you like to hide away from your relatives, go up to Maine, hire an outfit and beat it into the

backwoods. You won't need evening dress, but rod and gun are indispensable
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IN THE MOUNTAINS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

A panorama of Maplewood, in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, where they begin to fall away toward the valley of the Connecticut River on the West

BEDFORD SPRINGS, A PENNSYLVANIA RESORT

The whole State of Pennsylvania is noted for its beautiful countryside, and Bedford Springs, in the Allegheny Mountains, ranks high among its many attractions
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(C) Weister Co. AN AMERICAN AXENSTRASSE
The Mitchell Point tunnel on the Columbia River Highway is cut out of solid rock and has a striking resemblance to the famous Axenstrasse,

which skirts the east bank of the Lake of Uri in Switzerland

ALONG THE COLUMBIA RIVER HIGHWAY
OREGON'S WONDER ROAD ALONG THE GREAT RIVER OF THE NORTHWEST—THE PUBLIC SPIRIT OF

PORTLAND THAT MADE IT POSSIBLE—WATERFALLS AND SNOW CROWNED PEAKS SEEN ON THIS ROUTE

Mark Wo odruff

AS the tapping of the sticks on
stories of the great highways

been garnished with an ad-

jective relish. Authors have
rhapsodied over recreation

pathways in every section of

the United States, and com-
parisons have frequently

been made with the truly

great roads of Europe, but

until the present moment it

is doubtful if any section of

America has owned a high-

way legitimately entitled to

that distinction. Had not the

travel trails of Europe been
choked with marching war-
riors it is not probable that

the great discovery would
have been made at all, but

an unprejudiced jury, pos-

sibly one made up of East-

erners who have never been
able to realize that the

Northwest has emerged from
the raw, would now give the

verdict to the Columbia
River Highway of Oregon
Because of its permanence

of construction, the safety

elements guarding the trav-

the head of a drum have come eler, its paved surface nowhere exceeding a five per cent grade, the

of America. Always have they picturesqueness and wildness of its scenery, the coloring of its sur-

roundings, and the rare vis-

tas of river and shore and

sky it opens up, the Colum-

bia River Highway stands

out as one of the pre-eminent

roads of the world.

It is in a section of Amer-
ica where every visitor may
organize his own exploring

party, and where his reward

will be a gem from the heart

of nature. It is flanked by

forests of gigantic firs, over

which tower the peaks of

five mountains wearing caps

of snow and ice, and whose

sides are being scoured by

living glaciers. The High-

way begins at the surf line

of the Pacific Ocean and

runs eastward along the Co-

lumbia River, passes through

the Cascade Range and

emerges onto the high pla-

teaus of Eastern Oregon and

Idaho. It hangs on cliffs,

A FISH WHEEL ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER surmounts great rocks, is

for its picturesque beauty, the Columbia River is no less important for the millions of
" *

dollars worth of salmon that are caught there each year merous waterfalls; its
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(C) Weister Co. THE RIVER AS SEEN FROM THE HIGHWAY
Because of the coloring of its surroundings and the rare vistas of river and shore and sky it

the Columbia River Highway stands out as one of the pre-eminent roads of the world

opens up,

heights of Council Crest at sundown he will get one of
the rarest views to be had in the world. He will see

Mount Hood, snow covered and majestic in her 11,225

feet of grandeur, and appearing to stand just back of

the city instead of sixty-six miles distant. The white
of her ice-fields will turn to gold as the sun drops down
behind the ocean waves, then brown; shadows will

turn to darkness and blot out the city at his feet, and
suddenly the most brilliant illumination of any Western
city will flash out. Facing the west, while darkness is

below him to the eastward, the traveler will look at

daylight again as the sun dives into its pot of gold.

Portland is at the crossroads of Western America.
The Columbia River Highway passes through from
east to west, and the Pacific Highway from north to

south. They tap 252,000 square miles of the fertile

territory comprising the Columbia basin.

East of Portland is where the greatest scenic values

of the Columbia River Highway are found. The High-
way proper is encountered about eighteen miles from
the city, two feeder roads leading to it. It begins on

the north bank of the Sandy River, and cuts over the

divide to emerge on the heights at the west end of

the Columbia River Gorge. The first view of gorge,

river and mountain is from a height of 900 feet. The
eye ranges from Beacon Rock, the pinnacle which
guided Lewis and Clark on their pilgrimage of dis-

covery, to the lowlands bordering the mouth of the

Columbia.

On the Washington shore are high mountains, strati-

fied cliffs with water slipping over them in places, and

their backs checkered with tiny squares of colorful

farms.

The west end of the gorge is blocked by a great rock,

its perpendicular sides rising 700 feet above the river

and its base surrounded by 300 foot slivers which

dropped away from it in past ages. One of these is

Rooster Rock, the ancient place of worship for the

Indians. As there was no other avenue for entering

the gorge, the Highway was carried around the top of

this great rock, and the roadbed was constructed of con-

crete and steel and supported on gigantic pillars.

Leaving Crown Point in quest of the bottom of the

gorge, the road runs out along a cliff, then turns and

loops to form a double figure eight. More than 1,400

feet of roadway are placed on a forty-acre tract of

bridges, each of different design, passing over streams

which sprawl toward the sea as they emerge from
canons which testify to one of the most tremendous
convulsions of the earth's surface noted on the western

border of America.

From the Pacific Ocean to Portland the Columbia
River Highway is hard-surfaced and follows the contour

of the Oregon shore for no miles. Its beginning is

picturesque. On the shore of the Pacific stands Neah-
kah-nie Mountain. The surf pounds against its base,

and adventurous spirits play tag with the waves by
driving their automobiles over the sand and past the

mountain as the ocean swell recedes. Sometimes they

get through, but a ducking is often their reward. The
base of Neah-kah-nie is the starting place for construc-

tion. Some day it will go on down the coast to the

California line.

The Highway then runs northward, through Seaside

to quaint old Astoria, the first settlement in Oregon.
Hundreds of fishing boats are seen on the river, laden

with the salmon catch destined for the big canneries of

the town, while "windjammers" and ocean steamers beat

in with their Oriental cargoes. Bearing eastward from
there, the Highway passes through a fine farming dis-

trict and into the fir forests where logging and milling

operations are observable, affords a splendid view of the

diked lands which resemble and are almost as large in

area as those behind the sea walls of Holland; and
emerges onto the heights above the city of Portland.

If the traveler so times his arrival as to reach the

^^#1N^
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(O Giffora MOUNT HOOD, OREGON, FROM LOST LAKE
Mount Hood, snow covered and majestic in her 1 1 ,225 feet of grandeur, dominates the region through

which the Highway runs, but it is only one of its many big features
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land, each curve having a minimum radius of 100 feet,

and each embankment is guarded by three and one-

half-foot concrete rails. This latter feature is true of

the entire length of the Highway. Three and one-

half miles are supported by retaining walls of dry

masonry, and each rock was fitted to its place by

Italian workmen brought on for the special purpose.

At the bottom of the gorge the Highway enters

the district which has earned for it the title of "The

Road of the Falling Waters."

In the next ten miles of travel, eleven great water-

falls are passed. In order they are Latourell, Bridal

Veil. Shepperd's Dell, Coopey, Wahkeenah, Dalton, Mist,

Multnomah, Oneonta and Horsetail. Multnomah is

725 feet high, the second highest falls in the United

States. In her flowing robe of silver Multnomah

stands out of this group with the distinctiveness that

characterizes a society leader dominating a band of

debutantes in their more girlish gowns. Multnomah

is beautiful and seems to know it ; she demands the

homage that is her due. Horsetail talks loudly and

flaunts her attractions most brazenly, but as the recep-

tion proceeds the caller begins to look into the corners

of Miss Nature's magnificent display room for the

daintier morsels on exhibition. They are found back

of the great trees, hidden behind the rocks and twirl-

ing their dainty fingers while hoping that some human
gallant will deign to notice them. Mist Falls is one of

the curiosities of the trip. Starting over a 2,000-foot

cliff as a stream eight feet wide, the water plunges

straight for the car in the road—but it never gets there.

A strong wind sucked through a cleft in the wall blows

away the water and fills the air with a fine mist.

Going on to the eastward, the Highway passes

through a tunnel beyond Oneonta Gorge and another at

Mitchell's Point. The latter has five great windows
cut through the outer wall, each framing a picture to

tax artistic genius in reproduction. It seeks out the

petrified forest at Tanners Creek, and passes the trees

which stand beneath the waters of the river, having

gone down with the falling of the fabled Bridge of the

Gods at the coming of the first white man, according

to Indian tradition; and then the Highway emerges

into the Hood River Valley, nestling in the heart of the

Cascades, a gem in a rare setting.

THE COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE
Leaving Crown Point in quest of the bottom of the gorge, the road runs out along a cliff, then turns

and loops to form a double figure 8. Each embankment is guarded by concrete walls

(C) weister Co. THE BRIDGE ACROSS SHEPPERD'S DELL
This concrete bridge spans a chasm 150 feet wide and 140 feet deep. A tract of eleven acres was

given for a park here by a public spirited citizen after whom it was named

Passing eastward again, the Highway visits the gran-

ary of the Northwest, and gives access to that section

where the last "out West" is emerging from unde-

veloped resources to prosperous homes.

Through the canon, or gorge, one has been assailed

by beauty. Colors, such as no artist can produce, have
flashed in every nook and corner, the rocks bear the

moss of centuries, while brilliance has been reflected

by the foliage and flora. Not a rock or a tree has been
removed when its taking away would mar a picture.

The marvel is that all this could have been kept from
the traveler for seventy-five years.

Portlanders knew it was there, and they waited until

the right moment to give it to the world. When the

time came the city sold a $1,250,000 bond issue, hired

Samuel C. Lancaster, a well-known engineer, supplied

him with ropes with which to tie himself to the cliffs

and told him to locate the road. Those who have

covered the road know how splendidly he succeeded.

But it required personal sacrifices on the part of a

number of Portland citizens before the work was com-
pleted, and any story of the great scenic road would
hardly be complete without personal reference to some
of them. Two thousand enthusiastic Portlanders

turned out one day and shoveled on the highway.

When the bond issue was ready to go to the people

for a vote, difficulties were encountered with labor

leaders, and it was charged that designs were enter-

tained for grafting on the funds. Then John B. Yeon,

a millionaire who knew how to work, volunteered to
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serve the county as road-

master without pay. For

two years Mr. Yeon was on

the job early and late, and

no politician of Portland had

pull enough to get a job for

any man who could not do a

day's work. The people got

a dollar's worth of road for

every dollar of money. It is

one of the few graftless roads

in America.

Simon Benson was an-

other patriot. During the

preliminary stages difficulties

arose over rights-of-way,

and it appeared that lawsuits

would delay construction for

one or more years. Then
Mr. Benson quietly stepped

out and purchased the rights-

of-way, presenting them to

the city.

Another was a poor man,

a laborer, George Shepperd.

To provide an attractive home
for an ailing wife he had homesteaded Shepperd's Dell, the most beauti-

ful spot in the gorge of the Columbia. The wife having passed on, Mr.

Shepperd gave the valuable property to the city.

In two or three places the railroad tracks were so close to the impos-

ing bluffs that even vehicular passage was impossible. To make room

for the Highway, so that its concrete supports should not be interrupted

or its artistic construction impaired, the company moved its tracks the

necessary distance to give a clear right-of-way; a generous recognition

of a great public enterprise, by the way, hardly in accord with the fre-

(C) B. A. Gifford

The Island of Memaloose in the Columbia River was the graveyard of the bands of Indians

who either lived permanently in the neighborhood or made annual visits for the fishing

quent charge against railroads

that they are unfriendly to

public highways because they

regard them as serious com-

petitors.

These are types of the spirit

that has gone into this great

road. Portland people love it,

and they regard it as complet-

ing the attractiveness of the

Northwest as the summer
playground of the nation. It

fits in with Yellowstone, Gla-

c i e r and Rainier National

Parks, awesome Crater Lake,

the Josephine Caves, the

chain of mountain lakes,

and the beaches of the coast

to finish the most gorgeous

scenic tour on the continent.

It is remindful of the finest

that the Rhine, the Mediter-

ranean or the Alps can offer,

and it is in a climate that is a

summer joy.

The average tourist attempts to see this stupendous picture as he

would bolt a luncheon at a wayside dining station. He drops off at

Portland between trains and in the language of the West takes a

"peaser" through the gorge—a rapid trip, as if aboard the saddle of a

galloping broncho.

The approved way of seeing the gorge of the Columbia is to take

several days for it. With headquarters at one of Portland's good hotels,

the canon of the Columbia may be visited day after day while the heart

and brain slowly record its charm. The morning lights enshroud cer-

(C) Kiser Photo Co. SUNSET ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER
The Columbia River Highway follows the contour of the Oregon shore and presents a remarkably fine succession of views that change with every shifting light of the day.

Some of the finest effects are visible at the hour of sunset
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tain portions of the gorge in shadows where later in the day the most

marvelous color effects are revealed. The afternoon lights find an en-

tirely different set of effects for stage settings. It is a delightful walk

from the railway station at Multnomah Falls to Crown Point, and it

is in such leisurely manner that the full effect of the splendors border-

ing this roadway may be had. A number of charming wayside inns

furnish luncheon facilities at a reasonable cost.

Near Multnomah Falls it is probable that the foot traveler will be

attracted by a smooth

trail w h i c h runs up

over the lower fall,

crosses the Benson

Bridge and disappears

in the timber bordering

the upper fall. It is

Larch Mountain Trail,

and if followed to the

end, six and one-half

miles distant, the re-

ward is another series

of splendid views. The
traveler will be above

the big tree tops which

stretch away to the gla-

ciers of Mount Hood
and Mount Jefferson.

The Trails Club of

Oregon has erected a

shelter cabin at the top

of Larch Mountain.

while close by is main-

tained a lookout sta-

tion where forest ran-

gers watch for fires in

the timber belt. The
lookout nest is in the

tops of two mighty fir

trees, and a winding

stairway leads around

their trunks and to the

high-up landing. Five

snow-capped mountain

peaks are in sight—
Hood, Jefferson,
Adams, St. Helens and
Rainier.

Near the eastern end

of the gorge stand the

abutments of the fa-

bled Bridge of the

Gods, where the chan-

nel of the river is

strewn with mighty

fragments of the rock

heart of the mountains

which once separated

an inland sea from the

ocean. Medicine men
of the red tribes have

handed down a beauti-

ful story of how the

center of that fabled

bridge was once the

dwelling place of the

princess who was the

guardian of chastity.

Another legend relates

that the bridge fell at

the coming of the first

white man.

Just beyond an island appears in the center of the river. Its name is

Memaloose, signifying dead, and is the old graveyard of the bands of

Indians who either lived permanently in the neighborhood or made

annual visits for the fishing. The reds still come to the Columbia,

ostensibly to secure supplies of salmon and to smoke cure them for

winter uses, or to pick the luscious salmon berries, but by many stu-

dents of their lore it is believed that on such journeys they vet indulge

Multnomah is 725 feet high,

way as a society leader

In her flowing robe of silver she

dominates a band of debutantes;

some of the weird forms oi religious worship of their forefathers, and

that they have not forgotten their ancient temples. These wise men
point for proof to the fact that when a total eclipse of the sun occurred

four years ago, it was found that about 400 Indians had mysteriously

assembled at Rooster Rock. How the Indians knew that the eclipse

was slated to occur at a certain time, or how they reached the

rock without whites knowing of their passage is an unexplained mys-

tery. Failure marked every effort to ascertain the truth of the matter.

The Indians of the

gorge tribes are no

more partial to truth

when pressed by white

men concerning their

traditions than are
those of other sections

of the country. In fact,

many of the medicine

men have been the

possessors of highly

oiled imaginations, and

so every promontory

and water fall in the

canon has numerous
legends concerning it.

But that the place was
of importance in the

history of the reds is

proven by many devel-

opments. At the City

Hall in Portland are a

pair of big rocks which

were taken from the

canon and on which are

tracings that have

never been satisfactorily

translated. They mean
something, because
when the reds come

into the city the old men
visit the rocks and

mumble something that

may be a prayer.

The Columbia River

Highway is another

refutation of the as-

sertion that the won-

der places of the United

States lack historical

and ethnological at-

mosphere as a back-

ground to their scenic

beauty.

The beauties of the

Gorge of the Columbia

will never be forgot-

ten by any visitor. The
beautiful Hood River

valley, the tunnel over-

looking the mighty
river, the great divide

of the Cascade Range,

Shepherd's Dell and

Crown Point remain

with you always.

Returning to Port-

land at sunset the vis-

itor may ascend to the

Heights and, as the

shadows come and
darkness fills the val-

ley, look out across the myriad lights of the city towards the snow-clad

peak of Mount Hood, shining with the last rays of the sun like a mar-

velous jewel suspended in the sky.

A four-hour trip from Portland along the eastern section of the High-

way costs only $2.50 for each person i f there are three or more in

the party. So it is not beyond the reach of tie man without his own
motor.

THE SECOND HIGHEST FALLS IN THE UNITED STATES

stands out among the waterfalls on the

she is beautiful and seems to know it

High-
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(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

In front of a theater in Yokohama where the billboards advertising "A Drunkard's Career" in five reels are as

alluring to the artistic eye of the foreigners as those announcing the appearance of a Japanese Forbes-Robertson

YOKOHAMA THE MODERN
THE MOST COSMOPOLITAN AND ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OF JAPANESE CITIES—THE! BUSINESS

SECTION AND THE "BLUFF"—MANIFESTATIONS OF NATIVE PROGRESS—A CITY OF ENTERPRISE

A. R. Nykl

Photographs by the Author and others.

THE first glimpse an

American traveler

gets of the mysterious

Empire of the Rising Sun

usually is from the har-

bor of Yokohama. If he

is lucky enough he may
reach the port early in

the morning, and admire

the view, of which the

well-known writer on

things Japanese, the late

Lafcadio Hearn, says
that "one does not forget

it in this world nor in the

next"—namely, the snow-

capped summit of the
sacred Mount Fuji loom-

ing up high above the

misty haze that envelops

the horizon on sunny

days. It is truly an un-

forgettable impression,

but very few traveler*

can boast of having be-

held it. The usual aspect

of the Yokohama harbor

has nothing impressive or

RESIDENCES OF FOREIGNERS
On the "Bluff," a section formerly devoted to various temples, but which on the advice of the diplo-

matic agents was divided into residential lots and sold to foreigners

beautiful about it. Clouds

of smoke emitted by fac-

tory and hotel chimneys
hang above it, and even
the white sails of Jap-

anese fishing boats can-

not conjure up a picture

of fairy-like beauty in the

mind of the newcomer.
The only pretty land-

scape on the scene is a

little promontory called

Mandarin Point, but it is

so small that it usually

escapes the attention of

the tourist. Those who
wish to enjoy the thrill of

mystery must approach

Japan by the harbor of

Nagasaki, through the
picturesque straits of Ta-

maboko. But in Yoko-

hama, if you miss the

view I spoke of above,

you could almost share

the opinion of a grouch

who is credited with hav-

ing said: "Yes, the seen-
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The exotic name of this progressive tailor is doubt-

less the Anglicized version of the Japanese equivalent

erv of the Yokohama harbor is most impressive, but in order to ap-

preciate it thoroughly you must be on the starboard side of a home-
bound steamer."

However, the excitement and surprises peculiar to the Orient all come
at the time of landing:. There are three piers, or. as the Japanese call

them, hatoba, at which
one may land : the

French. English, and
the new hatoba. The
traveler coming from
the Pacific coast lands

at either one of the two
last-named after a jour-

ney of ten to sixteen

days, according to the

route he has chosen.

This being war time,

the Japanese police are

very careful about ex-

amining the passports

of ''suspicious-looking*'

passengers in order to

make sure that no Ger-

man or Austrian sub-

ject of either sex lands

on the sacred soil of

Dai Nippon. Apart
from that, the police

and the Customs offi-

cials are very polite and
obliging, especially to

newcomers. They have
instructions to do their

best to create an im-

pression of good fellow-

ship and hospitality in

the mind of the tourist

who is not interested in

social and political prob-
lems but merely wants
to spend his money and
enjoy himself. This
class of visitors are the

most welcome in Japan
as in any other country.

If you are a "dis-

tinguished visitor,"
there will be a frock-

coated and silk-hatted

reception committee
waiting for your ar-

rival, and reporters of

the daily press will bom-
bard you with questions

on universal peace and
the brotherhood of man,
and of course take snap-

shots of you and your
wife for the next morn-
ing's edition. In this

respect they are none
the less enterprising

than their American
brethren. If you are

just an ordinary mortal,

the excitement will be

provided by the rick-

shawmen, the stalwart

warriors of the pullman-
car (jin-riki-sha) , with-

out whose presence the

far Eastern paradise

would lose a good por-

tion of its attractiveness.

These doughty men will

hurry you off to your
hotel under the guar-

A statue of Baron Ii-Kamon-no Kami, regent of

Japan in the first days of foreign intercourse

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

THE SAMPANS OF YOKOHAMA
Since Admiral Perry appeared in the harbor of Yokohama sixty- four years ago marvelous changes have

been wrought, but even in so cosmopolitan a city as it is to-day there remain many evidences of the former

point of view

dianship of your hotel runner, who will see to it thai you do not pay

a dollar for a ten-cent ride. The lares are, as most other things in

Japan, strictly regulated by the police, but the rickshawmen have the

inveterate propensity either to raise or lower them, as occasion may
demand. There used to be, and still arc, specialists among them, fairly

well versed in pidgin

English, who would fol-

low the unsuspecting

stranger with the most

innocent look imagin-

able. Each time the

victim would ask them
what they wanted, they

would smilingly reply

"byemby" intimating that

they were holding them-

selves at the disposal of

the "master" until he

decided to make use of

their services. Some-
times they would lure

him to a "nice tea-

house," with ''nice
mnsmne," collecting not

only an exorbitant fare,

but a commission from
the owner of the tea-

house in addition to

that. But these worthies

are now becon.'ng very

rare.

Of the two first-class

hotels in Yokohama one

is preferred by Ameri-
cans, while another,

under French manage-
ment, caters to a more
cosmopolitan clientele.

There are other good
but less pretentious

refuges of the traveler.

After one is comfortably

established in his room,

the question of where to

go and what to see

arises. The English-

speaking Japanese

guides, philosophers and

friends (this is how
most of their testi-

monials read) will re-

lieve you of that worry

at the rate of $2 per

day, but then your ex-

perience will lack the

spice of adventure, with-

o u t which traveling

loses nearly all of its

charm. One of the first

calls you will probably

have to make is to a

Chinese exchange shop,

to provide yourself with

the small currency of

the country. With this

and a good rickshawman

at 75 cents or $i per

day, you will be able to

gather enough material

for a 500-page novel in

less than a week, and
without a guide. Motor-

cars can be hired from
both foreign and Jap-

anese garages. Prices

vary, according to the

standing of the garage,
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THE CHINESE EXCHANGE SHOP
One of the first calls you will probably have to make is to a Chinese exchange shop

to provide yourself with the small currency of the country

A SUBURBAN TEA HOUSE
The waitresses in front of this refreshment place of Hommoku are in summer attire.

The legend over the door suggests not only modernity but sophistication

THE NEW PREFECTURAL BUILDING
What corresponds to our County Building in this country. It is a fine brick

stone edifice that would do credit to any European or American city

from $1.50 to $2.50 per hour. The chauffeurs are almost without ex-

ception Japanese and some of them are very skilful and reliable.

For a better understanding of Yokohama, a little geography and his-

tory is of some value. Yokohama literally means "side beach." A few
centuries ago the largest portion of its site was under water. Even
when Commodore Perry landed in the Bay of Tokyo in 1853 Yoko-
hama was but a cluster of miserable fishermen's huts, scattered among
marshes. When in 1858 the Japanese government decided to transfer

the foreign concession from near-by Kanagawa to its present location,

the consuls protested. Only after considerable parleying did the rep-

resentatives of the treaty powers and the foreign merchants consent to

the removal. To-day no vestige remains of the swamps which looked

so dreadful to the first foreign settlers. The grit of these pioneers has

helped them to overcome all difficulties, and it is due to their splendid

perseverance that Japan has gradually learned to respect the Western
spirit and to imitate its example.

The business section of the foreign settlement is called Yamashita-cho,

or "the town under the hill." It was so named on account of its situa-

tion alongside a ridge known as the "Bluff," which formerly belonged

to various temples, but on the advice of the diplomatic agents of other

countries was later divided into residential lots and sold to foreigners.

There is very little Japanese local color found in Yamashita-cho.

Brick office buildings, go-downs (warehouses), banks, Chinese tailor

shops, hotel bars, ice factories, engine works, automobile garages, motor-

boats in the canal—all that is utterly devoid of the mysterious atmo-

sphere generally associated with the Far East. A curious section of

Yamashita-cho is the so-called Nankin-machi, or Chinatown, formerly

known as Bloodtown. The last appellation was quite justified in former

days, when the street was lined with grog shops of the lowest order, in

which bloody fights frequently occurred between drunken sailors of dif-

ferent nationalities. To-day the only evidences of blood can be found

in the butcher shops which have replaced the dens of vice, partly due to

the efforts of the police, but chiefly on account of the lack of customers

caused by the war. The district is thickly inhabited by Chinese, whose
progeny of both the pure and the mixed type fills the dirty street with

the happy laughter of childhood.

Across the canal, which skirts the foot of the "Bluff" and separates it

from Yamashita-cho, lies the original street of Yokohama, called Moto-
machi. Here is the famous One Hundred Step Tea House, celebrated

for the comprehensive view of the harbor that can be had from a point

of vantage near it. The first American to admire it was Commodore
Perry himself and in 1889 General Ulysses S. Grant also paid a visit to

the place on his trip around the world. Their names appear on the

visitors' book. Motomachi is lined on either side with small shops, in

which all kinds of Japanese curios and silk goods can be bought cheaper

than in the Settlement or in Benten-dori, that El Dorado of curio

hunters, of which I shall have more to say later.

In Japan every town, village and district have their patron deities.

The patron deity of the Motomachi district is the Healing Buddha
(Yakushi Nyorai). That of Yokohama is the goddess Benten. Both
these deities are worshipped at the pretty temple of Zotoku-in, situated

on the edge of the canal, not far from the Grand Hotel. On the eighth

and twelfth of each month a festival is held in their honor. On these

days it is most interesting to take a stroll among the crowds surging up
and down Motomachi, and observe the curious night market (yomise),

which absorbs the attention of the worshippers far more than prayer.

But the march of progress has not spared the hallowed premises of

the temple. The smoke of an ice factory, which was built in its im-

mediate vicinity, ruins the splendid trees on its grounds and the Moto-
machi Trade Guild has spoiled its exterior by an enormous signboard

advertising the guild members' wares.

Above the temple is the foreign cemetery where the dead of many
different nationalities of the West are buried side by side in peaceful

harmony. Until the present war even among the living members of the

foreign community harmony prevailed except for occasional little scan-

dals brought about by society gossip. The number of foreigners has

considerably decreased on account of the war the majority of men of

military age belonging to the belligerent nations having left for the

front. The tendency to decrease will however continue even after peace

is signed in Europe. The Japanese are slowly but surely getting back

the land which they once had to sell or lease to the foreigner. The con-

trol of business is gradually passing from the hands of foreign firms

into those of large Japanese mercantile concerns. The only foreign

firm that will be likely to survive all the vicissitudes of time is the

Standard Oil Company, whose white building is the most prominent

feature of the water front.

Next after the exchange shop, bank, Chinese tailor shop, Post Office
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and possibly the Consulate, comes the visit to Benten-dori, the street of

many attractions, especially for ladies. The shops here are replete with

the daintiest manufactures of silk, ivory, paper, furs, porcelain, tortoise

shell, leather, lacquer, bamboo, camphor wood, et cetera, and they all

create an irrepressible temptation to buy as much as the purse will

allow. Besides these artistic treasures Benten-dori also boasts a kind

of religious institution, represented by a squad of professional beggars.

.Most of these worthies are minus one leg, but this defect in no way
impairs their agility in moving about with outstretched hands and hats,

endeavoring to touch compassionate Christian hearts. The police are

said to be against this institution in principle, but you will scarcely

observe a policeman in uniform near Benten-dori. This feature they

have in common with the policemen of some other countries I might

name : when you need them most, you never can find them.

For a complete panorama of the city the rickshawman or the guide

will take you to Nogeyama, just beyond the old railway station. Two
temples stand on the summit of the hill : you will also see a Buddhist

temple dedicated to the worship of the god Fudo, and the Shinto shrine

of Daijingu, dedicated to the worship of the ancestress of the Imperial

House, the goddess Amaterasu Omikami. An immense wooden torii

(gate) stands at the entrance to the shrine, which is adorned with

many trophies captured by the ever-victorious Japanese army and navy

in the Chino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese wars. The temple of Fudo,

with its tame pigeons and curious little shops, affords a good opportunity

to observe the superstitions current among the Japanese masses. The

view of the city from here, especially in spring, is well worth the trouble

of going up.

Another hill famous for its cherry blossoms is Kamon-yama, a little

farther north. On its summit stands the statue of Baron Ii-Kamon-no

Kami, who was the regent of Japan in the first days of foreign inter-

course, and was assassinated by resentful samurai in i860 for having

concluded treaties with foreign powers. The cherry blossoms here are

of the double-petaled kind and can be seen at their best about the middle

of April.

The best time to come to Yokohama is in spring or in autumn. In

spring the cherry trees in the park (formerly a swamp), on Kamon-yama,
Xogeyama and elsewhere are in full bloom; the people, young and old,

are rejoicing in the clear, sunny atmosphere, and all this apparent

happiness tends to produce a refreshing impression on the visitor. In

autumn, the multi-colored tints of the maple foliage and the purple

splendor of the sunsets fill the mind with a happy feeling of rest and
peacefulness. On clear mornings it is a real treat to rise early and take

a walk through the surrounding hills, past the race course and the new
grounds of the Yokohama Athletic Club. So far as sports are concerned,

Yokohama does not lag behind any other community. There are golf

links, tennis courts, cricket and base-ball grounds, the Nippon Race Club

and Yokohama Rowing and Yacht Club, and last but not least the Nip-

pon Automobile Club. Members of similar American organizations are

always welcome guests.

The views and panoramas that reward the early riser and a good ped-
estrian or equestrian in Yokohama in spring and autumn can hardly be
equaled anywhere. There you stand among murmuring pines and in the

East see the rippling waves of the ocean reverberating below in the rising

sun; in the West, the majestic figure of snow-capped Fuji towers above
the blue contours of the Hakone range. The modern city, with its smoke
and noisy machinery seems far away, and the sound of temple drums
in the valley reminds you that the heart of Japan is still beating with the

memories of the hoary past.

Tramcars in Yokohama cannot be recommended to lovers of comfort,

especially in the morning and evening, when they are crowded with
coolies of every description. Nevertheless, they are the quickest and at

the same time the cheapest way to reach the suburbs of Hommoku,
Kanagawa and Gumyoji, which practically form an integral part of the

city.

The suburb of Hommoku has won for itself great popularity by reason
of its summer bathing resorts and dainty tea-houses where Japanese
maidens of incomparable beauty and kindliness wait upon the guests.

In olden times the surrounding country was nothing but a swampy
ricefield plain, interspersed with bamboo groves and solitary farmhouses.
The seashore was inhabited by rough-mannered fisherfolk. But the

sixty years of foreign intercourse have changed the aspect of the place

entirely. The ricefields and swamps have been filled in by soil dug from
the surrounding hills and on their site land speculators have built a
new suburb with a tramcar line. Hospitals, summer clubs, restaurants
and motion-picture theaters followed in the wake of the modern spirit

which has taken possession of the district.

(Continued on page 44)

THE UNITED STATES CONSULATE
Compared to the French consulate our own looks like a Cinderella for whom the

parents at home have no funds. It stands opposite the Prefectural Building

THE STREET CALLED "BLOODTOWN"
The Chinese quarter where formerly there were many low grog-shops in which san-

guinary fights frequently occurred between inebriated sailors of different nationalities

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

A TYPICAL YOKOHAMA STREET
Batsumati, with its one and two-story business houses of Japanese design and its

passing jinrikishas, is yet dominated by telegraph poles and lamp-posts
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ON THE WAY TO THE FIRST PARK

One of the finest motoring trips out of Denver is through the system of seven natural parks west of the city. They are distributed over 100 square miles of

territory and connected by 65 miles of superb road. This serpentine stretch is just out of Golden where the road begins to ascend by easy grades toward

Lookout Mountain

DENVER'S ROMANTIC MOUNTAIN PARKS
A SERIES OF NATURAL PARKS WEST OF COLORADO'S CAPITAL CONNECTED BY SIXTY-FIVE MILES OF
SPLENDID MOUNTAIN ROADS—MARVELS OF HIGHWAY ENGINEERING AND THEIR BENEFIT TO MAN

Edgar C. MacMechen

Photographs 'by Wiswall Brothers

SINCE the war has placed barriers across European pleasure paths

Americans have discovered that one of the obstacles to their see-

ing America has been the lack of knowledge as well as the inaccessi-

bility of much of what America has to be seen. The country's wonder-

lands began to receive due recognition when the habitual American

globe-trotter had either to visit his national playgrounds or forego

travel.

Never before has there been such a demand for national parks and

monuments. Even the American city, awakened by the monster war,

has come out of its sleeping beauty trance. We hear that Chicago asks

for a national park amid the sand dunes of Lake Michigan ; that Los

Angeles has its summer camp in the San Bernardino National Forest

;

that Seattle has its woodland park ; that municipal natural parks have

become the latest and most popular manifestation of civic progress.

It was Denver that pioneered the natural park idea. Five years ago

this progressive western city put the idea into effect, and went about

the development of its mountain parks methodically. Here the plan

has been tested thoroughly, both as to popularity and benefits, and the

results may be gauged by the fact that the city will more than double

the present area during tqi/. Every year has brought a demand from

the residents for more mountain roads, more picnic grounds, more fish-

ing streams, more inspiring scenes. The people and the city administra-

tion are now backing a movement for a twenty-seven-mile skyline drive

to Mt. Evans, 14,260 feet in elevation, the summit of which lies thirty-

three miles by airline from the heart of the city. Not more than one-

tenth of one per cent of Denver's population knew that this beautiful

peak overtopped both Pike's Peak and Long's Peak until a few months

ago, nor that it is surrounded by fifty picturesque mountain lakes, and

cliffs that rise a sheer 2,000 feet. This is typical of the average Ameri-

can's ignorance of home geography: he is far-sighted, with a reverse

twist.

What, then, are the Denver mountain parks ; what recreational ad-

vantages do they afford the city's residents and the traveler ; what
opportunities do they suggest to citizens of other municipalities? Few
cities have Alpine scenery at their doors, but many have natural advan-

tages that have been allowed to lie, neglected and almost unknown,
within easy reach of the nature-hungry population.

The Denver mountain parks at present constitute seven tracts of land,

approximately five square miles in total area, scattered over one hun-

dred square miles of territory, and connected by sixty-five miles of
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road, equal to the best city street.

Throughout the entire forty-two

miles of actual mountain construc-

tion the road never exceeds a six

per cent grade. The roadbed is

twenty feet wide, with easements

on turns ; tilted inward toward the

hillside, guarded with anchored

steel cables and drained by iron

pipes passing beneath the surface.

An amendment to the State con-

stitution gave Denver the right to

condemn land in other counties

within a radius of thirty miles, to

build and maintain roads and im-

provements outside the city limits.

The citizens voted a levy, not to

exceed five mills per year to ac-

complish this purpose. An act of

Congress placed more than 7,000

acres of government land within

the Pike National Forest, to be

held under the city's option to pur-

chase at one dollar and a quarter

an acre. It is this land that the

city will buy in 1917.

In this region one of the chief joys of life is a combination camping and automobile

trip, and there are hundreds of roadside spots that seem to have been planned by

Nature for lunches by the way

The city actually lias purchased

very little land. Genesee Moun-
tain Park, crowned by a peak

8,270 feet in elevation and includ-

ing 1,800 acres, was presented In

wealthy and public-spirited citi-

zens. Lookout Mountain Park and

Starbuck Park, the site of the

city's trout hatcheries, were gifts

from owners of contiguous lands.

At frequent intervals along the

road stand shelter houses, hah*

open to the elements, built of

rough-hewn stone and undressed

pine logs, and fitted with stone fire-

places and rustic benches. Each
shelter has its satellite stone oven.

with double grates, for the beef-

steak suppers that are popular with

motorists. Swings among the trees

are provided for the kiddies, many
of whom are taken on this trip

every day.

There are three types of park-

land in the mountain park system.

The first, beginning at the little

mi

A VISTA OF CLEAR CREEK CANON

Chief Colorow, a noted Indian of former days, gave his name to this point in Lookout Mountain Park, from which a magnificent view down into Clear Creek Canon and
across the cloud-flecked mountains beyond may be had. In the East such a point as this would be unique, but on this drive there is an almost continuous succession of

equally inspiring places Ll£*i
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MOUNT EVANS FROM THE PLAINS

There is an incredible number of mountain peaks in this region that rise to a height of over two miles. Mount Evans, which is seen here from Upper Bear Creek,
in altitude among the peaks of Colorado, being 14,260 feet above sea-level, which is higher than either Logan's or Pike's Peak

tenth

Two fine specimens of antelope in the city's game preserves on Genesee Peak. These animals keep
to the meadowland and are frequently seen from the road by passing motorists

town of Golden, Colorado's first capital, includes Lookout
Mountain. In five miles of alignment the road climbs 2,000

feet, a skyline drive that has hardly a peer in this country.

All the tricks of the scenic engineer have been employed on

this section. At one moment the motorist may be looking

into the gorgelike depths of Clear Creek, at the next he

gazes across 200 square miles of checkered farmlands be-

tween the portals of the plains, two table mountains that

rise between Golden and the prairie.

The section leading up Lookout Mountain constitutes one
of the finest road building feats in America. At Sensation

Point the road hangs upon the face of a cliff and is pre-

vented from dropping into Clear Creek, 500 feet below, by
a concrete retaining wall. The engineers lost their road-

way repeatedly during construction, as sections of it crum-
bled away beneath them. Finally they built the retaining

wall, anchored in solid rock on either side of the point, to

serve as a dam on the face of the cliff, a dam that backed
up earth instead of water.

In their battle-royal with the mountain the engineers
evolved, in the Upper and Lower Hairpin Turns, two ad-
mirable successes. At the Upper Hairpin, in an elevation of
seventy-five feet and on a transverse horizontal axis of 250
feet, five levels of the road are laid. It is a triumph of road-
building, but figures and specifications give a tame impres-
sion of what is in reality a thrilling matter.

Popular fancy has endowed the Lookout Mountain ascent
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AN AIRPLANE VIEW FROM A MOTOR-CAR
By drawing the automobile up close to the parapet wall on the road out of Golden the motorist may have any number of views that are usually reserved for the sky-

pilot. The safety of the road as evidenced by this photograph is no less a point in its favor than its beauty

with a typical Western name that

describes it as no other name could

—the Lariat Trail. From Wild
Cat Point, 2,000 feet above the

plains, one gazes over the edge of

a sheer cliff. Before the spectator

stretches a prairie horizon of 200

miles. Beyond the portals of 1:he

plains spreads a region of well

laid out farm land. The glittering

dome of the State capitol, twelve

miles distant by airline, reflects

the rays of the sun. But it is at

night that Denver stands forth in

startling relief when viewed from
Wild Cat, rows upon rows of

lights, criss-crossing over an area

of sixty square miles. Here are

figures again, but they give an idea

of the generous spaces hereabouts.

The spectator makes a half-turn

and looks upon the road which he
has just climbed. The Lariat Trail,

winding its labyrinthine way up the

cinnamon-colored slopes of Mt.

Zion, stands forth as vividly as a

yellow ribbon. Above the spec-

tator Lookout rises 100 feet far-

ther, and there, among the pungent
pines, will rise the national monu-
ment to the late Col. W. F. Cody,
the beloved Buffalo Bill. From the

spot selected for the monument
Pike's Peak to the south and Long's

Peak to the north, stand forth

clearly to the view. On a clear

day the chalk cliffs of Cheyenne,

100 miles to the north, are visible

to the naked eye.

Charming bits of architecture enliven the interest of the Denver Mountain Peaks
drive, and even in. a locality where the air is like the proverbial champagne there

are many temptations to stop for a drink of the ale that Adam made famous

From this picturesque spot, sixty

years ago, the Utes watched for

the distant white speck that told

of the approach of the white ad-

venturers. Thus was derived the

name of Lookout Mountain Park.

Now the Indians are as great a

curiosity upon the streets of Den-
ver as in New York or Boston,

but the spirit of the great scout

will hold its eternal lookout from
the point where Chief Colorow's

signal fires called the Utes to

council.

The second type of the parks is

represented in Genesee and Ber-

gen Parks. Here you enter upon
a region of pastoral landscapes,

dominated by splendidly wooded
mountains. It offers a pleasant con-

trast to the more rugged districts.

Bear Creek Canon represents

the third type. The road runs

through the bottom of a rocky,

picturesque canon, the haunt of

picnickers, fishermen and campers.

You make a mental note to come
here with rod and reel.

The entire region is well tim-

bered with silver spruce, yellow

pine, lodgepole pine, flexible pine,

cedar, fir, quaking aspen and alder.

In autumn the color scheme is

magnificent. The predominating

tones, somber green and lighter

hues, are given by the pines and

quaking aspen. The underbrush

contributes the undertones of rus-

set, brown, yellow, many shades of
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A stretch of road known as the Lower Hairpin on the Lariat Trail

reminds the globe-trotting motorist of the famous mountain roads of southern France and is every bit as

fine, both from the engineering and scenic standpoints

red and ash blue. Neither should that wonderful blue

of the spruces be omitted from the color list.

Genesee Peak, encircled by a spiral road, is the scene

of winter sports ; skiing, toboganning, snow-shoeing.

On the descent you pass an eight-foot wire fence. If

this creates a discord it is but momentary. The dun
objects among the pines that first appear to be rocks,

assume living form. You see a stately pair of antlers,

and, like an apparition, a great bull elk sniffs the air

with distended nostrils. You have encountered the elk

herd of fifty head in the city's game sanctuary. Sud-

denly they wheel and start down hill, delicate brown
nozzles pointed upward and heads bobbing like those of

camels. A little farther and a band of mountain sheep

are seen clambering over a rocky point. A deer starts

from the underbrush, waving his white, erect tail from

side to side as he slips like a shadow among the spruces.

Below in the meadowland a band of a dozen buffalo

browse, while in the distance the white specks notify the

experienced hunter that the preserve holds antelope.

The game sanctuary was established as a rest haven

for the animals in the city zoo. So rapid was the in-

crease in the animals placed there that 600 acres will

be added this year to the 400 now constituting the pre-

serve, and the city will help restock the game ranges

with the surplus.

On every hand wild flowers start up in profusion.

RIDGES OF HILLS RISING TO THE SKY
At one moment the motorist may be looking into the gorge-like depths of Clear Creek and at the next he gazes over 200 square miles of checkered farmland. Every turn in

the road-and there are turns without number-br.ngs him face to face with some new marvel of nature any one of which would be worth the trip to see
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Colorado, with its 300 species, has more native flowers than any

State in America. Acres of delicate bine and white columbines

bloom beneath the quaking aspens, the scarlet spikes of the In-

dian paint-brush splash the hills and meadows with vivid touches

of color, while a careful search may reveal the woods lily, a red

flower resembling the tiger lily in all but color. So far as bot-

anists know, it has its habitat exclusively in Colorado. The mul-

tifarious small animal life of the region is especially interest-

ing to the nature lover. You may see this phase of the mountain

parks only by tramping away from the roads, over a carpet of

brown pine needles. The delightful aroma of the pines causes

the city-bred man or woman to throw forward swelling chest

and drink in the stimulating odor. A snapped twig sends a blue

jay, sentinel of the wild, hurrying away with noisy chatter.

The clear whistle of a meadow lark guides your eyes to where

he stands in a bunch of grass, yellow throat reflecting the sun-

shine. In the crystal air every tint in the landscape becomes
extraordinarily vivid. Now and then you will see the penciled

brown and white stripes of a chipmunk glistening in the sun,

as he sits beside some tiny squirrel's bathtub in a granite boulder,

fixing you with his shoe-button eye and flirting a busy tail

saucily.

The Bear Creek division has proved the greatest drawing card

in the mountain parks. It is here that hundreds of summer homes
have been built by wealthy residents of Denver and also by peo-

ple of moderate means. The picnickers prefer it because of the

grassy stretches beside the stream. The State furnished 200,000 trout

last summer to restock its white waters, the greatest number of trout

ever placed in a stream of that length in the history of the State. This

was possible because of the abundant food and peculiar adaptability of

One of the shelter houses in the Denver Mountain Parks where motorists may stop in case a

storm overtakes them or for lunch if they prefer to eat indoors.

the stream to fish culture. Automobile campers pitch their tents freely

in Bear Creek Canon, and the average number of picnickers from Den-
ver who visit it every Sunday in summer is 10,000.

The prevailing style of Bear Creek homes is a combination between

A BURNED-OVER TRACT
A horse-back party on the slopes of Mount Evans traversing a part of the forest that

has been laid waste by fire. These spots are generally brightened by myriads of

beautiful wild flowers

AT A MOUNTAIN HOME
An outdoor swimming pool at the home of a wealthy dweller on the route of the

Mountain Parks. Many of these homes have all the comforts of a city establishment

plus wilderness charm
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AS AN EAGLE SEES IT

The little city of Golden from Castle Rock looks like a model of a town made out

of cardboard. Golden used to be the capital of Colorado, but now it has only a

shred of its former importance

SURVEYING FOR A NEW ROAD

Government engineers at work on the survey for the proposed Mount Evans road.

The peak is seen here from the cliffs of Squaw Mountain, and is the eminence just

to the left of the transit

a North Woods hunting lodge and an Americanized bungalow. Some
are perched at dizzy heights on the sides of the canon, the rear end rest-

ing upon the ground, and the front supported by fifteen-foot columns,

built of rounded pebbles from the creek. The more wealthy of the

mountain dwellers, most of whom were confirmed globe-trotters before

the war, have their outdoor swimming pools, rustic tea houses, tennis

courts, and artistic log garages. Wild animal skins, Navajo rugs, stone

fireplaces and mounted animal heads have supplanted the more effete

furnishings of city life, and the atmosphere of the wilds is preserved

wherever it does not interefere with comfort.

There is a peculiar charm, an air of romance about Bear Creek that

woos world wanderers. Many of the canon dwellers are from large

eastern cities and spend the entire year in the mountains. The call of

the canon is wild ; it is an appeal to the person who has in his nature

something virile and rugged. The whiplash in the wind that blows

down from snow-capped Evans stirs the red blood, while the constant

sunlight and bouyant atmosphere stimulates mental and physical pow-

ers alike.

Denver has found its mountain parks the best investment ever made

by the city because they have awakened a lively interest among visr

itors and because they have contributed immeasurably to the health

and pleasure of its own citizens. The city itself has long been known
by all the world for its beauty and as one of the most progressive

municipalities of the West. Tourists heretofore have thought of it in

connection with the Colorado Springs and Pike's Peak trip. It will

presently be famous for another attraction—the Denver Mountain Parks.

To-day, it seems, the whole world must be torn by the gigantic strug-

gle of the Nations, when people are set against people and brother

against brother. Standing on the crest of one of these Colorado peaks,

looking out across the endless vista of the mighty mountains, who can

remain unaffected by the awful mystery of Nature, proudly aloof, un-

changing and unchanged through the years.

THE FAMOUS LARIAT TRAIL
To those who are at all familiar with the life of the West the name of this wonderful road seems most appropriate. It loops across mountain heights with the sinuous grace of a
range-rider's lariat, ascending the long slope to the Lookout Mountain Park. Nowhere among the entire forty-two miles of actual mountain construction does the grade

exceed six per cent.
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A HINDU
FESTIVAL

AT
CLOSE RANGE

THE MAGH MELA AT ALLAHABAD AND
THE HORDE OF RELIGIOUS DEVOTEES
WHO GIVE IT COLOR—THE PIOUS DIGAM-
BARI HINDU WHO "FOR CLOTHING MAKES

HIS SKIN DO"

Helen Woodsmall Eldridge

[The author of this article knows whereof she speaks, for she
has been for some time a resident of Allahabad and has made
a study of the people who attend such festivals as the one
described with such graphic detail and colorful atmosphere.
Britain's success in dealing with her colonies is the more re-
markable when one realizes how various are the types and
creeds that compose them. This article, therefore, has a
double interest.—Editor.]

ALLAHABAD is not only one of the largest cities

of India, but also one of the oldest and most sacred.

From time immemorial it has been one of the chief places

of pilgrimage visited by pious Hindus. It is especially

celebrated because of the Magh Mela which is held there every year.

This is one of the greatest religious festivals of India and is called

the Magh Mela because it comes during the Hindu solar month of

Magh which corresponds to the English January, although the time

and causes of its origin are shrouded in the mists of antiquity, the

Hindus do not question its authenticity any more than they do that

of their other religious customs.

The leader of the procession of the Saddhus, who beats a dignified tatoo on the

native drums which he carries before him

The Mela is held at the

confluence of the three sa-

cred rivers, the Jumna, the

Ganges, and the invisible

Sarasvati, which the people

believe flows underground at

this place. Ganga Jal, or

Ganges water, is supposed

to have especial medicinal properties, and many Indians, irrespective of their religious beliefs, drink it

for its physical benefits. The Hindus believe further that to bathe in the Ganges at the point where it

mingles its waters with the Jumna will wash away their sins and make them holy. For this

reason every year for centuries millions of Hindu pilgrims from all parts of India have
come to the Magh Mela to bathe in the sacred waters, to make offerings to mother Ganga,
and to perform various other religious rites.

The Kumnbh Mela which comes only every twelve years, governed by special con-

junctions of the planets, is of an especially sacred character. Next to it in importance is

the Adh Kumbhi held every sixth year, the solar year being used by the Hindus. The
number of pilgrims attending these two Melas is much larger than that of the ordinary

annual Magh Mela, and more privileges are granted to the different orders of fakirs or

holy men.

One of the many traditions regarding the Kumnbh Mela is that it celebrates the time

when the Goddess Ganga, making her way through India to Bengal reached Allahabad,

and seeing her triumphant progress blocked by the Jumna, declared her intention of re-

maining there. The Jumna invited the Goddess to join her, graciously offering to give up
her name at Allahabad, and to allow their combined waters from there on to the sea to

be called the Ganges.

Another story is that during the reign of the Emperor of the World, Raja Pirthi, a

command was issued that every twelve years all the people of India should come to Alla-

habad, the capital of the World, to make complaints, receive redress for wrongs, and to

discuss affairs in general. Raja Pirthi also ordered that at this time they should all bathe

in the Ganges and worship the Hindu gods.

An ancient member of the Saddhus, one of the holiest and,

by the same token, the filthiest of the Hindu fakirs. On his

head is a garland of jasmine and from his neck hang the beads

by which a fakir is always distinguished
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A GROUP OF HINDU DEITIES

Seated by the roadside, you will find little groups of natives grotesquely dressed and painted to impersonate noted Hindu gods or famous fakirs. To these, as they pass by,

the pilgrims make thank offerings and gifts together with a prayer

Before modern civilization introduced the railways and automobiles

into India, the wealthy pilgrims came to the Mela on elephants and
camels or in rich palanquins, but they now come in trains and automo-

biles. The mass of pilgrims are poor and many come to-day as they

came in ancient times, in ekkas, in bullock carts and on foot.

For days before the Mela opens, all roads leading to Allahabad are

crowded with pilgrims, many of whom have walked hundreds of weary
miles to reach this goal of their

ambition. Often an entire fam-

ily, from the tottering old

grandfather to the tiny baby

astride its mother's hip, may be

seen trudging along a dusty

road, uncomplainingly endur-

ing the hardships of this pil-

grimage because it is their re-

ligious duty.

Many pious Hindus, in order
to gain merit, have erected

dharamasalas, or rest-houses,

along the way where pilgrims

may camp free of charge. Their
traveling arrangements are of

the simplest nature. Each man
carries his lota, or brass water
bowl, and a small bundle tied

to a staff, in which is uncooked
grain and perchance a change
of clothing. At night he makes
a fire by the roadside, cooks
his cakes made of flour and
water, and after this meager
meal lies down on the floor of the rest-house, or on the ground, and
covering his face with a fold of his dhoti (the strip of cloth which
serves as a garment) enjoys the peaceful sleep of one unburdened with
the possessions of this world.

When the pilgrims reach Allahabad they place themselves under the
guidance of the Brahmin priests who instruct them regarding the re-

This yogi, after the manner of his sect, is seeking greater mental control by holding his

arm extended. Frequently they keep a posture like this for hours. Instances of similar

forms of bodily discipline were common among the primitive Christians, notably St.

Simeon Stylites

quired religious duties ; assist in performing the sacred ceremonies,

which they convince the people will be unavailing without their aid;

conduct the devotees to the sacred shrines; put upon their forehead the

sacred caste marks; and offer puja for those who cannot go to the river

in person.

Every sacred city in India is over-run with this special class of

Brahmin priests whose duty it is to superintend the pilgrims.

Those in Allahabad are called

prayag-wal, from Prayagas, the

ancient name of the city. They
receive large gifts from the

wealthy, and for even the

slightest service rendered to

the poorest pilgrims demand
such fees that often these de-

luded wretches are reduced to

a penniless condition and left

to make their way home as best

they can. These prayag-wal

thus accumulate sufficient money
during the one month of the

Mela to enable them to live in

idleness and luxury during the

entire year. To make their

business more lucrative each

year they send agents through-

out India to influence the peo-

ple to make this pilgrimage to

Allahabad. Often entire villages

are induced to form themselves

into pilgrim bands by the per-

suasive wiles of these agents.

Although the general custom fixes that the Mela be held in January,
its exact dates and most important days, which are set aside for the

different sects, are settled according to lunar conditions, the climax of

the Mela occurring during the full moon.
To be efficacious the bathing ceremony must take place exactly where

the two rivers meet. This spot, which determines the position of the
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Mela grounds, is usually near the Allahabad Fort, but at the time of

the Adh Kumbhi of 1912 the current of the Ganges had changed its

course, leaving a vast solitude of sand stretching below the Fort Walls.

It was necessary, therefore, for the pilgrims to walk two miles across

the burning sands of the old river bed in order to reach the sacred bath-

ing ghat. The intervening space was converted into a temporary village

for the comfort of the pilgrims. The fakirs and different religious

sects were allowed separate sections. There were rest-houses, food

stalls, a post-office, railroad ticket offices, police headquarters and

an emergency hospital. Bazaar shops sprang up upon all

The Magh Mela, being the greatest of Hindu religious festivals, of course attracts its full quota of shrewd merchants more

anxious to drive a good bargain than to honor their native gods. This trait, to be sure, is not peculiar to the Hindus

sides selling all kinds of food and merchandise, es-

pecially the trinkets, charms and rosaries dear to the

hearts of the pilgrims. There were also many vendors

of fruit, milk, rice, ghee, flowers and other offerings to

be made to Mother Ganga, and souvenirs such as bits of

the sacred mud hardened into sticks, and small bottles of

sacred Ganges water, which the pilgrims carry home as

talismen.

The entire Mela grounds were supervised by the British

Government, under whose direction also the place had
been prepared. Often on special days in spite of police

supervision the crowds become so congested and grow
so ruthless in their struggle to reach the river that many
are trampled under foot.

The great day of the Adh Kumbhi Mela of 1912 was
January nineteenth, when two million people gathered on

the shifting sands of the old river bed, two miles long

and half a mile broad. Long before dawn pilgrims began

hurrying from all directions toward the river, singing,

chanting and crying aloud in their frenzy of excitement.

At an early hour it became difficult for a carriage to make
its way along the roads, so thronged were they with

pedestrians, donkeys, ox-carts, ekkas and gharries.

On either side the road were stationed many men with

sacred cows, which were decorated with medals, garlands

and chains of beads. Each man, at short intervals, rang

a bell or struck a gong to attract attention, and many
pilgrims stopped to do puja or worship to the cow, putting

a few pice (small copper coins) on the tray beside it,

and also leaving offerings of food and flowers. Having

finished this puja ceremony, a worshiper would grasp a

handful of dust, touch the forehead of the cow with it,

and then place it on his own face and head.

As any monstrosity is venerated by the Hindu people,

there were many, of them along the roadside, supposedly

there to receive worship, but in reality for the money thus gained. The
two most celebrated monstrosities present were a cow with a fifth leg

growing out between its shoulder-, and a woman minus both legs, who
hopped about on the stump of her body as lively as the proverbial

cricket.

The first glimpse of the Mela was obtained on reaching the high
bank of the river from which the road drops to the sands below. All

pilgrims, regardless of their rank, were obliged to walk these last two
miles as no conveyances were allowed on the treacherous sands.

The bank afforded an excellent view of the multitudes surging below.

Every foot of ground was occupied

and the whole scene appeared a vast

confusion of moving figures over

whom waved the pennants and flags of

the various religious sects. As we
plunged into the crowd we discovered

that it resolved itself into two streams,

one rushing toward the river, the other

wet and disheveled from the cold bath,

beating out again.

With great difficulty the policemen

kept the center of the road cleared

for the processions of holy men, while

on either side of the road were
gathered fakirs, sacred cows, groups

of idols and other objects of worship,

each one surrounded by a circle of

devotees.

The most conspicuous fakir was the

man who was suspended by his heels

over burning coals, his head coming
close to the fire each time as he swung
back and forth. His only protection

was a damp cloth tied over his mouth.

Near the fire was a brass idol and

other sacred objects. On the cloth

spread in front of the image the

people threw their offerings of money
and flowers, or perhaps only a few

grains of rice, a turnip, or a sweet

potato. No doubt these things would

make a very good dish of

curry for the fakir after his

dizzy and dangerous swing.

Another holy man held in

great veneration by the pil-

grims is Ramyad Das. This

man made a vow years ago

to lie for twenty years on a

bed of spikes, and sinco

then, summer and winter,

through heat and cold, he

has lain on his spiked bed

which is usually placed on

the river bank, just outside

the Fort. His twenty years

are nearly over, but he has

become in the meantime old,

blind, helpless, a pitiable ob-

ject of charity. He told us

that this year had not been

a successful one at the Mela,

for although many had
come, they were all poor pil-

grims. He complained that

rich Hindus and Rajas who
gave large gifts to holy men,

no longer came as in the

good old days. A few years

ago Ramyad Das bought a

new bed of spikes, having

sold his old one to an Amer-
ican missionary society for

its New York museum.
Among the other religious

attractions were several Yo-
gis, a sect of fakirs who

Here we have the apotheosis of Hindu asceticism. Suspended

head downward over a nice log-fire, a pious fakir prays to his

idols for greater spiritual strength, the while his attentive com-

rade turns him about with a guide-rope that he may be properly

warmed on all sides
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MUSICIANS AT THE MAGH MELA
Every first-class revival must have its music, as Billy Sunday well knows. The prime purpose of the Magh Mela
is to afford the Hindus an opportunity to bathe in the Sacred Ganges at Allahabad. This yearly festival is also

attended by numerous other religious rites

adopt extreme asceticism, and assuming difficult, unnatural bodily pos-

tures, sit for hours and even days lost in meditation. The principal

Yogi present at the Mela had for years held his arm above his head.

There were also contortionists, men and children dressed to represent

gods, devotees carrying gaudily painted idols, and bands of musicians

playing bhajans on curious Oriental instruments.

The greatest events of the day were the processions of Saddhus,

which passed constantly down the road to the river. The Saddhus are

the holiest of the fakirs. One sect of them called Digambaris live in

the mountain soli-

tudes and wear no

clothing, the name
Digambari meaning

a garment made of

the four winds of

heaven. When it is

necessary for them

to come to a village

to beg food or do

puja for the villag-

ers, someone first

takes out to them a

blanket, which they

must wear while go-

ing about among the

people. Only during

the Kumnbh and

Adh-Kumnbhi are

they allowed to ap-

pear publicly dressed

only in their "gar-

ments of the four

winds." This is the

distinguishing feat-

ure of the great

Melas, making them

more sacred than

those of ordinary

years. Hundreds of

Digambaris gather

at the Mela and are

joined in procession

by many priests and

less sacred fakirs.

The Saddhus or fak-

irs walk in the pro-

cession, but the

priests of high rank,

especially the Brah-

mins, are carried in

richly decorated pal-

anquins. Images of

Vishnu, Ram, Krish-

na, Siva, Ganesh and

other Hindu dieties

are also carried in

palanquins. One pro-

cession was especial-

ly striking because

in it marched a com-

pany of women fak-

irs, each with long

matted hair, and a

single garment of

yellow cloth.

The first part of

each procession is

very picturesque, as

it is made up of Indian musicians on camels and horses decked out in

gay trappings, gorgeous palanquins, priests in saffron robes, and at-

tendants carrying bright-colored silk banners, gold umbrellas, and other

emblems of royalty. All of this display is only the prelude to the real

procession which, although most sacred to the Hindu people, is disgust-

ing beyond words. It consists of a long double file of Digambaris, their

naked bodies smeared with dust, ashes and sand. Their long, filthy,

matted hair either hangs disheveled about them or is piled high on
their heads in a tangled mass. On their arms, faces and chests are

THE BATHING PLACE AT THE MELA
For days before the Mela opens, the roads to Allahabad are thronged with devout Hindus of all ranks, mostly on

foot, some on elephants and camels, and, recently, many in automobiles. In this picture the great throng is moving

toward the sacred bathing place. The palanquins of the Saddhus are seen at the right

painted the signs of their caste; about their necks are hung garlands

of faded marigolds and jasmines and also the rosaries by which a fakir

or a priest can always be distinguished, as only they are allowed to

wear them. As they stalk along in apparent oblivion to all around they

beat their breasts and shout aloud their monotonous chant of "Ram,
Ram, Ganga Ji Ki Jai"—Ram, Ram, victory to Mother Ganges. They
look quite as they would had they just risen from the dead, and with

the dust of the grave clinging to them, were passing before the Judg-

ment Seat moaning for mercy. Seeing them thus in their absolute

degradation it is

hard to realize that

they are the embodi-

ment of the ideal to-

ward which all true

Hindus are striving.

As the procession

moves by, the people

prostrate themselves

before these men
who are to them the

most sacred objects

of worship, and when
the last Saddhu has

passed, the crowd
rushes out into the

road to pick up the

dust which has been
touched by the holy

feet. They press this

dust to their fore-

heads and lips, and
some even go so far

as to eat it.

When the fakirs

reach the bathing

ghat they rush into

the river in a mad
frenzy, leaping,

shouting and clapping

their hands. They
then make their of-

ferings of milk, ghee,

flowers and money,
and perform the va-

rious ceremonial acts

required for this wor-
ship, such as touch-

ing the water to their

foreheads, lifting it

in their hands toward
the sun as they re-

peat a formula of

praise to Mothei-

Ganges ; sinking un-

der the water a cer-

tain number of
times ; and finally

drinking some of it.

We also saw many
of them brushing

their teeth with river

mud.

When the cere-

monial bathing is

over the fakirs dash

frantically out of the

water and smear
themselves afresh

with dry sands which they have brought in small bags for this purpose.

When all are ready the procession forms, trumpets blare, and they

march back to their quarters, making room for a new section at the

bathing place. Deadly enmity exists between the different sects, and

to prevent fighting and even bloodshed mounted police accompany each

procession from their quarters to the river and back again, the different

routes being carefully mapped out beforehand, and so arranged that no

two processions will meet.

{Continued on page 46)
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NEW YORK'S "WAKE UP AMERICA" PARADE
37

On April 19th New York City gave

itself over to a monster demonstra-

tion to stimulate recruiting for the

Army and Navy. It is estimated

that 60,000 persons marched in this

parade, while countless others looked

on and a squadron of aeroplanes

distributed recruiting pamphlets from

the sky

(C) TJndertvood & Underwood

A group of marchers saluting the

flag in front of the Union League

Club at 39th Street and Fifth Av-
enue, where the parade was re-

viewed by civic and military

officials
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(C) Underwood & Underwood
HOW ENGLAND GOT RECRUITS

One of the most interesting and suggestive features of the parade from a practical point of view was this group of English posters, showing one way that Government employed
to gather in those who found it difficult to make up their minds

(C) Underwood & Underwood A LIVELY GROUP OF BOY SCOUTS
It was fitting that the Boy Scouts should take a leading part in this patriotic demonstration, as anyone familiar with the splendid work this organization has done in England

during the war will testify. Obviously, the lads are only too eager to do their bit in American mobilization
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The Spring Dinner

THE latest dinner of the Travel Club of

America was enjoyed by about 300

members and their guests. It took place on

the evening of April 12th at the Hotel Majes-

tic. This was the last dinner of the season,

but there will be other occasions in the fall,

winter and spring of the succeeding seasons.

Other plans are being laid for special gather-

ings which will be announced in due time.

Soon after the members and guests were

seated, the president of the club, Mr. Henry
Collins Walsh, proposed a toast to President

Wilson which was drunk standing, and he then

presented and called for a vote upon the fol-

lowing message to President Wilson which

was unanimously adopted.

To the President of the United States:

The Travel Club of America in meeting as-

sembled and representing 5,000 American citi-

zens sends you the greetings of its members

as a pledge of their loyalty to you and to the

country, and as a token of their hearty ap-

proval of your splendid message that has

heartened the liberty-loving people of the

world.

Later, in the course of a brief address, Mr.

Walsh pointed out that the only way to a set-

tled peace was through the bloody path of

war, and that we had not broken the peace,

for war had already been made upon us. He
declared that we are fighting for those ideals

of liberty and justice which are necessary for

the establishment of a lasting concord among
nations to "make the world safe for democ-
racy." He went on to say that when this was
accomplished the Travel Club of America
could find a further mission in helping to heal

the wound of their dreadful conflict, for

travel and trade are the great apostles of good
will among nations, and, furthermore, the

club was already in touch with the great travel

organizations abroad, such as the Touring

Club of France, the Travelers Club of Eng-
land and even the Friendly Society of far-

away Japan. With such powerful allies abroad

much could be accomplished when the war was
ended towards strengthening the bonds of

friendship among the nations of the earth.

Mr. Walsh then introduced the first speaker

of the evening, Professor Henry S. Crampton,

of Columbia University, whose subject was
"Among the Islands of the South Seas." With
the aid of beautifully colored pictures, Pro-

fessor Crampton took his audience on a tour

through the Societv Islands, Samoa, the

Fijis and other lesser known groups of the

South Pacific. He gave charming glimpses

of many unbeaten paths of travel and be-

cause of the troubled times created a longing

for the peaceful and bucolic existence en-

joyed by many of the semi-savage people

whose traits and customs he described in a

most engaging fashion.

Lieutenant George H. Roeder, who suc-

ceeded Professor Crampton, a picturesque fig-

ure in khaki uniform, told of his experience

with the American Ambulance in France.

Lieutenant Roeder was in England when the

war broke out and entered the English serv-

ice in the Ambulance corps of the British Red
Cross. He was in Belgium and in Northern

France and was at the thrilling battle of the

Marne. Later he left the British service to

help in the organization of the American
ambulance field service. He was a section

director during the great battle of Verdun and

was one of the first Americans to be deco-

rated with the croix de guerre. His experi-

ences as related by him were of intense in-

terest and he relieved the tragedy of many
of them with gleams of humor that even the

war seems to afford. His moving pictures

of the ambulance corps at work and of Red
(Continued on page 52)

A flashlight photograph showing a part of the brilliant company which assembled at the spring dinner of the Travel Club of America. Copies of this picture may be

procured for $1.00 from Drucker, 106 West 43rd St., New York
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The pivot sleeve sport coat not only permits of free arm
play for swingink golf clubs, but for motor driving and
all other sports where the ordinary coat would prove
a hindrance it is very convenient. Made by Ph. Wein-
berg & Sons in rough tweeds, Scotch cheviots and rain-

proof gabardines, with knickers or trousers. Note the
expanding plait back of the armhole, Held open to

show the room for strain

This compact tool kit in leather case slips con-

veniently into the sportsman's pocket affording

help in an emergency. American made after

a foreign pattern.

TRAPPINGS FOR
THE TRAVELER
The accessories illustrated" and described on this

page may be purchased through this department

or direct from the shops mentioned. To travel

comfortably is to travel efficiently. It is our aim

to help, and n>e shall be glad to advise regarding

both wearing apparel and accessories for your

next trip, without charge.

The Efficient Traveler,
31 East \7th St., Nev> York.

The "Wee McGregor" golf bag stand sold by Alex.

Taylor Company for $3.50 saves on caddy hire. It weighs

but 22 ounces and folded takes no more space than an

umbrella. The golf shoes made on English walking shoe

last are of heavy tan grain leather, blucher cut with bel-

lows tongue. Taylor sells them for $9, with either steel

or rubber hobs

The Ceebynite compass is in a closed thin-

model watch case.. The north and south

points of the floating dial are permanently

luminous at night. The Ceebynite makes a

valuable addition to the outfit of the traveler

and sportsman. Sold by Taylor Instrument

companies in U. S. for $3, in white metal

hunter case; $5.00 gold filled

The white tar moth bag is made in sizes to

fit anything from a muff to a fur coat and
blankets. The propped open mouth of this

one shows hanging space for three suits. The
top folds over twice, to seal tight, and a
hanger is attached to the outside. Sold by
White Tar Company from 50 cents to $2 each

The Nafra warning signal

for automobiles is attached

back of the license plate,

and when the foot brake is

pushed flashes out a warn-
ing red disc that swings vio-

lently in warning to the man
in the car behind you. At
night a red light flashes in

the center of the red disc.

The mechanism is entirely

hidden and is readily at-

tached. Sold by Nafra
Company, guaranteed for a

year against defects, for

$12. The two pictures

show the entire mechanism,
first the signal at rest; then

as it springs into action when
the foot brake is applied
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SEEN ALONG THE FAMOUS APACHE TRAIL

41

r~ The scenes and people along tho

Apache Trail in Southern Ariz-

ona all (ell a story of nature and

civilization. Here is an Apache
wickiup with its occupants—pos-

sibly descendants of the ancient

cliff-dwellers of the region—be-

side the lake made by the great

Roosevelt Dam, which makes pos-

sible the irrigation of countless

acres of adjacent land

Where the Salt River issues from

its narrow gorge at Mormon Flat.

Traces of ancient irrigation canals-

were found farther along this

stream by the engineers who built

the Roosevelt Dam, but the result-

ing lake obliterated them. In pre-

historic days the region was tho

home of a high form of civili-

ization
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THE RAMBLER ON NATIONAL PRIDE
BREATHES there a traveler, man or woman, with soul so atrophied

—but Sir Walter Scott said it better, so why paraphrase ? There

are, indeed, occasional apostates, and in their case the injunction that Sir

Walter laid down has been followed. They have been marked well, and

in some cases hanged. But after all, the predominating virtue in the

world to-day is love of country rather than pride of race. And The
Rambler dares hazard that so long as this is so, it matters not in the

ultimate scheme whether wars bring unrest and sorrow.

Since the day when pride was written down as one of the seven deadly

sins, life has developed so many complexities that the metamorphosis of

the quality into a virtue—not a "deadly" one, either—disturbs us no
whit. Vanity, even, is

becoming pardonable

under certain circum-

stances, and naught but

hypocrisy retains its

pristine shadow of ob-

loquy.

Four years ago The
Rambler was the guest

of a marine officer on
the battleship Connecti-

cut. After being shown
over the vessel, The
Rambler saw the color

squad march to the

after deck and lower

the flag. Four buglers

played the national an-

them as the Star Span-
gled Banner came down.

Officer and Rambler
stood at silent attention.

Next to the thrill that

The Rambler felt at the

ceremony was the grati-

fication he felt that the

officer, to whom it was
an every-day occurence,

did not regard it lightly.

"What is the etiquette

for a civilian on such an
occasion?" asked The
Rambler, who had sa-

luted. "He should re-

move his hat," the officer

replied, "or, if he knows
how, salute the flag. I

wish that more Ameri-
cans would behave as if

they were proud of their

flag."

Perhaps we Americans
are not demonstrative

enough. We are apt to

hide our sentiment about

the flag. If there is

a crowd we will cheer

along with the rest, but

if we are alone, the hand
does not go up to the

hat. It is like waiting
for Sunday to offer up prayers. The Rambler does not claim to differ
in this respect from his brothers, but he believes the similarity holds
good to the extent that, lacking any demonstration of the fact, Ameri-
cans are, notwithstanding, just as responsive to the appeal of the Stars
and Stripes as the patriots of any other land to their respective national
emblems. As a pacific nation we are slow to wrath; we even turn the
other cheek and allow the aggressor another chance at us. Perhaps we
are phlegmatic. The fact remains, however, that we have never been
vanquished by our enemies. Our flag does not rouse in us lust of bat-
tle and an insane desire for conquest ; it gives us, usually, the quieter
thrills of love and reverence and pride. It will lead us to victory in the
war against Prussian militarism.

(C) Underwood & Underwood

The Wyoming, one of th

This is our ordinary, our week-day mood. But on occasion we are

shaken with stronger passions of devotion. At such times "loyalty" is

much too mild a word to express the exaltation of our spirits.

At the beginning of the Great War, The Rambler was in Scotland.

To the tune of shrill bagpipes the kilties had marched away to war. The
Rambler felt himself an intruder after that; so he packed his bags and
sailed for home.

When we saw our own flag again on our own side of the waters, we
shouted ourselves hoarse. But half of the exultation, it must be con-

fessed, was a sensation of relief.

A sight of the Stars and Stripes the other day caused The Rambler to

feel a thrill far more
moving. He was idling

in Battery Park, New
York, when all the whis-

tles in the harbor set up
a sudden chorus of

shrieks, and to this sa-

lute the St. Louis sailed

for the war zone, big

guns mounted fore and
aft. When The Rambler
caught sight of her flag

his heart fluttered like

the emblem, and the tears

stood in his eyes. A pas-

sion stronger than he

had ever felt before,

mingled horror and
pride, seized upon him.

His shoulders knew not

whether to stoop or to

straighten, and his
tongue was dumb.

Across his mind—just

as at one time when he

was drowning— flashed

visions of the fair be-

loved spots in his native

land where in his wan-
derings he had day-

dreamed and lingered.

New York, with her sky-

scrapers that lust for

the clouds like the

Tower of Babel. Ni-

agara roaring in exulta-

tion and shining in the

crisp winter sunlight

through a veil of dia-

mond dust. The Pacific

pounding on the golden

sands of California.

Pittsburgh with her fur-

naces glaring at night

against the April rain

clouds. The Mississippi,

mighty as the mightiest

of gods, surging past

sleepy southern villages,

where of a Sunday
morning the church bells

New Orleans with Canal

moonlight shimmering on
Mackinac's white fort

Old Charles-

great fighting units of the United States Navy, as seen from the Brooklyn Bridge

stir the heart to vague sweet longings.

Street gay of a Saturday night and the

the white excursion boats besides the levee
on the hilltop and the whisper of the Michigan pine woods.
ton, the clock of St. Michael's chiming the hours above the churchyard.
Boston and Lexington and Concord, where at every turn there is a token
of the pride that cannot die. West Point when the sunset gun echoes
from the hills and the flag comes down. . . .

What a land to live for, what a land to die for ! The Rambler makes
no apologies for his nationalism. Because he has fared farther at home
than most men, he knows all the better how high a value to set by the
land that he is proud to call his own.—Charles Phelps Cushing.
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GLACIER
'•^mil'-i- ** NATIONAL PARK

I

Burlington

llilufil
THE NATIONAL PARK LINE

T"

To Glacier,Yellowstone, Rocky
Mountain Park and Colorado,

take the Burlington- of course.'

iC\TO\J see, the Burlington carries

Y you on through trains to all of
this country.

"Notice that every spot of interest lies

directly on the Burlington lines

—

Glacier, Yellowstone and Rocky Moun-
tain (Estes) Parks, and in addition,
Denver and Colorado Springs (with
Pike's Peak and Garden of the Gods
near-by)."

To be carried over the entire route on
through trains, to see every wonder spot
on one trip over one railroad—think
what it means ! You never dreamed that
the way to the three great parks was
as simple and direct as that, did you ?

The Burlington is a prosperous railroad,

a highly successful railroad, and its ser-

vice and equipment are the kind you
would expect from such an institution.

Plan to see Cody Road-
no extra cost

Cody Road, the Eastern Gateway to
Yellowstone Park, is the most beautiful
partof the whole Yellowstone trip.Such
is the verdict of the more than3500 tour-
ists who saw it for the first time in 1916.

Cody Road, never before accessible to
the general public, was perfected and
opened last year by special action of
the U. S. Government.,

The trip is made in big, comfortable reg-
ularly-scheduled automobiles over
ninety miles of perfect government-
built road. Over exquisite Sylvan Pass,
down between the towering granite
walls of Shoshone Canyon, and through
the interesting "Buffalo Bill country"
beyond, you ride till you come to the
Burlington trains at Cody, Wyoming.

It costs you no more to see Cody Road
—if you go to or return from Yellow-
stone Park by its eastern entrance
over the Burlington.

For the price of a round-trip ticket to
Glacier Park alone you can buy a ' 'circle

ticket" to all three of the great parks
—Glacier, Yellowstone (exit by way of
the Cody Road),Rocky Mountain (Estes)
and, in addition, Denver and Colorado
Springs (with Garden of the Gods,
Manitou and Pike's Peak near-by).

Let us help you plan your trip

Call on the railroad ticket agent in your city

or write to the nearest Burlington representa-
tive. See list below. These men have them-
selves made the trip, they have planned hun-
dreds of such trips for others and you will find

their advice invaluable in planning yours. If
you cannot see them in person, they will send
you illustrated descriptive literature contain-
ing maps and complete information, and
gladly make all arrangements for a perfect
vacation tour.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., 1122-23 Brown-Marx Bid*.
H. R. Todd, General Southern Agent

BOSTON, MASS., 264 Washington St.,
Alex Stocks, New England Passenger Agent

BUFFALO, N. Y., 200 Ellicott Square Bldg.,
M. K. Mix. Traveling Passenger Agent

CHICAGO, ILL., 141 So. Clark St.,
A. J. Puhl, General Agent, Passenger Dept.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 307 Union Trust Bldg.,
E. L. Langstadt, City Passenger Agent

CLEVELAND, OHIO, 814 Hipnodrome Bldg..
A. Burns, Traveling Passenger Agent

DALLAS, TEXAS, 711 Sumpter Bldg.,
Mark Ford, General Agent

DENVER, COL., 701 17th St.,
S. R. Drury, General Agent, Passenger Dept.

KANSAS CITY, MO., 701 Walnut St.,
H. S. Jones, Southwestern Passenger Agent

NEW ORLEANS, LA., St. Charles Hotel,
G. B. Magruder, City Passenger and Freight Agent

NEW YORK, N. Y., 1184 Broadway
W. J. Berger, General Agent, Passenger Dept.

OMAHA, NEB., Farnam and Sixteenth Sis.
J. B. Reynolds, City Passenger Agent

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 836 Chestnut St.,
Wm. Austin, Gen. Agent, Fr. and Pass. Dept.

PITTSBURGH, PA., 506Smithfield St..
W. B. Byrne, Traveling Passenger Agent

ST. LOUIS, MO., 305 North Broadway,
J. G. Delaplaine, City Passenger Agent

P. S. Eustis, Passenger Traffic Manager
C. B. & Q. R. R., Burlinfton Bldg., Chicago

msm ^z:: :-7H
In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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A modern wonderland of health
*

and happiness

—where all nature is radiant and her

titanic works most grand

—where endless panorama thrills the

beholder every hour

—the crest of the continent—Colorado.

Choice of famous trains—the

RockyMountain Limited
—Daily from Chicago to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo—

u 11

Colorado Flyer
—Daily from Kansas City

—

Superb trains via Rock Island Lines. Only

direct route from the east to both Denver and
Colorado Springs.

Other convenient modern all-steel trains from

Chicago, St. Louis and Memphis.

Reasonable expense, low round -trip fare

and hotels to fit every purse. Our literature

tells just where to go, what to see and how
little it costs.

Rock Island Travel Bureaus in all important

cities. Our representatives are travel experts

who will help you plan your trip West this

year. Write for our literature.

ROCK ISLAND LINES
Safety and Service First

L. M. ALLEN, Passenger Traffic Manager, R. 735, La Salle Station, Chicago

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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YOKOHAMA
{Continued from page 25)

The only survivor of the old

days is the little temple of Juniten.

It stands at the foot of a hillock

and is encircled by a grove of pines.

From the summit of the hill, which
is known as Mandarin Point, a

beautiful panorama of the bay can

be had in the morning or at sun-

set. On moonlit nights the charm
of the view is enhanced by the

lights on the boats in the harbor
reflecting themselves in the shim-

mering surface of the sea. And
then there are the tea-houses.

Much as I feel tempted to relate

their stories, I believe it will be

better if I leave it to the visitor

to find out for himself. The war
has also affected the prosperity of

these paradisiacal retreats, and
many of them had to throw their

doors open to Chinese, Portuguese
and half-caste riff-raff, so that

they can no longer be recommend-
ed as a safe port of call to a self-

respecting Westerner.

Kanagawa was the original lo-

cation of the foreign settlement

and the American Consulate was
at one time located at the temple

of Hongakuji, not far from the

terminus of the tramcar. Being
situated on the main Kyoto-Tokyo
highway, called the Tokaido, over
which the old daimyo processions

had to pass twice a year, the gov-
ernment was compelled to remove
the foreigners to Yokohama in

order to avoid clashes between
them and the proud military caste

of those days. Yokohama subse-

quently grew into a large city,

while Kanagawa sank to the posi-

tion of a mere suburb, deriving its

chief subsistence from restaurants

j.nd second-class geisha establish-

ments.

Lovers of nature and fresh air

will not regret a visit to Gumyoji
at the terminus of the tramcar
line of the same name. The hill

just beyond the temple affords the

most complete view of the Yoko-
hama plain that can be had from
anywhere, and the surrounding
forest will give the visitor an im-

pression of the real old Japan.

The night attractions of Yoko-
hama are variegated and many,
but I do not think it would be safe

for me to venture too deeply into

detail on the subject. Some of
these sights are of course quite

innocent and can give no offence

to the Puritan, but these are not

as popular as those which have a

bit of sinful flavor about them.
There is the Theater Street or

Isezaki-cho with its restaurants,

bazaars and motion-picture shows,
marvelously illuminated and deco-

rated with the queerest imaginable
streamers and flags of all nations,

including Turkey. The admirers
of Oriental music and songs will

find here an ideal field to study
their favorite theme. The anthro-

pologist will be delighted with the

opportunities offered to him by
the merry crowds to examine the

various types of humanity which

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. the case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles
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compose the Japanese race. Sev-

eral of the motion-picture halls

exhibit foreign films (including

Charlie Chaplin, Ham and Bud
and other celebrities) at popular

prices of from two and a half

to ten cents. Special seats for

foreigners cost from twenty to

thirty cents. So powerful has be-

come the wave of modernism that

a great many Japanese theaters

had to transform their premises

into cinematograph shows in order

to escape bankruptcy.

Not far from the theater street

is the notorious "licensed quarter"

or Yoshiwara, a counterpart of

the famous Yoshiwara in Tokyo.
Like all licensed quarters in

Japan, it is separated from the

outside world by a high fence, and
it is not necessary to pass through
it. It is, however, accounted one
of the "sights" of the city by the

tourists.

But it may not be long when
all these old-time attractions

will be no more. Powerful in-

fluences are at work tending to

abolish many of the typically

Japanese features of the city.

Yokohama is changing and chang-

ing rapidly. Take for example
the old prefectural building, a

most miserable wooden structure

which used to disfigure the beauty

of the park only as far back as

four years ago. It is gone. The
new prefectural building (we
would call it county building in

America) is a beautiful brick and
stone edifice which would be a

credit to any city in Europe or

America. The old American Con-
sulate which stands just opposite,

is completely outshadowed by it.

Compared to the French consulate

ours looks like a Cinderella for

whom the parents at home have
no funds. The only building oi

which an American can be justly

proud is the United States Naval
Hospital on the Bluff, but besides

that there is nothing in Yokohama
to convey to the Japanese the idea

that we are the richest nation in

the world.

The Post Office, the new City

Hall and the new Yokohama rail-

way station are all evidences of
the progressive spirit of the city

fathers and contradict the opinion
current among some of the old

foreign residents of Yokohama
that the city is decaying. It is

true that many of the foreign
firms have found it necessary to

remove their main offices to Tokyo
so as to be nearer the source of
orders, but their shipping is still

done in Yokohama. According to

the latest census the population is

over 400,000 and is steadily grow-
ing. Epidemics like typhoid fever
or black plague have been entire-

ly overcome by the splendidly or-

ganized sanitary department in

the City Office, which has declared
a war without quarter on rats, and
has set a price of two cents apiece
on the latter's heads. Over a
thousand rats are turned into the
office daily. Twice a year the
population has to devote a whole
day to the cleaning of their houses
under the supervision of the
police, and special commissioners

Outside Nikko Inn—Harmon, N. Y.

You Can Expect Immediate Benefits

It will undoubtedly require

several months for you to ex-

perience in full the advantages

of Goodyear Cord Tires.

The greater mileages they

deliver, their slow and obsti-

nate wear in everyday service,

their consistent freedom from

trouble—these can be learned

properly only over a long

period of use.

But there are other advan-

tages perhapsno less important,

from which you can expect

immediate benefits.

The superior comfort of

Goodyear Cords and the rid-

ing-ease they add to any car,

the savings they effect in gaso-

line and power, the added dis-

tinction their equipment
means and the security they

insure—these are benefits you

will appreciate in the first

mile of travel.

Goodyear Cord Tires are

from every standpoint the most

efficient, economical and sat-

isfactory tires we have been

able to produce.

Their quality makes them

higher priced—and better.

Goodyear Tires, Heavy Tourist Tubes

and Tire Saver" Accessories are easy

to get from Goodyear Service Station

Dealers everywhere.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron, Ohio
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TRAVELING GOODS

111
T^HE BELBER art of bag making

expressed in Du Pont Fabrikoid

Craftsman Quality—the best grade of

Fabrikoid made. Each individual style

of bag or suit case the epitome of

making skill—each exhibiting all of those

little niceties of workmanship—of finish

—that so unmistakably define real quality

—and each bearing the two quality trade

marks:

Sixteen styles for men and women

$7.50 to $12.00
At the better shops and

department stores

Illustrated booklet upon
request

The BelberTrunk& Bag Co.

Oxford and Hancock Sts.
Philadelphia, Pa.

WOMAN'S SUIT CASE
No. 683—Black
No. 687—Brown

Made in small cross grain ef-

fect. Extra light weight. Fine
handle, neat side hasp locks
and attractive lining with
two shirred pockets in bot-
tom. Equipped with Belfoer
Fitall to hold your own
toilet articles.

20 and 22 inch - $10.00
Large 24 inch size- $11.00

Travel Without Ravel
The Comfortable Way—

There's more to traveling than merely reaching your
destination. Your comfort must be considered. En
route between New York City, and Albany, Troy, the

Adirondack^, Lake George, Lake Champlain, Niagara
Falls, the Berkshires, the favored tourist route is the

Hudson River Night Lines
Largest River Steamers in the World.
Every Night and Sunday morning.

Send for your copy of the "Searchlight Magazine."

R. M. MUCH, Pass., Traffic Mgr., Pier 32, North River, New York

HUDSON NAVIGATION COMPANY
"The Searchlight Route"

walk from house to house, and put

rat poison balls in every nook
where rats may be tempted to

foregather. The water supply of

Yokohama is beyond reproach.

At the expense of many millions

of dollars an admirable system of

mains has been laid out conduct-

ing the water from pure moun-
tain sources about thirty miles out

of the city to every house in Yok-
ohama. Owing to all these im-

provements Yokohama has become
perfectly immune from epidemics.

The fever for improvement is

visible everywhere. The old is

being continually demolished and
replaced by the new. New
wharves, docks, railway tracks,

viaducts spring into existence

every year. If you wish to see

old Yokohama you will have to do

so quickly, before it is trans-

TRAVEL
formed into the Pittsburgh of the

East. Being only eighteen miles

distant from the capital of the

Empire, Tokyo, it is fast becom-
ing a kind of suburb to the latter.

One private and one Government
electric railway and the state

steam lines provide the means of

communication between the two
cities. All along the tracks new
factories and workingmen's col-

onies are being built and the time

is not far distant when one will

be able to travel from Yokohama
to Tokyo without getting out into

the open country.

The foreign merchant may have
to leave Yokohama one day but

the new spirit, which Commodore
Perry carried into Japan under the

American flag in 1853 will con-

tinue to live and shape the future

destinies of the city.

A HINDU FESTIVAL
AT CLOSE RANGE

The Digambaris
selves into such a fury of emotion
that they are often very dangerous,

and for this reason the English

Government has made strict rules

governing their actions and liber-

ties. Some years ago one of them
marching in the procession
snatched a baby boy from his

mother, who was standing in the

crowd, and lifting the child high

in the air, severed its body with

one slash of a large knife he car-

ried. This was done in the name
of religion and the family, al-

though overcome with grief, felt

that especial favor had been
shown to the child. In their eyes

it was the sacred act of one almost
equal to a god, but the English

Government, thinking otherwise,

imprisoned the man.
The most sacred of all the Sadd-

hus is a very old man about whom
there clings a mystery. He is

never seen with the other Sadd-
hus as he is so holy that to march
in the processions with them would
defile him. The people believe

that he is a hundred years old, and
that he has the power of leaving

his body at will for an indefinite

period of years. No one knows
whence he comes, or whither he
goes. It is said that he disappears

after the Mela, only to reappear
when the next Mela begins.

With the exception of the nar-

row strip of road reserved for the

Saddhus the rest of the ground
near the bathing ghat was covered
with a solid mass of humanity,
struggling to press their way into

the water, or to force a passage
out again. The edge of the bank
was constantly receding, and the

sand was trodden into shiny, oozy
mud from the wet feet and drip-

ping garments.
Moored along the river bank

were small flat barges for the con-

venience of pilgrims who could

afford to pay a fee for the priv-

ilege of reserving a space on
which to deposit their dry clothes

while they bathed, and where they

(Continued from page 36.)

work them- could dress afterward. So dense
was the crowd on the river bank
that there was no spot where a
bundle of dry clothing might be
left. Therefore those bathers who
could not afford to get on a barge
were obliged to make their shiver-
ing way to some open place before
they could dress.

In the center of many of the
barges were tiny, thatched huts,

open on one side. In reach of
these there sat a fakir surrounded
by his gods, or perchance the gods
sat there in solitary splendor,
while the attendants outside beat
gong or rang bells to attract the
attention of the pilgrims. Added
merit would be given to the wor-
shipers if they threw a few pice

into the huts for the use of the

fakir, or the idols.

In other boats sacred cows were
tied and credulous pilgrims, hav-
ing paid their fees, were constant-
ly clambering up the slippery sides

of the rocking boats for the priv-

ilege of touching the cow's tail to

their forehead, thinking thereby to

gain a blessing. Wading about in

the river, vendors of sacred offer-

ings cried aloud their wares.
Some carried baskets of flowers,

others grain or brass lotas of milk,

while many peddled small bottles

of sacred water.

Hundreds of boats crowded
with pilgrims gathered at this

spot. Each boat with great diffi-

culty worked its way through the

chain of stationary barges and
gained a place in the jam of boats

just where the two rivers met.

Here, although the water was
shallow, the current was exceed-
ing strong and the boatmen either

steadied their boats with long

poles, or stood waist deep in the

water, holding them in place,

while their passengers plunged
over the sides and performed their

sacred ablutions. Among the

smaller craft were a few house-

boats belonging to wealthy Hin-
dus. Conspicuous among these

was the houseboat of the Raja of

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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The King of Sports

Invigorating—spontaneous—and inter -

esting to the last degree—is trapshoot-

ing. It is the Sport of Kings and the

King of Sports—replete with excitement

and exhilaration.

Winging the wily clay pigeon has

become quite de rigueur in smart country

places and is proving a welcome boon

to both host and hostess in the entertain-

ment of house parties.

The "Sport Alluring" booklet

on request
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Wilmington Delaware

The Coolest Suit
Ever Offered for

Men's SummerWear
Bears This Label
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Not a Vacation Suit
But—a Cool, Comfortable

Dressy Garment for Wear
During the Entire Summer

Season

In all the Newest Patterns and Colorings

For Sale by Leading Clothiers
All Priestley Mohairs are Imported

Begin All Your Trips Here
Start your travels right by buying Wells Fargo

Travelers Checks at banks, tourist agencies or

Wells Fargo offices.

They insure you against annoyance and delay.

Accepted at face-value throughout the world.

If you lose money there is no redress—it is gone.

If you lose Wells Fargo Checks, you get a refund

in full. Your signature alone converts them

into cash.

And this convenience

and protection cost you

but 50 cents for each

$100.

Wells Fargo express service is

personal and safe—are you taking
advantage of it?

Wells Fargo
Travelers Checks

:en thousand wells FARGO agents are at your service

In Tone and Artistic Merit
Their Leadership is Acknowl-
edged byMusicians Everywhere
Write for story of "The Nine Muses"
235-245 E. 23d St., New York City
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New England
TheVacation Land

MAINE WOODS
The best vacation for fun,

new experiences and health

—

among the forest-hidden lakes

and rivers of Maine. Fishing,

paddling, exploring, getting

made over. Wonderful canoe

trips. Other summer sports.

Splendid hotels, real camps.

Through train service from

Washington, Baltimore,

Philadelphia and New York.

Send for Booklet E

WHITE MOUNTAINS
of New Hampshire

Four hundred square miles of

peaks, forests, scenic wonders.

Dozens of resorts, centers of bril-

liant social life.

Golf courses near the clouds,

beautiful roads for motoring and

riding.

Through train service from

Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia

and New York

Sand for Booklet C

VACATION BOOKS
Complete information about the

best hotels, boarding houses, camps

in White Mountains, Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont Lakes

and Woods, Berkshire Hills, Cape

Cod, Marthas Vineyard, Nan-

tucket, Narragansett Bay, Casco

Bay, Penobscot Bay, Mt. Desert,

Bar Harbor.

For Booklets and information address

VACATION BUREAU
171 Broadway, Room 121 New York

BUY THE BEST
Optically and Mechanically

The WEISSALPINE
BINOCULARS

made in 21 and 26 mm. objectives

6 and 8 power

Send for booklet with Special Offer, tcllint how to

compare our glasses with other makes.

PAUL WEISS, Optician
1620 Arapahoe St. DENVER, COLO.

WHETHER YOU TRAVEL ON LAND OR WATER
You can best conserve your health, strength and

enjoyment by drinking

Ak^5fotif
For 131 years they have been serving the public in the most gratifying
manner, always affording a full measure of pleasure while bestowing
certain benefits by making good the wear and waste of work and worry.

To be had in bottles and splits at all Good Dealers and Places.

C H. EVANS & SONS = Established 1786 HUDSON, N. Y.

In tvrMng to advertisers, please mention Travel

Benares, which had a circular

screen arranged about it so that
his wife, who is a purda woman,
might bathe privately.

From the incessant chanting and
shouting of the pilgrims, mingled
with the cries of the boatmen and
shrill call of the vendors, arose
a deafening roar not unlike that

of mighty waters clashing with
terrific winds. Moaning through
the bedlam of sounds was an un-
dertone, a minor note from the
cries of the children as they were
forced to plunge into the icy

waters ; for even babies a few
months old are carried through
the bathing ceremony by their par-

ents.

The scene as a whole was strik-

ing and impressive. In the fore-

ground were the fakir processions

and bathers. Stretching two miles

back to the grim fort walls, out-

lined against a burning sky of
blue, was the triangular piece of

land, half hidden in a cloud of

dust and so crowded with pilgrims

that there was visible only a shift-

ing sea of turbaned heads, with
here and there the gleam of a
dark body or the flash of a gor-

geous costume. On one side were
the quiet, yellow waters of the

Ganges, and on the other the

sparkling blue Jumna, dotted

thickly with boats, each one
ablaze with brilliant Oriental

colors.

Among the throngs, here and
there faces caught and held over
attention. Now it was the beauti-

ful face of a young girl with great,

innocent eyes ; again it was a

priest with an inscrutable expres-

sion that baffled us, or a keen, in-

telligent face that inspired respect.

More often were we attracted by
seamed and withered faces of old

men and women in which were re-

flected the glow of a great joy that

at last before death took them into

the great unknown, they had been
able to reach this holy place and
purge themselves from all sin. For
the most part, however, the faces

of the pilgrims were indifferent,

or vacant, or bewildered by the

unusual scenes. Those who came
actuated solely by the desire to

gain peace and pardon for sins

were in the minority. Many came
as a holiday pastime, to pay some
vow, or to give thanks for some
blessing. The majority, however,

came because it was the religious

custom of their caste to do so, fol-

lowing tradition or a leader like so

many blind sheep.

After the bathing ceremony has

been finished the pilgrims scatter

leisurely about the Mela grounds

to enjoy themselves. Some linger

about the bazaars and others pat-

ronize the giant swings, merry-go-

rounds and other attractions of a

like nature, one of the most popu-

lar being an American circle

swing which whirled giddily about

to the strains of "Red Wing."
Fortune tellers were also in great

demand.

In one corner of the bazaar the

native barbers plied a brisk trade,

heaping about them great piles of

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. the case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles
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In the CANADIAN PACIFIC ROCKIES
Under the rugged grandeur of snow-clad peaks.

Has the air that adds years to your life.

Climbing, Coaching, Fishing, Riding, Golfing, Walking on
the High Mountain Trails, Swimming in Warm Sulphur Pools

In the cool crisp evenings

THE BANFF SPRINGS HOTEL
Magnificent as a feudal castle, offers gay, social life; music, promenades, dancing.

Only one of the great Canadian Pacific Railway Hotels
Liberal Stop-over privileges at Calgary, Banff, Lake Louise, Field, Glacier,

Sicamous. Along the World's Greatest Highway.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
For information and literature apply to nearest C. P. B. Agent or

ALLAN O. SEYMOUR,
General Tourist Agent, Canadian Pacific Railway

Montreal, Quebec.

White Sulphur Springs
WEST VIRGINIA

THE GREENBRIER
OPEN ALL THE YEAR EUROPEAN PLAN

The famous 18-hole Golf Course of the Green-

brier, has probably made as many converts to the

game as have the tonic of its waters restored to

health run-down, over-taxed bodies.

THE BATH ESTABLISHMENT connected with

the hotel, is the finest in Europe or America.

Equipped with every appliance known to science

for the latest forms of treatment under expert

physicians of the highest standing. The Radium,

Nauheim, Vichy, Aix Dauche, Radio-Active, Sul-

phur Mud Baths for the treatment of Gout, Rheu-

matism, Nervous Prostration, Neurasthenia, Dys-

pepsia and Liver disorders and other ailments this

resort has an enviable reputation.

An elaborate book illustrated

in color will be sent upon request.

FRED STERRY
Managing Director

J. H. SLOCUM
Resident Manager

Bretton Woods
WHITE MOUNTAINS, N. H.

GOLF
in the very

shadow of

Mount
Washington

MOTORING
through the

Alps of

New
England

HORSEBACK
RIDING

over Mountain

Trails and

Woodland Paths

The MOUNT PLEASANT gc 'SS.t
C. J. DUNPHY, Manager

The MOUNT WASHINGTON £=&&
D. J. TRUDEAU, Manager

RAILROADS: Through
_
service via N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R. and B. & M. R.R.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 243 Fifth Avenue Telephone, Madison Sq. 9230
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'Your Country and My Country"
Every American should be proud of the fact that nowhere in

all the World are to be found the wonderful manifestations of

Nature in such abundance as in our own national playgrounds.

Yellowstone Nat'l Park
Uncle Sam invites you to visit his

largest and most interesting Park thru
Gardiner Gateway reached only via

the Northern Pacific Railway.

Rainier Nat'l Park
Continuing westward thru the beauti-
ful Spokane country to the North
Pacific Coast you should spend a few
days in Rainier Park, second only to
Yellowstone.

ALASKA
Land of the totem pole and quaint cus-
toms, may be included in your Northern
Pacific trip at small additional cost.

Round trip summer tourist fares to Yellowstone, Rainier, Pacific Coast and Alaska—special round trip rates to the N. E. A. Convention at Portland, July 7-14, 1917.

GRANLIDEN HOTEL, Lake Sunapee, N.H.

AT THE GATEWAY OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

The "Ideal Tour" Hotel at Lake Sunapee. Fine golf

course, saddle horses, tennis, boating, canoeing, bathing,

fishing for salmon, trout and bass as good, if not the best in

New England. Dancing afternoon and evening. Fine mo-
toring, etc. Furnished cottages to rent. Accommodates
300 guests. Write for circular. Address W. W. BROWN,
Granliden Hotel, Lake Sunapee, N. H. Mr. Brown may be
seen personally at Hotel Manhattan, 42nd Street, New York
City, from May 20th to June 6th. After that date, Gran-
liden Hotel, Lake Sunapee, N. H.

WINTER SEASON:

HOTELS INDIAN RIVER and ROCKLEDGE, ROCKLEDGE, FLA.

A PLACE FOR
EVERYTHING

For Year 'Round Homes
For Summer Homes by the

Sea
For Motoring
For Polo
For Aviation i

For Racing
For Golfing

For Tennis
For Boating
For Fishing
For Bathing
For Gunning
For Everything pertaining

to the great outdoors

there is no place like

LONG ISLAND
The most distant resort reached
in less than three minutes from
Pennsylvania Station, New York.
For book covering Long Island
send 10 cents to the Gen. Pas.
Agent, Long Island R. R., Penn-
sylvania Station, New York City.

AUSTRALIA
-*- *- Honolulu, Suva, New Zealand

Regular Sailings fromVancouver,B.C.
by the PALATIAL PASSENGER steamers of the

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN ROYAL MAIL LINE
For full information apply Can. Pacific

Ry., 1231 Broadway, N. T., or to General
Agent, 440 Seymour St., Vancouver, E. C.

hair, for after his dip in the sacred
river every Hindu must have his
head shaved, with the exception of
the "scalp lock," by which the an-
gels carry him to heaven, after
death. If this lock is not on his
head when he dies, a Hindu firmly
believes he will sink at once to

purgatory. Allahabad is the chief
city in all India for the perform-
ance of the religious shaving cere-
mony, and many pilgrims come
for the express purpose of carry-
ing out their duty in this respect.

From the Mela grounds there

was a constant procession winding
up the hill and along the road to
the left, which leads to the old
river gate of the Fort. Entering
the Fort by this gate the pilgrims
found themselves on a road run-
ning directly to the celebrated un-
derground temple, where there is

a sacred banyan tree, supposed by
these devotees to be eternally
growing and blossoming in the
dark dungeon. In reality it is a
stump of a tree frequently re-

newed at night by the priests, add-
ing one more item to the long list

of deceptions practised by the
priests on these gullible people.

The tree is in a low, dark, inner
chamber. It is decked with ban-
ners, tinsel and flowers so that in

the dim light of sputtering candles
only the outline of the trunk is

visible. In front of it is the brass
image of Mahadeva, and hung up-
on it are masks of various other
gods. A priest sits by the side of
the tree and receives the offerings.

If the gift of money is sufficiently

large the devotee is allowed to

offer his gifts personally and to

do puja in front of the tree, where
he kneels before the idol, bowing
his forehead to the floor. He then
rises, leans over Mahadeva and
embraces the tree. He also

touches it with the flowers he has
brought, after which he presses
them to his lips and then casts

them upon the head of the idol.

Poor pilgrims without the
money with which to satisfy the
greed of the priests are herded in

droves along the narrow passage
back of the tree. Many of them
catch only a fleeting glimpse of
the precious object, although they
all frantically endeavor to touch it.

Just back of the tree is a nar-
row underground passage said to

lead in a straight line to the sacred
city of Benares, seventy miles

away. The gods are supposed to

make their private entry into the

temple by means of this passage.

The niches in the walls of the cen-

tral chamber of the temple and
along the narrow passages leading

to it are filled with grotesque im-

ages of the noted Hindu gods and
famous fakirs. To each of them
the pilgrims make offerings and
do puja.

During the Mela the temple is

under police regulation and when
the central hall is full no more are

admitted until the crowd has

passed out. As the dark passage-

way is constantly blocked with a

solid, struggling jam of pilgrims

waiting to be admitted, those in-

side are hurried along at a furious

rate. The walls are low and the

reverberation of their voices
In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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DENVEMATElflf
to 12 NATIONAL PARKS
and 32 National Monuments

You'll enjoy your summer vacation if you visit Rocky Mountain

National Park (Estes) and Denver's New Mountain Parks.

38 other Short Scenic Trips by Rail, Auto and Trolley.

1 4 one day trips. The most wonderful mountain scenery and

automobile trips in the world. Low rates on all railroads.

Write Today For FREE Picture Books
that tell where to go, what to see and what it costs to enjoy a vacation

in the Cool Colorado Rockies. Address

THE DENVER TOURIST BUREAU, 620 17th St., Denver, Colo.
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,/raierican Bankers Asslkration

makes "A.B.A." Cheques recognized the world over
as the safest form of travel money.

They are everywhere known to be as good as gold,

cause they bear the approval of an Association com-
posed of 15,000 of the strongest American banks.
Hotels, railroad and steamship companies and the

best merchants accept them readily, and 50,000

banks cash them without exchange.

The only identification needed is the countersigna-

ture of the owner in the presence of the person ac-

cepting an "A.B.A." Cheque.

Get them at your bank. If your own bank is no*
yet supphed with "A.B.A." Cheques, write Bankers
Trust Company, New York, for booklet and informa-

tion as to where they may be obtained in your
vicinity.

"A.B.A."
American
Bankers

Association Cheques
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Send JorAll of Jfiese

VACATION TOUR BOOKS
Information about 1500

lakes and 3,500,000 acres
of vacation land in north-
eastern New York—in-

cluding the Adirondacks,
Lake Champlain, Lake
George, Saratoga Springs,
Cooperstown, Ausable
Chasm, Plattsburg, etc.

Where to go—how much
it will cost—and how to

get there. Nearly 600
pages—hundreds of maps
and photographs. Yours
for the price of postage
alone. The entire set for
16c—or you can order
separately.

D. & H. trains leave Grand Central Station,

New York City. Connections with Hudson
River boats at Albany and Troy. De-
scriptive time-tables mailed free on request.

M. J. Powers, General Passenger Agent,
Delaware & Hudson Co., Albany, N. Y.

Trav.—6 Please send booklets checked below.

I enclose for postage.

"A Summer Paradise" 6c
"Lake George" lc
"Saratoga Springs" lc
"Lake George and Lake
Champlain" lc

"Plattsburg" 2c
"The Summer Paradise
in Picture" 3c

"Canoe Cruising" lc

"Golf Booklet" lc

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travix
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NATIONALPARK
/TT GLACIER NATIONAL
PARK refined hotel com-

forts contrast with Nature's

wildest, most tremendous sights.

Come to Glacier for a vaca-

tion of big experiences—new
sensations.

Its fame is established among
tourists who know. Last year

thousands more than any pre-

vious year scaled its Alpine

heights—breathed its wonderful

mountain air—fished its tum-

bling streams—rode by launch

on its azure lakes—-motored
through its pine-laden valleys.

Its glaciers are worth a " 'cross

the continent" trip to see. Mod-
ern hotels-in-the-forest and pic-

turesque chalet groups. Tepee

camps. Vacations $1 to $5 per day.

Glacier Park is on the main trans-continental line of the

Great Northern Railway. An ideal vacation trip is to visit Glacier

National Park, the Spokane Country, and the wonderful Lake

Chelan Region directly en route to the Pacific Northwest.

LAKE CHELAN
—in the heart of the Cascade

Mountains—is 60 miles long,

2,000 feet deep, surrounded by

mountains reaching over 7,000

feet above the lake. A camping

tour 'long the shores of this

wonder-lake is a great experi-

ence. Visit this newly-discov-

ered fishermen's and hunters'

paradise. Then go on to Seattle,

Tacoma, Puget Sound, Port-

land, Astoria, Vancouver, Vic-

toria—each with a delightful

resort-country of its own—and

Alaska.

The Twin Palaces of the

Pacific—S. S. "Great Northern"
and S. S. "Northern Pacific"

—

three times weekly between
Portland, Astoria and San
Francisco. Folder on request.

Special round-trip fares to

Glacier National Park, to the

Pacific Northwest, Puget Sound
and Alaska.

Write for Aeroplane map folder

and illustrated descriptive Gla-

cier National Park and Lake
Chelan literature.

C. E. STONE, Pass. Traffic Manager

Dept. 71 St. Paul, Minn.

C. W. PITTS
I C. E. STONE, Pass. Traffic Mgr.

Asst. Gen. Pass. Agt.
|

Great Northern Ry.

210 S. Clark St. Dept. 71, St. Paul, Minn.

Chicago Please send me Aeroplane map folder '

I and descriptive Glacier National Park I

S. LOUNSBERY •
an<J Lake Chelan literature free.

|
Gen. Agt. Pass. Dept. I Name .

1 1 84 Broadway Address I

New York I City state I
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makes a curious roar. Indeed the
hurrying figures of strange people
from many nations, the gloomy
temple with its mysterious
shadows and flicking lights from
wicks placed in oil, the crafty

priests, the images of deities,

crowned with garlands, which
stare at one from every nook and
corner, and the fiendish shouting,

all vividly resembled a picture

from Dante's Inferno.

And all this is one phase of In-

dia in this enlightened Twentieth
Century.

TRAVEL CLUB
OF AMERICA

(Continued from page 39)

Cross operations gave his hearers
a realistic idea of the splendid
work that this organization is ac-
complishing.

Mr. Daniel C. Lancaster, the
able engineer who laid out the
route of the Columbia River
Highway, gave a charming and
highly interesting talk on this

road, of which every American
should be proud. With the aid of
beautifully colored lantern slides,

he showed the wonders both of the
Highway itself and of the region
it traverses, and he gave an ex-
cellent idea of its accessibility

from the City of Portland.

Mr. Edward Lyell Fox, the
well-known war correspondent,
gave a graphic word-picture of
present-day conditions in Ger-
many and told of his experiences
with the German army with whom
he witnessed many important en-
gagements both on the French and
Russian fronts. Mr. Fox has vis-

ited Germany three times since

the outbreak of the war, and had
only recently returned from a visit

to Berlin. On his last visit he
investigated the economic condi-

tions and especially the food prob-
lem in Germany, also making a

special study of the German or-

ganization and the men who are
behind it. Coming from an
authority, the revelations that Mr.
Fox made had a peculiar interest

at this time.

During the course of the din-

ner a resolution was passed em-
powering the chair to appoint a
committee of fifteen to devise

plans for aiding national defense
and otherwise placing the Club at

the service of the government. It

was felt that an organization like

the Travel Club with thousands of

members scattered throughout the

country, many of them of mark
and influence in their localities,

could and should be of material

assistance in the great task that

confronts the nation to-day. In
accordance with this resolution

the chair appointed the following

members to act upon this commit-
tee :

B. T. Babbitt Hyde, Henry Col-

lins Walsh, Louis W. Hill, Charles

Henry Davis, Frank S. Hastings,

Carl E. Akeley, Arthur Elliot, Rice
Louis Julian, Dr. Robert Lewis,

Charles M. Shipway, Edward Hun-

STATEMENT OF THE OWNER-
SHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIR-

CULATION, ETC.

required by the Act of Congress of August
24, 1912, of "Travel," published monthly
at New York, N. Y., for April 1, 1917.

State of New York, County of New York:

Before me a Notary Public, in and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Edward Frank Allen, who, haying
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the editor of the
"Travel" and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, management,
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
dates shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in

section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations,

printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-

ness managers are: Publisher, Robert M.
McBride & Co., Inc., 31 Bast 17th Street,

New York; editor, Edward Frank Allen, 31
East 17th Street, New York; managing edi-
tor, Edward Frank Allen, 31 East 17th
Street, New York; business managers, none.

Owner, Robert M. McBride & Co., Inc., a

corporation; Robert M. McBride, 31 East
17th Street, New York; Hampton Anderson,

31 East 17th Street, New York; W. Mc-
Bride, 68 Montague Street, Brooklyn; Ernest

Hall, 62 William Street, New York; Edna
Brown Anderson, 1087 Boston Road, New
York; Isaac H. Blanchard Company, 418
West 25th Street, New York. Stockholders

in Isaac H. Blanchard Company: Isaac H.
Blanchard, 108 High Street, East Orange,
N. J.; Ancel J. Brower, 311 Rugby Road,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. Cliff Blanchard, 15 Ver-

non Place, East Orange, N. J.

Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other

security holders owning or holding 1 per

cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-

gages or other securities: J. B. Lippincott

Company, East Washington Square, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Architectural Publishing Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

That the two paragraphs next above, giv-

ing the names of the owners, stockholders,

and security holders, if any, contain not only

the list of stockholders and security hold-

ers as they appear upon tie books of the

company, but also, in cases where the stock-

holder or security holder appears upon the

books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the

person or corporation for whom such trustee

is acting, is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing af-

fiant's full knowledge and belief as to the

circumstances and conditions under which

stockholders and security holders who do not

appear on the books of the company as

trustees, hold stock and securities in a ca-

pacity other than that of a bona fide owner;

and this affiant has no reason to believe that

any other person, association or corporation

has any interest, direct or indirect, in the

said stock, bonds, or other securities than

as so stated by him.

(Signed) EDWARD FRANK ALLEN.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

24th day of March, 1917.

JOHN T. ELSROAD, Notary Public.

(My commission expires March 31, 1917.)

Hotel Aspinwall
LENOX, MASS.

High and Cool in the Berfashires

A HOTEL OF DISTINCTION
OPENS
JUNE 16

HOWE &- TWOROGER, Managers

ELEVATION
1400tFEET

Winter Resort

Princess Hotel, Bermuda

In writing to tdvtrtisers, please mention Travel
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gerford, Dr. Ellsworth G. Smith,
William Mullins, Rear - Admiral
Caspar F. Goodrich, Robert M.
McBride.
Two days after the dinner, the

following acknowledgement was
received by the club from Presi-

dent Wilson

:

White House, Washington.
The President thanks you cor-

dially for the good will which
prompted your kind message,
which has helped to reassure him
and keep him in heart.

ABOUT GOTHAM
Rider's New York City. A Guide

book for Travelers. With 16

maps and 18 plans. Compiled
and edited by Fremont Rider.

New York : Henry Holt & Co.

$3.10 net.

l^IRST there was Baedeker, al-

* most alone and quite supreme
in the guide-book field; then came
Terry with his "Mexico" and
"Japanese Empire" ; and now we
have Rider, who makes his debut
as a guide—philosophical, friendly

and generally accurate—in a 506-

paged book on New York City.

Incidentally, this is the beginning
of a series edited by Mr. Rider
that we hope will eventually have
as wide a scope as have the red-

covered guides of the Leipzig
publisher.

Up to the time of this volume's
appearance I have never seen an
adequate guide to New York. The
metropolis has been pictured to the
limit, and it has been interpreted
in song and story and description;
its history has been approached
from almost every angle; and
there have been a thousand, more
or less, of handbooks for visitors.

But here is the first really satis-

factory guide.

In format and practically all de-
tails of arrangement it follows the
style that Baedeker originated.
There is an introduction in which
there are interesting notes under
such headings as General Descrip-
tion, History, Public Administra-
tion, Business, Miscellaneous In-
formation, etc., and twenty-three
chapters of Preliminary Informa-
tion that are of even more interest

to residents of the city than to
visitors. It is, indeed, only the
resident who can fully appreciate
the value of the guide, for to him
alone can be revealed the infinite

variety of New York.

Other divisions of the guide are
Entering New York, Downtown,
Midtown, and Uptown New York
("New York" in these cases mean-
ing Manhattan Island), The Bronx,
Brooklyn, Staten Island, the New
Jersey Shore, and Newark. There
will be few to doubt that most of
these subjects are comprehensively
treated, but Staten Islanders may
feel affronted by being dismissed
with only four pages, while New-
ark, which does not share the dis-

tinction of being a borough of

Greater New York is given
twenty.

In one minor detail "Rider's

New York City" was out of date

R

J\/ewOcean use
Swampscott, Mass.

Season 1917—Opens June 19
Where rest, comfort and recreation may be realized amid
luxurious surroundings and among refined, genial people.
Directly facing the waters of Massachusetts Bay, a step
only from a clean, sandy bathing beach stands imposingly
The New Ocean House and its new Annex adjoining, with
accommodations for nearly 500 guests. Twelve miles from
Boston, with perfect roads for motoring and excellent train
service, combining accessibility to business with complete
change of scene, air and environment.

Situated on the town's outskirts and on the famous aristo-
cratic North Shore, this hotel whose guests "come again"
summer after summer stands as an example of highest
ideals. Greatly enlarged, rearranged and beautified, it of-
fers every facility for the welfare and safety of its patrons.
Cuisine and service are of highest standard. Appointments
of chambers, public parlors and dining rooms reflect charm
and taste. The hotel Orchestra is composed of musicians
with national reputation. Rooms, single or en suite, with
or without baths. Dining room service privilege of table
d'hote or a la carte at no extra charge. Fireproof garage
of very large capacity.

Our descriptive booklet on request
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Play, Rest or Get Well at

BEDFORD
SPRINGS(Pa.)
Hotel & Baths
A nationally - known

mountain park of 3000
acres in the heart of
the wonderful Alleghe-
nies. Magnesia Baths
and Bedford Mineral
Waters that equal those at famous
European resorts. Every convenience,
excellent cuisine, invigorating climate.
Rustic walks, motor roads, bridle paths.
Golf, tennis, riding, bowling, swimming,
dancing. Open Saturday, June 2.

Every accommodation for Motor Tourists

H. E. Bemis, Mgr. M. C. Sweeny, Asst. Mgr

ADIRONDACKS

f^AiqXETTtlMN
Upper Saranac, N. Y.

Rooms with bath, fireplace, elec-

tric lights. Attractive bunga-
low, with every modern con-

venience, to rent, with hotel

service. Golf, Tennis, Fishing,

Boating, Bathing, Music and
Dancing. Pure Spring Water.

Apply to J. H. REARDON Jay/orInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER NY.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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TF you have been "Taking 'The Cure'
* each year at Vichy, Karlsbad or Aix,

don't neglect it—take it at Hotel Chamber-

lin, Old Point Comfort—the Sea-shore Spa

of America.

Every Bath and Treatment, just as given at

European Spas, a magnificent Hotel, gay with pleasure

loving people—sports and social diversions made bril-

liant by Army and Navy participants.

The] rarest of sea-foods and the perfection of

Southern Cooking make your visit a long remembered
pleasure. Accessible and charming environment, yet

far enough away from the hum of every-day life.

For illustrated booklets, apply to Tourist Bureaus or

Transportation Offices, or address

GEO. F. ADAMS, MGR., Fortress Monroe, Va.

New York Office: Bertha Ruffner Hotel Bureau, McAlpin Hotel

An Eighteen Hole Golf Course is very convenient, with Grass Greens and an attractive Club House.
This is owned and operated by Hotel Chamberlin.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel

TRAVEL
before it was published. Facing
page 200 is a map of the theater
district which shows the Vitagraph
Theater at the corner of Forty-
fourth Street and Broadway. Un-
fortunately, a short time after the
map was made the former name of

this theater, the Criterion, was re-

sumed. On page 56, however, the

list of theaters gives the present
name correctly. In another year,

likely enough, the name will be
changed again, and so quickly does
Manhattan Island transmute its

landmarks that, without fairly fre-

quent revision, this guide would
be a historical curiosity within a

decade.

Some of the most interesting

portions are those which chronicle

the northward growth of the city.

There is too little of the literary

atmosphere that used to permeate
Union Square, where Mark Twain
used to have his workshop at one
time and the gentle Hopkinson
Smith once lived; but there is a

suggestion of this in the data on
Madison Square, in which an allu-

sion is made to William Allen

Butler's famous poem "Nothing to

Wear" and its heroine, "Miss Flora

McFlimsey of Madison Square."

There are still two or three pri-

vate houses fronting on this plaza,

but the days when it was fashion-

able are remote.

Although it is disquieting to

learn that the library of J. Pier-

pont Morgan on Thirty-sixth

Street is not open to the public, it

is a satisfaction as well as a mat-

ter of interest to New Yorkers to

know that this gem of a building

houses such unique treasures as

the manuscripts of nine of Sir

Walter Scott's novels (including

"Ivanhoe"), Pope's "Essay on

Man," practically all the manu-
scripts of Byron known to exist,

Milton's "Paradise Lost," and a

large number of other priceless

manuscripts.

There are too many curious bits

of local lore for me to comment
upon even a small fraction of

them. They occur frequently

enough in the volume to make
casual reading worth while, but

not so often as to impair its prac-

tical value as a guide. Mr. Rider

has done an excellent piece of

work, and we anticipate seeing the

other volumes that the publishers

announce as being in preparation.

How to Run an Automobile.

By Victor W. Page, M.E. Il-

lustrated with photographs and

diagrams. i2mo. Pp. 178-

New York : The Norman W.
Henley Publishing Co. $1.00.

A/TOST of the automobile hand-
^V* books that we have seen tell

too much. This one explains in

simple language just what the

novice wants to know; namely,

how to start the engine and ma-
nipulate the various levers and

steering wheel. It does not sug-

gest that the operator need not

understand the innermost work-
ings of his car; on the contrary,

it explains these details with as

much conciseness as possible ; but

it keeps to the main theme ad-

mirably.
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Sixty Years in Southern Cali-
fornia. By Harris Newmark.
Illustrated. 8vo. Pp.688. New-
York : The Knickerbocker
Press. Baker & Taylor Co.
$5.00.

TTERE is an old-fashioned book
-LJ

- of reminiscences written by
an old-fashioned gentleman. In-
teresting for these very facts, it

is valuable for the first-hand his-
toric data it contains. Mr. New-
mark, a native of Germany,
reached New York on a sailing
ship Aug. 28, 1853, and proceeded
to California by way of Nica-
ragua. The gold rush was still

in progress, and Mr. Newmark
had a glimpse of San Francisco
in its so-called "palmy" days. He
left almost directly for Los An-
geles, going by boat to San Pedro,
then, as now, the port of the
"City of the Angels."

In those days there was little

that was angelic about the town,
and, as the author says, free and
easy customs were in vogue there.
There were many flourishing
gambling dens, and about twenty
or thirty murders occurred every
month within the city. "A frater-
nity of gamblers," we read, "al-
most indigenous to California,
and which has been celebrated and
even, to an extent, glorified by
such writers as Mark Twain, Bret
Harte and others, was every-
where then in evidence in Los
Angeles; and while it is true that
their vocation was illegitimate,
many of them represented, never-
theless, a splendid type of man;
generous, honest in methods, cour-
ageous in operations, and respected
by everybody."

If one knows the Los Angeles
of to-day, it is doubly interesting
to read that sixty-four years ago
graded streets and sidewalks were
unknown, that all the rubbish was
thrown into the roadway, that if

a man bought a new suit of
clothes he would usually throw
the garments that he discarded
into the street, and that the au-
thor recalls one instance of a
horse dying on Alameda Street
and lying there until a party of
Indians cut up the carcass for
food.

Mr. Newmark's book has been
termed "the Pepys's Diary of Los
Angeles and its tributary domain"
and the characterization is well
merited, for the book is rambling,
disjointed, personal and kindly. It

chronicles a great deal that is un-
important, yet it is easy to see
why some of the reminiscences
has been included: in a paragraph
relating to a fire which occurred
on Feb. 25, 1858, in Childs &
Hicks's store on Los Angeles
Street, the concluding sentence
shows the reason, "The conflagra-
tion demonstrated the need of a
fire engine, and a subscription was
started to get one."
A thorough review of this book

would disclose many crudities,

but in spite of them—or perhaps
because of them—there is a charm
difficult to analyze. It is unques-
tionably a book that will be of
value to the historian and of in-

terest to those who know South-
ern California.
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\ iSOO feet above
' sea level

irJous Jb

SINCE the historic days when
Jacques Carrier sailed up the St.

Lawrence under the banner of old

France, this famous region where the

river meets the sea has been the goal

of all travellers who love nature in

her full majesty.

Less than four days return journey
from Montreal on the magnificent
steamers of the Canada Steamship
Lines the Saguenay River trip has be-
come one of the most convenient and
enjoyable trips in North America.

From Montreal you journey down
the romantic St. Lawrence towards

Fares From Niagara Falls:

To Montreal and return - - - - $19.00

To Quebec and return ----- 26.35

To Saguenay River and Return - 35.00

the sea, stopping at old Quebec,
with its famous miracle-working
shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre,
beautiful Murray Bay and Pictur-

esque Tadousac at the foot of the
Laurentian Mountains, where the
traveller will find up-to-date Canada
Steamship Hotels at Murray Bay and
Tadousac. Leaving Tadousac you
begin the journey up the glorious
Saguenay with its stupendous Capes,
"Trinity" and "Eternity," higher
than Gibraltar.

A thousand miles of travel —

a

thousand thrills of pleasure.

Send For Booklet
Send2cpostage for illustrated booklet,map
and guide to JOHN F. PIERCE, Asst. Pass.
Traffir Manager, Canada Steamship
Lines, I09R. & O.Bldg., Montreal, Canada.

CANADA STEAMSHIP LINES

ifcj Passin a
ft Qweu&ec l

KINGSTON

»<^, MONTREAL
PRESCOTT *%. .

SROCKVILLE*,.

LAKE-" ^
ON-TAPHO

ROCHESTER
NIAGARA FALLS

BUFFALO

To Readers

of Travel
"Our exceptional organization

of expert printers and up-to'

date machinery can handle all

kinds of printing from the

smallest folders, booklets and
catalogues up to publications

and the finest color work."

The

McCONNELL
PRINTING CO.
230^242 William Street

NEW Y O K K

The Scenic Beauty of Oregon
Those who enjoyed the Spring Dinner of the Travel Club of

America, will never forget the illustrated address delivered by
Samuel Christopher Lancaster at the Hotel Majestic.
The pictures were exquisite reproductions from Nature's art

gallery.
Photographs in color, by the new process of color photography,

were projected on the screen. Every tint and shade being re-
produced in all the glorious coloring of nature without the use
of paint.
Mr. Lancaster is the engineer who fixed the location and di-

rected the construction of the great highway through the Gorge
of the Columbia in Multnomah County, Oregon. He is also the
author and publisher of a beautiful book,

"The Columbia—America's Great Highway
Through the Cascade Mountains to the Sea."

which contains twenty-five color plates and sixty-four half-tones
of scenes in this great gorge and the beautiful Oregon Country.
Every member of the Travel Club and all readers of "Travel"

should own one of these books, which 'will be sent post paid on
receipt of price, $2.50 to

Samuel C. Lancaster
Or any book dealer

72 FIFTH STREET
PORTLAND, ORE.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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RINGS
By George Frederick Kunz, Ph.D.,

author of "The Curious Lore of

Precious Stones" and "The Magic
of Jewels and Charms." Profusely

illustrated in color and doubletone.

Net, $6.00. A wonderful book on
finger rings in all ages and in all

climes by America's most famous
gem expert. Everything about rings

in one volume. This work should

have been called The Romance of

the Ring. It is intensely interesting

and at the same time an authorita-

tive reference work.

Joseph PennelPs

Pictures of War
Work in England
With an introduction. By H. G.

Wells, 51 plates. Lithograph on
cover. $1.50 net.

Mr. Pennell secured permission
through Lloyd George to make these
remarkable pictures of War Work
in England, the making of great
guns, of shot and shell, the build-
ing of air crafts and war vessels.

Mr. Pennell's drawings leave an im-
pression of a nation's grandeur more
vivid even than the pictures of

armies and navies in actual combat.

Some Russian Heroes,

Saints and Sinners
By Sonia E. Howe, Author of

"A Thousand Years of Russian His-
tory." 44 illustrations. $2.50 net.

These stories are fascinating
studies of Russia and present the
intensely human side of a great
people. They give one an under-
standing of Russian national life and
character which is far more vivid
than any historical work could pos-
sibly be. The author has selected
all those historical and legendary
characters that were types of their

generation and prototypes of the
Russians today.

Training for a Life

Insurance Agent
By Warren M. Horner, illustrated.

$1.25 net.

The author has had nearly twenty-
five years' experience in the field and
knows the business from A to Z.
He presents the very essence of his

business-getting success and his en-
thusiasm for the work bubbles over
on every page. To those who hope
to make Insurance their field it is

invaluable. It covers every angle
that one may wish information upon.

Laws of Physical

Science
By Edivin F. Northrup, Ph.D.

Limp Leather. $2.00 net.

The only book published present-
ing in exact form all the funda-
mental laws of science.

J. B. UPPINCOTT COMPANY
PUBLISHERS PHILADELPHIA

Leading Books of

The Spring Season
THE CHOSEN PEOPLE. By Sid-

ney Li. Nyburg author of "The Con-
quest.
OH MARY, BE CAREFUL, by

George Weston. Establishes a
record. Moving picture and dra-
matic rights sold within a month
after publication.
THE MARK OF CAIN, by Caro-

lyn "Wells, author of the Fleming
Stone detective stories.
THE BOOK OF THE PEONY, by

Mrs. Edward Harding. The only
work on this flower.
JOSEPH PENNELL'S PICTURES

OF WAR WORK IN ENGLAND.
51 plates.

The Only Book on this Exquisite
Flower

The Book ot the Peony
By Mrs. Edward Harding.

44 illustrations.
(20 in full color from autochroines and 24
half-tones from photographs).

Handsome Octavo, $6.00 net
This book, by an expert, covers the whole

subject. The suggestions on purchasing are
of the utmost value to the beginner. There
are simple and explicit directions for plant-

ing (time, places and method), cultivating,

fertilizing and propagating. In addition,

there are very valuable lists, charts, tables

and map.

The Standard Book on Rose
Growing

The Practical Book of

Outdoor Rose Growing
By George C. Thomas, Jr.

Garden Edition.
Containing 36 illustrations (16 in color).

Decorated cloth. Octavo. Also bound in

water- and acid-proof cloth for use in the
field. $2.00 net

This edition will be found of great prac-
tical help in the garden. It is a handy
octavo size.

J. Horace McFarland, editor of the "Am-
erican Eose Annual," says:
"So far as I know, yours (Mr. Thomas's)

is the only impartial, definite and well-re-
corded rose trial garden in the United States
which is at all inclusive in the scope of its

varieties."
DE LUXE FIFTH EDITION.

This new printing contains a number of
new illustrations in color. There are 96 in
color and 20 in black and white. Hand-
somely bound octavo, in a box. $6.00 net.

Sidney L. Nyburg
is marked as a brilliant novelist. His "The
Conquest" was selected by H. W. Boynton
as one of the ten noteworthy novels of 1916
(see January Bookman). Mr. Nyburg writes
with a pen unthwarted by false notions,
but alive with sincerity and genuine artistic
impulse.

The Chosen People
is a novel of the Jews which strikes a
note unheard in American fiction. Labor,
capital, orthodoxy, and free thinking, relig-
ious belief and religious life are among the
forces which appear. The story is of a
brilliant young Rabbi, his love for a girl
and his belief in ideals, his struggles
against forces of materialism and his re-

action from them. Those interested in the
spiritual life of America will read and talk
of this story, as it is' the most distinctive
work of the year. $1.40 net

Oh, Mary, Be Careful
By George Weston, 7 delightful

illustrations, handsome binding in
a sealed transparency. $1.00 net

"Rollicking, amusing tale."—Springfield
Homestead.

Just a Moment, Please!
Would you have been careful? Would

your Friend have been careful? Woulft
your Sister, Cousin or Sweetheart have
been careful? Mary was. You see, there
was a fortune between her and her hus-
band—but the rich aunt was fond of the
girl and gave her three tests to judije
those who tempted her. Could you pass
those tests? Could your Brother, Friend
or Husband? Find out in this delightful,
witty and sweet story.

A New Fleming Stone Detective
Story

The Mark of Cain
By Carolyn Wells, $1.35 net
Fleming Stone has become one of the

great detectives of fiction, and "The Mark
of Cain" is one of the most astounding mys-
teries which he has ever unraveled. Never
have stranger occurences, more unsuspected
suspicions, more weird clues beset him
than in the murder case of Roland Trow-
bridge.

J. B. UPPINCOTT COMPANY
PUBLISHERS PHILADELPHIA

EVERY PATRIOTIC AMERICAN
SHOULD KNOW HIS OWN COUNTRY

SEEING AMERICA
By LOGAN MARSHALL

Author of the Story of The Panama Canal, etc.

Gives every one a chance to enjoy through picture and
description all the interesting and wonderful places in the

United States. The great cities, historic battlefields, sites and
places, sunshine lands, cottonfields, great western ranches,

ancient cliff dwellings, copper mines, orange groves, giant

trees, Yellowstone National Park, The Grand Canyon, Yose-

mite Valley and the charming cities of the Pacific Coast

—the American Riviera—are fascinatingly described and

Illustrated with 96 full page half-tone engravings; 350 pages,

6 by 9 inches.

Bound in Blue Buckram; Stamped in Gold. Price $1.25.

FRENCH CANADA
By J. CASTELL HOPKINS, F. S. S.

Gives us a fascinating description of every point of in-

terest in each locality, with history of the people them-

selves.

"Arcadia, the Land of Evangeline," "Churches and

Shrines of Franch Canada." "Mon-

treal, the Seat of an Ancient

Faith," "Quebec, the Cradle of

New France," etc., are among the

topics discussed, and the author's

keen insight into the viewpoints

of the people and his wealth of

information about them make this

work as interesting to those who
have not travelled through this

delightful country as to those who
have.

The text is richly illustrated with 25 photogravures.

A sumptuous example of the bookmaker's art. Printed

on ivory-finished paper; contains 430 pages; bound in silk

cloth; stamped in gold; Venetian cloth jacket, cloth box.

Price $3.00.

ALL EYES ARE NOW ON
THE NATION'S CAPITAL

WASHINGTON THE CITY AND SEAT

OF GOVERNMENT

By C. H. FORBES-LINDSAY. Assisted by Hon. H. B.

MacFARLAND, Commissioner of the District of Columbia

Shows the city in swiftly moving, fascinating panorama.

Its historic background, its growth and development, famous

sites, Departments of the Government, Washington in war

times, social life, journalism, Congress, the great Library of

Congress, and the Supreme Court are all subjects of this

interesting and informing work.

Illustrated with 25 photogravures and a map; 440 pages.

Venetian Cloth Binding, Jacket and Cloth box. Price $1.25.

On Sale at Book Sellers.

THE JOHN C.WINSTON COMPANY
454 WINSTON BLDG. PHILADELPHIA

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel



READY!
A New Fu-Manchu Book

THE HAND
OF FU-MANCHU

BY SAX ROHMER
Cunning and merciless as ever, the insidious Chinese doctor renews his grim attempts
to destroy his enemies. He is assisted by a mysterious organization—the Si-Fan

—

<

but behind its every act can be dimly perceived the sinister hand of Fu-Manchu. To
what desperate adventures this hand points, of the struggles, the plots and the
narrow escapes with which each page bristles, the readers of Mr. Rohmer's earlier

books can well imagine.

"It may be our zveakness for good detective fiction but not since Raffles and Sherlock Holmes have we taken

such delight."—Grand Rapids News.
"A man even more daring than Raffles, more adroit than Arsene Lupin, more powerful than any criminal cf

history or romance—such zvas Dr. Fu-Manchu."—New Orleans Times-Picayune.
"Really momentous detective fiction."—The Advance, Chicago.

'One is left gasping at the end of each chapter, wondering what will happen next."—Montreal Daily Mail.
'For outright ingenuity and invention, for ability to pile mystery upon mystery, Mr. Rohmer ivins the palm."—Pittsburgh Post.

$1.35 net. Postage 8 cent.;.

A Great Historical Romance

The Torch-Bearers of Bohemia
V. I. KRYSHANOVSKAYA

A stirring romance of Bohemia in the naming days when John
Hus held aloft the banner of revolt against the forces of corrup-
tion in the church and of German oppression in his native land.
In its color and vivid detail the book is comparable to the great
Polish romances of Sienckiewiez. In Russia this novel attained

great popularity and was awarded honorable mention by the
Imperial Academy of Sciences of Petrograd.
"A great historical romance."—N. Y. Tribune.
"Absorbing and well worth reading."—N. Y. Times.

$1.40 net. Postage 8 cents.

A Rousing, Old-fashioned Tale

Martin Valliant Warwick deeping
Are you tired of the problem novel? Does the one-sided
realism of our modern novels bore you? Do you long for the

sheer enjoyment and zest of the old-fashioned swashbuckling
tale of fair women and brave men? Then, "Martin Valliant"
is for you!
"It is a story with no mission but .to entertain. And what bet-

ter mission could it have?"—Boston Transcript.
"A fig for your worries, we say with the author, and on with
the rattling good yarn !"—Oakland Tribune.

"Clearly and vividly written, and in style wonderfully approp-
riate and wonderfully well sustained."— Philadelphia Press.

$1.40 net. Postage 8 cents.

Ifyou buould understand the present social and economic condition of Germany read

WILHELM HOHENZOLLERN & CO.
EDWARD LYELL FOX

Author of "Behind the Scenes in Warring Germany."

The ultimate question of the war is "Will the Hohenzollerns survive?" This book attempts the answer to that question.

Mr. Fox, recently returned from Germany, has visited that country three times since the outbreak of the war. His book is

the intimate story of the men and the groups of men who control the German government, and of the plans of deception and

aggression which have finally driven the United States into the war. It gives in addition an actual picture of Germany to-

day, her economic condition and social structure. To understand this anti-democratic regime, is to understand the real

enemy we are fighting. $1-50 net. Postage 10 cents.

Towards a Sane
Feminism
WILMA MEIKLE

A book of essays by a newcomer in the

field of feminist writers, presenting a fresh

and vigorous point of view about modern
women—and men. Some of the chapters are:

A Call to Repentance; the Rediscovery of

the Working Man; The Break-up of the

Lady; Simplifying Sex Problems; How to

be Moral though Married; The Fortune of

War; A Straight Tip for Feminists.

$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

20 Editions in the Original

!

Forced To Fight
ERICH ERICHSEN

A plunge into the pitiless realities of

modern war as experienced by the man in

the trenches.

The tragic story of a young Schleswig

Dane who was forced to fight in the Ger-

man army. This book is unique among
war narratives; startling in its realistic

descriptions of modern war. Twenty edi-

tions have appeared in Danish and for ob-

vious reasons its sale in Germany has been

prohibited.

$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

A Dominie Dismissed
A. S. NEILL

Author of "A Dominie's Log"

Further delightful adventures of the Scotch
Schoolmaster whose "Log," published last

year, was so full of humor and wisdom.
These, his further experiences, are des-
cribed with a naivete and frankness that are
captivating.

ABOUT "A DOMINIE'S LOG":
"Full of sound ideas companioned with joy
and whimsicality."—N. Y. Times.
"Ought to be distributed to every school
teacher in the land."—Boston Transcript.
"Clever, humorous and makes you think."

—The Outlook.
$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

At all booksellers. Send for catalogue of spring publications.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., Publishers, UNION SQ., NEW YORK



APACHE TRAIL
120 MILE MOTOR TRIP THROUGH
ARIZONA'S NATIONAL RESERVE

Athrilling day's journey in a

comfortable motor car between

Globe and Phoenix, Ariz., via Roose-

velt Lake and Dam, the ancient

Cliff Dwellings and the Canyon of

the Salt River. Through tickets

over Southern Pacific Lines will be

honored via the APACHE TRAIL
on payment of $15 additional.

Pullman Sleeping Cars in connection

with the Sunset Limited are operated between
El Paso, Tex., and Globe, Ariz., every Sunday,

Tuesday and Friday. Also daily Pullman
Sleeping Cars between Phoenix, Ariz., and
Los Angeles, Cal.

Read the story of the APACHE TRAIL in

this issue of Recreation.

Ask Southern Pacific ticket agents for

information and literature.

Southern Pacific Lines
NEWYORK CITY, 366 Broadway NEW ORLEANS, Metropolitan Bank Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, Flood Bldg. HOUSTON, Southern PaciBc Bldg.

9
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At ari Abyssinian Tea Party

Ar;ound a Hungry World

JULY
1917

and The Hive Dwellings of New Mexico
ROBERT M JKcBRIDE <S CO. NEW YORK



ETURKISH CIGARETTE

/V'*"255*

£vtnyuJvvt&Asdhy^

REMEMBER— Turkish
tobacco is the world's most
famous tobacco for ciga-
rette^

Judge for yourself-

compare "Murad"
with any 25 cent
Cigarette.

JMnaAayiLnjf Mal&n of il,r Highat Ciadc Turkish
. '"i^- „„rf Egyplmr, GforcHu i„ (Ac If <,,/</.

ncrTEEN CENTS
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WATKINS, N. Y.

On Seneca Lake Open All Year

Wm. E. Leffingwell, Pres

Mineral Spring Health Resort

and Hotel Known as the

American Nauheim

The only place in America where
the Nauheim Baths, for Heart
Disorders, are given with a
Natural Calcium Chloride Brine

One of the most beautiful and complete

Mineral Springs Health Resort in the

country, located in private park, with mile

of graded walks for active hill climbers.

THE BATHS
are directly connected with the Hotel.

Treatments under the direction of physic-

ians are particularly adapted to HEART
DISEASE, Circulatory, Kidney, Nutri-

tional and Nervous Disorders, Rheumatism,

Gout and Obesity.

Over a thousand miles of Improved Roads

radiate from Watkins Glen through ihe

Finger Lake Region.

Send for illustrated Booklets eontaining

full particulars regarding rates,

reservations, treatments, etc.

Hotel Aspinwall
LENOX, MASS.

High and Cool in the Ber^shires

A HOTEL OF DISTINCTION
NOW
OPEN

ELEVATION
1400 FEET

HOWE &- TWOROGER, Managers
Winter Resort

Princess Hotel, Bermuda

COLO RAD O
Six Special Tours to Colorado

Two and Three Weeks
Also tours to Alaska and California

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
Dept. 11
New York

17 Temple Place, Boston
Philadelphia Chicago

THE QUEENS T
C
°
A
R
N°^

Celebrated for its home comforts, per-
fect quiet, good attendance. Famous
for its food. Delightfully situated near
the bay on Front street, convenient to
business centre, railroad depots, steam-
boats, etc. Hotel coaches meet all
boats and trains.

McGAW & WINNETT, Proprietors.

GRANUDEN
LAKE SUNAPEE, N. H.

AT THE GATEWAY OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

The "Ideal Tour" Hotel at Lake Sunapee. Fine golf

course, saddle horses, tennis, boating, canoeing, bathing,

fishing for salmon, trout and bass as good, if not the best

in New England. Dancing afternoon and evening. Fine

motoring, etc. Accommodates 300 guests. Furnished

cottages to rent. Write for circular.

Address W. W. BROWN, Granliden Hotel,

Lake Sunapee, N. H.

WINTER SEASON:

HOTELS INDIAN RIVER and ROCKLEDGE, ROCKLEDGE, FLA.

NEW ENGLAND

FABYAN HOUSE
IN THE HEART

WHITE MOUNTAINS
New Hampshire

Rendezvous of the tourist by automo-
bile, rail, driving or tramping; golfr

tennis, baseball and all amusements.

Reduced Rates for July-

Send for Booklet.

BARRON, MERRILL & BARRON CO.
Props.

Personal Supervision Mrs. O. G. Barron.

1 &piimKoi'owe

For a Happy, Healthful

Summer, Come to

Bedford Springs
(I'tunu.)

Hotel and Baths
3000 acres in natural

mountain park, 1-U0 ft.

above sea level. A
modern hotel, excellent
cuisine, i n v i gorating
climate. Good motor roa
bridle paths and rus
walks. Also Magnesia 1

and Bedford Mineral Wi
Golf, tennis, riding, howl

ing, swimming, dancing
Alotor tourists will

splendid ace ommodation:
Now open.

H. E. Bemis, Mgr.
M. C. Sweeny, Asst. Mgr

'jOlZV^GOTl A Viet, luxurious Res-
I /fS^9 &/ idential Hotel, affording

o . Ci>" /• f>
t 'le Exclusiveness and

Sixtiethot Â
nce °< a private

Residence. Opposite
./v. y". the Metropolitan Club and

the 5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park. Apart-
ments, sinfle or en suite, for long or short periods.

EAGER & BABCOCK

m Manchester-in-the-Mountains

VERMONT
1 NOW OPEN CLOSES NOV. 1

m 50 ROOMS WITH BATH
ADDED THIS SEASON

GEORGE ORVIS

THE LORRAINE
51 h AVE.
at 45th ST.

Illlll!

arm
IN THE LOWER ADIRONDACkS
Open June i to Sept. 10, accommodates 200

Steam Heat, Private Baths, Elc>.

vator, State Roads—Hotel Garage.
Mt. Spring Water.

Dancing and Concerts, 6-piece Or
chestra. Boating, Bathing, Fish
ing, Tennis, Bowling, Billiards

Golf a Feature. 3090 Yard 9 Hole
Course. Club House. Professional
NO FLIES OR MOSQUITOES

Altitude, 1,500 feet—Climate Cool
and dry. Write for Booklet.

J. C BL'XTERFIELD

HONOLULU
Suva New Zealand Australia

Reerular Sailings fromVancouver,B .(:.

by the PALATIAL PASSENGER steamers of the

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN ROYAL MAIL LIN2
For full information apply Can. Pacific

Ry., 1231 Broadway, N. T., or to General
Agent, 440 Seymour St., Vancouver, B. C.

WHITE MOUNTAINS

P NEW PROFILE HOUSE
MOW HAMPSHIRE ALTITUDE 2.000 FT

I A PICTURESQUE COLONY OF 20 COT-

1

I TAGES AND ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN !

I HOTELS SITUATED IN THE FAR-FAMED !

1FRANCONIA NOTCH, WHITE MOUN- I

I TAINS, CATERING TO A CLIENTELE OF !

1 THE HIGHEST STANDARD. ON IDEAL
| TOUR. Fine garage, Golf, Tennis, Boat-
| ing. Fishing. Our own farm and dairy.

OPEN JUNE 30TH TO SEPT. 25TH
1 C. H. GREENLEAF, Pres, | . r

| E. B. RICH, Asst
|
A. L. K, Mgr. \

^̂ EZ^mzz^^zzzz^miZBzmszmqsL

The Social and Scenic Center of the

WHITE MTS.

Maplewood Hotel
Cottages Casino—Inn

MAPLEWOOD, N. H.

-NO HAY FEVER ^

INN NOW OPEN
ONE THOUSAND ACRE PARK

18 HOLE GOLF COURSE
UNSURPASSED. 6.060 YARDS *

. c-

OPEN JUNE 30th TO OCT.

Third Annual REGISTERED
Maplewood

TRAP SHOOTING TOURNAMENT
July 2nd to 7th Inclusive

I
Daily Concert Dancing

For Booklet and Information address:

SJWM. F. DUNSPAUGH, Pres't 4 Man'g Director^

MM;;;//;//;//;;/;M;;;;//MM»M;/;;///7777777h

^Where the _

meet you halfway
KS I Algonquin Park, in the beau-
> / tiful "Highlands of Ontario,"

jj f fulfils every dream of the fisher-

man. There the bass and the
trout swarm the -waters of the fif-

teen hundred forest-walled lakes and
rivers, and they are gamiest of fish, the
kind that fight to the finish.

ALGONQUIN PARK
offers you the ideal place to pitch your
tent. For those who desire modern com-
forts there are modern hotels and log
cabin camps at reasonable prices.
Reached only via the Grand Trunk Rail-
way System. Write for free literature to

A. B. CHOWN F. P. DWYEK.
507 Park Building 1270 Broadway,
Pittsburgh, Pa. New York, N. Y.
W. R. EASTMAN

707 Old South Bldg.
294 Washington St.

Bo3ton, Mass.
,i. d. Mcdonald
917 Merchants Loan
& Trust Building

Chicago. 111.

e~w York, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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ALBANY, N. Y.

f^K 1 THE^TEN EYCK °nW^"*
\^d~\ - European plan. Large addition opens July 1917.

* Under directory of Fred'k W. Rockwell

Embracing Hotels between

59th St. and 103rd St. , New York

AWCHMIA Broadway, 73rd to 74th
AlNoClM/V street. Most central loca-

tion; fireproof. Rooms S2: with batb S2.50; suites

of 2 to 16 rooms.

BELLECLAIRE BroadlSei
t "th

The Home of Good Pies. Robert D. Blackman.

DFDCI T?V Amsterdam Avenue at 74th
r>r/KJtVl^ll( I Street.
450 rooms and baths; unusually large, all outside.

E. C. Chowan

BONTA NARRAGANSETT
Broad way,93rd to 94th St. Family and transient;
overlooking river two blocks from Central Park,
and sub. ex. station; Ep.&Am. A.K.Bonta.Prop.

to 86th Streets!.
Largest uptown hotel. All the comforts and ad-
vantages of the better New York hotels at one-
third less price.

HARGRAVE n2 West 72nd St.
Parkway Entrance to Central Park. 300 rooms;
200 baths; S2.00 up.

Eugene Cable.

T TTr'TTRlMTT 201 West 79th Street. Over-
ly uv^.drvi'M.E, looking the Hudson between
Central Park & Riverside Drive. Rooms and batb.
$2.00 up; suitei S3.50 up.

A. T. Hardy & Chas. G. Stamm, Directors.

l\/f A TTTCTTr1 Central Park at ItsIVlAJI/OllLi West 72nd St. Gateway
Highest class e-ldentlal and tourist hotel In the
world. C o. icland Townsend, Lessee-Director.

MANHATTAN SQUARE $es?
77th Street. Opposite Museum of Natural His-
tory: 200 ft. from Central Park; near everything.
Rooms, bath, shower, S2.00 up; suites 53.00.

MARIE ANTOINETTE i^roa^:
way. A house of most refined atmosphere. Noted
for its cuisine. European plan.

H. Stanley Green, Managing Director.

ADVISORY BOARD
CHARLES H. DAVIS, president national

HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION
LOUIS W. HILL, PRESIDENT GREAT NORTH-

ERN RAILWAY
GENERAL COLEMAN DU PONT
ARTHUR H. BLANCHARD, professor
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING COLUMBIA UNIV.

REAR-ADM. COLBY M. CHESTER,

MADISON C. PETERS, d. d.

MAURICE F. EGAN, u. s. minister den-

mark
REAR-ADM. JOHN LOWE, u. s. N.

REAR-ADM. LOUIS KEMPFF, U. s. N.

FREDERICK SIMPICH, u. s.

MEXICO

CONSUL

REAR-ADM. C. H. DAVIS, u. s. N.

REAR-ADM. CASPAR F. GOODRICH
U. S. N.

PRESIDENT
HENRY COLLINS WALSH

VICE-PRESIDENTS

DILLON WALLACE
EDWARD HUNGERFORD
JAMES K. HACKETT

REAR-ADM. ROBERT E. PEARY
COL. DAVID L. BRAINARD, v. s. A.

ANTHONY FIALA

SECRETARY and TREASURER
B. T. BABBITT HYDE

FREDERICK MONSEN, r.R.G.s.

HENRY BREVOORT KANE
ROBERT M. McBRIDE

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
E. C. TURNER

REPRESENTATIVES
H. L. CAREY H. T. MEANY

LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

HOLLIS, L. I.

HOLLISWOOD HALL
On Hillside Avenue, two miles east of monument
(Jamaica). High class suburban Restaurant and
Hotel J. E. Tench, Proprietor

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.

BUNNY HOTEL opposlteLong Island

R.R. station; best of food; Valley Stream's favorite

stopping place for automobilists.

MARSEILLES Broadway at
103rd Street.

Coolest rooms; delightful atmosphere; room and
bath S2. per day; larger suites in proportion.

M.E.Burke, Mgr.

SAN REMO "EeStflftg^*-
Facing America's most famous Park. Specially
inviting to families. Booklet on application.

M .Brennan's Sons.

QT A lVr>RVW <,2nd Street & Broad-OJ- # •".I'l-LUVL/TY way _ At express sub-
way station; block from Riverside Drive & Central
Park; 250 rooms—all outside SI.50 per day with-
out bath; S2.00 with bath. H.J. Veitcb, Mng. Dir.

SHERMAN SQUARE fSth^nA
Street. Most convenient location uptown; tran-
sient and residential hotel.

LYNBROOK, L. I.

BLOSSOM HEATH INN
On Merrick Road, Lynrook, L. I.

Enlarged and newly decorated.
Harry and Joe Susskind, Managers

FOUNTAIN INN fX°
di™^% sp

ro;
automobiles; music and dancing; the best of Long
Island Inns for the motorist.

SOUTHAMPTON, L. I.

Tttt? TDA/TrVTf"1 American plan; a modern
1 tlEj lt\.\ LrSKj and unique hotel situated

at Southampton surrounded by beautiful scenery;

90 miles from New York.
Irving L. Terry, Proprietor.

BELLPORT, L. I.

WYANDOTTE HOTEL
American plan house of the best class for families

George Kreamer, Proprietor.

style

FREEPORT, L. I.

A T T3TTVTT? TJOTUT Merrick Road andALrllMi rlUlrLL/ Bay View Avenue
Famous for its chicken and duck dinners. A ren
devous for transient motorists. Endorsed by al-

who have patronized it. W. F. Jones, Mgrl

MONTE CARLO INN Merrick
Road. Best

service and food; entirely remodelled. The stop in
Freeport. Phone 372. J. Madine, Proprietor.

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.

HOFFMAN'S PARK INN^S
Road; the famous road house of Long Island; a fine
motor run from New York.

Geo. A. Hoffman.

& 76th Street. The final expression of comfort
and service. Room and batb S2.00 up.

Arthur T. Hardy, Charles G. Stamm, Directors.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

JUDSONHOTELl^WU\
A quiet location facing Washington Sq., the most
Interesting and fascinating part of N Y. Rich In
historic surroundings. Write for booklet.

HOTEL LE MARQUIS gj&ft**:Am. plan; central and convenient. Every comfort
rooms with bath S3.50 per day with meals or S2 00
without. 111. booklet on request. J. P. Tolson Mgr

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ROSQFRT Brooklyn's Most Representativeuvoobix l Hotel; rooms with bath S2.50.
The comfort of its appointments and service Is re-
sult of carefui study. On the Heights; overlooking
the Harbor.

BELLMORE, L.

BLACK SWAN INN
I.

CENTRE MORICHES, L. I.

LONG ISLAND HOTEL „£%£
S3 per day. Special Sunday dinner for tourists.

Telephone 25. J. W. Rose, Proprietor.

EASTPORT, L. I.

"THE rnDMPD" (Formerly Bayside
1 111!/ IjV^IXlM^lV Hotel) on the Mer-

rick Road; on the South shore; Long Island duck
dinners a specialty,

A. Schwebke, Proprietor.

EAST QUOGUE, N. Y.

PUCHMULLER'S INN de£K.$
situated on Shinnecock Bay; cuisine has no equal
on Long Island.

August Puchmuller, Proprietor.

ROCKAWAY PARK, N. Y.

HOTEL PIERCE ^Sn
IT

t

E„
,

£
d

Restaurant and cafe; fireproof; sanitary; luxurious.
Edward Pierce, Prop.

Frederick J. Willoughby, Mgr.

on Merrick
Road ; perfect

cuisine and service; the best, seasonable food here.
Thomas W. Devereaux, Proprietor.

ROCKVILLE CENTRE, L. I.

FINT AYSON'S Merrick Road. Spec-ril'ML,A loUl^ O jai shore dinner; a la
carte service at all time; open all year.

John A. Flnlayson, Proprietor.

MINEOLA, L. I.

FAMOUS KRUG'S CORNER
on the Jericho Turnpike; meals table d'hote and
a la carte; phone 1075 Garden City.

Frank P. Krug.

AMITYVILLE, L. I.

AlVfTTV TMIM on tne famous Merrickn.ivj.ii i ii-m> Road American and
European plan; best home cooking and special
chicken dinners. Otto Dierks, Proprietor

BLUE POINT, L. I.

AVFRY'S °ne of tDe finest hotels on the
•** v J-/rv J. ° South Shore; magnificent view of
bay; famed for its shore dinners.

C. H. Murdock, Manager.

NORTH SHORE, L. I.

BAYSIDE, L. I.

McKENNA'S GRILL
A Dining Piace of Quality.

DOUGLASTON, L. I.

DOUGLASTON INN
Broadway; Tel. 3081 Bayside
Automobile and Dinner parties given special at
ention; travelers accommodated.

Chas. F. Pearson, Proprietor

PORT WASHINGTON, L. I.

Bay. Glass enclosed dining
room affording fine view; lobsters and shore food a
specialty; fine place for auto or yachting parties.

John F. Bradley, Proprietor.

State and
Broadway

European plan. Absolutely fireproof. Bath with
each room. F. C. Gillespie

THE HAMPTON

WELLINGTON 136 State Street
Quite, airy rooms overlooking Hudson and sur-
rounding hills. European plan. Rooms with bath.
Large fireproof addition of 200 rooms.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

MOHAWK HOTEL
On the Empire Tour. New, high class, modem,
fireproof; European plan. Ideal place for thn
motorist. J. H. Meehan, Presides*

BUFFALO, N. Y.

HOTEL IROQUOIS Fireproof
Nationally known as Buffalo's best; located In the
heart of the City; unsurpassed cuisine.
H. M . Gerrans, Pres. E. C. Greene, Mgr.

OYSTER BAY, L. I.

OYSTER BAY INN £™ £g
open all year; the right place for the motorist.

K. & E. Oakes, Proprietor.

CENTREPORT, L. I.

IJAT T 'C On North Shore, between Hunt-
A * **-^ *-* ^' ington and North port. Service
a la carte: European plan; famous for shore dinners
and sea food. Phone 90 Northport.

RYE, N. Y.

^jvJUJINlAL/ liNlN serve you properly
A la Carte—Table d'hote; good rooms; on Boston
Post Road. Phone 441 Rye.

J. L. W. Doherty.

MAMARONECK, N. Y.

PIERRE BUSTANOBY INN
Cuisine Francaise a la carte. Dancing.
Overlooking Long Island Sound.

Tel., 565 Mamaroneck.

STAMFORD, CONN.

with bath:
European plan; first stop from New York on Boston
Post Road.

H. S. Morehouse, Manager.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HOTEL BISHOP
And Bishop's Colonade, Savin Rock.
A dining place unusual.

HOTEL ROYAL
in the heart of the city. Every room with bath;
Ave minutes from depot. Newest and most up to
date hotel In New Haven.

NEW LONDON, CONN.

MOHICAN HOTELy^bo1^
400 rooms with Private bath; European plan $1.50
up. F. B. Walker. Manager,

PUTNAM, CONN.

PUTNAM INN SaST^rSM:
ping place for the motorist or tourist. European
plan; garage. C. E. Rogers, Manager.

WATERBURY, CONN.

KINGSBURY
A real big home; European plan $1.50 to $2.00
with batb ; no bar.

C. H. Cables, Proprietor.

NEWTOWN, CONN.

NEWTOWN INN STSS^ilfS
Western Connecticut hills : 70 miles from New
York on state roads.

W. H. Newman, Mgr.

NORWALK, CONN.

ROYAL JAMES INN ftS:
European plan; fine stopping place for motorists;
43 Miles from New York; ideal location; spacious
lawns; cuisine the best.

DANBURY, CONN.
HOTEL GREEN ^'Ml™
European plan; rooms with and without bath;
restaurant a la carte.

W. F. Downey, Mgr

CHESHIRE, CONN.
SCOTT'S WAVERLY INN
Ideally located in the scenic section of Connecticut.
On the finest state road from Waterbury, Meriden
or Bridgeport. Service and food the best.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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GREENWICH, CONN.

THE MAPLES B2Mg£.»3&
to those seeking the best, of accommodations. One
view of Sound: extensive lawns; garage In close
proximity

.

PICKWICK INN ?Sl
to

n
n
e
P
w°fst

Ro^
finest Inn in this section: ideal place for the
motorist, and cuisine of the very best.

LITCHFIELD, CONN.

PHELPS TAVERN
American Plan. Open All The Year.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

CONLEY'S INN A^can" pTan.
Most convenient location; rendesvouz for motor-
ists; spacious piazza.

J. Allen Walker, Prop.

Hotels Selected dirndl Recommended by

THE TOWELGUM OFAMERICA
eanna me— ^

NORFOLK, CONN.

NORFOLK INN Att
&LZre°s

f
.

the

On the main auto highway from New York. Every
modern improvement.

Henry R. Sweet.

NEW HARTFORD, CONN.

tor inn in
New England. European plan: 25 beautifully
furnished rooms and 25 baths. Best cuisine.

Geo. B. Nicholson.

GREENFIELD, MASS.

WELDON HOTEL ..It,s Unlnue...

On direct route to the Mohawk Trail . Recreation,
Golfing, Tennis. Auto and Carriage Driving.

N.A. Campbell, Mgr.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

THENONOTUCK ?ryh
/nd
Mo«

Mountlan Route; fireproof; Ep. plan $1.50 and
up; Mount Tom golf privileges to guests; direction
of United Hotels Co. Gorham Benedict, Mgr.

LEE, MASS.

GREENOCH INN £*&£&£
European plan with a La Carte at all hours for the
convenience of motorists. Geo. A. Grilling, Prop.

LENOX, MASS.

CURTIS HOTEL &M&K&.
Brick construction; rooms with and without bath:
golf and tennis courts; charming drives in every
direction. Wm. D. Curtis. Prop.

GREY HOUSE RSgS&Sg£
Charmingly situated ; generously large rooms : suites
with and without baths; large piazzas: homelike
surroundings. Samuel B. Krogman, Prop.

MAHANNA HOTEL Ce
Khire

Hills. American and European Plan booklet on
application. F. C. Mahanna. Mgr.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

THE BERKSHIRE B^nfes-
A pleasant quiet location; European plan 11.25 up:
American Plan $3.00 up; a stopping place for the
automobillst.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

shires. Green and
White Mountains. Splendid auto roads radiate in
every direction. Ep. and Am. plan. Cuisine of
excellence. Spacious piazzas. W. A. Senna, Mgr.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

MAPLEWOOD HOTEL 30th
season.

Open May 26th to Nov. 1st. Booklets and road
maps on application. Arthur W. Plumb.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE OAKS ""ggMSr"*
A modern hotel In residential district. European
and American plan. A real place for motor tourists.

P. H. Faber, Prop.

WORCESTER, MASS.

TOUR NEW ENGLAND
THE BANCROFT *»&; gyg-g;
Worcester, Mass. for complete Itinerary. Address
Dept. N.

If you are going on a trip and are

in doubt about routes or hotels

write to the Secretary of the

TRAVEL CLUB OF AMERICA

A national society for the help

and protection of travelers. It

maintains an information bureau

that answers any questions relat-

ing to travel.

Union Square North, New York

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CROWN
The up to date hotel. European plan exclusively;

$1.75 up; $2.25 up with bath.
Fred Mansfield. Proprietor.

NEW ALLEN HOTEL OSF*
Central, near everything, quiet, exclusive, every
convenience: Ep. plan $1.00 up; with private bath
$1.50 up. Special weekly rates. F. BaU. Mgr.

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
Largest and leading hotel In Rhode Island. Euro-
pean plan. Headquarters for travelers and tourists.

BOSTON, MASS.
t>t Tl? TT* AM 3*3 Commonwealth Avenue.
r \J lxl 1 l\±v xhe distinctive Boston house.
Globe trotters call the Puritan one of the most
homelike hotels in the world. Send for the book-
let with guide to Boston and Its historic vicinity.

BRUNSWICK HOTEL £&%
Five minutes walk from Back Bay Station; Euro-
pean plan $1.50 up; with bath $2.50 up; American
plan $4.00 up.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Corner Newbury and Dartmouth Streets.
European plan; near Back Bay stations; heart of

residential district. Thomas O. Paige. Mgr.

OXFORD HOTEL ?££*•&*!£
Rooms single or en suite with or without bath; four
minutes walk from Back Bay stations.

Phillip P. Pretto.

TT/-\npr, T DT A7A Heldelberger Rathskel'rHU 1 E/L. r JLyAZ/A 419 Columbus Ave.
Automobile parties, tourists and transients given
special attention. A la carte service to midnight.

W. H. Cowan, Managing Owner

NEWARK, N. J.

ROBERT TREAT^.WBnw,
h
y
e

Newark's new two million dollar hotel: European
plan $1.50 up; with bath $2.00 up.

Charles A. Carrigan, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ADELPHIA ?3
h
tn«e!s

nd

In the center of things, 400 Rooms, 400 Baths.
Moderate Tariff.

David B. Provan, Managing Director

THE COLONNADE SR2WS&
In the heart of the city, one block from Penn. R.R.
Terminal. We feature Individual attention $1.60
up; with bath $2.00 up.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

COLEMAN HOUSE
Whole square on the Ocean: European-American
Plan: open all year; special accommodation for
automobilists.

OCEAN GROVE, N. J.

Boardwalk
modern and first class In every particular. Sea-
water In private baths. Elevator to Street level

.

Francis Yarnall. Proprietor

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

TRAYMORE £*»
ta

W orld's Greatest Hotel Success. American and
European Plans.

I IOTEL DENNIS &%?$¥££&.
Directly on ocean front with unobstructed vUw
over our own lawn. Large Solarium and terraou
adjoining Boardwalk. Walter J. Buibr.

LAKEWOOD, N. J.

Health. Rest and
Recreation. Best "Open all the Year" Hotel be-
tween New York and Atlantic City, modern;
moderate rates. T.T. Dolbey, Manager

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

TTTI? l\/fAMf"H? Albemarle Park, Ashe-
IrLEy J.VJUVIMWIV T | (le, North Carolina.
Real Southern hospitality in the land of the sky.

In America—An English Inn.

CINCINNATI, O.

HOTEL GIBSON 5
Z\°?t™

Rates from $2.00

ROYAL PALACE HOTEL
AND COTTAGES On the Beach. Near all piers
and amusements. American plan. Orchestra, cafe,
capacity 600. Rates on request. S. HanBtern. Prop.

HOTEL WILTSHIRE XV3S31*
Every convenience; best moderate price hotel In
Atlantic City. Central to all amusements: minute
to boardwalk. Samuel A. Ellis.

HOTEL JACKSON VSS&rfil
mt

Brick hotel: American <fc European plan; elevator
to street level; rooms with bath; open all year.

H. A. Brogan, Ownership management.

THE CLARENDON HOTEL
Virginia Avenue. 100 rooms with hot and cold
water; rooms en suite with bath: moderate prices;
booklet. Monroe Hutchlns.

115 South
Pennsylvania Ave.

Best of the smaller houses. Booklet.

STANTON

GLASLYN-CHATHAM #%&
Second house from beach. Elevator to street; rooms
with running water and private bath. Open
throughout the year. Booklet. Nathan L. Jones.

HOTEL BOTHWELL X&iS?
300 feet from boardwalk. Modern family hotel;
private baths: running water In rooms. Moderate
rates; booklet. J . & K. Botbwall.

PENNHURST ^Wi,
Ownership management: first class eervloe;
American plan $3 to $4. Garage on premises.

Wm. R. Hood.

NEW CLARION LStSS&ik.
Kentucky Ave.; rooms with or without bath;
elevator to street level; moderate prices: garage.

S. K. Bonlfao*

CONTINENTAL BSfr
n
.£Si.

Aw-

Always open; private baths; excellent tabla:
American plan. $2.50 up; $14 weekly up. Book'
let. Garage. M. Walsh Duncan.

HOTEL PIERREPONT
Second hotel from Beach
Every appointment of the Ideal hotel: fine cuisine.
American plan $3 up G. L. Kahn.

BALTIMORE, MD.

BELVEDERE Ch
|
r
t
,

ch!
t
Se
eet

In the heart of the fashionable centre. Fireproof.
Accommodates 600. Rooms with bath $3.00 up.

W. H. Hager, Manager

ALTAMONT &£'!«
Situated on the handsomest boulevard In America.
American and European Plan.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHOREHAM HOTEL
II Street Northwest at Fifteenth

European Plan Exclusively.

HOTEL POWHATAN p
A
e»

e
n
n
s
Se

Two blocks west of White House; 300 rooms; 250
with private bath. E. C. Owen, Manager

HOTEL LAFAYETTE $£%£&
One square north of White House, facing on most
beautiful residential street. Direction of J. H. Paris-
A.E.Kirby.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
r \J\J Hospitable servl ce, cuisine delighttul ; 100im ri rooms with bath; furnishings beautiful
and colonial.

ANY COMMENT upon
the Quality of Foods,

Sanitary Condition, or
Service in the Hotels or
Restaurants will be ap-
preciated by the

TRAVEL CLUB OF
AMERICA

31 EAST 17th STREET, N, Y.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel



TRA VEL

Try Trapshooting

—the game of the big outdoors—a clean,

keen sport that brings into play your every

ounce of judgment—that keeps your nerves

steady, your eye bright and your mind

alert—a sport filled with the zest of friendly

competition.

Every man and woman should know how

to shoot and hit what they shoot at. The

gun club is the place to learn. Go out to

your neanest one and get acquainted.

You'll find a cordial welcome—a day of

democratic sport—and people you'll be

pleased to meet.

Write for booklet the "Sport Alluring"

E. L du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Wilmington Delaware

White Sulphur Springs
WEST VIRGINIA

THE GREENBRIER
OPEN ALL THE YEAR EUROPEAN PLAN

The famous 18-hole Golf Course of the Green-

brier, has probably made as many converts to the

game as have the tonic of its waters restored to

health run-down, over-taxed bodies.

THE BATH ESTABLISHMENT connected with

the hotel, is the finest in Europe or America.

Equipped with every appliance known to science

for the latest forms of treatment under expert

physicians of the highest standing. The Radium,

Nauheim, Vichy, Aix Dauche, Radio-Active, Sul-

phur Mud Baths for the treatment of Gout, Rheu-
matism, Nervous Prostration, Neurasthenia, Dys-

pepsia and Liver disorders and other ailments this

resort has an enviable reputation.

An elaborate book illustrated

in color will be sent upon request.

FRED STERRY
Managing Director

J. H. SLOCUM
Resident Manager

Beefcet
^TRAVELING GOODS

TRAVEL bags and suit cases
that give pride of possession.
Handsome, luxurious, wear

resisting. Fashioned out of Du
Pont Fabrikoid, Craftsman Qual-
ity

—

the best grade of Fabrikoid
made—and built with the usual
Belber skill. Snappy in style,
strong in every detail of con-
struction—and made to give real
service. Doubly guaranteed by
these two ciuality trade marks:

Sixteen styles for men and women

$7.50 to $12.00
At the better shops and department stores

Write for illustrated booklet

Ihe BELBER TRUNK and BAG CO.

Oxford and Hancock^b. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MAN'S SUIT CASE
No. 682 BLACK No. 686 BROWN

A sturdy, well madt suit case in small
cross grain effect. Has
sewed-on, heavy cor-

ners, sewed-on loops,

heavy strap all around,
reinforced by two
strong bolts and side
hasp lock. Durable
linene lining and
equipped with BELBER
FITALL to hold your
own toilet articles.

24 inch size, $10.00
26 inch size, $12.00

ffiALFONTE
^A

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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In the ruins of Pompeii they will show you ruts worn in the stone pavement by chariot wheels centuries ago.

in the rocks of the Bandelier National Monument that antedate Pompeii in its grime

Here are footsteps worn

THE HIVE DWELLINGS OF NEW MEXICO
THE BANDELIER NATIONAL MONUMENT NEAR SANTA FE AND ITS HOUSES THAT PREHISTORIC INDIANS

HOLLOWED OUT OF THE CLIFFS—WHO WERE THESE AGE-OLD BUILDERS?

Guy Elliott Mitchell

U. S. Geological Survey

[This is the second of a series of articles by Mr. Mitchell on some of the less known National Monuments and Parks of the United States. The first,

"Mukuntuweap, a Desert Yosemite," appeared in the June issue.—Editor.]

THE Bandelier National Monument in the Santa Fe National

Forest, New Mexico, was created last year by Presidential procla-

mation and includes a region full of wonderful ruined cities and cave

dwellings perched in mid-air under towering cliffs, the habitations of

early Americans whose daily lives, wars, and religious ceremonies fade

away from uncertain history into dim tradition.

Let us visit this land of long-forgotten America. At Santa Fe we

leave behind a present-day civilization, one however peculiar to the

Southwest and harking back in a hundred ways to the early occupation

of the country by the Spanish missionaries long before the Saxon set

foot in New England. Santa Fe is quaint, a more than reminder of the

placid, patient lives of the padres and their simple Indian charges, and

the traveler from the East will surely wish to linger in the historic

place.

But all this takes us back only a few historic centuries and we must

strike twenty-five miles to the west, out on to the Pajarito plateau and

the Canon Rito de los Frijoles and the Painted Cave and the Stone

Lions, and must plunge back a thousand years or more to a time before

the white man had visited the western world and when this region, long

deserted when the Spaniard came, was thickly peopled with peaceful
Indians living in communal cities and innumerable individual rock caves.
The Pajarito plateau is a flat mesa or table-land with an altitude of

7,000 to 8,000 feet, cut by uncounted canons from ioo to 1,500 feet deep
and surrounded by lofty, snow-capped ranges, the mesas sloping gently
from the mountains to the valleys, on whose borders they terminate in

bold almost perpendicular escarpments.

Very shortly we are in the land of prehistoric America and now in
a day's travel or a month's we may discover and explore the well-
preserved ruins of dozens of stone villages built on command-
ing mesas or valley floors, and thousands of cliff caves where dwelt a
semi-civilized race with firmly established religious and social customs,
at the time that most of Europe was in a state of barbarism. Many of
the larger pueblos or communal cities which once housed five or six
hundred souls have recently been carefully excavated or cleared of
brush and debris, but others undiscovered or never described beckon to

us alluringly and it must be a person of most prosaic temper who is
not thrilled with the spirit of adventure, discovery, and exploration, as
he wanders through this deserted country with evidence on every hand
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A RELIGIOUS DANCE OF THE PRESENT-DAY INDIANS

Good authority is responsible for the statement that the Pueblo Indians living to-day are descendants of those who lived in the now ruined cliff dwellings of the Frijoles

Canon; but no credence is given the theory that the American cliff people were Aztecs or Toltecs

of a one-time teeming occupancy. There are two distinct classes of

former habitations—the pueblos or stone cities, the ruins of which sug-

gest strongly the present-day inhabited pueblos of New Mexico, and

the cliff dwellings or caves. These were doubtless occupied contempo-

raneously and while the open pueblos are roofless ruins with walls only

«W

AT THE BASE OF PUYE CLIFF

Here is shown a portion of the large village of Puye, which extended along the cliff

space on top of the mesa, where the pueb!o building was constructed. The small

porches or verandas

a few feet high, but in some cases standing eight or ten feet, some of

the cliff caves seem as though they might have been vacated only a gen-

eration ago. They are safe, dry, and comfortable dwellings to-day, se-'

cure from the ravages of the elements, as they were once from the

marauding Navajos, well plastered and decorated with frescoes or

paintings. Perhaps if we search well out

of the beaten paths of tourists we shall find

decorated pottery or utensils or weapons
which have rested unused for long cen-

turies, narrow-necked jars which have

gone often to the spring for water, bowls

in which the corn was ground into the sa-

cred yellow meal, or the crude obsidian

knife with which a warrior tore the scalp

from an incautious Navajo. All these

relics of a forgotten people have been

found many times, but not all of them
have been found, for the ancient cities and

cliff caves cluster on plateaus and along

the walls of all but inaccessible canons

throughout an area ninety by sixty miles,

and many of them are totally unexplored.

Adolph F. Bandelier, whose name is im-

mortalized in the present National Monu-
ment, explored and studied the region for

nine years and he does not claim to have

seen all.

But who were the people who built and
lived in these abandoned pueblos and cliff

caves? If we are unversed in pueblo lore,

real tender-feet, having, however, seen

the present adjacent inhabited pueblo of

San Ildefonso, the unrivaled cliff city of

Acoma, or one or two others, when we now
view the ruined pueblos of the Bandelier

we announce with conviction that this an-

cient race was simply the ancestry of the

present Pueblo Indians. The latter's com-

munal structures follow closely the more

ancient plan and they have simply advanced

a few stens in civilization, doubtless due

for half a mile and also occupied

holes supported timbers used for
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RUINS OF PUYE HOUSES
Against the foot of the cliff with bricks of the soft tufa laboriously shaped by hand

the Queres built their outer rooms, laying their masonry in good adobe mortar

them to be all "long-headed." The large proportion <>i '"long-headed"

people found among the present Pueblo Indians would seem then to rep-

resent an infusion of blood from the ancient cliff-dwelling tribes. Our
first conclusion then is not, after all, so very far wrong. The existent

Pueblo Indians are in part descendants of the ancient cliff dwellers,

many of whom, however, were probably dispersed widely over the

Southwest. And in every existing Pueblo there is a well-defined tradi-

tion which traces certain clans back through one or more migrations

to the ruined cities of the Pajarito.

Although we may wander for months among these ruined cities and
cliff houses of the Southwest—there are hundreds of them—we must
not be deceived, as many have, into the belief that the early centuries

saw a vast population of which the Pueblo population of to-day is but

a feeble remnant. The sedentary or village population of the region

was never great, probably no greater than it is to-day. Some fleeting

historians have put it at 200,000, and more. In historic times—since

the exploration by the intrepid Coronado—it has never exceeded 30,000,

and this is as much, it is now believed, as it has ever been. The fact

has been overlooked that the hundreds upon hundreds of stone pueblos

in New Mexico were not all occupied at once. Later we shall visit and

investigate the famous canon of the Frijoles, the first abode of 1,500 or

more of the Queres tribe. Their descendants now occupy the pueblo of

Cochiti, but in the long meantime they have built six other cities, aban-

doning them one by one during the lapse of centuries.

All through the cliff area are the successive homes of a small race

which though city loving, "moved" almost as readily as does the present

American. The Navajo, perchance, became too troublesome, or an epi-

demic swept the village, or lightning wrecked the cstufa—the cere-

monial hall—or a dozen other signs from Heaven admonished the deeply

religious Indians that it was the will of Those Above that they should

found a new home ; and straightway the tribe migrated to a new valley

or changed from canon floor to impregnable cliff, leaving the skeleton

of the old abode to puzzle the Twentieth Century theorist.

Another exploded Pullman-car myth at which we may well smile is

the tale that the American cliff people were Aztecs or Toltecs, outly-

ing vassals of Montezuma, and that indeed the Pueblo Indian to-day in

his innermost heart awaits the second coming of Montezuma. The
Pueblo never knew of Montezuma, and the ways, architecture, religion,

and customs of the Pueblos have little in common with the early civili-

zation of central Mexico.

Now enough of the Pueblo Indian of the present ; he constitutes

another and withal a very fascinating story. But in exploring his

ancient abodes a glimpse of him as he is to-day is a valuable pro-

logue. We cannot hope to see all of Cliffland, so we shall visit the most
accessible and also the most wonderful areas ; we shall follow the

eight migrations of the Queres tribes, encountering a nobility of

to Spanish example. Instead of using the

adobe mud only as plaster as in the olden

time, they have learned to make brick of

it, and they have also learned how to irri-

gate their corn. We will not be alone in

this plausible view. Good authority has

answered the inquiry with the statement

that these ruins were simply the homes of

the ancestors of the Pueblo tribes now liv-

ing in the villages near by. It was accepted,

too, by the early Spanish explorers on the

evidence of surface appearances and some
of the traditions of the living Pueblo

Indians. But recent excavations give

conflicting evidence. Large collections

of ancient pottery have been compared
with that of the modern Pueblos and
there are but few similarities in form,

color, ornamentation or symbolism; but

more convincing to both archeologist and
layman is the difference in anatomy. The
living Pueblo Indians are predominantly

"short-headed" people— fifty to seventy-

:

five per cent of them — while the ancient

people of the cliffs were "long-headed."

Dr. E. L. Hewett, director of the Archeo-
' logical Institute of New Mexico, exca-

• vated and examined a great collection of

;

skeletons from various ancient dwelling

!

sites on the Pajarito plateau and found

ENTRANCES TO CAVE ROOMS
The labor required to hew out these scores of rooms was enormous. Yet the Indian's time was all hi'

we pick up a piece of rock and rub it against the cluff tufa, we find the latter very soft and friable.
were plastered on the inside

own,

The
and if

rooms
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A PREHISTORIC STAIRWAY
These crude steps cut in the solid rock lead from the cave dwellings on the side of cliff at Puye to the large

pueblo dwelling on the mesa above

half by automobile from Santa Fe, but the

road leads us into the upper Tyu-on-yi; we
really ought to enter the canon at its mouth.

Here, however, it is impassable for its narrow

jaws pour forth two waterfalls with a com-

bined leap of 150 feet. So we must climb to

the mesa top by the old Navajo trail south of

the Tyu-on-yi, follow this a mile or more

toward the mountains and then descend by an

ancient rock trail into the gorge. And now we
are in the Tyu-on-yi—the Rito de los Frijoles,

or "the little river of the beans." The canon

is only about six miles long and its greatest

width is a quarter of a mile, but its height is

2,000 feet. There are many greater canons,

but there is only one Tyu-on-yi. At its mouth,

the Bocas, where it enters the gorge of the

Rio Grande it is deepest, narrowest, grimmest,

and a little farther up begins the ancient vil-

lage of the Queres. Along nearly two miles of

cliffs of glistening pumice, we gaze in wonder-

ment at hundreds and hundreds of holes and

hollows carved in this stone bank, not by the

wind and rains but by the hands of men and

women of a forgotten race. The sight is one

that cause thrills among your inmost fibers.

Here you are in the very presence of the liv-

ing past. This is the most ancient spectacle in

America with which human beings had to do.

These were people of the Stone Age and they

did their extensive carving solely with stone

implements. The entrances into the cliff banks

are in most cases small, so we may have to

crawl to get in, but then we find a compara-

tively spacious room, eight by ten feet perhaps,

with arched roof ; or maybe it is a circular

room. And the line of these hand-cut cave

rooms is nearly two miles long, and in tiers of

one, two and three stories.

landscape hardly surpassed anywhere, and finding much of human
interest.

Southwest from the present pueblo of San Ildefonso, as shown on

the Santa Clara topographic map of the United States Geological Sur-

vey flows the Rio Grande through the White Rock Canon, a stupendous

gorge some 2,000 feet deep. The railroad runs from Santa Fe north-

west to San Ildefonso, about thirty miles. About the same distance to

the southwest of Santa Fe, also on the Rio Grande, is the present pueblo

of Cochiti. To the west of the river between these two Indian villages

spreads the great Cochiti upland, gashed by narrow canons entering the

Canon of the Rio Grande. The wedge-shaped spaces between the side

canons may be likened to vast tongues of volcanic rock, trap, lava, or

dazzling tufa, fifteen miles or more in length, ten or a dozen in width,

and tapering almost to points at the Rio Grande where they break off

in great columnar cliffs. Viewed from the river, the western side of its

dark gorge seems guarded by a long line of giant's pillars. About mid-

way of this stretch of the Rio Grande is one of these narrow canons

which flow down from the Valles Range of 10,000 feet altitude; namely,

the Rito de los Frijoles, or the Tyu-on-yi canon of the Queres, the

first known home of Cochiti. At the creation, that is when the First

Men had been led out of the wombs of the earth, a wandering band of

.Queres halted at this place, for here was water and timber and here

was promised security from foes. We reach it in about an hour and a

The labor required to

hew out these scores

upon scores of rooms

was enormous. Yet the

Indian's time was all

his own, and if we pick

up a piece of rock and

rub it against the cliff

tufa we find the latter

very soft and friable.

In a day's work one of

us could dig quite a

hole in the cliff, and

probably the men and

the women and the chil-

dren all industriously

ground away at their

chosen habitation. But

the caves, it seems, were

only their inner rooms.

Outside, against the foot

of the cliff the Queres

built their outer rooms
Caves and ancient pictographs cut by the cliff

dwellers in the rock at Puye cliff
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with bricks of the soft tufa laboriously shaped

by hand, laying their masonry in good adobi

mortar. A restoration of the Rito would show

a long line of two and three-story terraced

bouses of these tufa blocks leaning against the

foot of the sheer cliff, with rafters inserted

in the plainly visible holes in its face. No
door or windows appear in the ground floor,

but against each house rests a ladder by which

the upper stories are reached and back through

these the caves. None of the outer houses of

the Rito is now standing—the best preserved

of their walls are but shoulder high—but the

long lapse of centuries that has toppled them

to ruins has yet left perfect very many of the

caves. Can it be a thousand years or more

since brown babies cried and laughed in these

caves, where we can plainly see the human
finger prints in the plastering, or the caked

smoke around the hearth and discoloring the

tiny window smoke hole?

But the Queres were not all actual cliff

dwellers in the Tyu-on-yi. There was the great

Community House, on the floor of the valley,

about midway its length. This was a terraced

structure, roughly circular in form, three stories

high, and built of blocks of volcanic tufa and

well calculated for defense. It contained over

500 rooms. The living rooms were entered

from the inner court by ladders ascending to

the roofs and then through hatchways and by

ladders descending to the interior. The court

was entered by a single narrow passageway

about six feet wide, easily barricaded. In the

court is a large kiva, and just outside the

pueblo, we wonder at another and much larger

kiva, fully forty feet in diameter. The kivas

or estufas are one of the most interesting

ruins of the Southwest. They were circular,

subterranean chambers, completely sealed ex-

A PREHISTORIC SANCTUARY

The great cliff fci'va, or ceremonial sanctuary, in the Rito de los Frijoles is very similar in its construction to

many that are found in the pueblos of the present

A cliff cave, the entrance to which, reached by a

makeshift ladder, shows prehistoric masonry

cept for a small hatch-

way in the roof ; and

the constituted the trib-

al sanctuaries. If they

were roofed as of yore,

we would have to enter

them by means of a long

ladder.

For some years past

the Archeological So-

ciety of New Mexico

has been working hard,

not so much in restor-

ing as in excavating and

bringing to light the

ancient dwellings of

the Rito. The canon is

still the incomparable

Tyu-on-yi, but much
fallen debris and the

drifting sands of cen-

turies have been re-

moved from the ancient

structures, showing us many wonders previously obscured. The big

Community House and the adjacent kiva have all been excavated with

much labor, under the direction of the Society and by the very Indians

whose ancestors in a remote age probably occupied the rooms and held

their religious ceremonies there.

As we further explore the Tyu-on-yi canon, or the Rito, as it is now
/more commonly called, we meet never ending sources of wonder, and
if we have made the fatal mistake of allowing only one day for the

tour we will never cease to regret it, till we come again prepared for

a week. The ancient village ruins consist of four of these community
houses on the floor of the valley and one on the mesa rim, besides the

many cliff houses. Even the cliff houses or caves seem to be grouped

into villages, a dozen or thirteen of them, so that it is not clear whether

all were occupied at one period or not. Very probably each was in-

habited by a clan, into a number of which every Pueblo tribe is divided

to-day—the Snake Clan, the Water Clan, the Rabbit Clan, the Eagle

Clan, the Sun Clan, etc. One feature of ancient Tyu-on-yi which

we must visit at all hazards is the great ceremonial cave situated high

in the face of the cliff. This is entered with some difficulty by long

ladders, all traces of its ancient entrance having disappeared. The cave

originally contained several rooms built against the wall and back of

these a number of excavated rooms. In the bottom of the cave was
a kiva which has been cleaned of its debris. Interesting articles many
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TIERS OF CAVE ROOMS

The entrances into the cliff banks are in most cases low, so we may have to crawl to get in, but we find a com-

paratively spacious room, eight by ten feet perhaps, with an arched roof—or perhaps the room is circular

centuries old were found perfectly preserved in this wonderful climate

of the Southwest—corn, matting, and other perishable things, besides

obsidian knives, arrows, corn grinders, etc.

It is time to leave the Rito, for there are a dozen, nay a hundred other

wonders to explore and investigate in this land of ancient magic. We
might visit the great cave villages of Pu-ye or the Shu-fin-ne, in their

white, castle-buttes, thirty miles north, or the strange tent-caves of

Otowi, a few miles closer. The Pu-ye is a great quadrangle on the mesa
top ; four huge community houses facing a court, forming at once an

almost impregnable fort and a capacious dwelling—a citadel. As in the

Rito there are also cliff villasres, built against the foot of the cliff and

TRA VEL

caves penetrating it. One of the communal
houses, the South House of Pu-ye, has been

excavated by the Archeological Society and a

ceremonial kiva has been restored. This house

is 218 by 80 feet and has 173 rooms on the

ground floor, but it was two and even three

stories high at some points. In one of the

rooms has been unearthed a fireplace, with

stone andirons, fire screen, and a stone against

the back of the fireplace. The fireplaces were
found filled with a fine white wood ash, which

had been bedded into a hard white clay.

Here these ancient cousins of the people of the

Tyu-on-yi lived the routine of their lives. They
were town builders, tillers of the soil ; they

developed an elaborate religious ritual ; they

were mighty hunters, artistic pottery makers

and sltilful weavers of baskets and cotton

fabric. If we visit the Otowi ruins we will see

this season representatives of the Commercial
Museum of Philadelphia excavating and bring-

ing to light strange objects of a long dead

past.

But there are far too many wonder spots to

visit. It is terribly annoying—like a three-

ring circus where you can't see it all. So we
will decide right now to follow the ancient

Queres out of their beautiful Tyu-on-yi canon

and on from village to village which they

built and deserted during a period of a thou-

sand years. We must ourselves follow them
very hastily, possibly doing violence to some of the present beliefs of

archeological science and giving some rein to our imagination, which
after all may be historic truth. And now that we are filled with the

enchantment of this land of the Southwest, perhaps we better not

accept too fully the colder conclusions of science. It will tell us for

'instance that some of the seven sites of the Queres are too small by
far to accommodate the populous inhabitants of the Tyu-on-yi and that

there were many more of them than there are in the tribe of Cochiti

to-day. Maybe ; but also perchance the savage Navajo at one or more
periods fell upon and exterminated half the tribe, or perhaps only part

of them migrated and the remainder found asvlum among: other related

PUYE ON TOP OF THE MESA
The South House of the anciont pueblo of Puye, showing 1 73 rooms which had been cleared of debris at the time this photograph was taken. The cliff dwellings of Puye

illustrated elsewhere are but a fhort distance away. None of these houses is standing intact, and the best preserved of their walls are but shoulder high
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tribes. And then perhaps after all we would best not

too readily dismiss the idea that the Aztecs of Mexico
were not related to the Pueblos of New Mexico. Per-

haps in his very inside, inner, inmost heart, the Indian

of the Southwest does look for the coming of a Monte-

zuma ; for the Indian is unfathomable. Who knows.'

You or I do not and possibly we may be as wise as

the wise ones. At any rate, we will see what we can

and decide for ourselves, and be unfettered by proved

facts.

How long ago the strange, white town of the Rito

was founded or even how long it has been deserted no

one knows, but the latter has been for many, many.

centuries. Though eternally harassed by the Navajos.

the Rito held its own, tradition says, until destroyed by

internal dissension. The survivors of the final catastro-

phe, (or perhaps an offshoot of the tribe) abandoned

their ruined town in the Tyu-on-yi and journeyed a day

to the south, where they hewed out another village

on the table top of the Potrero de las Vacas. Here are

no cave dwellings, but the ruins of a great rectangular

community house, blank on the outside, all facing hi.

How long the Queres stayed in this fortress city, a mile

from their farms and water, we can only guess, but they

left the finest example of stone carving in America,

two life-size stone mountain lions pecked from hard,

igneous bedrock and done with stone tools. Even the

erosion of many centuries has not worn them out of

recognition. The heads and shoulders have suffered,

but the attitude of the American lion, crouched and tail

CAVE DWELLINGS IN OTOWI CANON

These are situated in the side

same time. The
of the cliff above the Tent Rocks and may
small timber holes above the entrances are

have been occupied

plainly visible

at the

THE GREAT COMMUNAL HOUSE
The Queres were not all actual cliff dwellers. There was the great Community House about midway of the floor of the valley. This was a terraced structure, roughly

circular in form, built of blocks of volcanic tufa, and three stories high. It contained over 500 rooms
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Indians excavating the dwellings of their forefathers

Monument
in the Bandelier National Members of a summer school of archeology which

Rito de los Frijoles

held the canon of the

extended as just before the mortal leap is unmistakable. These, we
are very sure were carved by the Queres to guard the Pueblo of the

Potrero de las Vacas. And even to-day the Queres people of Cochiti, a

score of miles away will start on no important hunt without first visit-

ing the stone lions to anoint their heads with face paint and scatter

around them the sacred meal.

But one day the stone figures slept and some catastrophe happened

to the city of the lions, and another move became imperative. The
next town site was down the canyon to the Painted Cave—Tse-ki-a-tan-

yi, they named it, a location recalling their first home in the Tyu-on-yi.

For a moment indeed we think we are back in the Tyu-on-yi, but this

canon is wider and not so deep. At the village site the glistening white

cliff is 500 feet high and in its face about fifty feet above the ground is

a natural cave like a huge wash basin set on edge. This is the Painted

Cave on whose walls may still be traced prehistoric pictographs—figures

of the sacred snake, of the ancient order of the Ko-sha-re—the delight

"makers—of the round bright house of the Sun-Father and many
other symbols. But again the Queres had to leave their home and
build a fourth. This time they built Rat-ya, a short march south, and
now known as San Miguel. We pass through here quickly and accom-
pany the wanderers to their fifth stone city in the lovely Canada
de Cochiti which they named Cua-pa. On the trail to this site our

attention is fastened by two more prehistoric stone lions. They also

are life size, carved in high relief from the hard bedrock. Again
something conspired to drive the Queres from this fifth town, and we

{Continued on page 42)

Cliffland

ON THE WAY TO THE BANDELIER NATIONAL MONUMENT
may be visited in an automobile, for it is but twenty-five miles west of Santa Fe. The Pajarito plateau is a flat table land with an

feet, cut by uncounted canons and surrounded by lofty, snow-capped ranges
altitude of 7,000 or 8,000
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An Abyssinian farmer ploughing with a primitive wooden plough. The country is chiefly suited to agriculture, although
manufacturing is carried on in a small way

AT AN ABYSSINIAN TEA PARTY
HOW THE LATE MENELIK II., NEGUS OF ABYSSINIA, ENTERTAINED 40,000 SOLDIERS AT. A

FEAST-THE NATIONAL DISH OF RAW BEEF—WHY THE GUESTS LEFT ON TIME
GIGANTIC

Dr. Giuseppe Piazza

lit will be remembered that Menelik, II. was often reported dead during the several years that preceded his final and authentic demise. As one of the

only two remaining absolute monarchs—the other being the ruler of Afghanistan—he was always an interesting figure, but the following article shoiving
him in the role of host lends an additional glamor to his now historic personality.— [Editor.]

THE Emperors of Abyssinia were in the habit of inviting the whole

garrison of Ghebi to a great dinner every Sunday. During my
stay in Abyssinia in the last years of the reign of the late Negus Mene-
lik, I was so fortunate as to be a guest at

one of these Pantagruelian dinners for

about 40,000 soldiers.

I was seated in the Imperial box at a

table resplendent with European silver and
glass, surrounded by unimpeachable waiters

who served me with a repast of immense
variety, with French sauce and Italian

macaroni. In the vast hall I could see

nothing but a compact and homogeneous
crowd of black faces and woolly heads,

among which the high officials were in no
way to be distinguished. I was on a plat-

form of boards on the left of the red throne

on which sat His Majesty, the Negus
Neghesti, under a great canopy supported

by four gilded columns, with two tall can-

delabra lighted in front, and on either side

a row of dignitaries—the Ras, Deggiak,

Ligg, and Ato. He ate the engiera and
the berberi produced in his dominions with

the fork provided by nature, viz. his five

fingers. When he took in his hand the

horn goblet of the twenty-years-old fetch,

the Ras, the Deggiak, the Ligg, and the

Ato closed around him and covered him
with their sciamma and their mantles, so

that the profane eyes of the European guest

might not see the "Lion of the Tribe of

Judah" drink; they also crowded round
him and covered him when, tired of any
dish, he washed his hands and turned to

another. From time to time His Imperial
Menelik, II., late Negus of Abyssinia,

from Menelik. the son of Solomon and

Majesty turned his head benignantly toward my table as if to supervise

the attendants, and having allowed himself sufficient time to contemplate

with dignified curiosity and satisfaction the silk of my smoking-cap

and the Star of Ethiopia that shone above

it he turned his eyes away. The Negus sat

crouched as in his hours of reception,

wearing red shoes, a white tunic, and a

black silk burnous, his head covered with

a white cotton cap like the nightcaps worn
by our bald citizens on winter nights. Be-

fore him, arranged on the ground or on
the shoulders of beautiful negro women,
were placed Abyssinian pots of butter,

horns, glasses, and dried bladders of

liquors, native baskets of engiera, gold and

silver trays of the ardent berberi, and pots

and pans of every kind, in which steamed

the other viands of the feast.

Among the pots, leaning against the

knees of the Emperor, his little white heir,

Ligg Jasu, who, on the death of Menelik

was fated to lose the throne to another,

hung upon his words, or perhaps was at-

tracted rather by the odors of the dainties.

His Majesty had had the kindness to

invite my servants, who sat on the ground

round my table like the Ras around the

throne. Among the dignitaries, I could

recognize Ras Tessama, Ras Uold

Gheorghis, the elegant Deggiak Abbate,

one of the most intelligent of all, Deggiak

Misciascia, and the Nega di Ras Iggasu

who had been in Italy, the Finance Minis-

ter, Biggeru di Mulugheta, a member of

the Touring Club, Tantibai Uold Takik,

Minister of Agriculture, Cagnasmatch
who claimed descent

the Queen of Sheba
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One of the gates of the city of Harar, which is about. 250 miles east of the capita], Adis Ababa. The sticks seen in piles in the foreground are customs dues, one or two
being taken from every bundle that is brought into town from the country

This doorway leads

The guests came in

THE PORTAL OF THE DINING HALL
into the great room where every Sunday a feast was given to 40,000 soldiers by the late Negus Menelik.
detachments of 8,000 or 9,000, and when they had eaten they were driven out with whips so as to make

room for others

Maconnen, Minister of Public Works,,

and Katama, Minister of the Interior,,

who had unjustly detained Asaffa.

The conversation naturally turned

upon Europe ; Asaffa was mentioned in

connection with the attack he had'

made on Lugh; Ato Macuriam criti-

cised him severely, and related an in-

cident in his own experience when on

a march (or rather a raid) with his-

soldiers he met an English expedition

near the confines of the Sudan, his-

soldiers wished to attack the English,

but he had wisely asked for an inter-

view with their commander; and dec-

larations of amity were made, thus-

averting a great calamity.

Ligg Baiane, Minister of Posts, my
excellent landlord, approached and'

apologized for a correspondence which
he had had some days before about a

man who had let the house without

informing the owner. I next perceived

Aile Gheorghis, Minister of Foreign

Affairs and Commerce, and I took the

opportunity to complain of a mule

driver. He listened and fixed a time

two days later for the investigation of

the matter, at which I was to be

present. Some others I also recog-

nized. At the foot of the throne was-

Ato Afourk, Secretary and Historiog-

rapher of the Empire, who from time

to time drew out a pocketbook and
made notes with affected frequency.

When he was not writing, and even

while he was eating, he looked at me
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Women grinding corn with wooden mortar and pestles in the Abyssinian village of Jig Jigga. The implements used by the inhabitants of this far country are crude, for

communication is slow owing to lack of railways, of which there are bui 250 miles

in a frightened manner with

the one eye which he pos-

sessed; the other he had lost

at Adua by an Italian bullet.

But the official dinner, the

dinner which every Sunday
His Imperial Majesty gives

to his 40,000 soldiers of the

garrison of Adis Ababa had
not yet begun. None ate of

the present dinner but the

Negus, the Ras and myself

;

and the raised platform on
which our tables were placed

was separated from the rest

of the hall by curtains.

When these curtains were
raised, the rough, immense
hall, covered with a zinc roof

supported by enormous beams
and architraves, looked as

though furrowed by the very

numerous long tables about

half a meter in height resting

one against the other. They
were only rough planks, bare

and dirty, with nothing upon
them but two close rows of

spongy engiere doubled over

and containing within meat
cooked with barberry sauce.

The hall looked like a shop

for the sale of sponges. A
pile three or four meters in

height, of these sour-sweet

AN EMPEROR'S GIFT

A mule with Abyssinian trappings presented to the author of this article by Menelik. Several years ago the Negus himself bought an

automobile in which he took great delight., for he was particularly interested in mechanical devices
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NATURE-FAKING AT JIG J1GGA
As a bit of Abyssinian duplicity the example shown here should be awarded a medal. One of the families of Jig Jigga has had a feast

of veal, and here they have placed the stuffed calf, to which the cow is brought morning and evening to make her believe that her young

one is alive and so keep her in milk

cakes was placed in the middle of the room by way of a buffet. By the

great door at the end of the room opposite the throne, and by the side

doors the soldiers entered two and two, and were led to their places by

the servants and the chamberlains who met them armed with whips

!

The men took their places noisily, but he who was too boisterous or

quarrelsome promptly received a few strokes of the imperial whips. As
soon as seated, each seized on a brown cake. The hall was speedily

filled, so that there was not room for one man more. The multitude of

woolly heads seemed to be swimming in a sea of white cloth, lightly

moving and animated by the rippling sound of the food being carried

to the many mouths. Above this sea, the servants with whips in one

hand and cakes and horn-goblets in the other, trampling on the legs

and knocking against the bodies of the guests, rose above the dusky

sea from their knees upward.

Their efforts to balance themselves with movements of their arms, and
chests expanded, as they strode above the heads really produced the-

effect of swimming.

The dinner for these 40,000 men, beginning at nine o'clock in the morn-

ing, continues until night ; the guests are in detachments of 8,000 or

9,000, which is as many as

the hall can contain at a

time. When the first de-

tachment has finished, a

cracking of the imperial

whips warns them that the

time has come for them to

withdraw ; then they rush

out helter-skelter at one

side, while on the other side

a fresh troop, more hungry
than the first, takes its place.

The Emperor stayed almost

the whole day to watch the

performance, for it seems

that he was much entertained

thereby.

When the first supply of

cakes and barberry sauce is

exhausted and moistened by

copious and repeated liba-

tions of tetch the servants,

carry away the empty gob-

lets, navigating their way
above the heads. One gob-

let is balanced within an-

other, making a sort of high

column generally well bal-

anced, but sometimes fall-

ing and the goblets, broken

on the heads, evoking pro-

tests, quarrels and confu-

sion, accompanied by fresh

use of the whips. The inci-

dent passes, and the ser-

vants continue their swim-

ming motion, always more
and more difficult over that sea as it increases in agitation. The spirit

of the intoxicating Arabian plant which is mixed with the tetch acceler-

ates the breathing and clouds the brain. A new crowd of servants enter

the hall from all sides, carrying on their shoulders heavy sacks full of

butcher knives sharpened and tied in bundles. In a moment the sacks

are opened, the bundles untied, and the knives distributed; and every

guest brandishes a knife glittering like his gleaming eyes. A new anima-

tion prevails among the revelers while by every door enter groups of

attendants each carrying a quarter of an ox quite raw. A noisy "Oh"
salutes the appearance of this second course, which is the national dish.

The use of raw meat, the traditional food of Abyssinia, dates from
the Sixteenth Century, when the Ethiopian emperors were resisting the

invasion of Mohamed Gragne Emir of Harrar, the Mussulman Attila.

The Abyssinian troops lest they should reveal their position to the

enemy and enable him to judge of the size of their camp, made no fires

and ate their meat raw. From that time the traditional custom and
the taste remained. There is no Abyssinian who does not eat raw meat
every day, and who does not therefore drink once a month the tre-

mendous knssu to neutralize its effects.

The deadly influence of European architecture at its worst is evident in this sickly

palace of the Empress Taitu at Ghebi
The post-office and telegraph station at Adis Ababa, conducted by the French, with

whom the Abyssinians have a commercial treaty
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MARKET DAY IN ADIS ABABA
Some characteristic types of Abyssinian natives seen in the national capital. The country is a part of ancient Ethiopia, and the people still call themselves Ethiopians.

Besides the Abyssinians, the inhabitants comprise Negroes. Somalis, Falashas, and wandering Arabs, Indians and Greeks

Ato Maconnen, the Interpreter of Ghebi
ing my dinner to tell me that the Negus
away the flowers that decorated

my private table, now returned

and said, "Yesterday they slaugh-

tered a thousand oxen."

"A thousand oxen? And how
can the market of Adis Ababa
supply so much meat every Sun-
day ?•'

"These are not cattle from the

market. All the chiefs in the

country must in turn furnish a

thousand oxen to the Emperor
•every week. It is plunder."

The slaughtered plunder had
meantime invaded the hall and
was being distributed among the

black crowd of revelers who
amidst the gleaming knives re-

sembled a black mass streaked

with red.

When those at the sides have

been served each with a long thin

slice of meat, those in the middle

receive their portion ; the servants

staggering and striding through

the crowd, holding the meat in one
hand. They let it stain the faces

and clothes of the guests, who
protest and shout and stab the

meat in mock vengeance. At
length nothing remains but bones

and skin ; silence prevails. Every
trencherman has had his portion,

"which he voluptuously enjoys, cut-

ting it small and swallowing it

without much chewing. No one

who had already come dur-

gave me permission to carry

The high street of the city of Harar leading to the market is a typical thoroughfare

in one of the more important cities of Abyssinia

speaks, no one looks around except momentarily, and then they turn

again with greedy eyes and eager desire to the prey. No sound is heard

except a subdued grinding of teeth

and a dull regular movement of

jaws. All are perspiring, breath-

ing stertorously, and over the

bloodstained orgies the air grows
heavy and suffocating. Many lay

aside their knives and tear the

meat with their teeth, the muscles

of their necks and arms swelling

writh the effort. When they have

finished they wipe their faces with

the bone or a piece of skin, rub

their hands with fat, and sit inert,

surfeited with food and drunk
with fetch, until they are driven

with whips from the hall to make
way for those who are to follow

them and are waiting on the

threshold.

The Emperor from his Euro-

pean throne looks on, makes com-
ments, laughs, and occasionally

stretches out his hand to the gold

and silver trays from which he

takes ' something to eat. When
the soldiers see him do this they

rise on their toes and wink to-

wards the throne. "What are they

looking at?" I ask Ato Maconnen.

"They are spying," he answered,

"to see whether the Emperor eats

European or Abyssinian food."

Tt will be interesting to know
whether the weekly feast will be

continued by the new Empress

Zeoditon.
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The United States Marines are at home anywhere. Here is a party of them from the battle cruiser Des Moines before the Egyptian Sphinx

OUR GLOBE TROTTING MARINES
TRAVELERS DE LUXE AS WELL AS FIRST CLASS FIGHTIN' MEN—HOW THE MARINE BECAME SYNONYMOUS

WITH "SWEENEY" AS THE ARBITER OF AUTHENTICITY—SOME OF THEIR STAMPING GROUNDS

Lieutenant Charles Phelps Cushing, M. C. R.

Photographs by Marine Corps Publicity Bureau

ANEWSPAPER
reporter in our

town dropped in at

the barracks of the

United States Marine

Corps the other day

to verify some state-

in e n t s made in a

travel article for the

Sunday paper. He
had learned by ex-

perience in such

emergencies that, no

matter what the

country, it was likely

that some Marine at

•the barracks had been

there. Our Marines
wear a globe in their

cap device— an ap-

propriate symbol, for

they are the real thing

as globe-trotters. Ma-
rines are posted in a

dozen or more differ-

ent States, in nearly

all of our island pos-
THE MARINES IN ACTION

This photograph was taken during an actual engagement recently in Hayti (near Port au Prince)

sessions in both the

Atlantic and the Pa-
cific, and detachments
of our "soldiers of

the sea," quartered

on Uncle Sam's bat-

tleships and cruisers,

call at nearly every
big port in the world.

The newspaper man
was seeking some in-

formation about the

Island of Guam. An
old sergeant who
once had been sta-

tioned there supplied

the needed facts and
some local color.

'"Guam's a little is-

land in the Pacific

about 1,500 miles or

so east of the Philip-

pines. A United States

n aval officer is the

Governor. A little

while after Admiral

Dewey's victory at
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AT THE MING TOMBS NEAR PEKING
There has long been a legation guard of marines in Peking owing to the political unrest of the last few years. Off duty, the Marines

improve their time by visiting the points of travel interest nearby

Manila Bay the Charles-

ton steamed up off Guam
harbor and began raining

shells around the old for-

tress. The Spaniards in

the garrison hadn't heard

about the declaration of war,

and the story runs that they

put out with a small boat

and apologized to the

Charleston's captain for be-

ing out of powder and 'un-

able to return the salute.'

Anyway, Guam's, been ours

ever since ; and baseball now
is as popular there as it is

here at home. . .
.""

After the newspaper man
had found out all he wanted
and was folding up his

notes, he asked : "By the

way, where did that saying

come from—'tell it to the

Marines' ?"

The sergeant smiled. "You
ought to know," he replied.

''You have the habit your-

self. When you want to find

out whether to believe a

travel story or not, you come
around here and tell it to us.

If we believe it, you decide

that it's likely to be true.

And that's just the way the saying started. It's about 350 years old,

and has got twisted a little by the ravages of time. Heres a paragraph

about it in a Marine Corps booklet."

The booklet related that Pepys, the diarist, was first to give an ac-

count of the source of the saying. "His light-hearted Majesty," Charles

II. of England was strolling with Mr. Secretary Pepys of the Royal

Navy.

"I had speech yesterday at Deptford," said Mr. Pepys, "with the cap-

tain of the Defyance, who hath but lately returned from the Indies,

and who told me the two most wonderful things that ever I think I did

hear in my life." Among the stories told were some of fish flying in

the air.

"Fish flying in the air!" exclaimed his Majesty: "A quaint conceit,

which 't were too good to spoil wi' keeping. What, sir— (he turned and

beckoned to the colonel, Sir William Killigrew, of the newly raised

maritime regiment of foot, who was following in close conversation

with the Duke of York)—we would discourse with you on the matter

touching your element. What say you, Colonel, to a man who swears

he hath seen fishes fiv in the air?"

A DRILL ON THE QUARTER-DECK
The Marines are the navy's army, and, as Kipling has said in his poem, they often

"drill where the decks are aslew"

SOLDIERS OF THE SEA

Efficiency is conspicuous in the L'nited States Marine Corps, for seventy-four per

cent of the trained men have qualified as marksmen
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MARINFS AND SAILORS

The Marine and the tailor should not be confused. The Marines are a separate corps—a complete fighting unit. They serve on board all battleships and armored cruisers

of the navy and such other vessels as may be directed, generally to the extent of one-fifth of the enlisted personnel

"Should say, sire, returned the sea soldier, simply "that the man
hath sailed in southern seas. For, when your Majesty's business car-

ried me thither of late, I did frequently observe more flying fish in

one hour than the hairs of my head in number."

Old Rowley, another member of the party, glanced narrowly at the

colonel's frank, weather-beaten face. Then, with a laugh, he turned

to the secretary and said: "Mr. Pepys, from the very nature of their

calling no class of our subjects can have so wide a knowledge of seas

and lands as the officers and men of our loyal maritime regiment.

Henceforth whenever we cast doubt upon a tale that lacketh likeli-

hood, we will tell it to the Marines—if they believe it, it is safe to say

it is true."

Our own Marines have as wide an experience as travelers as those

of Great Britain. United States soldiers of the sea are stationed in

China, in Guam, in the Hawaiian Islands, on lonely Midway, in Hayti,

Santo Domingo, Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippines. They have

patrolled and fought both in the tropics and in Alaska, and know the

taste of seal meat and of red hot Chile con carne. Or is it our own

"FIRST TO FIGHT"

Behind the breastworks when bullets were flying in Santo Domingo,
percentage of the Marines have already been under fire

A la

MARINES AT VERA CRUZ

It fell to the lot of the Marine? to land first at Vera Cruz and restore order when
our fighting ships were sent to Mexico in 1914
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MARINES AT WORK

Building a bridge across a river in the Philippines. The men are adjusting a

pile driver

United States that

you would inquire
about? Marines are on

duty in New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts,

Connecticut, New
York, Pennsylvania,

New Jersey, Mary-
land, Virginia, South

Carolina, Florida, the

city of Washington and

Washington State and

in California. They
have played baseball

in the bed of the Pana-

ma Canal and within

sight of the Forbidden

City in Peking.

Get them started on

a travel conference in

their barracks or

aboard ship and you

can gather more of the

human facts about for-

eign lands than you

could glean in a whole

day at a public library.

They have navigated the seas and the land in every known form of con-

veyance, on ships and trains, in motors and ox carts, on horseback and

camelback and elephantback, and aboard the eccentric water buffalo.

They can discuss like travelogue experts the varied beauties of Cuba,

Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Pacific's isles and those of the new acquired

IN THE PHILIPPINES

Our Marines have navigated the sea and land in every known form of conveyance, including the eccentric

cirabao, or water buffalo

MARINES AT PLAY

A contest known as "spar boxing" which begins with the men sitting astride a

padded pole

Danish West Indies

—

renamed the Virgin
Islands. They have
tasted the dishes and

drinks of half the world

and their talk is a jar-

gon from Babel, with

a mixture of the slang

of both the Army and

the Navy for further

flavor.

To-day the Corps is

looking forward to a

more or less extended

sojourn somewhere in

Northern France— or

will it be Egypt or

Mesopotamia? At this

writing there are near-

ly 25,000 men enlisted

in the "Navy's army,"

and 10,000 of these are

trained men, ready to

depart at half an

hour's notice for any-

where the Allies need

them most. Of these

10,000, sixty per cent or more have been under fire, in Cuba or the

Philippines or in quelling revolutions in the Central American and West
Indian black republics, and seventy-four per cent are qualified

marksmen. Among the "first to fight" in France will be 2,700 marines

—

all veterans.

ON DUTY IN CUBA
Admiral Dunn inspecting a detachment at Francisco, Cuba, in front of a sugar mill

they were guarding

INSPECTION BY A CHINESE PRINCE

Prince Su inspecting the United States Marines in Peking, China. They are wearing

the dress uniform
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FIRST AID TO THE HUNGRY WORLD

BEEF ON THE HOOF IN GALLATIN VALLEY, MONTANA
In these days of scarce food a scene like this has more than an artistic significance. Montana contributes in no small measure to the meat supply of the country. In 1910

its livestock census showed 5,000.000 sheep, 80,000 dairy cattle, 842,000 other cattle and 75,000 swine

A RICH MONTANA PEA FIELD

There are 30,000 farms in the State of Montana, with a total acreage of about 14,000,000. Peas do not form one of the most important crops, but here is evidence of

Montana's position among the foremost food-producing States
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HARVESTING WHEAT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
In this part of 'he island continent the wheat crop is about 30,000,000 bushels, less than half that of the State of Minnesota; but it must be remembered that in the whole

of Australia there are fewer people than in the City of New York

THRESHING WHEAT ON A WESTERN FARM
Without labor-saving machinery of the most efficient type the wheat fields of the West would be of little value. Here is a tractor fitted with a fly-wheel that acts as a

power plant for the thresher. The chaff is automatically blown to the pile at the right

Here is a portion of the wheat crop of South Australia ready for shipment from

Adelaide, the capital and commercial center of the State. Owing to its small pop-

ulation Australia exports a large quantity of grain

This picture of primitive threshing in the highlands of the island of Crete, south

of Greece, is shown chiefly as a contrast to that above showing the process at its

best. The apparatus consists of a flat board drawn by oxen
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(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

A prickly pear vendor in Syracuse, Sicily. This ed.ble is the fruit of a cactus that

is a native of America, but several species have been naturalized in the warmer
countries of the Old World

. Photo by Stereo-Travel Co.

Mowing the second crop of grass at Flaamsdal, in western Norway. The fact that

from such rugged soil as this it is considered worth-while to cut the grass twice is an

object lesson in economy for Americans

(C)

Gl<

HH
Stereo-Travel Co.

aners in the fields of Switzerland follow the reapers, and there is little grain of

kind that goes to waste. !t is estimated that America wastes as much food as

Switzerland produces

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

Farmland on the outskirts of the Prussian city of Goslar, now cultivated under the
strict supervision of the government, to which all food supplies must be turned over

without reservation

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

Small farmers in Japan threshing rice by hand, the stalks being drawn through a rough

wocden ccrab. Rice is the chief crop raised by the Japanese, and the total pro-

duction is about 250,000,000 bushels

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

Peasants of Japan threshing buckwheat by the simple process of beating it with a

club. This comparatively small country produces about a third as much buckwheat

as the United States
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On a Danish farm near Aalestrup. Nearly two-fifths of the population are engaged

in agricultural pursuits, and large quantities of food are exported, doubtless chiefly

to Germany at present

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

Ploughing near the great pyramids of Egypt. More than half the population is

engaged in agriculture, and while cotton is the principal crop, there are millions of

bushels of cereal foodstuffs raised and exported

nil
(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

If the scarcity of the wheat supply is not remedied, the Swedish knackerhrod, shown

here in the Stockholm market, will possibly become popular among Americans.

made of rye flour

It

Photo by Stereo-Travel Co.

In the Stor Torv, or great market, of Christiana, Norway. This is a food exporting

country but the large majority of its edible exports are composed of fish and dairy

products

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

Gleaners in a wheat field near Paestum. Italy. Although Italy's wheat production

is more than 150,000,000 bushels annually, it must be supplemented by importing

from 30,000,000 to 50,000,000 bushels

ereo-Travel C

Reaping by hand on the historical Roman Campagna. The system of tillage and the

implements used have until recently been of a primitive order, but now modern

agricultural machinery is being introduced
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(C) Stereo-Travel i

A TROPICAL DELICACY
(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

REAPING RYE IN SWEDEN

A woman of Colombo, Ceylon, selling mangoes, a fruit of an exceedingly aromatic

flavor, !o which visiiors in the tropics find it difficult to become accustomed

Farming is a much more important industry in Sweden than in Norway, and more

than one-half of the inhabitants are engaged in agriculture and stock-raising

!) Stereo- 1 ravel C<

**&£.

A THRESHING SCENE IN GREECE

a

Here on a plain near the little town of Itea grain is being trodden out by horses in much the same manner as in Biblical times. The soil of Greece is fertile and adapted to

the raising of cereals, but the cultivation of grain crops is not advanced and large quan; ties have to be imported
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(C) Stereo-Trt

BANANAS IN THE MARKET PLACE OF KANDY, CEYLON
A well-known doctor recently characterized the banana as the poor man's food, being inexpensive for the amount of nourishment it contain? when thoroughly ripe. It is,

moreover, the only fruit which may be obtained in good condition the year round. Ceylon has by no means attained to its full efficiency as a food-producing country
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A LOAD OF SUGAR CANE IN CUBA

The recent uprising in Cuba—fomented, it is said, by German influence in the island—was responsible for the destruction of a sizable portion of the sugar cane crop. The
annual export of sugar from Cuba is valued at considerably more than $100,000,000, ano most of it comes to the United States
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(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

ON A COCOA PLANTATION OF CEYLON
Showing a cacao or cocoa tree and a native opening one of the pods. Cocoa and
cholocate, the latter being a derivative with a portion of the natural fat extracted,

have come to be numbered among the important foods of the world

L *

A DATE PALM IN ARIZONA
Experiments are being made to improve the American date. At present it is not a

competitor of the Oriental varieties, for it is neither as large nor as sweet, and the

seeds form too great a proportion of its bulk

/
£t — '

i.

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

DRYING FISH OUT OF DOORS IN CHINA
China eats all of her own fish and imports more to the value of nearly $7,000,000.
Tea is the principal food product, and the annual crops amount to 200,000,000 pounds

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

A CHINESE STRAW8ERRY GARDEN
Nearly every known vegetable grown in America or Europe is cultivated in China.

In the raising of small fruits the painstaking Chinese are very successful
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A field of pineapples near

Honolulu. This crop,

which is comparatively new
in the Hawaiian Islands,

has developed with such

rapidity that it is now
second only to sugar

When we think of tea,

either China, Japan or

Ceylon are inevitably sug-

gested. Yet it is one of the

most important crops in

Natal, Union of South
Africa

Cutting sugar cane in Natal,

South Africa. During the

Boer War Natal was thu

scene of much sanguinary

fighting, but since that time

it has developed into a

prosperous agricultural

country
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Plioto by Stereo-Travel Co.

A butter factory in Aolestrup, Denmark. Before the European war nearly $50,-

000,000 worth of butter was exported every year, and at that time there were nearly

as many cattle as there were inhabitants

(C) Stereo-Travel Co.

The grain market at Assuan, Egypt. More than half the Egyptian population is en-

gaged in agriculture, and Europe looks to the valley of the Nile for a part of its

food supply both in peace and war

(C) Stereo-ira\ei Co.

An ante-bellum picture of a potato field in central Germany, where at the present

time the potato is even more of a curiosity than it is in the United States

Potato-digging time near Ayr, Scotland, a cection famous for this important food.

Fully one-half of this work is done by women, many of whom come from Ireland

To the householder who has been paying $4

THE LORDLY POTATO IN MONTANA
and $5 a bushel for potatoes this great field of the once lowly vegetable

mine. Montana produces some 6,000,000 bushels a year

more inspiring than the sight of a mere gold



I THE BRAZILIAN GAMESTER
f§ OUTDOOR SPORTS AND LOTTERIES, BUT PRINCIPALLY THE LATTER—THE EFFICIENT GAMBLER

jj

I AND HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD GAMES OF CHANCE—THE NATIONAL LOTTERY AND THE POPULAR M
§f

GAME KNOWN AS 'BICHO'' g
= Clayton Sedgwick Cooper ||

= [This is the fourth of a series of articles on the South American countries by Mr. Cooper, the first of which, "Cuzco and the Incas of To-Day,' r||

= appeared in the February issue; the second "Buenos Aires, the City de Luxe," in March; and the third, "Riu de Janeiro, City of Enchantment,' ==

II in May.—Editor.] =

EVERYONE has heard of Santos Dumont but few are aware

that not long since another intrepid Brazilian sailed in his

airplane over the lofty mountain range that divides Rio de Janeiro

from the progressive city of the Brazilian southland, Sao Paulo.

During my recent four months' stay in the federal capital of the

Brazils, I lived for the most part in Nictheroy the old palm-

covered city across the Bay, which now serves as a summer resi-

dential abiding place for Cario-

cans, who especially love the

swimming and the boating which

have their popular center there.

Among our diversions not the

least interesting was watching

the airplanes and waterplanes as>

they skimmed over Rio's Bay,

and like sea birds, at times rested

on the waters or ran races with

the yachts and motorboats.

Here also are the boat clubs,

and on Sundays the small arms
of Guanabara Bay resemble a

miniature Henley. Rowing is

one of the most popular of the

Flumenese sports and when the

big regattas are held, all society,

with the Republic's President

and the Government officials, are

in attendance, and the scene is

gala in the extreme. Certain

Europeans call the rowing of the

young, fine-looking Brazilians a

bit amateurish, but the earnest

manner in which these youths

train for the "events", together

with the high standards they

have set for this sport, would
cause one to predict that the

descendants of those who began
rowing and yachting on Guana-
bara Bay in 1846, will one of

these years be sending chal-

lenges to Yale and Oxford.

There are at present a dozen or

more rowing clubs about the

bay, and this sport is add-

ing new votaries constantly

from the youth of Rio.

A few years ago a prom-

inent newspaper of the cap-

ital took a census to dis-

cover what outdoor sport

held first place in the popu-

larity of Cariocans, as the

inhabitants of Rio are

called. ' Association foot-

ball had the first place in

the replies, with rowing
and horse-racing following,

and lawn tennis a poor

fourth. It must be remem-
bered that there are insur-

The lottery in Brazil is at

ticket on which is a

mountable obstacles in certain parts of Brazil for open-air games
such as kindle the hearts of American boys and girls, and the

children of larger growth in temperate zones. Until compara-

tively recent years Brazilians, living in the vicinity of the Equator,

thought the grateful shade of a mango tree more inspiring than

violent strivings after pigskin balls in the blazing sun of the

tropics. But the English and the Americans have come with their

love for outdoor games, and the

young Brazilian, passing by

cricket, golf, polo and tennis, has

chosen football as the sport in

which he is rapidly equipping

himself to compete international-

ly. Already interstate games are

common, and not long ago there

was a hotly contested game with

Argentina and another with the

Corinthian's team from London.

That the seasoned Londoners

were too much for the Brazilians

seem only to have increased the

ambition of the southerners to

work for the triumphant day

which they believe is coming for

their national football.

American baseball does not

seem to be any more successful

than the Englishman's cricket in

attracting the young men of

Brazil. There have been en-

thusiastic attempts by our coun-

trymen in laying out fields and

donning their old American

"togs", hoping to lure the youth

of the land toward the great

American game. Thus far the

difficulty has seemed to be that

not enough Brazilian youths to

form a nine could be induced to

get on the field and expose them-

selves to the weird pitching of

American exporters, dentists and

sewing machine men. One gentle

youth, fresh from his law books,

after watching the wild

hurlings and hurtlings of

what would be called in

the States a very "scrub"

team, confided to a friend

of mine that in view of

his prospective career in

politics he did not think it

expedient to engage in a

game "evidently attended

with so great danger."

As for golf, the only

way to have a course about

Rio especially would be to

use the top of Sugar Loaf

1 j u l j u /-l . 1 „ Mountain for a tee and
least open and above board. Here is a Christmas lottery

picture that seems sacrilegious to North Americans try to drive across the Bay,

The offices of the National Lotteries Company of Brazil are housed
fine building in Rio de Janeiro, for the business is a profitable one

O
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Brown & Dawson and E. M. Newman, Stamford, Conn.

THE MUNICIPAL THEATER OF RIO

One of the most beautiful buildings on the Avenida Rio Branco. The municipal theaters are imposing structures in many of the

smaller towns as well as in the cities

and no one but Mr. Rockefeller would enjoy a golf game of such

lofty and solitary monotony.
But when it comes to horse-racing we find indeed a "horse of

another color" as far as the Brazilian aptitude is involved. Some
say that the man of Latin temper in these regions takes to horse-

racing not merely because of the open-air recreation, but also

because it is attended by all the gaiety of life, prizes, and, more
especially, the chance of transferring through the French pari

mutuel system of bookmaking the money of his neighbor into his

own pocket. Be that as it may, the two big horse and racing
clubs of Rio, the Jockey and the Derby Clubs, call out from 10,000

to 15,000 Cariocans for their classic races, and incidentally have
made money enough to build on the Avenida Rio Branco two of

the finest club houses in the Southern Hemisphere. Other clubs

are meeting with similar success in Sao Paulo, and the States of
Parana, and Rio Grande do Sul. The races are held on Sundays,
and like those of the larger Jockey Club in Buenos Aires are

attended by the elite and fashionable, as well as by the other ex-
tremity of society, each
in its section defined by
the sovereign milreis.

English horses of valued

breed have been imported,

but Brazilian stock for

racing has already been
notable on the courses.

Prizes range from $500
to $5,000.

As for college and
school athletics, these are

in the early stages at

present. The new gym-
nasiums and the athletic

pioneering of a few insti-

tutions, notably Macken-
zie College of Sao Paulo,

give promise of an evolu-

tion in open-air games
similar to that which

started in the United

States thirty years ago

with the erection of the

The method of drawing for the lottery is by the wheel system, the wheels corresponding to
the decimal number of the total number of tickets. The wheels are set in motion by

young girls

large college and

9chool gymnasiums

and the laying out of

athletic fields.

But it is the lure

of the lottery and

the grip of the gam-
ing table that are

stronger than any

other diversion yet

known in Brazil.

One who knew
well the inhabitants

of Brazil said that

whatever the Brazil-

ians may lack in

other ways, they are

good gamblers and

in the end will suc-

ceed. Although ref-

erence was made to

the spirit of risk and

love of adventure

which these people

may have inherited

from their Portu-

guese ancestors, it

might also refer ac-

tually to the spirit of

the nation regarding

games of chance.

Latin Americans as a whole take to gambling as readily and

spontaneously as North Americans take to baseball. It seems to

be a strain of blood. To call it a vice in the sense that it works

out that way in northern climates would be too sweeping, for

when a thing gets as common as gambling is in Latin America,

its regular familiarity saves the participants from some of the

feverish and abandoned recklessness often associated with wor-

shipers at the temple of fortune in the United States.

In Brazil especially one will be told that gambling is frequently

indulged in as an amusement quite as much as for the money
involved. While some of the older Brazilians are beginning

to shake their heads and question the nation-wide influence

of the various forms of lotteries and the gaming spirit among the

people, the majority of the Brazilians are inclined to the opinion

that gambling is a kind of sui generis exercise which men in this

land with their traditions crave as a recreative measure.

Certain it is that Brazil goes other Latin American Republics

one better in her daily lottery (Argentina seems satisfied with it

weekly), occasional State

lotteries, private lotteries

and the special joy of the

whole populace, the daily

"Jogo do Bicho." To say

that the native club life

and much of the amuse-

ment hall life of the larg-

er cities centers about the

gaming table, with its

fifty-seven or more va-

rieties of games of

chance, would not be far

from the truth. Rio de

Janeiro is the national

center of this form of

amusement, as it is the

guide and gauge of so

many other things Brazil-

ian. Almost every street

in the Federal District

seems to be provided with

lottery vendor's counters,

and on the main thor-

IS1
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YOUNG BRAZILIANS AT PLAY

The introduction of playgrounds is advancing rapidly in Latin America. In spite of the tropical climate, outdoor sports are becoming more popular every year

among the Brazilians

oughfares he who would invest his milreis on a turn of the wheel,

or the winning numbers, will find tickets at his hand in cigar

stores, small book stalls, and in the outstretched hands of news-

boys, beggars, and even small children. Sometimes the seller may
have but a single piece of crumpled bluish paper which he proffers

you for a small sum, but there is always the chance that it may
carry the triumphant arrangement of figures when the afternoon

announcement is made.

It is at least gambling in the open.

There is no hypocrisy about it, no

subterfuges, no sneaking away be-

hind barred doors. It is too universal

with high and low to be associated

with any suspicion of disgrace. It

is a common remark heard in Rio

that "everybody buys a lottery

ticket, if not daily, at least occasion-

ally," and even the foreigners do not

seem to be immune, but fall more or

less generally into the national habit,

especially at the times of the special

and Christmas lottery drawings.

When the day of "muck-raking"

and reform movements strike Brazil,

if they ever do, when committees of

"investigation" follow as they have

here in the United States, their mem-
bers being paid salaries to unearth

evils rather than try to build up the

good, the lotteries and the gambling

habits will probably be the last and

the toughest proposition to be

tackled. One prominent Brazilian

told me that if the police tried to stop

gambling there would be a popular

revolution.

Yet in a country where it is main-

tained by many that lotteries are a

necessity for the people, it is an ad-

Everybody buys lottery tickets in Brazil, and it

though everybody sold them. This street merchant

dealer, but he carries tickets as well

vantage to have them conducted decently and in order and under
the inspection of the Government. The customers rarely find

fault with the lottery companies, no matter how the results may
go against them, which would seem to argue that the enterprise

is conducted in a mechanically correct fashion.

The daily national lotteries are carried on according to

various schemes, all of which are submitted for the approval
of the Ministry a month in advance. According to law each

scheme must provide for fifty prizes.

There is a public drawing, with
many spectators present. The method
is by the wheel system, the wheels
corresponding to the decimal number
of the total number of tickets. These
are set in motion by young girls of

ten or twelve years of age; and the

winning number is the one formed
on the wheels when they come to

a stop.

The national lottery is said to be
limited to a total of $15,000,000 per

year, and no ticket can cost less than
600 reis, which at the present ex-

change is about fifteen cents. The
company is required to pay a tax of

three and one-half per cent on its

issued capital, as well as ten per cent

on the value of all tickets placed be-

fore the public for sale. There is

also a tax of five per cent on the

value of all prizes over $1,000, or

about $50. The company places "cau-

tion" money with the Government to

the amount of approximately $150,000,

and the amount devoted to prizes

must be sixty per cent of the capi-

tal issue.

Charities benefit largely by the lot-

( Continued on page 00)
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TRAPPINGS FOR THE
TRAVELER

The accessories illaslraled and described on this page may be purchase,!

either direct from the shops mentioned or through this department. lo

travel comfortably is to travel efficiently. It is our aim to help, and rve

shall be glad to advise regarding both wearing apparel and accessories for

your next trip, without charge.

The Efficient Traveler,

31 East I7ih St., New York-

The Alpine binocular made by Paul Weiss is a combination of

strength, lightness and compactness, and has great magnifying

power in proportion to its size—6 in. wide, 3^4 in. high and 1%
in. thick The aluminum frame, alloyed with copper, is cast in

one piece with connecting arms. For army, marine and tourist

use, hunting, range riding, etc., the Weiss binocular is invaluable,

bringing objects ten or twelve miles away into clear view. Price

$50.00

The Night Hawk compass is for wrist or

pocket, guaranteed for six years and its

luminosity for twenty, by the Luminous Com-
pass Co. The floating dial is aluminum with

black velvet finish and large N and S lu-

minous. With glass covered dust and mois-

ture proof case, the compass is valuable for

motoring. huntinQ, marine and army use.

Price $3.00

The Tyco traveling thermometer is enclosec:

in a polished mahogany case 7% in. high.

The instrument has a black oxidized brass

scale with silver deposited figures, and is fas-

tened to the inside of the sliding cover of

the box, the cover being reversed when re-

moved. Taylor Instrument Companies, $3.50.

The Radiolite watch, wi;h clock

case of white celluloid is admir-

able for traveling, the figures and

hands glowing brightly in the dark

from a new substance made of

twelve minerals, including an in-

finitesimal quantity of radium,

which makes the other minerals

glow. The two-in-one clock-watch

sells for $2.25, the wrist watch for

$4.00. Made by Robt. H. In-

gersoll & Bro.

To hold the folded robe to the rail

of the motor car, a clever device

is found at Altman's in the new

auto robe clips of heavy spring

brass, with an 18-in. chain. The

clips slip readily over any thick-

ness of robes and hold them firmly

in place. The lower picture is

the "robe holdfast," consisting of

strong leather strap with slide,

which encircles the passenger's

waist, the large bright nickel safely

pins fastening into the robe ana

holding it in place

Two useful designs in overnight bags for women are shown by B. Airman & Co., both of

patent leather vachette. The bag at th- left is 8'/2 in. high and 12 in. long. The small

suitcase, fully fitted with white imitation ivory, is 8xl0x3'/4 inches. The leather medicine
case contains two large, four medium and four small bottles
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Colonel Brainard to Be Retired

THE following bill is before Congress

for the promotion and retirement of

Colonel David L. Brainard, U. S. A., one of

the vice-presidents of the Travel Club of

America.

House of Representatives Bill 2730.

Senate Bill 979

:

"For the promotion and retire-

ment of Colonel David L. Brainard,

Quartermaster Corps, United States

Army.
"Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Con-

gress assembled. That in view of the

conspicuous service in the Arctic of

Colonel David L. Brainard, Quarter-

master Corps, United States Army,
he being one of the survivors of the

original twenty-five members of the

Greely expedition, and of the injury

to his eyesight resulting from ex-

posure while in said service, which

injury will necessitate his early retire-

ment from active service, the Presi-

dent is hereby authorized to place

that officer on the retired list of the

Army, after forty years' active serv-

ice, as a brigadier general, with the

pay and emoluments of a retired

officer of that grade, and to grant him

a commission in accordance with

such advanced rank."

Col. Brainard was a member of the Lady
Franklin Bay Arctic Expedition to the Arc-

tic under the leadership of Gen. A. W.
Greely, then a lieutenant. The terrible hard-

ships of that expedition form some of the

most tragic pages of Arctic history. Nine-

teen of the party died of starvation and ex-

posure; the balance were rescued in their

camp at Cape Sabine at practically their last

gasp by Admiral Schley, then a commander.

Two previous relief expeditions had failed

to reach the party of explorers and this ac-

counts for their lack of food. Lockwood and

Brainard explored the interior of Grinnell

Land and the northern coast of Greenland,

and on May 13, 1882, reached the then high-

est point north ever attained, 83 ° 24' 30".

This record held until it was beaten by Nan-
sen. Previous to his Arctic experience, Col.

Brainard had participated and been wounded
in fighting the Sioux Indians. He also took

part in the Nez Perce and Bannock camp-

aigns. After the Arctic experience he en-

tered the cavalry service and later the com-

missary department. He saw service in the

Philippines and afterwards was the military

attache at Buenos Aires. He is now stationed

in Washington, D. C, in the office of the

Quartermaster General.

Information Service

The summer season is upon us and mem-
bers are invited to make full use of the Club's

Information Bureau. Besides giving specific

information relative to travel in any locality,

there is on file a comprehensive series of

road maps, resort booklets and folders cov-

ering every State in the Union and adjacent

territories which are safe for travel at this

time. The Secretary will be glad to forward

copies of any of this descriptive matter to

members on request.

New Members
A club can only grow from its members.

The Membership Committee is endeavoring

to double the Club's membership this year.

This would be easy of accomplishment if. each

member would propose one other. Haven't

you in mind a friend who would be interested

in what the Club offers and in the inspiration

of being associated with a society of this

kind? Ask the Secretary for some member-
ship blanks.

A Club Device forAutomobiles
The Club device in a radiator-cap orna-

ment is now being prepared and will be ready

for delivery at about the time that you receive

this number of the magazine. It will be in the

form of a globe, with the continents in gold,

the ocean surfaces in blue enamel, and the

monogram T. C. A. in white enamel. For
members who have no automobile this emblem
will be made up as a paper-weight. It will be

sent on receipt of $2.00, plus eight cents for

postage.

Captain Bartlett to the Rescue
Announcement was made recently by the

committee in charge of the Crocker Land
Expedition that it had chartered the sealing

steamship Neptune to go to the relief of its

explorers in North Greenland. A suitable

vessel for this purpose was obtained only after

the greatest difficulty, owing to the present

scarcity of ships. The anxiety of the com-
mittee, however, to make every effort to in-

sure the safety of the party, caused them to

incur an unusual expense and to employ every

facility within their power. The charter of

the vessel alone is $15,000 a month. It is

hoped that some part of the expense will be

made up through voluntary subscription on the

part of the general public.

Tins will be the third vessel to be sent to

the aid of the scientists now in the frozen

North. The Neptune will be in the command
of Captain Robert A. Bartlett of North Pole

fame, the hero of the wreck of Karluk of the

Stefansson Expedition, and a valued member
of the Advisory Board of the T. C. A. The
ship is now engaged, temporarily, in carrying

coal for the British Government, and it is

expected that she will be turned over to the

charterers by July 5th next. It is believed that

the Neptune will be back at St. John's early in

September, with the party which for more
than four years has been among the polar floes.

The Crocker Land Expedition was sent out

in 1913 under the auspices of the American
Museum of Natural History, the American
Geographical Society, and the University of

Illinois. It was dispatched because of the re-

port of Rear-Admiral Robert E. Peary that

on his way to the North Pole he had sighted

what he believed to be a large body of land,

which he named Crocker Land in honor of

George C. Crocker. The expedition was
under the leadership of Donald M. MacMillan.

In the summer of 191 5, Dr. Edmund Otis

Hovey, Curator of the Department of Geology

in American Museum of Natural History
v

went to carry aid to the expedition.

It is firmly believed in scientific circles that

the party in the North will reach civilization

in safety next fall and thus bring to a close

four years of arduous exploration.

Hotel Note
Members should make a note on their hotel

lists that the Hotel Palmer, Lakewood, N. J.,

will grant them a discount of 10 per cent upon
presentation of their membership cards. For
the first time the management has decided to

keep the hotel open throughout the summer,
and the rates have been reduced considerably

for the season.

Travel in Canada
"Bona fide tourists," says the Superin-

tendent of Immigration for Canada, "being

American citizens or citizens of other friendly

or neutral countries, do not require passports

to enter Canada and are assured of courteous

treatment and a hearty welcome. Citizens or

subjects of countries with which Canada is at

war may not enter even as tourists. Persons
born in an enemy country but naturalized in

the United States should carry their naturali-

zation papers. Persons of enemy origin who
claim to have been born in the United States

should carry their birth certificates or some
evidence of their birthplace."
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THE RAMBLER ON THE STANDARDIZED CITY

THE tourist's most popular catchword nowadays to describe Ameri-

can cities is "standardized." A correspondent for the London

Times used the term three or four years ago, and, parrot-like, we have

gone on repeating it ever since. From the force of a mild reproach, it

has become a dreaded indictment. Every American city of late is rated

high or low in the sightseer's esteem according to the degree of stand-

ardization discovered. We shall never hear the last of this charge.

Travel talk runs in grooves, and it will be as difficult to overlook At-

lanta's or Kansas City's "standardization" as to describe Quebec with-

out using "quaint," or to talk of Paris and not mention "gaiety."

Now the standardization of our

cities—and of the newer ones in

particular—cannot be denied. Our

new ready-made office buildings and

our new ready-made houses are

usually after standardized patterns,

and so are our street-cars and lamp-

posts and automobiles, our restau-

rants and theaters and clothes and

ever so many other things. Granted.

But why should the traveler, ob-

serving these facts, suddenly jump

to the conclusion that because a

city is standardized it is necessarily

unpicturesque ?

Have a look, for example, at

highly standardized Kansas City.

The tourist will find downtown the

conventional type of skyscraper, laid

out with a ruler and a T-square

,

and in the residence district hun-

dreds of ready-made houses, as alike

as china marbles. From this must

he conclude that an artist would

languish in Kansas City for lack of

something to draw?

Let a picture stand as the graphic

answer to that question. It shows a

characteristic bit of downtown in a

standardized city. The office build-

ings are just such exalted shoe-boxes

as one finds in Cleveland or Chi-

cago, Indianapolis or Atlanta or in

any other city that used to be tick-

eted as "typically American." There,

in the foreground, sits the conven-

tional type of bank, and at the foot

of the slope is a busy street cursed

with the bromidic name of "Main."

The smoke and the plumes of steam,

the telephone poles and the street

lamps, the very coats and hats and

shoes of the people on the sidewalks

are after the same ready-made pat-

terns as Chicago's or Atlanta's. But

look at the picture a little longer

—

is there not in the scene a pictorial

quality rivaling bits of downtown
London or downtown Stockholm or

downtown Anywhere Else? Why
should we hesitate to confess that

this kind of picturesqueness strongly

impresses us? Are we snobs,

ashamed to say we admire some-

thing new, which is also, no doubt,

a little crude?

The Rambler is not afraid to have his enthusiasm laughed at, so he

makes frank to declare that he has had much the same sort of thrill

from seeing the new skyscrapers of new Kansas City mounting Tenth

Street's steep hill as he felt when his eyes first beheld the gray old town
of Stirling clambering up the slopes to Stirling Crag. Our own kind

of picturesqueness rarely gets its due at our own hands. Montmartre

at dusk, when the lights pop up, is a rare and memorable sight, but no
whit more impressive than Tenth Street with the office buildings aglow,

urawi) by L,. f. Wiltord

and the street-cars, like an endless procession of glow worms, rounding

the curve into Main. We need some American patriots, unashamed of

their own honest feelings, to declare for such a picture as Stevenson

did for the lights of Auld Reekie : "I will say it fairly, it grows on me
with every year : there are no stars so lovely as Edinburgh street lamps."

May The Rambler not speak out just as fairly?—there have been times

when he has thought that the bright windows of Kansas City's hill-

topping skyscrapers made as noble and inspiring a picture as even the

lights of Edinburgh. The smoke, the plumes of steam, the telephone

poles, the glaring headlights of the motor cars, the rain upon the pave-

ments have all seemed notes of

beauty.

And so in the residence district.

The arts and crafts coterie have

only a sneer for most of Kansas
City's domestic architectures. But

see those ready-made houses some
summer evening when the living

room lamps are aglow, the young
folks are courting on the front

porches, the wind is whispering

down a leafy boulevard, and through

an open window floats a strain of

music—is there anyone with so lit-

tle poetry in his heart that he can

then call this city of homes a home
of ugliness? Standardized? Yes

—

but what of it? So is London. So
is Berlin. Let someone speak a good
word for the beauty in our own kind

of standardization. That it differs

from London's and Berlin's should

not condemn it. Therein may lie

some virtue and a symbol—token,

perhaps, of the unity of our young,

nation's purposes and hopes and
pride.

We used to call our standardized

cities "typically American," and it

we must subsist upon catchwords it

might be appropriate to the new
times to fall back again into the old

habit. The Rambler is happy—and
proud — to note how swift these

standarized cities have been to fur-

nish their quota of regulars to the

Army, the Navy and the U. S. Ma-
rine Corps for real service in

war. There is a test of the quality

of Americanism ! Study the tables

of recruiting enrollment and you

will discover that some of the older

cities, so conspicuous in peace times

for their picturesqueness and in

war times for their noble displays

of bunting, have been slower to pro-

vide their fair allotment of fighting

men than the cities that we use to

describe, somewhat contemptuously,

as "typically American." A few
months ago, for example, certain

Atlantic seaboard journalists were
worrying themselves into an early

decline about the attitude of the

"pacifists" of the Middle West to-

ward the Great War. Chicago and
Kansas City and Higginsville had little to say in reply, but when the

call to arms was sounded the seaboard journalists soon had to busy

themselves apologizing. The standardized cities came forward with their

quotas of fighting men more promptly than New England or New York.

Bravo, standardized cities. You are dignifying the hackneyed phrase

by rallying around Uncle Sam's colors—the best of all standards. Your
Americanism goes clear to the core. The more The Rambler sees of

you, the better he loves you !
—Charles Phelps Cushing.

'Have a look at highly standardize.1 Kansas City. The tourist will find down-
town the conventional type of skyscraper, and in the residence district hundreds
of ready-made houses Must he conclude that an artist would languish

in Kansas City for lack of something to draw?"
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To Glacier,Yellowstone, Rocky
Mountain Park and Colorado,

take the Burlington- of course.'

tC\TO\J see, the Burlington carries

Y you on through trains to all of
this country.

"Notice that every spot of interest lies

directly on the Burlington lines

—

Glacier, Yellowstone and Rocky Moun-
tain (Estes) Parks, and in addition,
Denver and Colorado Springs (with
Pike's Peak and Garden of the Gods
near-by)."

To be carried over the entire route on
through trains, to see every wonder spot
on one trip over one railroad—think
what it means ! You never dreamed that
the way to the three great parks was
as simple and direct as that, did you ?

The Burlington is a prosperous railroad,

a highly successful railroad, and its ser-

vice and equipment are the kind you
would expect from such an institution.

Plan to see Cody Road

—

no extra cost
Cody Road, the Eastern Gateway to
Yellowstone Park, is the most beautiful
partof the whole Yellowstone trip.Such
i s the verdict of the more than 3500 tour-
ists who saw it for the first time in 1916.

Cody Road, never before accessible to
the general public, was perfected and
opened last year by special action of
the U. S. Government.

{

The trip is made in big, comfortable reg-
ularly-scheduled automobiles over
ninety miles of perfect government-
built road. Over exquisite Sylvan Pass,
down between the towering granite
walls of Shoshone Canyon, and through
the interesting "Buffalo Bill country"
beyond, you ride till you come to the
Burlington trains at Cody, Wyoming.

It costs you no more to see Cody Road
—if you go to or return from Yellow-
stone Park by its eastern entrance
over the Burlington.

For the price of a round-trip ticket to
Glacier Park alone you can buy a ' 'circle

ticket" to all three of the great parks
—Glacier, Yellowstone (exit by way of
the Cody Road), Rocky Mountain (Estes)
and, in addition, Denver and Colorado
Springs (with Garden of the Gods,
Manitou and Pike's Peak near-by).

Let us help you plan your trip

Call on the railroad ticket agent in your city

or write to the nearest Burlington representa-
tive. See list below. These men have them-
selves made the trip, they have planned hun-
dreds of such trips for others and you will find

their advice invaluable in planning yours. If
you cannot see them in person, they will send
you illustrated descriptive literature contain-
ing maps and complete information, and
gladly make all arrangements for a perfect
vacation tour.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., 1122-23 Brown-Marx Bldg.
H. R. Todd, General Southern Agent

BOSTON, MASS., 264 Washington St.,
Alex Stocks, New England Passenger Agent

BUFFALO, N. Y., 200 Ellicott Square Bldg.,
M. K. Mix, Traveling Passenger Agent

CHICAGO. ILL., 141 So. Clark St.,
A. J. Puhl, General Agent, Passenger Dept.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 307 Un ;on Trust Bldg.,
E. L. Langstadt, City Passenger Agent

CLEVELAND, OHIO, 814 Hippodrome Bldg..
A. Burns, Traveling Passenger Agent

DALLAS, TEXAS, 711 Sumpter Bldg.,
Mark Ford, General Agent

DENVER, COL., 701 17th St.,
S. R. Drury, General Agent, Passenger Dept.

KANSAS CITY, MO.. 701 Walnut St.,
H. S. Jones, Southwestern Passenger Agent

NEW ORLEANS. LA., St. Charles Hotel,
G. H. Magruder, City Passenger and Freight Agent

NEW YORK, N. Y.. 1184 Broadway
W. J. Berger, General Agent, Passenger Dept.

OMAHA, NEB., Farnam and Sixteenth Sis.
J. B. Reynolds, City Passenger Agent

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 836 Chestnut St.,
Ww, Austin, Gen. Agent, Fr. and Pass. Dept.

PITTSBURGH, PA., 506 Smithfield St.,
W . B. Byrne, Traveling Passenger Agent

ST. LOUIS, MO.. 305 North Broadway,
J. G. Delaplaine, City Passenger Agent

P. S. Eustis, Passenger Traffic Manager
C. B. 4 Q. R. R„ Burlington Bldg , Chicago

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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Where Motoring is a Real Joy

Amidst scenery of incomparable grandeur,

stretch miles of smooth, hard roads,—cut out

of the living rock,—knowing nothing of mud
and mire and ruts—the finest motoring high-

ways in the world.

Visit Rocky Mountain National Park (Estes).

Your railroad ticket there includes the Rocky

Mountain Parks Transportation Company's fam-

ous seventy-mile-each-way auto trip from Denver.

Choice of famous trains—the

u

RockyMountain Limited
—Daily from Chicago to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

—

99

U )*

Colorado Flyer
—Daily from Kansas City

—

Superb trains via Rock Island Lines. Only

direct route from the east to both Denver and
Colorado Springs.

Other convenient modern all-steel trains from
Chicago, St. Louis and Mempnis.

Reasonable expense, low round -trip fare

and hotels to fit every purse. Our literature

tells just where to go, what to see and how
little it costs.

Rock Island Travel Bureaus in all important
cities. Our representatives are travel experts

who will help you plan your trip West this

year. Write for our literature.

ROCK ISLAND LINES
Safety and Service First

L. M. ALLEN, Passenger Traffic Manager, R. 735, La Salle Station, Chicago

THE
HIVE-DWELLINGS
OF NEW MEXICO

(Continued from page 14)

must now climb with them to the

700-foot cliffs which overhang the

Canada, where they reared their

sixth and most impregnable city

—

Ha-nut Cochiti, or Cochiti on

High. This was in truth a Gibral-

tar, a Quebec, with but three fear-

ful trails leading up to it; and
here beyond doubt they were able

to defy their savage neighbors.

In time, however, they became
bolder or stronger and moved to

the banks of the Rio Grande just

below where it opens its grim jaws

to the spreading lands of the

Fefia Blanca. Here they built

their seventh city, here they were
when the white men came, and
here we find them to-day. True
they went back for a time to their

citadel of Cochiti on High to es-

cape the Spaniards' wrath follow-

ing the massacre of 1680, but later

they returned to their present

adobe pueblo. We have wandered
with the Queres from their first

home in the Tyu-on-yi to their six

different homes and in the last one

they have lived 350 years. Whether
they lived for longer or shorter

periods in their other cities we can

only guess, but we may realize at

any rate that they lived in their

beautiful Tyu-on-yi very many,
many years ago.

In accompanying the wander-
ings of the Queres from their first

home in the Tyu-on-yi canon to

their present Pueblo of Cochiti we
have, for tenderfeet, taken a ter-

rific three days' tramp, up and
down walled-in valleys, scaling

precipitous cliffs, across rocky
mesas and down dizzy slopes. Yet
we have walked along trails trav-

ersed for centuries. It might be

termed a tourist path, well-beaten

and alive with memories
;
yet the

tourist who traverses it to-day

must be no Pullman-car sightseer.

Put if real exploration is the ob-

ject, there are a million acres of

the unexplored as rough and un-

exploited as when God made it.

Or if our interest tends toward
historic landmarks there are at

hand the grandest ruins in Amei-
ica of the early Spanish churches.

The ancient monasteries of Cali-

fornia have won just fame, but.

those of New Mexico are finer,

and 150 years older. And Santa

Fe looks out on scores of won-
drous peaks from 10,000 to over

13,000 feet high.

The cost of a three days' trip

for three persons from Santa Fe
to the Tyu-on-yi canon, by team
or saddle horses is $30, or $10
apiece ; to the Pu-ye Cliff cities

it is the same. The two trips may
be combined into one five-day

trip for three people with a guide
for $50. If you wish to stop in

the Tyu-on-yi, there is good ac-

commodation and you can stay as

long as you want; you will leave

with regret.

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. the case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles
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THE BRAZILIAN GAMESTER
{Continued from page 37)

tcry. Asylums, schools and chari-

table houses of various kinds all

over the country are beneficiaries,

since, apart from the prizes dis-

tributed daily, the company is

obliged by law to contribute yearly
somewhat more than half a mil-

lion dollars to charities which the
Government selects, plus five per
cent of the prizes exceeding 200
milreis. There is a strict Govern-
ment inspection and supervision,

but the lottery company is evi-

dently in a most prosperous con-
dition, its shares standing high
hi the market. The directors are
chosen from among the most
prominent men in the nation, the
names of ex-ministers of Govern-
ment and members of the leading
commercial associations of the
land being found upon the com-
pany's board of governors. It is

thus apparent that Brazil does not
"tolerate" the lottery ; she origi-

nates, governs and promotes it,

and in a fashion complimentary
at least to the Brazilian's business
ability in organization.

The Brazilian or foreigner who
draws the first prize in the Gov-
ernment lottery receives a com-
fortable sum, ranging from six-

teen contos ($4,000) to 500 contos

($125,000). It is fortunate that
the wheel of chance turns often
toward the clerk, the small shop-
keeper, or sometimes to the head
of a very poor family in the rural

sections, where the tickets are sold

almost as generally as in the cities.

There are also compensations for
many who fail of the first prize,

since each daily list contains many
prizes, and the drawer gets back
the value of his ticket if he draws
only the last digit of the chief

winning number.

On any afternoon in Rio one
who is on the watch will see a

Sister of Mercy trailing a num-
ber of young orphan children

along the Avenida Rio Branco
toward the lottery company's of-

fices, where the drawings are made
at about three o'clock. At the time

of drawings, a small Brazilian

maiden is posted at each of the

six or seven or ten wheels, accord-
ing as the size of the day's lot-

tery requires, and each small miss
twists her wheel in unison with
the others at the given command.
When the wheels stop the spec-

tators look with that peculiar in-

tentness known to the devotee of

the whirligig of fortune, to see the

total figure made by the combined
twists of the wheels. This is the

first prize number. Now a blase

gentleman with a bored and apa-

thetic expression calls out impas-

sively, "Cem contos de reis" or

"Ducentos milreis," as chance may
have it. It is at this highly inter-

esting and thrilling 1 loment of

the Brazilian day that thousands

of little red signals begin to bob

up all at once in the distracted

eyes of the telephone girls in the

exchanges all over the country,

and from the rich coffee facenda

in the rural sections to the subur-
ban residence of the capital's Co-
pacabana district, they are asking
the same thing—the winning num-
ber. After the news is out busi-

ness goes on as usual, and the
next day the same thrill is re-

peated.

But popular as the national lot-

tery is, the little animal known as
the "Bicho"—this word means in

Portuguese, insect, animal or
thing—and which represents the
form of gambling which is the

particular joy of the common peo-
ple as well as those higher up,
holds the front of the stage. The
Jogo do Bicho is ''illegal,", but
despite this fact it is just now the
universal favorite among Brazilian
games of chance, and the authori-
ties make only spasmodic and false-

alarm attempts to check its merry
career. This form of gambling,
which is based on the numbers
that come out in the national lot-

tery, affects more directly the
pockets of the working people and
Brazil's poor, for which reason
it is undoubtedly a pleasure with
a sting in it. I asked the superin-
tendent of the municipal lodging
house in Rio de Janeiro what
brought the majority of the one
thousand men there nightly, and
he answered, "The Bicho." In

the United States the reply under
similar circumstances would prob-
ably be "drink," but liquor is not
the national vice in Brazil. The
weakness of the lower class man
in this Republic runs in the di-

rection of the gaming table or the

too excessive attention to the

game of love. The emotional, ro-

mantic temperament is not con-

fined to the poets and the states-

men ; it runs a continuous thread
through the entire national fabric

of life. The same traits seek for

expression in the fish monger and
in the rich planter ; it would be
difficult to find a waiter, a ditch-

digger, a stevedore on the great

docks, or a policeman who lifts

his hat obsequiously at your ques-

tion, who does not take his more
or less regular fling at these
small magic "bichos."

This game is not easy to ex-

plain to the uninitiated, though
it is like A. B. C. to the Bra-
zilian. For the benefit of those

who are interested to know how
the Brazilian of all strata of so-

ciety seems most willing to spend
his milreis, I quote the following

description:

Roughly, the last two digits of

the figure of the first prize of the

national lottery are for the pur-

poses of the Bicho divided into

twenty-five groups of four num-
bers each, as 00 to 99 may be di-

vided. The groups bear the names
of animals, such as the dog, the

cat, the bull, the lion, and so on

for twenty-five groups. If you
play one milreis on group 14, for

instance, which is the cock, and

comprises 49, 50, 51, and 52, and
one of these four terminals ends
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Hudson River
ByDaylighi

If you have never seen the Hudson

River from the decks of one of

our big passenger fliers, you have

missed the most perfect one day's

outing in the world. Just now
the Highlands are in the full

glory of Summer.

"Washington Irving" "Hendrick Hudson"

"Robert Fulton" "Albany"

ATTRACTIVE ONE-DAY OUTINGS

to Poughkeepsie, Nevvburgh, West Point,

Bear Mountain, and points of historical

interest and scenic beauty.

Restaurant — Music — Lunch Room

Daily except Sunday. All through rail tickets

between New York and Albany accepted.

Send 4 cents for illustrated literature.

Hudson River Day Line
Desbrosses Street Pier New York
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New England
TheVacation Land

WHITE MOUNTAINS
of New Hampshire

Mile high mountains, hundred mile

views, golf, tennis, every summer sport,

glorious air, delightful social life. Superb
hotels, comfortable boarding houses.

MAINE WOODS
The best vacation for fun, new ex-

periences and health—among the forest-

hidden lakes and rivers of Maine.
Fishing, paddling, exploring, summer
sports. Splendid hotels, real camps.

Through train service from Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York

to White Mountains and Maine

VACATION BOOKS
Complete information about the best

hotels, boarding houses, camps, inYYhite

Mountains, Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont Lakes and Woods, Berk-
shire Hills, Cape Cod, Marthas Vine-

yard, Nantucket, Casco Bay, Penobscot
Bay, Mt. Desert, Bar Harbor.

Send for those of region you prefer.

For booklets and information address

VACATION BUREAU
171 Broadway, Room 121 , New York

THE GRISWOLD
[ EASTERN POINT, NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT.

Finest Summer Resort Hotel in America—Open June 27

LOCATED AT ONE OP THE COOLEST POINTS ON THE COAST, OVER-
LOOKING LONG ISLAND SOUND AND THE HISTORIC THAMES RIVER.

SPECIAL PRIVILEGES GRANTED BY THE SHENECOSSETT COUNTRY
CLUB TO HOTEL GUESTS; 18-HOLE COURSE; CLUB HOUSE FINEST IN

= COUNTRY; ALEX SMITH, GOLF PROFESSIONAL.
A LA CARTE GRILL.

SPORTS INCLUDE YACHTING, BOATING, BATHING AND TENNIS.
THE FAMOUS BRANFORD FARMS MAINTAINED FOR SUPPLYING

j

MILK, CREAM, POULTRY, EGGS AND VEGETABLES FOR THE HOTEL.

C. S. KROM, Ass't. Manager.

Also THE BELLEVIEW, Belleair Heights, Florida.
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M O R 1- E Y «»
Lake Pleasant, N. Y. **—*
Hamilton County.

The Top of the Woods. Elevation 2,000 ft.

THE NEW MORLEY HOTEL
Just completed. Most modern house in
Adirondaeks. Open June 1 to Oct. 1.

Accommodates 250. 50 rooms with bath.
Boating, bathing, fishing, dancing, ten-
nis. On State road. Booklet.

R. C. CORNELL, Manager.

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.
WHITE MOUNTAINS

Kearsarge Hotel <& Golf Course
JUNE TO OCTOBER.

SURROUNDED BY MOUNTAIN PEAKS
Molt— Mt. AVasMngton— Kear-
sarge and White Horse Ledge

Every amusement, Grill and Tea Garden
for Motorists. Centre of good roads.

r> i iimnn l I
161 Madison Av.,

C. A. WOOD, Lessee
| n. y. City.

All Raymond & Whitcomb Offices.

If you would understand the present social

and economic condition of Germany, read

Wilhelm Hohenzollern & Co.
Edward Lyell Fox

A vivid and intimate glimpse of the Kaiser
to-day and of the men who surround him.

Illustrated $1.50 net
Your Bookseller has it.

ROBERT M. McBRIDF & CO.
Publishers New York

TRAVEL
the first national lottery prize of
the day, you receive 24 milreis for
your one. If you have a milreis
on the actual winning decena, or
tens, you receive 90 milreis
(about $25) ; if on the winning
centena, or last three figures, you
receive 900 milreis; if on the last

thousand, most Bicho houses, I

believe, give you eight contos, or
about $2,000, for your nimble mil-
reis. There are besides all sorts

of variations of the game, such as
Moderno, Rio, Salteado, etc.,

which you may amuse yourself by
learning from your hotel waiter,
if you so desire. This is the il-

legal and popular Jogo do Bicho.
I have noticed, as a rule, the
Bicho plungers always buy the
regular lottery tickets also, as a
sort of hedging. Do not be sur-
prised if, when walking in any
part of Rio, you hear the follow-
ing salutations as two men meet:
A.

—

"Como passon?" ("How goes
it?") B.—"Qual foif" ("Which
was it?" A.—"O gato." (The
cat")
There is no little superstition

connected with the playing of the
Bicho. If, for example, a Bra-
zilian should have had bad dreams
and dream of being chased by a
lion, he would forthwith think
that it was foreordained from the
foundation of the world that the
lion would be the lucky animal
that day and he would hasten to

put his milreis on that particular

beast. There are all kinds of
"systems" advertised, and it is

said that many make it their ex-
clusive business to teach desirous
gamblers how they can get the

best of the game. The newspa-
pers give space to the announce-
ments of the lotteries and some
have "tip" columns in which the
writer makes suggestion to read-

ers regarding the most likely
chances, much as certain papers
in Argentina have columns pre-

dicting beforehand the horses that

have the best show to win the
next day's derby.

Few visitors to Rio come away
without witnessing the free course
of the spirit of gaming in the fa-

mous gambling clubs. These are
unique, and, as far as we know,
do not have counterparts in other

parts of Latin America. These
have little resemblance to our
men's social clubs in the United
States, but are combinations of
our cabaret restaurants and a mild
Monte Carlo. Both men and
women are in attendance, but the

feminine contingent is exclusively

of the French demimondaine. One
finds present at these half dozen
or more of the most popular clubs

in the Brazilian capital, men of

the first classes of society, and
deputies and other Government
officials are not absent. The clubs

are furnished with various kinds

of the old games of roulette, bac-

carat, etc., and for those who de-

sire, dancing and refreshments
are provued. Like all other things

Brazilian, these clubs are con-

ducted with decorum, despite the

exhilaration of the diversions, and
tourists who sometimes take their

parties to see this phase of pleas-

ure life in the big easy-going city

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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A Summer Resort

In the Sea's Embrace

Half of life's pleasure is had

on or near the water, and

Long Island is fortunate in

having a choice for any taste

—Ocean, Sound and Bays.

Your Summer vacation will

have added zest if spent some-

where along- this 500 miles of

shore line and made cool by

invigorating salt sea breezes.

The whole story is told in

words and pictures in the
book Long Island, sent
upon receipt of ten cents
postage by the Gen'l Pass'r
Agent, Long Island R. R.,

Pennsylvania Station, N. Y.

;%&?-&

Safer than

Currency to Carry

K. N. & K. Travelers' Checks
Experienced Travelers Use Them

Checks not countersigned may
be replaced if lost.

Considering the protection af-

forded, their cost is insignificant.

Denominations of

$10, $20, $50 and $100 at a

premium of 50c. on one hundred
dollars' worth.

Get them from your banker or write
for full particulars

Knautfj-Nacr/ob&Kuljne
EQUITABLE BUILDING
NFW vopk CITY i&l

CEEBYNITE
COMPASS

points the
way in the

.; dark. {.|£tvg

atkyourOealet

TaylorInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER N.Y.

Embroidered edge ety of fabrics at

0c and 15c each. Plain edges, 5c each

Best Stores Everywhere

of the South, find that these places
compare favorably as far as con-
duct is concerned, with the av-
erage roof garden dancing restau-
rant in New York or Chicago.

It is in connection with all this

attention to the pleasurable that
here in Brazil, as throughout
South America, the inhabitant of
the United States finds contrasts
that, on the surface, seem be-
wildering to his native standards
and moralities. One attends bull

fights for charity in Peru and
horse races for charity in Argen-
tina. "Saints' Days" are hailed
in many sections as occasions for
general hilarity, in which feast-

ing and drinking play a prominent
part, while Sundays are decidedly
Continental in character, being
the day for public amusements,
theaters, horse racing, picnics, re-

gattas, bull fighting and football.

It must be noted, however, that
the Spanish bull fights are losing
esteem in South America, some of
the more progressive States pro-
hibiting them entirely, while in

others the exhibitions would be
called tame affairs by the Span-
iard from Madrid.
The American moral psychol-

ogist would probably have his

hands full for a time in his effort

to adjust himself to the Latin-
American way of treating ideas
and ideals that have been im-
bedded in his New England con-
science. No doubt he would get
something of a shock when, for
example, the Christmas lottery

ticket which is thrust into his

hands on the streets of Rio is

found to bear a picture of the
Holy Family, in which Joseph is

standing at the back of the seated
Virgin Mary in whose lap is the
infant Christ Child holding out
bags of gold to the fortunate win-
ner of the lottery prize.

There is so much in latitude and
longitude as also in racial and
national inheritance to be consid-

ered, that only the most daring
bigot feels free to call all people

irreverent and immoral save his

own. The test is perhaps best

measured in the results to a peo-
ple as a whole. A wholesale gam-
bling passion in the United States

resembling that in Brazil would
doubtless mark speedily a down-
ward movement both in trust-

worthiness and in morals. Our
northern excessive way of doing
things would not allow any such

degree of complacency as seems
to exist in Brazil over regular

gambling losses and gains. That
the losses as well as the constant

drain upon time are reflecting

their baneful shadows upon the

home life of laboring man espe-

cially, in Brazil, seems to the stu-

dent of these matters quite clear.

That these pleasure-loving seek-

ers of exciting past-time will give

up gambling in the near future, is

beyond the expectations of those

who know them ; but that they will

temper and reduce it, modifying

its ill effects upon those to whom
it now renders pleasure a hard-

ship, is the belief of those who
appreciate the good sense of the

Brazilians.

Twenty Million Miles
of Telephone Wire

The telephone wire in use

in the Bell System is long

enough to run from the earth

to the moon and back again

forty times.

The Bell System has about

twice as much telephone wire

as all Europe.

More than 500,000 new
telephones are being added
to the Bell System yearly

—

almost as many as the total

number of telephones in

England.

In twelve months the Bell

System adds enough tele-

phones to duplicate the entire

telephone systems of France,

Italy and Switzerland com-
bined.

In proportion to population

the extension of the Bell

System in the United States

is equal in two years to the

total telephone progress of

Europe since the telephone

was invented— a period of

about forty years.

The Bell System fills the

telephone needs of the

American people with a

thoroughness and a spirit of

public service which are with-

out parallel the world over.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

BUY THE BEST
Optically and Mechanically

The WEISS ALPINE
BINOCULARS

made in 21 and 26 mm. objectives

6 and 8 power
Send for booklet with Special Offer, telling how to

compare our glasses with other makes.

PAUL WEISS, Optician
1620 Arapahoe St. DENVER, COLO.

To Readers
of Travel

j
"Our exceptional organization m
of expert printers and up'to- m
date machinery can handle all

kinds of printing from the

smallest folders, booklets and
catalogues up to publications

and the finest color work."

The
jj

McCONNELL
PRINTING CO.
230^242 William Street |NEW YOKK m

299 5

III
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'annouse
Swampscott Mass.
ew

)eason
Where rest, comfort and recreation may be realized amid
luxurious surroundings and among refined, genial people.

Directly facing the waters of Massachusetts Bay, a step

only from a clean, sandy bathing beach stands imposingly

The New Ocean House and its new Annex adjoining, with

accommodations for nearly 500 guests. Twelve miles from
Boston, with perfect roads for motoring and excellent train

service, combining accessibility to business with complete

change of scene, air and environment.

Situated on the town's outskirts and on the famous aristo-

cratic North Shore, this hotel whose guests "come again"

summer after summer stands as an example of highest

ideals. Greatly enlarged, rearranged and beautified, it of-

fers every facility for the welfare and safety of its patrons.

Cuisine and service are of highest standard. Appointments
of chambers, public parlors and dining rooms reflect charm
and taste. The hotel Orchestra is composed of musicians

with national reputation. Rooms, single or en suite, with

or without baths. Dining room service privilege of table

d'hote or a la carte at no extra charge. Fireproof garage

of very large capacity.

READY—A New Fu-Manchu Book

THEHANDofFU-MANCHU
SAX ROHMER'S LATEST STORY

A new tale of mystery and terror with the most cunning and merci-
less of villains imaginable. Just the book to read on the train, in your
easy-chair after a tiring day, or whenever you want a story that is chock-
full of thrills and surprises and blood-curdling delight. "For outright
ingenuity and invention, for ability to pile mystery upon mystery, Mr.
Rohmer wins the palm."—Pittsburg Post.

$1.35 net. Your Bookseller has it.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., Publishers, New York

IRA VEL

MUSICAL INSTRU-

MENTS OF SIAM
Musical instruments of western

types have not yet become very-

popular in Siam. The piano and
the small portable organ may be
seen occasionally in the homes of

the Siamese and Chinese, but they
are kept for ornamental rather

than actual use. Some other in-

struments of foreign make, how-
ever, have found favor for use in

military bands and in the fune«al

processions of the Chinese. The
phonograph has a place in every

Siamese or Chinese home that can
afford one.

The Siamese musical scale has

been described as radically differ-

ent from the European. The ideal

scale here is an equal division of

the octave into seven parts, and
each interval therefore consists of

i 5-7 semitones. The Siamese
music is not written, but learned

bv ear and handed down tradition-

ally.

In his book, "Lotus Land," Mr.
Thompson, describing Siamese or-

chestral music, states that in an
open-air band the conductor sits

within a large circular frame,

from which are suspended small

gongs of different tones. On
either hand are the "ranats," or

harmonicons, consisting of strips

of bamboo strung upon a sort of

cradle, and tuned by small weights

stuck upon them with wax. The
cradles are sometimes beautifully

inlaid with ivory. When an ac-

tor in a theatrical performance

begins to sing, the conductor of

the orchestra softly follows the

first long-drawn-out notes until

he hits upon the correct key. This

he gives to the rest of the band,

and then the liquid notes of the

"ranats" join in.

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS USED ON
SPECIAL OCCASIONS.

Tn the full band, which plays

at a rich man's house on great oc-

casions, stringed instruments also

are used. The oldest of these are

viols, quite similar to those used

in Persia. The belly of the in-

strument is made of the dried

outer rind of a cocoanut, covered

with fish skin, upon which is

fastened a piece of colored cut

glass, serving apparently to

quench the inharmonic proper

tones of the membrane. The foot

is of turned ivory and the neck,

also of ivory, is enriched with

niello-work, or inlaid mother-of-

pearl. There is no finger board.

The three strings are of silk cord,

and the bow is strung with horse-

hair. There are small fiddles of

a Chinese pattern, with two
strings and a belly which looks

like the bowl of a pipe.

The Laos of northern Siam
have a very interesting reed in-

strument, which is made up with

14 bamboo or hollow-reed pipes

symmetrically arianged with a

small air chamber and mouth-

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. the case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles
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RINGS
By George Frederick Kunz, Ph.D.,

author of "The Curious Lore of
Precious Stones" and "The MagiY
of Jewels and Charms." Profusely
illustrated in color and doubletone
Net, $6.00. A wonderful book on
finger rings in all ages and in ?11

climes by America's most famous
gem expert. Everything about rings

in one volume. This work should
have been called The Romance of

the Ring. It is intensely interesting

and at the same time an authorita-

tive reference work.

Joseph Pennell's

Pictures of War
Work in England
With an introduction. By H. G.

Wells, 51 plates. Lithograph on
cover. $1.50 net.

Mr. Pennell secured permission
through Lloyd George to make these

remarkable pictures of War Work
in England, the making of great

guns, of shot and shell, the build-
ing of air crafts and war vessels.

Mr. Pennell's drawings leave an im-
pression of a nation's grandeur more
vivid even than the pictures of

armies and navies in actual combat.

Some Russian Heroes,

Saints and Sinners
By Sonia E. Howe, Author of

"A Thousand Years of Russian His-
tory." 44 illustrations. $2.50 net.

These stories are fascinating

studies of Russia and present the
intensely human side of a great
people. They give one an under-
standing of Russian national life and
character which is far more vivid

than any historical work could pos-
sibly be. The author has selected
all those historical and legendary
characters that were types of their

generation and prototypes of the
Russians today.

Training for a Life

Insurance Agent
By Warren M. Homer, illustrated.

$1.25 net.

The author has had nearly twenty-
five years' experience in the field and
knows the business from A to Z.

He presents the very essence of his

business-getting success and his en-
thusiasm for the work bubbles over
on every page. To those who hope
to make Insurance their field it is

invaluable. It covers every angle
that one may wish information upon.

Laws of Physical

Science
By Edwin F. Northrup, Ph.D.

Limp Leather. $2.00 net.

The only book published present-
ing in exact form all the funda-
mental laws of science.

J. B. UPPINCOTT COMPANY
PUBLISHERS PHILADELPHIA

Leading Books of

The Spring Season
THE CHOSEN PEOPLE. By Sid-

ney L. Nyburg author of "The Con-
quest.
OH MARY, BE CAREFUL,, by

George Weston. Establishes a

record. Moving picture and dra-
matic rights sold within a month
after publication.
THE MARK OF CAIN, by Caro-

lyn Wells, author of the Fleming
Stone detective stories.
THE BOOK OF THE PEONY, by

Mrs. Edward Harding. The only
work on this flower.
JOSEPH PENNELL'S PICTURES

OF WAR WORK IN ENGLAND.
61 plates.

The Only Book on this Exquisite
Flower

The Book of the Peony
By Mrs. Edward Harding.

44 illustrations.
(20 in full color from autochromes and 24
half-tones from photographs).

Handsome Octavo, $6.00 net
This book, by an expert, covers the whole

subject. The suggestions on purchasing are
of the utmost value to the beginner. There
are simple and explicit directions for plant-
ing (time, places and method), cultivating,
fertilizing and propagating. In addition,
there are very valuable lists, charts, tables
and map.

The Standard Book on Rose
Growing

The Practical Book of

Outdoor Rose Growing
By George C. Thomas, Jr.

Garden Edition.
Containing 36 illustrations (16 in color).

Decorated cloth. Octavo. Also bound in

water- and acid-proof cloth for use in the
field. $2.00 net

This edition will be found of great prac-
tical help in the garden. It is a handy
octavo size.

J. Horace MeFarland, editor of the '•Am-
erican Rose Annual," says:

"So far as I know, yours (Mr. Thomas's)
is the only impartial, definite and well-re-
corded rose trial garden in the United States
which is at all inclusive in the scope of its
varieties."

DB LUXE FIFTH EDITION.
This new printing contains a number of

new illustrations in color. There are 96 in

color and 20 in black and white. Hand-
somely bound octavo, in a box. $6.00 net.

Sidney L. Nyburg
is marked as a brilliant novelist. His "The
Conquest" was selected by H. W. Boynton
as one of the ten noteworthy novels of 1916
(see January Bookman). Mr. Nyburg writes
with a pen unthwarted by false notions,
but alive with sincerity and genuine artistic
impulse.

The Chosen People
is a novel of the Jews which strikes a
note unheard in American fiction. Labor,
capital, orthodoxy, and free thinking, relig-

ious belief and religious life are among the
forces which appear. The story is of a

brilliant young Babbi, his love for a girl

and his belief in ideals, his struggles
against forces of materialism and his re-

action from them. Those interested in the
spiritual life of America will read and talk
of this story, as it is the most distinctive
work of the year. $1.40 net

Oh, Mary, Be Careful
By George 'Weston, 7 delightful

illustrations, handsome binding in
a sealed transparency. $1.00 net

"Eollicking. amusing tale."—Spriugfioid
Homestead.

Just a Moment, Please!
Would you have been careful? Woula

your Friend have been careful? Woula
your Sister, Cousin or Sweetheart have
been careful? Mary was. You see, there
was a fortune between her and her huu-
band—but the rich aunt was fond of the
girl and gave her three tests to judge
those who tempted her. Could you pass
those tests? Could your Brother, Friend
ol- Husband? Find out in this delightful,

witty and sweet story.

A New Fleming Stone Detective
Story

The Mark of Cain
By Carolyn Wells, $1.35 net
Fleming Stone has become one of th^

great detectives of fiction, and "The Mark
of Cain" is one of the most astounding mys-
teries which he has ever unraveled. Never
have stranger occurences, more unsuspected
suspicions, more weird clues beset him
than in the murder case of Roland Trow-
bridge.

J. B. UPPINCOTT COMPANY
PUBLISHERS PH LADELPHIA

piece of turned wood or ivory. A
tongued metal plate is inserted in

a slit in each pipe, and the joints

between 'the pipes and the air

chamber are stopped with wax.
The tone of this instrument is de-

scribed as peculiarly sweet, and
chords may be produced upon it.

PROVIDE MUSIC FOR ROYAL CERE-

MONIES.

Among the highly prized instru-

ments are the "frog" drum and
the chank shells, which are con-
sidered of good omen and form
part of the ritual band that fur-

nishes the music when the King
honors state ceremonies with his

presence.

Siam has no stores where rare

native musical instruments may
be purchased, and it is only oc-

casionally that one may be found
for sale in a pawnshop. Modern
musical instruments, including

phonographs and records, are sold

by all the leading general stores

in Bangkok.

—

Commerce Reports.

SIAM'S NATIONAL
LIBRARY

On January 6 of this year the

King of Siam reopened the Na-
tional Library, which had been re-

moved from its old quarters near
the royal palace to new and spa-

cious quarters in front of the

Buddhist temple Wat Mahathat.
This library was organized in

1881 by the children of King
Mongkut as a memorial to their

royal parent, and was formerly
known as the Vajirana Library.

In 1904 it was decided to enlarge

the scope of the library and re-

establish it as a depository for the

national archives of the Kingdom
by transferring to it all documents
relating to ancient and historical

records, which had hitherto been
kept in the civil archives. At the

same time the documents belong-

ing to the religious archives were
also deposited with the library,

and thereby a national library

maintained by the State was
formed and was put under the

care of the leading scholar of

Eastern languages as chief libra-

rian.

Under the new organization the

archives were divided into one sec-

tion for religious literature in the

ancient "Bali" language, another
section for "Thai" or Siamese lit-

erature, and a third section for

foreign literature. At this time a

movement was started for collect-

ing the ancient manuscripts in the

Bali and Thai languages in the

Buddhist monasteries throughout
the kingdom, and up to the present

time 105,880 manuscripts in these

languages have been added to the

library. For the storing of these

documents old carved and gold-

lacquered bookcases were secured,

wh'ch form a unique record of

early Siamese art in wood carving

and gold painting. A special fea-

ture of the library has been to

publish selected manuscripts from
time to time, and up to the close

of IQ16 more than 100 such works

"Hello Huck!"

RECALL that golden day when you
first read " Huck Finn?" How your
mother said, "For goodness' sake,

stop laughing aloud over that book.

You sound so silly." But youj couldn't

stop laughing.

Today when you read "Huckleberry
Finn" you will not laugh so much. You
will chuckle often, but you will also want
to weep. The deep humanity of it—the

pathos, that you never saw, as a boy,

will appeal to you now. You were too

busy laughing to notice the limpid purity

of the master's style.

Mark Twain
Out of the generous West came Mark Twain,

giving widely and freely to the world such
laughter as men had never heard.

There seems to be no end to the things that
Mark Twain could do well. When he wrote
history, it was a kind of history unlike any
other except in its accuracy. When he wrote

books of travel, it was an event.
He did many things—stories,

novels, travel, history, essays,
humor—but behind each was
the force of the great, earnest,
powerful personality that domi-
nated his time, so that even
then he was known all over the
face of the globe. Simple, un-
assuming, democratic, he was
loved by plain people.

If foreign nations love him,
we in this country give him
first place in our hearts. The
home without Mark Twain is

not an American home.

The Centennial

Half-Price Sale

Must Close

Mark Twain wanted these
books in the hands of all the
people. He wanted us to
make good-looking, substantial
books, that every man could
afford to own. So we made this

set, and there has been a
tremendous sale on it.

Bat Mark Twain could not

foresee that the price of paper,

the price of ink, the price of

cloth, would all go up. It is

impossible to continue the sale

long. It should have closed

before this. *J Because this is

the one-hundredth anniversary

of the founding of Harper &
Brothers, we have decided to

continue this half-price sale

while the present supply lasts.

Get your set now while the
price is low. Send the coupon
today before the present edi-

tion is all gone.

Harper & Brothers

New York 1817-1917

HARPER & BROTHERS
Frank'in Square, New York

Send me, all charges prepaid, Mark Twain's
works in twentv-nve volumes, illustrated, bound
in handsome green cloth, stamped in gold, gold

tops and untrimmed edges. If not satisfactory, I

will return thc-m at your expense. Otherwise I

will send you Si.oo within five days and S>2.oo a

month for 12 months, thus getting the benefit of

your half-price sale. Travel 7-17

Name.

Address

To gel the red half-leather binding change terms to

$2.so on delivery. $3.00 a month for 20 months.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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l.avel Without Ravel
The Comfortable Way—

There's more to traveling than merely reaching your

destination. Your comfort must be considered. En
route between New York City, and Albany, Troy, the

Adirondacks, Lake George, Lake Champlain, Niagara

Falls, the Berkshires, the favored tourist route is the

Hudson River Night Lines
Largest River Steamers in the World.
Every Night and Sunday morning.

Send for your copy of the "Searchlight Magazine."

R. M. MUCH, Pass., Traffic Mgr., Pier 32, North River, New York

HUDSON NAVIGATION COMPANY
"The Searchlight Route"

Wherever Your Motor

Can Take You—
Wells Fargo Checks are goocL Use them to

buy gasoline and tires, and to pay your
hotel bills. You can't expect your personal

check to be cashed where you are unknown.

It is not safe to carry a large amount of
cash—but Wells Fargo Checks are as avail-

able as cash, and safe besides.

Wells Fargo ex-

press service is

personal and safe

—are you taking

advantage of it?

m| Wells Fargo
Travelers Checks

Millions of dollars of Wells
Farpo Checks are issued an-
nually by banks, railroad and
steamship ticket offices.

TEN THOUSAND WELLS FARGO AGENTS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

had been issued. The library has

also been successful in obtaining

copies of manuscripts and printed

books in foreign languages deal-

ing with Siam, and this section is

now quite complete and contains

many rare volumes of historical

interest.

Another unique feature of the

library is its collection of ancient

inscriptions on stones, which have
been transferred to it for safe-

keeping from various parts of the

country.

The library exchanges publica-

tions with similar institutions

throughout the world.

—

Commerce
Reports.

MELTING CHINESE BRASS COINS
A serious situation in Chinese

monetary matters is being devel-

oped by the export from China,

particularly to Japan, of Chinese
brass "cash," the characteristic

coins with square holes in the cen-

ter that have been the basis of all

trade in the interior of China for

many generations. The rise in the

price of copper has rendered these

brass coins, which usually con-

tain about 89 per cent of copper,

more valuable as metal than as a

medium of exchange.
For a time over 6,000 tons of

the coins were exported monthly
to Japan alone. A fall in the price

of conper reduced shipments to

about half this quantity, but the ex-

port continues, and now at various

points in the interior of China the

number of cash in circulation is

far below the requirements of the

people, and difficulty is being ex-

perienced in carrying on ordinary

trade. In parts of South China,

Chinese i-cent pieces now ex-

change for only 5 cash, instead of

10 cash that usually is considered

a standard rate of exchange. The
cash have been bringing about

$25 local currency, or something
like $12.50 gold, per picul or 133
1-3 pounds. In Japan they have
been valued at the equivalent of

$15 gold. Japanese newspapers
report that the refined copper is

being exported to the United
States.

The business of buying up and
melting these coins has been so

large and so profitable that a mo-
nopoly thereof was one of the con-
siderations proposed for a recent

Sino-Japanese loan. The fact that a

single Japanese firm is in the mar-
ket for 3,000,000 piculs (200,000

short tons) indicates something of

the enormous quantity of such
coins in China. At the same time

the monetary requirements of a

vast population like that of China
are in proportion, and the melt-

ing up of such coins disturbs the

balance of supplv and demand.
The first effect will be to increase

prices locally in terms of cash

—

the medium on which Chinese pro-

duction of goods for export pri-

marilv is br.sed—and it is likely

therefci^ to have a marked effect

on foreign exports.

URBAN POPULATION
OF AUSTRALIA

A large percentage of the

people of Australia lives in the

principal cities of the different

States. Svdnev, with a popula-

tion of 763.000, represents over

40 per cent of the people of New
South Wales; Perth, with a pop-

ulation of 122,000, represents 38
per cent of the inhabitants of

Western Australia ; Brisbane,

with 162,000, represents nearly 24
per cent of the people of Queens-
land : Hobart, with 40,000, has un-

der 20 per cent of the people of

Tasmania ; Melbourne, with a

population of 684,000, contains

48 per cent of the total population

of Victoria ; and Adelaide, with

205,000, has over 46 per cent of

the people of South Australia.

—

Commerce Reports.

on the national gunboat Patrial,

in the presence of a number of
interested people, which proved in

every manner successful.— Com-
merce Reports.

NEW NAVIGATION
SIGNAL

A young Ecuadorian naval offi-

cer has recently invented an auto-
matic alarm for navigating pur-
poses, which serves to notify the
master of a vessel of any devia-
tion of the course, and thereby
preventing accidents that might
occur through negligence of the
person at the wheel.

A test of the system was made
in the Guayaquil Harbor recently,

PARAGUAY LACE
Among the "cottage" industries

of Paraguay is the manufacture
of a lace called "nanduti" (from
the Guaranian word meaning
web). The articles produced,
which are all made by hand, in-

clude parasol covers, handker-
chiefs, doilies, boleros, mantillas,

table mats, shawls, edging, and
insertion. The articles most pop-
ular with the foreigners here are

narasol covers, mantillas, doilies,

handkerchiefs, and mats, these be-

ing made of silk or very fine cot-

ton thread. These laces appear to

be superior in quality and design

to similar laces made in the Can-
ary Islands and Mexico. A hand-
kerchief that requires from six to

eight weeks to make sells in As-
uncion for 100 to 150 Paraguayan
pesos and a parasol cover that

takes a year to make sells for 600

to 1,200 pesos, the Paraguayan
peso at the prevailing rate of ex-

charge varying in value from 2.75

to 3 cents United States currency.

The lace is usually sold by ped-

dling it from house to house, and
so far as the consulate knows it

has never been exported to any
important degree.

—

Commerce Re-
ports.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel



READY!
A New Fu-Manchu Book

THE HAND
OF FU-MANCHU

BY SAX ROIIMER

Cunning and merciless as ever, the insidious Chinese doctor renews his grim attempt*
to destroy his enemies. He is assisted by a mysterious organization—the S n
but behind its every act can be dimly perceived the sinister hand of Fu-Mai i -j

what desperate adventures this hand points, of the struggles, the plots c the
narrow escapes with which each page bristles, the readers of Mr. Rohmer's earlier

books can well imagine.

"It may he cur weakness for good detective fiction but not since Raffles and Sherlock Holmes have we taken

such delight."—Grand Rapids News.
"A man even more daring than Raffles, more adroit than Arsene Lupin, more powerful than any criminal of
history or romance—such was Dr. Fu-Manchu."—New Orleans Times-Picayune.

"Really momentous detective fiction."—The Advance, Chicago.
"One is left gasping at the end of each chapter, wondering what will happen next."—Montreal Daily Ma'l.
"For outright ingenuity and invention, for ability to pile mystery upon mystery, Mr. Rohmer wins the palm."—Pittsburgh Post.

$1.35 net. Postage 8 cent;.

A Great Historical Romance

The Torch-Bearers of Bohemia
V. I. KRYSHANOVSKAYA

A stirring romance of Bohemia in the flaming days when John
Hus held aloft the banner of revolt against the forces of corrup-
tion in the churcn and of German oppression in his native land.
In its color and vivid detail the book is comparable to the great
Polish romances of Sienckiewiez. In Russia this novel attained

great popularity and was awarded honorable mention by the
Imperial Academy of Sciences of Petrograd.
"A great historical romance."-—N. Y. Tribune.
"Absorbing and well worth reading."—N. Y. Times.

$1.40 net. Postage 8 cents.

A Rousing, Old-fashioned Tale

Martin Valliant Warwick deeping
Are you tired of the problem novel? Does the one-sided
realism of our modern novels bore you? Do you long for the
sheer enjoyment and zest of the old-fashioned swashbuckling
tale of fair women and brave men? Then, "Martin Valliant"

is for you!
"It is a story with no mission but .to entertain. And what bet-
ter mission could it have?"—Boston Transcript.
"A fig for your worries, we say with the author, and on with
the rattling good yarn !"—Oakland Tribune.

"Clearly and vividly written, and in style wonderfully approp-
riate and wonderfully well sustained."— Philadelphia Press.

$1.40 net. Postage 8 cents.

Ifyou buoutd understand the present social and economic condition of Germany read

WILHELM HOHENZOLLERN & CO.
EDWARD LYELL FOX

Author of "Behind the Scenes in Warring Germany."

The ultimate question of the war is "Will the Hohenzolterns survive?" This book attempts the answer to that question.

Mr. Fox. recently returned from Germany, has visited that country three times since the outbreak of the war. His book is

the intimate story of the men and the groups of men who control the German government, and of the plans of deception and

aggression which have finally driven the United States into the war. It gives in addition an actual picture of Germany to-

day, her economic condition and social structure. To understand this anti-democratic regime, is to understand the real

enemy we are fighting. $1.50 net. Postage 10 cents.

Towards a Sane
Feminism
WILMA MEIKLE

A book of essays by a newcomer in the

field of feminist writers, presenting a fresh

and vigorous point of view about modern
women

:—and men. Some of the chapters are:

A Call to Repentance; the Rediscovery of

the Working Man; The Break-up of the

Lady; Simplifying Sex Problems; How to

be Moral though Married; The Fortune of

War; A Straight Tip fcr Feminists.

$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

20 Editions in the Original

!

Forced To Fight
ERICH ERICHSEN

A plunge into the pitiless realities of

modern war as experienced by the man in

the trenches.

The tragic story of a young Schleswig

Dane who was forced to fight in the Ger-

man army. This book is unique among
war narratives; startling in its realistic

descriptions of modern war. Twenty edi-

tions have appeared in Danish and for ob-

vious reasons its sale in Germany has been
prohibited.

$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

ooksellers. Send for catalogue of spring publ

A Dominie Dismissed
A. S. NEILL

Author of "A Dominie's Log"
Further delightful adventures of the Scotch
Schoolmaster whose "Log," published last

year, was so full of humor and wisdom.
These, his further experiences, are des-
cribed with a naivete and frankness that are
captivating.

ABOUT "A DOMINIE'S LOG":
"Full of sound ideas companioned with joy
and whimsicality."—N. Y. Times.
"Ought to be distributed to every school
teacher in the land."—Boston Transcript.
"Clever, humorous and makes you think."

—The Outlook.
$1.25 net. Postage 8 cents.

ications.At all b

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., Publishers, UNION SQ, NEW YORK
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YELLOlDSTOnE
Loiu Fares

The best way to visit this IDonderland

is throuqh the Western Entrance, only

two and one-half hours auto ride to

the famous geyser basin

.

Denver, Colorado 6prihgs and Salt lake

City may be visited en route without extra

fare. Rocky mountain national Park

is a delightful side trip from Denver

by rail or auto

.

Yellowstone can now be madea pleasant

incident in a trip to the Pacific Coast.

Send fbr copy ofour 1917Vellowstone

Park Guide. It contains information

required to plan a trip and an invaluable

map of the region

.

Remember, the Western Entrance,

which possesses these advantages, fs

reached exclusively by Union Pacific

Popular and DirectVellowstone Route.

GERRIT FORT, P. T. M.
UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM
CHICAGO, ILL.
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WHITE MOUNTAINS

NEW PROFIIi HOUSE
I NEW HAMPSHIRE ALTITUDE 2.000 FT.

I A PICTURESQUE COLONY OB1 20 COT-
ITAGES AND ONE OP THE BEST KNOWN
1 HOTELS SITUATED IN THE FAK-PAMED
IFRAXCONIA NOTCH, WHITE MOUN-
I TAINS. CATERING TO A CLIENTELE OF
I THE HIGHEST STANDARD. ON IDEAL
| TOUR. Fine garage, Golf, Tennis, Boat-
| ing. Fishing. Our own farm and dairy.

1 NOW OPEN. THRU TRAIN SERVICE FROM
1 NEW YORK, PHILA., BALTO. & WASH.
1C. H. GREENLEAF, Pres, I c n .ru „ j

|e. b. rich. Asst.
I
A. t. UllH, Mgr.

;

wv*
'
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Where. Nature Reigns
"The Highlands of Ontario," in
Eastern Canada, are Nature's
paradise and the great vacation
mecca. Millions of acres of vir-
gin pine and spruce trees tower
skyward from the hills and val-
leys. Thousands of lakes and
streams dot this great unscarred
expanse. Fish and fun abound—
it is the ideal spot for your sum-mer vacation. Get out in the
pure, bracing air, 2,000 feet
above sea level. Fish, hunt
swim, canoe, or camp—make your
vacation an ever pleasant mem-
ory Timagami, Algonquin Park,
Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay
Lake of Bays, afford real outing
jaunts for those who love the
great outdoors. Good hotel ac-
commodation. Reached via the

Grand Trunk System. Write
-"w or see

A. B. CHOWN
5"7 Park Building
Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. R. EASTMAN
707 Old South Bldg.
294 Washington St.

Bo3ton, Mass.

J. d. Mcdonald
917 Merchants Loan
& Trust Building

Chicago. III.

F. P. DWYER,
1270 Broadwav,
New York, N. Y

OTIMWWJO

SACANDAGM.Y.inil
IN THE LOWER ADIRONDACKS
Open June 1 to Sept. 10. accommodates 200

Steam Heat, Private Baths, Ele-
vator, State Boads—Hotel Garage.
Ml. Spring Water.
Dancing and Concerts, 6-piece Or-
chestra. Boating, Bathing, Fish-
ing, Tennis, Bowling, Billiards.

Golf a Feature. 3090 Yard 9 Hole
Course. Club House. Professional.
NO FLIES OK MOSQUITOES

Altitude, 1,500 feet—Climate Cool
and dry. Write for Booklet.

J. C. BL'TTERFIELD

PARIS HILL
MAINE

THE BEECHES —For semi-invalids; ele-
vation 900 ft. White Mt. scenery; good
food; pure air, cheerful environment. At-
mosphere of the home is that of a house-
party of congenial people. Baths and other
treatments. Booklet. CHARLOTTE F.HAMMOND, M. D.

Manhattan Square Hotel
50 lo 58 West 77th St., New York

300 Rooms, 225 with Bath and Shower
Opposite Museum of Natural History

Surrounded by parks. Half a Block of entrance
to Central Park. Convenient to everything

Room with use of bath. $1.50 per day
Parlor, bedroom and bath,
with shower for one or
two persons $3.00- per day

Parlor, two bedrooms and
baths, shower, three or
four persons.. $5 OO to $8 00 per day

Exec lent Restaurant. Moderate Prices. Club Breakfast. 30 Cents

li. fROHMANN, Pres. GEORGE W. HARE. Mgr.

W//////////M^//y>/////////////^W//////////y>/y>////A

\ The Social and Scenic Center of the

WHITE MTS.
MAPLEWOOD, N. H.

MAPLEWOOD
HOTEL

Cottages—Casino— Inn
OPEN JUNE 30th TO OCT.—NO HAY FEVER

ONE THOUSAND ACRE PARK
18 HOLE GOLF COURSE

UNSURPASSED.

Daily Concert

6,060 YARDS ^

Dancing

WM. F. DUNSPAUGH
Pres. and Man. Director i

///////////;////////////////////////////////////////////?\

AUSTRALIA
-*- »- Honolulu, Suva, New Zealand

Reerulnr Sailing* 1romVancouver ,B.C.
by the PALATIAL PASSENGER steamers of the

CANADIAN AUSTRALASIAN ROYAL MAIL UNE
For full information apply Can. Pacific

Ry., 1231 Broadway, N. Y., or to General
Agent, 440 Seymour St., Vancouver, B. C.

TTOU^eOTl A iuiet. luxurious Res-
I /£?'} o/1 idential Hotel, affordins

O • C? r"^ y f"»
tne Exclusiveness and

oixtwthcttl^™* °' a private

"-'Residence. Opposite
A. y. the Metropolitan Club and

the 5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park. Apart-
ments, single or en suite, for long or short periods.

EAGER & BABCOCK

If you would understand the present social
and economic condition of Germany, read

Wilhelm Hohenzollern & Co.
Edward Lyell Fox

A vivid and intimate glimpse of the Kaiser
to-day and of the men who surround him.

Illustrated $1.50 net
Your Bookseller has it.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO.
Publishers New York

Hotel Albemarle
Broadway at 54th Street

NEW YORK
In the center of the amusement and

automobile section. Shopping district
nearby.

Five short blocks to Central Park.
Within a stone's throw of Carnegie

Hall and Fifth Ave.

ROOM RATES
Single Room, - J2.00-J2.50 per day
Double Room. - $3.00-$3.50 per day
Parlor and Bedroom, $4.00 and upwards

(Every room with private bath)

Special Weekly Rates

CHARLES P. ZAZZALI
Managing Director

fiotel St. Charles
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Situated directly on the ocean
front, with a superb view of

beach and boardwalk, the St.

Charles occupies an unique po-

sition among resort hotels. It

has an enviable reputation for

cuisine and unobtrusive service.

Twelve stories of solid comfort;

ocean porch and sun parlors;

orchestra of soloists. Week-end
dances. Booklet and rates upon
request.

NEWLIN HAINES CO.

&jnmcfioi'owe
Manchester-in-the-Mountains

VERMONT
OPEN JUNE 12 TO NOV. 1

50 ROOMS WITH PATH
ADDED THIS SEASON

GEORGE ORVIS

THE LORRAINE
5lh AVE.
at 45th ST.

Curative Waters With a
National Reputation at

BEDFORD SPRINGS
(Penna.) HOTEL & BATHS

Spend a happy, healthful summer in

this delightful mountain park of 3000
acres. Invigorating climate, 1200 feet
above sea level. Picturesque bridle paths,
good motor roads, rustic walks. Every
outdoor and indoor diversion—golf, ten-
nis, riding, bowling, swimming, dancing.
Magnesia Baths and Bedford Mineral

Waters that rival those of the famous
European resorts.
Motor tourists will find splendid ac-

commodations.

H. E. BEMIS, Mgr. M. C. SWEENY, Asst. Mgr.

COLORADO
Six Special Tours to Colorado

Two and Three Weeks
Also tours to Alaska and California

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
Dept. 11 17 Temple Place, Boston
New York Philadelphia Chicago

the GLEN
SPRINGS

WATKINS, N. Y.

On Seneca Lake Open All Year

Wm. E. Leffingwell, Pres.

A Mineral Spring Health

Resort and Hotel known
as the American Nauheim

The only place in America where
the Nauheim Baths, for Heart
Disorders, are given with a
Natural Calcium Chloride Brine

One of the most beauhful and complete

Mineral Springs Health Resorts in the

country, located in private park with miles

o( graded walks for Oertel Hill Climbing.

THE BATHS
are directly connected with the Hotel.

Treatments under the direction of physic-

ians are particularly adapted to HEART
DISEASE, Circulatory, Kidney, Nutri-

tional and Nervous Disorders, Rheumatism,

Gout and Obesity.

Over a thousand miles of Improved Roads
radiate from Watkins Glen through ihe

Finger Lake Region.

Send for itlusttated Booklets containing

full particulars regarding rates,

reservations, treatments, etc.

•"v -r~v ) V; ( )\
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' w Lake Pleasant, N. T. ^^

Hamilton County.
The Top of the Woods. Elevation 2,000 ft.

THE NEW MORLET HOTEL
Just completed. Most modern house in
Adirondacks. Open June 1 to Oct. 1.
Accommodates 250. 50 rooms with bath.
Boating, bathing, fishing, dancing, ten-
nis. On State road. Booklet.

R. C. CORNELL, Manager.
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Embracing Hotels between

59th St. and 103rd St. , New York

A\TCr>\TTA Broadway, 73rd to 74th
AINoCrNl/V Street. Most central loca-

tion; fireproof. Rooms S2: with bath S2.50; suites

of 2 to 16 rooms.

BELLECLAIRE Broad
I?r

y
ee?f

7nb

The Home of Good Pies. Robert D. Blackman.

RFRKT FY Amsterdam Avenue at 74th

450 rooms and baths; unusually large, all outside.
E. C. Chowan

BONTA NARRAGANSETT
Broadway,93rd to 94th St. Family and transient;
overlooking river two blocks from Central Park,
and sub.ex.^tatlon; Ep. &Am. A.K.Bonta,Prop.

BRETTON HALL SSSffiSfcSg:
Largest uptown, hotel. All the, comforts and ad-
vantages of the better New York hotels at one-
third less price. ' - i

HARGRAVE xn west 72nd st.
Parkway Entrance to Central Park. 300 rooms;
200 baths: S2.00 up.

Eugene Cable.

T'TTP'TTU'rVrP' 20t West 79th Street. Over-
ly \J\jEjIYTN.E/ looking the Hudson between
Central Park & Riverside Drive. Rooms and bath,
J2.00 up: suite?) S3. 50 up.

A. T. Hardy & Chas. G. Stamm, Directors.

1V/T A TlTCT'Ttf"1 Central Park at ItsIVIAJH/Olllj West 72nd St. Gateway
Highest cl&it residential and tourist hotel In the
world. C opeland Townsend, Lessee-Director.

MANHATTAN SQUARE
77th Street.

West
Opposite Museum of Natural His-

tory; 200 ft. from Central Park; near everything.
Rooms, bath, shower, $2.00 up; suites 53.00.

MARIE ANTOINETTE 6
&
6t
groa

s
d
4
:

way. A house of most refined atmosphere. Noted
for its cuisine. European plan.

H. Stanley Green, Managing Director.

MARSEILLES Broadway at
103rd Street.

Coolest rooms; delightful atmosphere; room and
bath $2. per day; larger suites in proportion.

M.E.Burke, Mgr.

SAN REMO "r^„ tr
7
a
5

,

tl,

p!
tr
w
e
.

ts '

Facing America's mo»t famous Park. Specially
Inviting to families. Booklet on application.M .Brennan's Sons.

OT AlVriRFW 72nd Street & Broad-en. /Vl-N-L/IVC/ VV way . At express sub-
way station; block from Riverside Drive & Central
Park; 250 rooms—all outside SI.50 per day with-
out bath; S2.00 with bath. H. J. Veitch, Mng. Dir.

SHERMAN SQUARE S&&1
Street. Most convenient location uptown; tran-
sient and residential hotel.

WILLARD-WEST-END w
nd
e
J?

*

& 76th Street. The final expression of comfort
and service. Room and bath S2.00 up.

Arthur T. Hardy. Charles G. Stamm, Directors.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

JUDSON HOTELfett ".^
A quiet location facing Washington Sq., the moot
mUreetlnf and fascinating part of N. Y. Rtoh in
historic surroundings. Write for booklet

HOTEL LE MARQUIS **%&*£
Am. plan; central and convenient. Every comfort-
rooms with bath S3.50 per day with meals or $2 00
without. 111. booklet on request. J. P. Tolson, Mgr

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

RO^QFRT Brooklyn's Most RepresentativeDUOOI/IV 1 Hotel; rooms with bath S2.50.
The comfort of its appointments and service Is re-
sult of careful study. On the Heights; overlooking
the Harbor.

ADVISORY
CHARLES H. DAVIS, president national

HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION
LOUIS W. HILL, PRESIDENT GREAT NORTH-

ERN RAILWAY
GENERAL COLEMAN DU PONT
ARTHUR H. BLANCHARD, professor
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING COLUMBIA UNIV.

REAR-ADM. COLBY M. CHESTER,

REAR-ADM. C. H DAVIS, -n. s. N. -

REAR-ADM. CASPAR F. GOODRICH,

BOARD
MADISON C. PETERS, d. d.

MAURICE F. EGAN, u. s. minister den-

mark
REAR-ADM. JOHN LOWE, u. s. K.

REAR-ADM. LOUIS KEMPFF, u. s. N.

FREDERICK SIMPICH, u. s consul

MEXICO

DILLON WALLACE
EDWARD HUNGERFORD
JAMES K. HACKETT

U. S. N.
** PRESIDENT

HENRY COLLINS WALSH

VICE-PRESIDENTS

REAR-ADM. ROBERT E. PEARY
COL. DAVID L. BRAINARD, u. s A.

ANTHONY FIALA

SECRETARY and TREASURER
B. T. BABBITT HYDE

FREDERICK MONSEN. r.m.G.l.

HENRY BREVOORT KANE
ROBERT M. McBRIDE

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
E. C. TURNER

REPRESENTATIVES
H. L. CAREY H. T. MEANY

LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

HOLLIS,L. I.

HOLLISWOOD HALL
On Hillside Avenue, two miles east of monument
(Jamaica). High class suburban Restaurant and
Hotel. J. E. Tench, Proprietor

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.

BUNNY HOTEL opposite Lbng Island

R.R. station; best of food; Valley Stream's favorite

stopping place for automobilists.

LYNBROOK, L. I.

BLOSSOM HEATH INN
On Merrick Road, Lynbrook, L. I.
Enlarged and newly decorated.

Harry and Joe Susskind, Managers

FOUNTAIN INN iX? ^fnl*P
for

automobiles; music and dancing; the best of Long
Island Inns for the motorist.

FREEPORT, L. I.

IT PIMP UnTT?T Merrick Road and
AL/rllMJC/ IHJ1J!jL Bay View Avenue
Famous for its chicken and duck dinners. A ren
devous for transient motorists. Endorsed by al-
who have patronized it. W. F. Jones, Mgrl

MONTE CARLO INN BoiSf2S
service and food; entirely remodelled. The stop in
Freeport. Phone 372. J. Madine, Proprietor.

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.

HOFFMAN'S PARK INN^S
Road; the famous road house of Long Island; a fine
motor run from New York.

Geo. A. Hoffman.

BELLMORE, L. I.

BLACK SWAN INN RW*ptSi
cuisine and service; the best seasonable food here.

Thomas W. Devereaux, Proprietor.

ROCKVILLE CENTRE, L. I.

FTNT AYSOW! Merrick Road. Spec-r irN L,J\ I OU-TN O ial snore dinner; a la
carte service at all time; open all year.

John A. Finlayson, Proprietor.

MINEOLA, L. I.

FAMOUS KRUG'S CORNER
on the Jericho Turnpike; meals table d'hote and
a la carte; phone 1075 Garden City.

Frank P. Krug.

SOUTHAMPTON, L. I.

T'tttti TB17TXT/^' - American'plan;.ajnodern
I rlr!/ 1I\VI1>IVJ

[
and unique hotel situated

at Southampton surrounded by. beautiful 1 scenery;

miles from New York. •

;

•
. Irving L. Terry, Proprietor.

BELLPORT, L.;L

WYANDOTTE HOTEL ?tyl
d
e

American plan bouse of the- best class for-families.

George Kreamer, Proprietor.

CENTRE MORICHES, L. I.

LONG ISLAND HOTEL caiX"
S3 per day. Special Sunday dinner for tourists.

Telephone 25. J. W. Rose, Proprietor.

EASTPORT, L. I.

"TUT? f^nUXn?!?" (Formerly Bayside
1 Hit, L^VjlVLMryrV. Hotel) on the Mer-

rick Road; on the South shore; Long Island duck
dinners a specialty.

A. Schwebke, Proprietor.

EAST QUOGUE, N. Y.

delightfully
situated on Shinnecock Bay; cuisine has no equal
on Long Island.

August Puchmuller, Proprietor.

ROCKAWAY PARK, N. Y.

HOTEL PIERCE ,ft?ME„igd

Restaurant and cafe; fireproof; sanitary; luxurious.
Edward Pierce, Prop.

Frederick J. Willoughby, Mgr.

AMITYVILLE, L. I.

ATV/TTTV INN on the famous Merrick
n.ivxj.1 x Al->1> Road. American and
European plan; best home cooking and special
chicken dinners. Otto Dierks, Proprietor

BLUE POINT, L. I.

AVFRY'S °ne °' tDe finest hotels on therv ' ivlN- x '-', South Shore; magnificent view of-
bay; famed for its shore dinners.

C. H. Murdock, Manager.

NORTH SHORE, L. I.

ROSLYN, L. I.

GLENWOOD LODGE °£S?;
bor, on the beautiful North Shore. The garden
spot of Long Island. The best shore and chicken
dinners. E. J. Gilligan, Mgr.

EAST WILLISTON, L. I.

automobile • parties.
Table d'hote dinners; all vegetables from own gar-
den. Open al! year. John H. Carey.

PORT WASHINGTON, L. I.

BAYSIDE, L. I.

McKENNA'S GRILL
A Dining Place of Quality.

DOUGLASTON, L. I.

DOUGLASTON INN
Broadway; Tel. 3081 Bayside
Automobile and Dinner parties given special at
ention; travelers accommodated.

Chas. F. Pearson, Proprietor

GREAT NECK, L. I.

RED LION INN %%r %£s
S?e°£

Neck Lodge of the Motor Parkway. Open a 1 vear.
T. E. Coffee.

Bay. Glass enclosed dining
room affording fine view; lobsters and shbrefood"

a"

specialty; fine place for auto or. yachting, par.ties._-
John F. Bradley, Proprietor.

S
QYSTER BAY, L. I. '

OYSTER BAY INN isfejdl
open all year; the right place for the motorist .

K. & E. Oakes, Proprietor.

CENTREPORT, L. I.

On North Shore, betwee_
ington and Northport. Service

a la carte: European plan; famous for shore dinners
and sea food. Phone 90 Northport.

NEWBURGH, N. Y.

the Hudson Valley;
20 mile view; American plan; rooms with or without
baths; best service. H. N. Bain & Co-

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

NELSON HOUSE ^'^oo^
day and up. Member of the Empire Tours and the
Real Tour -Association. Horatio N. Bain, Prop.;

CROTON-ON-HUDSON, ;N.. ;Yj
"TTTTV/fRT 1? IN'.' ; Albany' Post Road.^

1 U1V1.D1-.I- 11>
, a roadside. hptel. of

i

distinction; .35 miles from New:York; 'European!
plan ; French cuisine; modern hotel accommodations.

J

ALBANY, N. Y,

THE TEN EYCK^^KSRSfH
European plan. Large addition opens July 1917.
Under direction of Fred'k W. Rockwell

THE HAMPTON State and
Broadway

European plan. Absolutely fireproof. Bath with
each room. F. C. Gillespie

WELLINGTON 136 State Street
Quite, airy rooms overlooking Hudson and sur-
rounding hills. European plan. Rooms with\ bath.
Large fireproof addition of 200 rooms. i

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

MOHAWK HOTEL
On the Empire Tour. New, high 'class, modern,
fireproof; European plan. Ideal place for the
motorist. J. H. Median, President

BUFFALO, N. Y.

HOTEL IROQUOIS mreproof j

Nationally known as Buffaloes best: located in the
heart of the City: unsurpassed cuisine.
H.M.Gerrans, Pres. E. C. Greene, Mgr.'

HOTEL TOURAINEcSe^b/a^
on beautiful Delaware Ave. Garage in connection.

John McF. Howie,
President and Manager.

RYE, N. Y.

vjUHJJNIAL 1JN-JN serve you properly
A la Carte—Table d'hote; good rooms; on Boston
Post Road. Phone 441 Rye.

J. L. W. Doherty.

MAMARONECK, N. Y.

PIERRE BUSTANOBY INN
Cuisine Francaise a la carte. Dancing.
Overlooking Long Island Sound.

Tel., 565 Mamaroneck.

RECOMMENDED GARAGES,
NEW YORK CITY

CONCORD GARAGE, Inc.
211-213 W. 87th Street. Storage and supplies:
Packard Cars for hire. Phone Schuyler 5360.

West End Automobile Palace
202-212 W. 89th St. Storage, repairs, replacements.
Touring Cars for hire. Phone 6402 Riverside

John A. Miller Garage, Inc.
204-6-8 W. 102d Street. Packard Cars for hire.

Phones Riverside 5888, 5889, 10265.

80th Street.
Renting, repairing, storage. Phone Schuyler 5767

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Benson - Morris Garage Co.
48-50 Love Lane and 7 College Place. All modern
facilities for the care of high grade automobiles.
Phone Maine 8500.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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GREENWICH, CONN.
TUF A,fAPT17C Boston Post Koad.
1X111/ i\in.rL,H,0 American plan ; eaten
to those seeking the best of accommodations: line
view of Sound: extensive lawns: garage In close
proximity.

I Hotels Selected aimd Beconimeodedl by

[TOE TOWEL GLOB OFAMERICA
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NORFOLK, CONN.

NORFOLK INN At *&£&*,£ the

On the main auto highway from New York. Every
modern Improvement.

Henry R. Sweet.

NEW HARTFORD, CONN.

GREENWOODS INN foflnn™
New England. European plan: 25 beautifully
furnished rooms and 25 baths. Best cuisine.

Geo. B. Nicholson.

STAMFORD, CONN.
HOTEL DAVENPORT j^iSSK!
European plan: first stop from New York on Boston
Post Road.

H. S. Morehouse, Manager.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
HOTEL BISHOP
And Bishop's Colonade, Sarin Boek.
A dlnlix place unusual.

HOTEL ROYAL
In the heart of the alty. Krery room with bath;
|t« minutes from depet. Newest and moat up ta
date hotel In New Haven.

NEW LONDON, CONN.
MOHICAN HOTEL ffifiMa
400 rooms with Private bath; European plan $1.50
P- F. B. Walker, Manager.

PUTNAM, CONN.
PTITNA lVf TNM Every comfort and con-ruil^AiYl HN1> venlence. A real stop-
ping place for the motorist or tourist. European
plan; garage. C. E. Rogers, Manager.

WATERBURY, CONN.
KINGSBURY
A real bit home; European plan $1.60 to $2.00
with bath; na bar.

C. H. Cables. Proprietor.

NEWTOWN, CONN.

NEWTOWN INN ^"SKnTM.
Western Connecticut hills : 70 miles from New
York on state roads.

W. H. Newman, Mgr.

NORWALK, CONN.
ROYAL JAMES INN E&3B£
European plan: fine stopping place for motorists;
43 Miles from New York; ideal location: spacious
lawns; cuisine the best.

CHESHIRE, CONN.
SCOTT'S WAVERLY INN
Ideally located In the scenic section of Connecticut.
On the finest state road from Waterbury, Merlden
or Bridgeport. Service and food the best.

CINCINNATI, O.

HOTEL GIBSON 'SS&S
Rate* from 12.00

PICKWICK INN ? ne
to
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finest Inn In this section: Ideal place for the
motorist, and cuisine of the very best.

LITCHFIELD, CONN.

PHELPS TAVERN
American Plan. Open All The Year.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

CONLEY'S INN A
EmTicann pTan.

Most convenient location; rendesvouz for motor-
ists; spacious piazza.

J. Allen Walker, Prop.

iinniwumi'iuu niiiiuuiiiinium

^NY COMMENT upon the Quality of

Foods, Sanitaty Condition, or Service in the

Hotels or Restaurants will be appreciated by the

TRAVEL CLUB OF AMERICA
31 EAST 17th STREET, NEW YORK

GREENFIELD, MASS.

WELDON HOTEL ..„.„ UnI(ine...

On direct route to the Mohawk Trail . Recreation.
Golfing, Tennis, Auto and Carriage Driving.

N. A. Campbell, Mgr.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

THE BERKSHIRE Berkshlres"
A pleasant quiet location; European plan S1.25 up;
American Plan $3.00 up; a stopping place for the
automoblllst.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

PLYMOUTH INN Sfe^fiS
White Mountains. Splendid auto roads radiate In
every direction. Ep. and Am. plan. Cnlslne (ft

excellence. Spacious piazzas. W. A. Senna, Mgr.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

MAPLEWOOD HOTEL ge
3
a
°
80*.

Open May 26th to Nov. 1st. Booklets and road
maps on application. Arthur W. Plumb.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
TnuTT C\ A V C Thompson Street at
1 HH, UAlYO state Street
A modern hotel In residential district. European
and American plan. A real place for motor tourists.

P. H.Faber, Prop.

WORCESTER, MASS.

TOUR NEW ENGLAND
THE BANCROFT £»&» M«S
Worcester. Mass. for complete Itinerary. Address
Dept. N.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

THENONOTUCK gaU^nd""^,
Monntlon Boute; fireproof; Ep. plan 11.50 and
up: Mount Tom golf privileges to guests: direction
of United Hotels Co. Gorham Benedict. Mgr.

BOSTON, MASS.
PT TD fT A XT Stt Commonwealth Avenue.
a vJ aXl 1 ATN The distinctive Boston house.
Globe trotters call the Puritan one of the meat
homanaa hotels In the world. Send for the book-
let wtt* guide te Beaton and Its historic vicinity.

BRUNSWICK HOTEL ffij
Frve mtautee walk from Back Bay Station; Euro-
pean plan Sl-50 up: with bath $2.50 up; American
plan (4.00 up.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Corner Newbury and Dartmouth Streets.
Enropeen plan; near Back Bay stations; heart of
residential district. Thomas O. Paige. Mgr.

OXFORD HOTEL Er^SX^:
Biieun iliilln in mi niilli ii lili hi iililinnf bath four
minutes walk from Back Bay stations.

Phillip P. Pretto.

tJr^TT7T TJT 171 Heldelberger Rathskel'r
tlKJ 1 EjL, ITLiAjLA 419 Columbus Ave.
AotomobUt parties, tourists and transients given
speetal attention. A la carte service to midnight.

W. H. Cowan, Managing Owner

NEWARK, N. J.

T}f""»TJTj, 'D ,T, TCP tTit Gateway of the
riUr>ll<±tl X JXCjA 1 Lincoln Highway.
Newark's new two million dollar hotel: European
plan $1.50 up: with bath $2.00 up.

Charles A. Carrigan, Manager.

LEE, MASS.

GREENOCH INN %*S3E&
European plan with a La Carte at all hours for the
convenience of motorists. Geo. A. Gritting. Prop.

LENOX, MASS.
niDTTC UriT'l?T In the village orL.URIIO tlKJ 1 EjLi Beautiful Estates.
Brick construction ; rooms with and without bath

;

golf and tennis courts: charming drives In every
direction. Wm.D. Curtis, Prop.

The Berkshlres.
Charmingly situated ; generously large rooms; suites
with and without baths; large piazzas: homelike
surroundings. Samuel B. Krogman, Prop.

MAHANNA HOTEL ?%£&»
Hills. American and European Plan booklet on
application. F. C/Mahanna, Mgr.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CROWN
The up to date hotel. European plan exclusively;
SI. 75 up; $2.26 up with bath.

Fred Mansfield. Proprietor.

NEW ALLEN HOTEL & «t
een

Central, near everything, quiet, exclusive, every
convenience: Ep. plan $1.00 up; with private bath
$1.50 up. Special weekly rates. F. Ball, Mgr.

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
Largest and leading hotel In Rhode Island. Euro-
pean plan. Headquarters for travelers and tourists.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ADELPHIA fWt&ir
In the center of things, 400 Rooms. 400 Baths.
Moderate Tariff.

David B. Provan. Managing Director

THE COLONNADE WStJSf&
In the heart of the city, one block from Penn. R.R.
Terminal. We feature individual attention $1.60
up: with bath $2.00 up.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

COLEMAN HOUSE
Whole square on the Ocean; European-American
Plan; open all year; special accommodation for
automoblllsts.

OCEAN GROVE, N. J.

NORTH END HOTEL SSSftg
modern and first class in every particular. Sea-
water In private baths. Elevator to Street level.

Francis Yarnall. Proprietor

LAKEWOOD, N. J.

HOTEL PALMER S&SSiB
Recreation. Best "Open all the Year" Hotel be-
tween New York and Atlantic City: modern;
moderate rates. T. T. Dolbey, Manager

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

THE MANOR ^No^c^t
Real Southern hospitality In the land of the sky.

In America—An English Inn.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

TRAYMORE ^u
World's Greatest Hotel Success. American and
European Plans.

HOTEL DENNIS $TuV™35
£¥.

Directly on ocean front with unobstructed view
over our own lawn. Large Solarium and terraces
adjoining Boardwalk. Walter J. Buzby.

ROYAL PALACE HOTEL
AND COTTAGES On the Beach. Near all piers
and amusements. American plan. Orchestra, cafe,
capacity 600. Rates on request. S. Hanstern, Prop.

HOTEL WILTSHIRE XV?nue
a

Every convenience: best moderate price hotel in
Atlantic City. (Central to all amusements; minute
to boardwalk. Samuel A. Ellis.

HOTEL JACKSON Qffi&Fftl"
Brick hotel; American <fc European plan; elevatar
to street level; rooms with bath; open all year.

H. A. Brogan, Ownership management.

THE CLARENDON HOTEL
Virginia Avenue. 100 rooms with hot and oalt
water: rooms en suite with bath ; moderate prices;
booklet. Monroe Hutchini.

STANTON 115 South
Pennsylvania Are.

Best of the smaller houses. Booklet.

GLASLYN-CHATHAM ££?&
Second house from beach. Elevator to street; rooms
with running water and private bath. Open
throughout the year. Booklet. Nathan L. Jones.

HOTEL BOTHWELL X&£?
300 feet from boardwalk. Modern family hotel;
private baths: running water In rooms. Moderate
rates; booklet. J. <fc K. Both well.

PENNHURST jJSfilSSa.
Ownership management; first class service;
American plan $3 to $4. Garage on premises.

Wm. R. Hood.

NEW CLARION ISSlffiSnik.
Kentucky Ave.; rooms with or without bath;
elevator to street level ; moderate prices; garage.

S. K. Boniface

CONTINENTAL SSPfSSh*'*-
Always open: private baths; excellent table;
American plan. $2.50 up; $14 weekly up. Book-
let. Garage. M. Walsh Duncan.

HOTEL PIERREPONT
Second hotel from Beach
Every appointment of the Ideal hotel; fine cuisine.
American plan $3 up G. L. Kahn.

BALTIMORE, MD.

BELVEDERE Charles Street
at Chase

In the heart of the fashionable centre. Fireproof.
Accommodates 600. Rooms with bath $3.00 up.

W. H. Hager, Manager

ALTAMONT ESMBMS?
Situated on the handsomest boulevard In America.
American and European Plan.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHOREHAM HOTEL
H Street Northwest at Fifteenth

European Plan Exclusively.

HOTEL POWHATAN *g5£i
Two blocks west of White House; 300 rooms; 250
with private bath. E. C. Owen, Manager

HOTEL LAFAYETTE $%*£&£&
One square north of White House, facing on most
beautiful residential street. Direction of J. H. Paris-
A.E.Kirby.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
TMM Hospitable service, culslnedelighttul;100inn rooms with bath; furnishings beautiful
and colonial.
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The Sport Alluring

Learn to shoot. Every man—every

woman—should be an expert with the

gun. An hour or two at the traps each

week will prove the finest kind of a

treat.

Trapshooting is keen, clean sport with

a thrill of excitement—an undefinable

challenge to your spirit of achievement

—

in every target thrown.

Winging the wily clay pigeon has be-

come quite de rigueur in smart country

places and is proving a welcome boon to

both host and hostess in the entertain-

ment of house parties.

The "Sport Alluring" booklet

on request

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Wilmington Delaware

JUPfiNT:

Haddon Hall
ATLANTIC CITY

ALWAYS OPEN
RIGHT ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK

Appeals particularly to cultivated people
who seek rest and recreation at the Sea
Shore, Summer or Winter. From every
section of the country such guests have come
to Haddon Hall for 40 years—and come
back again and again—it is so satisfying,

so free from ostentation, so restful and
sufficient. Every facility is offered young
and old for enjoyment.

A step and you are in the surf. Fascinating shops
and a thousand amusements are offered along the
famous Boardwalk. Privileges of fine golf and yacht
clubs. Rooms are comfortable and attractive—there
is delightful music—and always interesting people.

Make reservations—zvrite for illustratedfolder

LEEDS & LIPPINCOTT
J

White Sulphur Springs
WEST VIRGINIA

THE GREENBRIER
OPEN ALL THE YEAR EUROPEAN PLAN

The famous 18-hole Golf Course of the Green-

brier, has probably made as many converts to the

game as have the tonic of its waters restored to

health run-down, over-taxed bodies.

THE BATH ESTABLISHMENT connected with

the hotel, is the finest in Europe or America.

Equipped with every appliance known to science

for the latest forms of treatment under expert

physicians of the highest standing. The Radium,

Nauheim, Vichy, Aix Dauche, Radio-Active, Sul-

phur Mud Baths for the treatment of Gout, Rheu-

matism, Nervous Prostration, Neurasthenia, Dys-

pepsia and Liver disorders and other ailments this

resort has an enviable reputation.

An elaborate book illustrated

in color will be sent upon request.

FRED STERRY
Managing Director

J. H. SLOCUM
Resident Manager

HALFONTE
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J-Nx

Chalfonte h one of the best and most
favorably known of all Atlantic City's 1200

hotels. Modern, 10-story, fireproof—its appeal

is to cultivated, interesting people seeking rest or

recreation at the seashore. It is not a sanitarium.

All Sports and Pastimes—
American Plan—Sea Bathing

THE LEEDS COMPANY

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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This cow elephant charged the photographer and was shot and brought down by his attendants at a distance of some forty paces.

While one is. filled with astonishment at the steadiness of the photographer in standing up to a charging elephant, waiting for a good

focus, it requires even more nerve perhaps on the part of the man; behind the gun behind the camera, who must steady his aim and

hold back his shot until the click of the camera shutter tells him that the picture is made

THE MAN BEHIND THE GUN BEHIND THE CAMERA
PROTECTING THE BIG GAME PHOTOGRAPHER IN ACTION—EXCITING MOVEMENTS IN THE DAY'S WORK

OF THE CAMERA, HUNTER—CLOSE RANGE. PICTURES OF AFRICA'S MOST DANGEROUS GAME

Arthur H. Fisher

Photographs "by James L. Clark

PHOTOGRAPHY as a profession will hardly be found listed under

the head of' hazardous occupations, nor is the camera- generally

regarded as an implement calculated to lead its enthusiastic devotee

to an untimely or violent end. Its fascinations are to the average lay

mind of a character no more rugged than might, be, attached to any-

healthful out-of-doors diversion. Let it be carried,,, however, into the

wilds of Africa's dark continent, there to take the place. of. the high-

powered rifle in the securing of great game trophies registered on sen-

sitive plates, and not in the form of lifeless, heads, and horns which are

chiefly distinguished as havens for dust and, feeding grounds for moths,

then surely the gentle art becomes recast in. truly, heroic mold.

To stand on open plain, calmly focussing, your camera on a charg-

ing rhinoceros that is bent upon obliterating, from, the landscape the

object that has so rudely disturbed its noon-day siesta, and to release

your shutter when but a short fifteen paces separate you from the brute's

desire, savors a bit of the impossible. The sensation must be slightly

akin to strolling along the center of the course during a Vanderbilt Cup
Race. The result certainly would be the same, were it not for the fact

that a few • yards from the camera stands a man, sure of aim, and
wintry of, nerve, ready, to turn the charge by a well-placed bullet, and to

kill, when the occasion demands. He is the "man behind the gun," the

man r who makes the game possible. It is not within his power to do

more ;., safety is out of the question. The chances for serious accident

are increased, depending largely upon the temperament and ambition of

the man. who holds the camera. In the case of the individual with which
our. story, deals they were multiplied in plenty.

When A., Radcliffe Dugmore, one of the best equipped and most skill-

ful exponents of modern wildlife photography now living, decided to
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A CONFERENCE WITH THE. NATIVES

Seated on the left are Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Akeley. of the American Museum of Natural History. They are securing information from the Kavisondo, concerning

elephants in the neighborhood. The black with the white turban is the chief, who is passing the information around the circle through an interpreter. Such a conference

is known as "Shawri"

make a special camera expedition into British East Africa, he realized

that he must secure a companion fitted by experience in the field to

assist him. Since he planned to take close-range pictures of the most

dangerous game in that region, including buffalo, elephants, rhinoceros

and lion, he fully appreciated the risks which must accompany such

work. To accomplish his purpose, he knew that the man he would se-

lect must be a cool-headed sportsman, possessed of undoubted courage,

and able to use firearms when circumstances required. It was only for

food or to prevent accident, than any animals were to be killed during

the trip. James L. Clark of New York was then attaining to some promi-

nence as a sculptor-taxidermist, being associated with Carl E. Akeley

of the American Museum of Natural History. He had had much ex-

perience hunting big game in America, and was very anxious to pur-

sue his studies further by actual field work in Africa. He offered his

services to Dugmore, agreeing to pay his own expenses, if allowed to

accompany him in the capacity mentioned. His offer was accepted.

The photographic results of the trip are well known, and are repre-

sented by as fine a series of still pictures, both daylight and flashlight,

of the big game of Africa, as have ever been made, and up until that

time (1909) nothing in this line was known which was even comparable

to them. Few there are, however, who realize when shown these pic-

tures, that apart from the great skill and courage necessarily possessed

by the man who held the camera, the biggest side of the business fell

upon the shoulders of the man who held the gun. When dangerous

work is being attempted, the photographer is wholly occupied with the

camera, and relying upon his confidence in his companion's aim, is free

to concentrate all his faculties on the exacting details of picture mak-

ing, while the nerve-racking side of the job is left to the man behind

the gun. He never knows whether the quarry will elect to vent its

fury upon him or the man with the camera. He therefore faces all the

consequences which every man must face who pits his skill with the

rifle against dangerous game, and also must assume responsibility for

the safety of the man who is shooting with dry plates instead of bullets.

It is "no place for a nervous woman," as they do not say in Africa. In

either event, the slightest error in aim or judgment may spell disaster,

and this was certainly true in several instances while Dugmore was
making his close-ups of rhinoceros. In one of the illustrations will be

seen one of these doughty beasts, which bit the dust within a few paces

of Dugmore, and this time had the bullet not reached its mark, the

expedition would have then and there come to a tragic close. It was
one of their first experiences with rhino. They were stalking two of

these huge pachyderms on the open rolling plains. The animals had

caught the scent of the hunters, and were charging wildly this way and

that, snorting their defiance. These strange creatures possess very de-
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fective vision, and it is doubtful if they can distinguish objects at a

greater distance than a hundred yards. This impediment probably arises

from the fact that their only enemy is man. They depend upon a highly

developed sense of smell and fair hearing to warn them of danger.

The commotion they were making evidently disturbed another of their

tribe, as a third rhino rose from the long sun-withered grass, and joined

in the game. As Clark was armed with a gun with only two shots,

and Dugmore only with the camera, the entry of the third into the field

of action was very disturbing. After much senseless rushing, all three

rhinos came to a sudden stop, and swung in abreast facing the camera

at about forty yards, apparently awaiting the next move on the part of

the intruders. That next move was hard to decide. Fearing lest even

the slight noise of the shutter might bring the angry trio thundering

down on them, Dugmore refrained from making the picture, although

they had courted the danger for this very purpose. It was another case

of where number three constituted a crowd. Dugmore stood motion-

less, holding the camera ready, while Clark never allowed the white

bead of his sight to leave the head of the largest. The situation was
critical, and they both stood with bated breath and nerves a-tingle, won-
dering what was to be their fate.

At last one of the beasts wheeled about and made off across the plain,

the others following. The tension was momentarily removed, and
Clark breathed a sigh of relief, but it was soon clapped on again, for

he saw Dugmore chasing after one that had become separated from
the others, and nothing remained for him to do but to be up and after

him with the gun. The rhino, however, outdistanced his pursuers, and
giving up the chase they returned by a short cut to where they had left

the porters.

Although they did not know it, the excitement was far from over.

Suddenly, as they came to the crest of a small knoll, the black form of

LANDING AT MOMBASA
Because of the dangerous reef along the coast of the Indian Ocean at Mombasa, steamers are lightered by large native boats with straw matting sails called "dhows.

A group of Swahali are shown here bringing their strange craft along a large-sized freighter.
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A hippo shot by Mr. Clark in the Tana River. The natives will haul out the

carcass if they are given the meat, which they eat raw

Very often elephants break down trees like this shown above in order to get at
' the tender foliage at the top. The size of this tree may be judged by the boy

Mr. Clark contrives to write letters and make f.eld notes in spite of the midday heat

.

.

4
. i

another rhino loomed up before them, standing in the yellow grass.

After this one they went, and approaching to within about eighfjy

yards, a telephoto exposure was made. They then worked slowly, tip

about twenty more paces, all the while in plain sight of the animal.

Here another picture was snapped. As the rhinoceros made no move
and seemed unconscious of their presence, a shorter focus lens wis

now adjusted to the camera, and again moving forward to less th|n

forty yards of the beast, which still apparently remained wholly ^un-

aware that he was the objective of a stalk, the camera was again

brought into focus. While this was being done, the animal deliber-

ately lay down. "Splendid," whispered Dugmore, "now we can git

very close without his seeing us." Clark admits he had misgiving^;

and had started on much more attractive errands, but the time rfjir

the place did not admit, of argument. Forward they moved, Clajjk

with his finger on the trigger, and the big gun poised for instant :afc-

tion. The intervening distance drew shorter and shorter. So did Ms
breath. He wondered if Dugmore was ever going to stop. At lalt

he did, but not until within less than twenty yards of the black, roclf-

like mass. As he halted and began to focus, the gun came slowly arid

carefully to the shoulder, for the ears of the beast had commenced
to twitch nervously, a sign that he had discovered them, and was aboip

These natives came into the camp begging for salt, which was refused. They
started a dance and kept it up until we gave them what they wanted to get rid

of them

In this flimsy shelter of "boma" the photographer stood while taking flashlights of

the lions at night/ some of which, approached as close as nine feet. The cameras

may be seen before the opening
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Masai tribesmen indulging in a war dance. The Masai are a pastoral

British rule

nomadic tribe now under

A group of Masai women. The Masais, like the Kaffirs, were for-

merly one of the most powerful tribes in all Africa

to mix things up. He did, for almost the next instant

there came a snort, and out of a cloud of dust emerged
the huge fellow- rushing straight for them, his tail held

high and nostrils dilated. All of Clark's misgivings had
vanished. He knew what was demanded of him and he

was ready. He now waited for the sound of the shut-

ter. Dugmore allowed the rhino to get well under way,
and then came the "click" of the camera, followed in

quick succession by the roar of the express rifle. Dug-
more had scored a photographic triumph, and the rhino

lay a lifeless heap, not more than fifteen paces from his

feet. It was then decided that there had been enough
Ojf that sort of thing for oie day. There is a limit to

everything in any twenty-four hours, and that limit had

been reached. Such an incident speaks eloquently for the

daring and disregard of danger displayed by Dugmore.
and it was this quality that brought him such unequaled

success, but without the utmost confidence - in the cool-

ness and deadly aim of his companion, he certainly

would never have attempted suchpictures.

A Cape buffalo killed by Mr. Clark. Many sp ortsmen consider these animals the most dan-
gerous of all big game. Readers of "The Jungle Book" will recall how the water buffalo disposed

of the man-eating tiger

The cheetah, or hunting leopard, is the fleetest animal known. These
animals are trained. to hunt; deer and other game in India and Africa

A village of the Kavirondo. This local. tribe, which is largely of Masai origin, goes without
clothing by custom. They shave their heads completely, and a native barber is here seen at work

with a piece -of broken glass • ._ .
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THE QUICK-TEMPERED RHINO

Rhinoceroses depend upon a keen sense of smell and hearing to warn them of danger as they are extremely near-sighted and cannot distinguish objects at a greater distance

than a hundred yards. This one was within a few paces of Mr. Dugmore when he was shot. The Masai, standing behind the carcass, speared the beast after two shots

had failed. This man also killed a lion, single-handed, with his spear

In speaking of his part of the work, Clark says that before and after

each encounter, he suffered more or less from a case of nerves, but

when the critical time came this feeling never failed to leave him. At
these times he was always perfectly cool and collected, and had abso-

lute confidence in himself. This seems to fit in with the testimony of

most men, when they have been under fire.

On a later occasion, a man behind a spear shared honors with the

man behind the gun, playing his part in a thriller that would bring tears

to the eyes of any movie producer, if such a thing be possible. It all

came about during an encounter with another truculent and murderously
inclined rhinoceros, who evidently failed to appreciate that his pre-

historic face and form were about to be made immortal.

Photographing his kind was not the order of this particular day, for

less dangerous game was receiving the attention of the camera. For
this reason Clark was armed only with a revolver and twelve-bore shot-

gun, one barrel loaded with buckshot, the other with ball. Not the proper

weapons at all for close dealings with a tough old rhino on mischief

bent. The party was moving across the Yata Plains, with the tall Masai
guide, carrying his long spear, taking the lead. Suddenly he stopped,

and out of some tall grass arose a huge rhino. Like a flash and without

the slightest warning he made a furious charge for Clark, the Masai

and two of the porters. Dugmore, ever on the alert had focussed his

camera and the shutter clicked. Clark's gun spoke, but the animal never

hesitated, coming straight on. Clark had attempted to turn him with a

charge of buckshot, which made not the slightest impression. Realizing

that his shot had failed, Clark then fired the twelve-bore ball from his

left barrel, and immediately drawing his revolver, began emptying it

into the brute's head, as it passed him within less than six feet of him.

Straight for the Masai he went, who coolly waited his rush, leaping to

one side at just the proper moment. He then wheeled and started for

Dugmore, who was struggling to get another plate adjusted in his

camera. It was here that the Masai saved the day for Dugmore, for

rushing up, he sent his long cruel spear hurtling into the body of the

enraged beast. This turned him just in time, and he again charged

Clark, who, with an accurately placed revolver shot to his head, again

changed his course. At this juncture the rhino made for the now thor-

oughly demoralized porters, who threw down their loads and bolted for

friendly thorn bushes. After him went the brave Masai, and made it

so warm for him that the animal galloped off, a very badly scared old

ruffian.

It was while attempting photographs of cape buffalo, that one of the

(Continued on page 41)
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THE long dining-room of

the hotel is well filled, as

in mid-winter when the season

runs at its height. The crowd it

holds is dressed in all of the form-

ality of fine feathers. It is only

the opened windows that run the

sides of the room and show the

striped awnings, the gaily-filled

flower-boxes and the soft foliage

of the trees without, that con-

vince us that this is summer, and

that Washington is very gentle to

us in this year of grace. For
there have been many Junes in

recent memory when the fierce

heat has made the town tropical

and all but unbearable. This has

been a very late spring, however,

and Washington, in consequence,

entirely delightful.

Among the men in the dining-

room there is a large proportion

of uniforms ; by far the greater

number of these, of course, are

khaki, in varying shades and

cuts. Yet here and there one

sees the peculiar blue-gray that

has become standard in French

army service. For the warriors

in the ^room are by no means
confined to our own colors. The
various commissions which have

come trekking into the National

Capital since we first declared

war have left a goodly portion

of their retinues behind—to as-

sist us in the new formats of the

Navy and the Army, as well as

in the development of munitions,

transportation and the Red
Cross. It is these same commis-

sions that have made Washing-

ton to-day more than ever be-

fore the one real cosmopolitan

city of the United States.

Three monumental flagstaffs stand in the Plaza that fronts the cold

and extended beauty of the Union Station. On the day that the first of

the missions—the British—arrived, the American flags on the two side-

staffs were replaced ; by the Union Jack upon the one side and the Tri-

color of France upon the other. The staffs then held the colors of the

three greatest of the Allies. Their example spread rapidly throughout

Washington, which has even at all ordinary times an almost Gallic love

of color. The Greek temple which is our Treasury, the equally fine

and even older structures that house the Department of the Interior, the

hopelessly bad and far more modern barracks given to the State, War
and Navy Departments—even the White House and the Capitol itself

broke forth with the ensigns of France and Great Britain alongside the

Stars and Stripes. And a little later, when their missions arrived, the

colors of Italy and of Cuba were added to these. If all our Allies send

missions and we raise their flags with the same generous profusion of

colors, Washington more than ever will look like a gigantic world's

fair, rather than the seat of the sober purpose which is determined

upon winning the battle for the democracy of the world. Looks, in the

long run, do not count. The sober purpose does.

iC) Underwood & Underwood

The new and more effective way to illuminate public buildings is to train a battery of
searchlights on them. This instead of the old, disfiguring festoons of incandescent bulbs.
A joint session of Congress was going on when this photograph was made. The motor

cars of the Senators and members may be seen in the foreground

IN WARTIME WASHINGTON
INTIMATE GLIMPSES OF OUR WAR-MAKERS AND LAW-
MAKERS—HOW THE CAPITAL IS MEASURING UP TO

THE NATIONAL CRISIS

Edward Hungerford

Author of "The Personality of American Cities"

The crowd in the hotel dining-

room seems always to be there. It

is a gay crowd, a spending crowd,

if you please. Washington is re-

puted to be a city of cheap food-

stuffs, its center market is one of

the finest in the land; one of the

most reasonable as well. Yester-

day strawberries were selling in

its stalls at twenty cents the

quart. But the hotel conde-

scended much when it reduced

its prices for these fine red ber-

ries from seventy-five to sixty-five

cents a plate. It did not have
to make that reduction. The
crowd that fills its dining-rooms

orders strawberries and does not

even glance at the price upon the

menu-card. It is a prosperous,

generous, unthinking group of

humans—the sort that delights

the heart of any hotel man. It

is a representative American
crowd— well-dressed, laughing,

chatting, animated. A war at

our doors? Oh, no. Look at

these folk. Do they bespeak

war ? Are they not the pictures

of peace and prosperity?

But there are the uniforms.

And the neat insignia upon the

collars of those uniforms show
rank. Yet not all the rank is

shown by uniforms or their in-

signia. Here is Goethals—the quiet

determined man who, having dug
a canal, is now going to build a

thousand ships or more to sail

it. At another table nearby is

William Denman, his co-laborer,

a handsome, active man who, as

chairman of the Shipping Board,

is going to operate the ships that

Goethals builds. The slender,

schoolmaster type of New Eng-
lander who is going out of the door is Willard—Daniel Willard,
president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, but to-day even better

known as President Wilson's aide in command of the nation's trans-

portation and communication; the chairman of the Advisory Council of

National Defense whose plans, carefully laid so many months in ad-

vance, are the pilot-chart for the Administration to follow in this na-
tional crisis. In the group of railroad presidents to whom Willard is

speaking there at the door, are men who have put aside for the moment
all the details and responsibilities of their own big jobs in order to be

of national assistance—Samuel Rea of the Pennsylvania, Howard Elliott

of the New Haven, Hale Holden of the Burlington. The man that joins

the group is, in his way, also a great specialist in transportation. He is

Howard Coffin, who is acting for the Council of National Defense in the

correlating of both motor-car and aeroplane services. In other days
Coffin was an automobile designer in Detroit—one of the very best, be

it noted—a man whose annual income ran high in the six-figure class.

Did I say income? These men are not thinking of their incomes
these days. They are all working for the government to-day—for sal-

laries of about one dollar a year each, which is the minimum Uncle Sam
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(C) Harris & Ewing
THE COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE

To this council, composed of experts in every field of wartime activity, is entrusted the huge task of developing America's resources effectively. Seated in this "group are:

Left to right: Secretary of Agriculture David F. Houston, Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels, Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, Secretary of Interior Franklin

K. Lane, and Secretary of Labor William B. Wilson. Standing, left to right, Grosvenor B. Clarkson, Secretary of the Council, Julius Rosenwald, chairman of -the com-

mittee on supplies, Bernard M. Baruch, in charge of raw materials, Daniel Willard, transportation, Dr. F. H. Martin, medicine and sanitation. Dr. Hollis Godfrey, science

and research, Howard Coffin, munitions, and W- S. Gifford, director of the council
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MR. BALFOUR ARRIVING AT WASHINGTON
Mr. Balfour, second from left, is chatting with Secretary of State Lansing as they walk along the platform. Mr.
Balfour did not omit shaking hands with the engineer of the train, a custom instituted by Mr. Roosevelt when
President. The other members of the group are Col. W. W. Harts and "Bill" Nye, the "greatest secret service

sleuth of them all"

can give and keep a man legally upon

his payrolls. They are all working as

they never before have worked for any
private 'interest. For no private inter-

est has ever faced the crisis that our

national government to-day faces.

No private interest at any cost could

command the services of these men
whose services to-day cost the United

States—nothing. Here is A. C. Bed-
ford of Brooklyn, president of the big-

gest of the Standard Oil companies

;

Julius Rosenwald, of Chicago, whose
mail-order house is the largest in the

world and spends six million dollars

a year for its catalogues alone ; Frank
Scott, of Cleveland, the munitions

chief who has startled the traditions

of; our gentle southern capital by open-

ing his desk promptly at eight o'clock-

each morning; H. P. Davison, the big

partner of Morgan &.Co., who is giv-

ing all his vast energy and executive

ability toward the organizing of the

Red Cross—all these and many more.

This dining-room, the restaurants of

the. other larger hotels of Washington
constitute to-day a sort of inner

"Who's Who" of the United States.

Ministers, too, statesmen, diplomats,

journalists. At one of the round ta-

bles sit George Creel, the man Presi-

dent Wilson has appointed chairman
of the Committee of Public Informa-

tion—which, being translated, means
virtually national press agent and cen-
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(C) Harris & Ewing
A HISTORIC VISIT TO MOUNT VERNON

In this notable group may be discerned Marshal Joffre, M. Viviani, Mr. Balfour, Ambassadors Spring-Rice

and Jusserand, Secretaries Lansing, Daniels and Lane, This historic visit of the Anglo- French Commission

to the tomb of Washington was marked by the utmost simplicity and dignity

sor—and his two assistants, Arthur Bullard and Ernest Poole ; in other

days members of the "Novelists Union." And as you sit finishing.your
midday meal, out pours the Cabinet. It holds luncheon sessions m
this hotel each Tuesday and each Friday. It walks out slowly—mak-
ing many grave salutations. Lansing, the inscrutable, who looks the

diplomat and really is. With him is Secretary of Agriculture Houston

;

behind them, Franklin Lane—in many ways the ablest of the Cabinet'and

the only one to whom the newspaper men give the real mark of affec-

tion in calling him by his first name—Secretary Josephus Daniels,

the cadaverous McAdoo, Baker, Redfield—all the rest of them.

Such gossip in this place ! Washington has revelled in rumors since

—well memory of man or woman either, runneth not to the contrary.

Such days for rumors, these war times ! Did one know that So-and-So,

lunching over at the corner table with the stunning creature who looks

as if she might have escaped from an Elinor Glyn novel, is really young
Prince Blank, traveling incog and trying to live down his disgraceful

military record at the beginning of the war? ' And do you know that

there is a house not a stone-throw from Dupont Circle where a German
spy was found in the china-closet on the night that the Ambassador
from X dined there? The war has but quickened the abilities of

the rumor-makers. They discuss quality folk and the strengths and the

failings of those who sit in the seats of the mighty, with shameless aban-
don. Did one know why old S was packed off on a' mission to

that South American republic ? Inefficiency, hopeless inefficiency. So
wag the tongues. And if S 's reputation comes to suffer—well-
official Washington's official shoulders shrug and pay but scant attention

to protests. And this is our National Capital in time of war.

There is a lady who refuses to grow old who lives to-day in one of

the,se Washington hotels and clearly remembers when she sat in its

dining-room and looked from its window into these same soft, shaded

streets and saw them filled with men in uniforms. And if you were
very still and listened very intently indeed you. might hear the boom of

distant guns—where Johnny Reb was keeping everlastingly at it from

.the' iVirginia hills

in. the hope of yet

capturing the Fed-

eral capital. It is

: all very clear to her

even to-day—the
atrociously muddy
streets of the over-

grown town which
had not then found

itself; the incom-

plete Capitol upon
the hill, the half-

finished Treasury
Building, the end-

less army and navy
depots and the hos-

pitals. But none of

it is etched more
sharply upon her

memory than the

occasional meeting

with the tall, sad

man on whose great

shoulders seemed to

rest the toil, the

.

sorrow and the op-

pression of it all.

To-day you will

see no more regular

soldiers upon the

streets of Washing-

ton than upon the

(C) Underwood & "Underwood

Secretary of War Baker hurrying blithely

office in the War Department Buildim

to hi:
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(C) Underwood & Underwood
THE WEST POINT CADETS IN WASHINGTON

It is not often that Pennsylvania Avenue resounds to the machine-like tread of the Cadets. Inaugural Day is one of these rare occasions. All these young men are now
graduated or advanced a year in their training to help fill up the commissioned ranks of our new armies. The training camps are also busy turning civilians into officers for

the new levies

streets of New York, or Chicago, or San Francisco, or any other city

where recruiting is both brisk and constant. But this lady of my ac-

quaintance walked through F street a fortnight past and caught a sight

that brought her back sharply to her clearest memory of the Civil War.
The President ! There he was, his wife beside him, poking along by

the shop-windows, as quietly, as informally, as unostentatiously as Lin-

coln himself would have done it. And the resemblance between the two
men whose destinies alike had been to guide was photographed upon

this lady's mind.

It is not often these days that Mr. Wilson gets out upon the streets

of Washington. He plays golf, because the doctor orders it, and he

rides off into the country in one of the big White House automobiles,

because he himself likes that. Once, a year or two ago, I had an un-

official glance of Wilson. I was passing through the narrow lane-like

street that separates the small Executive Office from the big and ugly

State, War and Navy Building. A man—a slender, athletic man in a

grey suit—came bounding out of the foliage of the White House
grounds, stood for a second behind the tall iron fence which separates

them from the narrow street, smiled pleasantly at me, bounded over the

fence, crossed the street and disappeared in the big office building. I

followed after and up its long steps. At the door I spoke to the police-

man on duty there. Did he seen the President come in?

Of course he did. That was his job. The President had asked him
to keep it a secret, but the policeman's orders were different. He had
just telephoned the incident to the Secret Service.

"Isn't he just like a great, big boy?" laughed the policeman, as he fin-

ished telling me.

I laughed and agreed with him.

But that was before the second of April, 1917, and the Address to

Congress. Much of the boyishness of the man now has disappeared.

He has become older—perhaps a hundred years older. And he is to-day
the gravest and the saddest man upon our continent.

To enter that same State War and Navy Building has now become a

real function. You go to the front door on Pennsylvania avenue and,

if your face looks honest and you answer many very leading questions

to the entire satisfaction of the army sergeant at the portals, he may

decide to admit you. If he does so decide, he will issue you a formal

permit in two coupons, one of which is taken up as you go in, the other

as you come out. In the interim you are in the convoy of a soldier

—

a negro who lacks his racial sense of humor and whose instructions to

regard you with suspicion until you are well outside the building, he

interprets quite literally. The other public buildings, with the excep-

tion of the White House and the Treasury, are not quite so tightly

guarded. But there are few of them without a sentry at each door, a

nervous enquiring fellow whom you must satisfy as to the honesty of

your intentions before you are allowed to pass.

The business of the Capital during the past few weeks has speedily

swept past all the ordinary accommodations that served it in times cf

peace. Whole floors of commercial buildings have been quickly fur-

nished and adapted to the use of both new departments and the greatly

expanded activities of existing departments. It has been suggested that

the great new building for the Department of the Interior which cov-

ers an entire square in F street, just west of the White House, be de-

voted to the needs of the Army Department, whose activities are now
sadly hampered for want of elbow room. This probably will be done.

It has also been hinted that one or two of the city's larger hotels be

commandeered for government offices, as was done in London and

some of the European capitals. This probably will not be done. For

one of Washington's greatest problems at the present moment is the

housing of the humans within her gates—not merely those who have

just become part and parcel of the greatly enlarged Federal mechanism,

but those who must come and go in connection with the nation's busi-

ness. It is estimated that between 60,000 and 75,000 men and women,
in addition to her regular and her ordinary transient populations must

be accommodated in the capital during the period of the war.

Since well before inauguration, rooms have not been available in

the larger hotels, unless reserved far in advance. Tables in their res-

taurants at lunch and dinner times have been at a premium. The
smaller houses have caught the overflow, have filled in turn and, in

turn, also overflowed. I know a small hotel, which was built somewhat
as a forlorn hope and in the dim prospect of bolstering up a rather

(Continued on page 43)
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MAKING THE WORLD SAFE FOR
DEMOCRACY

lC) American Press Association.

Royal Field Artillery serving a six-

inch field piece during the Galhpoli

campaign. Note the double chambers

attached to the upper surface of the

gun barrel, which by an arrangement

of pistons working in cylinders of oil

take up the recoil of the discharge by

slow compression. This obviates lay-

ing and sighting the piece after each

shot, the gun returning automatically

to the required position. The gun

crew has wrapped the cylinders with

rope to prevent a blow-out

(C) International Film Service.

One of the big French battle planes,

mounting two machine guns and carry-

ing c pilot and two gunners. The gun

in the rear is one of the much-dis-

cussed Lewis machine guns with tel-

escopic sight attached. The forward

gun is made to operate synchronously

with the motor and actually succeeds

in firing through the propeller zone

without touching the revolvins blades
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ii i International Film Service

THE RESCUE OF SUBMARINE VICTIMS

This photograph shows one of the life boats from the French liner Sonlay, which was sunk recently in the Mediterranean by a submarine, being made fast to a French

destroyer which came up in time to save the majority of the passengers and crew. Other boats may be seen approaching in the distance
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(C) International Film Service.

Passengers clambering down the

sides of the sinking French
liner Soniay to (he waiting life

boats. A heavy sea which was
running at the time made the

work of rescue especially

hazardous

(C) International Film Service.

Two more boat loads rescued

by a destroyer from the Sontay,

which was submarined while

en route from Marseilles to

Salonica. The captain of the

Sonial; remained by his post

and went down with the ship
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CAPTURING A GERMAN TRENCH
A regiment of first line Gurkhas capturing a German position amid the smoke of battle. As will be seen by the foreground, the trench was never fully completed. Sand ba^s

are much more effective than loose earth for making parapets. The bags used for horse feed and other grain and produce are utilized for this purpose

(O American Press Association.

RUSSIAN SOLDIERS AT PLAY
A group of Russian soldiers eniovin" a ma«iiipiarl» k„ >,.,« „{ tk l i 1

hope that there is nothing symboHcal^.n t^i of he "Rus an Be S" sXcLn to C*
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Serious'y- ,he Problem of Russ'* « so huge and so complex that it isdifficult for us at this distance to have any clear or definite knowledge of the situation.
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The good ship "Recruit," built of wood
squatting peacefully in the middle of

Union Square, New York, as a stim-

ulus to naval enlistment

A recent photograph of the Kaiser and

General von Mackensen, taken at Great

German Headquarters. Mackensen's out-

standing strategic victory was the over-

running of Rumania in record time

(C) Underwood & Underwood.

A remarkable photograph taken from a Zeppelin, during a raid on England, of a

battle in the skies, showing four English aeroplanes rising to attack the great airship.

The white spot in the center may be either the explosion of a shell from one of the

land batteries, or it may be a smoke bomb dropped as a range signal by one of the

aeroplanes

iC) American I'rens Association.

An obsolete and discarded type of gun which was pressed into service during the

early days of the war when England was very short on munitions and equipment.

Now the Allies have a superiority in guns and munitions. For instance, during the

historic retreat from Mons, English artillery had on the average but nine rounds of

ammunition. Now each gun has 175 rounds, which is replenished long before it is

three-quarters depleted
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(C) Underwood & Underwood. NOYON AFTER GERMAN OCCUPATION
This famous old town was, until recently, the nearest point in the German line to Paris, and since the early days of the war it was the custom of alarmist members of the

Chamber of Deputies to cry out "The Enemy is at Noyon" when they wished to express disgust with the military situation. This salient was recaptured by the French

during the spring offensive. The condition of the town was deplorable and many inhabitants were discovered who had been living in cellars for almost three years, reduced

to the utmost poverty, yet remaining always loyal to France and waiting eagerly for the return of the poilus

I

Photo American Press Association. TRANSPORTING SUPPLIES BEHIND THE LINES
This photograph is an excellent illustration of the fact that modern warfare is largely a matter of superior mechanical equipment and executive ability. Miles and miles-
of light railways have been constructed leading up from the bases to rail-heads as close to the trenches as possible, where the loads are transferrrd to motor-trucks. The

problem of the construction and operation of these lines is as exacting as the similar problem of any of our great American railroads
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(C) Underwood & Underwood. CANADIANS SPRUCING-UP AFTER A HARD MARCH
Here the men are shown bathing their feet in order to harden them and prevent blistering. This is typical of the careful attention of the soldier to his physical welfare.

Indeed, every regiment has its own chiropodist, not to mention its dentist and occulist. When the men go into the water-logged trenches during the rainy season it is cus-

tomary to rub the feel and legs with tallow or wax, which, by keeping out the water, prevents rheumatism. In the early days of the war "trench-foot," so-called, or swollen

feet, was a very common ailment

Men of the famous Scottish Black Watch regiment holding a front line trench.

This photograph gives an excellent idea of the construction of the modern trench.

The rear of the trench is shored up with heavy planks. The men are sitting in the

niches in which they "stand-to" when they are firing. As will be seen these firing

positions, while allowing a view of the enemy's trenches, are well protected against

exploding shells, being covered on top with brush wood and sand bags and having

very sturdy sides

'(') International Film Service.

This is another good illustration of the utilization of machinery in the present war.
It shows a trench-digger at work, which is constructed of a series of iron scoops

working on an endless belt operated by a motor. Of course, this machine could
not be used in the first-line trenches. It is invaluable for making over well-organized

positions and for constructing strong defense lines to which an army may retire. Note
the bcughs of trees on top of the machine to screen it from the eyes of inquisitive

aviators
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COMEDY IN THE NAVY

While the English High Seas Fleet is waiting for the Germans to come out from

behind Heligoland it amuses itself with amateur theatricals. The above poster was

used for a Sherlock Holmes parody recently given on H. M. S. Nelson

MUSIC AT ANY COST

It is natural that in an army composed of men from every walk of life, ingenious

devices should flourish. Here is a former French orchestra cellist who has repro-

duced his one-time instrument from a soap box and a few odd pieces of wood

-.• •
*''

!CT5 * "_ I i

HOT WORK FOR THE ARTILLERY
A typical gun pit with overhead shelter for a light piece of the Royal Field Artillery. This is stationed about two miles behind the front-line trench and throws shrapnel as
well as high explosive shells. Shrapnel of this calibre contains about 230 bullets and is timed with a fuse to explode with a spraying effect about fifty feet above ground.

1 he sand bags here shown are the best protection against shrapnel. A direct hit with a high explosive shell would, of course, demolish the whole gun pit
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iL i American Press Association

A FREAK SHOT
This curious shot was made by Turkish gunners in the Dardanelles. They succeeded

in taking a good-sized piece out of the periscope of a British submarine which was
reconnoitering while partly submerged. Of course, they put the submarine out of

action since it was useless without its "eye"

iXAV^.

K'< American Prp;s Association

A PARIS BUS WITH A NEW JOB
This bus, formerly accustomed to speeding up and down the boulevards of Paris as

only the Paris busses can speed, is now in use as an aviary for carrier-pigeons in the

field. These birds are of great military value as messengers

(C) American Press Association
GIVING THE KIDS A RIDE

A detachment of British cyclists while passing through a French village on outpost djty takes occasion to give the French children a ride while their mothers follow admir-

ingly in the rear. One of the Tommies has put his shrapnel-helmet on his little passenger's head. Bicycles have now given way largely to the swifter motorcycles for carry-

ing dispatches and other work
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WHEN THE GERMANS CAME TO FRANCE
When the Germans came to France—and also when they left it, being driven out of many recaptured French towns during the recent offensive—they amused themselves

by writing inscriptions on various buildings and other prominent places. "God punish England" seems to be their favorite and most pious wish, but this group of English

Tommies and happy French folk do not seem to be suffering overmuch. The word "straf" is commonly used by the English Tommy to describe a German bombardment

Photo American Press Association

WHAT THE GERMANS DID TO HAM
When the German troops retired from the little village of Ham in northern France before the French advance, they took occasion carefully and with their usual efficiency
to hll up all he canals of the town w.th refuse, broken-down machines and discarded material of every descr.ption. A group of French soldiers is here shown rescuing some
very good co.ls of w.re wh.ch the Germans had thrown over willy-nilly into the canal. Little things like filling up all the wells with refuse and cutting down all the fruit

trees were also not overlooked by these supermen of efficiency
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Photo American Press Association

An Australian battery,

stripped to the waist,

getting in some good

licks against the Turks

on Gallipoli with their

three-inch field gun.

The gallant work of

the Australians in this

fateful campaign will

rank as one of the

most heroic episodes

of the war

Medeni I'lioto Service

This is not a stunt in

a circus but a photo-

graph of a stout Ger-

man doctor waiting for

his camel to rise from

a position of deep

obeisance which, no

doubt, the beast has

assumed out of great

respect. Actually, the

only way to get on a

camel is when he is

kneeling down. The
doctor has as an es-

cort a Turkish infan-

tryman
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Oftentimes it is neces-

sary to deceive enemy

observers and aviators

as to the positions of

batteries. These dummy
guns and straw figures

are so used by the Eng-

lish in order to draw

the enemy's fire. Se-

cluded at a safe dis-

tance, the soldiers then

enjoy Fritz's efforts to

destroy the wooden guns

with his perfectly good

shells, while their own
batteries are replying

from a screened posi-

tion nearby

hi Underwood & Underwood

A camel corps com-

posed of Indiar troops

going through their ma-

neuvers in Egypt.

Thanks to these and

other troops, the much
heralded German attack

on Suez never materia-

lized

A compound for the

Turkish prisoners mop-

ped-up by the British in

Mesopotamia. The camp

is surrounded by several

layers of barbed wire

and at intervals is a

sentry's platform, giving

him a clear view of the

compound
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Of all the insidious devices of the war, the use of gases is

the most horrible. For many miles behind the line it is

necessary for men, women and children to wear these masks

with their absorbent material for protection. Frequently.

the kind of gas is changed so that the old masks are ren-

dered useless and a new counter-absorbent must be found

It is difficult to recognize the familiar Nelson Monument
in Trafalgar Square, London, in this dress of posters, call-

ing for the last big English war loan. This, the third

English war loan, amounted to five billion dollars

That there is some-

thing more than mili-

tary necessity in the

bombardment of

Rheims Cathedral by

the Germans is shown

by this illustration

which appeared re-

cently in a German
magazine. It shows

Rheims Cathedral on

the right and on the

left the ruins of

Heidelberg on the
Rhine. The caption

was to the effect that

"beautiful Heidelberg

was twice attacked and

partly demolished by

the French troops in

the Seventeenth Cen-

tury and that 'tit for

tat' was nobody's busi-

ness"

IC) American Press Association
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A curious photograph of a teepee at night, showing the occupants silhouetted against the bright log fire within.

exposure for this was about fourteen minutes

The

THE MOUNTAIN MAZE OF THE UPPER ATHABASKA
THE LOG OF A LAND CRUISE IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES—FIGHTING THROUGH WITH A PACK TRAIN TO

THE HEADWATERS OF THE "BIG RIVER OF THE WOODS"

Annie E . Mitchell

THE maze of giant mountains that cluster about the two south-

western sources of the Athabaska River constitutes a veritable

terra incognita. Many years ago Habel penetrated the region in a

splendidly adventurous journey; but he has left no adequate record,

carthographic, pictorial or descriptive. Of Coleman's subsequent visit

the same may be said; and besides, Coleman's whole attention was cen-
tered on Mt. Columbia. Mrs. Schaffer's expedition in 1908 reached the
fringe of this beautiful coun-
try; but in her charming book
the emphasis is naturally thrown
upon her main achievement of

that year, her re-discovery of

Maligne Lake. The region,

then, of the Athabaska sources

is practically untouched. It is

entirely unsurveyed and un-
mapped. The approximations
to maps thus far published are
based on inference and pure
hypothesis—which is the digni-

fied and scientific synonym for

guesswork. The best of them
is from twenty to fifty miles in

error. The lure of the un-
known drew us into this glori-

ously beautiful district, which
for splendid peaks and for

superb ice and snow has few
rivals throughout the length

and breadth of the Canadian
Rockies.

The August sun beat down
as we gathered around the

One of the many striking sunset cloud effects in the Mount Geikie group of the Canadian
Rockies

great heaps of food and the small heaps of baggage that were being

rapidly" invoiced and tossed on the wagon at the little frontier town of

Jasper. "Sunny Alberta" is a Canadian conjure-word, but apply it with

limitations. To-day it held true : the heat waves flickered above the

burning earth and you couldn't believe that what you saw far away
in that hazy, purple distance was really snow and blue rivers of ever-

lasting ice. The last caddy of tea, the last bag of salt was packed on

the wagon, and a-top of the

whole load B. and Robinson

Crusoe packed me.

"Loll, loaf and be merry,

Nip," mocked B., "for to-mor-

row you—ride !" And off trun-

dled the groaning, swaying load

to the bank of the awful raging

torrent the geographies call the

Athabaska, which is Cree for

"Big River of the Woods."
These rivers of the northland

are strange things. Uninfluenced

by rain, which is absorbed and
held in the mossy sponge of the

forest floor, they respond with

terrible suddenness to the sun

burning down on glacier ice and
neve and snow. Many a rill

that may be crossed on stepping

stones in the early morning is

a waist-deep flood by sunset.

And on the great rivers like the

Saskatchewan and the Atha-

baska, beware of pitching camp
too close to them after a cloud-
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Not all the crossings were as simple as thi;

In the distanc

less day in summer, for the flood will reach you during the night. Jt

isn't pleasant to be drowned out of camp; I've tried it; and I've helped
dry out the groceries the next day to the accompaniment of the mournful
flapping- of soaked bedding steaming before the camp fire in the morn-
ing wind.

We had to cross the flooded Athabaska, turgid with fine glacial silt.

in a most unsubstantial looking punt. I confess to a rooted antipathy
to water in greater quantities than may be contained in a bath-tub,
especially if it be a bit turbulent. I think I held B.'s hand very tightly
and shut my eyes and
never once thought of

the great truth that

1 was his EQUAL
and that my vote,

when I should get it,

would count as much
as his. I had so firmly

made up my mind to

be drowned that I was
almost disappointed

when I safely landed.

Forty feet of perpen-

ticular bluff over-

looked the river here,

and I scrambled up
as fast as toes and
knees and hands
would carry me. I

wanted to get away
from that river. I

could almost imagine
it was pursuing me.
Some meek - looking

cayuses were await-

ing on the crest, and
when all the goods
were across, they

crawled down that

bluff switch-back
fashion and zig-

zagged up again most
cleverly with their

heavy packs. A cay-

use under pack can go
wherever a man can

go without using his

hands—a more or less

tenderfoot woman is

of no value as a stand-

ard of comparison.

I could pull myself
together now and look

about me. I was on
an ancient river bench
dating from the dying
ice-age, when the
Athabaska must have
had about the volume
of the Amazon. Pic-

ture it, then, sweep-
ing and roaring along,

swirling great ice-

bergs toward the Arc-
tic Ocean—there are

more reasons than

one for joy in living

now rather than then.

These old benches, water-washed, broken down and rounded, could be

traced plainly on both sides of the river. Back of them on the farther

side, rose the purple and rusty red strata of Pyramid Mountain, and down-
river on our own bank the vertical slate slabs of the Colin Range glis-

tened smooth as window panes, gray and dead as ashes. The needle peaks

pricked the sky desolate in their barrenness and the despair of the rock-

climber. Far on the up-river horizon lay the glorious unknown of snow
and ice whither we wrere bound. I could almost feel the thrill of the ex-

plorer. It is a real honor to be the first woman in an unknown land. It

is less honorable to be the second, but more reassuring ; for one could

r?*m -"- *.

AN EASY RIVER FORD

THE PACK TRAIN ON THE MARCH

Marching over a dried-out river bed toward Mount Columbia, rising in the distance to 12,600 feet. Note th

tracks in the wet glacial sand, dotted with clusters of wild flowers

comfortabh reflect thai whence the first woman had returned safe as to

neck and limb, thither the second might penetrate with something more
than an even chance. And the second was deriving much satisfaction

from the thought.

Our camp that first evening was pitched in a forest of grand old

pines near a lovely lake where broods of wild ducks swam. It is a de-

lght to watch the little tented city of the trail rise at each day's halt.

One realizes then the meaning of perfect organization and the abso-

lute need for it. The contents of every box and bale must be known
on sight and as the

cayuses are unpacked

you stand by and grab

your own precious pos-

sessions and lug them
off to your tent site.

You can easily do it,

for you don't travel

heavy laden. It re-

quires much devising

and some experience

to include exactly the

indispensable things

and nothing else, in

the forty pounds al-

lowed you, including

bedding. And remem-
ber that nothing so

applies the torch to

the skyrocket of mas-
culine verbiage as a

mirror or a book. I

strongly advise you,

my sisters, even
though deeply religi-

ous, to commit to mem-
ory enough of Scrip-

ture and the Litany

for all contingencies

and to leave even Bible

and Common Prayer

in storage with the

trunks.

Suddenly I heard a

demoniac yell. The
twenty horses of the

outfit, confined in the

corral, took fright and

kicked and squealed

lustily. Again that

devilish howl. This

time I located it as

coming from the cook

fire. It also resolved

itself into syllables

that conveyed mean-
ing.

"Gru-ub Pi-i-i-ile
!"

It was Bob's deli-

cately refined invita-

tion to sup. Bob was
the cook, fairly redo-

lent of the underworld

of London. Once I

asked Jack, the horse

wrangler, how they

had discovered the

unique thing.

Edmonton. I looked at 'is

if 'e were religious, and 'e

This stream is a beautifully clear tributary to the glacial Chaba.
Mt. King Edward VII may be seen

T got 'im in

I asked 'im

"Well, Ma'am," he said,

'ands, and they were clean,

said 'No.' Then I engaged 'im." Later he explained more fully.

"You see, Ma'am, the cook the outfit 'ad last year was so religious

that if 'e woke up in the night 'e sung a hymn to put 'im to sleep again,

w'ich didn't 'ave no such effect on the rest of us."

Lest you may think we starve on a wilderness journey, here is the

menu of that first supper, typical of others to come ; delicious bacon,

stewed onions, boiled potatoes, macaroni and cheese, prunes, bread and
butter, jam, tea.
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"Do you carry a cot?" a fastidious matron once asked me.

Cot? As if there weren't flat places enough in North America where

one could sleep on the ground ! That can't be upset, nor can you roll

off. If you know the trick, the ground is all right: before piling the

fragrant boughs for your bed, dig out a hollow in which your hips may
rest. That depression is the deciding factor between perfect comfort

and abject misery. Your bedding, too, is of vital importance. First,

you must have a perfectly water-

proof ground cloth of heavy can-

vas, which wraps your belongings

into a pack by day and is spread

over your bough-bed by night.

Then comes your pneumatic mat-

tress ; it adds but little to weight

and immeasurably to comfort.

Your sleeping-bag is of down; in

fact, a down quilt, which you have

covered with stout denim and

made into a sleeping bag. There

is a tiny pillow; if you need a

larger one, fold our skirt—or your

knickers and put it under. There
should also be one extra blanket.

With this equipment and a hot

water bag you may defy Boreas

;

especially if your pajamas are

fashioned (as they should be)

from a soft, light blanket.

The next morning, order was
soon wrought from chaos. Bruce
Otto, the head guide, called:

"Come on, Jimmie," to the lead

pack horse, and as the splendidly

trained animal followed his mas-
ter like a dog, his own followers fell into line behind him, from Bat-
tle Ax, bearer of the kitchen paraphernalia and wearing the dishpan

tied jauntily a-tilt above his pack as a Tommy Atkins wears his pill-

box cap, all the way down the line to little wild-eye Stubby. We
were on the move ; everybody
was happy, even to Biscuit

barking joyously in the van.

Biscuit is an Airedale lady of

good family and her mission

in life is to hunt the grizzly

bear. Her temper is conse-

quently decidedly savage un-

til she knows you well. Then
she is a devoted vassal. Bis-

cuit adopted B. and me and
elected herself guardian of

our tent with the privilege of

sleeping at our feet. The poor
little dog later came to grief

being washed away in one of

the terrible fords we were
compelled to make. We
mourned her as lost, but she

was the first to bark greeting

to us on our return to Jasper.

She had made her way back
through the wilderness. We
picked up her tracks on the

homeward march, and they

were paralleled in every in-

stance by those of the coyote

or the lynx. Decidedly Bis-

cuit was not lonesome on her

journey.

The cold of the night van-

ished. The sun beat down ardently and the snow on the "Delectable
Mountains" ahead of us glistened in its rays. The trail wound through
the forest, past beautiful lakes with water now brown, now peacock
blue; and the horses soon fell into the regular plodding walk which
they must keep up unbroken from five to seven hours daily, depending
on the distance to the next good pasturage.

A pack train is always picturesque. The big awkward packs sway
with the cayuses as they step and the effect is ludicrously elephantine.

Map of the source of the Athabaska, as determined by the expedition

In these lonely and crude log shelters, the trappers spend the entire winter

large porcupines just outside the door
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I felt like the spangled lady in -a circus parade riding just back of the

elephants. Bruce's red shirt and Jack's green one helped the illusion

with colorful touches. There was circus-day heat, too, and a mix-up

of thirsty horses occurred at every water-course. We were more than

glad when Bruce ordered camp in a beautiful park-like meadow beside

a roaring rapid of the Athabaska. Mount Hardisty with its snows and

glaciers towered above us like some battlemented castle of the gods,

and a wonderful spring gushed

forth near the river, in which

huge trout swam lazily to and fro.

The horses were soon hobbled,

belled and turned loose to graze,

every mother's colt of them first

indulging in a luxurious roll,

squirming around on his back with

heels in air. Then they scampered

awkwardly away to pasture. The

gait of a hobbled cayuse is a queer

hobby-horse rock
;
yet when they

set their minds on things of sin

and stampede, nothing can stop

them.

The trail now arched high over

the flanks of Hardisty. Rain and

sleet pelted pitilessly, and the

young jack pines, second growth

after fire, crowded close and swept

us with their wet fronds. Berries of

all kinds grew in profusion : straw-

berries of surprising size and rare

flavor, red raspberries big as

thimbles and equal in quality to the

cultivated fruit, rich clusters of

ripe red currants, blueberries,

gooseberries, saskatoons. We riders stopped to feast, but Bruce and

the pack train pressed relentlessly on. For us, the march then became

a task of tracking. Descending again to the river flat, we hit bad

muskeg. B.'s horse fell with him three times, but struggled and plunged

out of the engulfing bog only

to go down again, and B. had

to leap from the saddle to

avoid being rolled on. That

was too much for me. I have

an abject fear of muskeg, but

I would rather sink in more

or less gracefully by myself

than be thrown in by a horse.

So I slid off and by a judi-

cious selection of tussocks and

roots I managed to lead my
sturdy little mare safely

through to camp. It was lo-

cated on a narrow flat beside

the river which hissed along

like some venomous serpent

some five feet from my tent.

But the bank was not high

enough to be undermined and

the cold relieved us from fear

of a rise, so I was soon loung-

ing sans souci on a great pile

of boughs in my tent while a

huge fire burned before the

entrance warming and drying

the interior as nothing else

can.

I was the only woman in

the party and I was useful. I

quote from my diary of the

day: "'Dynamite' (he's in the powder business) wants a button sewed

on. Bruce's trousers need repair, but he's too bashful to give them to

me. He'll be more bashful if he doesn't. Later, he did."

The cloud effects on the mountains here were marvellous. Geikie

was a monstrous volcano in a maelstrom of black, white and purple

clouds billowing like a troubled sea. A brief break in the veil revealed

an extraordinary triple peak just opposite us, hitherto unmapped and

unnamed. It was like a treasure ship of old Spain ; two wonderful spurs

m

A TRAPPER'S CABIN AT FORTRESS LAKE

Note the three
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HOMEWARD BOUND DOWN THE CHABA RIVER BED
The trail down these glacial river beds is made hazardous by quicksands and muskeg. The far distant snow peak looming over the ridge is Mount Pobokton.

bearings correct an error of about twenty miles in all existing maps
ts compass

giving the effect of high bow and stern, while an inaccessible perpen-
dicular tower between them represented the slender mast. We named it

'The Galleon." If ever the Alpine Club invades the upper Athabaska
region, that central tower of "The Galleon

-

' will clip the wings of many
an ambition.

Three days more we marched in the heavy-draped blanket of cloud

and mist. The beautiful moun-
tains were obliterated entirely,

and we solaced ourselves with

nearer and lesser beauties

:

flowers, trees, waterfalls, and
the various minor phases of

landscape that one may always

find interesting and pleasant.

One such was a great goat lick,

fairly haunted by these queer

snow-white creatures that look

so ridiculously like goats, but

really are antelopes. The clayey

earth of a steep bluff contained

some strange mineral that they

craved. The bluff was honey-

combed with little caves they

had nibbled out of the hard clay.

The underbrush was tufted with

their shed hair. In the evening

we saw them come down to the

feast, off the slopes of Hardisty.

literally by the dozen.

We plunged next through a

choice assortment of deep wa-
terholes, muskeg and quicksand,

ultimately arriving at a succes-

sion of beautiful terraced benches, lightly timbered and luxuriant with

strawberries. This was our last camp before the first of the two dreaded

fords that we had to make and which had been an ever present bugaboo

to me since we had set out : the Sun Wapta of evil fame and the Mt.

Columbia branch coming on the rush from the vast Columbia ice fields.

There are four main sources of the mighty Athabaska: one, that of

the Sun Wapta, is near the crest of Wilcox Pass, a pretty little flower-

bordered spring in which your horse may cool his front feet while his

Making camp for the nighi with supper approaching,

the Black Friar ran:

rear pair rest in another spring which grows into one fork of the rush-

ing Saskatchewan. The remaining two are thus far unvisited, but it is

known that they give birth to the two forks of the Chaba, as the Atha-

baska is called above its junction with the Mt. Columbia branch. Of
these components of the Athabaska, the Sun Wapta is the most difficult

and dangerous both to skirt and to cross, owing to its abominable mus-

kegs, to the tremendous force

of its current, and to the roll-

ing boulders with which its bed

is strewn. The Indians named
the Sun Wapta in a legend of

its terrors. A young brave,

they say, drew his bow at a fly-

ing eagle and the arrow struck

home. The dying bird fell

across the river from the proud

youth. With the applauding

shouts of his people ringing in

his ears, he plunged boldly into

the treacherous stream to re-

trieve the splendid bird whose
quill feathers would make him
the head-dress of honor. Half

way across, the wild flood swept

him from his feet, nor was he

ever seen again. And to this

day, the awesome glacier-fed

torrent is Sun Wapta, the River

of the Whirlpools. Over this

terror, just at its junction with

the main Athabaska, we found

to Bruce's surprise and to

my vast relief a fair ford

of the dreaded rolling boulders.

"There's a pretty good trail for a

tree."

The peaks are the shoulders of

with pretty good footing instead

Bruce had said on starting out

:

couple of days. Then it runs up a

This it proceeded to do immediately after crossing the Sun Wapta.
We marched up the main river over quivery flats of gray sticky mud
which shook like gelatine as the horses stepped on it ; and if one stood

still, the sinking process began at once. Then, climbing a nearly ver-

( Continued on page 45)
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(C) Brown & Dawson.
BOTAFOGA BAY AND RIO DE JANEIRO AT NIGHT

How few Americans realize that the splendid capital of Brazil has one of the best natural harbors in the world and one of the most beautiful.

the curved granite peak of Corcovado

In the background rises

WHAT THE SOUTH AMERICANS
THINK OF US

CORRECTING SOME WRONG IMPRESSIONS ON BOTH SIDES YANKEE BUSI-

NESS METHODS VERSUS THE LATIN TEMPERAMENT — UNDERSTANDING
AND NOT PATRONAGE THE REAL BASIS OF FRIENDSHIP

Clayton Sedgwick Cooper

[This is the fifth of a series of articles on the South American countries by Mr. Cooper, the first of which,
"Casco and the Incas of To-day," appeared in the February issue; the second, "Buenos Aires, the City de
t,,**>'

in March; the third, "Rio de Janeiro, City of Enchantment," in May; and the fourth, "The Brazilian

•r," in July.—Editor.]

Luxe,
Gameste

Two shy Cholo babies in a Peruvian village

IN one of the theaters of

Rio de Janeiro a play

has been running this year

which depicts among other

characters a young North
American business man. He
is supposed to be in love

with the heroine, but the

Latin - American dramatist

who wrote the play has sug-

gested one point of view at

least, from which the Latin-

American is supposed to

think of the man of the

United States. This prac-

tical young lover, dressed in the regulation business suit, is continually

rushing on the stage and abruptly approaching the heroine and exclaim-

ing "I love you !" then pulling out his watch, he adds, "But I must go

to my business. I will return
!"

The North American is synonymous in the minds of many of these

people with business efficiency, and a practical way of doing things, that

to them, seems quite inconsistent with the dominating ideal of doing

everything decently and in order and keeping the money-making side

of life in the background. A member of one of the old South Ameri-
can families, who spends his time between his landed estates and Paris,

Rome and Vienna, said in reply to my question as to the attitudes of

the South American relative to his northern neighbor

:

"We are Latins in temperament, and you are Anglo-Saxon.
There is a world of difference between the two races in their

attack on the same problem—the problem of life. You love to
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work and you make your business of first importance, pleasure,

home life and other things, coming secondary. We in these

South American countries, where climate and traditions are

very different from those existing in the United States, do not

care so much about business, but we do care greatly about get-

ting the most possible out of life in connection with our

pleasures and our friends. You live to work, and we work to

live."

It is not strange therefore that with these antipodal ideas about a

matter so vital as that of bread-winning, the American business man,
with his activity and ceaseless appetite for practical and efficient

endeavor, frequently gets on the nerves of the South American and

becomes to him what the Englishman has been called by an East In-

dian Brahmin, "One of the uncomfortable works of God." I have

talked with scores of business men in South America who have united

WHERE THE LEGISLATURE OF ARGENTINA SITS

This magnificent building at Buenos Aires is typical of the impressive civic architecture of nearly all of

the large South American cities

largely to the amount of money which his agents are able to pass to

him on occasion from his investments. As far as his interest in the

natural development of his country is concerned, or in the private

initiative of far-reaching reforms for the people, he furnishes a marked

contrast to the alert business man of the United States who, as often

happens, is quite as much interested in a fitting way to spend his ac-

cumulated profits, as he is in gaining them.

These different ways of looking at money and business naturally

affect the attitude of the South American of the better classes, to the

men of the North. He is mystified at their activity. He admires them

often, but he can hardly conceive himself as a business man of this type.

Furthermore the South American business men, rightly or wrongly,

have been led to think that they need to watch the "Gringo" or "Yankee"
relative to business affairs. There is quite a general suspicion of

Americans in all parts of South America, and one does not travel

through these countries without perceiving some of the

reasons for this suspicion. It is due both to the igno-

rance with which the great majority of the people of

the United States have tried to deal with the people

south of the Rio Grande, and also to the fact that many
irresponsible business agents have exploited these peo-

ple with an unscrupulousness that they would never

dare to exhibit in the United States. Many of these

business adventurers have sold their goods or promised

to sell them to South Americans expecting to have but
1 one chance, and caring little about the sentiment their

acts would necessarily leave behind them in this land

where memories are long and feelings acute.

The European competitors of North America have not

been slow to aggravate and to keep alive this tradition

of the "trickery of the Yankee." Goods that had been

ordered and paid for in advance, have never arrived,

or, when they did arrive were found to be of a differ-

ent quality than that ordered, or largely damaged
through poor packing and delayed shipments. The
American traveler hears in South America, a more or

less general wail of distressed and helpless dealers who
have lost money through their attempts to deal with the

manufacturers of Uncle Sam's country and have found

it impossible to obtain redress.

These conditions are being obviated partially at

present by such organizations as the Arbitration Com-
mittee on Business recently founded in Argentina

through the co-operation of the United States Cham-
ber of Commerce, as well as by such local bodies as

the American Chamber of Commerce recently founded

in Rio de Janeiro, and by a growing tendency to dis-

countenance inexperienced dealers. The reputable

in this point, namely, that they can not see the value

of any man's working or continuing in business

after he has earned enough money to make it pos-

sible for him to live in any degree of comfort.

The Spanish-American inherits certain of the an-

cient medieval ideas about "gentlemen," who like

the high caste Brahmin of India, has been intended

from the foundation of the world to occupy a spe-

cial and selected field of leisured competence, while

far down below him with a wide gulf between, is

the laborer or common worker who was created to

till the soil and to keep shop, incidentally being

ready at all times to wait upon the "gentlemen."

In countries like Chile where so many of the old

families are living at present upon the nitrate in-

dustry, and Argentina where these same aristo-

crats subsist by reason of their fortunate possession

of wide tracts of the productive pampa, the fa-

vored sons have not been obliged to exert them-

selves even to make a living, and this fact has

helped to increase rather than to diminish among
this part of the population the respect for industry

and modern business. These people are quite willing

to let the foreigner with his utilitarian ways build

and run his railroads, work his mines and inaugu-

rate modern enterprises for the preparation and

export of the national products. The South Ameri-

can's interests in this kind of endeavor is limited

(C) Brown & Dawson.
THE RACE COURSE AT BUENOS AIRES

The races are the great popular amusement at Buenos Aires and the city has one of the most attractive

and best equipped courses in existence
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American business men (and I found the great majority of these men
throughout South America to be quite as reputable as the business men
at home) are rising in a united and organized way against the business

adventurer who deems the South American Republics as easy marks for

his chicanery. We predict that the future will see far less reason for

the South Americans to complain of the "Gringo," as the North Ameri-
can is called when these people do not intend to be especially compli-

mentary. Wider knowledge and better organization are intended both

to protect the South American and the North American alike in matters

of business relationship. It must be remembered, however, that in these

Latinized nations, as in Japan, the wounds of the spirit are more difficult

to heal than those of the body, and the indifference or disregard which
many a North American business man has evinced toward the South
American, have wounded the latter's pride as much as his pocketbook.

Unfortunately, the European war, while it has necessarily increased

temporarily, the volume of trade between North and South America,
has also been the occasion for the entrance into commerce between
these nations of many inexperienced shippers of the North who have
added to the immediate tales of woe which one hears in these coun-
tries at present. An injured South American told me that he had
ordered a particular brand of liquid disinfectant from the

United States and after waiting about eight months for the

order which he had paid for in advance, he received a cargo of

moth balls. The agent explained the matter by saying that he
felt sure the manufacturer would remedy the mistake, but this

would mean another wait of six or eight months, because of the

difficulty of getting shipments. Another man on the West Coast
told me how thirty per cent of his order of shirts from the

States had been stolen on the way down here, because the boxes
had popped open at the first reshipment at Panama. Another
man informed me that he still meets the flotilla-men, engaged on
the lighters along the coast of Chile, who are wearing shirts

originally intended for the gentlemen of Santiago.

In one of the clubs in Rio de Janeiro, I met a man with a very
mournful face who, upon finding that 1 was a North American,
immediately began to pour out his vials of wrath against my
country. When I learned his story, which gave some cause for
his anger, I had difficulty in looking sympathetic, his dilemma
was so ludicrous. He had ordered a shipment of hardware
from the "States," and through a tragic mistake of some ship-

ping clerk, when the man went to the Custom House to receive
his goods, to his utter horror he found that he had a large cargo
of coffins on his hands which were originally intended for a cus-
tomer in Australia. This Latin-American, who seemed to be
somewhat superstitious, was reduced to such a condition of con-
sternation, that he almost lost his power of gesticulation. He
had been obliged to pay a large custom house fee in order to

secure the release of the rest of his goods, which was not balm to his

injured feelings. Seeing my amusement which I could not entirely

conceal, he added

:

"It would be some solace if I could ever expect to dispose of these

coffins down here, but as a matter of fact no Brazilian would ever be

caught dead in one of those boxes. We want to be done up fancy

when we die."

Of course, many of these mistakes are due to the shortsightedness

or lack of wisdom on the part of the South American business man
who elects to deal directly or through irresponsible agents rather than

through a reputable commission house. Nevertheless, the currency

given to these happenings is more or less widespread and is intended to

cast suspicion upon the integrity of the North American.

Among the difficulties in the matter of forming correct opinions, as

in the development of our export trade, are not only our ignorance on

the general subject of foreign trade, but our lack of knowledge of

commercial geography. We know little of lands outside of America,

their resources, of the kind of people who inhabit them, their char-

acteristics, their customs, their wants, and least of all, their languages.

RAILROADING UNDER DIFFICULTIES
Railroad engineers have accomplished the apparently impossible in penetrating the moun-
tamous districts of Brazil. This line runs about thirty-five miles from Curityba to Par-

anagua, the chief port of Parana

m
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A SOUTH AMERICAN CEMETERY
obvious difference here from the cemeteries of our own country is the lack of green lawns and trees. These

elaborate mausoleums are in a municipal cemetery at Buenos Aires

How many Americans realize that Buenos
Aires is the fourth largest city in this hemi-
sphere, that it has the best equipped newspaper
in the world, an underground subway, a bank
which, until recently, measured by its capital

stock and deposits was one of the largest in

the world? Argentina has 27,000 miles of

railroad, and an annual total commerce greater

than that of China, or India, or of Australia,

or of Japan, and practically equal to that of

Canada.

Very few Americans take the trouble to

learn that the city of Rio de Janeiro has one of

the best natural harbors in the world, that it is

one of the most beautiful of cities, with miles of

paved streets, the best electrically lighted city

on the continent—shaded avenues, where the

double rows of royal palms hold their heads
over homes as artistic as may be found in either

Paris or Berlin. Evidently the manufacturer
who addressed a letter to a prospective client

in

"Rio de Janeiro,

"Province of Buenos Aires,

"Brazil."

had not given the subject much thought.

At Santos, Brazil, more coffee is handled than

at any other port in the world. Montevideo,
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BRAZILIAN GAUCHOS AT THEIR MIDDAY MEAL
The gaucho corresponds in a sense to our Western cowboy. Argenlina is the chief cattle-raising country of South America and has more herds of pure stock cattle than

any other country in the world. Brazil, while second to Argentina in number of cattle raised and exported, has the advantage in the extent of her natural pastures and more
favorable climate. Black beans and dried meat are the chief articles of food of the peasants

another thoroughly progressive and modern city, is the capital of a

Republic with a million and a quarter people, which raises every year

eight head of cattle and over twenty head of sheep for every man,
woman and child in the Republic. In Chile is located the world's

nitrate supply, the export duties of which furnish that country with

nearly two-thirds of her revenue. Brazil is the greatest coffee and rub-

ber country in the world, and is becoming a great grazing land, while

her mines, which are mainly untouched, are among the richest in the

world.

The time has come when our point of view must change from being

merely a national one, to an international one. Our horizon is broad-

ening, our opportunities are increasing, and America should prepare

herself to meet them. Young men should be trained for the export

trade, they should be educated in this specialized business the same as

the English and German young men are educated, in order to compete

successfully with these countries.

An English or German young man who wishes to enter the foreign

field is compelled to study every detail of the home manufacturing, and
then he is sent to the foreign market to grow up with his future cus-

tomers. He lives their life, he studies their manners and tastes, he

talks to them in their own language, and does business with them in

their own way. Germans particularly have shown the greatest adapti-

bility. Throughout South America you will find many oi the large busi-

ness concerns owned, controlled and managed by Germans, Italians an:1

Englishmen who have grown up with the country, and who are in

loyal sympathy with the people of their adopted land.

If in the future we expect to gain a goodly percentage of foreign

commerce, we should follow the example set by the other nations and
thoroughly educate our young men in the intricacies of foreign trade;

the business language, Spanish especially, with French and German,
should be part of the curriculum of every school and college which
pretends to give young men a business education. This will directly

affect South American opinion.

America has been greatly handicapped in not having a merchant ma-
rine. England and Germany together operate practically 57 per cent of

the ocean-borne shipping of the world, and before the war their ships

carried about 59 per cent of all our foreign commerce, and a still larger

part of the goods passing in trade between North and South America.

Another handicap in the way of building up our foreign commerce
has been the lack of banking facilities. The English have a wonderful
system of branch banks; ninety-eight stock banks in Great Britain,

Ireland, Scotland and the colonies have a total of 11,666 branches.

This has made it easy for them to exploit the trade markets of the

world successfully, by extending to the foreign merchants long credits,

placing the American manufacturer at a great disadvantage because

of a lack of such facilities. Because of the necessity of taking his

payment in a sight draft on London the American has been obliged to

pay the cost, at least to take the chances in fluctuation rates of two ex-

changes of money, from the local currency into pounds sterling and
from pounds sterling into American dollars.

The South American is, moreover, inclined to remember the diplo-

matic controversies which have occurred between his country and the

United States and brings these up as added evidence, in cases of busi-

ness troubles, to prove what he considers to be a lack of consideration

on the part of the Northerner to the people in this part of the world.

One finds here and there jealousy of the Northern Republic as a new
country similar in many respects to the South American Republics and

{Continued on page 46)
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The Growth of the T. C. A.

The Club membership is growing by leaps

and bounds. The membership now exceeds

6,000 and it is hoped that before the summer

is over it will reach 7,500. More than a thou-

sand new members joined the club during the

month of June. The club during that period

planned many trips and automobile tours for

members and sent out hundreds of maps and

booklets on various parts of the country.

Members have access to the Club's infor-

mation bureau and its comprehensive series

of road maps, descriptive booklets and guides.

It is impossible here to enumerate all of the

material on hand, but the following partial

list will indicate its scope. The Secretary will

gladly forward copies of any of these on re-

quest. Please state specifically the informa-

tion you desire.

Automobile Maps and Guides

Motor Road Maps of All States; Guides

and Maps of Dixie Motorway (New
York to Florida), New York and New
England Scenic Motorway, The Real

Tour of the Berkshires, The Ideal Tour

(of New England), Empire Tour (of

New York State), California Automobile

Tours, Tours in Central California, Old

Mission Scenic Tour (of California).

Descriptive Booklets of the National Parks

and Monuments

Crater Lakes, Estes—Rocky Mountain,

Grand Canyon, Glacier, Mesa Verde, Ra-

nier, Yellowstone, Yosemite, Zion Canyon
(Mukuntuweap National Monument), etc.

Booklet Guides to Various Cities

Buffalo, Baltimore, Boston, Montreal,

New Orleans, New York, Ottawa, Phila-

delphia, Portland, Quebec, San Antonio,

Seattle, Washington, etc.

Booklets and Guides for the Traveler and

Vacation Seeker

Lakes and Woods of Maine ; Fish and

Game in Maine ; Directory of Guides in

the Maine Woods; Canoe Voyages in

Maine; Canoeing, Fishing and Camping
in the Mt. Katahdin Region in Maine

;

Summer Tours in Maine and New Hamp-
shire; Green Mountains; White Moun-
tains ; Berkshires ; Lake Sunapee ; Lake
Winnipesaukee ; Scenic and Historic

Massachusetts ; Week-end Vacation Trips

(from New York) ; A Guide to Fishing

in New York, New Jersey and Pennsyl-

vania; the North Shore of Long Island;

Canoe Cruising in New York and Penn-

sylvania; Adirondack Mountains; Cats-

kill Mountains; Thousand Islands; St.

Lawrence River; Great Lakes; Haunts

This is the new T. C. A. Automobile

Emblem. It can be attached quickly to

the radiator cap of any car

of Fish and Game (in the North) ; Fish-

ing in the Lakes of Northern Wisconsin
and Michigan ; Fish and Game of Minne-
sota and Wisconsin; Minnesota Lakes;

Game and Fish Laws of the Midwestern
and Northwestern States ; Canoe Trips in

Wisconsin; Iowa and Minnesota Lakes

and Resorts; Short Jaunts for Busy Peo-

ple (from Chicago); Scenic Northwest;
Vacation Trips in the Upper Mississippi;

Mammoth Cave ; Caverns of Luray

;

Texas Resorts; The Texas Riviera; Ho-
tels and Boarding Houses of Colorado,

Utah and New Mexico ; Little Journeys
in Colorado; Colorado for the Tourist;

Trouting in Colorado; Scenic Colorado

and Utah; Around the Circle Tour (in

Colorado) ; Ranch Life in Wyoming; Off

the Beaten Path in New Mexico and Ari-

zona ; Petrified Forest of Arizona ; Apache
Trail of Arizona ; Little Journeys in Cali-

fornia ; Hotels and Boarding Houses in

California; California Outings; Big

Trees of California ; Lake Tahoe ; Gen-
eral Guide of California ; Tramping Trip

in Central California ; Train, Trolley and

Boat Trips in Central California ; Mon-
tana; Black Hills of South Dakota; Co-

lumbia River ; Hawaii.

Canada. Canadian Rockies ; Resorts in

Ontario ; Algonquin Park ; Muskoka
Lakes; New Brunswick; Nova Scotia;

Hunting and Fishing in Quebec and the

Maritime Provinces ; Guide to Hunting
and Fishing in Newfoundland and Labra-

dor ; Prince Edward Island.

MAURICE F. EGAN. U. S. MINISTER,
DENMARK

DILLON WALLACE
EDWARD HUNGHRFORD
HUDSON MAXIM
JAMES K. HACKETT

Alaska. Water Routes to Alaska ; Puget

Sound and Alaska ; Alaska and the Scenic

Yukon Territorv.

The Travel Club Committee
of Fifteen

It will be recalled that at the last dinner of

the Travel Club of America, held April 12th

last, a committee of fifteen was appointed by

the president of the Club to devise plans for

aiding national defense and otherwise placing

the Club at the service of the government.

It was felt that an organization like the

Travel Club with thousands of members scat-

tered throughout the country, many of them

of mark and influence in their localities, could

and should be of material assistance in the

great task that confronts the nation to-day.

The following committee was appointed to

direct the manner of this service for the

Club: B. T. Babbitt Hyde (Chairman), Louis

W. Hill, Charles Henry Davis, Frank S.

Hastings, Carl E. Akeley, Arthur F. Elliot,

Rice Louis Julian, Dr. Robert Lewis, Charles

M. Shipway, Edward Hungerford, Dr. Ells-

worth G. Smith, William Mullins, Robert

M. McBride, Rear-Admiral Caspar E. Good-

rich, Henry Collins Walsh.

This committee of fifteen has since held

several meetings, and the first service to

which it has devoted itself, suggested by

Frank S. Hastings, was to give such aid as

it could towards securing officers and men to

man the ships of the merchant marine which

the government has contracted to build.

Into the councils of this committee, other

men interested in this movement and of pro-

nounced ability to aid it were called, such

men as Prof. Harold Jacoby, of Columbia

University. Commodore J. W. Miller, the

father of the Naval Reserve, William J.

Henderson and others. As a result of these

meetings an executive committee of five was

appointed consisting of the following: Prof.

Harold Jacoby, Rev. Dr. A. R. Mansfield,

Director of the Seaman's Institute; Com-
mander J. W. Miller, Atherton Brownell and

Robert M. McBride.

This committee, together with several mem-
bers of the Travel Club Committee, attended

a luncheon and conference given under the

. auspices of the National Marine League at

India House. August Belmont presided at

this meeting, which was addressed by P. H.

W. Ross, President of the National Marine

League, Commodore J. W. Miller, and Henry

Howard, Director of Recruiting of the

United States Shipping Board. Then L. F.

Loree, President of the Delaware and Hud-
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son Railway, presented resolutions providing

for the training of 10,000 officers and 50,000

able seamen, which were unanimously

adopted. The resolutions called upon the

various States to provide proper vessels on

which to train these novice deep-water sea-

men, and suggested that several of the Ger-

man vessels now interned here be used for

the purpose.

Mr. Howard, speaking in behalf of the

United States Shipping Board, called atten-

tion to various technical schools and col-

leges throughout the country that were

prepared to train men for this service. To
recruit the large number of men required, he

said, a dragnet would be spread over the

coast towns as well as around the Great

Lakes, so that all available material could be

gathered.

Specific information regarding these train-

ing schools, as well as other means of instruc-

tion and general information, will be fur-

nished by the Secretary of the Travel Club

to anyone applying for the same.

The Committee of Fifteen of the Travel

Club is also giving its attention to other ways

and means of giving aid and assistance to

the government in the great struggle that it

has undertaken for human liberty. Due

notice of the committee's activities will be

given from time to time.

New T. C. A. Hotel Bulletin

The Club's Annual Hotel Bulletin, for

1917-1918 is now ready. It contains a list of

nearly 200 hotels throughout the United

States and Canada which give discounts

to T. C. A. members. This Bulletin has gone

out to all members, but if for any reason

yours did not arrive, a line to the Secretary

will bring a copy by return mail.

Admiral Peary

Elected First Vice-President

General A. W. Greely, U. S. A., having

resigned, on account of his advanced years,

as the first vice-president of the Travel Club

of America, Rear-Admiral Robert E. Peary,

U. S. N., has been elected first vice-president.

Since he retired on his laurels as an explorer

after his discovery of the North Pole, Rear-

Admiral Peary has been devoting his splen-

did energies of late to the establishment of

the National Aero Coast Patrol, he being

chairman of the commission which is organ-

izing this important branch of national de-

fense. Appearing before a committee of the

United States Senate recently, Admiral Peary-

said :

—

"It must be fully recognized as a matter

of permanent national policy that the air

fleets of the United States must be both

numerous and powerful enough to patrol and

protect all sea approaches to the continent of

North America, and they must assure to us

unquestioned air supremacy for the entire

continent. We need aeroplanes for coast

patrol and protection, convoy of ships, fron-

tier patrol, for our army, for our navy and

for air defenses of our cities, the Panama
Canal, St. Thomas, Hawaii and Guantanamo.

"If we are to meet the submarine menace
effectively, if we are to give aero protection

to our coasts, our coastal cities, our coast-

wise shipping and aeroplane convoys to our

transocean ships—we should have not less

than 5,000 seaplanes along our Atlantic

shores and an equal number on the Pacific.

If we are to make flyers of the thousands of

the flower of our youth who are beseeching

the Government for training, we need 5,000

training aeroplanes at once."

Travel Club Shopping Service

A Shopping Bureau has been established

for the convenience of members of the Travel

Club, through which they will be able to shop

in the greatest market in the country and thus

have the widest range of selection.

Purchasing of all kinds will be undertaken

without charge to members so that any mem-
ber, north, east, south, west, may have the

advantage of personal selection and also be

relieved of the necessity of multiple corre-

spondence incident to shopping by mail.

Whenever possible, special discounts will be

secured for the benefit of members.

While intended primarily for the buying of

traveling equipment, the Bureau is prepared

to supply any need from a pin to an automo-

bile.

American Press Association

Rear-Admiral R. E. Peary, U. S. N., who has just

been elected first vice-president of the T. C. A., is

here seen about to make a trip in a hydro-aeroplane.

Admiral Peary is a strong advocate of aerial pre-

paredness

Regulations

All articles must be paid for in advance.

When desired, members may make a de-

posit to cover a number of purchases.

Articles desired should be minutely and

correctly described.

All large orders will be sent by express

collect unless otherwise specified. Light

merchandise will be sent by registered

parcels post.

Members will please keep duplicate copy

of order until filled.

Remittances should be made to Travel

Club of America, preferably by postal or

express money order, including mail or

express charges, if goods are to be sent

prepaid. Any surplus in discounts or

overpayment will be promptly refunded.

Give exact mail and express address.

A Few Timely Suggestions

Week-end suitcases and trunks, $5 to $30.

Wardrobe trunks, $25 to $100.

Steamer trunks, $10 to $50.

Cameras, $3 to $100.

Red Cross Emergency cases, $1.50 to $10.

Binoculars, $50 to $100.

Compasses, $2 to $10.

Steamer and motor rugs, $5 to $30.

Portable auto hammock, $3.

Automobile robes, $6 to $25.

Automobile specialties of all kinds, in-

cluding trouble lamps, $5 up, tire foot

pump, $5.

Books on travel, 75c. to $10.

Canoes, $32 to $100.

Telescope cot bed, $3.50; case 75c.

Folding broiler stove, $2.50 ; with oven $5.

Fishing tackle outfits, $18 up.

Duffle bags and ruck sacks, $1.75 to $20.

Camp lamps, $1 to $10.

Scout or western hats, $2 to $8.

Sport sweaters for men and women, $5
to $35-

Women

Corduroy "shell" sport or camp skirts.

$10 up.

Mannish sport skirts, khaki, flannel, tub

silk, $2 to $10.

Sport and hiking boots, $10 to $25.

Khaki divided walking or riding skirts,

$5 and $7.

Women's knickers and skirts, khaki, $6
each.

Women's khaki army suit, knickers, skirt

and military coat, $25.

Smart bathing suits, $6 to $18.

Wrist watches, $15 to $55.

Tailored or outing hats, $5 to $20.

Men

Sport and hiking boots, $10 to $20.

Sport and motor caps, $1 to $6.

Golf jackets, $12 to $30.

Hunting boots, $9 up.

Golf shoes with steel or rubber hobs,

grain leather, $11.

Traveling slippers, $3 to $7.

Auto slicker, $5 ; slicker caps, $3.

Ponchos, $1.50 to $7.

Sport or auto suits for men, with pivot

sleeve coat, of homespun or tweed,

coat and knickers, $35 to $55. Sepa-

rate knickers, $12.

Priestly cravenette pongee, $35 to $40.

Address all inquiries

The Shopping Bureau,

TRAVEL CLUB OF AMERICA,

31 East 17th St., New York.
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THE RAMBLER ON BOHEMIAN NEW YORK
THE dictionary defines a bohemian as "a person, especially a liter-

ary person, journalist, or artist, of unconventional or erratic

habits." The term is supposed to hide a multitude of sins, and, believe

The Rambler, it does. Chief among them is the curse of conventionality.

Down in the purlieus of Washington Square The Rambler was lunch-

ing at a restaurant where the brick-walled back yard was used for the

dining-room. Young women in smocks of pastel hues, their hair

"bobbed" after the fashion of one Buster Brown, of comic supplement

fame, were eating frugal

meals from tables inno-

cent of any covering save

a coat of oaken stain and
smoking cigarettes with

an air of complacent in-

dependence. Young men,

many of them giving evi-

dence of foreign birth or

extraction by their accent

as well as appearance, dis-

coursed volubly and,

sometimes, intelligently on

matters of art, politics,

religion, science, morals

and their ramifications.

Mundane conversation

was left to the shirt-

sleeved waiter, who spoke

in terms of hash, cheese-

cake, and similar material

things.

The Rambler and his

cicerone, who was, para-

doxical^, a bohemian
with a sense of humor, sat

in a corner and appraised

the little group of serious

thinkers. "Who is that

little person over there

who is talking about, art

and looks like an artist?"

The Rambler asked.
"Why, she is an artist,"

his companion replied

;

"she draws advertising

pictures for one of the big

agencies here in town.

The man next to her who
looks like a Paris apache

is the owner of the res-

taurant."

A Slavic-looking youth

of verbose tendency was,

The Rambler learned, the

press agent of the ruler

of a Central American re-

public, while among the

feminine element of the

room's occupants were
two shop-keepers who
purveyed "many quaint

and beautiful things" to

visiting sightseers in

Greenwich Village, an obscure motion-picture actress, and one illus-

trator who occasionally had her name on the cover of a magazine.
Everyone of them seemed to be enjoying himself or herself in their self-
conscious way, rebelling in the old conventional manner against the
things that have withstood such cavil through the centuries, and ad-
miring each other's daring banality. "This," observed The Rambler,
"must be what becomes of children who are not sufficiently spanked at
the age when it is efficacious."

The most amusing thing in the region of Washington Square, how-
ever, is not the people of "New York's Latin Quarter," but the people
from out of town who, thinking to explore this mysterious country, fre-

"Bohemia in New York is not confined to Greenwich Village. The Rambler has found it on the
avenues around Fifty-ninth Street and on the upper west side. But it is all of one piece—temperamental

rather than geographical—and the same classic bohemians have been imitated"

quent the side-street table d'hotes where dinner with wine, of a sort, is

sixty cents plus a jitney or two for the waiter. For here one finds the

broker's clerk, the clothing store salesman, the stenographer—more in-

teresting, if one only knew it, than the average journalist or artist—all

basking in. a glamor that vanished when they began to come and was
hardly worth while at that.

Bohemia in New York is not confined to Greenwich Village. The
Rambler has found it on the avenues around Fifty-ninth Street and on

the upper west side. But

it is all of one piece

—

temperamental rather than

geographica 1—and the

same classic bohemians

have been imitated. If

only the lovably erratic

qualities of Charles Lamb
and Robert Louis Steven-

son and Eugene Field

could be followed
(granted that these un-

conventional people must

follow anyone) instead of

the less praiseworthy an-

tics of such geniuses as

Baudelaire, Verlaine, By-

ron, and even Francois

Villon

!

Part of the interest that

attaches to a bohemian
gathering in New York
is the variety of types and

the number of callings

that are represented. i\t

one soiree The Rambler
attended in an apartment

on Central Park West
there was a choice collec-

tion of lofty-browed indi-

viduals as ever congre-

gated outside the pages of

a novel : the host, a pursy

individual, was a combina-

tion of poet, actor, painter

and esthete, his unique

distinction being that he

was the only one of the

crowd who did not find

him amusing; the guests

included representatives of

half a dozen races and
twice that number of

professions. There was a

Hindu priest, fat, olea-

ginous and turbanned,

who provided a mild dis-

traction by chanting what
the host said were Vedic

hymns. The host's word
was taken for it. An-
other East Indian who
posed as a "physiological

psychologist" kept on pos-
ing. A Baroness de Somebody—the title was magical—moved, dow-
ager-fashion, through the salon. Two anemic looking young men who
looked like bookkeepers sprawled on a divan and discussed futurism.
The air was heavy with patchouli and sandalwood blended acridly with
cigarette smoke. The Rambler wondered how many of the trousered
portion of the assembled gathering could carry a gun. . . .

The true Bohemian may be an egoist, he may be admirable or he may
be otherwise, but he is distinctly not a poseur. The Rambler has known
one at least who always paid his bills and never approached him for a
loan. He will die a Bohemian, though, bless his heart, and no one will
ever love him the less for it. —Johnston Mackenzie.
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THEMANBEHIND
THEGUN BEHIND
THE CAMERA
(Continued from page u i

most memorable incidents of the
expedition occurred. These animals
are considered by many noted
sportsmen the most dangerous to
hunt of all the big game of Africa.
Dugmore was successful in secur-
ing a few pictures of this species on
Kamiti Plains, where only the week
before Colonel Roosevelt, after run-
ning great personal risk had killed

the number he desired to form a
mounted group for the National
Museum at Washington. This par-
ticular herd seems to enjoy the
reputation of being the most dia-

bolical in temper of any to be
found in the country. Clark and
Dugmore discovered that they had
in no way been maligned.

Their headquarters was an ex-
tensive papyrus swamp, growing
from a bed of ooze, covered by
about a foot of water. A member
of the party was sent to recon-
noiter the edge of their hiding
place, and found them resting just
inside the papyrus. As he passed,
out they charged, galloping madly
into the reeds that fringed the bor-
der of their retreat. Dugmore
had arranged so that a hundred
yards or so of level ground lay be-
tween them and this wide border
of reeds. In this way the animals
could be photographed in plain
view if they charged into this open
area. Retreat seemed the only
sensible course, as the open plains
behind offered no protecting shel-

ter. Dugmore was determined to
get the picture, come what would.
With their heads leveled, on came
the herd plowing through the reeds,
and headed directly into the open.
Clark began to believe that the
camera party was about to wind
up with this stampede, but as they
broke into the clearing, they sud-
denly split, and wheeling about,
dashed back into the swamp and
were seen no more. It all hap-
pened so quickly, that is was impos-
sible to get the picture. Dugmore
felt the disappointment very keenly.
Clark admits that he did likewise,
but also felt thankful that he still

was in condition to enjoy a hearty
supper. In flashlight work from
flimsy shelters, where the dreaded
lion was the game, Clark came in
for a goodly number of chances to
find out what his nerves were
made of, but as in this work they
both faced the danger on exactly
the same footing, these thrills do
not quite fit into this story.

In speaking of the trip, Clark
has told me on several occasions
that Dugmore's anxiety for close-
up pictures, backed up by a superb
courage, led them into many try-
ing predicaments, but that it was
his good judgment as often as his
own big gun that pulled them out
again.

Clark stayed on in Africa many
months after the Dugmore expe-
dition was over, and during this
time hunted with Roosevelt, Ake-
ley and other well-known explorers
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No Reader of Travel Magazine
Can Afford to Go

•mi

Without a Vacation

H It's false economy to begin
jjj

jj saving at the cost of health,
jjj

|H When it comes to a vacation, the J]
jg best is none too good—and the best m
HI doesn't mean the most expensive, |j|

H| —Colorado for example. jjj

IB Go where you can get the most jjj

jH diversion and nerve rest—ask any jj|
Hi physician if that advicelsn't sound, fjl

B —and Colorado admittedly offers far ijlj

Hj more diversion than any other vaca- BjH tion land in America, B
HI —plus the most wonderful scenery jjjS and the far-famed, invigorating, nerve- (jS resting Colorado air.

jjjj

H§ Try Colorado this summer and go H
m via the Rock Island's famous jjj

| Rocky Mountain Limited I
m| —Daily from Chicago to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

—

Hm

H| —a splendid train with service that is safe Wm
HI and satisfying. Jj
HI —the way that experienced travelers always

jjj[

HH The only direct line from the east to !§[j

§H| both Denver and Colorado Springs. . Other ^^= convenient modern all-steel trains from Chi- |=|
=| cago, St. Louis and Memphis. is

Rock
Island

Let us advise you where to go, how to get
there and show you how little it will cost.

Rock Island Lines
Rock Island Travel Bureaus in All Important Cities

L. M. ALLEN, Passenger Traffic Manager
735 La Salle Station, Chicago

Safety and Service First
J

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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WILHELM
HOHEKZOLLERN

€CO
EDWARD LTELL FOX

Author of Wilhelm Hohen-
zollern & Co. at the Offi-

cers' Training Camp
Madison Barracks.

$1.50 net; postage 12 cents.By EDWARD LYELL FOX

You will want to read it because: It shows Germany as it is at this very moment.

It gives an arresting picture of the Kaiser and the men who surround him at this later stage of the war.

It tells the true story of submarine warfare—what Germans favored it and why.

Its chapter, "Inside the Iron Ring," is an up-to-the-minute account of the resources of the enemy.

And finally Because the last chapter in the book is called "Why We Are Fighting Germany,"—and it tells why.

Mr. Fox made three trips to Germany as a war correspondent. At first he believed in the justice of the German cause. N>ow, a student

in the Officer's Reserve Corps, he is preparing to fight Germany because he understands the menace of Prussianism. So will you if you

read this book.
. ..,,..,

"In its keen and timely analysis will rank as one cf the outstanding books to which the war has given rise. —Richmond limes-Dispatch.

A NURSE AT THE WAR
By GRACE McDOUGALL

"Here is one of the most inspiring as well as one of the most

modest books to have grown out of the war. . .

-."—Boston

Transcript.

"As swift moving as a cinema and as graphic. ... A vivid

record of the grim realities of war nursing, of the difficulties, the

handicaps, the endless demands on strength and skill and spirit and

the overwhelming stupifying fatigue. It is a book that should be

read by every American nurse who contemplates service to her

country. It will be an education and an inspiration."—New York
Sun.

$1.25 net; postage 10 cents.

Are You Training
If so, you will need these new books

Department and are now in official

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS
By CAPT. H. BARBER (Royal Flying Corps)

Captain Barber, whose experiences in designing, building and

flying aeroplanes extends over a period of eight years, has written

tlr's book to be of assistance to the pilot and his aids. Lucid and

well illustrated chapters on flight, stability and control, rigging,

propellers and maintenance are followed by a glossary of aero-

nautical terms and thirty-five plates illustrating the various types

of aeroplanes and their development from the first practical flying

machine. An essential up-to-the-minute book for student aviators.

$2.50 net; postage 15 cents.

FORCED TO FIGHT By ERICH
ERICHSEN

"The horror of warfare. ... It has been told before in

many ways. It has seldom been told with such pitiless brutality

as in this book."—Oakland Tribune.
"You should read Erich Ericiisen's 'Forced To Fight.' It is

translated from the Danish and is a story of how on the outbreak
of hostilities a man of Schleswig-Holstein was called up to take

his place in the German army. ... 1 know of nothing in war
literature more poignantly revealing than the picture of his home-
coming; nothing more wholly heart-breaking than the final chapter

of this book."—A. St. John Adcock in the Boston Transcript.

In Denmark this extraordinary book has become the great war
classic and has run into more than twenty editions.

$1.25 net; postage 10 cents.

For An Aviator?
which have been adopted by the War
use in the U. S. Aero Division.

AEROPLANE DESIGN
By F. S. BARNWELL,

The author, who holds a commission in the Royal Flying Corps

and is well-known as a highly successful designer, gives a simple

exposition of the principles of aeroplane design and the problems

of inherent stability. Illustrated with many diagrams.

$1.00 net; postage 6 cents.

Turkey, Greece and the Great Powers
By G. F. ABBOTT

The author, who is one of the leading authorities on the near

East, gives an illuminating and timely study of the darkest corner

of European diplomacy. It is of especial significance at this time

when Greece has changed her political alignment. "The book is

certainly a valuable contribution to a better understanding of the

near East problem."—Boston Transcript.

With maps $3.00 net; postage 20 cents.

A DOMINIE DISMISSED
By A. S. JVEILL,

No one who is fortunate enough to have read "A Dominie's

Log" will need any urging to read the sequel to that delightful

work, which has just appeared under the title of "A Dominie
Dismissed." Whether Mr. Neill ever really went through the
experiences of a Scotch schoolmaster detailed in his first book does
not matter in the least. He is a genial socialist with radical but
very human ideas about the up-bringing of bairns, ideas which
could not fail to bring the dominie who put them into practice into

hot water with the educational authorities. . . . Mr. Neill weaves
a dainty love theme into his new book, which adds greatly to its

charm. The two books are so good that they ought to be in the
library of every teacher and in the hands of everyone with a warm
place in his heart for the bairns."—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

"Whimsical, delightful and maddening ... a most original

and suggestive volume, filled with sayings racy and to the point ; a
humorous story as well as one packed with theories which make
the reader 'sit up.' "—New York Times.

Price $1.25 net; postage 8 cents.

A MYSTERY STORY TO MAKE
YOU FORGET THE HEAT THE HAND OF FU MANCHU By SAX ROHMER

"Here again we have the resourceful Nayland Smith of Scotland Yard and his Boswell, Dr. Petrie. arrayed against the powerful,
sinister, unscrupulous, cruel and mysterious Dr. Fu-Manchu and his powers of the Orient. . . . Sax Rohmer has unusual skill in the
handling of mystery and horror and his stories are always welcomed by those who seek pure mental diversion."—Duluth Herald.

"The author is skilful in creating a state of suspense."—-Springfield Republican. Price SI.35 net; postage 12 cents.
'

At all booksellers. Send for eatalog of new publications.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., Publishers, UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
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and sportsmen. During this time

he made many remarkable photo-

graphs himself, and the illustra-

tions show that he uses the camera
and rifle with equal skill. Since

this trip Clark has become well

known as a sculptor of African
animals, and a large Cape buffalo

executed by him in bronze is

about to be sent to Africa, the gift

of African game hunters as a per-

petual memorial to the memory
of the late Frederick Courtney
Selous, that greatest of all nim-

rods, who recently fell in action,

fighting in Africa for England,

his native land.
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IN WARTIME
WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 16)

weak-kneed real estate develop-

ment fairly remote from the cen-

tei of the city. But in the past

three months this house has be-

gun to earn dividends, good divi-

dends, too.

After the hotels, big and little,

had been exhausted, the traffic

poured into the clubs which recog-
nizing the real crisis, issued visi-

tors cards with an unstinted gen-
erosity. Then they, too, over-
flowed. After that came the back
waves to nearby towns—even Bal-
timore, forty miles away, has bene-
fited by the overcrowded wartime
conditions in Washington.

In the meantime apartments of
every sort have been sought and
filled. Builders, with a feverish

haste, quite unknown to Washing-
ton in ordinary times, have hur-
ried other apartments and houses
to completion. To be a boarding-
house mistress in the national capi-

tal these days is to be mistress of
all that one surveys; while to be a

hotel proprietor is to border upon
the rajah class.

A reflection of the great war-
time problem at the capital is in

the question of help. In other

days place-hunters abounded there.

They were the subject of much
ridicule and at times of some small

persecutions. A very haughty
Civil Service Commission placed

high the hurdles over which they

would have to leap, or climb, be-

fore they came to the lifetime sine-

cure of a "government job."

To-day the situation is reversed.

There is great demand for clerks,

for stenographers, for draughts-

men, for workers of almost every

sort. The Civil Service Commis-
sion is no longer haughty. It has

thrown the hurdles into the Po-
tomac. Instead it has a Welcome
Committee, just like the County
Seat during Old Home Week or

the college fraternity with a nice

heavy mortgage upon its pretty

new chapter-house. Stenographers

are stolen as horses were once

stolen in the West. And the best

of your friends will tolerate no
whispered conversations with any
of his office-force. He is forced

to fear larceny.

The very elevators in the big
office-buildings which have be-
come invaded by the government
departments show the effects of
change. In other days Washing-
ton, like Atlanta or Houston, ruled
that gentlemen in ofhce-building
elevators should follow the rules
of elevators in hotels or apart-
ment-houses and remove their hats
when women entered the cars.

New York and other northern
cities have ruled otherwise. But
now there are so many newcomers
in the capital that half the men
in the crowded cars keep on their

hats, while the other half—with
al! the exquisite gallantry of the
Old South remove their lids, and
shoot fierce "dam-Yankee" glances
at their fellow passengers.

Washington office traditions are
being very much shocked indeed
these weeks. For one thing, many
men are following the lead of the

industrious Secretary of the Navy
and are eating hasty lunches at

their desks. And all the offices

are working overtime—hours over-
time. Four-thirty—for two gen-
erations at least the sacred closing

hour of official Washington—the

hour when dull government rou-

tine gave way to the matinee, or

Burton Holmes, or the springtime

concerts of the Marine Band

—

comes and goes, unnoticed. Late
twilight gives way to dusk and
dark—and then all the lights in all

the buildings shine forth in radi-

ance and show to even a curious

and a casual world that in our

heart of hearts we are taking this

great new war as a very serious

business indeed.

The most conspicuous and im-
pressive building in all Washing-
ton is the Capitol. More than ever
is this true in wartime. While the

great building is more than care-

fully guarded these days, it re-

mains to the honest-hearted man
or woman the most accessible

building in Washington to-day. It

is truly the people's building. And
its great rooms and corridors have
never been more active than since

the declaration of the present war.

Tourists there are, of course. The
little group of old men who sit in

the rotunda and, for a considera-

tion, show you the wonders of the

Capitol School of Art, notably the

Indian with six toes and the two
little girls who share five arms be-

tween them, still reap their fees.

And when the canvas wonders of

the rotunda are done, there still

remains Statuary Hall. In my
own humble opinion the most pop-

ular act of vandalism that the Ger-

man government could conduct at

this time would be the utter and

irieparable destruction of the con-

tents of Statuary Hall. Even then

its famous whispering echo might

be left for the delectation of visit-

ors from St. Joe or Putney or San

Angelo.

To-day the tourist is still more
in evidence at the Capitol than else-

where in and about Washington.

Yet even under the great Dome
he is at last subordinated. The
business of war is going ahead

there and going at a tremendous

rate. Congress sits at all hours and
]
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If you have never seen the Hudson

River from the decks of one of

our big passenger fliers, you have

missed the most perfect one day's

outing in the world. Just now

the Highlands are in the full

glory of Summer.
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ATTRACTIVE ONE-DAY OUTINGS
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Cheer the Boys in Camp with the

Books they Need and Will Enjoy

One if the Rarest War Romances in Literature—a Transcript from Real Life

THE LOVERS By Elizabeth robins pennell

Frontispiece by Joseph Pennell §1.00 Net

This exquisite love-story is a transcript from real life—told

in large measure "in the letters written from France by the artist-

soldier to his wife, letters that are splendidly and movingly typical
of the chivalry and courage which actuated those who rushed to the
colors," says the BOSTON TRANSCRIPT. The artist's young wife
aided Mrs. Pennell in securing the facts. How and why are a part
of the wonderful story—a true story—one of the rarest war romances
in literature.

WAR
By PIERRE LOTI

Translated by Marjorie Laurie
$1.25 Net

The prevailing note of the book
is genuine and tender sympathy
with the victims of German bar-

barity. He describes, in simple

but touching words, his encoun-

ters with wounded soldiers,

Sisters of Mercy, and homeless

Belgian orphans. But even under
Pierre Loti's mask of artistic re-

straint one can recognize the

wrathful and contemptous bitter-

ness that fills the soul of every

Frenchman when he thinks of the

things that have been done in the

name of war.

A GREAT NOVEL
THE CHOSEN PEOPLE

By SIDNEY L. NYBURG
Three Printings $1.40 Net

"This brilliant piece of work,"

to quote the New York World,
was selected as one of the out-

standing novels of the season" by

W. H. Boynton in the New York
Nation.
The Boston Transcript de-

scribed it as "a novel of excep-

tional quality." Rabbi Joseph
Rauch, of Louisville, wrote : "This
novel places Mr. Nyburg in the

class with Zangwill as a true por-

trayer of Jewish life."

THE SNARE
By RAFAEL, SABATINI $1.25

An intensely interesting tale of

love, war and adventure in the

time of Wellington. The scene of
his most famous campaign fur-

nishes the brilliant fabric of the

story. Great events and per-

sonages form the background.

OH, MARY, BE
CAREFUL!

By GEORGE WESTON
Seven Illustrations $1.00 Net
Mary Meacham is one of the

season's most popular heiresses.

What she does with her $50,000
and three unusual tests for men
makes one of the most amusing
stories published this year. Its

success was instantaneous and
justly so, as it is one of those de-
lightful stories which can be
recommended to every member of
the family.

MAJOR GENERAL, LEONARD
WOOD says:

"Every one of our young men
who is physically fit ought to re-

ceive an adequate amount of mili-

tary training, and this little hand-
book is one which each and every

one should read."

Men Who Want to Become Offi-

cers Are Reading

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MILITARY SERVICE

By CAPT. L.. C. ANDREWS, U.S.C.
Who Has Trained Thousands at

Plattsburg-

428 Pages. Illustrated. $1.50 Net.
Fits the Pocket

Used as a text at Training
Camps, endorsed and authorized
in the Printed Announcements of

the War College. This is the

book which gives a real survey
of the whole service. A book of
instruction, a text on leadership

and inspiration.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
NAVAL SERVICE

By
COMMANDER YATES STIRLING

U.S.N.

5S0 Pages. Illustrated.

Price, $2.00 Net. Fits the Pocket
Prepared for the civilian who

considers entering the Navy and
the non-commissioned officer who
desires advancement, this book
reveals as does none other the
training and work of a Navy
man. It is as complete a hand-
book as could be presented upon
the practice and theory of all

matters pertaining to the Navy.

COMPLETE. U. S.

INFANTRY GUIDE
Profusely Illustrated. 2100 Pages.

Octavo. $6.00 Net

This volume for officers and
non-commissioned officers of all

the armies of the United States
contains an actual reprint of all

the material referring to Infantry
contained in those 25 Government
volumes which must now be
studied 'by the men training for
officership and be continually re-

ferred to by the regular officer in

the field. It is an absolute com-
pendium of Infantry information.

THE SOLDIERS' ENGLISH AND FRENCH
CONVERSATION BOOK

30 Cents Net
For the man going to the front this handy pocket edition will be

invaluable. It contains hundreds of useful sentences and words en-
abling the soldier to converse with the French and Belgian allies
with correct pronunciation of each word. It is also a splendid book
for any one who wishes to gain a handy working knowledge of
French phrases in daily use.

J. B. L1PPINC0TT COMPANY Philadelphia

when it sits late into the night,

the Capitol Dome is flooded with

the white radiance of whole bat-

teries of searchlights.

I have seen almost all of our
great expositions. I have seen

our own Woolworth Building, the

tall tower of the City Hall of

neighboring Philadelphia thrust

into a nightly radiance by these-

flood-lights. All of these have been
beautiful, very beautiful. Yet they

have hardly compared with the ex-

quisite outlines of our Capital as the

invisible brush of electricity has
painted them against the blackness

of a spring-time night.

On the night that Congress
passed the war resolution, the

Dome—in deference to our newest
and one of our loveliest traditions

—was so illuminated. It was a

hard night. I sat in the gallery of

the House for hours and heard the

outbursts of a wild Northeaster, the

flashes of lightning, the occasional

claps of thunder and the steady

roar of the rain. Yet the House
was quite oblivious to the storm
without. It had its own within—

a

muttering, thundering, raging out-

burst that had begun in the morn-
ing and had continued through the

evening, past midnight and into

the beginnings of another day.
Each representative had had the
opportunity to speak. And few of
them had let it pass. The Woman
Member had risen in her seat,

had shown how the storm had af-

fected her, had sobbed and voted
*'no." But — the resolution was
passed.

As I hurried from the Capitol
at half after three of that April
morning across to the Union Sta-
tion to take the first train to New
York, I turned for an involuntary
instant and gazed back. The Dome
was still illumined. Boston and
Philadelphia had each had nerves
and so had dimmed the brilliancy

of their nocturnal illuminations.

Washington was confident— su-
premely confident. And because of
that confidence our National Capi-
tol was at that early hour the most
brilliant and beautiful thing in all

the world. Yet, as I gazed at it,

the illumination ended. The Dome
ceased to be. A moment later it

was replaced by another, a gray,

shadowy thing whose outlines

barely showed against a clearing

dawn over the Potomac flats.

Yet the illumination lived ; and
will continue to live. I have not
seen the Dome lighted since that

night. I may never again see it

lighted. But I shall not—nay, I

cannot, forget, the picture that it

etched upon my mind that April
night.

Washington in wartime ! To the
city whose very being means so

much to the true American, whose
beauty, whose sprightliness, whose
bubbling, irridescent life are ever
so appealing, war has added a new
dignity. In graver aspect our Na-
tional Capitol is none the less

lovely. She stands forth, in even
clearer line and color as the phy-
sical embodiment of our national

progress, our national faith—our
national honor.
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THE MOUNTAIN
MAZE OF THE UP-

PER ATHABASKA
{Continued from page a)

tical bluff, we again struck into

young jack pine growing dense
as reeds in a marsh, and we had
literally to cut our way through.
It was a weird country.

From these annoying jack pines,

we came out along the river where
queer atoll-like bands of that

quivering paste separated bottom-
less lakes of muskeg from the

swirling current which seemed by
its pressure to have packed the

rims of these muskeg areas to a

semi-solid footing from two to

five feet wide. We had to march
along these atoll-rims, and for me
at least it was a hair-raising ex-

perience. Once poor little Stubby
fell into the river with his heavy
pack. Jack riding Monte, a splen-

did water horse, plunged in after

him; and both animals by hard
swimming to the accompaniment
of the most lurid language I

ever head, struggled safely out.

Jack claims to be a good church-

man, but his vocabulary that day
was undenominational.
Came now, by way of variety,

a stretch of burned timber. The
fallen, charred trunks lay heaped
in confusion like a pile of jack-
straws. Burned timber is the final

test of riding. You can not stop
to cut, so everything that * can
possibly be jumped must be
jumped; and few trained hunters
are better at this exciting game
than a good cayuse. Over all this

tangle Robinson Crusoe persist-

ently walked and scrambled and
led his horse. Robinson loves
horses from the bottom of his ten-

der, old-bachelor's heart, and he
molly-coddles them outrageously.
I am fairly convinced that he
would not "swap" a pinto cayuse
for a model hausfrau.

"My cayuse," he insists, "is a

ferry-boat, not a timber cruiser."

In this abominable stretch of

country, Battle-Ax came to grief

and played quitter. An exceed-
ingly steep descent confronted us,

at the foot of it a swift torrent

choked with fallen logs.

"Dismount" came the order, for

there was a poor take-off and a

worse landing. We scrambled
across on wet logs, while the

horses leaped the obstacle or

floundered through. Battle-Ax
slipped and fell into the half liquid

muskeg till head and neck alone

were visible. He lay limp, utterly

refusing to struggle or to aid the

rescuers in any way. He was
thumped, kicked and sworn at and
somebody groped around in the mud
and found his tail and twisted it.

Then a rope was lopped around his

neck and to the pommel of Bruce's

saddle, and the powerful animal

he rode nearly pulled the victim's

head off. No use. As this method
meant a dead horse if carried too

far, the rope was loosed just in

time, Bruce then held the poor fel-

low's nose under water, as a

drowning horse will always strug-

gle. It was a last desperate resort.

Battle-Ax, under the tugging of
all hands and inspired by fear and
by much earnest expostulation,
finally emerged in a plaster cast

ot muskeg mud.

"The critter couldn't hear me
cussin' him for the cameras
clickin'," explained Bruce. There
was something in that.

We camped that night on a wet
sponge. B. kindled a big fire on
the tent site and burned it fairly

dry. Then he raked away the fire

and pitched the tent. This plan

gave us a bed that stopped just

short of saturation.

Can 1 ever see glories greater

than my eyes beheld next morn-
ing? I had risen in the dull gray
mantle of cloud that we had lived

in—not under—for days and I

was washing my face in the icy

Athabaska. The clouds were fly-

ing in jagged masses above me,
when suddenly appeared a daz-

zling white vision. Through a

break in the clouds gleamed the

pure snow-cowled head of the

Blackfriar, blinding the eye with
beauty as it sparkled in the intense

light of a stray sunbeam that fell

fairly upon it. That was the be-

ginning. The clouds tore into

shreds and fled away. We were
camped in fairyland. Dazzling
snow fields and the azure blue of

glaciers hemmed us in. The Great
Ones stood about us. There tow-
ered Mt. Woolley, the Blackfriar,

Fortress Peak, the Galleon, the

Dome, the Twins, the regularly

serrated Endless Chain and count-

less unnamed monsters. Vast
masses of rock, ice and snow
stretched away to the Columbia
Ice Field and the overwhelming
pyramid of Mt. Columbia itself and
its great neighbor, Mt. King Ed-
ward. Far up the Chaba loomed the

high unknown mountains and gla-

ciers that wall in the as yet unex-

plored valleys of the upper Chaba
and its forks. And somewhere up
there, too, was Fortress Lake

—

and I was only the second woman
in all the big round world to see

these marvels.

Fortress Lake was in our grasp

now, and crossing the dangerous
Mt. Columbia branch by a deep

and riskful ford, we marched up
the bed of the Chaba, fording,

fording, fording. Happly there

were no accidents, though B.'s

horse once stepped into an inno-

cent looking channel and in a sec-

ond was swimming. B. says that

he prefers his ice water inside his

stomach—his horse swam low.

As we marched on up the Chaba
a great break appeared between
Fortress Peak and an unnamed
giant beyond. In this depression,

evidently, the lake lay. As we
pried our way into the gap, the

beautiful virgin timber grew more
and more sparsely, until finally we
came out upon a marshy grass-

grown flat starred with white

orchids, that we clearly saw was
a filled-in lake head. A few steps

more and the glittering lapis lazuli

blue of the lake spread out before

us, eight or ten miles long and a

mile or more wide. Its head was
a huge jam of ancient logs, show-

ing the prevailing winds. The
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Joan Still Leads the Way
To-day—in the noise of the charge, the soldiers of France still are led by the

spirit of Joan of Arc. Her shining face is seen before them pointing the way to

victory across the gaping shell holes and through the driving hail of fire. The
French—the English—swear that they have seen her—their own incomparable

Joan of Arc. And that Joan leads them always to victory.

To us in this country Joan is the greatest woman that ever lived. But to France

she is the very life, the very spirit of the nation.

To understand the France of to-day you must know Joan of Arc and her glorious

story. Never in the history of the world has there been such another.

And through all the centuries, no one told her story in all its majesty and simplicity

until it was told by an American

—

MARK TWAIN
25 VOLUMES

ROMANCE—HISTORY—BOY STORIES—SHORT STORIES—ESSAYS

Perhaps you think you have read a good deal of Mark Twain.
Are you sure? Have you read all the novels? Have you read

all the short stories? Have you read all the brilliant fighting

essays?—all the humorous ones and the historical ones?

Get back the glamour of youth. Read once more of Tom
Sawyer, the best loved boy in the world; of Huck, that precious

little rascal; of all the small folks and the grown folks that
make Mark Twain so dear to the hearts of men and women
and boys and girls in every civilized country on the face of the
globe.

Here are 25 volumes filled with the laughter and the tears and
the fighting that made Mark Twain so wonderful. He was a
bountiful giver of joy and humor. But he was much more, for,

while he laughed with the world, his lonely spirit struggled with
the sadness of human life, and sought to find the key. Beneath
the laughter is a big human soul, a big philosopher.

He was a gallant fighter for freedom, for humanity. The
simplicity, the kindly humor, the generosity, the spirituality half
revealed, that we like to think is America—all these were in Mark
Twain. If foreign nations love him, we in this country give
him first place in our hearts. The home without Mark Twain is

not an American home.

Mark Twain Made This Low Price Himself
Mark Twain once went into a book store to buy some books. He de-

manded an author's discount because he was an author; he demanded a
publisher's discount because he was connected with Harper & Brothers;
he demanded a minister's discount because his father had once thought
of being a minister; and it finally figured out that the book-seller owed
Mark Twain money for taking the book away from him.
Mark Twain believed in getting books as cheaply as possible. That's

why he sacrificed royalties and wanted us to sell his own books at the
lowest possible price—so that every home might own them.

The Price Must Go Up
But he could not forsee this war and how it would send up the price

of paper, cloth, even ink. So that the old low price cannot be offered
much longer. As soon as the present supply is gone, the price must go up.
So take advantage of Mark Twain's generosity and his discount to you while
you can.

SEND THE COUPON TO-DAY and get the low price—and a
wonderful set of books, on approval. Of course, we take the
books back at our expense, if they're not all you expect

HARPER & BROTHERS 1817-1917 New York

HARPER & BROTHERS. Frankl-n Square, New York
» Send me, all charges prepaid, a set of Mark Twain's works in 25 volumes, illustrated, bound in hand-some green cloth, stamped m gold with untnmmed edgei. If not satisfactory, I will return them atyour expense. Otherwise I wil' send you S2.0C within 5 days and Si.ot u month for 12 months, thus
getting the benefit ot your half-price sale. Travel 8-17

Name.

Address

f J°20°m
be

n
utiful red half-'eather edition, change the above terms u S2.S0 on delivery and $3 a month

lake proved a marvel of grandeur
of the cold stern type that seems
to forbid intrusion. Enormous
peaks border the lake and between
them blue glaciers creep irrisist-

ibly to the water's edge. One peak
presenting an unbroken slope of

snow forms the entire background
at the foot of the lake. Fire has
never visited the shores of Fortress

Lake, and great firs and spruces

tower from a primeval forest bed
almost waist deep in moss. The
tremendous tangle of the decaying
debris of a virgin forest floor pre-

vented a full exploration in the

brief time available, nor could a

raft be built to navigate the lake

as a steady gale blew powerfully
from the foot to the head. The
lake lies exactly on the Continen-
tal Divide, and from it on the

Pacific side flows Wood River
emptying into the Columbia. Fort-

ress Lake has hitherto been sup-

posed to have but this one outlet. B.

and Robinson Crusoe, however,
fortunately succeeded in discover-

ing a previously unknown outlet

to the Arctic watershed, a superb
subterranean discharge gushing
from under a spur or buttress of

Fortress peak. We had added our
mite to geographical knowledge.
One who has never been in the

wilderness can not realize its won-
derful charm. The most striking

feature, to a novice, is the abso-

lutely dead silence that wraps and
enfolds you as in a cloak. You
may hear the rush of a river, the

roar of a cataract, the sighing of

the wind, the artillery of the

avalanches, but they only serve to

emphasize the silence that is near
ycu, the noiselessness of nature.

Even the animals move without
rustling a bush or cracking a

branch. They cannot understand
noises. A blacktail buck walked
curiously into camp in broad day
to investigate the strange beings

who made noise. In this primal
wilderness its wild children
thronged around us. Goats browsed
just beyond camp limits. Big-horn
sheep gazed at us from the high
rocks and caribou trotted along
the river bars. One night a

grizzlv came into camp and
"whoffed" at the fire. Beaver
houses rose like beehives from
their dams, and Indian drying

racks with skulls and teeth of

beavers told of cruel raids. The
call of the wild steals to your ears

and you envy Mowgli his power
to converse with these timid ones.

Always from the wilderness

some one memory stays by you
through the days to come and
weaves upon you its magic spell.

And so even now I can live again

one supreme night of beauty, the

last ere we turned our backs upon
this foretaste of heaven. We stood

out upon a bare river bar enthralled,

spell-bound by the awful loom-

ing majesty of the black cliffs and
the silver gleam of the Black-

friar's snowy crown in the full

splendor of the moon, while opal

clouds drove across the sky and

a fire of drift-wood piled high as

a house blazed to warm us as we
feasted the spirit on the chill

loveliness.

TRA VEL
WHAT THE

SOUTH AMERI-
CANSTHINKOFUS

(Continued from page $j)
growing great and strong along
the very lines upon which these
southern states anticipate future
progress. None of this feeling is

evident towards the nations of the
Old World with which the South
Americans have been tied more
closely by temperament and race
than with the United States. The
South American is proud above all

others, Orientally sensitive to criti-

cism, remembering a slight for
years which, in the North, would
be condemned as too trivial for
notice.

In these war times the large
trade which the United States has
carried on with Europe has in-

creased in some respects this jeal-

ousy. We have at hand a letter

from Uruguay which states that it

is evident that the United States
is seriously endeavoring to estab-
lish markets with Europe which
would seem to be in direct compe-
tition with the markets formed and
of long standing with the Old
World in the South American Re-
publics.

The unfortunate incident con-
nected with the "Tennessee" and
the Diplomatic Trade Commission
which refused to land in Peru, stat-

ing as a reason that the Port of

Callao was unhealthy, is only one
of a number of incidents intended
to warp the point of view of these
people towards North Americans.
There is a feeling amongst many
of the most intelligent men down
here that this sending of commis-
sions to South America has been
somewhat overdone ; they feel that

the great needs in cementing re-

lationships, are not through more
of these transitory visits by gov-
ernment or business functionaries,

but rather by sending of able rep-

resentatives of our best firms to

South America to open houses and
to remain there sufficiently long
to secure an intimate knowledge of

the spirit and method of doing
business with a people whose ideals

and prejudices must be considered
by any nation expecting to enlarge

its trade in these quarters. One of

the principal objections to these

visiting commissions seems to be
that the majority of the time is

spent in social functions and that

the real investigation of business

life receives very little attention.

A government official on the West
Coast informed me that the most
successful commission with which
he had to do was that of a small

band of business men who followed

in the wake of the "Tennessee."
Because of the feeling of the Pe-

ruvians over what they considered

a discourtesy, this latter commis-
sion received little or no social at-

tention by the government officials

and therefore was left free to ac-

tually study the industries and to

obtain valuable knowledge relative

to the proposed object of the visit.

To be sure the South Americans
are also responsible for these semi-

social junkets, since in the abund-

ance and generosity of their hos-
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pitality, they leave little room in

the itinerary of these visiting dele-

gates for serious attention to busi-

ness affairs.

The Monroe Doctrine has been
represented by many Europeans as

a menace to these republics. Hardly
a book on South America, written

by an Englishman especially, fails

to bring out the old slogan that the

South American Republics, abund-
antly capable of caring for them-
selves, resent the alleged "inter-

ference" of this Doctrine which,
they say, has outlived its useful-

ness, if perchance it ever had any.

As a matter of fact it seems much
like thrashing a bundle of straw,

as most South Americans have
noted the United States' method
in Cuba and Porto Rico and do
not fear outside aggression from
this quarter, nearly as much as

from their closer or neighboring re-

publics. In short, the newspapers
print daily a mass of detailed hap-
penings concerning sister Repub-
lics—political, social, and commer-
cial news, not omitting anything
concerning army or navy, while
the many causes of old feuds and
revolutions between these states

are not yet laid, much less are all

of the boundary disputes settled,

or the old wars forgotten, among
these impulsively patriotic people.

The trouble with Mexico has
aroused a large amount of news-
paper comment and while many of
the South Americans have suffered

along with business men of North
America by reason of the unset-

tled affairs in Mexico, their sym-
pathies as Spanish or Latin-Ameri-
cans are ostensibly with Mexico
rather than with United States. I

found in Brazil a decided satisfac-

tion over the attitude of the United
States relative to the consulta-

tion of the A. B. C. combination
in regard to Mexico.
The conviction deepens, as one

travels from Republic to Republic,

that the methods of doing business

in the two Americas are funda-
mentally and traditionally opposed.
The Spanish or Portuguese-

American has his own way of

working and he makes no secret of
the fact that he does not like the
North American way. Europe has
adjusted itself to the South Ameri-
can business mode. The United
States has not, at least to any such
extent. In this truth lies the fail-

ure of North Americans to gain
South American trade, even where
earnest attempts have been made,
and in many cases have failed.

The inhabitant of the United
States has a business system which
he follows, making individuals fit

into it ; the South American has
friends and his business revolves

around these friendships. Favor
and sentiment rule in South
America as dividends and efficiency

govern in the North. Business
goes by favor down here. In the

United States when it comes to

sentiment, the employer says "Busi-
ness is business" ; the Latin-Ameri-
can on the contrary replies "I will

do this for you, since you are my
friend." And he will do it often

without respect to what Carlyle

calls the "cash nexus." We had a

striking evidence of this when in

conversation with Dr Tose Carlos

47
Rodrigues, the eminent publisher
lor so many years of Brazil's
greatest newspaper, the Jornal do
Commercio. He told me how he
had repeatedly refused to purchase
paper for his presses from the
United States, because he could get
paper more suitable for his uses
in Europe. But when the son of
an old friend came from the States
and asked him for a large order
for paper, the publisher said that
he could not possibly refuse the re-

quest made in friendship's name,
and placed his first order for
American paper. This order was
placed with the full knowledge
that it would mean considerable
loss and inconvenience.
The South American business

man will trade with you if he
likes you. This liking must be more
than a passive thing, more than
merely tolerating you. The gov-
ernment railroads furnish exam-
ples of this personal partiality in

their deficits, caused in part at

least, by the fact that there are
often double the number of em-
ployees needed to carry on the
work, many of these employees be-
ing friends of the politicians or
the officials who never seem able

to refuse to taken on a man in

the name of friendship.

It is encouraging to state that

the opinion and the respect of the
South Americans for the people
of the United States have been
greatly enhanced of late by per-
sonal visits of South Americans to

our country. Since the European
war has largely prevented travel

to the Old Country, scores of fami-
lies have taken the opportunity of

combining business and pleasure
in tcurs through the United
States. They are returning almost
invariably to speak with enthusi-

asm of their reception and with
changed points of view concerning
the Americans. In the last analy-

sis the opinion of one nationaliy

of another hinges upon personal

contact and acquaintance. The first

secret of right relationship between
people of varying racial and na-

tional stock depends upon the

earnest and persistent determina-
tion to securing the point of view,

the one of the other.

ATDUTCH AUCTIONS
AT the regular trade auctions

held in the Netherlands in-

stead of having an auctioneer call

for bids there is a large dial pro-

vided with an index hand. The
face of the dial is marked with

prices, increasing in clockwise

fashion. The hand is set at a price

above that which the goods of-

fered will probably bring, then is

slowly moved to lower and lower
figures until some trader indicates

his willingness to buy.

Electric push buttons are con-

nected with the dial, which the

traders press when a price satis-

factory to them is shown by the

dial. As the trader presses his but-

ton his number appears on the

face of the dial and the lot of

goods is sold to him at the price

indicated by the index hand. There
is no noise or confusion, and the

auctions are finished in a remark-

ably short space of time.

In writing to advertisers,

"Emergency Money"
How often the embarrassment of being without ready
cash has confronted you! And yet you wisely fear the
risk of carrying a large sum in coin or currency.

The constant habit of keeping on your person a reserve
fund in "A.B.A." Cheques means constant prepared-
ness for emergencies requiring ready money.

"A.B.A."
are accepted in all civilized countries as readily as

actual money.

They are safe to carry, because no one can use them
until you have countersigned them. Your counter-

signature on an "A. B. A." Cheque, in the presence of

the person accepting the Cheque, is the only identifi-

cation required. They are the safest, handiest "travel

money" as well as "emergency money."

Get them at your bank, or write Bankers Trust
Company, New York, for booklet and information
as to where they may be had in your vicinity.

1917 POPULAR SONG BOOK With Recitations, Toasts,
Parlor Pastimes, Etc., Etc. 10c.

It's a Long Way to Tipperary I Love the Whole United States California and You
When Maple Leaves Are Falling When the Angelus Is Ringing When I Lost You
Among the Sheltering Palms Chinatown, My Chinatown
When the Roses Bloom Again In Dreams of Yesterday
Till Sands of Desert Grow Cold I Love the Name of Dixie
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Mother—A Word That
Where the River Shannon Flows Means the World to Me
When I Dream of Old Erin There's a Girl in the Heart
I'm On My Way to Dublin Bay of Maryland: Twilight
Sailing Down Chesapeake Bay Are You from Dixie?
Dawn of a Perfect Day When I Was a Dreamer

There's a Little Spark of Love Still Burning Tulip Time in Holland
When You Wore a Tulip

, Rainbow When I Get You Alone Tonight Old Maid's Ball
When You're a Long Way Red Wing Waiting for the Robert K. Lee Cubanola Glide
from Home; Silver Bell iliawatha Trail of the Lonesome Pine

Choo Choo Leaves for Alabam' Oh You Kid Let Me Call You Sweetheart
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now Memories Will the Angels Let Me Play?
Call Me Some Rainy Afternoon Oceana Roll Roses Bring Dreams of You
Alexander's Ragtime Band Great Big Blue Eyed Baby
When We Were Two Little Boys Silver Threads Among the Gold Row, Row, Row

I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier If You Don't Like Your Uncle Sammy, etc.

ONLY 10 CENTS gets nearly all above songs with others, also a large collection of jokes,

toasts, dialogues, recitations, etc. All in one book. 3 books 20c. 100 Pliotoplayers
Free to all persons ordering this great collection. The photoplayers include such great

artists as Francis X. Bushman, Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, etc. 1 Outfit 10e,
3 for 25c. KLONDIKE CO., DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Sweetheart Days
On Moonlight Bay
Ragtime Violin
My Hula Hula Love
On Mobile Bay
Stop, Stop, Stop
Just Next Door
Oh Mr. Dream Man
Mysterious Rag
Oh You Little Bear

I'm the Guy
Grizzly Bear
My Pony Boy
School Days
Red Rose Rag

HILLCREST HALL
HIGHLAND MILLS

ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y,

Ten miles back in the Hudson Highlands from West
Point. Within full view (seven miles) of Mrs. Harri-

man's manor house, "Arden," on her 60,000 acre park.

Fifty miles from New York, via Erie. Wonderful motor
trip in 100 minutes over finest roads in the state. Nine-

hole golf course on 250 acre estate. Tennis courts. Care-

fully selected clientele. Bungalows and cottages for

rent. Free booklet.

E. H. Carlisle, Manager.
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Health Wanted
THE home tragedies of peace

—

g
sickness, accident and death

—

g
and the big tragedy of war, with its m
mounting cost of food, have de- (

veloped a long waiting list for |j

[ SEA BREEZE [

our summer fresh air home for children and babies, g
tired working girls, mothers and grandmothers of the =

g tenements. U
In war—in peace—our youth must grow into healthful, =

jj fit manhood and womanhood. U
Sea Breeze gives hundreds of city children their one =1

§§ chance in the year for fresh air, good food—health.

H Allow 60 cents a day or $4 a week for each one whom j|

K you will send as your guest, and send the amount to H
B George Blagden, Treasurer. m

m New York Association For Improving The
jj

Condition of the Poor

Room 200. 105 East 22nd St. New York City

Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr., President

lill

- -3DEUIE

flANICH£* r, x CH

u

World's
Smallest
Tfltra Quality Grand Piano

Main Office, 235 E. 23rd. St,Newark
Chicago "Wareroom, 235 S.Wabash Ave.
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The Railroad Problem. By Ed-
ward Hungerford. Illustrated.

i2mo. Pp. 265. Chicago : A.

C. McClurg & Co. $1.50.

A S the foremost writer for the
£* layman on topics pertaining

tc the railroad, Mr. Hungerford
has long held an enviable reputa-

tion, and readers will turn to his

treatment of the railroad problem
satisfied that it is the work of an
unprejudiced expert.

The railroads are characterized

L> the author as The Sick Man of

American Business, and while he

does not profess to be the doctor,

he proves himself to be something
of a diagnostician. In stating the

plight of the railroads he says

that "in the long run this country
can prosper only when its rail-

roads prosper." The 10,000,000

savings bank depositors in the

United States are, he states, indi-

rect holders of railroad securities,

as are the holders of more than

three times as many life insurance

policies. Thus he demonstrates the

dominance of the railroad in the

innermost financial fabric of the

country, and he gives a lucid sur-

vey of its prime importance in the

commercial and even personal

fabric.

The human factor in railroading

is considered not less than its phy-
sical and financial aspects. The
question of labor—organized, as

with the engineers and conductors

;

and unorganized, as with section

gangs, station agents and the like

—is considered with much insight

and fair-mindedness. Its relation

to the plight of the railroad is

clearly shown, and there is much
pertinent comment on the rights

and wrongs of the situation, both
to the railroads and to the men.
"The Opportunity of the Rail-

road" is a chapter that shows the

author's firm grasp of the subject

of his book. It deals largely with
the matter of electricity as ap-

plied to railroading ; with means
of dealing with the competition of

trolley lines as well as the electri-

fication of the railroad systems
themselves.

We should like to tell more of

this book than merely the synopsis

of its chapters, for it is important.

At this time the chapter on the

railroad in its relation to National

defense is of particular interest.

The competition of the automobile
is another interesting subject, and
so is the matter of regulation.

Every traveler, every business

man, every voter should read what
Mr. Hungerford has written. It

is accurate, it is fair, and it has

both intrinsic and romantic in-

terest.

-E. F. A.

Old Seaport Towns of New
England. By Hildegard Haw-
thorne. With drawings by
John Albert Seaford. 8vo.

Pp. 312. New York: Dodd,
Mead & Co. $2.50 net.

\J OW that a closer link with the
-L^ Britons has been forged,

Americans will turn with a re-

newed interest to that part of our
own country which seems to retain

more than any other the fine cul-

ture and atmosphere of the mother

land. New England still has some
of the spirit of Old England in

spite of its having been one of the

chief scenes in tiie Revolution that

threw off the burdensome British

yoke. New England is still con-
servative, mature, a bit more
servative, mature, a bit more bound
by convention than the rest of the

United States ; and we like it.

Miss Hawthorne and her travel-

ing companion made a sensible

resolution at the beginning of their

rambles through the seaport towns.

"When we feel like it," they said,

"we'll stay; and when we don't,

we'll go." They began at Port-

land, known as the birthplace of

Longfellow and beautiful on its own
account ; and they visited Ports-

mouth, where there is a navy yard
and memories of the well-loved

Thomas Bailey Aldrich. They
went to Newburyport, full of the

atmosphere of the Seventeenth

Century and peace of the present

day; and then to Salem, around
which clings memories of the au-

thor's illustrious grandfather, Na-
thaniel Hawthorne. It is natural

that this chapter should be the

most interesting in the book. In

it Miss Hawthorne stands the test

of modesty as well as proves that

literary skill is sometimes heredi-

tary.

Other chapters deal charmingly

with Beverly, Gloucester, Marble-

head, Plymouth, New Bedford,

Provincetown, Newport, New Lon-

don, and New Haven. The pencil

sketches with which the volume is

illustrated admirably supplement

the text.

FLOATING
MOUNTAINS

RESEARCHES by the United

States Coast and Geodetic

Survey which are reported in Spe-

cial Publication No. 40 of the Sur-

vey prove conclusively that the

mountains (at least in the United

States) are not held up above the

surface of the sea by the rigidity

or strength of the earth's mate-

rials, but that they are held in

place by the fact that underneath

them the materials (in the outer

portion of the earth) are lighter

than normal. The higher the moun-
tain or the plateau, the lighter is

the material under it.

The principle is exactly the

same as that involved in the float-

ing of an iceberg in the ocean.

The portion of the iceberg which

is visible above water is held up

by the large mass of ice, with a

density lower than that of water,

in the submerged portion of the

berg. So, in the case of the moun-
tain mass, the portion above the

sea level is held up by the lighter

material under the mountain,

which extends down to a depth of

about sixty miles. While the

mountain is held up or floated by

a lighter material under it, the

bottom of the ocean is depressed

because the material under it to a

depth of about sixty miles below

sea level is heavier than normal.

The normal condition may be con-

sidered that which obtains in the

large river valleys and under the

coastal plains.
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Country Life at Its Best

$rtarrltfFlfri&g?
Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.

An ideal spot for your family for August. 50-

minute electric train service to Grand Central.

Golf, Tennis, Riding, Swimming Pool,

Shady Walks, Out-Door-Dancing

Booking Office and Full Information

402 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
•Phone 7070 Murray Hill

j^ttLtimmmt
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OBACCO CO.

TODAY, "big" men—young as well
as old—know that it is worth while

to give some thought even to what
they smoke.

Of course, Fatima is not the only ciga-
rette chosen by these men ; but it per-
haps comes nearer to it than any other.

This is doubtless because men find
that, even though they may smoke more
often than usual, Fatimas still leave
them feeling keen and alert. Fatimas
are rightly called "sensible."

o

FATIMA m M&
o4Sensible Giaarette

r-v
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Tke Ringed City of Peking

The Mystery of v<rater Lake

STRIKING PICTURES OF THE RUSSIAN* REVOLUTION
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Briarcllff Lodge is an ideal place in

Autumn. The surrounding hills are gorgeous

with their brilliant foliage. The fresh, invigor-

ating air puts new zest into life—makes one

want to walk, ride, automobile, play golf or

tennis, keep out of doors to miss no moment

of its pleasures. If you would know the joy

of living— come to Briarcliff

!

A well appointed hotel only an hour's

journey from NewYork in the heart of the beau-

tiful Westchester Hills, overlooking the Hudson.

The best of everything is provided for guests;

Briarcliff milk and cream from Briarcliff Farms,

fresh vegetables from Briarcliff Gardens, supply

the table. New Fiat Automobiles, unmarked for

Lodge ownership, may be engaged by guests.

Automobiles from the Lodge meet principal

NewYork Central trains at Scarborough Station.

If you haven't

been to Briarcliff

when the leaves

are turning

—

Go this Fall

!

Booklet, Terms, Road Map for Automobilists
and all particulars sent on request.

Briarcliff Lodge, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.

New York Office, No. 402 Madison Avenue
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Manhattan Square Hotel
SO to 58 West 77th St., New York

300 Rooms, 225 with Bath and Shower
Opposite Museum of Natural History

Surrounded by parks. Half a Block of entrance
to Central Park. Convenient to everything

Room with use of bath. .91.50 per day
Parlor, bedroom and bath.
with shower for one or
two persons $3.00 per day

Parlor, two bedrooms and
baths, shower, three or
four persons .. $5 00 to 98 00 per day

Excellent Restaurant. Moderate Prices.

H. FROHMANN, Pres. GEORGE W. OTOE, Mgr.

|?otel *t. Cijarlesi

A long ocean front, with a superb

view of strand and famous Board-
walk, the St. Charles occupies an

unique position among resort hotels.

It has an enviable reputation for cui-

sine and unobtrusive service. 12 stories

of solid comfort (fireproof) ; ocean

porch and sun parlors; sea waters in

all baths; orchestra of soloists. Week-
end dances. Golf privileges.

Booklet mailed.

NEWLIN HAINES CO.
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.

HOTEL WEBSTER
Forty-fifth SttMt by Fifth Arena*

40 Wert 45th Street NEW YORK
Jart «« Fifth ArcneM MM •( city's wrKtett •treeti

=**$ One of New York'l ©•tbeaurifa!

Ill kotelt Much favored by iroaa
5 travelinr without eacort. Within

«l four minutet walk of forty theatre*.

Ill
Center of shopping district-

Send for booklet.

Rooms, private bath • • %1J*
and upwards

Sittinz rooa, kedrooa, bath $5.10

and atwards ,-

Johnson Qulnn, Prop.
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Bretton Woods
WHITE MOUNTAINS, N. F.

GOLF
in the very

shadow of

Mount
Washington

MOTORING
through the

Alps of

New
England

HORSEBACK
RIDING

over Mountain

Trails and

Woodland Paths

The MOUNT PLEASANT °r.sY
ntil

C. J. DUNPHY, Manager

The MOUNT WASHINGTON <£•}£
D. J. TRUDEAU, Manager

ntil

,15th

RAILROADS: Through service via N. Y., N. H. & H. R.R. and B. & M. R.R.

For further information address hotels

COLORADO
Six Special Tours ro Colorado

Two and Three Weeks
Also tours to Alaska and California

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
Dept 11 17 Temple Place, Boston
N»w York Philadelphia Chicago

jTHE Q

::-
:i^S£^

Watkina, N. Y. On Seneca Lake

Open All Year Wm. E. Lcffingwell, Pres.

A MINERAL SPRINGS HEALTH
RESORT AND HOTEL KNOWN AS

THE AMERICAN NAUHEIM
The Only Place in America Whereihe Nau-
heimBaths for Heart Disorders Are Gl en

With a Natural Calcium Chloride Brine.

T"TJ17 12 ATUC and treatments under
1 llJli I3/\ 1 nO the direction of phy-
sicians are particularly adapted to HEAT.T
DISEASE, Circulatory. Kidney, Nntntiorcl
and Nervous Disorders, Rheumatism, Gout
and Obesity.

Well keptand attractive GolfCourse
Send/or illustrated Booklets

fOUVtGGJl A 9uiet ' luxurious Rcs-
I y°r?^/C idential Hotel, affording

O . \Drr^ / (-> tne Exclusivehess and

OlXtlGt/lSt Stance <>' » P"vate

-j Residence. Opposite
/v- y. the Metropolitan Club and

the 5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park. Apart-
ments, single or en suite, for long or short periods.

EAQER & BABCOCK

Hotel Albemarle
Broadway at 54th Street

NEW YORK

Th restaurant is especially popular.

Only the best that the market affords

is served at reasonable prices,

ROOM RATES
Single Room, - $2.00-$2.50 per dav
Double Room. - $3.00-$3.50 per dav
Parlor and Bedroom. $4.00 and upward

(Every room with private batu)

Special Week y Rates

CHARLES P. ZAZZALI
Mnnasinz Director

HILLCREST HALL
HIGHLAND MILLS

ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y.

Ten miles back in the Hudson
Highlands from West Point.
Within full view (seven miles)
of Mrs. Harriman's manor
house, "Arden" on her 60,000

acre park. Fifty miles from
New York, via Erie. Wonder-
ful motor trip in 100 minutes
over finest roads in the state.

Nine hole golf course on 250

acre estate. Tennis courts.

Carefuily selected clientele. Bun-
galows and cottages for rent.

Free booklet.

E. H. CARLISLE, Manager.

HONOLULU
Suva New Zealand Australia

Regular Satline* fromYancooTer3.C.
by the PALATIAL PASSENGER steamers of the

OMWAH ABSTULAPJUI HWM MAIL LK2
For full Information apply Can. Faclfle

Ex.. 1231 Broadway, N. T., or to General
Agent, 440 Beymom- St.. Vancouver, B. O.

If you would understand the

present social and economic
condition of Germany,

read

Wm. Hohenzollern
&Co.

Edward Lyell Fox
A vivid and intimate glimpse of

the Kaiser to-day and of the

men who surround him.

Illustrated $1.50 net

Your bookseller has it.

Robert M. McBride & Co
Publishers New York

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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WEST SIDE

ASSOCIATION OF
HOTELS

Embracing Hotels between
59th St. and 103rd St. , New York

AVQriTVTA Broadway, 73rd to'74th
^»-L^ OWl> l/\ street. Mopt central loca-
tion: fireproof. Rooms S2: witb batb S2.50; suites
0(2 to 16 rooms.

BELLECLAIRE Bromd
SEL8.

t "th

The Home of Good Pies.
Street.

Robert D. Blackman.

BERKLEY AmsteP(1am Avenue at 74th

450 rooms and baths; unusually large, all outside.
E. C. Chowan

BONTA NARRAGANSETT
Broadway,93rd to94tb St. Family and transient;
overlooking river two blocks from Central Park,
and sub. ex. station; Ep. & Am. A.K.Bonta.Prop.

BRETTON HALL Wt^tA?.
Largest uptown hotel. All the comforts and ad-
vantages of the better New York hotels at one-
third less price.

HARGRAVE n2 West 72nd st.
Parkway Entrance to Central Park 300 rooms;
200 baths: S2.00 up.

Eugene Cable.

T IICFRNF 201 West 79tli Street. Over-lyU Vj.E/I\.i> II, looking tbe Hudson between
Central Park & Riverside Drive. Rooms and batb

,

J2.00 up; suites S3.50 up.
A. T. Hardy & Chas. G. Stamm. Directors.

\f ATF<STTP Central Park at Its1V1AJ r/k5 1 IKj West 72nd St. Gateway
Highest class residential and tourist hotel in the
world. topeland Townsend, Lessee-Director.

MANHATTAN SQUARE <%$
77th Street. Opposite Museum of Natural His-
tory; 200 ft. from Central Park; near everything.
Rooms, bath, shower, S2.00 up; suites S3.00.

MARIE ANTOINETTES^;
way. A house of most refined atmosphere. Noted
for its cuisine. European plan.

H .Stanley Green, Managing Director.

MARSEILLES *"?&S'8&t .

Coolest rooms; delightful atmosphere: room and
bath S2. per day: larger suites in proportion.

M.E. Burke. Mgr.

SAN REMO 73r
c
d
ent"f

h
Pk!w.

t9 '

Facing America's most famous Park. Specially
Inviting to families. Booklet on application.M Brennan's Sons.

ST ANDRFW 72nd Street & Broad-en. Jf\l>L»«.r/W way . At express sub-
way station: block from Riverside Drive & Central
Park; 250 rooms— .-ill outside SI.50 ppr day with-
out bath; S2.00 witb bath. H. J. Veitch, Mng Dir

SHERMAN SQUARE ?»&
Street. Most convenient location uptown: tran-
sient and residential hotel.

WILLARD-WEST-END w
Dd
e
Av

«

& 7fith Street. Tbe final expression of comfort
and service. Room and batb S2 00 up

Arthur T. Hardy. Charles G. Stamm, Directors.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

JUDSON HOTELgo^Al^SkA quiet location facing Washington Sq., the most
Interesting and fascinating pan ol N. Y. Rich in
historic surroundings. Write for booklet

HOTEL LE MARQUIS Kftft£Am. plan; centra! and convenient. Everv comfort"rooms with bath 53.50 ppr day with meal's or S2.00without. III. booklet on request. J. P. Tolson, Mgr.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BOSSERT Brooklyn's Most Representative
tCt , . . .

HoteI: rooms wlfo bath S2.50.the comfort of its appointments and service i» re-

the Harbor"'
alutiy

- °n tne Hel6hts; overlooking

LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

HOLLIS, L. I.

HOLLISWOOD HALL
On Hillside Avenue, two miles east of monument
(

RnS!
llca,

'
Hlgb cla93 8u °urban Restaurant andMotel - J- E. Tench. Proprietor

m^M^^xM
Hotels Selected and Ifeeommended by
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VALLEY STREAM, L. I.

Rockaway Av_„
opposite Long Island

R.R. station; best of food; Valley Stream's favorite
stopping place for automobilists.

LYNBROOK, L. I.

BLOSSOM HEATH INN
On Merrick Road, Lynbrook, L. I.

Enlarged and newly decorated.
Harry and Joe Sussklnd Manager?

FOUNTAIN INN ^? d« sp^
automobiles; music and dancing; the best of Long
Island Inns for the motorist.

FREEPORT, L. I.

A I PTMP UnTl?T Merrick Road and
/Al^Jr 11M Ej IlUlJiL Bay View Avenue
Famous for Its chicken and duck dinners. A ren
devous for transient motorists. Endorsed by al-

who have patronized it. W . F. Jones, Mgrl

MONTE CARLO INN RoaMeft
service and food; entirely remodelled. The stop in
Freeport. Phone 372. J. Madine, Proprietor.

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.

Merrick
Road; the famous road house of Long Island; a fine
motor run from New York.

Geo. A. Hoffman.

BELLMORE, L. I.

BLACK SWAN INN g» Merrick
Road ; perfect

cuisine and service; the best seasonable food here.
Thomas W. Devereaux, Proprietor.

ROCKVILLE CENTRE, L. I.

FTMT AVQOIV'Q Merrick Road. Spec-rilM^/Y I k5*_*l> O iai SQore dinner; a la
carte service at all time; open all year.

John A. Finlayson, Proprietor.

MINEOLA, L. I.

FAMOUS KRUG'S CORNER
on the Jericho Turnpike: meals table d'hote and
a la carte; phone 1075 Garden City.

Frank P. Krug.

AMITYVILLE, L. I.

A IV/TTTV T\IT\J °n the famous Merrick/\1V1H I imrN Road. American and
European plan; best home cooking and special
chicken dinners. Otto Dierks, Proprietor

BLUE POINT, L. I.

AVFRV'S °ne of tne flnest hotels on the
•<* v A-'-lv J. O south Shore; magnificent view of
bay: famed for its shore dinners.

C. H. Murdock, Manager.

OYSTER BAY, L. I.

OYSTER BAY INN M£S PTS2
open all year; the right place for the motorist.

K. & E. Oakes, Proprietor.

SOUTHAMPTON, L. I.

TTTT? IRAnX!/"1 American plan; a modern
I ni; 1JX V in Vj antj unique hotel situated
at Southampton surrounded by beautiful scenery:
90 miles from New York.

Irving L. Terry, Proprietor.

BELLPORT, L. I.

WYANDOTTE HOTEL °
yl

*

American plan house of the best class for families.
George Kreamer, Proprietor.

CENTRE MORICHES, L. I.

can plan
S3 per day. Special Sunday dinner for tourists.
Telephone 25. J. W. Rose, Proprietor.

EASTPORT, L. I.

"THE CORNFR" (Formerly Baysidei ncj \jyji\iy r!/i\ Hotel) on tne Mer.

rick Road: on the South shore; Long Island duck
dinners a specialty.

A. Schwebke, Proprietor.

EAST QUOGUE, N. Y.

PUCHMULLER'S INN defeUy
situated on Shinnecock Bay; cuisine has no equal
on Long Island.

August Pucbmuller, Proprietor.

ROCKAWAY PARK, N. Y.

HOTEL PIERCE Witt1

Restaurant and cafe: fireproof; sanitary; luxuriousEdward Pierce, Prop.
Frederick J. Willoughby. Mgr.

NORTH SHORE, L. I.

ROSLYN, L. I.

GLENWOOD LODGE °^<Sa?:
bor on the beautiful North Shore. The garden

«not of long Island. The best shore and chicken

dinners. E. J. Giliigan. Mgr.

BAYSIDE, L. I.

McKENNA'S GRILL
A Dining Place of Quality.

DOUGLASTON, L. I.

DOUGLASTON INN
Broadway; Tel. 3084 Bayside
Automobile and Dinner parties given special at

ention; travelers accommodated.
Chas. F. Pearson, Proprietor

GREAT NECK, L. I.

RED LION INN SWD
SL^cSS*

Neck Lodge of the Motor Parkway. Open a year.
T E. Coffee.

PORT WASHINGTON, L. I.

tj t> A F*T UVC on the waters of Manhasset
I>lVfYI-».L<ll< I o Bay. Glass enclosed dining
room affording fine view; lobsters and shore food a
specialty; fine place for auto or yachting parties.

John F. Bradley, Proprietor.

CENTREPORT, L. I.

TiAI T 'C On North Shore, between Hunt-
Ll£\LiLi >3. ington and Northport. Service

a la carte: European plan; famous for shore dinners
and sea food. Phone 90 Northport.

NEWBURGH, N. Y.

TUIT "DAT A TTXTV The modern hote' of
Inti rAJUA 1 11» H* the Hudson Valley;
20 mile view; American plan: rooms with or without
baths; best service. H. N. Bain & Co-

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

NELSON HOUSE ££f?£oo
P1

S!r
dav and up. Member of the Empire Tours and the
Real Tour Association. Horatio N. Bain, Prop.

CROTON-ON-HUDSON, N. Y.

*'TTTA/fBT IT T\T" Albany Post Road.
1 UlVlr>L(ll« 11\ A roadside hotel of

distinction; 35 miles from New York; European
plan ; French cuisine: modern hotel accommodations.

ALBANY, N. Y.

THE TEN EYCK °n W'oJr"
European plan. Large addition opens July 1917.
Under direction of Fred'k W. Rockwell

THE HAMPTON State and
Broadway

European plan. Absolutely fireproof. Bath with
each room. F. C. Gillespie

WELLINGTON lse state Street
Quite, airy rooms overlooking Hudson and sur-
rounding hills. European plan Rooms with bath,
Large fireproof addition of 200 rooms.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

MOHAWK HOTEL
On the Empire Tour. New, high class, modern,
fireproof; European plan. Ideal place for the
motorist. J. H. Meehan, President

BUFFALO, N, Y.

HOTEL IROQUOIS F1reproof
Nationally known as Buffalo's best: located in the
heart of the City: unsurpassed cuisine.
H. M.Gerrans, Pros. E. C. Greene, Mgr.

HOTEL TOURAINEc^bfd^
on beautiful Delaware Ave. Garage in connection.

John McF. Howie,
President and Manager.

UflTFT T F1MOY An ideal hotel forriUI.Jlr.L/ l^IVLNUA. tourists and motor-
ists. Unexcelled cuisine; best service; fireproof;
European plan SI. 50 up. C. A. Miner, Mang. Dir.

MARKEEN HOTEL gg&u.^Sr
transient, tourist or families; fireproof: 200 rooms
with bath; ideal for motorists; garage on premises.

Randolph McNutt, President.

S2.50 to S3. 50. All rooms
with hot and cold running water, and telephone
Located on Niagara Sq. at McKinley Monument.

D. H. McCarriagher.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

HOTEL BENNETT gg'SSUK'S
all rooms. European plan. Rates—with detached
bath SI up; with private bath SI.50 up. Our
restaurant is popular in price jt;

W A. Horr Mgr.; Geo. P. Knibbs Asst.

BATH, N. Y.

THE NATIONAL HOTEL °
J ? \

the rooms with private baths; hot running water;
telephone; steam heat: electricity in all; American
plan S2.50 and S3. 00 a day. John Bertram, Prop

RYE, N. Y.

COLONIAL INN ™?%35ei$&£
A la Carte—Table d'hote; good rooms; on Boston
Post Road. Phone 441 Rye.

J. L. W. Doherty.

MAMARONECK, N. Y.

PIERRE BUSTANOBY INN
Cuisine Francalse a la carte. Dancing.
Overlooking Long Island Sound.

Tel., 565 Mamaroneck

.

TONAWANDA, N. Y.

R. S. BROWN HOTEL CO.
Delaware and Broad Streets. ' <**

R. S. Brown, Manager

WESTFIELD, N. Y.
n/\DT A /T TTVTXT American plan S2.50 &rUKlAlrl!/ liNiN S3.00; rooms with and
without bath: splendid stopping place for tourists
and motorists. J.C.Jones Props

STAMFORD, CONN.
HOTEL DAVENPORT j&'Sg!
European plan; first stop fromNew York onlBoaton
Post Road.

H. S. Morehouse, Manager

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
HOTEL BISHOP
And Blihop'* Colonade, Savin Rock.
A dining place unusual.

HOTEL ROYAL
in the heart ef the city. Every room with bath:
ave minutes from depot. Newest and most up to
date hotel In New Haven.

NEW LONDON, CONN.
MOHICAN HOTELWSiS&
400 rooms with Private bath; European plan $1.50
up. F. B. Walker. Manager.

PUTNAM, CONN.
PUTNAM INN SKESTT^SftSS:
ping place for the motorist or tourist. European
plan: garage. C. E. Rogers, Manager.

WATERBURY, CONN.
KINGSBURY
A real big home; European plan 11.50 to (2.00
with bath: no bar.

C. H. Cables, Proprietor.

NEWTOWN, CONN.
NEWTOWN INN ^r^We
Western Connecticut hills ;

York on state roads.
70 miles from New

W. H. Newman, Mgr.

NORWALK, CONN.

ROYAL JAMES INN gSJfiSK:
European plan: fine stopping place for motorists:
43 Miles from New York; ideal location : spacious
lawns: cuisine the best.

CHESHIRE, CONN.

SCOTT'S WAVERLY INN
Ideally located in the scenic section of Connecticut.
On the flnest state road from Waterbury, Merlden
or Bridgeport. Service and food the best.

GREENWICH, CONN.
T'Tir MAPIIJC Boston Post Road.inL 1V1/A.JT JL/.E/CJ American plan; caters
to those seeking the best of accommodations; fine

view of Sound; extensive lawns; garage in close
proximity.

PICKWICK INN Tre^e^fsf^d
flnest Inn in this section: ideal place for the
motorist, and cuisine of the very best.

LITCHFIELD, CONN.
PHELPS TAVERN

American Plan. Open All The Tear.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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TORRINGTON, CONN.
CONLEY'S INN AEE!££°fi.i
Most convenient location: rendesvoua tor motor-
ists: spacious piazza.

J. Allen Walker, Prop.

NORFOLK, CONN.
NORFOLK INN At *&££»£ the

On the main auto highway from New York. Every
modern Improvement.

Henry R. Sweet.

NEW HARTFORD, CONN.
GREENWOODS INN £?'«
New England. European plan: 25 beautifully
furnished rooms and 25 baths. Best cuisine.

Geo. B. Nicholson.

GREENFIELD, MASS.
WELDON HOTEL ..«.. „„„„....
On direct route to the Mohawk Trail. Recreation.
Golfing. Tennis. Auto and Carriage DrlvlDg.

N. A. Campbell. Mgr.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
Till? TnrUCCTJT'Dl? "In the
1 nil J3r/X\IVorliI\£< Berkshlrei"
A pleasant aulet location: European plan $1.25 up;
American Plan $3.00 up: a stopping place for the
automoblllet.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
PLYMOUTH INN JSSMSKS
White Mountains. Splendid auto roads radiate In

every direction. Ep. and Am. plan. Cuisine of
excellence. Spacious piazzas. W. A. Senna, Mgr.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
MAPLEWOOD HOTEL JS2L.
Open May 26th to Nov. 1st. Booklets and road
maps on application. Arthur W. Plumb.

WORCESTER, MASS.

TOUR NEW ENGLAND
to The Bancroft

Worcester, Mass. for complete Itinerary. Address
Dept.N.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
THENONOTUGK Stt-'iS.J^ffi.
Mountlan Route: fireproof: Ep. plan $1.50 and
up; Mount Tom golf privileges to guests; direction
of United Hotels Co. Gorham Benedict, Mgr.

BOSTON, MASS.
nilD JT A T\] *•* Commonwealth Avenue.
rVJIXl A/VL^i The) distinctive Boston house.
Globe trotters call the Puritan one of the most
homelike hotels In the world. Send for the book-
let with guide to Boston and Its historic vicinity.

BRUNSWICK HOTEL £jg&
Five minutes walk from Back Bay Station ; Euro-
pean plan $1.60 up; with bath $2.50 up: American
plan $4.00 up.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Corner Newbury and Dartmouth Street!.
European plan; near Back Bay stations; heart of
residential district. Thomas O. Paige, Mgr.

OXFORD HOTEL ™%e8JV*E:
Rooms single or en suite with or without bath; four
minutes walk lrom Back Bay stations.

Phillip P. Pretto.

UnTl?T PT i7i Heldelberger Rathskel'r
rlKJ l HiLi ri-iJ\L,l\ nt columbui Ave.
Automobile parties, tourists and transients given
special attention. A la carte service to midnight.

W. H. Cowan, Managing Owner

LEE, MASS.

GREENOCH INN %ftS&&
European plan with a La Carte at all hours for the
convenience of motorists. Geo. A. Grilling, Prop.

LENOX, MASS.

CURTIS HOTEL SS&8SKSL
Brick construction; rooms with and without bath;
golf and tennis courts: charming drives in every
direction. Wm. D. Curtis, Prop.

GREY HOUSE BS&E3K&
Charmingly situated ; generously large rooms; suites
with and without baths: large piazzas: homelike
surroundings. Samuel B. Krogman, Prop.

MAHANNA HOTEL Ce|&e
Hills. American and European Plan booklet on
application. F. C/Mahanna, Mgr.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.

COLEMAN HOUSE
Whole square on the Ocean: European-American
Plan; open all year; special accommodation for
automobllists.

*^V*S^^v»^^^^
Hotels Selected and Recommended by I
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OCEAN GROVE, N. J.

NORTH END HOTEL KwaiS
modern and first class In every particular. Sea-
water In private baths. Elevator to Street level.

Francis Yarnall. Proprietor

m^^^m^^,^A

LAKEWOOD, N. J.

HOTEL PALMER Ideal resort for
Health, Rest and

Recreation. Best "Open all the Year" Hotel be-
tween New York and Atlantic City: modern:
moderate rates. T. T. Dolbey, Manager

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

TRAYMORE <?™u
World's Greatest Hotel Success.
European Plans.

American and

HOTEL DENNIS ffi?\$2i££¥.
Directly on ocean front with unobstructed view
over our own lawn. Large Solarium and terraces
adjoining Boardwalk. Walter J. Buzby.

ROYAL PALACE HOTEL
AND COTTAGES On the Beach. Near all piers
and amusements. American plan. Orchestra, cafe,
capacity 600. Rates on request. S.Hanstern, Prop.

HOTEL WILTSHIRE ESST
Every convenience; best moderate price hotel In
Atlantic City. Central to all amusements; minute
to boardwalk. Samuel A. Ellis.

HOTEL JACKSON SKffiTftJi'
1

Brick hotel: American & European plan; elevator
to street level; rooms with bath; open all year.

H. A. Brogan, Ownership management.

THE CLARENDON HOTEL
Virginia Avenue. 100 rooms with hot and cold
water: rooms en suite with bath; moderate prices;
booklet. Monroe Hutchins.

QTANTOM lis SouthO 1 ti.r* 1 yjly Pennsylvania Ave.
Best of the smaller houses. Booklet.

GLASLYN-CHATHAM Zffih
Second house from beach. Elevator to street; rooms
with running water and private bath. Open
throughout the year. Booklet. Nathan L. Jones

PENNHURST SffiS,
Ownership management: first class service.
American plan $3 to $4. Garage on premises.

Wm. R. Hood

NEW CLARION SSSHffiSftn.
Kentucky Ave.: rooms with or without bath;
elevator to street level; moderate prices; garage.

S. K. Boniface

CONTINENTAL £S?f£Sh
Ara-

Always open: private baths; excellent table;
American plan. $2.50 up: $14 weekly up. Book-
let. Garage. M. Walsh Duncan

HOTEL PIERREPONT
Second hotel from Beach
Every appointment of the Ideal hotel; fine cuisine
American plan $3 up G. L. Kabn

NEWARK, N. J.

~R^^'R^7I "D'T, "POT? A T At Gateway of the
ttUJDJCiJtll 1 XtX/A 1 Lincoln Highway.
Newark's new two million dollar hotel : European
plan $1.50 up; with bath $2.00 up.

Charles A. Carrlgan, Manager.

ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Till? \fAMOR Albemarle Park, A»he-
JUttH, lVlAlNUrV ? |Ue , North Carolina.
Real Southern hospitality In the land of the sky.

In America—An English Inn.

CINCINNATI, O
HOTEL GIBSON 500 Roomi

500 Bathi
Rates from $2.00

TOLEDO, O.

HOTEL MADISON SffSSWS
era outside rooms; rooms SI.00 per day. with private
bath SI. 50. European plan; excellent cafetaria.

Fred A. Crossett. Mgr.

CONNEAUT, O.

HOTEL CLEVELAND P
El
}Te

n
aD

One of the better class hotels where the traveler
will receive every courtesy.

C. W. Smith, Proprietor.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
\r»l?TTJtITA Cheitnnt andi\UEjL,rnlA 13th Street*.
In the center of things, 400 Rooms, 400 Baths.
Moderate Tariff.

David B. Provan Managing Director

THE COLONNADE ggftftMS;
In the heart of the city, one block from Penn. R.R.
Terminal. We feature Individual attention $1.60
up: with bath $2.00 up.

ERIE, PA.

THE LAWRENCE £&,."
rooms; 175

exceptional
features for tourists and commercial patronage;
fireproof. Daniel \V. Hickey, Manager.

HARRISBURG, PA.
Tur ROT TOM Market Square. Elee-
i ni; L>\jt^, i yji^i tr j C cars to an(j [rom
depot ; electric light and steam heat; rooms en-suite
or single with baths. Rates S3. 00 American plan.

J. H. & M. S. Butterworth, Proprietors.

LEBANON, PA.

HOTEL WEIMAR gSSS^KSE
for the traveler to stop. W. S.Grenoble, Proprietor.

YORK, PA.

THE COLONIAL Highway. Where
the traveler may expect the best of eve'vthlng.

Reist & McPherson, P .irietors.

LANCASTER, PA.

HOTEL BRUNSWICK £££[
perfection. Known as the best Hotel between
Philadelphia and Pittsburg; absolutely fireproof;
150 rooms— 100 with private baths; European plan.

READING, PA.

THE AMERICAN The personnel*!)!
the management is ample assurance of the high
class accommodations that may be expected.

Ammon & Kershner.

CALEDONIA PARK, PA.

PINEY MOUNTAIN INN.
On the Lincoln Highway. New stone hotel on the
mountain between Chambersburg and Gettysburg.
With the modern improvements and service appre-
ciated by tne traveler Albert J. McConomy, Mgr.

STROUDSBURG, PA.

INDIAN QUEEN HOTEL a
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who has stopped here if they ever enjoyed their
meals or had better rooms in anv hotel at anv price.
American plan S3 to S4. Rutes S3. 50 to So.

BEDFORD, PA.

FORT BEDFORD INN.
Patronized by people who know. No better
room? or nicer menls in Pennsylvania. Private
shower baths. All the latest appointments.

STOYESTOWN, PA.

Highway. New and unique. Our aim is to
serve the guest the best. Try and you will

come again. C.R.Clark, Mgr.

CHAMBERSBURG, PA.

WASHINGTON HOTEL.
I. D. Ivison, Proprietor. People accustomed
to the best hotels will find us not lacking and
some individual comfort we have arranged.we
believe will strongly appeal to the traveler.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

MOTOR SQUARE HOTEL
East Liberty, Pittsburgh. Pa., on the Lincoln High-
way; in the automobile district; fireproof construc-
tion throughout: modern in every detail; every
room an outside room. Chas. J. Walsh, Prop.

ing hotels In the
U. R. Situated in a park in the residential sec-
tion. Its appointments are designed for comfort
and modern in every detail.

GETTYSBURG, PA.

Square
Private baths and running water. European and
American plan. Rates S<2.50 up.

BALTIMORE, MD.
BELVEDERE Ch
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In the heart of the fashionable centre. Fireproof.
Accommodates 600. Rooms with bath $3.00 up.

W. H. Hager, Manager

ALTAMONT ^JfifeSS*
Situated on the handsomest boulevard In America.
American and European Plan.

FREDERICK, MD.
NEW CITY HOTEL ,,„,:-
on iiic Lincoln Highway, Fine cuisine; home-
like hotel; the satisfied miosis who Imvr been
coming back each year is our recommendation,

HAGERSTOWN, MD.
THE DAGMAR. l^iVv^U
shower baths and tubs; European Plan; Club
Breakfast. Itoorn with bath $1.50.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

SHOREHAM HOTEL
II Street Nortbweit at Fifteenth

European Plan Exclusively.

HOTEL POWHATAN p
A
e
"SK;

Two blocks west of White House; 300 rooms: 250
with private bath. E. C. Owen, Manager

HOTEL LAFAYETTE £2&S9!
One square north of White House, facing on most
beautiful residential street. Direction of J .

H. Parls-

A . E. Klrby
.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
TTVTTVT Hospitable service, cuisine dellghttul;100
IrNrN rooms with bath; furnishings beautiful

and colonial.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CROWN
The up to date hotel. European plan exclusively;

$1.76 up: $2.25 up with bath.
Fred Mansfield. Proprietor.

NEW ALLEN HOTEL ikS""
Central, near everything, quiet, exclusive, every
convenience; Ep. plan $1.00 up; with private bath

$1.50 up. 8peclal weekly rates. F. Ball, Mgr.

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
Largest and leading hotel in Rhode Island. Euro-
pean plan. Headquarters for travelers and tourists.

MT. CLEMENS, MICH.
MEDEA HOTEL S^Man" 118 -

Open all vear. "The Medea Spring made Mt.
Clemens Famous." Largest tub bath house in jhe

world. Mt. Clemens Bath Co.

THE COLOJNIAL at Mount Clemens.
Michigan. Greatest mineral baths in the world

for rheumatism, arteritis, stomach and nervous dis-

orders. For particulars r.adress Colonial Hotel,

Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

THE SHERMAN.
S2.50 up. Open all year.

European SI.00
up; American

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
PARK-AMERICAN HOTEL.
European Plan SI.00
S3.00 per day.

up. With bath SI. 50 to

Ernest McLean, Manager.

RECOMMENDED GARAGES,
NEW YORK CITY

CONCORD GARAGE, Inc.
211-'>13 W 87tb Street. Storage and supplies:

Packard Cars for hire. Phone Schuyler 5360.

John A. Miller Garage, Inc.
204-6-8 W. 102d Street. Packard Cars for hire.

Phones Riverside 5888. 5SS9, 10265.

SCHUYLER GARAGE 24

Renting, repairing, storage.

80th Street.

Phone Schuyler 5767

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Benson -Morris Garage Co.
48-50 Love Lane and 7 College Place. All modern
facilities for the care of high grade automobiles.

Phone Maine 8500.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

LAFAYETTE GARAGE Dayand

storage; gasoline, oil and supplies.
night

101 Clinton St

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

WRIGHT'S GARAGE, gu}ia1n£
Repair work promptly and efficiently done; storage

gasoline oil and supplies. Frank Wright, Prop.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

REYNOLDS GARAGE S&tfuSA
Office. Courtesv with real service at the minimum
rates. Official Travel Club Garage.

ERIE, PA.

r . W. G. GAKAljli/ opposite Lawrence"

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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Inspirations in

IVORY PY^RA^LIN

Exquisite creations for library, drawing room and milady's

boudoir—rivaling in charm and chasteness the mellow tones and
delicate graining of old elephant ivory.

Our distinctive Du Barry design is the epitome of craftsmanship

in this charming all-American product. A desk set illustrated.

The better stores show full assortments.

Brochure upon request

E.I. Du Pont De Nemours £r Co.
The Arlington Works

725 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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White Sulphur Springs
WEST VIRGINIA

THE GREENBRIER
OPEN ALL THE YEAR EUROPEAN PLAN

The famous 18-hole Golf Course of the Green-

brier, has probably made as many converts to the

fame as have the tonic of its waters restored to

health run-down, over-taxed bodies.

THE BATH ESTABLISHMENT connected with

the hotel, is the finest in Europe or America.
Equipped with every appliance known to science

for the latest forms of treatment under expert

physicians of the highest standing. The Radium,
Nauheim, Vichy, Aix Dauche, Radio-Active, Sul-

phur Mud Baths for the treatment of Gout, Rheu-
matism, Nervous Prostration, Neurasthenia, Dys-
pepsia and Liver disorders and other ailments this

resort has an enviable reputation.

An elaborate book illustrated

in color imll be sent upon request.

FRED STERRY
Managing Director

J. H. SLOCUM
Resident Manager

If you have a house, or are going to have a house:

ifyou own a garden or are going to plant a garden,

you can save money by consulting

riousexjarden
What Vogue has done for women of taste and discern-

ment in matters of dress and accessories, House &
Garden will do for you in matters of interior decoration,

architecture, and planning of your garden and grounds.

It is crammed with beautiful things, with lovely rooms, ex-

quisite gardens, the finest work of skilled artists and craftsmen

in furniture, fabrics, papers, china, fountains, with everything

that goes to make up the gracious and charming home. It

shows you just what to do, how to do it, and—best of all,

perhaps—just how it looks in other charming homes where it

has been done.

House & Garden is a practical help to the home maker, the

final authority on the thousand and one problems of house

building, furnishing, gardening, sanitation and the like, which

at one time or another puzzle the owner of every house.

$1 Invested in House & Garden
A tiny fraction of your loss on a sin gle ill-chosen chair

Will Save You $100

House mistakes are often very costly. You need the advice

of experts in every important house expenditure. Hundreds

of dollars—often thousands may depend on a single decision

and expert advice will be invaluable. May we, therefore,

suggest that you take advantage of our special offer and plan

your home expenditure this year with the help of House

& Garden.

Special Offer—5 Issues for $1
(Six if you respond promptly)

If you care to make your own house
smart, distinguished, and represent-

ative of your personal tastes, you
will want to take advantage of our
special offer of five issues of House
& Garden for $1—six, if

you mail the coupon
now. Send no money
now unless you wish to

—just mail the coupon
today.

#^>" K/*&*£&
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In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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Long caravans occasionally wind out through one of the five old gates of the Peking walls, the tawny disdainful camels shaking their beards super-

ciliously and sniffing toward the Gobi desert. In China the caravans rest by day and travel by night

THE RINGED CITY OF PEKING
THE CELESTIAL METROPOLIS WITHIN ITS RING OF ANCIENT WALLS — EXPLORING IN A. RICKSHA-
TRADING WITH "THE HEATHEN CHINEE" — STREET LIFE AND TEMPLE SPLENDOR — AN INTERVIEW

WITH YUAN SHIH-KAI

Gertrude Emerson and Elsie F. Weil

THERE were only faint rumors in Peking of the great battle of

Verdun, of an English army trying to fight its way into Mesopo-
tamia—of the vast tragic shadowy futility that was Europe. The ru-

mors came from the country of Barbarians beyond the Great Wall built

by prisoners twice a thousand years ago to keep back Attila's Huns.
They struck lightly against the dilapidated brick wall of the Chinese

City, rebounded against Kublai Khan's Tartar Wall eight centuries old,

and finally came to rest in the Legation Quarter just inside. The ill-

fated Yuan Shih-kai behind his faded flamingo walls in the Imperial

City was too intent on the game of solitaire he was playing with a crown
for a stake, and heads to pay either way, to have an ear to the dis-

cordant sounds of fighting in the upper world ; besides, he had troubles

enough of his own ! And within the innermost circle of that concen-

tric ring of walls that locks up the city of Peking, not even a whisper

of the outside world slipped in with the spring. The fierce crows that

fly back and forth over the gleaming yellow porcelain roofs carried no

tales to the little boy prisoner who was once a Manchu Emperor before

the days of the Chinese Republic, but who now takes his lonely walks in

the deserted marble courtyards and hidden gardens, or wanders among
the lustrous dark halls, or still occasionally holds imaginary court to

the empty throne-room of the Forbidden Purple Palace.

The strange isolation of this far-eastern capital was borne in upon

us from our first entrance into the city. After a long dusty ride from

Mukden, past little nameless mud villages lost in the loneliness of in-

terminable wastes, where ragged Manchus with pigtails that had never

been sacrificed to the name of a Republic leaned over the station fences

and offered evil-looking food for sale
;
past bleak miles of burial mounds

disfiguring the face of the land like a disease, around which crazy fields

were cultivated by unseen hands ; we came at last to Peking. The plat-

form was dimly lighted, and in the excitement of it all—the guttural

shouting and fighting of the six different coolies who had snatched our
bags and were scattering in the direction of the four winds, the strange

sight of the third-class passengers shuffling together like bewildered
sheep, the rows of hotel runners on the outskirts of the crowd eagerly

inviting the patronage of the new arrivals and thrusting into their faces

curious square lanterns announcing the names of the Chinese inns in

black or vermilion characters—we felt that we were entering on Ad-
venture. At length a few people began to trickle off into the black-

ness ahead, and presently a solid stream was moving down the plat-

form. A sudden half-circle swing, and we found ourselves passing

under a sinister gate in a wall that loomed darkly forty feet above us,

the Tartar Wall, somebody said. A few hundred feet away, on the

other side of a moat-like canal, glittered the honeycombed front of the

Grand Hotel des Wagons Lits, or Hotel of the Six Nations as the

Chinese call it, but the sight of it could not dispel the strange sense,

almost of foreboding, that gripped us as we walked into the Tartar City

of Peking and behind us the walls closed abruptly in.

China ! In the painted Yellow Sea where all the up sides of the

placid little waves are the color of burnished brass, and fantastic bat-

winged fishing junks come riding out manned with bronze-skinned,

slant-eyed beings who stare curiously up at the sides of the great steamer

as they slip hazardously under her bows; and in Shanghai fifty miles up

7
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THE DAGOBA OF A DEAD EMPEROR

In ihe grounds of the Winter Palace, which now serves chiefly as a roost for crows

and a haunt for memories of the old intriguing days of the Manchu court. Near by

a beautiful turquoise and gold porcelain tower has been turned into a moving pic-

ture theater where the sons of Yuan Shih-kai enjoyed Charlie Chaplin

the Yang-tse-kiang with its Willow Pattern Tea House and its native city

and teeming river life; there is glamor enough to bait and hold the

tourist. But the fascination of Peking is not lightly understood, for

in it are all the elements of the ancient Asiatic civilization that echoes

along the corridors of the world. As Dr. Wu Ting-fang, leaning across

a small table of polished wood that darkly reflected his magenta satin

elbows in its smooth surface, screwing his eyes into an expression of

quizzical mystery, announced in a dramatic whisper, "Peking has an

aura ! It seizes you, surrounds you, stifles you, with China's past.''

Perhaps our first impressions were simply that it was a cold, gray,

sad city. The thread-like lanes of dirt, shut in by high gray walls

pierced by gates decorated with gaudy paper pictures—devils or gods,

it was impossible to tell which—and ironic scarlet papers of "happiness

and prosperity" over every door, looking as though a virulent epidemic

of smallpox had broken out over the city; glimpses in narrower and
dirtier lanes of dark, festering interiors from whence issued strange

smells of grease and unclean food and the musty, pungent odor of the

yellow race ; ragged coolies—such rags ! and the thousand cries of the

street, curiously plaintive to the unaccustomed ear, but matter-of-fact

enough to those who live long in oriental cities; the resonant twanging
of the street barbers' iron shears against the wires' of their swinging
red "shops," the creaking of the water wheelbarrow as the water-seller

passed from door to door ; the nasal wail and staccato drum-beat of

hired mourners outside some house of death; monotonous whining of

beggars running at the wheels of the rickshas repeating in a low sing-

song, "Be virtuous—-do good. Be virtuous—do sjood." Tt was all hos-

tile and rather tragic, this city of Peking. Yet there were lighter notes

;

the little blue Peking carts that bumped up and down the streets, the

Mongolian ponies with all their barbaric trappings flying in the wind

as they clipped along the Tung Chang road ; the patient men with whirl-

ing things at every corner—toys for children, gay kites and butterflies

of clashing Chinese colors made from folded paper and tied to slender

willow branches ; and over all the dusty splendor of the Imperial yellow-

tiled roofs of the innumerable palaces and temples.

Counting the Legation Quarter there are really five cities of Peking

:

the outer Chinese city, oblong and facing south ; the square Tartar city

fitted neatly to its head, but divided from it by the massive Tartar Wall

;

and within the Tartar enclosure the Imperial City and the Forbidden

City. Early Chinese history is vague, but there is a record of a frontier

town located on the present site 2,000 years before Christ. The rise of

Peking to a position of eminence dates only from the invasion of the

Mongol Tartars who overran the northern part of China in the 13th

century and established their capital at Peking, then named Khan-baligh.

It was Jenghiz Khan and his more famous grandson, Kublai Khan, how-

ever, who decreed the building of the splendid palaces and stately pleas-

ure domes that Marco Polo never tired of telling about, and that even in

the melancholy ruin of to-day sing mutely of China's wonderful past.

THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA
Built two thousand years ago to encircle the Empire this gigantic wall extends a dis-

tance of more than fifteen hundred miles and is from fifteen to thirty feet in height

and twenty-five feet wide at the base. Built by prisoners to keep back Atilla's Huns,
little of the outside world seeps through into the recesses of China. It is enough that

she has difficulties of her own to conquer
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THE BRASS-TRIMMED CART OF PEKING, AN OBJECT OF INTEREST ALIKE TO CHOW AND COOLIE

All Peking eats in the street with the assistance of little open-front cook-shops and these itinerant restaurants, regardless of the ever-present Chinese dirt. Spoken of as

the model City of China, its cleanliness is by comparison only with the Oriental conditions of the past, not with the Legation Quarter in its almost oppressive alien neatness

In those first days after the Chinese New Year it was said that the

country was going back to all its old customs, abandoned during the

Republican regime. From the palace came brief notices issued by
The Bureau for the Preparation of the Grand Ceremony, sanctioned

with the Vermilion Seal of Imperial approval. The Ta Huang Ti-

Yuan—universally referred to in Peking as the Great Bright

F.mperor—had sent over to the Boy Emperor on the other side of the

red wall to borrow five yellow lacquer sedan chairs. The Great Bright

Emperor did not intend to proceed about the palace any longer on
plebian feet, with the example of the rulers of the late Ching dynasty

to follow. An issue of new imperial postage stamps lay waiting in

the government printing office and a design for a flag appropriate for

the new Empire had been accepted. New decorations in horipr of the

impending coronation, bearing "the Divine Face of the Ta Huang Ti."

with satin ribbons over which ramped embroidered yellow dragons,

were ready to be pinned to the aspiring bosoms of the Monarchy
supporters. There were rumors of costly ceremonial robes and strings

of pearls to take the place of the Manchu peacock-feather mummery
in denoting rank, of a jade seal cut to the old order of things, and of

a dragon throne that was being set up in the audience hall of the palace

The newspapers read like the Arabian Nights. Pukhtu Chepchun-

ciampa Hutuktuh Khan of Outer Mongolia sent a special envoy to

Peking with tribute articles. Shai Tse, "favored by Heavenly Grace,"

was given a title, with the privilege of using a set of yellow reins. In

order to express his deep appreciation he journeyed all the way from

Mongolia to "gaze upon the Heavenly Countenance, and kotow," and

incidentally to present "three Buddhas of Longevity, one piece of Hata.

nine rolls of Lolo, nine rolls of Tiehli linen, nine bundles of Tibetan

incense sticks, four packets of Tibetan dates, two packets of Tibetan

saffron, two packets of Tibetan preserved peaches, and four ponies."

The Living Buddha of Urga also sent his envoy and tribute bearer to

Peking, in return for which the Ta Huang Ti awarded His Yellow
Holiness a special decoration and bestowed upon him a box of precious

things. Perhaps it was true, as the Legation Quarter diplomat^

monotonously asserted, that the common people did not care whether

Yuan Shih-kai was Emperor or President, but unconsciously they, too,

were swinging into the reactionary current. Queues were coming into

fashion again, and the Chinese New Year, which had suffered three

years of Republican neglect, was being celebrated with a superstitious

observance of Manchu customs. The mouth of the little kitchen god
in every household was smeared with an extra supply of propitiating

sugar before he was sent up to make his New Year report to the

higher gods concerning the behaviour of the family.

At the great Liu Li Chang fair, occurring the first ten days of the

year, the Chinese were more interested in striking a good bargain than

in solving the puzzle of another satin imperial dynasty. The second

day we were in Peking we went to the fair under the auspices of

Li and Su. Li and Su were our ricksha coolies. They were selected

according to the Darwinian theory of the survival of the fittest, out of

the long line of shivering men with rickety rickshas who crowded up

to the door of the hotel. If the covers of their rickshas were a little

whiter than the rest, it was an accidental virtue of that first day; for

afterwards, it was only by continual five-copper bribes that we could

induce them to keep faithful tryst with the laundryman. Li was a

handsome, slim boy with black hair that grew a little long in the neck.

"Me, Manchu," he volunteered one day when there was a long wait
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outside a shop. "No got wife." That was the extent of our biograph-

ical information.

Su was older and a bit more reliable, though one of his eyes, it must

be confessed, was set at a villainous angle half an inch lower in his

face than the other. By probing we discovered that he was a family

man. Su was always prompt in the morning, but Li failed us in more

than one crisis. Mysterious accidents were always happening to his

ricksha, for although it might be dismissed in perfect condition at

WORSHIPPING THE TIBETAN BUDDHA

At the Lama Temple hundreds of priests and boy acolytes in dirty yellow capes squat on the floors and cough and drone

through the daily services

night, something was likely to go wrong with it before morning. We
noticed the bond that unites Orientals against the Occidental, for Su
never confessed that Li drank.

''Me catchee brother," Su cheerfully volunteered, and a brother

would mysteriously be produced to take Li's place, or Su himself would

do double service if it were possible. Both spoke a little pidgin

English and surprised us more than once by answering questions that

we asked each other as we were riding along. Spies? Who knows?
It was said that everyone was a spy in Peking in those days.

The way to the Liu Li Chang led up Legation Street, past the Amer-
ican Compound, and out through the Chien-men, the great historic

south gate which played such an important part in the dramatic Boxer
Siege of 1900. To-day it is guarded by American marines who patrol

the Wall night and day from this point to the Hata-men, a distance

of a quarter of a mile, and its original rugged beauty has been destroyed

by a cut through the outer semi-circular wall with which it was
enclosed, to facilitate traffic, but it remains as one of the most impres-

sive features of the city. It is sixty feet deep, with heavy double doors

of studded iron, and is surmounted by a square guard tower with many
"loopholes and a fantastic Chinese roof. Outside you plunge at once
into the main thoroughfare of the swarming Chinese City. It is here

that all the pawn shops, the silk shops, and the money changers of

Peking seem to have congregated, for the Chinese do business on a

protective rather than competitive basis, and it is easier for the power-
ful trade guilds to exercise control if shops of one kind are close together.

At the entrance to Lantern Street is an elaborately carved, gilded shop-

front perforated by a padded door with a horizontal joint in the middle,

and behind this dwells the money changers with whom we had our first

experience in the intricacies of Chinese money. A bright red paper
dollar is an impressive sight, and even a paper ten-cent piece com-
mands respect, but no college course in banking, or commerce and
administration, can initiate one into the shibboleths of "big money"
and "small money," or the mystery of the dollar that exchanges for

128 coppers one day and 138 the next, or 100 even if you have the

tourist's earmarks.

Lantern Street puts its best foot foremost, with lanterns, of course,
swinging over every other doorway—lanterns of horn with crude red
and blue characters, painted silk lanterns two feet in diameter, square

glass lanterns framed in carved teakwood with dangling strings of

beads. Then come silversmiths, and expensive fur shops, and then the

street narrows to a sliver-like lane flanked with dirty gray walls, and

overhead there are occasional crossbeams jammed between the walls,

with rows of ominous spikes easily supplied by the imagination with

the required number of heads. Then comes the great open square,

bleak and dusty enough on ordinary days, but kaleidoscopic with all the

color and complexity of the Orient during the ten days of the fair.

Hundreds of merchants, indifferent or

importunate, squatted in the midst of

their wares spread out on the ground,

or leaned forward over their long low

stands, urging us to "look see." There

were wonderful brass and bronze

things, porcelains, old paintings on

silk scrolls, jade, twisted and hand-

wrought jewelry. To be sure, the old

brasses were new—one fine pair of

moldy temple candlesticks we bought

we afterwards saw duplicated in tin,

copper and brass in a dozen shops ; the

three-hundred-year-old ox-blood jars

of the Chien-lung period were manu-

factured at a porcelain factory not

half a mile from the Liu Li Chang

;

the old paintings were copies steeped in

tea; the jade was glass, and the tur-

quoise and lapis lazuli were soapstone.

Well, that is the Orient, too, and there

is a gambler's zest in curio-hunting

where one is always allured by the

chance, even the barest chance, of

finding a real treasure.

"How much?" we asked, as one of

us picked up a little blue porcelain box.

"Three dollar," promptly answered

the lean, sharp-eyed curio dealer.

"Ten cents," Li offered with a

pleasant aloofness— it never paid to get angry—and a half-hour later we
walked off with our box for the laughing compromise of fifteen cents.

We soon learned that

the rule of the game, was
apparent indifference on

both sides. In all our

bargaining adventures,

by some tacit under-

standing between the

two ricksha coolies, it

was Li who dogged our

heels as interpreter and

kept us from being too

badly cheated. Other-

wise we should have

been left to the mercy

of the tall Chinese in the

black satin gown who
had a mysterious way of

appearing at all sorts of

odd times and places

where bargaining was

going on, and in suave

English offering to

extricate you from

your difficulties. The
unwary tourist paid
dearly for his black

satin attendant, who
worked the traditional

Chinese "squeeze" be-

tween the price paid to

him and the price he

paid the merchant.

Sometimes a dealer

would unblinkingly an-

nounce, "Asking; price , , . , , . 1 1r Here is the candy man who makes molasses birds

thirty dollar." and is ,ne friend of little chubby children
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WAYS THAT ARE DARK IN BANKING

The patriarchal money changer does not explain to the inexperienced tourist why the rate of exchange varies

perhaps a hundred per cent from day to day. He handles the impressive bright red paper dollars with in-

spiring confidence—in his ability to "change" to his own advantage

Li, our ricksha coolie, condescended to be shaved by one

ol the thousands of street barbers, that this picture might

go to America

This ominous-looking instrument is only a rake in the

hands of one of the coolies in the unkempt courtyards of

the Temple of Heaven, where grass grows at will between

the slabs of marble forming the Altar of Heaven

The Bird Aristocracy is composed not only of

gilded youth, but of dignified graybeards of Peking

who take their birds for an airing in decorated

cages or secured to their wrists by bamboo

The itinerant toy vendor has a keen eye to a bar-

gain as has the more extensive merchant, and his

eager "Look see!" to the tourist is followed by an

exorbitant "asking price," which may be three dol-

lars for an article that he finally parts with for

fifteen cents

"Well, what is sell-

ing price?"

The ceremony of the

business deal had been

opened in due form,

and the rest was mere-

ly a question of time,

which is of no conse-

quence to the Oriental.

But sometimes the little

yellow Chinaman with the thin wisp of beard, smoking a long-stemmed
silver water-pipe with tassels of orange silk, as immovable and unreal

as an enameled figure on a Ming vase, ignored us contemptuously,

superbly, utterly. Then we knew that we were merely foreign she-

devils with whom he scorned to have any transactions.

It was said that Peking was a model city of China, and its four or

five wide thoroughfares were pointed to with pride by those who had

lived long enough to compare present conditions with those of the past.

The Legation Quarter, it is true, with its oppressively neat compounds
shut off one from another by high walls guarded by soldiers of the
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THE HOLIDAY AIR OF A CHINESE FUNERAL

No day is complete without a funeral to liren things up and lend an added bit of color. The gay crimson and gold palanaquin with its procession of hired beggars in gold

and green livery, the piercinf din of (lute and drum, and the imitation money prodigally scattered along the route, make a never-to-be-forgctten impression on the tourist

memory

various nationalities, with its empty, clean, alien streets, left little to the

imagination in the way of civic respectability. But outside the heavy
gates of the Legation Quarter, which are locked every night with feudal

caution, Chinese dirt still enjoys its feudal prerogatives. No fresh

coat of vivid red paint on the ornamental pailows and Virtuous Widow
Arches, or whitewash on the marble Altar of Heaven, has changed the

physical or spiritual Peking, or checked the inevitable decay that has

settled down on the city, like one of the malignant dust storms that

sweep in so often from the Gobi Desert, choking everything with fine

yellow earth.

S o m e h o w we
IK

usee

that

SUCCESSFUL BANKING IN CHINA IS NOT A LOST ART

No college course in banking can initiate one into the mysteries of Chinese money. In spite of

explanations in pidgin English the distinction between "big money" and "little money" and the

lions of their value, make little impression on the tourist

number of people concentrating at every crossing meant simply that they

were going about the ordinary business of everyday life. Tattered,

ragged ricksha coolies—thousands of them—with passengers equally

patched and dirty, jostled each other at precarious crossings in narrow
lanes shut in by high gray walls. The lumbering Peking cart with two
heavy ornamented brass wheels and blue cotton roof took a dignified

middle course through the confusion, inside a copious Chinese family

with the little women peeping out furtively through the black gauze

window, outside the driver squatting almost on top of the miniature-

donkey, directing his steps with shrill imprecations. On one of the

prize modern streets of the city, we were always encountering Chinese

farmers goading droves of black pigs along the "bridle path" at the side,

sometimes the drivers had great difficulty in jerking them or lashing

them out of the main entrance of the Forbidden City, which the pigs

seemed to have an unbecoming desire to enter. Perhaps the pig mar-

ket was somewhere close, for we often saw two Chinese bearing off a

prize in the form of a great squealing, bristling pig, tied by its feet and
slung over a pole carried on the shoulders of the men.

One was always reminded of the enchanting closeness of the

desert by the long caravans of tawny camels disappearing

through some jade-winged gate, raising little clouds of dust with

their padded feet, or crouching in the shadow of a leprous wall.

shaking their beards and disdainfully moving their lower jaws.

The oriental conceit of the Bird Aristocracy—those

gilded youth and dignified old gentlemen of Peking

who take their birds to walk in discreetly covered

cages or tied by the leg to a bit of bamboo

—

never tired us. No day passed without a funeral

to liven things up and lend a touch of color. A
funeral in Peking means a gay crimson and gold

palanquin, a procession of hired beggars put into a gold

and green livery, the piercing din of flute and drum,

and imitation money prodigally scattered along the

route. Somewhere in the middle of China there must

be a bottomless indigo lake, for all the clothes of all

the four hundred million people of China have been

dipped in a wonderful inexhaustible blue dye.

voluble

fluctua-
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Thii gigantic stone elephant is one of the many
huge animals guarding the approach to the

Ming Tombs

Like everybody else in Peking, we
went regularly to the Dragon Temple
Fair, held three times a month. There
was a temple somewhere, an old dis-

reputable plaster affair, but no one ever
entered it. On the steps a professional

story-teller with quizzical eyebrows
played upon the emotions of a transient

audience. In a court behind the temple
we stumbled upon some mountebanks
performing tricks in juggling and magic.

"Aren't you going to take my pic-

ture?" the attention shifted from the

jugglers to us. The little

pink-and-green juggler

turned to his semi-circle

audience, and went on

:

"You'll see, I'll be getting

some money pretty soon.

I know somebody who got

two dollars once for let-

ting a foreigner take his

picture." So our guide

translated the remark
made at our expense.

We jostled against
quack doctors, fortune

tellers, beggars begging

from thieves and thieves

stealing from beggars, as

we wound in and out of

the middle ages. The
Pimple Man's outfit con-

sisted of a chart of a

man's head dotted with in-

finitesimal Chinese char-

acters, and a bottle of pink

paste. With a toothpick-

he applied this paste upon
the face of his patient un-

til the poor victim de-

parted, looking sheepish

enough, with his artificial

pimples—some luck-bring-

ing patent. At the next

table teeth were profusely

displayed, and you might
have a molar or bicuspid

cemented into a vacancy
in less time than it takes

to tell. Dentistry in China
is as simple as cobbling.

Around the corner a

real two-ringed circus
was going on, but unfor-

tunately for business a

low canvas extended
around the ring, and all

The followers of Confucius in their

of blue silk, before the

gaily embroidered priestly

temple at daybreak

The main entrance of

the Forbidden City,

within the innermost

circle of the concentric

ring of walls that locks

up the city of Peking

The top of the old

Jesuit Observatory at

the southeastern corner

of the Tartar Wall
shows the bronze
dragon instruments

clear-cut against the

background of the sky

A long avenue of monoliths leads up to the

Tombs of the Emperors, where many beggars
successfully ply their trade

the "features" were perfectly visible

from the outside. The circus stopped

when we came in, for the performer.-,

crowded around us demanding pennies

because the gate receipts were so slen-

der. Nearby a casual Chinese theater

was in full blast. Everywhere there were
open cook-shops offering greasy-looking

cakes, bowls of soup with a sort of mac-
aroni, pickled eggs of uncertain vintage,

green and pernicious like old cheese,

yards of small, scarlet candied apples

threaded on thin sticks and sausages.

The Dragon Temple
Fair was famous as the

place to buy the beautiful

engraved brasses of North

China. Wandering dealers

came in from neighboring

towns with their great

brass trays, censers, tea-

pots, bowls, and a kind of

chafing-dish operated with

charcoal. Utilitarian shop-
..-'..-'• pers turned to straw hats,

dusty toot h/b rushes,

brooms and baskets of

every shape. A more ex-

clusive section was de-

voted to semi-precious

or imitation-precious lit-

tle things, enameled boxes

and beads, snuff bottles,

carved crystal, bits of old

brocade, embroidered and

soiled, jade and tiny gilded

Buddhas "guaranteed am-

bu-r-r-r" with paper torn

up for the customer to

prove it genuine. At the

most popular stalls, dis-

playing ribbons, hair orna-

ments, and hair switches,

Manchu ladies with their

towering black headdress

from which dangled brass

ornaments, and Chinese

women stumping along on

their tortured "golden

lily" feet, reminded us

that feminine interests

are the same whether the

world happens to be

turned upside down or

downside up.

Peking has many voices.

Above the craven voice of

(Continued on page 42)
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NEW YORK AFTER DARK
LONDON AND PARIS TURN OFF THE POWER AT
NIGHT, BUT MANHATTAN SAYS "MORE LIGHT!"
-INSTEAD OF ZEPPELINS, NEW YORKERS LOOK

OUT FOR SUBWAY EXCAVATIONS

WHEN Mr. Balfour came to America recently, someone

asked him what impressed him the most about "this great

country"—and waited for a profound comment on international

affairs. Mr. Balfour replied promptly "The lights in the

streets at night !"

And, indeed, to one who has been groping his way about

London nightly, befogged, bedarkened and bewildered for more
than two years of enforced caecity, the average American city

must have looked like an electric bazaar in full blast. Lon-

doners will tell you that since the Zeppelins have taken to

calling upon them when they ought to be in bed, they ( the

Londoners) have acquired a peculiar, hesitating gait, caused

by the repeated feelinsj for the curb— I beg pardon, kerb—a.^

i hey cross the inky streets at night.

I suppose everyone in the remotest hamlet of America knows
what Broadway looks like after dark, which is why there is

no photograph of Broadway here. Everyone, that is. except

the real, native New Yorker who never goes anywhere after
#

dinner, unless, by chance, his cousin from Abilene. Texas,

comes to town, or the head buyer from the Emporium in

Wichita, who must be. duly entertained. Everyone. I say.

knows what vesperal Broadway looks 1'ke after seven-thirty.

rC) Vander Weyde

(C) Vander Weyde
WASHINGTON IN WALL STREET

IN NEW YORK'S ITALIAN QUARTER
This might be Venice or Milan or Rome on a carnival nighl. Actually it is a picture
or Elizabeth Street in lower Manhattan during an Italian religious festival. The fes-

toons of lights are made of glass tumblers filled with oil

This famous statue of Washington, as every office boy in New York knows, stands

on the steps of the Sub-Treasury Building in Wall Street. At this spot Washing-
ton took the oath of office as the first President of the United States

with its grinning, flashing faces, gleaming down from the sky, bear-

ing lurid admonitions as to the care of one's teeth; with its gamboling,

incandescent kittens hopelessly entangled in endless filaments of

electric silk ; and, on the far horizon magical glasses of celestial beer,

which, poured by the befrilled hand of Father Knickerbocker him-

self, foam for a moment delectably in a giant glass and then, in a

flash, are gone as though swallowed up in the collective throat of all

New York.

But, far from the garish 'White Lights" of the city, there are places

and spots in New York after dark, which hold much of beauty and

romance for the curious. Some of them have been reproduced on

these pages. It is not, I think, in the formal, conscious attempts at

illumination that one finds the happiest combinations. Rather is it

in the usual or chance arrangements of lights and shadows. Such a

picture is the Statue of Washington in Wall Street with its finely

silhouetted head and well-defined shadow; or the graceful arches of

High Bridge spanning the Harlem River, recalling in outline the great

aqueduct leading into Rome.
Such a scene as the Italian fiesta may be found almost any summer

night in the numerous Italian districts of the city. There no word of

English will be heard and in the bazaars strange cakes and fruits will

be offered with the red and white wines of the country.

Downtown New York after dark is usually a silent and somber

place. Gone are the bustling, noisy throngs, the shouting "newsies"

and the clanging cars. Now, all is deserted save for an immovable

policeman on the corner or an itinerant office scrubwoman with pail

and brush. Far overhead, in the canyon-walls, squares of light gleam

I Continued on page 44)
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(C) Vander Weyde
THE SKYSCRAPER DISTRICT AT NIGHT

This view of lower New York by night was taken looking northward from the top of the Singer Tower. The points of light in the building in the foreground sup-

posedly mark the desk of the Tired Business Man frittering away his health in overtime work. And yet it is a notorious fact that for the same T. B. M. all the

lights of Broadway blaze forth nightly until dawn. This contradiction has never been satisfactorily explained
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(C) Vander Weyde
THE HARLEM RIVER AT HIGH BRIDGE

This graceful bridge of slone takes on an added charm when outlined against the lights of Manhattan in the distance. The roadway on the right is the Speedway, which
follows the bank of the Harlem to Spuyten Duyvil. It is restricted by law to use by horses

(C) Vander Weyde

THE WASHINGTON ARCH AND FIFTH AVENUE
This m-«nifi«;^^ of Washington Square marks the beginning of one of the most famous streets in all the world-Fifth Avenue. It was originallya temporary structure for the Cen.enn.al of Washington"* inauguration in 1889. Its design was so much admired that it was made permanent
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The South rim of Crater Lake towe; s over the Phantom Ship, a high, craggy island resembling an old-time sailing vessel. The island mysteriously disappears from view

against the background of Dutton Cliff, reappearing and disappearing again with the atmospheric changes

THE MYSTERY OF CRATER LAKE
OREGON'S MARVEL IN THE HEART OF THE CASCADE MOUNTAINS—THE ANCIENT MT. MAZAMA ONCE

ACTIVE AS A HUGE VOLCANO NOW THE CENTER OF CRATER LAKE NATIONAL PARK

Guy Elliott Mitchell

U. S. Geological Survey

Photographs by Kiser Photograph Company and others

CRATER LAKE! It is a name
to conjure with. As our boat

floats idly on the bosom of its ultra-

marine waters 2,000 feet deep, we
are in what was the very heart of

Oregon's once huge and active vol-

cano, two miles below the ancient

summit, and the vent. The jagged

rim encircling the lake, rising 1,500

to 2,000 feet higher than the water

formed the lower slopes of the an-

cient mountain. These slopes incline

steeply upward towards an imagi-

nary center far above us, higher

than the summit of Mount Shasta.

This was Mt. Mazama, the ancient

mountain which collapsed, leaving

a giant's bowl six miles in diameter

and 4,000 feet deep—Crater Lake.

It is the most awe-inspiring spot on

the continent.

There are two Crater Lakes, one

as we view it from some perpendicu-

'/

This piaster

top

old

rim

mc
the

ther-

model of the crater of ancient Mt. Mazama shows near the

young volcano, Wizard Island, the dying gasp of the age-

volcano Mazama, when she burst her bonds and swallowed

her rock-crowned heights

lar precipice, a sapphire of purest,

deepest hue nestling in a rough set-

ting of huge cliffs ; and another as

we float upon its broad expanse.

Do not think to visit Crater Lake
in any holiday mood for a joyous

diversion. It is impressive, awe-

some, overwhelming, yet withal
wondrously beautiful.

Getting into one of the motor

boats one drifts around the edges

of the lake a few hundred yards off

the precipitous lava cliffs. The color

spectacle is one which surpasses all

description. The cliffs rising ab-

ruptly from 1,000 to 2,000 feet, have

been carved by untold centuries of

frost and erosion into strange and

fantastic shapes. No chiseling on

the Gothic cathedrals of the Middle

Ages can approach the marvelous

carvings of nature in these abrupt

cliffs. Here rises a headland 1,500
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Crater Lake whose wonderful blue waters wash the precipitous walls of the great bowl of the old volcano, Mt. Mazama, which destroyed itself before the memory of man.

Far greater than Lassen, than Shasta, than Rainier or Mauna Loa, this giant volcano towered 15,000 feet, four times the height of Vesuvius, half as high again as Etna

feet, almost perpendicular, and between this and the adjoining head-

lands on either side will be found deeply eroded canons whose elabo-

rately sculptured sides exhibit vast variety in form. Minarets hundreds

of feet high rise abruptly from the water in stately clusters. Cathedral-

like massings appear on the horizon as the boat slowly circles around,

and grotesque, animal-like shapes are everywhere. Embodied in the

sides are here and there huge basaltic formations similar in kind to the

famous Fingal's Cave in Ireland. One of these is of very large propor-

tions, its huge hexagonal pillars rising from the lava slope and support-

ing a carved lava roof. Again, as seen from the lake surface the sides

for a thousand feet suggest an Egyptian temple. In fact, the entire

voyage around the lakes affords a view of infinite variation and marvel-

ous beauty.

But even more wonderful than the physical formation of these cliffs

is their coloring. The prevailing tint is lava gray, but as we approach
the rocks this color grows into a score of other colors and innumerable
tints. Enormous areas of the wall are splashed with gorgeous sulphur
yellows, in spots they are deep orange, in spots they are the faintest

lemon. Much of the rock is tinted in all shades of iron oxide ; brick red
is seen in abundance, many shades of pink, many splotches of dark iron
red. Wherever the slopes of the cliffs will admit, as in the steep canons
between, they are covered and tinted by the brilliant foliage of many kinds
of trees and bushes. The variation of green is large, ranging from
dark pine green to the lightest of aspen. Added to these primary com-
binations are the atmospheric blues reflected from the sky and water
and the purples of the canon shadows, making a riot of color, which,
displayed upon carved walls of such fantastic conformation, produce a
spectacle to linger forever in memory.
But this is by no means all. There is still the wonderful water at the

base of the cliffs, known to the initiated as "Crater Lake blue," an
intense indigo deeper even than Prussian blue, yet colorless by the glass-

ful. Every wavelet broken by the wind and the prow of the launch is

topped at its apex by an instantaneous flash of this intense indigo blue.

Looking shoreward from the boat the intervening surface of the water
meantime carries upon it the reflection of the wonderful carved and
tinted cliffs above, and this mirrored picture broken by a myriad of
flashes of deep indigo makes a spectacle beyond description.

If the lake is glassy still, the reflection brings the rock carvings a
thousand feet aloft directly down under our eyes. We can see sharp
and clear in the reflection details which, as we glance up at the origi-

nals, we cannot discern at all. Here is the truth brought to us in most
alluring exactitude.

Is there fishing in this incomparable lake ? At first it seems a dese-

cration to think of such a thing, but among the thousand rock reflections

we are quite sure to see a couple of splendid four or five-pound rain-

bow trout gently sweeping along. How bully that we brought our tackle !

We will interview these clean-cut fellows a little later

!

The immense depth of the lake at most points and the fact that there

are no inlets and few shallows, made the propagation of trout a prob-

lem until Judge W. G. Steel, "The Father of Crater Lake National

Park," carried trout fry in buckets 50 miles to the lake ; before this

there were no fish of any kind. The lake swarms, however, with fish

food—crayfish and other crustaceans and insect life. From the sur-

vivors of Steel's two buckets the lake has become populated with large

trout. Few fish weighing less than a pound are caught, and possibly a

monster of eight or ten pounds will rise to your fly. The fishing is, in

fact, great, but casts must be made with circumspection, for the water

is so clear, though it looks so blue, that a white dinner plate can be

seen at a hundred-foot depth. Much of the fish is caught by clambering

down the steep sides in the late afternoon and casting out from the shore

at any point. The best fishing grounds are on the shores about oppo-

site the inn and here the fishing is done principally from boats floating

a few hundred feet from the shore. You cast toward the shore into

the shallower water. There is nothing sure, however, about Crater

Lake trout. There will be days when no rise will encourage your flies. There

will be other days when large numbers of trout are taken—the trout is

the trout, the world over.

How to reach Crater Lake Park? Kirk is the nearest railroad point,

a two hours' auto trip from the Park ; Ashland is another con-

nected with the Park by auto service. The tourist will find a comfort-

able camp in operation five miles from the lake, and a newly completed

and fully equipped stone hotel, and also a camp on the lake's rim. Tents

may be rented, or Uncle Sam will welcome us with our own pack outfit.

The would-be fisherman must get a fishing license from the State of

Oregon, "one dollar please, and state your age, height, weight, occupa-

tion and color of hair and eyes." Private autos are taxed two dollars.

A Geological Survey map, which is worth anybody's dollar, may be

obtained for ten cents. The visitor's first feat, perhaps, will be to climb

Garfield Peak, overlooking the lake by about 2,000 feet with the Phan-

tom Ship seeming to ride at anchor just below, near the shore line,

and Wizard Island off to the left. Next the trail down to the edge of the

lake, descending the sharp canon to the right of the hotel. It is an

extremely steep zig-zag without resting place, and many do not go to

the water's edge because of the very hard climb back.
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At an elevation of over 6,000 feet above sea-level, the lake lies placidly reflecting sculptured walls towering from 1,500 to 2,000 feet above. Motor boats, hugging
the shore, give one a nearby view of the inside of the shell of the old fire-mountain, the scene of the most Titanic of earth's catastrophies

This year the National Parks Service is building a new trail many
times the length of the old one, with an easy grade even for stout peo-

ple, and with many resting places. It descends through another and far

gentler canon and on its way reaches several commanding spots where
one may rest and enjoy fine views of the rim. The Government is also

spending a large amount of money in building an automobile road
around the rim of Crater Lake. This work is being done by Army en-

gineers. All the surveys have been made and about one-third of the roads

are completed. It will be, perhaps, the most wonderful drive in the

world.

After the first glimpse of Crater Lake and the first boat ride, the ques-

tion which every man and woman asks is, "How was it formed? What
happened? Where was the volcano?" The Indians, the first discov-

erers, have their fantastic legends. This was "The Land of Burnt Out
Fires," a region imbued with such awe and dread that it was a forbid-

den ground, shunned of all redmen, the abode of demons which no hu-

man dare invade. And if the first untutored savage who looked down
upon the waters of this completely girdled lake sensed but a shadowy
conception of the Titanic forces which had wrought this wonder, he may
well have retraced his steps with careful tread and fearful backward
glance, lest the demons of the mountains should overwhelm him for his

intrusion.

The white man of to-day is scarcely less impressed when he views

with understanding the tremendous results of the ancient cataclysm. A
mountain twenty miles in circumference has disappeared, its vast bulk

engulfed in the earth's bowels, and a lake deeper than Lake Superior

rests in the bosom of the old volcano.

After the engulfment, eruptions began on the floor of the caldera

and built up Wizard Island. From the freshness of the lava of Wizard
Island, and the absence of all traces of erosion, we can see that this

small volcano was active in comparatively recent geological time, al-

though long centuries ago.

The explanation of the collapse of Mount Mazama is that a vast col-

umn of molten rock was pushed up inside the mountain under great

pressure, at a height of 8,ooo feet above the base of the Cascade Range,

finally bursting forth somewhere on the mountain side or at its apex.

The subsidence of the lava within the mountain left it unsupported and
it collapsed. The whole interior of the mountain was melted to a fluid

by the greatest of internal fires, and sank away into the earth's bowels,

leaving but a shell of Mazama too thin to stand. This crust fell in on

top of the sinking lava and itself became a part of the molten mass.

This last great volcanic effort culminated in the development of the un-

rivaled caldera at the bottom of which lies Crater Lake, while Wizard
Island is the evidence of the final gasp of the dying volcano.

The now demolished Mount Mazama, before the memory of man
towered among the peaks of the Cascade Range, rivaling or surpassing

Mount Shasta's 14,000 feet. To-day one views a ragged-rimmed basin

of great dimensions with what appears an almost sheer descent of 2,000

feet to a silent lake, itself 2,000 feet deep. The waters of the lake are

broken only by Wizard Island, the last cinder cone of the great erup-

tion, rising out of the lake nearly 1,000 feet, and itself containing a

crater one hundred and fifty feet deep, fringed with red lava.

The great rim surrounding and towering above the lake is the base

of a conical mountain truncated and hollowed to a shell. Upon the cut-

side it slopes at a comparatively slight angle in all directions to the sur-

rounding platform of the Cascade Range, but inside the descent toward

the lake is everywhere precipitous.

Beautiful as the lake itself is, it conceals in large part the greater

wonder—the lower portion of the stupendous basin or caldera in which

it lies. There are thousands of craters in the United States ; but there

is only one great caldera and that contains Crater Lake. Where the

lake is deepest, soundings show the bottom to be approximately a plain,

several miles in extent. To the west the floor of the lake rises irregu-

larly, culminating in three peaks, one of which reaches above the water

and forms Wizard Island ; the others lie submerged.

The many canons running from the rim inland were carved into their

present shape by the streams of ice and water descending from the

heights of Mount Mazama.
As to the height of this mountain, never seen by human being, Mount

Shasta and the rim of Crater Lake are of equal diameter at an altitude

of 8,000 feet above sea level so that it is probable that they formerly

rose to nearly equal elevations. Some features, however, suggest to the

geologist that Mount Mazama was the larger, and not improbably in its

day the greatest and most glorious peak of the Cascade Range.

Long before the age of man, however, there gushed from this great

volcano vast streams of molten rock; then came thunderous explosions,

and ejections of pumice which to-day covers the lands for a score of

miles around. Many of these eruptions occurred during the Glacial

Period, the huge lava and ice streams alternating and causing stupendous

conflicts, filling the land with steam-clouds and flooding the lower

plains. After the deluge of pumice came the final vast convulsion which

demolished Mount Mazama. But what was the fate of the mountain?

Was its upper six or seven thousand feet, composed of billions of tons

of solid rock, estimated at seventeen cubic miles, torn to fragments and
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scattered to the four winds

of heaven, or was it en-

gulfed in the bowels of the

earth ? Other vast moun-
tain masses have exploded

with a magnitude and
force compared to which
the rending force of all the

power and dynamite in the

world in a single charge

would be insignificant.

The pumice and dust from
Krakatoa in 1883, the

greatest eruption of mod-
ern times, were driven up-

ward twenty miles into the

air, over the islands of

Sumatra and Java and
carried entirely around the

globe, the explosions being

heard for many hundreds of

miles. But no such spectac-

ular fate befell the majestic

Mazama. The mountain
was engulfed in its own
vast cauldron.

Floating over the waters
of Crater Lake, under the

shadows of the great cliffs

forming the rim, and restor-

ing in fancy the vast bulk

of the ancient mountain
overhead, we become noth-

ing less than awe-struck at

the thought that we are in

the very interior of the old

volcano. The wrecking of

Mount Mazama which to-

day makes possible such an
experience was the crown-
ing event in the volcanic
history of the Cascade
Range. All the peaks of
the Cascades were active

volcanos, and the recent

eruption of Lassen Peak
and the many hot springs
and mud eruptions through-
out the range, show that

their volcanic energy has
not entirely disappeared.

One of the weird features
of Crater Lake is that while it has an altitude of 6,000 feet, its waters
never freeze, although ice forms on the Klamath Lakes which are much
lower; again, while Crater Lake
is always open water, ducks and
other waterfowl are seldom, if

ever, seen upon its bosom during
the winter.

The highest point in the Crater
Lake National Park is Scott Peak,
8,941 feet in altitude. This was
simply a minor peak on the south-
east side of Mount Mazama. It

can be reached by horseback and
some climbing, with iittie effort,

and the view is incomparably fine.

On the opposite rim of the lake,

distant in the clear air but an ap-
parent rifle shot, stand out sharply
Watchman Peak, Glacier Peak and
Llao Rock of nearly equal heights
with Scott Peak. Farther away
Union Peak rears its mass, while
to the south lies the great Klamath
Lake, and far away Mount Shasta
loses its snow-capped crown in the

Carved by the

Creek Canyon,

The United States Geological Survey built and launched the first boat to ride the
blue waters of Crater Lake, where now motor launches skirt the shores to acquaint
the eager tourist with the exquisite colorings and carvings of the precipitous lava cliffs

skies. To the east stretches

a wide inland plain country,

and to the north, lying be-

tween wooded hills, may
be seen Diamond Lake,

shadowed by Mount Thiel-

sen the "Matterhorn" of

the Cascades, with its lavas

of bright red, yellow and
brown. In the remote dis-

tance towers Mount Hood.
The wonders of sunrise

and sunset from the rim of

Crater Lake are indescrib-

able. Under the declining

rays of the sun the cliffs

change marvelously. The
delicate blues and mauves
of the late afternoon deep-

en into light purples and

then into indigo. Atmos-
pheric glints of rose and

yellow vary the lava spec-

tacle, while the gorgeous

coloring of the sunset

clouds are reflected below

the lava rim on the surface

of the lake.

Before sunrise the spec-

tacle is in very marked
contrast to that of any

other hour of the day.

Then the surface of the

lake assumes a brilliant

shining steel gray. Myster-

iously it loses the appear-

ance of water and becomes

metallic, and we feel ab-

solutely sure that a rock

thrown from the cliff would

bound from the surface

and roll away as if on ice.

Southern Oregon is the

land where nature has with

a lavish hand spread be-

fore her worshippers
countless marvels, of which
the beautiful blue gem in

its strange setting, Crater

Lake, is the greatest, both

on near acquaintance, and
from a distance. To com-

plete the views of the lake one must not only see the beauties of the

caldera from the inside, but must "hike" the thirty miles around the

rim. The incomparable vista
changes perceptibly with every

mile, and well repays the time and

effort spent on the trip. The Gov-
ernment is constructing a highway
about the lake, known as the Rim
Road, which is partly completed,

a skyline trip which will without

doubt be the most remarkable au-

tomobile road in the country.

Then, too, the views of the won-
derful blue gem in its variegated

setting, from the neighboring

mountains, well repay him who
makes the horseback trip to the

nearby peaks, Union and Scott,

catching glimpses of the dead old

volcano cradling the living lake.

The Yellowstone has its marvels

of nature, Glacier Park has its

glories, but Crater Lake is in-

comparable : there is but one

Crater Lake.

winds and rains of centuries the Pinnacles, ten miles distant from the Lake in Sand
stand like hundreds of giant sentinels, many of them fantastic in form and two hun-

dred feet in height
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RUSSIA IN RE V O L U T I O N
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(C) International Film Service

THE BALCONY OF CZARSKOE SELO AS A REVOLUTIONARY ROSTRUM

A revolutionary soldier addressing the mob from a balcony of the Imperial Palace during the burial of the fallen insurrectionists in the palace grounds. In this picture of

a common private in the army addressing the revolutionaries from the balcony of the Czar's residence, we have a symbol of the forces which formed the background of the

revolution

(C) Underwood & Underwood
NEW REPRESENTATIVES OF RUSSIA

The Council of Workmen's and Soldiers' Deputies in session in the National Duma House. Heretofore deprived of political rights the Russian army of fifteen million

men is here represented in the legislative body of common soldiers. The Council consisted of one deputy from each regiment and the Workmen's Council one from every

thousand work people. One of their first acts was to abolish all officers' titles. Mr. General, Mr. Colonel, etc., only were to be used and a regulat.on was passed that

soldiers were not to be spoken to "roughly or uncivilly
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(O) International Film Service

EVEN THE CHILDREN REJOICE
Young Russia entered heartily into the spirit of the new order. Here is a happy
group in a street demonstration carrying a banner reading "Long Live Education

for the People"

(C) International Film Service

REMOVING ALL SIGNS OF ROYALTY
When free Russia became a fact the Royal coat of arms and other emblems of the

old regime were torn down from palaces, shops and other buildings and destroyed

(C) International Film Service

RING OUT THE OLD!
At the gates of the Imperial Palace at Czarskoe Selo where members of the Royal
family were under guard. The red flag of revolution smothers the eagles of autoc-
racy. On the Saturday following the overthrow of the old regime the blood red
flag of the revolution waved over the palace and all emblems of Royalty on the splen-

did wrought iron railings were covered with red bunting

iC) International Film Service

AN ECHO OF THE PAST
Aged Grenadiers guarding statues and public property in Petrograd. Graybeards
all, they perform this duty day and night regardless of the temperature which drops
far below zero for days at a time. The battalion was formed in 1827 in commemora-
tion of the Napoleonic war and the uniform worn is that of French army of Napole-
on s time. These men, all between seventy and eighty, are very bitter against the

Bulgars whom they helped to free from the Turkish yoke
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(C) luteruational Film Service

COLLECTING THE EAGLES OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA
So eager was the mob to remove all traces of the old regime that coats of arms, regardless of the nationality which they represented, particularly those with eagles on

them, were enthusiastically torn down and destroyed. In one instance the crowd seized an American eagle which shared the fate of its Russian brothers. There was
little vandalism in this procedure, the people taking the greater care to avoid unnecessary damage

(C) Underwood & Underwood
BURNING UP THE ROYAL ARMS

Huge bonfires were made of the insignia of Czardom gathered by the crowd from every quarter. Emblems made of metal were dumped into the canal through holes

cut in the ice. Nothing visible was to remain as a reminder of Romanoff misrule. The archives of the secret police were broken into, police stations and courts were
raided and all papers and documents relating to the old regime were dumped into the streets and burned. Thus in a single day were destroyed all records containing

information about every citizen in the realm
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(C) Internntion:il Film Servic

A TYPICAL STREET
GATHERING

Speakers addressing a crowd
from the balcony of a hotel in

St. Isaacs' Square, Petrograd.

From time to time during the

early part of the revolution

members of the Workmen's Dele-

gates and the Revolutionary Coun-

cil drove about the streets and gave

the people news of the progress

of events at the headquarters of

the organization. This informa-

tion was received with tumultu-

ous cheering, particularly when
arrests were announced of Cabi-

net Ministers of the old regime.

The magnificent cathedral of St.

Isaacs is in the background

Stores of food seized by the rev-

olutionists. Following the estab-

lishment of the new government

food that had been deliberately

held back and hidden away by

the government for political rea-

sons, dropped fifty per cent in

price. The utter failure of the

army transportation and food sup-

ply was one of the basic causes

for discontent. In many instances

quantities of food were shipped

to divisions already well sup-

plied, while others suffered pri-

vation
(C) International Film Service
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(C) Underwood & Underwood SWEARING ALLEGIANCE IN FRANCE
Russian troops fighting in France swear fealty to the new Russia. General Lohvitsky, commander of the Russian contingent in the Champagne section, and his staff taking

the oath of allegiance to the new regime in Russia. A priest of the Greek Orthodox Church is administering the oath. These units of Russian soldiers were sent to France

several months ago as an expression of the solidarity existing among the Entente Allies

(G) Underwood & Underwood WHEN THE FIGHTING CEASED
Field artillery and barricades commanding the Litaini Prospect and bridgehead. The fighting was done chiefly with the police of which a large number had been concen-

trated in Petrograd, many of whom were in soldiers' uniforms. The soldiers, sympathetic with the revolutionists and won over by them, made possible the overthrow of

the autocracy. It is a curious fact that the revolution as far as fighting and violence were concerned was practically confined to Petrograd. Even during the height of

the trouble and disorder, trains were kept running, telephones were working and telegrams transmitted without great delay
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(C) International Film Service

Favorite places for addressing the populace were from the bases of statues and

monuments. Here are several speakers on one of the triumphal arches. During the

first days of the revolution everyone in the streets wore a red ribbon and from all

buildings red flags were flown. It was highly dangerous for anybody to appear on

the street without evidence of one's sympathy. In some instances citizens who failed

to pin a bit of red to their coats were shot on sight

The mingling of soldiers and civilians in common rejoicing. The crowds thronged

the streets waiting for news from the new government as to the progress of events.

Hastily printed news sheets were issued by the Councils of the Duma and Revolu-

tionary Party and were distributed free by fast motor cars. All references to the

Czar in the papers were as "Citizen Nikolai Romanoff" or more simply as "Citizen

Nikolai"

(C) International Film Service HONORING THE REVOLUTIONARY DEAD
To the inspiring music of the Marseillaise thousands of Russian workmen and soldiers marched past the huge grave in the beautiful palace grounds at Czarskoe Selo where

the fallen of the revolution were buried. In the distance is the Imperial Palace over which is flying the red flag of the revolution
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(C) Underwood & Underwood

The breaking up of

a crowd in the

Nevsky Prospect.

During the week of

the revolution
crowds were con-

tinuously in the

streets, yet the ther-

mometer never rose

above thirteen de-

grees below zero.

On Saturday morn-

ing, March 17th,

the last day of the

revolutionary week
a fierce blizzard

raged in Petrograd

accompanied by ex-

treme cold. This

did more to restore

order than the

work of the citizen

militia

A demonstration by

soldiers in Theater

Square. The ban-

neri bear such in-

scription! as "Long
Live the United

Russian Republic,"

"Long Live Broth-

erhood and Equal-

ity," "Down with

the Monarchy and

Long Live Democ-
racy"

(C) International Film Service
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The Soldiers' Deputies assem-

bled in the Duma listening to a

speech from one of their com-

rades. In the background may
be seen the frame from which

the great painting of the Czar

was torn. A placard covers the

Imperial Eagles on the front of

the desk. The plans promul-

gated by the new government

provided for full amnesty to all

political and religious prisoners,

free speech and press, and abol-

ition of all restrictions on so-

cieties, creeds and nationalities

and change of police to popular

militia.

Soldiers and civilians, including

prominent officials in the new

Russian government, acting as

pall bearers at the funeral of

those who died to make men free

(C) International Film Service
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(C) International Film Service

BREAKING THE SHAC-
KLES OF ENSLAVED

RUSSIA

One of the first acts of the revo-

lutionary mob was to storm the

prisons of the city and release

all inmates, criminal, religious and

political. Then the prisons were

burned. Thousands fell during

the week of the revolution. Mort-

uaries and other buildings set

aside for the dead were filled

with bodies which, owing to the

extreme cold, were frozen and
stacked like piles of wood. Here
is a group of spectators of the

funeral of the revolutionary dead.

Symbolic of the old regime are

exhibited these old chains, broken

now, carried in the funeral pro-

cessions

FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM

Revolutionists in the shelter of a

church porch firing at the police

across the Moika Canal. Thou-
sands of police, many dressed as

soldiers, concentrated in Petro-

grad in anticipation of trouble,

were the chief supporters of the

reactionaries. Armed with rifles

and machine guns and plentifully

supplied with ammunition they

were secretly stationed on the

roofs of the buildings and in the

church belfries from which they

could pour a murderous fire on

the people below. They were

hunted down like rats by the

revolutionists and given no quarter
(C) International Film Servic



THROUGH AMERICA'S SCHWARZWALD
THE BLACK MOUNTAINS OF NORTH CAROLINA—IN THIS THE 'LAND

OF THE SKY" TOWERS MT. MITCHELL THE HIGHEST PEAK EAST OF

THE ROCKIES—THE APPALACHIAN NATIONAL FORESTS BELONG TO
THE TOURIST AND CAMPER BY GOVERNMENT PERMISSION

A. F. H A R L ow

Photographs by Herbert W. Pelton and Win. A. Barnhill

IT was a week of mellow October

days when I first saw the Black

Mountains of North Carolina. My
comrade and I, with pack on back,

left the railroad at the little town of

Black Mountain, and struck out

northward, up a shady road through

Montreat, a summer assembly colony

scattered for a mile or more along

a narrow, wooded, mountain ravine,

down which a little stream goes rac-

ing and shouting through thickets of

laurel and rhododendron.

Beyond Montreat the cool road
dwindled to a trail. We reached the

head of the ravine, climbed a steep

slope and came out upon a shoulder

of Greybeard, a peak of the Blue
Ridge. Here we saw our first panor-
ama of wildly-tossed blue mountains,
and caught our first glimpse of the

"Schwarzwald," bulking large to

northward. In the middle-ground,
the Pinnacle, a single, detached,

sharply-pointed cone, flung itself up
against the sky. We climbed the

Pinnacle by a well-worn but fright-

fully steep trail which crosses the

summit from south to north. The
cone thrusts its apex up into the

zone of the "balsams"—the handsome,
dark balsam fir trees which clothe the

upper slopes of the southern moun-
tains with a semi-Arctic forest. The
view from this needle-point of a sum-
mit only a few yards across, is worth
all the exertion required to obtain it.

Here we are in the midst of a heav-
ing sea of dark blue peaks, those to

east and south being generally lower
than our own level ; but west of
us the Craggy Mountains rear three

great domes to 6,000 feet above the

sea. The overshadowing feature of

the landscape, however, is the mighty
bulk of the Black Mountains, our
American Schwarzwald, which now
lies right over against us on the north, only the deep, narrow gap
of Toe River separating us from the nearest point, Potato Knob.

Grim, dark, mysterious and, until the lumbermen came, uninhab-

ited, these are the loftiest mountains in the Appalachian system,

and among the most fascinating. They are not in reality a moun-
tain chain, but one great mountain, fifteen miles long from north

to south, which rises here and there into sharp peaks or massive

domes, separated only by shallow gaps. Thirteen of these summits

stand more than 6,000 feet above the sea. The crest of the range

runs south from Mount Celo and Bowlen's Pyramid, past Mount
Mitchell to Potato Knob, then turns westward two or three miles

to the finely-rounded cone of Blackstock Knob. The whole system

stands on a base only five miles wide, its long, dark slopes pitching

steeply into the deep purple shadows of narrow valleys which are

3,000 feet and more below the summits.

The Craggy Range to the west of Mount Mitchell is separated

from the Black Mountains by a narrow verdant valley and

forms the northern limit of the Asheville watershed, the city of

Asheville being seventeen miles distant from the start of the

trail up Mt. Mitchell

From the crests down to 5,000 feet

elevation and a little below, the sides

were thickly clad with the sombre
balsams which gave the mountains
their name. For several years past,

three big lumber companies have been
gnawing away at the forests, two
working on the balsam fir or spruce
timber, and one among the hardwoods
on the lower slopes. Millions of feet-

have been taken out, and there are
still years of lumbering to be done.

''Soon thar won't be no Black Moun-
tains," said a mountaineer to me in

his melancholy drawl, as he looked
up gloomily at a logging train crawl-

ing along the great flank of Mount
Celo. The State of North Carolina

and the National Government have
made belated attempts to preserve

the beauty of this region by establish-

ing parks and national forests of

rather limited area. It is a pity the

work was not begun years ago before

such irreparable damage was done.

Presently, as we walked along the

track of a narrow-gauge lumber rail-

road which approaches the Black

Mountains from the south, sweeping
out around the noses of the spurs in

long, scalloping curves, we came
along the shoulder of Potato Knob
into a bleak and desolate area of

burned timber.

Mount Mitchell, king of the Appal-
achians, as seen from the south,

whence we approached it, is not re-

markably impressive in form. With
its long, gradual slopes to east and
west it appears, even as Hamlet's
cloud, to be backed like a whale ; or

is it a dromedary? There is a notch

in the summit, forming a sort of

double hump by which you may
identify Mitchell, either from north

or south, as far as you can see it.

From other directions, it appears a

sharper peak and much more striking.

Late in the afternoon we passed a lumber camp and commissary
huddled under the eastern shoulder of the dome, and began our

final climb up the steeps—a mile in distance and a thousand feet

in ascent—to the summit.

Presently the ascent grew less steep, and then we came out

of the thicket into an open space. On our right was an abyss

filled with cloud, with a few near-by balsam spires peering up

out of it ; on our left the granite ledges which are the summit
of Mitchell ; in front of us a long, rough, double log building,

set for shelter under the western hump's topmost ledge.

From the stove-pipe flue a thin wisp of hospitable smoke was
rushing, while from a lean-to at the rear came a clatter of

tinware and an odor of supper in the making. This was the

"Lodge," which, with one man as manager, cook and chamber-
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From the summit of Mt. Mitchell at sunrise the cloud-mists enveloping the magnificent giants of the Appalachian Range give the impression of snow capping

the peaks. More than twenty peaks of the Range tower over 6,290 feet, Mt. Mitchell outdistancing the highest, "Hairy Bear" of the Black Mountains, by

some thirty feet. Grandfather Mountain to the northeast of Mt. Mitchell is shown here to the left in the distance

maid, offered entertainment to all travellers who passed that way.

This lodge was abandoned a year later, and a small hotel

erected in the first gap south of Mitchell.

The bare, wind-swept granite platform back of the old lodge

is the highest point east of the Rockies, 6,711 feet above sea-

level. On the day following our arrival we gazed upon one

of the most glorious panoramas in the Appalachians. All the

giants of the southern mountains were within view. Full sixty

to seventy miles westward, Mount Guyot and Clingman's Dome
towered above the dim, blue Smokies. In the northwest and much

closer, Big Bald stood sentinel on the state line. In the north,

far beyond the peaks of the Schwarzwald, Roan Mountain

crouched bear-like upon the horizon; while the graceful double

peak of Grandfather was the feature of the northeastern sector.

It was a view that held us speechless with wonder and delight.

On the summit at that time stood a plain, square monument,

eight or nine feet in height, made of some whitish, rust-resisting

metal, and bearing upon its base a tablet which read:

Here lies, in the hope of a glorious resurrection

the body of the

REV. ELISHA MITCHELL, D. D.

for thirty-nine years a professor

in the

University of North Carolina,

who lost his life

in the scientific exploration of this mountain

in the sixty-fourth year of his age,

June 27th, 1857.

Erected 1888.

Many will remember the tragic story of the beloved old scientist

;

how he was descending the western slope one evening towards
the home of his friend, "Big Tom" Wilson, the bear hunter, in the

Cane River Valley, and being overtaken by darkness, lost his way
and fell over a low cliff into a pool at the foot of a waterfall. For
eleven days his mountain friends, under the direction of Big Tom,
searched every gulch and thicket, until at last the body was dis-

covered, fairly well preserved by the icy water of the pool. For
his final resting-place, the sorrowing country-folk chose the sum-
mit of the peak that he loved, hitherto called the Black Dome, but

henceforth and forever to be known as Mount Mitchell.

Big Tom died only a few years ago in his old log house near

the head of Cane Valley, great in age, prowess and honor. The
little settlement which grew up around him is now called Murchi-
son, and has a branch railroad, and is much modernized. There
is a tiny frame church there, where you may see a memorial win-

dow with panes of colored glass, and the name inscribed thereon

in plain black letters, "Big Tom Wilson."

The inartistic monument to the good old doctor's memory had,

when we saw it, been badly disfigured by the most shocking van-

dalism. Certain two-legged animals with guns had also used the

monument as a target, and it must have had as many as twenty
bullet-holes in it. After our first visit, souvenir fiends actually

carried away piecemeal the remainder of the monument save the

base, containing the inscription, which an honest lumberman has

hidden in the forest to await the building of the enduring granite

memorial which, it is said, is some day to be erected on the spot.

A rough little observatory now stands within a few feet of the

pile of stones which marks the grave.

We spent many pleasant hours on the old trail that leads along

the crest of the range, south to Potato Knob and west to Black-

stock Knob. Worn by countless feet through half a century of
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Looking north from ihe summit of Mt. Mitchell. Black Brothers, Cat Tail, Balsam Cone and Mount Celo are visible to the right, while the Craggy Mountains

veer off to the northwest toward the Kentucky line. The charm of the Southern mountains lies less in their majesty than in the beauty of their luxuriant verdure,

a "bald" or partially bald mountain being a rarity

usage, it is now a trench sunk from one to two feet deep in the

rich vegetable mold. On the slopes of Mitchell it leads through a

cool, shadowy forest nave, pillared with great balsam trunks,

hushed with the solemnity and mystery that belong to incompre-

hensible age ; for these are the oldest mountains on the continent.

I shall never forget the magnificence of the autumnal display

on the lower slopes. In the southern lowlands, winter steals on so

gently that the leaves do not usually color vividly, as they do

farther north, but slowly turn to dull yellows and browns. Sharp
frosts come early in the mountains, however, and the trees flame

with brilliant colorings. The hardwoods on the lower slopes were
a perfect carnival of reds, yellows and greens, into which the

somber, greenish-black balsam forest above flung long, funereal

fingers. Viewed from the heights, the slopes below appear to

ripple softly and smoothly to left and right. You would not

suspect that these gentle undulations in reality conceal deep,

canon-like ravines, horrent with jagged cliffs and ledges, swathed
in almost impenetrable brakes of laurel and rhododendron under
whose deep shadows foaming torrents hurl themselves downward
toward the valleys.

Here and there, in open spaces, we waded through patches of

the shining galax leaves, so prized by florists for Christmas greens

and the making of set pieces. And a wonderful growth in this

ethereal realm is the moss ! Up here, where rains fall often and
clouds cling about the summits, you frequently find mosses from
eight to twelve inches in thickness on rocks and fallen trees. The
fallen trees decay very rapidly, and ferns are nourished to enor-

mous size. The great quantity of moisture which saturates the

ground and is sucked in by the moss bursts forth lower down in

the form of innumerable delicious, icy springs.

Now and then we see scurrying along under the thickets or

popping up into the trees above us the handsome ruffed grouse,

called by the mountaineers "pheasant," which dwells upon the

very tiptops of the highest mountains. In Rainbow Gap a flock of

possibly twenty sprang up from the ferns in front of us with

a startling roar of wings ; and though they flew into the trees

right over our heads, we could not, peer and crane as we would,

discern a single one of them.

Within a half hour or so from the Lodge northwards we passed

over the two stern, lonely Black Brothers. Then a drop of six

hundred feet and a climb of six hundred, and we were on the

summit of Balsam Cone. You are often impressed, not only with

the descriptive quality of these mountain names, but with a cer-

tain unlooked-for poetic feeling which reveals a new facet of the

mountaineer's character. Note the ones just mentioned, then re-

call Craggy Dome, Greybeard, Lone Bald, Thunderhead, Hawk-
bill, the Little Snowbird, and Wine Spring Bald. All strike music-

ally upon the ear. I asked a mountaineer if a certain bold promon-

tory on the western slope of the Black Mountains near Celo had

any name, and I remember well the slow lift of his dark eyes

toward it, and his soft drawl, "Yas, hit's the Winter Star." I

always think of that name just as he spoke it.

From Balsam Cone we dipped through another shallow gap and

then mounted Cat Tail Peak. During all that forenoon the Toe
Valley and the east side of the range were shrouded in a thick

mass of cloud, while the west slope and all the landscape beyond

lay bathed in shimmering sunlight. It was a queer experience.

To our right we could seldom see more than forty feet into the

mist ; to our left we could see forty miles. We worried lest the

cloud should completely envelop the mountain, when it would have

been necessary to camp and await clearing weather ; for one is

courting danger in attempting to travel even a mile over moun-
tain trails in the night or in a fog. But the still, white

(Continued on page 44)
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(C) Underwood & Underwood
BULGARIAN PEASANTS IN A NATIVE DANCE

Dancing is the principal amusement of the Bulgarian peasants on Sundays and holidays. Every village has its dancing green and here the young folks gather in gala dress

to the sound of the native gaida, which resembles a bagpipe

BUSY BULGARIAN BELLES
THERE NOBODY EVER GIVES A BRIDE A WEDDING GIFT—INSTEAD LITTLE SLAVKA BEGINS IN CHILDHOOD
TO MAKE HER OWN TROUSSEAU, AND ALSO PRESENTS FOR HER FAMILY AND FRIENDS—BUT MARRIAGES

OCCUR JUST THE SAME

IC) Keystone View Co.

The women folk sit in front of their doors

kneading and rolling bread on circular baking

boards

Dorothy Constantine

THE pipes inflate with air and answer to the

master's breath in the long wail which
precedes music. The reedy flutes treble into

sweet minor and the sheepskin,

stretched over the earthenware drum.

adds an accompanying bass to the

wedding dance.

Out upon the green they troop,

each Bulgarian lad with befurbelowed

lass clinging to a hand. The merry
ring forms and the soft turf responds

to the spring of quick feet.

There is an unconscious

poising of bodies, an upward
lift on the extended foot,

and, with the first note of the horo, feet cross

forward and back, then swing to the left.

Lips smile up to heaven and eyes flash forth

bright messages.

There in the ring are the newly-wedded,

the groom looking happy in possession and

the bride flushing in her triumphant finale

of childhood toil. She is content.

The Bulgarian women
are expert in fancy

weaving and embroid-

ery, which are done
on primitive hand

looms

There is that well-known feeling that

creeps dreadly over one's consciousness
(C) Keystone View Co.
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(C) Underwood & Underwood
A STREET IN BULGARIA'S CAPITAL

Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria, has a population of some 100,000. It is a city of contrasts between the old and the new. The plodding ox-cart of the peasant rambles beside

the modern motor-car, while electric lights, telephones and, of course, "movies" are quite common

when the mailman presents a large, white envelope of finest eggshell,

which is plainly the style called wedding stationery. The recipient opens

the envelope with a hair pin to view with sinking heart a second one.

which instantly confirms her worst suspicions.

"I knew it !" she groans. "I wonder who it is this time ! George,"

(C) International Film Service

A BULGARIAN FAMILY MOVING HOUSE
The typical Bulgarian peasant is bred to the soil as no other peasant of Europe. He is reserved and unresponsive to a

ny ancient superstitions linger among the people, such as a belief in vampires
degree and very suspicious of foreigners. Mi

and in the evil eye

she announces later to a mound of rattling newspaper in an armchair,

"Helen is getting married, and you know what that means. This is the

third invitation that we have received this month. Now I shall never,

get a new hat

!

"I love my friends," she bitterly comments, "but this is too much.

Now," settling herself opposite her

husband's inquiring eyes, "we must
look through the paper and see if

any jewelers are selling out."

In fifteen million and fifty-six

homes that self-same conversation

has been repeated in different keys

and modulations. This protest has

been reiterated in English, Dutch,

Russian and Swedish, in every
tongue, maybe even in Africa, where
beads are almost the only possible

gift.

But what if all those Italians,

Mexicans and Danes, not excluding

plain Yankees, were to know that

weddings mean presents for the in-

vited, as they do in that peasant

country of Bulgaria? What if all

the relatives, near and distant, were
to be recipients of gifts from the

bride herself? The following con-

versation would probably ensue after

the receiver had gloatingly perceived

that the stationery is that called wed-
ding and her hopes confirmed when
she has espied an inner envelope.

"Oh, George, look ! Dear Helen
has invited us to her wedding ! I'm

her twenty-second cousin, you know.
Isn't this lovely to get, but still

George, have you noticed that this is

the only invitation that we have re-

ceived this month?"
Her husband grunts from his daily

paper ; but she sits down undaunted
and faces him.

"Stop reading that horrible story,"
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BULGARIAN GIRLS IN THE NATIONAL COSTUME
The Bulgarian girl has a busy time of it, if she expects to marry well. By custom, she must provide all the guests with some suitable wedding gift.

course, when her friends marry

Her turn comes, of

she ejaculates. "Let's look

through the 'ads' and guess
what present they will give us.

Dear things
!"

Now the dear bride in Bul-

garia has a sorry time of it. No-
body gives her presents ; she does

all the bestowing and her family

shares in her tribulations. The
quip is ancient about the young
father, who. confident that his

first-born cannot fail to be a son
and heir, starts back in dismay
when he is told that it is a girl.

A Bulgarian father may be par-

doned if he does a thing more
violent; he probably feels like

kicking every individual chair

singly, if he is not a wealthy
man, because his is the job of

saving up for his infant's wed-
ding seventeen years hence.

At the age of five years little

Slavka is dedicated to her life

of preparation for marriage.

She is brought in from her mud
pies, her hands are washed, and
her mother impresses her child

mind with the seriousness of the

step.

All the neighbors gather

around as Slavka is perched

upon a stool in front of the big

loom and grown-up hands direct

her chubby ones in the inserting

of the first warp. Her hands are

but tiny, her arms do not reach

and her feet dangle far above the

ungainly treadles that work the

loom. So the old baba, a swarthy
reproduction of the grandmother
who darns holes where toes will

out, takes supervision of the

weaving and her withered hands

(C) Underwood & Underwood
A BULGAR AND HIS BRIDE

Marriage ceremonies are elaborate and protracted affairs in Bulgaria. Elopements are

frequent and for a very good reason, since the expense of a first-class wedding is no

small item

wield the shuttle nimbly while

the mother initiates Slavka into

the mysteries of knitting.

Marriage is a stern reality for

Slavka, as she struggles through

the mazes of yarn and knitting

needles. As she grows older and

starts to ask the "why" of things,

she hears that complete outfits of

underclothing and hose must be

made for every relative of her

own and her future bridegroom's

family. Taking in consideration

that Rooseveltian families r

dominate in the land of the JjjI-

gars, the poor girl realizes that

she must knit approximately

thirty pairs of stockings and
weave yards and yards of home-
spun. This is enough to turn the

milk of human kindness, Slavka

thinks, as she settles down to the

task of making her dowry, wish-

ing rebelliously that some of her

distant cousins would casually

die before her nuptials are an-

nounced. She fervently prays

that her husband may be an or-

phan and his aunts and uncles

few and far between.

On the question of hose many
complications arise. How many
are to be women's, how many of

masculine gender and what sizes

will the respective feet be? The
Fates chuckle malignly, con-

scious that they alone know. So
the sizes are of variegated

lengths and occasionally the

weary Slavka recklessly makes a

man's sock half the normal size,

arguing that the unknown re-

ceiver cannot but feel compli-

mented at the implication that his

appendages are truly fairylike.
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(C) Underwood & Underwood
BULGARIAN TROOPS ON THE MARCH

Bulgaria's pari in the present war has not been exactly a glorious one and were it not for Germany's aid the country would long ago have been exhausted.

seen, the equipment of the army is inferior and obsolete

As will be

When the dishes are washed and father settles down to his dirty,

cheap cigarette, Slavka does not whine in protest like most little girls,

"Oh, please, let me stay up a little longer!" No indeed. She scuttles

off to bed at great rate and silenty too, for fear that the mika

(mother) will put her to the knitting of those stockings. Bed is the

haven from her constant toil ; even there she sometimes struggles

through miles of yarn, and cowers from giant knitting kneedles pre-

pared to gobble her up.

Sooner or later Slavka attends the village school, where she delves

into the "r's" of grammar-grade lore, with the study of old Slavic,

Russian and French thrown in for good measure. But a dowry will

not let its accruement be stopped by mere school, so she must turn her

feet steadfastly home to add to the pile of garments which will tell the

world some day of her thrift and industry. Slavka no longer sighs for

care-free play; her elders have presented matronship as the pinnacle of

drear life, and already she dimly calculates upon the day when she will

have a home and a man. Who the latter will be is really of slight im-

portance, and if any visions of a hero on a flashing charger light her

dreams, no one knows for her mouth is tightly shut. However the de-

signing little lady measures up the fat boy who sits next to her, and
seeks to enchant him with a sly look or smile.

By the time fourteen years have passed, man is of keenest interest.

If there happens to be an older sister, Olga, Slavka's excitement is

great. Secret tears are wept, as sister's nose is cast on the bias and she

is considered quite homely. Is it sincere love that makes our Slavka

cry? Maybe; but she thinks dolefully of the custom that prevents the

younger sister from thinking of marriage until the elder has been dis-

posed of. All the family and relatives will have to work persistently

and hard to marry off the ill-favored Olga, for a girl without a suitor

is in a serious plight.

Slavka has a heavy heart. The neighborhood enlists itself to the

pursuit and capture of the husband for the ugly duckling; and evidently

the combined efforts succeed, for while there are many widows in Bul-
garia, spinsters number but few in woman's ranks. But Slavka may bear

the brunt of being a younger sister for many a year, while the search

goes on for a man who will think that Olga's dowry is a counterbalance

to her crooked face. Then does she have to play an irksome part; her

hair hangs down in braids, her skirts keep to a youthful height from the

ground and she is always sweet sixteen no matter what year it may be.

Birthdays are a forbidden luxury until Olga wears a wedding ring.

But Olga once disposed of, Slavka may don her finery and sprout

into blushing womanhood. Her neck is covered with necklaces of thin,

gold coin, which are pierced and lapped in sequin fashion. If father's

hoard in the chest is swelling, a cape effect of coins, which resembles

the medieval armor of scales, hangs from the back of her head. When
she moves, it tinkles pleasantly in the ears of the young men inclined

toward matrimony. Days of fete are marked by finery that customarily

lies carefully packed away. Brilliantly hued waistcoats, with splashes

of vivid blues and reds which melt into each other, are a fitting con-

trast to the full white blouses whose design is woven into the cloth.

Two aprons, fore and aft, bespeak the height of elegance and style,

though these same costumes differ but little from those ancestral Bul-

garian maids wore many decades ago. Slavka does not trouble about

a waist line ; her form is a marvel of straight up and down lines on a

rotund scale. Her eyes catch an admiring look and she preens in secret

delight.

For truly the good father has received many visits from other heads

of families in the town, and the mother has scanned the eligibles sharply

when the priest thought her engrossed in prayer. Slavka can make a

good match, they say with a satisfied air. Their confidence is confirmed

when an emissary comes from a neighboring village to look over the

fair one. He observes her critically and adjourns to the coffee house
with father.

Slavka has no time to hug her mother and whirl around the room in

joy. Instead, she probably asks that dame the estimate number of

relatives that the young man would bring to a wedding. Her handiwork
is brought out, the sets of clothing counted, then Slavka awaits her

father and his tidings. (Continued on page 45)
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The khaki card case, holding two packs, for soldiers or sportsmen, is

bound in tan leather, made to stand wear and tear. The compact Red
Cross first aid gift below it, is also of khaki, bound in black leather.

Sold by James McCreery & Co. for $2.95 and $2.75, respectively.

TRAPPINGS
FOR TH E

T RAVELER
The accessories illustrated and described

on this page may be purchased either di-

rect from the shops mentioned or through

this department. To travel comfortably is

to travel efficiently. It is our aim to help,

and we shall be glad to advise regarding

both wearing apparel and accessories for

your next trip, without charge.

The Efficient Traveler,
31 East 17th St., New York-

The sportsman's pneumatic cush-

ion, made of rubber-coaled

cloth, may be inflated to use as

a yoke to save the shoulders,

as a swimming collar or life

preserver, and as a cushion or

head rest. Weighs one pound
deflated and fits in the pocket.

Sold by Pneumatic Manufac-
turing Co. for $3. Pneumatic
mattresses for camp or auto use

are most practical

Solidified alcohol is used with the handiheat cooker for traveling, camping, yachting and motor-

ing as well as in the bedroom. The handle folds close, and the stand goes inside the kettle.

Sells for 25 cents—alcohol 10 cents extra. The standard army canteen is heavy tin covered

with absorbent felt and canvas. May also be used as hot water bag. One-half gallon size,

$2.63. Both sold by N. Y. Sporting Goods Co.

The Peteler tire foot pump, price $5, enables the motorist—or his child

—to inflate the tire with an easy leg motion instead of a back-breaking
arm motion. No bending of back is required. Finished in black

enamel with nickel trim, folding into compact form for carrying in the

tool case.

This protected marble axe with wood handle costs $1.50, very useful for camper
and tourist. The galvanized wire hooks to attach to tent pole cost 30 cents and fasten

taut with screw nut. The "neverip" awl, price $1, will sew a tent, shoe, auto top,

saddle or pack bag, making a strong back-stitch. All sold by New York Sporting

Goods Company.

Two types of bathing suit bag, one of shiny, waterproof vachette leather, rubber
lined; $3.95 at McCreery 's. The other of black canvas, rubber lined, sold by

Baker, Murray & Imbrie for 55 cents.
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The Club Continues its

Growth
A new record for the Club membership was

hung up in July. During that month more

than a thousand people entered and the to-

tal membership climbed to 7,000, the greatest

number the Club has yet recorded. The hope

expressed in this department in the August

number for 7,500 by the end of summer seems

within realization. The new goal set is

10,000 members by December 31st.

New Maps and Guides

Available

Since last month the following travel lit-

erature has been added by the Information

Bureau and will be sent to members upon

request

:

Road Maps and Itineraries

The Associated Tours Guide, containing

maps and itineraries of thirteen tours in the

eastern part of the United States.

Motor trips one hundred and fifty

miles around Philadelphia.

Great Plateau Highway (Glacier Park

to El Paso via Denver).

Pioneer Way (Washington, D. C, to

Olympia, Wash., via Pittsburgh,

Dayton, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Boise).

Southern National Highway (Wash-
ington to San Diego via Nashville,

Memphis, Dallas, El Paso and Gulf

Atlantic Division via Atlanta and
New Orleans).

Pikes Peak Ocean-to-Ocean Highway
—Midland Trail—(New York to San
Francisco, via Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Columbus, Indianapolis, St.

Joseph, Colorado Springs, Salt Lake
City and Sacramento).

Jefferson Davis Memorial Highway
(Miami to Los Angeles via Tampa,
New Orleans, Houston, Brownsville,

El Paso, Phoenix and San Diego).
Great Lakes - Atlantic Highway

(Cleveland to Miami, via Zanesville,

Roanoke, Charlotte, Savannah and
Jacksonville).

Midland Trail (Washington
to San Francisco via Louisville, St.

Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Salt

Lake City, Sacramento and Oak-
land).

National Old Trails Road (Washing-
ton to Los Angeles via Pittsburgh,

Dayton, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Pueblo, Santa Fe, Petrified Forest and San
Bernardino).

National Parks Transcontinental Highway
(Boston to Tacoma via Albany, Buffalo,

Toledo, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

Butte, Spokane and Seattle).

The Atlantic Highway (Miami to Calais,

Maine via Savannah, Richmond, Washing-
ton, Philadelphia, New York City, Boston
and Bangor).

The Rocky Mountain Highway (Glacier Park
to El Paso via Ogden, Salt Lake City, Mesa
Verde National Park).

The Great Plains Road (Portal, N. D., to

Brownsville, Texas, via Bismarck and San
Antonio).

The International Pavedway (from the Rio
Grande to the Great Lakes via Laredo,
Texas, Dallas, St. Louis, Kalamazoo and
Detroit).

Mississippi Highway (Duluth to New Orleans
via Davenport, St. Louis, Memphis and
Jackson, Miss.).

Pacific Highway (Blaine, Wash., to San Di-

ego via Seattle, Portland, San Francisco
and Los Angeles).

The Sunshine Highway (Boundary, Mont., to

-mm

(C) Underwood & Underwood

Captain Bartlett .s now on h,s way to the frozen North in command of
the sealer Neptune. He is heading the third relief expedition that has
been sent out to rescue the members of the Crocker Land Expedition now

marooned at Etah, Greenland

Nogales Ariz., via Spokane, Boise and
Phoenix).

Canada-Kansas City-Gulf Road (Duluth to
Cameron, Texas, via Minneapolis, Des
Moines, Joplin and Shreveport).

Meridian Road (Pembina, N. D., to Laredo,
Texas, via Grand Forks, Wichita, Fort
Worth, Austin and San Antonio).

Lincoln Highway .(New York City to San
Francisco via Philadelphia, Chicago,
Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City and Sacra-
mento).

General Booklets and Guides

Scenic and Historic Trips from Boston, His-
toric Places of New England, James and
White River Float Trips (in the Ozarks).

Add These to your Hotel
Bulletin

The following hotels giving discounts to
members have been added since the 1917-18
Bulletin was printed July 1st. Copy them
into your Bulletin for permanent record.

Florida

West Palm Beach. Keystone A. P.
$2.50. 10%.

Hawaiian Islands

Honolulu. Blaisdell E. P. $1. 10%..
Louisiana

New Orlenas. De Soto E. P. $1. 10%..
Washington
Spokane. Coeur D'Alene E. P. $1.

10%.

Canada—
Alberta

Banff. Mount Royal A. P. $3. 10%..

Captain Bartlett to the
Rescue

Captain Robert A. Bartlett, member-
of the Advisory Board of the T. C. A.,.

is now once more threading his way
through the treacherous ice of Arctic
seas. He is bent on a mission of res-
cue, to bring back the members of the
Crocker Land Expedition now ma-
rooned at Etah, Peary's former winter
quarters in North Greenland, a region
well known to Bartlett, formerly the
Captain of the Roosevelt, Peary's
staunch little Arctic ship. Bartlett is

considered by experts as the greatest
and most experienced of Arctic navi-
gators.

It was, therefore, fortunate that the.
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American Museum of Natural His-
tory was able to secure the services

of Bartlett last July to head a relief

expedition to Etah, Greenland. He
started northward early in July on
the sealer Neptune, which was char-

tered at St. Johns, Newfoundland.
The fortunes and misfortunes of

the Crocker Land Expedition have
been told and retold in the newspapers
and need not be recalled here. This
is the third relief expedition that has
been sent after the marooned ex-

plorers. Several of them have re-

turned by long and hazardous over-
land journeys over the ice and then
by steamer from Southern Greenland
to Denmark.

It is believed that Captain Bart-

lett's quest will be successful and that

he will be back with the stranded ex-

plorers early in October. There are

now at Etah awaiting rescue Dr. Don-
ald B. MacMillan, the leader of the

Crocker Land Expedition, Captain

George B. Comer, member of one of

the unsuccessful relief expeditions,

and Jonathan Small It can be imag-

ined that despite the very low tem-

perature of the surroundings that

Captain Bartlett will be accorded a

warm welcome by the little party ex-

ercising watchful waiting at Etah.
l'lioto American Fre Association

Captain Bartlett (on the left). Sir Ernest Shackleton and Dr. Hamilton Rice

on board the Alberta, Dr. Rice's yacht

Have You a Relative at the

Front?

Special arrangements have been made by

the Western Union Telegraph Co. under

which cablegrams of a social character may
be sent to soldiers, sailors and nurses of the

American Expeditionary forces in England

and France, such cablegrams to be charged on

a word basis without a minimum. These mes-

sages will bear the indication "EFM," and in

the case where they are addressed to soldiers

and nurses of the American Expeditionary

Forces, must be addressed "AMEXFORCE,
LONDON." When addressed to sailors the

message must bear the indication "EFM" and

be addressed "USNAVFORCE," London. In

addition they must contain the addressee's

name, and in the case of soldiers and nurses

the name of the regiment or number of the

unit with which the addressee is serving. In

cases of sailors the full name of the addressee

alone must be given, the name of the vessel

or of the naval unit must not be used. The
names of the addressees in both cases must
appear as the first text words in the message.

The rate for this service will be 5c. per word
from New York City, including the indication

"EFM," name, address and signature. All

messages are accepted at sender's risk and
will be transmitted at the earliest opportunity

after filing. Similar arrangements have been

made for the acceptance of messages from
the American Expeditionary Forces in Eng-
land and France to their friends and relatives

in the United States.

It is also understood that these communi-
cations are subject to censorship and delay,

and will be handled by mail between London
-and France.

National Forests for the People
To the camper, fisherman, motorist and

seeker after health, rest and recreation, the

National Forests offer a vacation land unsur-

passed. They occupy, principally, the more
rugged and heavily timbered regions of the

White Mountains, Appalachians and Ozarks

of the East, and the Rocky Mountains, Sierra

Nevada and Coast Ranges of the West. There

are 152 National Forests in the United States,

of which number 144, with an area of over

748,000,000 acres, are to be found west of the

Mississippi River.

The National Forests are free, and visitors

are welcome to camp and motor where they

will. Firearms are permitted and there are

no restrictions on fishing and hunting, ex-

cept those imposed by the game laws of the

states in which the Forests are located. Rail-

roads and auto highways make the National

Forests readily accessible; even the more re-

mote and out-of-the-way parts of the moun-
tains being easily reached over good roads

Do you wear the Club Emblem? It can be had as a
button or as a pin in rolled gold and enamel. $1 postpaid

and trails built and maintained by the Forest
Service.

Further information regarding the scenic

and recreative features of the National For-

ests in the various states may be obtained on
application to the District Forester at the

nearest of the following headquarters : Wash-
ington, D. C. ; Denver, Colorado; Mis-

soula, Montana ; Ogden, Utah ; Albu-
querque, New Mexico; San Fran-
cisco, California; Portland, Oregon.

Buying for Members
As announced last month a compre-

hensive Shopping Service has been es-

tablished for the convenience of

Travel Club members who may be
away from the shopping centers. The
management of this Bureau is in

capable hands and any travel acces-

sory or any need for man, woman or

child, will be purchased with care and
a personal interest by experienced
shoppers. You cannot frighten the

Shopping Bureau by any request

!

The service is without charge to mem-
bers and in most cases discounts are

obtained for them.

Latest inquiries have included the

following: binoculars, radium wrist

watches, traveling clock, army mir-

ror, Red Cross case, compasses,
books, sport hats, hiking boots, rain-

proof coats, traveling coat, auto foot

pumps, telescope cot-beds, camp
cook-stoves, khaki hammocks, cigar

lighter, water bags, leather vest,

sportsman's kits, moving picture cam-
eras, traveling flask, thermos lunch-

eon kits, sweaters, week-end box,

portable electric light, etc.

Regulations

All articles must be paid for in advance, or
members may make a deposit to cover a

number of purchases.

All large orders will be sent by express col-

lect unless otherwise specified. Light mer-
chandise will be sent by registered parcels

post.

Remittances should be made to Travel Club
of America, preferably by postal or express

money order, including mail or express

charges, if goods are to be sent prepaid.

Any surplus in discounts or overpayment
will be refunded.

Contributions from Members
The Club, would like to make this depart-

ment an interchange of thought between mem-
bers. If you have any suggestions to make
send them in. If you have any unusual or

striking pictures mail them to the Secretary

with a brief description for reproduction in

this department next month.

If you are not a member of the Club, but
are interested in its objects and privileges

and would like further information relative to

membership mail this coupon to the Secretary.

Secretary, Travel Club of America,
Union Square North, .New York.

Please send me information about the Travel
Club of America and membership application

blank.

Name

Address
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THE RAMBLER ON A MISSISSIPPI CITY
THE Rambler has had a new experience, that of entering a city for

the first time and leaving it the same day, and in that short time

growing to have a decided affection for it.

Memphis, Tennessee, is situated on the Mississippi some hundreds of

miles from its mouth. It looks down from an eminence—comparatively-

speaking—over the broad, muddy Father of Waters to the distant Ar-

kansas shore, where, Memphians say, there is good hunting. Southern-

ers like to hunt as well as Englishmen.

The city is standardized to a certain degree, for it has its business

section of modern stores, a few skyscraping office buildings, and traffic

policemen who regulate the ebb and flow of vehicles with semaphores

similar to those in New York. But it has distinction none the less, for

one sees two-wheeled drays loaded with four or five bulging bales of cot-

ton—at 25 cents a pound in these prosperous days—and there is the

negro of the real South who works until he has money and then rests.

Besides these features, which, after all. are superficial. The Rambler

found a certain at-

mosphere of hospi-"

tality and background.

Now hospitality in

a city generally
means that the trav-

eler has a friend

there or goes armed

with letters of intro-

duction. In such a

case there are few

cities that would be

called inhospitable.

The Rambler knew no

one in Memphis, nor

did he carry letters,

but he found courte-

ous and willing an-

swers to all of his

inquiries—he is an

inveterate questioner

—and even a traffic

policeman found time

to advise him as to

the most interesting

trolley ride for a

stranger to take.
There is at times a

satisfaction in being alone in a totally strange city, for then if you

stumble on a relic or an historic site, the joy of discovery is greater

than if it is pointed out.

The Rambler found himself on a busy corner near the center of

Memphis, and was struck by a gray stone mansion that business had

not crowded from its place. It seemed to have been built somewhere
back in the '70's of the past century, but it retained in spite of its

embellishments of terra cotta a dignity that the ill-placed ornaments

could not hide. Standing aloof from the commerce eddying around it,

the house looked disdainfully down like a proud old lady drawing her

skirts from the touch of hoi polloi.

"There is a story somewhere about that place," thought the Rambler,

and he asked a bystander whose house it was.

"Napoleon Hill's," was the answer, but that was no more than a

picturesque name to the Rambler.

Later in the day chance brought him in contact with the man who
presides over the Public Library—the fine building from which Mem-
phians last year drew more than a half a million books thereby estab-

lishing a record of reading, per capita, that is perceptibly better than

that of Boston, the cultured. The reading room of the Library over-

looks the Mississippi and when the sun goes down in Arkansas across

the broad stream it is pleasant to sit there in company with the great

spirits of the ages and reconstruct the glorious past.

The Librarian personified in a large measure the hospitality the

Rambler had felt before meeting him, and his knowledge of the city

and its traditions were at the Rambler's disposal. The story of Napoleon
Hill, whose gray house had hinted romance, proved the synopsis of such

a novel as Meredith Nicholson or Henry Sydnor Harrison might write.

He was a rich cotton dealer and an influential citizen. His death

several years ago was mourned by the city, but most of all by his wife.

"There was a steamboat on the river-front that night in Memphis, one of those light draught, twin stacked

steamers such as Mark Twain pictures so colorfully in Life on the Mississippi. . . . There is the negro of

the real South who works until he has money and then rests."

who presently left the house to live in a hotel where the old associations

would not be continually present. The house, however, is still kept open

and the servants remain to keep it in the same condition as though its

mistress dwelt there. Rumor has it that it is the wish of Napoleon

Hill's widow to be buried from her old home when she goes to join her

husband.

The Rambler was right in his surmise as to the house's having a

story. It was one of those quiet, homely stories that thrill because they

are human and real. Other tales the Librarian had to relate, one of

Tom, the negro janitor, and his "mother wit."

Tom was a slew-footed negro who did his work cheerfully and osten-

tatiously. He never confined himself to one motion where two would

suffice. He never complained of extra work, and his sense of humor

never left him. He is spoken of in the past tense because he died two or

three years ago, and his like has not again been seen.

For some time one winter the Librarian had noticed a peculiar click-

ing sound in the

pipes of the hot

water heating sys-

tem. Curious as to

the reason for it, he

walked down into the

basement and beheld

Tom gravely striking

one of the pipes near

the boiler with a

poker — click - click,

click-click, click-click.

Presently he looked

up and saw the Li-

rarian. He was cov-

ered with confusion.

"What's the idea?"

the Librarian asked.

"Well, suh," said

Tom, "it's this a-

way. Y'see, Miss
Davis, she call me an'

say it's too hot up-

stairs, an' then Miss

Jones, she call me an'

say it's too cold, so I

say, 'Yas'm, I'll fix it

direc'ly,' an' I comes
down h'yer an' raps on the pipe an' then I goes upstairs and asks 'em

if they don't feel better."

There was a steamboat on the river-front that night in Memphis, one

of those light draught, twin-stacked steamers such as Mark Twain pic-

tures so colorfully in "Life on the Mississippi," and the Rambler seized

the opportunity, pleasure boat though it was, to travel the waters where
so much history has been made.

He paid his quarter and went aboard, down a gangplank laid from
the shore onto the spacious forward deck. The boat was strung with

electric lights of various colors and a merry "jazz band" sent down bursts

of Broadway melody from the upper deck. Before the boat started the

Rambler was allowed to go up inside the pilot house, where the pilot, a

young man, quiet but vigilant of eye, explained the steam steering device

that made the great seven-foot wheel useless except in emergencies and
also the system of levers that signaled the engineer at his post on the

main deck. No sinecure job the pilot's, for the river has the same shifty

bed that Mark Twain describes, and changes its channels between the

trips made by the Government chart boat. The open sea presents many
a less difficult problem.

The last glow of the sunset had faded from the rim of Arkansas when
suddenly the rhythm of the jazz band was lost in the hoarse diapason

of the steamer's whistle. Ropes were cast off and the boat pushed off.

Then for two hours the Rambler sat on the forward end under a half

moon, watching the smooth silvered water ahead and listening to the

music from above where the youth of Memphis danced and were gay.

Everything was of the present, save the type of the boat and the

Rambler's musings. It was the finale of a day where a friend was made,

and the friend was Memphis.

—Edwaro Frank Allf.n.
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We Don't Have to Touch It, My Dear—
The JETNA Checks Are Ample

They were ample. As regularly as the month
rolled around, the iEtna check arrived—not only
while he was in bed—but until he was ready to

go to work. All he had to start with was a cold
—but the results of that cold would have drained
the bank account dry if he hadn't been far-sighted

when he was well. Every man is sick sometime.
Heart disease and Bright' s disease and rheumatism
and pneumonia and colds and indigestion and
nervous prostration—one or more of them gets

every man sometime. They give but little warn-
ing. Act now—protect your bank account

—

/ETNA
Send this coupon and find out about the /Etna Disability

Policy. It brings you^

$25 a zveek up to 52 weeks while you are ill. $25 a week
for 100 weeks—nearly two years—if you lose the sight of

both eyes by disease, or the use of both hands or feet or

one hand and one foot by paralysis. Also payment of

hospital charges or for. a surgical operation.

$50 a week as long as you are disabled by a railway,

steamship or burning building accident, $25 a week if dis-

abled by an ordinary accident. If you are killed in an

accident, or lose two limbs or both eyes, we will pay from
$5,000 to $15,000. Half as much for loss of one hand.

foot or eye.

When your serious illness comes and you have to quit

work, you will be too late. Now is the time to make your-

self safe—now while you are well. Let ^Etna work for

you when you can't work for yourself. Send the coupon
now.

^ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Drawer 1341 HARTFORD, CONN.

The largest company in the nwrld writing Life, Accident. Health, and Liability Insurance

Agency opportunities for all Casualty and Bonding lines.

An /Etna agent has a national advertising campaign working for him all the time.
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JludsonRivGr
ByDaylidhi

Traveling to the northward or returning to

New York, your sail aboard the Hudson
River Day Line proves an ideal beginning or

end to your trip.

Broad decks and spacious observation

rooms assure comfort as you view the pan-
orama of America's most beautiful stream
from the luxurious steamers.

"Washington Irving" "Robert Fulton"

"Hendrick Hudson" "Albany"

Direct rail connections to all points in the

CATSKILLS, SARATOGA, the ADIRON-
DACK^, the West and North.

One Day Outings
to Poughkeepsie, Newburgh, West Point, Bear
Mountain, and the many points of historical in-
terest between New York and Albany.

Superior Orchestra. Excellent Restaurant.

Moderate Prices.

Send 4c for Illustrated Literature.

Daily except Sunday between New York and
Albany till Nov. 5. inclusive. All through rail

tickets between New York and Albany accepted.

HUDSON RIVER DAY LINE
Desbrosses Street Pier, New York.
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THE RINGED CITY
OF PEKING

(Continued from page 13)

to-day sounds a voice out of that

remote past when the proud
Chinese Empire had not yet been
hiiinbled in the dust. The sordid

drama of the common people is

being enacted in a setting of bar-

baric splendor, of strange, austere

beauty, and around it brood the

tremendous walls. To the tourist

it is, above all, the glittering Pe-
king of temples and palaces that

enraptures. Perhaps in all the

world there is no prouder expres-

sion of human aspiration and hu-
mility than the Temple of Heaven,
lifting its wonderful blue domes
out of the noisy confusion of the

Chinese City. Here are gates and
courts and many buildings, all

unspeakably desolate ; little gro-

tesque guardian animals, nonchal-
antly bestriding the corners of the

glowing roofs of jade-green, heav-
enly-blue, soft-purple and deep-
amber tiles ; finally an open stretch,

with tragic moss-hung trees, and
beyond that the great, round, mar-
ble altar, open to the sky ! It was
quite deserted. Grass was grow-
ing in all the cracks, and the

bronze braziers in which offerings

of silk were burned at the annual
worship of the ancient Sons of

Heaven, were broken and gone.

Leading from the altar under
archways of marble was a marble
road, and at the end the two
Temples of Heaven, one a little

larger than the other, with their

glistening blue pagoda roofs. The
black crows flew round and round.
Down below a few coolies were
raking up hay in the unkempt
courtyards, and disreputable gate-

keepers waited for a dozen cop-

pers. And far away and very faint

was the murmur of the Chinese
City.

At the southeastern corner of

the Tartar Wall is the old Jesuit

Observatory with its bronze dra-

gon instruments standing out

sharply against the gray sky. A
Chinese in charge told us in per-

fect French how the beautiful in-

struments had been carried off as

a part of the loot by the foreign

troops after the Boxer massacres,
and some of them were only re-

placed by half-size replicas.

In the northern part of the city

is the great Lama Temple. An
enormous Tibetan Buddha of cop-

per-red lacquer with cobalt hair

looms up in the semi-darkness of

the main building, and hundreds
of priests and boy acolytes in dirty

yellow capes, coughing and squat-

ting on the cold floors, drone
through daily services, a sordid

mockery of the days when the

Tibetans were powerful in China.
Outside the city walls, across a

muddy plain, the Yellow Temple
with pigeons flying through its

broken roofs, and degenerate

priests offering temple tiles for

sale to the casual tourist, also re-

flects the glory of another age.

The beautiful white marble dagoba

TRAVEL
flings itself upward nobly from the
midst of the ruins, but the faces
of all the exquisitely carved lit-

tle figures are chipped off, the de-
structive work of the Japanese sol-

diers who occupied the temple
compound after the Boxer siege.

Of all the temples in Peking, that
dedicated to Confucius is the only
one kept in repair. We witnessed
a strange service that took place
here in the gray darkness of early
morning. In front of the temple,
which contains nothing except a
simple tablet engraved with the
name of Confucius, surrounded by
the tablets of the Four Sages and
the Ten Philosophers, is a wide
marble court, and here his follow-
ers in embroidered priestly robes
make their annual symbolic offer-

ing. During the ceremony Chinese
music—not the clash and discord
of street music, but low, slow
beating of a drum, a wailing flute,

the subdued striking of the jade
instruments—set the air throbbing,
and high overhead whistling pi-

geons circled and wheeled like the
ghost of some lost sound.

The comparatively modern Sum-
mer Palace, built with the funds
that should have gone into a
Chinese navy, lies out at the foot

of the Western Hills. One can
scarcely blame the pampered old
Dowager for preferring an Ara-
bian Nights' Palace with long cov-
ered arcades, jade fountains, lit-

tle bronze temples, gorgeous the-
aters, marble pleasure boats, and
lakeside pavilions, to sleek gray
battleships and engines of war.
Inside the city the Winter Palace
serves chiefly as a roost for the
crows. Every evening toward
sunset, when the sky is filled with
the kites of Peking boys, one can
see thousands of great black crows
flying in long lines toward the

yellow roofs of the Imperial City.

They, and a few discontented

eunuchs who made mischief
enough in the old intriguing days
of the Manchu court, alone re-

main to pay homage to the gold
and turquoise monuments of Mon-
gol dynasties. We climbed up and
up flights of marble steps and.

through grottos in the grounds of
the Winter Palace to the high
pinnacle of the God of War, en-
closed in a porcelain shrine at the

foot of the tomb of a dead Em-
peror. In the compound below
one of Yuan's model troops in.

gray uniforms was drilling. It

was a clear day in March, and as

we looked down over the gray
walls into the vast enclosure of

the Forbidden City, the sun set-

fire to all the yellow roofs of the

palaces. Across a twisted artifi-

cial lake, from a two-story gray
stone palace just discernible

through tall trees, the man whose
destiny was already swinging
about his head may have been

looking out, too, with envious eyes,

toward those same gleaming im-

perial roofs and walls.

Walls and walls and more walls,

and always intriguing going on

behind them. Sinister plotting, and
fear, and fever fits of despair

-
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have long been the dark rule of the

game of Chinese politics. To
those who followed history in the

making in Peking in the winter

and spring of 1916 when Yuan
Shi-kai switched from President

to Emperor and back again the

lilting phrase of an old fairy tale,

"In China all the people are

Chinese and even the Emperor
is a Chinamen," has real mean-
ing. A strange epidemic spread

among the officials opposed to the

monarchy. Resignations were
continually coming in, because of

"illness," or the pressing necessity

to visit "sick parents" in distant

provinces. Everybody was
watching everybody else with a

feline intention of pouncing first.

A few steps outside the Imperial

red walls thousands of Chinese

were living their ordinary lives,

jostling, haggling, quarreling, buy-

ing, selling, begging, dying. In-

side, apparent silence and tran-

quility brooded over the graceful

pavilions that rose like fairy phan-

toms from the shore of the lake,

but Yuan Shih-kai was trying

vainly to spin out the destiny of

his country.

It was just at the turning point

of his power that we were given

the opportunity of meeting him
personally. The little party, con-

sisting of the American Minister

and his suite, left the American
Legation promptly at three o'clock

and proceeded to the palace in

carriages with servants in ma-
genta livery and a small body-

guard of American marines. At
the outer gate we dismounted, and
passed between a double row of

Chinese soldiers who saluted with

fixed bayonets. On the other side

automobiles were waiting to take

us around the lake. More gates

and soldiers, and a long walk

through a maze of paved courts

and covered galleries to a recep-

tion hall, and then out over a stone

bridge to the gray building we
had looked down upon from the

dagoba of the dead Emperor.

Yuan Shih-kai was standing in a

small room heated to an unusual

temperature, and filled with the

slightly suffocating odor of in-

cense and flowers. The Great Man
of China was wearing a rather

shabby plum-colored velvet coat,

light silk trousers and foreign

pearl-buttoned shoes. His short

hair was white and quite thin; his

face, too, was thin and careworn;

but his delicate hand grasped ours

firmly as the official interpreter

made the presentation. He talked

pleasantly for a few moments, and

then smiling, but a little tired,

bowed us to the door. Yuan Shih-

kai' s Hundred Days were almost

over, but as we saw him standing

there in his little hot room, he

was still the man of tremendous

force, ready to meet all emergen-

cies save that of death alone.

Very soon after our visit to the

palace he was obliged to publish

his remarkable document on the

Abandonment of the Monarchy.

He was a man of power crushed

under forces too great for his ego-

tism to combat.

Two days before we were to

leave Peking for the south, we
went out to the Tombs of the

Ming Emperors, guarded by
their curious stone animals, and
the famous Great Wall riding

across half the mountains of

China. Peking as it was that

morning neither of us can ever

forget. Although it was already

the beginning of spring, snow sev-

eral inches deep had fallen during
the night. The train left from
Hsi Chi-men station beyond the

Bell Tower, diagonally across the

Tartar City. The heavy snow
clogged the wheels of the rick-

shas, and the only sound was the

pad, pad, of the coolie's feet and
their labored breathing. The
streets were strangely silent. Near
the patched and faded red wall

of the Winter Palace, a few men
were warming themselves over the

glowing charcoal fires, before

scraping off the snow. Early beg-

gar women ran after us, pulling

at the rickshas. As we turned

out of a narrow lane into a long

open street, we passed a noiseless

caravan of camels, swinging in

from the desert with slow, even
strides. The snow had built it-

self out into little fences over

their eyebrows, and a little pile of

it had gathered on top of each
hump. In the wake of the train,

the driver, with head down,
walked as if asleep. In China the

caravans travel by night and rest

by day. A little farther on the

road was obstructed by stacked

bayonets, and it was not until

silent sentries had come forward
to scrutinize us that we were al-

lowed to proceed. They were
Yuan's soldiers, guarding the resi-

dence of Li Yuan-hung, then a

prisoner in his own house, now as

this is written the President of

the Chinese Republic. According
to the report of his children's tu-

tor, President Li steadfastly re-

fused all the overtures of Yuan.
He refused to become a prince, he
refused to accept gifts brought by
Yuan's sons, and bitterly spent the

days crying in his private study.

Finally we turned up past the

Bell Tower. It was just seven

o'clock and the slow, deep boom
of the bell was ringing out over

the city of Peking. The Chinese

still hear in that sound the high

silver cry of the bellmaker's

daughter who flung herself into

the molten metal as the bell was
being cast six centuries ago. One
by one the strokes sounded in the

stillness of the falling snow, un-

til they died away in a sort of

throbbing echo.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SEASON

Notwithstanding the war, a

larger patronage of the Rocky
Mountain National Park is ex-

pected this year even than last,

when 86,000 persons visited it and

its beautiful valley gateway, Estes

Park. The hotels, boarding houses,

and public camps which then were

crowded have all been enlarged.

Even with an increase of many
times in patronage, there will be

no sense of crowding in the park's

400 square miles of valley and

mountain fastness.

Answering the Nation's Call

IN this "supreme test" of the

nation, private interests

must be subordinated to the

Government's need. This is

as true of the telephone as of

all other instrumentalities of

service.

The draft for war service

which has been made upon
the Bell System is summarized
in a recent Government report.

Government messages are

given precedence over com-
mercial messages by means of

1 2,000 specially drilled long
distance operators all over the

country.

The long distance tele-

phone facilities out of Wash-
ington have been more than
doubled.

Special connections have
been established between all

military headquarters, army
posts, naval stations and mobi-

lization camps throughout the

United States.

More than 1 0,000 miles of

special systems of communi-
cation have been installed for

the exclusive use of Govern-
ment departments.

Active assistance has been
given the Government by the
Bell System in providing tele-

phone communications at

approximately one hundred
lighthouses and two hundred
coast guard stations.

Communication has been
provided for the National
Guard at railroad points,
bridges and water supply
systems.

A comprehensive system of
war communication will be
ready at the call of the Chief
Signal Officer, and extensive
plans for co-operation with
the Navy have been put into

effect with brilliant success.

As the war continues, the demands of the Government
will increase. And the public can help us to meet the
extraordinary conditions by putting restraint on all

unnecessary and extravagant use of the telephone.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

HILLCREST HALL
HIGHLAND MILLS

ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y,

Ten miles back in the Hudson Highlands from West
Point. Within full view (seven miles) of Mrs. Harri-

man's manor house, "Arden," on her 60,000 acre park.

Fifty miles from New York, via Erie. Wonderful motor
trip in 100 minutes over finest roads in the state. Nine-

hole golf course on 250 acre estate. Tennis courts. Care-

fully selected clientele. Bungalows and cottages for

rent. Free booklet.

E. H. Carlisle, Manager.
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THE EFFECTIVE SMALL HOME
By Lilian Bayliss Green

Mere expense has little to do with the charm and effectiveness

of a home. It is personality and cleverness that count. Here

is a book that tells you how to get into your own home at a

minimum of expense the good taste and convenience you have

sometimes seen and admired in others. The small house and

apartment are given particular emphasis.

Mrs Green was for some years the editor of the Little House
Department of the "Ladies Home Journal." Her experience m this

and as consulting decorator has qualified her to make of this

book a complete and lucid handbook of one of the greatest of pro-

fessions—home-making. Some of the chapter headings are as

follows: The Impossible Type of Rented House and Things
That Mav Be Done to Improve It; Furnishing the New^ Home;

Improved or the Art of Making
Is at Hand; System in the
Household; A Practical Plan
for the Newly Married; Sug-
gestions for Furnishing;
Lighting Fixtures; The Selec-
tion and Hanging of Curtains;
Floor Coverings; Tableware
and Silver; Pictures and Other
Ornaments; Plants, Flowers
and Fruits in House Decor-
ation; Recipes and Suggestions.
Illustrated; Price 91.50 net;

postage 10 cents.
At all booksellers. Send for
list of Autumn publications

RORERT M. McBRIDE & CO.
Publishers, Union Square, New York

Ugly Th'ings

spite

Use of What

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN NEW THOUGHT?
Thousands of people in these war-torn days are turning to

New Thought as an answer to their own problems or as a
relief from the horrors with which the world is filled.

A large number of them, when asked if they are interested
in New Thought, will reply: "Yes, I'd like to be, but I don't

understand it."

Are you one of these people?
If you are, here are five books that will interest and inspire

you as they have interested and inspired thousands of others.

The Edinburgh Lecture Series
By Thomas Troward

The late William James said of Judge Troward's work:
"Far and away the ablest statement of that philosophy that
I have met." The books are generally recognized by the
leading teachers of New Thought in this country and Europe
as the best books on their subject.

THE VOLUMES
I. The Edinburgh Lectures

on Mental Science.
An introduction to the
philosophy of New
Thought. Price $1.00.
Postage 8 cents.

II. The Dore Lectures on
Mental Science.
A continuation of the
ideas explained in the
preceding volume. Price
$1.00. Postage 6 cents.

III. The Creative Process in
the individual.
An explanation of the

principles of Spiritual
evolution. Price $1.25.
Postage 8 cents.

IV. Bible Mystery and Bible
Meaning.
An interpretation of
the Bible in the light of
New Thought. Price
$1.50 Postage 12
cents.

V. The Law and the Word.
Judge Troward's new
and last volume, com-
pleting the series. Price
$1.50. Postage 10
cents.

These books are clearly and absorbingly written, and ap-
peal equally to the layman and the student. At all book-
sellers.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE

& CO., Publishers

UNION SQUARE
NEW YORK

NEW YORK AFTER
DARK

{Continued from page 16)

here and there, where some office

manager or clerk is working over-

time at his books. Recently, the

two largest downtown skyscrapers,

the Woolworth and Singer Build-

ings, have been illuminated by a

new system of concealed, indirect

lighting and the sight of these

great towers at night is most in-

spiring.

Washington Arch, which marks
the southerly end of the greatest

street in the world—Fifth Avenue
—stands on historic ground. Wash-
ington Square was at one time the

Potter's Field of the city. More
than 100,000 bodies were buried

here from 1797- 1823. Perhaps the

pale ghosts of these poor, lost ones

still flit about the shades of the

Square on drear, autumn nights

to the rustle of falling leaves.

Who knows?

THROUGH AMER-
ICA'S SCHWARZ-

WALD
{Continued from page 52.)

woolpack never crossed the divide.

All sign of trail had vanished
completely before we reached
Deer Mountain. I wish I could
faithfully picture the descent to

Pensacola, where we purposed
spending the night. For the first

mile or so we scuffled through
balsam thickets and over loosely-

piled heaps of granite fragments,
with here and there a fallen tree

to add variety. The enormously
thick moss-cushion on the rocks
renders it delightfully uncertain
whether you are going to land on
solid rock or jam your leg, knee-
deep or worse, into a crevice,

scraping off large patches of

epidermis on the rough edges.

Then, too, the solid-looking fallen

trees, are apt to be just pulpy
masses of rot, and when you step

on one, you may go clean through
it.

When we left the spruce groves
and came into the region of hard-
woods, we encountered blackber-

ries and rhododendron, and our
hardships were redoubled. Black-
berry thickets are trying enough,
but there is nothing in all the Ap-
palachians to compare with a rho-

dodendron jungle. The stems of

this plant have a fashion of writh-

ing and wreathing snakily about
in all directions, down, up and
sidewise. To endeavor to walk
through a mass of it is to advance
by inches. Try to lift a foot from
the ground, and you generally find

it gripped between two or three

tough stems which cling like boa-
constrictors. As a result, you fall

forward or sidewise into the mess,

where you flounder like a child. If

you attempt to crawl under an

arching branch, it catches you by

TRAVEL
the pack and hurls you gleefully

backward. A common experience
while climbing over a big log is to

trip on one of those accursed
stems and fall headlong into the

tangle. I spent a goodly portion

of that day in an inverted position.

Late in the afternoon, when we
had about decided to make camp
for the night in the first open space
we could find, we struck the dim-
mest of trails, and in a short time
reached the logging railroad which
climbed from Pensacola up the

side of Mount Celo.

The following day we spent in a
trip up that wonderful railroad

which, in twelve miles of track, as-

cends three thousand feet. Of
course geared engines must be
used. The road had twenty switch-

backs when we saw it, just a series

of zigzags up the mountain side

;

and they were blasting a shelf out

of the granite for it still higher up,

for it lacked yet a mile or more of

reaching the crest. At one point 1

could see twelve laps of the track

directly below me. Runaway trains

and plunges down those terrible

steeps were not uncommon. We
were informed that dew on the

rails was the most dangerous of
all conditions— and we had no-
ticed that the dew was very heavy
that morning. But we got up with-

out mishap, and marveled at the

Brobdingnagian tasks being accom-
plished by those myriads of men,
looking like gnats on these great,

almost perpendicular slopes, as

they pushed and tugged at sticks of

timber a hundred feet and more in

length.

We started down the Cane Val-
ley towards Burnsville the next
morning under low-hanging clouds

which veiled the upper half of.

Celo, and from which portentous
drops fell slowly. Just before we
reached the schoolhouse at Low
Gap, we overtook three small

schoolboys in flapping felt hats,

trudging through the drizzle. Upon
being questioned as to their liking

for school and its responsibilities,

they were inclined to be conserva-

tive. We then inquired when
school began, at which they were
greatly embarrassed, and none

could fix a date until the youngest

piped up that it was " 'bout the time

you git crow-aigs." This was a

,

poser. It was not until the next day
that we learned that the "crow-

egg" is a variety of apple very

common in this section, ripening

in late summer or early fall.

The wagon road meanders lazily

up a hill to crawl through the

"Low Gap," dropping down the

other side into the narrow ravine

of Bowlen's Creek, "the pinched-

uppest place in the whole county,"

so the miller of Athlone informed
us. Down the brawling stream fol-

lows the road, crossing it every

few yards, always with a rude

foot-log near the fence. We stopped

now and then to pick up an apple

from under a tree still well-loaded

;

for we were now in North Caro-

lina's famous apple country, where
the fruit grows in great quanti-

ties and of enormous size. In

Burnsville I procured two fine
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specimens, each nearly fourteen

inches in circumference.

Presently the rain slackened and
we moved on another quarter of a

mile to a quaint, creaking old

water-mill. The miller—tall, wiry,

black-haired and keen-eyed—was
born far up towards the head of

Cane Valley, and told us reminis-

cences of Dr. Mitchell and Big
Tom. He had been all over the

mountains ; he knew where there

was a wonderful patch of ginseng
—-"nigh about a thousan' dollars'

worth," he reckoned, but he was
"jes' kep' so busy with this hyar

mill" that he had no time to go out

and gather it. He portrayed the gin-

seng thicket to us with slow, de-

scriptive gestures : ''Shelvin' rocks-

like an' laurely, an' thar was rat-

tlesnake-sheds everywhar." Not
for an hour did it occur to me what
"rattlesnake-sheds" were ; the dis-

carded skins of the reptiles, of

course

!

We trudged down the gravelly

road from the mill through a slow

but steady rain. Just before noon,

I we emerged into a wider valley,

and toiled up a hill of red mud,
sticky as glue, into the little

county seat of Burnsville. In the

open grass-plot, which serves for a

public square, we descried a life-

size bronze statue upon a rather

low pedestal. We conjectured that

it might be Mr. Burns, but we
could not guess which one, though
we identified his hat from afar as

being of the vintage of 1812. Sure
enough, upon reading the inscrip-

tion, we discovered that Otway
Burns, who was born in these

parts, lived to become one of our

earlier naval heroes ; and we ac-

knowledged to each other that we
had never heard of him with the

greater chagrin when we learned

from the tablet that he had fought
and won the War of 1812 almost

single-handed.

Here our walk ended. We had
intended going on beyond the

Black Mountains, hut rain fell for

two days without ceasing. All the

streams in western North Carolina

overflowed their banks, and so,

with keen disappointment, we
boarded a train for the "valley

country."

BUSY BULGARIAN
BELLES

(Continued from page 36)

He is loquacious on the return,

he bursts out with the happy an-

nouncement and congratulations

are in order for having captured
such a catch. Her future hus-

band's name is pronounced to her,

and the time of meeting decided,

for the wedding is a week and a

half away.

Her first question may be "How
many relatives?" with good reason

now, as her premonitions are con-

firmed by the news that the num-
ber is enormous. More outfits

must be made in a rush, the money
flows like water to send off Slavka
in style, all the women folk enlist

to help and the loom does double
time.

Where is Cupid? He does not

reside in Bulgaria. His arrow
would grow rusty from disuse, and
the string of his bow rot in the

damp of neglect. Slavka has never
heard of the dimpled messenger of

love.

One relief to the monotony of

preparation is the betrothal, when
Slavka meets Vladimir for the

first time. The bashful young
couple are brought before the

Greek Catholic priest. Both have
a ring made for the third finger

of the left hand, and with the

blessing of the father, they ex-

change circlets. A family council

follows, with the hope of a good
bargain running high. They hag-
gle to and fro, until father has

given an adequate dowry to repay

Vladimir for the trouble of tak-

ing Slavka, and the groom has the

joy of doling out the gold pieces

for his lady's wedding gown. To
do him credit, he tries to keep the

expense down, but Slavka's mo-
ther has a firm jaw and she battles

verbally for a resplendent costume
to repay her daughter for the long
hours spent knitting socks.

On the morning of the wedding,
Slavka passes to the church, and
there in the bonds of wedlock, the

rings are again exchanged and
put on the fingers they were in-

tended for. After the ceremony
the moment of suspense rises high,

as the wedding gifts are passed
out. The bride maintains an atti-

tude of stolidity; her face assumes
impenetrability so that emotion
will find no loophole. The bundles
of clothing are borne out by the

womenfolk and solemnly handed
out to the relatives ensembled. They
whisper together in excitement as

they untie the huge handkerchiefs
which contain the garment, with

the anticipatory stir which ac-

companies receival of gifts.

A babble rends the air. The old

crones hold up the cloth to see

how well it is woven and comment
on the evenness of the stitches or

remark that Slavka has much to

learn in the art of lacemaking and
crochet. Slavka knows that it is

a test of her temper and she in-

differently watches a spider crawl

down the whitewashed wall. Her
stoicism hides the secret glee with

which she notes that criticism pre-

vents not a careful handling of her

work. The glow of accomplish-

ment animates her.

Red wines and white sour wines

flow freely over the boards.

Pastries and preserves are con-

sumed with roast lamb and stuffed

pig. Fruit lies in great piles of

luscious beauty.

The dance on the green is the

crowning touch. They swing
right merrily into measure, with

hands clasped and body swaying

to the minor Slavic chant which
sounds the call of heart of a long

oppressed people.

The bride's parents look on con-

tentedly. Jingling though he is a

lone coin in his pocket, father is

satisfied at the culmination of a

good deal ; mother because mar-
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=t| BUSY BULGARIAN
An American Book on American Photography

PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

By PAUL L. ANDERSON, E.E., Lecturer of the Clarence H. White School of Photography

21 half-tone illustration*. 38 explanatory line cuts. $2.50 net.

Every photographer who wishes to do more than merely "push-
the-button" will find discussed in this volume the very points on
which he wants helpful suggestions and definite instruction. It is

written from a scientific standpoint, not too elementary on the one
hand nor too ultra-technical on the other. Mr. Anderson combines
a fine pictorial appreciation with a clear grasp of scientific prin-
ciples upon which success in photography must depend.

The Practical Book of
Outdoor Rose Growing
By George C. Thomas, Jr.

Garden Edition. Containing
36 illustrations (16 in color).
Decorated cloth. Octavo. Also
bound in water- and acid-proof
cloth for use in the field.

$2.00 net
This edition will be found of

great practical help in the gar-
den. It is a handy octavo size.

DE LUXE FOURTH EDITION.
This new printing contains a

number of new illustrations in
color. There are 96 in color
and 37 in black and white.
Handsomely bound octavo, in a
box. ?6.00 net

J. Horace McParland, editor of
the "American Rose Annual,"
says:

"So far as I know, yours (Mr.
Thomas's) is the only impartial,
definite and well-recorded rose
trial garden in the United States
which is at all inclusive in the
scope of its varieties."

The Only Book on this Exquisite
Flower

The Book of the Peony
By MRS. EDWARD HARDING
44 illustrations (20 in full

color from autochromes and 24
half-tones from photographs).

Handsome Octavo, $6.00 net
This book, by an expert, cov-

ers the whole subject. The sug-
gestions on purchasing are of
the utmost value to the be-
ginner. There are simple and
explicit directions for planting
(time, places and method), cul-
tivating, fertilizing and propa-
gating. In addition, there are
very valuable lists, charts,
tables and map.

THE GARDEN UNDER
GLASS

By W. F. ROWtES
Profusely illustrated with dia-
grams, drawings and photo-

gravures. 92.00 net.
A splendid practical volume

for amateurs, dealing thorough-
ly with the culture of fruits,
flowers and vegetables under
glass. The author shows not
only what to do and when to
do it, but what is more import-
ant, how to do the actual work
in such a way as to insure suc-
cess.

WAR
By PIERRE LOTI

Translated by Marjorie Laurie
91.25 net.

The prevailing note of the
book is genuine and tender sym-
pathy with the victims of Ger-man barbarity. He describes, in
simple but touching words, his
encounters with wounded sol-
diers. Sisters of Mercy, and
homeless Belgian orphans.

THE LOVERS
By

ELIZABETH ROBINS PENNELL
Frontispiece by Joseph Pennell.

91.00 net.
This exquisite love story is a

transcription from real life—

a

true story—told in the letters
written from France by the ar-
tist soldier to his wife. "Let-
ters that are splendidly and
movingly typical of the chivalry
and courage which actuated
those who rushed to the colors."—Boston Transcript.

THE SNARE
By RAFAEL SABATINI

$1.25 net.
An intensely interesting tale of love,

war and adventure in the time of Well-
ington. The scenes of his most famous
campaign furnish the brilliant fabric of
the story. Great events and personages
form the background.

THE CHOSEN PEOPLE
By SIDNEY L. NYBURG.

Three Printings. .$1.40 net.
"One of the outstanding novels of the

season," selected by H. W. Boynton in
the New York Nation. "This novel places
Mr. Nyburg in the class with Israel Zang-
will as a true portrayer of Jewish life."

—

Rabbi Jos. Ranch. "A brilliant piece of
work."

—

New York World. "A novel of
exceptional quality."

—

Boston Transcript.

HELP THE BOYS PREPARE
WITH THESE NEEDED BOOKS
FUNDAMENTALS OF
MILITARY SERVICE

ByCAPT. L. C. ANDREWS.U.S.C.
Who Has Trained Thousands at

Plattsburg.
42S Pages. Illustrated. $1.50

net. Fits the Pocket.
Used as a text at Training

Camps, endorsed and authorized
in the Printed Announcements of
the War College. This is the
book which gives a real survey
of the whole service. A book of
instruction, a text on leadership
and inspiration.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
NAVAL SERVICE

By
COMMANDER YATES STIRLING,

U. S. N.
5S0 Pages. Illustrated. Price,

92.00 net. Fits the Pocket.
Prepared for the civilian who
considers entering the Navy and
the non - commissioned officer
who desires advancement, this
book reveals as does none other
the training and work of a Navy
man. It is as complete a hand-
book as could be presented upon
the practice and theory of all
matters pertaining to the Navy.

COMPLETE U. S.
INFANTRY GUIDE

Profusely Illustrated. 2074 Pages.
Octavo. 96.00 net.

This volume for officers and
non-commissioned officers of all
the armies of the United States
contains an actual reprint of all
the material referring to Infan-
try contained in those 24 Gov-
ernment volumes which must
now be studied by men training
for officership and be continually
referred to by the regular officer
in the field. It is an absolute
compendium of Infantry infor-
mation.

The Soldiers' English and
French Conversation Book

Leather. 75 cents;
Cloth, 30 cents net.

For the man going to the front
this handy pocket edition will
be invaluable. It contains hun-
dreds of useful sentences and
words enabling the soldier to
converse with the French and
Belgian allies, with correct pro-
nunciation of each word. It is
also a splendid book for any one
who wishes to gain a handy
working knowledge of French
phrases in daily use.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY Philadelphia

BELLES
(Continued from page 45)

riage is the only thing for a girl.

Already she starts to plan the wed-

ding of Katinka, who comes next

in age.

And Slavka, her right hand
resting in her husband's, seems

truly happy. Her toil on presents

is over. She mentally counts up
her marriageable cousins and es-

timates the presents that are still

due to her.

GET THE MAP
HABIT

IN touring the United States to

assist American manufacturers
and merchants to a better under-
standing of their trade opportuni-

ties in the Orient, says Julean
Arnold, American commercial at-

tache to China and Japan, I found
a most deplorable dearth of maps
in chambers of commerce, manu-
facturing plants, and business of-

fices. Even where commercial or-

ganizations were equipped with
foreign-trade departments, I sel-

dom found a map of a foreign

country in evidence in such de-

partments. Sometimes when an
inquirer asked about the location

of a city in the Orient, I found
the commercial organization

through which I was working, un-
able to furnish even an atlas to

which I might refer my inquirer.

The American people must get

the map habit, if they are to take

up seriously the question of for-

eign-trade extension. A foreign-

trade secretary of one of our

chambers of commerce, when com-
mended by me for having a trade

map of the world on the wall of

his office, replied: "I can't do
without it ; never a day passes with-

out my having to use this map a

number of times." When the maps
are on the walls they will be used,

and when the maps are not on the

walls, in nine cases out of ten, at-

las or other reference books will

not be used. When the maps are

on the walls, interest in foreign

countries will be increased. An
employee in an office where a map
is displayed will have his attention

involuntarily directed to foreign

trade, and sometimes ideas of value

to the firm will develop therefrom.

Heads of firms themselves will

find the maps of far greater assist-

ance than they usually imagine.

One thing is certain, and that is

that one must have some knowl-

edge of the geography of a foreign

country if he would develop ex-

tensive trade relations with that

country in an efficient manner. A
map of a country is the first essen-

tial to the study of the geography
of that country. I found everywhere
throughout the United States a de-

plorable ignorance of the geog-

raphy of the Orient. For some
unaccountable reason most people

seem to look upon China as a

country entirely in the Tropics.

When I mentioned Peking as be-

ing in the same latitude as Phila-

delphia, there was much genuine

astonishment displayed.

Are You Going

To Fly?
If so here is the one book that will

teach you the elements of flight and
design.

The Aeroplane
Speaks

By CAPT. H. BARBER
(Royal Flying Corps)

Captain Barber, whose experience

in designing, building and flying

aeroplanes extends over a period

of eight years, has written this

book to be of assistance to the

pilot and his aids. Lucid and well

illustrated chapters on flight, sta-

bility and control, rigging, pro-

pellers and maintenance are fol-

lowed by a glossary of aeronauti-

cal terms and thirty-five plates il-

lustrating the various types of

aeroplanes and their development

from the first practical flying ma-
chine.

An introduction presents, in the

form of conversations between the

various parts of the aeroplane, a

simple explanation of the prin-

ciples of flight, written, says the

author, "to help the ordinary man
to understand the aeroplane and

the joys and troubles of its pilot."

With 36 full page illustrations

from photographs and many line

cuts and diagrams.

$2.50 net. Postage 15 cents.

This book is in use by the U. S.

Government for the instruction of

aviators.

Five editions in a few months have

been necessary to supply the de-

mand for this book.

AEROPLANE DESIGN
By F. S. BARNWELL

The author, who holds a commis-

sion in the Royal Flying Corps and

is well-known as a highly success-

ful designer, gives a simple expo-

sition of the principles of aero-

plane design and the problems of

inherent stability. Illustrated with

many diagrams.

$1.00 net. Postage 6 cents.

This book is in use by the U. S.

Government for the instruction of

aviators.

At all booksellers.

ROBT. M. McBRIDE & CO.
Publishers

Union Square North, New York
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HELLO!

Are You
There ?

// you long—in the battle of

life—to become a Busy Bertha,

and to stop being a small bore,

fall in behind our special war

time offer—an entire winter of

Vanity Fair, for One Green

Dollar. Read the coupon.

This is the Night Operator at

VANITY FAIR
The most cheerful and stimulating of all the new magazines—a winter of which will keep you in

touch with the social, literary, dramatic and artistic skirmishes in American life and insure you
against every form of dullness, boredom and intellectual old age.

THIS is a brisk and burning

year—in drama, art, liter-

ature, humor, fashion and sport,

as well as in politics and war

—

and you can't expect to keep up

with a double-quick winter un-

less you read a double-quick

magazine—a magazine that can

be read without anaesthetics

and without gloom.

DON'T expose yourself to

the bombs of boredom!

Don't be stifled by the poison gas

of ennui ! keep behind the bar-

rage fire of Vanity Fair, the

busiest of all the rapid-fire

magazine guns, the one that in-

variably looks on the sunny side

of the silver lining of even the

blackest of life's thunder clouds.

Every Issue Contains

Get the Cheero Spirit — for $1.00
One Little Green Dollar Will Bring You the Next
Five Issues of Vanity Fair—and even Six, if you mail

the coupon in the right-hand corner in double-quick time.

Vanity Fair is the only really cheerful and enlivening maga-
zine in America. It has only one slogan in its ruthless war-

fare against boredome, and that slogan is "Over the Top."
It prints humor—lots and lots of it—by the best of our

younger and more unconventional artists and writers. It

views the stage, the arts, the sports, the gaieties and all

the enlivening and highly vitalized sides of modern life

bravely and CHEERFULLY.

Attention! Forward March ! Eyes right! Salute

the coupon ! Tear it off, fill it out and let Vanity

Fair—all Winter—keep you in step with the times

THE STAGE: Entertaining
views, reviews, and portraits of
the players.

THE ARTS: Illustrated criti-
cisms of the newest and most
discussed pictures and architec-
ture and books.

HUMOR: The most amusing
work of our younger humorous
writers and artists.

ASSORTED NUTS: Striking
and unusual portraits of the as-
sorted nuts, writers, dancers,
wits, beaux, and celebrities of
New York.

SPORTS: An up-to-date bi-
sexual panorama of golf, ten-
nis, racing, polo, and other
sports.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: By
unconventional and stimulating
essayists, critics, and authors.
DANCING: New dances and
dancers, outdoor dances, indoor
dances, rhythmic dances.

FASHIONS: The last word ^
from our busy Paris office; ^

clothes of all discriminating
men and women.

THE OPERA AND MUSIC:
Stories and portraits of singers,
composers, conductors.

DOGS AND MOTORS: Photo :
graphs of the best-bred ^
dogs and the best-built ^
motors. j#

SHOPPING: An in- <#
dex to the best ^
shops and what ^
they sell. J^ . . &# <A s
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RANICH
-BACH

59 Inches
Lonp

BC!

World's
Smallest
"Ultra Quality Grand Piano

T^riife /or- JBoo£/et:

Main Office, 235 E. 23i&St,Newi8rk
Chicago "Warei-oom, 235 S.Wabash Ave.

SEEING AMERICA
By LOGAN MARSHALL

Author of "The Story of the Panama Canal," etc.

Describes every section of the United
States, French Canada and the Canadian
Rockies. The great cities seething with
people and expressing the latest develop-
ments of our civilization; the places which
millions have visited as on a pilgrimage
because of their historic significance; the
resorts of fashion and pleasure where
Americans spend their leisure; the mag-
nificence of scenic wonders and natural
beauty ;. the scenes of industrial activity

where the great wealth of the country is

produced.
06 full-page Illustrations of Scenic and Historic Interest.

350 pages. Cloth, full gold side stamp. $1.25 net.

AN APPROPRIATE SOUVENIR OF

French Canada and the St. Lawrence
HISTORICAL—PICTURESQUE—DESCRIPTIVE

By J. Castell Hopkins. F.S.S.

Gives intimate glimpses into the under-
currents of sentiment and action which
have made this region so unique and at-

tractive.

"Acadia, the Land of Evangeline,"
"Churches and Shrines of French Canada,"
"Montreal, the Seat of An Ancient Faith,"
"Quebec, the Cradle of New France," etc.,

are among the topics discussed, and the au-
thor's keen insight into the viewpoints of
the people and his wealth of information
about them make this work as interesting
to those who have not travelled through
this delightful country as to those who
have.

Sumptuously Illustrated with 25 photogravure plates.
430 pages. Rich silk cloth, in cloth box. Price $3.00.

On sale at all Booksellers.

Pubiuhers The John C. Winston Company Philadelphia
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I $2* Invested in Vogue
•(a tiny fraction of your loss on a single ill-chosen hat or gown)

| Will Save You $200
1 This year, above all others, when ex-

1 travagance and waste must be avoided.

1 you should have Vogue at your right

1 hand. For now, every woman must de-

1 vote even more than her usual care to the

1 selection of every detail of her wardrobe

I so that not one hat, gown or wrap may
I remain unworn and its price wasted.

= The gown you buy and never wear is the really

H expensive gown. Gloves, boots and hats that

= just miss being exactly what you want are the
= ones that cost more than you can afford.

VOGUE
suggests:

that before you spend a singlepenny onyournew

clothes, beforeyou evenplanyour winter ward-

robe, you consult its series ofgreat Autumn

and Winter Fashion Numbers. They follow

now, one after the other, beginning with the

AUTUMN MILLINER Y NUMBER
In the next few months, during the very period in which Vogue's Special
Fashion Numbers appear, you will be selecting your entire wardrobe for
the coming seasons and paying out hundreds of dollars for the suits, hats,

gowns and accessories you select. Consider then that for $2— (a tiny frac-

tion of your loss on a single ill-chosen hat or gown) you may have before
you, at this important season, Vogue's great special fashion numbers.

Here are the 10 numbers
(Eleven ifyou act promptly)*

you will receive for $2

Autumn Millinery- Sept 1

All the new models in smart hats, veils

and coiffures.

Forecast of Autumn
Fashions Sept. 15

The most authentic forecast
of the Fall andWinter mode.

Smart Fashions for

Limited Incomes Oct. 15

First aid to the fashion-
able woman of not ultimate
means.

Vanity Numher Nov. 15
Graceful touches that make
the smart woman smart.

Holiday Number Dec. 15

More gifts and practical
ideas for holiday entertain-
ing.

Motor and Southern
Number Jan. 15

The new wardrobe for the
Southern Season and new
fashions in motors.

Paris Openings Oct. 1

The complete story of the
Paris openings establish-
ing the Mode.

Winter Fashions Nov. 1

Showing the Mode in its

Winter culmination.

Christmas Gifts Dec. 1

Vogue's solution of the
Christmas Gift Problem

—

new ideas.

Lingerie Number Jan. 1

Fine linen for household
and personal use.

Forecast of

Spring Fashions Feb. 1

First authentic Spring
styles, fully illustrated.

VrNow Vogue makes a spe-

cial offer— 10 issues for $2
(yearly subscription price

$5). If you mail the cou-

pon attached now, your
subscription will start with
the big Autumn Millinery

Number, now ready, mak-
ing eleven issues in all.

These are the all-important

issues which unfold the Fall

and Winter mode. Thou-
sands of models will be
shown from which you can
select— and by the use of

which, your gowns will,

this season, be more at-

tractive than ever before.
,

But, mail the coupon ^
promptly, as the ^?

complimentary / a

copy of the Aut- / ^»P
umn Millinery

number must
come out of

a small re- ^
serve sup- / S

Send no Money
Don't bother to enclose a check or even write a letter.

The coupon in the corner will do and is easier and
quicker. With one stroke of the pen you will

solve your entire clothes problem. By acting /
today you will assure new and valuable ideas

for the next two seasons and insure yourself

against costly failures.

^ -

X V.AS

Willi''/

h\ writing to advertisers, please mention Travjx

**,
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" Kipling Has Written Nothing More Powerful'' says The Liverpool Post of

LIMEHOUSE NIGHTS
By Thomas Burke

This remarkable hook of stories aroused a storm of comment when it appeared

in England a few months ago.

H. G. WELLS says: /
"Nowhere have I seen anything like adequate praise for the romantic force

and beauty of Mr. Thomas Burke's 'Limehouse Nights.' In the early

nineties when Henley was alive and discovering; was in fashion

that book would have made a very big reputation indeed."
Isabel Maude Peacocke \% Clement K. Shorter calls it "A work of genius."

Every one, at some time

or other, has had his or her

heart tangled up in the love

Ready August 24th

$1.50 net; postage 10 tents

DICKY,
KNIGHT-
ERRANT

By

It is one of the literary events of the autumn and

is a book that is bound to be talked about.

for the brave little figure of a

boy. All the poignant memories
of life seem to be caught up and
made alive again in the vision of that

golden age of boyhood. Dicky is just

such a little fellow as the one you have
loved, winding his way into year heart,

and bringing with him a happy flood

of recollections.

Just as you loved Peter Pan, just as

you loved little Lord Fauntleroy, so you
will want to know and to love Dicky,

Knight-Errant.

Illustrated. $1.35 net. Postage 10 cents

Ready August 24th

"It appeals

lo me that you
have been slrik-

ingly fair and just

in your estimation

of Germany's cause
and have put your fin-

ger upon the real issue,

namely, her system of

government with its false

ideals. Your book is very in-

teresting at this time and should

be illuminating to all serious-

minded people" writes

SOME MODERN
BELGIAN WRITERS

By G. Turquet Milne?—With an introduction
by Edmund Gosse

While the genius of individual Bel-
gian writers, such as Maeterlinck and
of later years, Verhaercn, has had wide
recognition, few people are aware of
the richness and complexity of Bel-
gian literature as a whole. This book
is in the nature of a brief, critical

introduction to some ofthe /
modern poets, essayists and ^
novelists who have given to / "For outright ingenuity and invention, for ability to

Belgian letters its peculiar ^ pile mystery upon mystery, Mr. Rohmer wins the palm."

and distinctly national #̂ Pittsburgh Post.

character. <#

BRIGADIER GENERAL JOSEPH E. KUHN
Military Attache to Germany 1915-1916, now

president of the Army War College, of

WILHELM HOHENZOLLERN

& COMPANY
By Edward Lyell Fox

"Amazingly interesting. It is evident

from this book not only that the author

has a good sense of observation and of

humor but that his judgment of people

is fairly correct. He carries the reader

along with him through scenes that are

often amusing, sometimes impressive,

frequently tragic, and always of im-

mediate interest."

—

Boston Transcript.

MAJOR GENERAL LEONARD WOOD
wrote Mr. Fox "I have read your book with

keen interest. You have handled the subject

with marked ability. I wish our people

Have you read this striking mvstery \ generally knew a little more of the real

story of Sax Rohmer's? "The Hand of X condition of things."

Fu-Manchu" will hold you enthralled from % Mr. Fox made three trips to Germany as

the first to the last page. A sure antidote for ennui. a war correspondent. At first he
believed in the justice of the Ger-

% man cause. Now, a student in

%^ the Officers' Reserve Corps, he

\, is preparing to fight Germany,
% because he understands the

$1.35 net, postage 12 cents.

$1.00 net. Postage

6 cents

Ready August
24th .•

menace of Prussianism.

So will you, if you read

this book.

\, $1.50 net; postage

% 12 cents.

f THE HISTORY OF GERMANY IN THE
19th CENTURY
By Heinrich von Treitschke

Translated by Eden and Cedar Paul

^ 6 vols. Each $3.25 net, carriage extra. \,

The first translation into English of one of the greatest historical works of the century. It is a %.

^ monument of narrative skill, exhaustive research and reflection written in Treitschke's early days at

Leipsic and Freiburg and must not be confused with recent translations of his truculent Chauvinistic

^ pamphlets and utterances. Lord Acton said of Treitschke in 1886: "The one writer of history who is more

^ brilliant and powerful than Droysen. He writes with the force and fire of Mommsen. He marshals his forces on

^ a front broader than any other man and accounts for the motives that stir the nation, as well as for the councils that

^ govern it." Now ready. Vol 1. — From the End of the Thirty Years' War to the Conclusion of the Napoleonic
^ Struggle. Vol. II. The Beginnings of the Germanic Federation. Vol. III. Austria's Dominion and the Increase of the

Power of Prussia. At all booksellers. Send for catalogue of autumn publications.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., PUBLISHERS, UNION SQUARE NORTH, NEW YORK
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My Adventures as a German Secret Agent
BY CAPTAIN HORST VON DER GOLTZ

THE AUTHOR

FOR ten years Captain von der Goltz

was a secret agent of Imperial Ger-

many, carrying out the decrees of the

Wilhelmstrasse in all parts of Europe and

America. An emissary of the Foreign

Office in the critical years of 1907 to

1911; soldier in the United States Army;
Major on the staff of General Villa—

these are but a few of the milestones in

his remarkable career. At the outbreak

of the European War die became an aide

to Captain von Papen, the military at-

tache of the German Embassy at Wash-
ington, and assisted him in the numerous

conspiracies against the neutrality of the

United States. Sent to Germany on a

false passport, he reported to his Govern-

ment and was later captured and impris-

oned for fifteen months in England. His

return to America and subsequent testi-

mony against German agents accused of

complicity in the plot to blow up the

Welland Canal—an enterprise which Cap-

tain von der Goltz himself had planned

—

are matters of recent record.

THE BOOK

CAPTAIN VON DER GOLTZ

HERE is the story of ten years of par-

ticipation in many of the most im-

portant events of our time—told by an

eye-witness. There are twelve chapters

in the book, each one filled with incidents

as dramatic as any in romance. There

are glimpses into the tangle of European

politics—stories of intrigue, some of them

exciting, some amusing, but all of them

full of the fascination that real adventure

possesses. There are tales of battle in

Mexico, so vividly told that you feel as

though you were actually living through

them. And there are revelations of Ger-

man activities in this country that are go-

ing to hit home to the heart of every

American. Von der Goltz knew the Ger-

man program—he was part of the German

machine ! In this book he gives an inside

account of the German intrigue against

the United States; of German trouble-

making in North and South America ; and

he concludes with a startling account of

the' German spy system in America as it

is today.

The War Book of the Year— Published September Twenty-Ninth — $1.50 Net

THE TERROR, by Arthur Machen
"The unknown master of the artistic tale of ter-

ror," as The Dial calls him, has written a mystery
story of war-torn England that is as unusual
as it is fascinating. $1.25 net.

THE NEW GETHSEMANE, by Edward Lyell Fox
In this story of the German who would not fight

in a war of conquest, Captain Fox makes a strong
appeal to every man and woman of the present
time. Illustrated. 60c. net.

SIXTEEN MONTHS IN FOUR GERMAN
PRISONS, by H. C. Mahoney
The story of one man's experiences in the hands
of the German Government. Mr. Mahoney is an
English civilian who was arrested in Germany
at the beginning of the war. Illustrated. SI. 50 net.

THE CREAM OF THE JEST, by James Branch

Cabell

A new story by the author of "The Rivet in

Grandfather's Neck," with the same scene and

many of the same characters in it as in his earlier

novel. $1.35 net.

THE FISHERMEN, by Dimitry Gregorovitsh

Russian peasant life, pictured in vigorous terms,

in a novel that has become a classic in Russia.

$1.50 net.

A PSYCHIC VIGIL. Anonymous

An inquiry into the nature of spiritualism, writ-

ten in the form of a conversation between three

men. $1.50 net.

An Instant Success LIMEHOUSE NIGHTS BY THOMAS BURKE Second Edition Now Ready

England and America have been thrilled and captivated by the magic of this remarkable book. You will agree with the Pittsburgh Sun that ' it

will be the most talked of book of the season among the appreciative.
"

What the Reviewers Are Saying:
The Bookman : Burke is decidedly a find. Not since the days when Kipling burst upon the English world has any writer displayed more sheer

force and driving power.

N. Y. Evening Post : His style is radiant with little Conrad-like touches of poetry in prose.

The Boston Transcript: If you dare to face the human heart as it really is, do not miss "Limehouse Nights."
The Brooklyn Eagle: A master tale teller Robert Louis Stevenson, could he have read these pellucid pages, would have reveled in

them O. Henry, seeing his own work in some ways resembled and in more ways surpassed, would have respected him as a master.

Fourteen Tales of Love and Life in the London River Slums. $1.50 Net
Buy these Books From Your Bookseller

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO., PUBLISHERS, UNION SQUARE NORTH, NEW YORK
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Watkins, N. Y. On Seneca Lake
Open All Year Wm. E. Leffingaell, Pres.

A MINERAL SPRINGS HEALTH
RESORT AND HOTEL KNOWN AS

THE AMERICAN NAUHEIM
The Only Place in America Where the Nau-
heim Baths for Heart Disorders Are Given
With a Natural Calcium. Chloride Brine.

' and treatments under
*the direction of phy-

sicians are particularly adapted to HEART
DISEASE, Circulatory, Kidney, Nutritional
and Nervous Disorders, Rheumatism, Gout
and Obesity.

Well keptand attractive GolfCourse
Send for illustrated Booklets

Hotel Webster
Forty-fifth St. by Fifth Ave.

40 West 45th St. NEW YORK
Just off Fifth Avenue on one of

city's quietest streets

One of New
York's most
beautiful hotels.

JJ.-V, Much favored by
women traveling
without escort.
Within four min-
utes' walk of
forty theatres.
Center of shop-
ping- district.

| Send for booklet.

Rooms, private
bath $2.50 and
upwards.

Sitting room, bed-
room, bath $5
and upwards.

W. JOHNSON Q.UIN1V, Prop.

B H

On the ocean front, with a superb

view of strand and famous Board-

walk, the St. Charles occupies an

unique position among resort hotels.

It has on enviable reputation for cui-

sine and unobtrusive service. 12 stories

of solid comfort (fireproof) ; ocean

porch and sun parlors; sea waters in

all baths; orchestra of soloists. Week-
end dances. Golf privileges.

Booklet mailed.

NEWLIN HAINES CO.
ATLANTIC CITV, N.J.

AUSTRALIA
-*- •jL. Honolulu, Suva, New Zealand

Ueirular Salllne* fromVancouver ,B.C.
by the PALATIAL PASSENGER steamers of the

CANADIAN ALS1RALASIAN ROYAL MAIL LINE

For fall information apply Can. Facifl<

By.. 12S1 Broadway, N. I., or to General
Agent, 440 Seymour St., Vancouver, B. C.

WEEKLY DeLUXE TOURS
Independent or Personally Conducted

HONOLULU, JAPAN, JAVA,
INDIA, AUSTRALIA,

AROUND THE WORLD.
Send for illustrated literature

and information

D. F. ROBERTSON EMXfcA

jfOlZV^GQ?! A luiet. luxurious Res-
I jS1^^ idential Hotel, affordins

t* .C? •" X* <"» t 'le Exclusireness and

Sixtiethbtf^T* °n
a private«,w R esl<jence Opposite

/V. y. the Metropolitan Club and
the 5th Ave. Entrance to Central Park. Apart-
ments, single or en suite, for long or short periods.

EAGER & BABCOCK

Manhattan Square Hotel
50 to 58 West 77th St., New York

300 Rooms, 225 with Bath and Shower
Opposite Museum of Natural History

Surrounded by parks. Half a Block of entrance
to Central Park. Convenient to everything

Boom with use of bath.. $1.50 per day
Parlor, bedroom and bath,
with shower for one or
two persons 93.00 • per day

Parlor, two bedrooms and
baths, shower, three or
four persons. $5 00 to $8 00 per day

Excellent Restaurant. Moderate Prices.

D. FROHMANN, Pres. GEORGE W. O'HARE, Mgr.

Hotel Albemarle
Broadway at 54th Street

NEW YORK

The restaurant is especially popular.

Only the best that the market affords

is served at reasonable prices.

ROOM RATES
Single Boom, - $2.00-$2.50 per day
Double Boom, - $3.00-$3.50 per day
Parlor and Bedroom, $4.00 and upwards

(Every room with private bath)

Special Weekly Bates

CHARLES P. ZAZZALI
Managing Director

SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

ILLUSTRATED BY
WINEIE1D SCOn MAIL M.» , Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know
What every young husband and
Every young wife should know

What every parent should know

$1 on posTpAiD
«JJ 1.1/1/ Mailed in plain wrapper

Cloth binding—320 pages—many illustrations

Table of content!, &rcommendations on request

AMERICAN PUB. CO.
90 Winston Bide. Philadelphia

In writinr to advertisers, please mention Travel
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West Side

Association of Hotels
Embracing Hotels between

59th St. and 103rd St. .NewYork

lllllll Illl II' III IHMIMI :.! I .1 III III' III,

AVQOMTA Broadway. 73rd to 74thAiiat«>lA Street. Most central loca-
tion: fireproof. Rooms $2: with bath $2.50: suites
o(2 to IS rooms.

BELLECLAIRE Broad
?!&!.'

" tb

The Home of Good PleB. Robert D. Blackman.

BERKLEY *•»•**»»**<»«>•*»««»

450 rooms and baths: unusually large, all outside.
E. C. Chowan

BONTA NARRAGANSETT
Broadway,»3rd to 94th St. Family and transient:
overlooking river two blocks from Central Park
and sub. ex. station: Ep. A Am. A.K.Bonta.Prop

BRETTON HALL MMS
Largest uptown hotel. AU the comforts and ad-
vantages of the better New York hotels at one-
third less price.

HARGRAVE llz We»t 72nd st.
Parkway Entrance to Central Park. 300 rooms;
300 baths: $2.00 up.

Eugene Cable.

I IIPPRMP 201 West 7ttb Street. Over-
*J\JVJMbnX^M!d looking the Hudson between
Central Park * Riverside Drive. Rooms and batb,
*2.00 up: suites $3.50 up.

A. T. Hardy A Cbas. G. Stamm, Directors.

MA TF^Tir1 Central Park at lt«
1V1/\J r/3 1 Iti we«t 72nd St. Gateway
Highest class residential and tourist hotel In the
world. Copeland Townsend. Lessee-Director.

MANHATTAN SQUARE &.!
77th Street. Opposite Museum of Natural His-
tory: 200 ft. from Central Park; near everything.
Rooms, bath, shower, $2.00 up: suites $3.00.

MARIE ANTOINETTESUE
way. A bouse of most refined atmosphere. Noted
for Its cuisine. European plan.

H .Stanley Green, Managing Director.

MARSEILLES ^ffitVeet.
Coolest rooms; delightful atmosphere; room and
batb $2. per day: larger suites In proportion.

M.E.Burke. Mgr.

SAN REMO "^en^^fp^W."'
Facing America's most famous Park. Specially
Inviting to families. Booklet on application.

M. Brennan's Sons.

stTandrew "E^^t
way station: block from Riverside Drive 4 Central
Park: 250 rooms—all outside $1.50 per day with-
out bath: $2.00 with bath. H. J. Veltch. Mng. Dlr.

SHERMAN SQUARE ggftffi
Street. Most convenient location uptown; tran-
sient and residential hotel

.

WILLARD-WEST-END R,d
* U** 76th Street. The final expression of comfort

and service. Room and batb $2.00 up.
Arthur T. Hardy. Charles G. Stamm. Directors.

iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii

New York

JUDSON HOTEL £««?*»,&
A quiet location facing Washington Sq.. the most
interesting and fascinating part of N. Y. Rich In
historic surroundings. Write for booklet.

HOTEL LE MARQUIS »&&?«:
Am. plan; central and convenient. Every comfort-
rooms with bath $3.50 per day with meals or $2 00
without. III. booklet on request. J. P. Tolson. Mgr.
iimmiimimiiimiimiimimiimm miiMimimiiiiiiimiiimimiimiimimiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiimiimii

Brooklyn

IjOSSERT Brooklyn's Most Representativeuuooi,i\ a Hote ,. rooms wlfh bath $2 60The comfort of its appointments and service Is re-
sult of carefui study. On the Heights: overlooking
th" Harbor.
imnmimnmimimnmimiimiimimillll minimi j 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Long Island

Hollis

HOLHSWOOD HALL
On Hl.Islde Avenue, two miles east of monument
(Jamaica). High class suburban Restaurant and
HoteI

• J . E . Tench. Proprietor
''» mmmmimiiiimii mmiiii iiiiiiiimiimimiiiiiiimiimiimiimiimiiiiiimiiimimm ill

Valley Stream

BUNNY HOTFI Kockaway Avenue;
r\V nulr'L opposite Long Island
R.R. station; best of food; Valley Stream's favorite
stopping place for automoblllsts.
I'liimmim in mim iiiiilmi nillinnillllll iilimmiimiimiii mi immmimiimmii: mum m

Bellmore

BLACK SWAN INN SU"^
cuisine and service: the best seasonable food here.

Thomas W. Devereaux, Proprietor.
lliiiiiiiiiiiiiilnil i Illlmillllllllillllinilllllllllllllllllllinillllliliiiiiiiiiiiir .milium ,: in,

Rockville Centre

FI1MI AVJON'S Merrick Road. Spec-
ie irNlvA. X3U1> O lal 8hore dinner; a la
carte service at all time; open all year.

John A. Flnlayson, Proprietor.

IHotels Selected and

THE TOWEL Cl'
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Long Island

Lynbrook

BLOSSOM HEATH INN
On Merrick Boad, Lynorook, L. I.
Enlarged and newly decorated.

Harry and Joe Sussklnd Managers

FOUNTAIN INN ffiS?
-
5SSSa

,,,

Sr
automobiles; music and dancing; the best of Long
Island Inns for the motorist.

Freeport

A T DTTVT1? UnTlTT Merrick Boad and
AL/JrliMl( 1MU1J!/L Bay View Avenue
Famous for Its ch'cken and duck dinners. A ren
devous for transient motorists. Endorsed by al-

who have patronized It. W . F. Jones. Mgrl

MONTE CARLO INN bJSTSS
service and food: entirely remodelled. The stop In
Freeport. Phone 372. J. Madlne, Proprietor.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllilllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIilllllllllllllllll

Mineola

FAMOUS KRUG'S CORNER
on the Jericho Turnpike: meals table d'hote and
a la carte: phone 1075 Garden City.

Frank P. Krug.
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Amityville

A VIITV TTVIXT on the famous Merrick
/V1V111 I irNIN Road. American and
European plan: best home cooking and special
chicken dinners. Otto Dlerks, Proprietor

Blue Point

South Shore ; magnificent view of
bay; famed for Its shore dinners.

C. H. Murdock, Manager.

niliilliiiimiliiiilliiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiimiii.'iiiii.iiiiiiiiii.iiimiiimiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiliiililimii

Oyster Bay

OYSTER BAY INN ^ggSfig
open all year; the right place for the motorist.

K. * E. Oakes, Proprietor

Southampton

T"TJ|? IDVTNir1 American plan: a modern
1 nL lIVVirNVj and unique hotel situated
at Southampton surrounded by beautiful scenery:
90 miles from New York.

Irving L. Terry, Proprietor.

iimilllllii'lllimiiiiiimiiimliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiilmlliiillimliiiilimilililllimiiimimlili'iillimillliilllilllllimillliillll

Bellport

WYANDOTTE HOTEL O 1 d
style

American plan house of the best class for families.
George Kreamer, Proprietor.

Centre Moriches

LONG ISLAND HOTEL J£%*
$3 per day. Special Sunday dinner for tourists.
Telephone 25. J. W. Rose, Proprietor.

Eastport

"THF rORNlfR" (Formerly BaysldeX nCj VjKJIKTH HjR. Hotel) on the Mer-
rick Road; on the South shore; Long Island duck
dinners a specialty.

A . Scbwebke, Proprietor.
iimiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii<iiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiimiiimiimiiimiiiimiiiimiii

East Quogue

PUCHMULLER'S INN oe§My
situated on Shlnnecock Bay; cuisine has no equal
on Long Island.

August Puchmuller, Proprietor.
1
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Rockaway Park

HOTEL PIERCE w
F1r^Ku

a
e
»d

Restaurant : fireproof; sanitary: luxurious.
Edward Pierce. Prop.

Frederick J. Wllloughby. Mgr.
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Roslyn

GLENWOOD LODGE JSJgES:
bor, on the beautiful North Shore. The garden
spot of Long Island. The best shore and chicken
dinner. E. J. Gtlllgan. Mgr.
Mlliillllillimiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiim in

Bayside

McKENNA'S GRILL
A Dining Place of Quality.

niiiiniillliiliiimimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiliiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiilllillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Douglaston

DOUGLASTON INN
Broadway; Tel. 3084 Baytlde
Automobile and Dinner parties given special at
entlon; travelers accommodated.

Cbas. F. Pearson. Proprietor

Great Neck

RED LION TNN K°own for Its good

Neck Lodge of the Motor Parkway. Open a year
T E. Coffee

EAl

Long Island

Port Washington

UT> 4T\T ITV'C on the waterB of Manhasset
DI\J\LfLiEj I O Bay. Glass enclosed dining

room affording fine view; lobsters and shore food a
specialty; fine place for auto or yachting parties.

John F. Bradley. Proprietor.

Centreport

UAI T 'O On North Shore, between Hunt-
1~1I\LiLj o. ington and Northport. Service

a la carte: European plan: famous for shore dinners
and sea food. Phone 90 Northport.

immimni iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillimiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiliiiiiilllliiiiiimiiiiiiliimiiimi

New York

Newburgh

TUi? DAT ATTVP The modern hotel of
1 Hri rALAlllMi the Hudson Valley;
20 mile view; American plan; rooms with or without
baths; best service. H. N. Bain A Co-

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiimlliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiimiiiiiiilllliiiiiiiiililiiimiiiiiiilllliiiiilil

Poughkeepsie

NELSON HOUSE ^|£oopl
£r

day and up. Member of the Empire Tours and the
Real Tour Association. Horatio N. Bain, Prop.

Croton-on-Hudson

"TUMBLE IN" jfwflryspi
distinction: 35 miles from New York; European
plan : French cuisine: modern hotel accommodations.
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Albany

THE TEN EYCK °nW,e
„
8",M

European plan. Large addition opens July 1917.
Under direction of Fred'k W. Rockwell

State and
Broadway

European plan. Absolutely fireproof. Bath with
each room. F. C. GUleBple

THE HAMPTON

WELLINGTON 136 state Street
Quite, airy rooms overlooking Hudson and sur-
rounding hills. European plan. Rooms with bath.
Large fireproof addition of 200 rooms.
llllllNIIIIIIIIIIIIHNIIHNMIIIINIIIIIIIIItlllUlimNlllirilllHHNIIINIIIIllNlllllllllllllllllHnillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Schenectady

MOHAWK HOTEL
On the Empire Tour. New, high class, modern,
fireproof; European plan. Ideal place for the
motorist. J. H. Meehan, President
lllllllliiillliiiiilliiiilliliilllliiiillimilllllilllllimilimliiiiiiilllimiliiimilimillirailllliiilllimiilliiilllllllllillimil

Buffalo

HOTEL IROQUOIS „_.,
Nationally known as Buffalo's best: located In the
heart of the City; unsurpassed cuisine.
H.M.Gerrans, Pres. E. C. Greene, Mgr.

HOTEL TOURAINEcge^bSe. '1
.

on beautiful Delaware Ave. Garage In connection.
John McF. Howie,

President and Manager.

HOTEL LENOX wareAve
1
,' IdeaMor

tourists and motorists; best service; fire proof;
European Sl-50 up; Guide Book Free.

C. A. Miner, Mang. Dir

MARKEEN HOTEL §£&£.%
transient, tourist or families; fireproof; 200 rooms
with bath; ideal for motorists; garage on premises.

Randolph McNutt, President.

C A CTI 17 TMTV American Plan; rates^"ILIi irNIN §2.50 to $3.50. All rooms
with hot and cold running water, and telephone.
Located on Niagara Sq. at McKinley Monument.

D. H. McCarriagher.

Binghamton

HOTEL BENNETT STXn<St

£
all rooms. European plan. Rates—with detached
bath SI up: with private bath $1.50 up. Our
restaurant is popular In priceW A. Horr Mgr.: Geo. P. Knlbhs Asst

Bath

THE NATIONAL HOTEL tl\\
the rooms with private baths; hot running water;
telephone; steam heat; electricity In all; American
plan $2.50 and $3.00 a day. John Bertram. Prop

Rye

COLONIAL INN SWWES&S
A la Carte—Table d'hote; good rooms; on Boston
Post Road. Phone 441 Rye.

J. L. W. Dohertv

Mamaroneck

PIERRE BUSTANOBY INN
Cuisine Francalse a la carte. Dancing.
Overlooking Long Island Sound.

Tel., 565Mamaroneok.
iiiilliimiii'iiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiii'iiiiimiimiiimiiiiimiiiii mil: iiiih'mini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii.iiiiii.iiiiiimii

Tonawanda

R. S. BROWN HOTEL
Delaware and Broad Streets.

R. S. Brown, Manager

Westfield

PORTAGE INN ^r^Mri^o
without bath: splendid stopping place for tourists
and motorists. J. C. Jones Props

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

Connecticut

Stamford

HOTEL DAVENPORT JSIVKB':
European plan; first atop from New York on'BoBton
Post Road.

H. S. Morehouse Manage
m :m .m: m: .11. mi ml mm im iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliililiiilliiiiiiiiiiilimiliiililllliiiiilliill

New Haven

HOTEL BISHOP
And Bishop's Colonade, Savin Boek.
A dining place unusual.

HOTEL ROYAL
In the heart of the city. Every room with bath:
five minutes from depot. Newest and most up to
date hotel In New Haven.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiimiiii.miiiii'iiiiimiiiii.iiiimmiiiii'iiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiim.iiiiiimiiimiiiiiii

New London

MOHICAN HOTEL fflSVUSn
400 rooms with Private bath: European plan $1.59
up. F. B. Walker, Manager.

llliillllimlliimiiiiiiiiiiiriliiii.iilllimlllliilllllmiliiLiiillliiillllliiiilliimiiiimilllmilliroiliiliillllliilllllllllllil

Putnam

PUTNAM INN SSg&oTTrfflMS:
ping place for the motorist or tourist. European
plan; garage. C. E. Rogers, Manager

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii.iiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiliiimililiiiiiiiiiliiiiiii

Waterbury

KINGSBURY
A real big home; European plan $1.50 to $2.01
with bath: no bar.

C. H. Cables. Proprietor

iiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Newtown

NEWTOWN INN gSfSSS^ftrffi
Western Connecticut bills : 70 miles from New
York on state roads.

W. H. Newman. Mgr.
iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiii

Norwalk

ROYAL JAMES INN KShSK:
European plan; fine stopping place for motorists;
43 Miles from New York: Ideal location: spacious
lawns: cuisine the best.

Cheshire

SCOTT'S WAVERLY INN
Ideally located In the scenic section of Connecticut.
On the finest state road from Waterbury, Merlden
or Bridgeport. Service and food the best.

miiiimiiiiimiiiimmn 1111111111 1 IIIII1IUI Illlffllllliuil iiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiifflili'i

Greenwich

Till? A/f A TJT 17*2 Boston Post Boad.
1 xlJi lVlAlrl^JiO American plan; caters

to those seeking the best of accommodations: fine

view of Sound: extensive lawnB; garage in close

proximity.

PICKWICK INN Tne
to
?e
P
w est

E0
£d

finest Inn In this section: ideal place for the
motorist, and cuisine of the very best.

Connecticut

Litchfield

PHELPS TAVERN
American Plan. Open All The Tear.

({n^iniuMiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniii

Torrington

CONLEY'S INN A5SKK,

ffia.
Most convenient location: rendeivous for motor-
ists: spacious plana. -

J. Allen walker, Prop.

Norfolk

NORFOLK INN "MSM"1"

On the main auto highway from New York. Every
modern Improvement.

Henry R. Sweet.

miiimiiiiim 1111 1 1111 minimi 1 1 1 Ill >
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New Hartford

GREENWOODS INN ETZTZ
New England. European plan: 26 beautifully
furnished rooms and 25 baths. Best cuisine.

Geo. B. Nicholson.

Kentucky

Fort Thomas

Altamont Springs Hotel SJggf

.

mid'st Kentuckys romantic hills overlooking Ohio
River; altitude 400 feet; 20 minute Boulevard drive
from Cincinnati. Sulpho-Saline, Magnesia and
Lithia waters.

Massachusetts

Greenfield

WELDON HOTEL ..„•. um,u..
On dlreot route to the Mohawk Trail. Recreation
Golfing, Tennis, Auto and Carriage Driving.

N. A. Campbell. Mgr.
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Massachusetts

North Adams
•Id lb.

Berkshire*"THE BERKSHIRE
A pleasant quiet Iocs Hod : European plan f1.28 op
American Flan 13.00 up: * stopping place for the
autnmoMllnt.

I l!l!!UIIIII!]tllll!llllllinilllllltlllll!!!llllllllllllll!llllllllltllllll

Northampton

PLYMOUTH INN JSSVgStfSS
Wbltfl Mountains. Splendid auto roada radiate In

every direction. Ep. and Am. plan. Cuisine of

excellence. Spacious plaiiaa. W. A. Senna, Mar.
n m iin iiiiiiinmiiiimiiimmiiiimiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiNiiiim

Pittsfield

MAPLEWOOD HOTEL if«B..
Open May 26th to Not. lit. Booklet! and road
maps on application. Arthur w. Plumb.
ItlUMl Hill II ll'i I illl l!l!!lll!l!!!|]!lllll!lim!limmill!l<!!IIIIIHI!!lll!ll!l!lllfllMIII!m!lllimillll!!|

Worcester

THE BANCROFT g^ ^JSSSH
Woroeater. Maaa. for complete Itinerary. Address
Dept.N.
luuimiiiiffliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiminini iniiiiniiiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiininiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Holyoke

THENONOTUCK SJSB
a
li«f

,
^SS8Meautlan Eoate; fireproof: Ep. plan 11.80 and

dp: Mount Tom golf privileges to guests: dlreetlon
of United Hotels Co. Qorham Benedict. Mir.
nu itmaHmrinntii .! ill !' I'll

Boston

PIIDITAM 380 CommaiwMlIk Arcane,tURll A1X Thai distinctive Boston house.
Globe trotter* eall the Puritan one of the moat
nomtllkt hotel! In the world. Send for our book-
let with guide to Boston and Its historic vicinity.

BRUNSWICK HOTEL ££.;;
Fire minutes walk from Baek Bar Station; Euro-
pean plan ll.so up: with bath $2.80 op; American
plan MOO op.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Coraer •wtmry and Dartmoath Strut*.
Enropean plan; near Back Bar stations; ha art of
residential district. Thomas O. Paige, Mgr.

OXFORD HOTEL KS^jg^a
Booms single or en aulte with or without bath; four
minutes walk from Baek Bay stations.

Phllim P. Pretto.

HOTEL PLAZA EgfflSSSS&SffiF*
AQtomoDlls parties, tourlata and transients given
special attention. A la carte service to midnight.

W. H. Cowan, Managing Owner

Lee

GREENOCH INN &33ZBS&
European plan with a La Carta at all hoars for the
convenience of motorists. Geo. A. Grilling. Prop.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii

Lenox

CURTIS HOTEL SUSjffl'S.UL.
Brick eons tractIon: rooms with and without bath;
golf and tennis courts: charming drives In every
direction. Wm. P. Cortls, Prop.

GREY HOUSE KS3SS&&
Charmingly situated, generously large rooms; suites
with and without baths; large plaiiaa; homelike
surroundings. Samuel B. Krogman. Prop.

MAHANNA HOTEL c3K£lw
Hills. American and European Plan booklet on
application F. C. Mahanna, Mgr

New Jersey

As oury Park

COLEMAN HOUSE
Whele square on the Ocean; European-American
Plan; open all year; special accommodation for
automoblllBta.
llllllllllllllll)llll!lllllllllUllllllllilllllllll[llllllllllllllll|[IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlll[lllll<IIIIIIIIIIIIIIimillllll[llllllil!llllll!IIEIIII

Ocean Prove

NORTH END HOTEL SSSgfi
modern and Drat clan Id every particular. Sea-
water In private baths. Elevator to Street level.

Francis Tarnall, Proprietor
iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Lakewood

HOTEL PALMER h^rM
Recreation. Best "Open all the Year" Hotel be-
tween New York and Atlantic City; modern;
moderate rates. T. T. Dolbey, Manager
iiimiillinmllllmilliilililliliiiilllilliilllttllllliltllliilillllillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii

Atlantic City

TRAYMORE <££•„
World's Greatest Hotel Suooesa.
European Plans

American and

HOTEL DBmsattBSSSZG.
Directly on ocean front with unobstructed view
over our own lawn. Large Solarium and terraces
adjoining Boardwalk. Walter J. Bniby.

ROYAL PALACE HOTEL
AND COTTAGBS On the Beach. Near all plera
and amusements. American plan. Oroheetra, cafe,
capacity 600. Ratee on reqaest. a.Hanstern. Prop.

HOTEL WILTSHIRE KSST
Every convenience; best moderate price hotel In
Atlantic City. Central to all amusements: minute
to boardwalk. Samuel A. Ellis.

HOTEL JACKSON 9SESJH&"
Brick hotel; American A European plan; elevator
to street level; rooma with bath; open all year.

H. A. Brogan, Ownership management

Hotels Selected Mud lfeconimeodecl by \
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New Jersey

Atlantic City

THE CLARENDON HOTEL
Virginia Avenue. 100 rooma with hot and cold
water; rooma en suite with bath: moderate prices:
booklet. Monroe Hutchlna.

STANTON Penmylvanla At*.
Beat of the amaller bouses. Booklet.

GLASLYN-CHATHAM ftjgi
Second house from beach. Elevator to street: rooma
with running water and private bath. Open
throughout the year. Booklet. Nathan L. Jonea.

PENNHURST EflES*
Ownership management; first clan service:
American plan $3 to $4. Garage on premises.

Wm. R. Hood.

NEW CLARION KEVW^.
Kentucky Ave.: rooma with or without bath:
elevator to street level; moderate prices: garage.

S. K. Boniface

Near Beach
Always open; private baths; excellent table:
American plan. 12.60 up; tie weekly op. Book-
let. Garage. M. Walsh Duncan.

HOTEL PIERREPONT
Second hotel from Beach
Every appointment of the Ideal hotel; fine cuisine.
American plan S3 up G. L Eabn.
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Newark

ROBERT TREAT tl^gSgw.
Newark's new two million dollar hotel: European
plan 11.60 up; with batb $2.00 up.

Charles A. Carrlgan, Manager.

North Carolina

Asheville

THF M ANOR Albemarle Park, Asne-ItlUi MAINUK rtUe, Nortn Carolina.
Real Southern hospitality In the land of the sky.

In America—An English Inn.

Ohio

Cincinnati

HOTEL GIBSON 'St&SS
Rates from S2.00

THE PALACE HOTEL «&£$!
lege Streets. European Plan. Ronms without
bath SI.00 to SI. 50; rooms with bath SI.00 to 82.00 .

llNOliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiji

Toledo

HOTEL MADWCXSBFSS&SSt
era outside rooms; rooms $1.00 per(day. with private
bath $1.50. European plan; excellent cafetarla;

Fred A. Crossett. Msr.

Conneaut

HOTEL CLEVELAND fTSZ*
One of the better class hotels where the traveler
will receive every courtesy.

C. W. Smith, Proprietor

Lima

"RATJTJ TTOTTTT Absolutely fire-proof;D/\.XVrV nuifili 100 rooms: every room
has private bath and electric fans. One rate, SI.50
per day. Frank B. Cowles, Mgr.

Springfield

HEAUME HOTEL gMTr.^
Station. Springfield's newest fire-proof; European
Plan: every room with bath; rates SI.00 to SI. 50;
popular price restaurant. J. S. Heaume, Prop.
r ,m" 111: mil ,1111, i.iii: :m: urn ,,r" .ill: III' .III' .11';
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Pennsylvania

Philadelphia

adelphia meue?
In the center of things, 400 Rooms, 400 Baths.
Moderate Tariff.

David B. Provan Managing Dlreotor

THE COLONNADE JfffiR.g'lS:
In the heart of the city, one block from Penn. R.R
Terminal. We feature Individual attention $1.60
up: with bath *2 OO up.'

Allentown

HOTEL ALLEN IXe^a'S.'^'
Club Breakfast. Table d'Hote Dinners,

Easton

HOTEL HUNTINGTON
"On the Square." European Plan.

John B. Renwick, Proprietor.

Erie

baths; exceptional
features for tourists and commercial patronage:
fireproof. Daniel W. Hlckey, Manager.

1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii 1 1 1 in i rm
Pennsylvania

Harrisburg

TUP KriT TfiM Market Square. Elec-
1 JIHi DUL l KJl> trie care to and from
depot: electric light and steam heat; rooms en-sulte
or single with baths. Rates $3.00 American plan.

J. H. 4 M. S. Butterworth, Proprietors.

liiillllliliilliiiiiiiliraiiiiiiniiiiiii'liiiiiiiiiliiiiiilllii'iiilii'iililrllllliiiiilimiiilliMiilllll'iiiliinilllllmlllllilillll

Lebanon

HOTEL WEIMAR ?^ %tbo
vTll

tor the traveler to stoo. W. S. Grenoble. Proprietor
Nllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

York

1 HE COLON 1AL Highway. Where
the traveler may expect the best of everything.

Relst * McPherson, P-oprietors.

Lancaster

HOTEL BRUNSWICK tfV%
perfection. Known as the best Hotel between
Philadelphia and Pittsburg; absolutely fireproof;
150 rooms—100 with private baths: European plan.

iiiniiiiilliiiilliiiiiiililiimiiiiniiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiilmiililiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiii nu u

Reading

THIT ATV/f1?RTsr,, A\I with New Annex.
1 rlHi AJYllVKlliAIN The personnel of
the management Is ample assurance of the high
class accommodations that may be expected.

Amnion * Kershner.

Caledonia Park

PINEY MOUNTAIN INN.
On the Lincoln Highway. New stone hotel on the
mountain between Chambersburg and Gettysburg.
With the modern Improvements and service appre-
ciated by the traveler Albert J. McConomy, Mgr.

Stroudsburg

INDIAN QUEEN HOTEL &&*
who has stopped here If they ever enjoyed their
meals or had better rooms In any hotel at any price.
American plan $3 to $4. Rutes $3.50 to $5:

Bedford

FORT BEDFORD INN.
Patronized by people who know. No better
rooms or nicer meals In Pennsylvania. Private
shower baths. All the latest appointments.

Stoyestown

Lincoln
Highway. New and unique. Our aim is to
serve the guest the best. Try and you will
come again. C.R.Clark, Mgr. '

miiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii

Chambersburg

WASHINGTON HOTEL.
I. Dl Tvfson," Proprietor. People accustomed
to the best hotels will find us not lacking and
some Individual comfort we have arranged we
believe will strongly appeal to the traveler.

Pittsburgh

MOTOR SQUARE HOTEL
East Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa., on the Lincoln High-
way; in the automobile district; fireproof construc-
tion throughout; modern In every detail; every
room an outside room. Cbas. J. Walsh, Prop.

TW1? QrrH"l?\jT PV One of the lead-
1 JtlJB/ S^jJrlJC/i> Jbli I . lng notel8 ln tne
U. S. Situated ln a park ln the residential sec-
tion. Its appointments are designed for comfort
and modern in every detail.

HOTEL LORRAINE ffi3ft=&
East End. On a beautiful residential square:
Steam heat, running water In all rooms; private
baths. Exceptional meals. Very moderate rates.

-rr H.M. Dixon, Proprietor.

Gettysburg

HOTEL GETTYSBURG §?„«!?
Private baths and running water. European and
American plan. Rates $2.50 up.
milinil[|lllllllllllllll[llllllli:illllllll[llllll!;illllllrilllllirilllllli:illlllli:''lllili':lllllll»lillllliailllll]l»llinilllllW

Wilkes-Barre

River Streets;
overlooking the historic Wyoming Valley; 200 bed
chambers and parlors single and en suite; 125
bathrooms. Finest cuisine.

Maryland

Baltimore

BELVEDERE ^Charles Street
? at Chase

In the heart of the fashionable centre. Fireproof.
Accommodates 600. Rooms wltb bath $3.00 up.

W. H. Hager, MaDaeer

ALTAMONT ^M^f
Situated on the handsomest boulevard In America.
American and European Plan.
iiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiliiiiiiiiii! 'iiiiii.'iiiiiiii.'iiiiiiiiBiiiiiisiiiiiiiliiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

Frederick

NEW CITY HOTEL &*££
On the Lincoln Highway. Fine cuisine; home-
like hotel; the satisfied guests who have been
eomlng back each year Is our recommendation.

Maryland

Hagerstown

THE DAGMAR. Fireproof;
modern 76

shower baths and tubB; European Plan; Club
Breakfast. Room with bath $1.50.

IIIIIHIIIIIII

District of Columbia

Washington

SHOREHAM HOTEL
H Street Northwest at Fifteenth

European Plan Exclusively.

HOTEL POWHATAN ^KSjT
Two blocks west of White House: 300 rooms; 26*
wltb private bath. E. C. Owen, Managei

HOTEL LAFAYETTE ftiVftSS
One square north of White House, facing on moat
beautiful residential street. Dlreotlon of J. II. Parla-
A.E.Klrby.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
JMM Hospitable service, cuisine delightful ;1M
•'i ' i~ rooma with bath: furnishings beautiful
and colonial.

[IIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINI

Rhode Island

Providence

CROWN
The op to date hotel. European plan exclusively:
$1.76 up; $2.26 up with bath.

Fred Mansfield. Proprietor.

NEW ALLEN HOTEL gJWST"
Central, near everything, quiet, exclusive, every
convenience. Ep. plan $1.00 up; wltb private bath
$1.60 op. Special weekly rates. F. Ball, Mgr.

NARRAGANSETT HOTEL
Largest and leading hotel ln Rhode Island. Euro-
pean plan. Headquarters for travelers and tourists

iiiiiiniiilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllliliiilllilinilll

Indiana

Indianapolis

SPENCER HOUSE §£?£*?
™°n

-

pean Plan SI. 00, with bath SI. 50. First class res-
taurant. Automobile parties given special attention.

H. L. Rood, Mgr.
liiiiniiiiiiiiiilllliiiilliiliiiiiiiiii Jiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiJiiiiiriiiiiii'iiiiiiii iiiiiii'iiiiiiiililliniiiliiiniiiiiiniiiliininiin

Mich igan

Mt. Clemens

MEDEA HOTEL S^^,*""-
Open all year. "The Medea Spring made Mt.
Clemens Famous." Largest tub bath house ln )he
world. Mt. Clemens Bath Co.

IHE COLON 1AL at Mount Clemens.
Michigan. Greatest mineral baths ln the world
for rheumatism, arhrltls, stomach and nervous dis-
orders. For particulars address Colonial Hotel
Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

European $1.00
up: AmericanTHE SHERMAN.

$2.60 up. Open all year.
iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii

Kalamazoo ^_^^

PARK-AMERICAN HOTEL.
European Plan $1.00 up. With bath $1.50 to
$3.00 per day. Ernest McLean, Manager.

RECOMMENDED GARAGES,
NEW YORK CITY

CONCORD GARAGE, Inc.
211-213 W. 87th Street. Storage and supplies:
Packard Cars for hire. Phone Schuyler 5360

.

John A. Miller Garage, Inc.
204-6-8 W. 102d Street. Packard Cars for hire.

Phones Riverside 5888. 5889. 10265.

SCHUYLER GARAGEI^M:
Renting, repairing, storage. Phone Schuyler 5767
iiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiii'niiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiliiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinilllllliiiiili

New York

Brooklyn

Benson - Morris Garage Co.
48-50 Love Lane and 7 College Place. All modern
facilities for the care of bigh grade automobiles.
Phone Maine 8500.
iinmiiiiiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiin

_^_^ Buffalo

LAFAYETTE GARAGE JTg'bl
storage; gasoline, ol land supplies. 101 Clinton St

Niagara Falls

WRIGHT'S GARAGE, §Si!d12?.
Repair work promptly and efficiently done; storage
gasoline oil and supplies. Frank Wright. Prop.

Binghamton

next to Post
OCQce. Courtesy with real service at the minimum
rates. Official Travel Club Garage.
inn i iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiu

Pennsylvania

Erie

F. W. C. GARAGE opposite Lawrence'
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Refinement in

IVORY PY'RA-LIN

There is in Ivory Pyra-Iin ware somelhing more definitive of

character than the soft mellow tones of purest ivory. There is a

refinement—a richness—a solidity that appeals to the connoisseur.

Our charming Du Barry pattern embraces many pleasing articles

de toilette for both lady and gentleman. Each made of this exquisite

all-American product—and each beautiful in its purity of design.

The better stores show a generous assortment

Brochure upon request

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours &- Co.
The Arlington Works

725 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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White Sulphur Springs
WEST VIRGINIA

THE GREENBRIER
OPEN ALL THE YEAR EUROPEAN PUN

The famous 18-hole Golf Course of the Green-

brier, has probably made as many converts to the

game as have the tonic of its waters restored to

health run-down, over-taxed bodies.

THE BATH ESTABLISHMENT connected with

the hotel, it the finest in Europe or America.

Equipped with every appliance known to science

for the latest forms of treatment under expert

physicians of the highest standing. The Radium,

Nauheim, Vichy, Aix Dauche, Radio-Active, Sul-

phur Mud Baths for the treatment of Gout, Rheu-

matism, Nervous Prostration, Neurasthenia, Dys-

pepsia and Liver disorders and other ailments this

retort has an enviable reputation.

An elaborate book illustrated

in color mill be sent upon request.

FRED STERRY
Managing Director

J. H. SLOCUM
Resident Manager

TRAVELING GOODS b

BUILT to stand the hardships of the

road yet natty in design and luxuri-

ous in appearance. Rugged, sturdy,

handsome bags and suit cases made by
master bag makers and constructed of

Du Pont Fabrikoid, Craftsman Quality

—

the very best Fabrikoid made. Each bag

or suit case doubly guaranteed by
these quality trade marks.

Sixteen styles for men and women

$7.50 to $12.00
At the better shops and department stores

Write for illustrated booklet

The Belber Trunk and Bag Co,

Oxford and Hancock Sts., Philadelphia. Penna.

Extra large pat-
tern in black
small cross grain.
Sewed corners,
strong frame, ln-
dde look. Bat
catcnes and drr-
able, waterproof
lining. Equipped
with Belber Fit-

all which can be
adjusted to hold
your own toilet

articles.

When You Travel!
A ticket via Rock Island

Lines calls for a trip to your

destination and something

more.

Safety, courtesy, travel-

comfort and expedition are

included.

A business trip becomes

a pleasure and a pleasure

trip a reality when you get

full service-value for your

money.

That's why you should

see that your tickets read

via the

Rock Island
Fares, routes, reservations,

information on request. Rock
Island Travel Bureaus in all

important cities.Rock
Island L. M. ALLEN

Passenger Traffic Manager

735 La Salle Station, Chicago

=n
Safety and Service First

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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The corner of a Hindu temple at Chitor, carved with such skill that the figures stand out from the surface held by a mere thread of stone or marble.

CHITOR, THE ROYAL FORTRESS CITY
AN ANCIENT CITY OF CENTRAL INDIA THAT WAS SACKED THREE TIMES BY THE MOGULS BUT STILL
RETAINS MUCH OF ITS FORMER GLORY—MARBLE PALACES AND CARVED TEMPLES AND ATMOSPHERE

Eleanor Maddock

NIGHT in India holds for persons of sensitive imagination a mys-
terious attraction as they journey across the plains in a Bombay,

Baroda and Central India train. After sunset darkness drops like a

curtain, then in a brief space it rolls back from an indigo sky thick with

stars, where some appear to have fallen onto the edge of the horizon.

Nowhere does the moon shine with such yellow, unearthly radiance,

hanging orange-colored and heavy as though burdened by the weight

of years. In the vast stillness objects are easily distinguished at a dis-

tance, forms move phantom-like in the glare of cremation fires in far-

off villages, where India is always awake under the cool stars.

Presently, in the elusive gleam of the false dawn—peculiar to the

tropics—an isolated platform of rock towers dark and awesome out of

the level plain, and so striking is the resemblance that all who have

ever seen it describe it as a monster battleship with sloping bow and

stern plowing its way along the plain.

On the expanse of summit, silent and desolate, stands the city of

Chitor, once the throne of Mewar's princes—descendants of the great

Solar Dynasty, know as the Sun-Born Kings.

The blue convolvulus-enveloped station at Chitor, with its rows of

trickling water hydrants, is an oasis set in the midst of a thirsty plain.

Behind the building, under the chameli trees that pour their fragrance

on the night air, were waiting, with all the patience of their kind, an
elephant, mahout and chuprassi, or orderly, wearing the crimson and
yellow livery of the Maharana of Udoipur. They had been camped
under the trees all night and their fire was still burning when we two
belated guests of His Highness stepped from the train into the per-

fumed air.

Now climbing on to the back of an elephant, full of rage at being

shoved into waking consciousness, is not easy, nor were we the first

visitors to Chitor to have an object lesson in elephantine malice. At
first she declined to kneel, then when she did and before her victims

could assume even a precarious position, she heaved upward with a
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THE GRAND PALACE AT UDAIPUR

Udaipur, sixty miles north of Chitor, is "the most beautiful city in India, barring none, celebrated the world over for its lake palaces. ... In the hour of the short

Indian twilight the palaces appear to float upon the surface of the lake. There is also a fascination about these alabaster and marble abodes of kings, coupled with

a feeling of content that one may gaze and explore at will, for at Udaipur there are no guides, those parrots of Hindustan who dog the footsteps of tourists everywhere

in India"

violent jerk among the chameli branches, bringing down a shower

of blossoms; then, having found it impossible to get rid of her

hateful burden, she started to run, finally subsiding into her worst

possible gait as she shuffled off with us to the dak-bungalow, or rest-

house, to wait for sunrise over Chitor.

This is no ordinary ruin, such as one sees

everywhere in India, "trodden by the gentle

foot-steps of decay," for here none but the

ruthless hand of the invader could have torn

the bronze gates from the seven great arch-

An Indian magician and his pet cobra, common enough in the India of to-day, but relics, no doubt
of the days of the early rulers

ways along the steep winding ascent, gates high enough to admit the

tallest elephant topped by a howdah.

Chitor was sacked three times by the Moguls, and the names of those

who laid it waste are held accursed by the Hindus of Rajputana. To
this day "by the sin of the sack of Chitor" is the most sacred oath of

the Hindu Rajputs. Above the dead city rises the

Tower of Victory, one mass of sculpture from its base

to the vaulted chamber at the top depicting every ob-

ject known to Hindu mythology. Too great even for

the fury of the despoiler, it has looked down upon
"deeds fit for demons, and on virtue worthy of the

gods," as firm on its rock foundation as when a power-
ful Hindu ruler placed it as "a ringlet on the brow
of Chitor."

Equally prominent, but in striking contrast to its sur-

roundings, is a tall pyramidal stone column, with an
inner spiral staircase, tapering at the top on to a small

platform fitted with iron cross-pieces; it is called

Akbar-ka-dewa, or Akbar's lamp." A sinister object

that at the present day does not explain itself, how-
ever, it served the purpose only too well, for the Mogul
Emperor Akbar when he erected it placed a huge oil

lamp on the top as a beacon to guide his legions while

they were looting the city during the third and last

sack of Chitor.

The walls, interiors and lofty fluted domes of palaces,

shrines and temples are carved with such skill that the

figures stand out from the surface held by a mere
thread of stone or marble—the perfected art of Aryan
chisel. The ground is strewn with fragments so that

one can hardly walk without treading on some relic

—

perhaps a bit of marble screen, or a carved door lintel,

the only link with a love romance or tragic happening
whose story has long since been forgotten.

A sequestered path through a tangle of wild custard-
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apple trees ends at a row of gray-trunked peepul trees—ghostly and

hideous with age—where a flight of broken steps lead down to the

Gau-Mukh, or "cow's mouth," a deep rock ravine, where high up out

of a cleft of rock the water falls in a small stream from a grotesquely

carved cow's mouth, with the "soft chuckle" which annoyed the Ameri-

can hero of Rudyard Kipling's novel, "The Naulakha," when he told

it to "dry up." The "gentle breeze that blew in his face with the in-

tolerable scent of musk from between the snaky tree roots," marks the

entrance to an underground passage that extends half the length of the

rock fortress, through which little Prince Udai Singh, when about to

be murdered by his uncle, was carried by his faithful nurse to a place

The Tower of Victory at Chitor is one mass of sculpture

from its base to the vaulted chamber at the top, depicting every

object known to Hindu mythology

it; to the former it is sacred, and the latter believe it to be guarded by a

demon woman armed with the famous two-edged sword of the Sun-Born
Kings. Englishmen who visited the spot in later years have, one and
all, refrained from doing violence to prejudice. Now the closed en-

trance is shown only to those who ask to see it.

In the center of what was once a lotus-lily tank stands Princess Pad-

mini's marble palace, and that, too, one must inquire for if he hopes to

find it, as it is hidden behind another palace continuing in a high wall

along the edge of the tank. Strangely enough, it is not defaced, but

the ivory-tinged high smooth walls suggest the zenana, and are signifi-

cant. For the modest Hindu women, in whose dark lustrous eyes there

is always a hint of sadness, were
coveted by the Moguls from the

very first of their invasion of In-

dia, which resulted not only in

their strict seclusion behind zenana

walls but also subsequently in the

adoption of the veil.

Chitor was the royal fortress

city of the Hindu Rajputs, famed
for the beauty and chastity of their

women, who were trained from
childhood to choose death before

dishonor. It was the throne of a

hundred warrior kings, the reposi-

tory of priceless works of art; its

coffers held vast treasure in jewels,

among which were the famous
"rubies of Rajasthan." Skilled

workers in gold fashioned orna-

ments, hilts for swords and other

weapons, and a highly prized flex-

ible gold fabric. Then the crimson

banner of Mewar floated over the

battlements.

But the impregnable fortress of

wealth and beauty was ever an ob-

ject of lust and greed, and while

the Moguls were always fighting

among themselves, upon one score

they never fell out, and that was
in the building of fine roads from
Delhi and Agra into the States

of Rajputana over which their

"To-day green parrots drowse in the empty casements of the

king's palace, and hundreds of peacocks strut about complain-

ing, while birds and butterflies riot undisturbed"

of safety, an episode set to verse by Sir

Edwin Arnold in "The Rajput Nurse."

Now, the Gau Mukh may be very popu-

lar as a story-book setting, but, candidly, it

is not a pleasant spot, and although the

"strange rustlings" in the dim silence are

not ghosts, they are something more deadly

tangible, for in the dark moist caverns,

among the broken rocks and twisted roots

of the old Mimosa trees live generations

of vipers and hooded cobras, to say nothing

of vicious centipedes and other poisonous

insects.

Kipling in his "Letters of Marque" tells

the story of that awful tragedy when thou-

sands of women were immolated at the sec-

ond sack of Chitor—he breaks off rather

abruptly, though and says : "read Tod."

For even he finds it difficult to depict hap-

penings that to modern times are strange

and almost unbelievable— but withal, as

much a part of Chitor to-day as the ruins

themselves—the finale of a fierce struggle

to get possession of Princess Padmini, the

"Helen of Chitor," by a Mogul emperor of

Delhi. Under the king's palace may still

be seen the opening to the underground

chamber where the holocaust took place.

It is now sealed up, although there was lit-

tle need, for since that day neither Hindu

nor Mohamedan has ever set foot within

A REMINDER OF CHITOR'S PAST GLORY

The marvelously carved Tower of Fame and Hindu temple with its massive fluted dome at Chitor, the royal fortress

city. Chitor was sacked three times by the Moguls, and the names of those who laid it waste are held accursed by

the Hindus of Rajputana
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armies swarmed like ants after honey-pots.

One of these was Ala-u-din, a "slave-king"

of Delhi, who set out with an army to besiege

Chitor with the sole purpose of capturing Pad-

mini, a beautiful princess from the Island of

Ceylon, just wedded to the uncle and regent of

the boy king of Chitor. Tales of her wondrous
beauty had so fired his imagination that after

a few weeks of fierce resistance on the part of

the insulted Rajputs, he offered to remove his

armies if he were permitted to gaze upon her

reflection in a mirror. His request was granted,

but instead of keeping his promise, he enticed

the husband of Padmini into ambush, and bore

him off as a hostage for the princess.

Torn between honor and loyalty to their ruler,

the Rajputs tried strategy. Word was sent to

Ala-u-din that to save Chitor, the princess would
yield, but she must come as befitted her rank

—

with all her maids and serving-women. So en-

tering her royal dholi and followed by seven

hundred others, each borne on the shoulders

of four men, they filed down the slope to the

enemy's camp. The Mogul emperor, watching
the advance from below, was so exultant at

having thus easily obtained his prize, that he
failed to notice the labored gait of the dholi

bearers, as though they carried on their shoul-

ders a weight greater than that of some slender maid, or that the retinue
was an unusually large one even for a queen. His attempt to part the
curtains of Padmini's dholi was a signal, for at that moment from each

of the others sprang four warriors armed to

the teeth, as were the bearers. In the tumult
which followed the princess and her husband
made their escape back to Chitor.

Smarting under the humiliation of being out-

witted by a woman, and with the added mo-
tive of revenge, Ala-u-din increased his armies
until they covered the plains around Chitor as
"the sands that lie on Ganges shore." And,
that there might be no second failure, his men
worked day and night in the flare of great
torches, raising a mound of earth to overtop
the city walls— it may be seen to-day—paying

first a copper coin, then sil-

ver, and at last gold for

every basketful of earth.

(C) Stereo-Travel Co

An Indian temple orchestra, the dominant feature of which is the tom-tom beaten with the hands.
is rendered for the nautch dances

THE VAGARY OF AN INDIAN RULER

Surrup Singh, who was the ruler of Udaipur half a century ago, constructed this water maze, an enormous marble

tank about five feet deep, divided into compartments of various shapes, with the intervening spaces filled with

earth and flowers. Water was let in and among those winding canals slave girls and courtiers played hide-and-

seek while His Highness looked down on the sport

At last there dawned a day when the flower of Chitor's chiefs and
princes, most of her fighting men, lay lifeless on the plain, and there

was nothing left but to close the seven city gates and await the end.

Veiled and robed as for marriage rites, and wearing all their jewels,

thousands of women, queens, princesses and serving-women, all that

were young and fair in Chitor on that fatal day, mounted the broad

steps of the king's palace, on down to the vaulted chambers underneath,

where a low iron-clamped door swung open. One by one they all passed

through, bearing torches and bundles of faggots. Last to enter was
Padmini carrying the two-edged sword, the prized heirloom of a royal

race. Flames leaped up, and wreaths of smoke curled outwards. . . .

Then the door was shut and barred.

To-day green parrots drowse in the empty casements of the king's

palace, and hundreds of peacocks strut about complaining mournfully,

while birds and gay butterflies riot undisturbed in the chameli trees. In

the perfect calm the persistent click of the chisel sounds strangely, for

it is the ambition of the Maharana of Udaipur to restore the fallen capi-

tal of his ancestors on the old ground plan. The building of a marble

palace, the restoration of a temple and the work upon the city walls was
begun some years ago, but the great bronze inner gates now to

be seen at Agra, and the marble elephants on either side of the

Delhi gate at Fatehpur-Sikri, the priceless golden chandeliers and

other treasures carried off by Akbar, will never again grace en-

trance, shrine or palace at Chitor.

Gansha, the elephant, evilly hard-headed and venerable, with

the maddening habit of walking on the edge of a precipice, has

for years carried visitors stopping at the dak-bungalow, up the

steep winding road to Chitor, through the little native village on

the slope, and back again when the

air is fragrant with the smell of

cooking for the evening meal. Tiny

children run out, pointing and laugh-

ing at the silly "Sahib-logue" who
come up to stare at nothing but stones

and broken walls. The Indian moon
slid up over the Tower of Victory,

making ghostly the night shadows on

the lonely plain where no bugle call

or clash of steel proclaims the ad-

vance, and there is naught to guide

but the dak-bungalow's smoky light

flickering like a glow-worm in the

distance.

It is said that Chitor lives again,

for when it fell for the last time,

never to rise again, the king, Udai

Singh, fled into the foothills of the

Aravulli mountains sixty miles north
Much the same music
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of Chitor, where he founded a new capital city to which he gave his

own name, that of Udaipur, of which H. H. Dhiraj Sir Fateh Singh is

the present ruler, more familiarly known as The Maharana of Udaipur
and Mewar, the premier ruler of India.

It is the most beautiful city in India—barring none—celebrated the

world over for its lake palaces, which no doubt suggested the poetic,

though bromidic, title of "The Venice of India," and in many of the

old annals of Mewar it is alluded to as the "Point of Sunrise." Truly

it is a spot of enchantment and rose-tinted mirages, where in the hour

of the short Indian twi-

light, the palaces appear

to float upon the surface

of the lake. There is

also a fascination about

these alabaster and mar-

ble abodes of kings,

coupled with a feeling

of content that one may
gaze and explore at will,

for at Udaipur there are

no guides, those parrots

of Hindustan who dog

the foot-steps of tour-

ists and strangers every-

where in India.

By some fine code of

Eastern custom these
Hindu rulers never de-

stroy or tear down the

buildings of their prede-

cessors, nor do they oc-

cupy them, as each has

some particular fancy

of his own. So he pro-

ceeds to build round, ex-

tend and pile up ; and

the Grand Palace as it

now stands is the work
of no less than twenty-

one kings at different

eras, with the amazing
result of a harmonious

whole. There are miles of terraces, a thousand pavilions and countless

suites of rooms containing rare objects of fabulous cost and beauty,

where the feet sink into thick hand-woven rugs. When the shutters

are suddenly flung open in

shrouded and disused rooms,

glass and even silver bed-

steads shine in dim recesses

—

marking an era of extrava-

gance, and the last resting

place of some king, ere his

body was borne to the crema-

tion pyre.

Two fine tiger skins of un-

usual size, bagged by His

Highness and Prince Kumar,

stretch their length on the

wall at either end of a long

Hall of Audience. And here,

among others, hangs a strange

and most extraordinary paint-

ing, that, at first sight, one

mistakes for a woman wear-

ing an enormous hoop-skirt,

but which happens to be none

less than the famous Udai

Singh, the founder of Udaipur,

painted in the unique costume

of his time, that curiously

enough is not unlike the style

affected by the ultra-fashion-

able European women of the

present day, when chiffon is

substituted for the countless

folds of Dacca muslin, an In-

dian fabric known as "Woven

Udai Singh, ancient king of Chitor, from a

ing in the Grand Palace at Udaipur
paint-

Air" and Evening Dew." The necklace of pearls, ruby rings and brace-

lets as a finish to the perfectly fitting sleeve, and the scarlet pomegranate

blossom, held at an affected angle between the thumb and forefinger,

all tend to produce an effect that is fantastically feminine
;
yet one that

accurately depicts the character of this king, whose history reads like

some wild romance.

The square walls of the zenana building, with its central court cov-

ering half an acre, and small latticed grilles overlooking the lake,

glisten like a gigantic alabaster box ; the abode of women where the veil

is never lifted, for nowhere else in India are they now kept so secluded.

Occasionally from a screened balcony the eye catches the flutter of a

gay sari, or the flash of jewels and golden ornaments, and in the hour

before the noonday rest the sound of old women's voices scolding shrilly

is heard above the soft monotony of younger ones, crooning the old

lullaby of the "White Crow" and the "Jungle Plums." For, although,

the Maharana of Udaipur is the husband of but one wife, he is the

protector of several hundred female relatives.

Back in the fifties of the last century, when Surrup Singh was ruler

of Udaipur, the Jugnawas Lake Palace, with its artificial gardens, rose

parterres and pomegranate groves, was the scene of extraordinary

"scenarios." His tastes were distinctly amphibious, and he appears to

have gone to great pains in constructing the "water-maze," an enor-

mous marble tank, about five feet deep, divided into compartments of

various shapes, with the intervening spaces filled with earth and flowers.

Water was let into the top and among these winding canals slave-girls

and courtiers played hide-and-seek, while His Highness sat in the top

story of a near-by pavilion looking down on the sport. But he staged

his piece de resistance in a high-walled roofless court, with a water-

tank in the center. A long polished slab, sloping at a sharp angle, was
firmly fitted into the wall, over which was fixed a small square slab, or

seat, still smaller ones being set into the wall as steps leading up to it.

All of which, including the court, is of white marble, a little yellowed

by time, but otherwise perfect of its kind. Nobody ever guessed what
it is, or the water-maze either, and the caretakers can never be induced

to tell—if they know. But I happened to have "a friend at court," so,

imagination may picture Surrup Singh as he must have looked when
he climbed up and seated himself cross-legged, like a fat goblin, on the

square seat, waiting for the slave-girls to come up the steps, and when
they got within reach of his arm give them a vigorous push which
sent them flying down the slab into the water. Those lucky enough to

land on their feet scrambled out of the tank, dripping like brown seals,

to go back and do the trick all over again. Others who were so unlucky

as to strike the bottom head first were fished out by the attendants.

On moonlight nights there were orgies on the lake, where platforms

(Continued on page 45)

THE LAKE PALACES AT UDAIPUR

In the center is the Jugnawas, which has the water maze, and in the distance is the Jugmander Palace.

the State barges, long unused

In the foreground are
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One of the many ancient monoliths of Quirigua, where there is

a host of archeological treasure remaining from the highly civil-

ized race that peopled the region in the past

• ;.' -SBHSeSi

A SIDE STREET IN THE CITY OF GUATEMALA
This is the third city to bear the name, being built in 1 776, just three years after the second one was
destroyed by a volcanic disturbance. It is now the commercial, political and social center of the

Republic

ACROSS GUATEMALA BY RAIL
AND MULE

IN AND OUT AMONG THE CITIES OF GUATEMALA, THE LARGEST
OF THE CENTRAL AMERICAN REPUBLICS AND ONE OF THE
RICHEST IN SCENIC ATTRACTIONS—WHERE PROCRASTINATION

IS A FINE ART

Nevin O. Winter

Author of "Guatemala and Her People of To-day," etc.

Photographs by Hamilton W. Wright

LANDING in Guatemala on the Pacific Coast is in itself somewhat exciting. The

passenger is seated in a chair, which is whisked over the side of the boat by a

steam crane, and dropped into a waiting lighter together with a heterogeneous mix-

ture of boxes, barrels, trunks, personal luggage and various other kinds of impedi-

menta. The lighter is quickly drawn by a spiteful little tug, with which it is con-

nected by a long hawser. When near the lofty iron pier, which looms up above your

head with the awfulness of a skyscraper to a country-bred person, the hawser is

dropped, and the lighter then calmly floats to the proper place. There the reverse

operation takes place, and the visitor to this little republic is lifted up to the pier in

a cage. The process is probably less dangerous than it looks, but the passenger breathes

freer when the operation is over and he is safely disembarked in this land of political

disturbances and make-believe money. It cost me seven dollars to get ashore, but when
they exchanged six dollars for one Mexican peso, it was less appalling for the

Mexican eagle on a silver dollar was worth only half as much as the proud bird of

Uncle Sam in the same place. But our troubles were not at an end. A former presi-

dent was near the Mexican border with twenty-five followers "armed to the teeth,"

and threatened to invade the country. As a result, martial law had been declared. It

was necessary to give one's name to a little barefooted brown man in uniform at

almost every bend in the railroad track, so it seemed, but otherwise no inconvenience
was experienced. John Smith or Richard Roe answered just as well as any other
cognomen.

San Jose and Champerico are the two important Pacific ports, and it was at the

.atter that I landed. This is a rather unattractive place of perhaps 1,500 people. It

is usually very hot in the sun, but rather pleasant in the shade. The narrow-gauge
railway, however, grants quick relief, and the traveler is slowly drawn in a mixed
train of freight cars and passenger coaches through a luxuriant growth of dense
tropical foliage to Retalhuleu, only twenty miles away. This city is the capital of a
department, and is one of the chief cities of the republic. The buildings are nearly
all one-storied, while the streets are narrow and ill-paved. It would not take a pro-
fessional athlete to jump from one curb to the other. Door steps and window sills pro-
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ject beyond the houses to such an extent that walking abroad at night

is dangerous. The climate is better than Champerico, for the rise on

the central ridge has begun, and an ascent of a thousand feet has

already been made.

The road passes on through San Felipe, Mazatenango, Patulul and

other cities. The coffee region has been entered, and many coffee

plantations are seen on either side of the track. All of the villages

are sleepy-looking places, in which the cadaverous dogs and buzzards are

the only creatures that seem to be busy or even looking for something

to do. They are the only health officers in commission, for they have

no human assistants. All of the dogs have owners, but the number of

them wandering around and searching for a chance to fill a void n

their interior anatomy is truly astonishing, and seems to equal Con-
stantinople in its palmiest days. The mail-clerk got off at one of these

stations to visit with a friend, but lingered too long. I never saw a

Spanish-American run as fast as he did to catch that train—but he
failed, and the rest of the run was made without a postal employee.

This used to be the greatest cochineal country

in the world. As it took 70,000 insects to make
a pound of the dried dye, and 1,000,000 pounds

were exported in a single year, the number of

the insects that once fed on the nopal can be

imagined. Agua (water) and Fuego (fire),

the two most noted volcanoes, came into view,

with their lower slopes richly cultivated. At
the base of Agua lies the pleasant little city

of Escuintla. The Indian women of Escuintla

will attract the attention of an American as

they walk along the street, balancing jars of

water holding from three to four gallons on

their heads. They are well developed and
graceful, and wear many coral necklaces or

bangles of small silver coins. From ten to

twenty these women are in their prime, at thirty

they have begun to fade, and at forty they are

old women.

After leaving Escuintla the road begins to

climb again, and ascends 2,500 feet in thirteen

miles. The tangled tropical forests disappear.

Lake Amatitlan is passed, and a pretty little

body of water it is nestling in the hollow of

the hills. There are many boiling springs near

its shores, which show how near it is to the

unsettled forces of nature. The washerwomen

take advantage of this water, heated by nature,

as it saves them trouble and fuel and is always

ready for use. The many lava beds show that

nature has created havoc in the past quite

freely. The villages become more numerous as

the city is approached, and the white walls of the haciendas dot the

landscape here and there. Women appear at nearly every station with

all kinds of fruits for sale, as well as cakes, dulces, etc. Never did 1

eat more delicious pineapples than here. At last the final ridge is passed,

and there, nestling in the valley, lies the City of Guatemala. It reminds

one somewhat of the City of Mexico at a distance, though the valley

is not nearly so large; neither are the surrounding barriers of the moun-
tains so lofty ; nor are the lakes present which gave that city the name
of the New World Venice.

Guatemala City long ago laid aside its swaddling clothes. While

Boston was yet a mere village, the capital of Guatemala was the abode

of 100,000 people, and was surpassed in importance in the New World
only by Lima, Peru, and the City of Mexico. It was the home of

some of the most learned men in Spanish America, and the site of great

schools of theology and science. The present Guatemala City, how-
ever, is the third one to bear that name, the first two having been de-

stroyed by volcanic disturbances. It is now the commercial, political

ONE OF THE BETTER STREETS OF GUATEMALA

Guetamala City long ago laid aside its swaddling clothes. While Boston was yet a mere village the capital of

Guatemala was the abode of 100,000 people, and was surpassed in importance in the New World only by Lima.

Peru, and the City of Mexico

THE VILLAGE OF SANTA MARIA

Here is an evidence of progress that has come within a very short time—the automobile stage, halting at the hotel for gasoline and water just as it does in any number of

villages in the United States
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GUATEMALA AND THE VOLCANO CALLED AGUA
The former capital, now known as Antigua, was destroyed by this volcano. Suddenly one evening earthquake rumblings were heard, intense darkness spread over the val-

ley, and without warning a great deluge of water overwhelmed the city, demolishing the houses and destroying 8,000 of the inhabitants

AT A GUATEMALAN CHURCH
The priest and his acolytes at Naguala in the high mountains of Guatemala. As in most Spanish-speaking countries, Roman Catholicism is the prevailing religion, but

all other denominations are tolerated

SOLDIERS OF GUATEMALA
In front of the National Palace a company of the President's Guard of Honor parades every morning

comprises about 500 picked men from the army who w ear a uniform of blue jeans and a jaunty cap.

and social center of the republic, and in it is concentrated the wealth,
culture and refinement of the whole country. It was built in 1776, just
three years after the second destruction. The former capital, now
known as Antigua, was located about thirty miles distant, near the base

of the volcanoes Agua and Fuego, the latter

so called because formerly it constantly -emitted

smoke and flames. Suddenly, one evening, earth-

quake rumblings were heard, intense darkness

spread over the valley, and without warning a

great deluge of water overwhelmed the city, de-

molishing the houses and destroying 8,000 of the

inhabitants. Thus the labor of tens of thousands

of slaves was swept away, overthrown and de-

stroyed, in one night of terrible thunder and

lightning, of frightful rumblings of the earth, and

of a terrific rushing of waters.

The present capital has been comparatively free

from these volcanic disturbances. The grandeur

of the scene is centered in three towering vol-

canoes that rise sharp and distinct against the

blue sky in this translucent atmosphere—the sym-

metrical outline of Agua the serrated ridge of

Fuego and the isolated cone of Pacaya. It is distant

nearly seventy-five miles from the Pacific Ocean,

and twice that distance from the Gulf of Mexico.

Before the railroads were completed all imports

and exports had to be transported over narrow

and rough trails on the backs of men and mules.

Governors and archbishops, common Spaniards

and humble natives, were obliged to ride over

rough and narrow trails on the backs of horses

or mules—and generally that of the latter oblig-

ing, but contrary critter.

But let us take a look at this ancient capital from the church of El

Carmen, situated on an eminence in the northeastern part of the city.

It is a magnificent view that opens up to the eye from this height. The
church is more like a small fortress, with its little round tower, and the

It
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INDIANS RESTING NEAR THE CAPITAL

Men and women come down the road in Indian file—the men with great loads on their backs and the women carrying on their heads large market baskets filled with

produce. These cargadores will travel over the mountain trails as fast as a mule and carry almost as great a burden.

GUATEMALA DECORATED FOR A POLITICAL CELEBRATION

A street in Guatemala City decorated in honor of the re-election of President Estrada Cabrera for the term ending in 1924, an office he has held continuously since 1899

gray stone moss-grown wall surrounding the

hill, than a religious edifice. Behind the church

the plain stretches away to the purple hills. In

front, and nestling at the foot of the hill, is

the capital. The city is compactly built, about

two miles square, with peaked and flat roofs

covered with brown tiles, and walls variously

colored, but rather dirty. The only contrast to

the rather dull color is the vivid green foliage

in the open courts of the houses. Because the

houses are nearly all one-storied, the twenty or

more churches appear unusually lofty and im-

posing. In particular, the grand old Cathedral

in the center of the city overtowers every other

structure in its majesty.

A walk around the city shows that it bears

the usual Spanish-American characteristics, al-

though the monastic appearance that used to

predominate has been partly eliminated by mod-

ern improvement. The streets are straight and

narrow, and laid out at right angles to each

other. The sidewalks are paved with smooth

flagstones, and are almost on a level with the

roughly-paved roadway which slopes toward the

center for drainage. The streets are bordered

on both sides by low, one-storied buildings

whose tile roofs once red are now a dirty

brown, and whose plastered walls once white

are now soiled and blotched by the pieces of

plaster which have been broken out. The walls

are usually of adobe (sun-dried) brick, or stone, covered with stucco,

and are several feet thick in order to defy any but the most severe

earthquake shocks. The windows are broad and high, and are protected

by iron bars like the windows of a prison cell. If the house is so for-

**^

RAPID TRANSIT IN GUATEMALA CITY

Little toy street cars in which a trip costs only a cent in real money. Crossing the street is an Indian woman whose

erect and graceful carriage is common among those of her type

tunate as to have a second story, then a neat little iron or wooden bal-

cony is erected in front of them. There is one entrance to the house,

and that is guarded by great, heavy doors studded with big nails, and

fastened with a massive lock fit only for a medieval castle. The
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keys to these locks are frequently eight or ten inches long, and would

fit no key-ring that is on the market to-day. These patios take the place

of the lawn in northern homes, and are oftentimes beautiful little minia-

ture gardens filled with tropical plants and fragrant with the blossoms

of many flowers. The living rooms all open out upon this court, and

here, sheltered from the wind, the people can bask in the sun when it

is cool, occupy the shady side when it is hot, and thus keep themselves

fairly comfortable without the aid of fires or electric fans.

Life in Guatemala City centers around the Plaza de Armas, which is

a pretty square and is surrounded on three sides by public buildings,

while on the other side are retail stores with the portales so common in

these countries. In the center is a delightful little garden surrounded

by an iron fence, within which are many exquisite flowers and pretty

plants with wine-colored leaves. Across one side rattle the little toy

street-cars on which fares are the cheapest that I have ever found, as

a trip costs only one cent in real money. Now and then a hooded vic-

toria slips through, the top drawn like a vizor over the inside, so that

all you can see is the tip of a chin or a bit of white parasol.

In front of the National Palace a company of the President's Guard

of Honor parades each morning. This organization comprises about 500

picked men from the army, who actually wear shoes and a jaunty cap,

and their uniforms look as bright as a working-man's new suit of blue

jeans, and they are of the same material. Sedate Spaniards, descendants

of the proud hidalgos, and Indians whose progenitors built the great

palaces, or temples, at Palenque, Copan and Quirigua, mingle here, and

types of several centuries may be seen side by side. Customs of the

Sixteenth and Nineteenth Centuries are here intermingled, but the

Twentieth Century can hardly be said to have reached this city. The In-

dian with his pack on his back passes by followed by a mule dray, but

the gasoline devil-wagon has not as yet become intrusive.

The Guatemaltecans—so they write it—are exceedingly fond of

amusements. All Guatemala is proud of its Teatro Colon, the national

theater, for the government considers it a part of its duty to furnish

amusement to its subjects. In this enumeration the bull-fight should

not be omitted. In the large bull-ring, which stands just outside the cen-

tral railway station, all classes meet on Sunday afternoon, and the

"carramba" of the Spaniard mingles with the stronger expressions of

his fairer-skinned Anglo-Saxon or Teutonic neighbor. The Guate-

maltecan believes that the bull-fight is an exemplification of the superior

prowess of his race, for the Spaniard is as much superior to all other

men as the Spanish bull is more valiant than all other bulls. The bull-

fight in Guatemala City is usually a poor imitation of the sanguinary

conflicts of the Iberian peninsula. The victims are generally oxen, with

perhaps one or two bulls doomed to the death.

Nearly every business house runs a money exchange department, and
the sign "Cambia de Moneda" (money exchange) vies in number with

the "cantinas" (drinking places). Even the bootblack in the hotel

wanted to exchange money, and he followed the quotations each day
as carefully as any banker. I felt like a millionaire with a big roll of

bills given me in exchange for a money order, and it was a real pleasure

to pay the hotel rates of $15.00 (only $1.08) per day at the leading

hostelry. Business begins about eight in the morning and ceases about
seven in the evening, but all business houses put up their shutters and
close up tight for two or three hours in the middle of the day during
the siesta hours. You will never know, however, unless you study the

calendar, whether the stores will be open or not, for holidays and fiestas

are many.

At one side of the city is an old market that reveals the customs of
the natives. The entrance is nearly always obstructed by women with
fruit for sale, whose presence was tolerable from the fact that they
sold extremely good fruit at a very low price. Every available space is

filled with native merchants—mostly women—who offer for sale home
and foreign goods and a great variety of indigenous products. Ven-
dors outside of the enclosure suspend straw mats on poles for shelter
from the torrid sun. Beneath each one sits a woman or girl with her
articles for sale spread about and before her—a little fruit, some vege-
tables, or even some cooked meat. For a few cents one could purchase
a meal of several courses. It would be hard to find a quarrelsome or
disorderly person, or any one who would raise his voice above the tone
of polite conversation; and even the babies, of whom there are always
many, refrain from crying. The dealers are all bargainers and will
invariably ask at least twice as much as they would readily accept. A
look of surprise or astonishment at a price given will invariably bring
the query, "What will you give?" There is no such thing as a fixed
price, and yet the lowest price that will be accepted does not vary much
among the different merchants, as I found on several occasions.

Near this market is a road which is the great highway for the mar-

ket people coming from lowland and highland. Men and women come

marching down the middle of the road in Indian file—the men with

great loads on their backs, and the women carrying on their heads large

market baskets filled with fruits, vegetables, pottery, eggs or poultry.

In addition to the basket many of the women carry a baby across the

back, and an extra bundle in their arms. Oftentimes they travel for

three or four days to market with nothing but the earth at night for a

bed. The whole load, when marketed, may not bring more than a

couple of dollars in gold, but they would consider that pretty good pay

for a week's work. In this way the fruits of the hot lands are brought to the

city by those simple folk in just the same manner as their ancestors

have done ever since the founding of the original city. Sometimes an

Indian bearing fodder or other provender is scarcely visible under-

neath his load. These cargadores will travel over the mountain trails as

fast as a mule, and carry almost as great a burden. Little boys and lit-

tle girls, as soon as large enough, assume their share of the burdens

and carry their little bundles in the same way as their elders. Going

out from the city would be the cargadores who carry boxes and bales

to the merchants of other cities and hacendados in the country. It is

rather comical to see an enormous box about the size of a small house

trotting down the street on what seems to be its own pair of brown
legs.

It is possible to travel from Guatemala City to the Gulf Coast by

rail, but the opportunity to join two Americans in a mule trip for a part

of the journey appealed to me. It was just at sunrise that our little

cavalcade started, and the beauty of the scene as we left the city and

climbed the encircling girder of hills will ever remain with me. I could

not refrain from looking back many times at the historic old city. The
bells were ringing out the mass, and all was quiet, for the traffic had

not yet begun. In the distance the great volcano Agua looked down upon

the slumbering capital from its stately cloud-flecked cone. After reach-

ing the outskirts we passed a few drivers of oxen who had started their

awkward trains for the day's work. No goad or whip was needed, for

a long, slim stick, and a shrill, sibilant hiss, seemed all that was nec-

essary to guide them. With heads bowed in submission these mild-eyed

beasts of burden and faithful friends of man seemed to obey the car-

reteros implicitly.

Many were the interesting glimpses of domestic scenes in the little

huts along the road, where the chickens, pigs and dogs seemed as much
at home in the house, which consisted of one room, as any of the hu-

man members. One man told me of being obliged to pass a night at

one of these hovels, where ten human beings, twelve chickens, three

pigs and insects innumerable occupied a room not more than

fifteen feet square. Men were plowing in the fields with plows that

were simply crooked sticks—almost identical with those of Palestine.

It is these sights and experiences that are missed by the traveler who
confines his journeying to the railroad. But he likewise misses some
hardships and inconveniences. Saddle-weary and nearly exhausted by
the severe traveling, I welcomed the near approach of our halting place

for dinner. Imagine my surprise and disappointment when the "posada"
consisted of a poor cottage where a half dozen naked children were
running around, none of whom would satisfy the modern conception of

cleanliness. The only articles of furniture were some benches and a
poor excuse for a table. Even tables are dispensed with in some of

these houses, and meals are eaten off the shelves. The fewer the ar-

ticles of furniture, however, the fewer lurking places are provided for

cockroaches, scorpions or centipedes. The kitchen outfit consisted of
a sort of stove made of plaster and sticks, a pot or two, a tin pan,

a few earthen jugs and a good metate on which to beat the tortillas

into shape.

After some parleying the good housewife prepared for us tortillas,

frijoles negros (black beans), some soft boiled eggs and coffee. These
people make a coffee essence by grinding and roasting, or burning, the

coffee berries, which are then pulverized and boiled for hours. This
essence is placed in bottles which are set on the table along with a jug
of hot water so that you can dilute it to suit yourself. Although it

tastes rather bitter at first, it has the merit of being a great stimulant,

as I can testify from personal experience, and I grew to like it.

I wanted a drink of water and so requested of the man of the house
as soon as we arrived. "In a moment," he said. In fifteen or twenty
minutes I asked again for the water. The answer was a "momentita,"
a little moment. I spoke of it several times, but after an hour and a
half's rest we left and the "momentita" had not yet elapsed. It is

simply an instance of the character of the people. So indifferent are

(Continued on page 47)
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The famous old levee at Memphis. But for the motor truck this picture with its stern-wheelers and stacks of cotton bales might be

a scene in ante-bellum days

ON A MISSISSIPPI STERN WHEELER
AN INLAND VOYAGE ON THE FATHER OF WATERS IS AN IDEAL VACATION, IF YOU AREN'T IN A HURRY
AND HAVE AN EYE FOR LOCAL COLOR—THE ANCIENT AND HONORABLE MISSISSIPPI STEAMBOAT STILL
REMAINS ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING RELICS OF EARLY AMERICAN LIFE—A "FREE AND EASY

JOURNEY" WITH AS MUCH ACTION AS A CIRCUS AND AS PICTURESQUE

Charles Phelps Cushing

Photographs by the Author

WHILE Europe is torn by war, the Mississippi ought to profit by

an unexpected opportunity to attract the attention of American

tourists. This should be the

psychological time to launch,

with the equipment and the

service the great river de-

serves, a Mississippi voyaging

line. At the expense of many
millions of dollars, the gov-

ernment has dredged and

diked the stream and charted

and lighted it. In the old days

a steamboat's average life was

five years ; nowadays it may

last as long as a liner; with

the day of smaller profits has

arrived the day of fewer

perils. The population of the

valley itself has plenty of

wealth to support an excur-

sion fleet of a quality which

would appeal to sectional

pride—the tremendous num-

ber of motor cars owned in

this region is a good enough

index of the valley's prosper-

ity. Nor would the necessary

backing of sentiment be ab-

sent. Once the river was our

greatest inland artery of trade ; and

were our commercial lifeblood.

WHICH WILL YOU CHOOSE?

A Mississippi River steamboat and an ocean liner side by side at New Orleans. If you sail

on the liner it takes from five to ten days over a watery waste before you begin your sight-

seeing. On the river steamboat the traveler has a moving panorama all the way with chang-

ing scenes every minute

not so very long ago its waters

As for the rest of the coun-

try, it ought to know—if it

doesn't know already— that

the Father of Waters is so

wonderful a work of nature

that it deserves to compare

with the ocean, and that for

the service and delight of

travelers it outclasses the

ocean. Here is the point

:

when one voyages on the

Mississippi he does not spend

five to ten days in traversing

a watery waste before any

real sightseeing can begin. He
travels as he sails, and the

scene changes every minute.

I mentioned sentiment, and

I am not ashamed to dwell up-

on it a little longer. I re-

member, as a boy, making my
first long journey, a trip to

Chicago, and that in the night

my mother woke me up when
the train was rumbling over

the approaches of a huge

bridge over the Mississippi;
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ALL ABO-OARD!

A mail packet at Vicksburg getting ready to pull up the gang plank. This modern craft is more austere in appearance than the good old type of river steamboat with

its grills of wrought iron, riotous scroll carvings, gilded eagles and gaily painted paddle boxes. Some of the packets of Civil War days remain and carry mail for

points not reached by the railroads

The river impressed me, as I saw it then—in half blackness, with the

girders thundering a salute of honor—as a mightier marvel than the

ocean. It was not only majestic; it lived and moved. All I knew of

the ocean in those days was from nursery books, as a mammoth salt

lake beside which children found shells and starfish and dug in the

sand. Since then I have billowed in it as a swimmer and been at its

mercy aboard ship in a storm ; but even now it does not command so

much respect from me, seem so real or appeal to my sense of the

romantic so much as does the Mississippi.

Nearly all Mississippi River steamboats, these days, are on local ser-

vice, making picayune runs of a few hours, or, at most, of a day or two
and then turn about. Neglect is the reason for this—caused by the in-

fernal perversity of present-day tourists in insisting upon being hurled

from place to place in the maddest possible hurry. The river has fallen

frcm favor with us solely because of our silly infatuation for speed.

In the memoirs of an Illinois pioneer, a wise but uncelebrated critic,

is a passage not memorable as polished English, but which should be

immortal for its sound philosophy of how to travel. S. W. McMaster
is the critic's name, and his book is called "Sixty years on the Upper
Mississippi." At eighty-four, weighing some of the lessons of his long

experience, he laments the decline of the Mississippi excursion trade

and places the blame on our modern speed-madness

:

"People have become so accustomed to be whirled along at the rate

of forty miles an hour that I fear if some enterprising capitalist would
invest his surplus in a few fast steamers for the accommodation of

Southern tourists he would be disappointed. Perhaps in after ages when
the Americans shall have learned the lesson that this mad rush after

wealth is a delusion, shall have learned to be more quiet, the dear old

river may be restored to its former usefulness. Then social, happy

intercourse shall once more be found in the palatial cabins of the

steamers of the future. If Uncle Sam is making these many improve-

ments, clearing and marking the channel, etc., with this object in view

—

all right."

And then, drawing again from a rich store of experience, he concludes

like a true philosopher

:

"I know of no trip, and I have taken many during my long life, by

stage, by rail and boat, that is more delightful and restful to both body

and mind than the old trips we used to take on the many fine boats that

once ploughed the waters of this river. . . . Will this noble river

ever again bear upon its bosom another such fleet of pleasant excursion

boats carrying their thousands of passengers who were satisfied to take

life leisurely and enjoy it as they passed along? Should this happy day

ever come, our fast progressive people would say, I suppose, that we
were lapsing into barbarism—evolving backwards."

Once we "evolve backwards" into rationality, the Mississippi boat

trip will endear itself to us by its very leisureliness—a prime essential

of sane holiday enjoyment. Steamboats are delightfully less business-

like in every regard than ocean liners. They are even more festive

in appearance.

Saunter down to the levee at Memphis with me and see them first

through the frame of the old wharf house door. They are not, like

ocean craft, painted drab, or mournful black, or, for protective

resemblance, a dull slate color. They are holiday white and glistening.

The sunshine and the moonlight love to shimmer over three decks of

fretwork and gingerbread. The best type has decorations everywhere,

beginning at the topmost points of the smokestacks, where crowns of

fancy grills of wrought iron are perched. A little below this, attached

to the stays between the stacks is—or ought to be—some such device
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as a gilt anchor or a star or a shield. A gilded eagle

ought to top the pilot house. Stained glass in squares

of assorted colors rims the ceiling of the saloon. From
the eaves of every deck-roof, gingerbread devices in

wood by an artist of the scroll saw are pendant, and

much more of the same craftsmanship clings to the

hand rails. On the paddleboxes there is—at the least—

a

gold-leaf sunburst, or, possibly, even a "reg-lar picture"

in brilliant and barbaric colors—as inspiring as the art

on the sides of a circus wagon. A Mississippi steamboat,

it seems to me, is about the only place where rococo style

appears to real advantage. When you speak of "steam-

boat" this is the picture you should have in mind. Call

the other craft "liners," "freighters," "lake boats," "oil

ships"—anything you please but "steamboats." Where
you have to study a liner with a high-power glass to

make out her character (in these days of war one can't

ever be quite sure) you can tell a steamboat at a coup

d'oeil.

Recorded: a steamboat is delightfully unbusinesslike

in appearance. Added, with deep satisfaction : appear-

ances are not deceptive. As the boat churns slowly out

from the wharf into the swirling current, make your

way forward and look down from the deck of the Texas

onto the forecastle. Do you discover there any glum-

faced emigrants, intent on a pilgrimage to El Dorado
via Ellis Island ? Well, scarcely ! You see a clump of

grinning negro roustabouts, "goin' nowheres," singing,

shuffling their feet to a patter of handclaps, or scuffling

or shooting craps. Their rags excite no compassion

;

their headgear would be the envy of a clown. What
once were derbies have moulted their brims and become
helmets. What once were felt fedoras have been bat-

tered and pierced and adorned beyond the wildest dreams

of the sophomore.

Then, meet our crew. Is it to be confounded with the

natty martinets of the ocean and the toil-worn janitors

of "floating jails?" This captain, hail-fellow-well-met,

who, as you book yourself for Arkansas City, unbends

to take your fare himself and show you to your state-

room? 'Pay me," says the captain of the Ferd Herold.

"Here you bunk. There ain't no key. Don't need one."

Or this artist of the spoked wheel who used to earn more
pay than a master—sometimes as much as $1,000 a month,

with keep? Or this mate, who, though unliterary, is

yet in his own way a surpassing artist in diction

—

amazingly fluent in the use of the most forceful pro-

fanity in our language? Or these humbler members
of the crew ? They speak your own tongue ! On the

sea you will sail with hands who talk anything else.

Italian, German, French, Cockney, Scotch—any lan-

guage but English.

Doubtless you have begun to gather from this array

of facts that one of the chief charms of travel on a

Mississippi River steamboat is that it is "homey." Here
you find informality and sociability at its most glorious

stage of development. We all have heard a lot about

how easy it is to get acquainted on the high seas. But
when ocean liners have to take to appointing "social

directors" to encourage the passengers to enjoy them-

selves, I scent a certain lack of a certain something;

it would appear that getting acquainted on a liner is

"easy" only as compared with getting acquainted on

land—easier than, say, in a New York hotel which
houses 2,000 guests. Let me assure you there are no

"social directors" on a steamboat. When you swing

out from the levee, you tip your chair back and put your

feet on the rail (fancy doing that on a rocking liner!)

then light a corncob pipe. Now, can any really human
being stand long on formality after that? Will he be

likely to waste any time in anxious inquiry about whether
it is the custom to dress for dinner?—a spike-tailed coat

and an iron-bosomed shirt ? Heigho !

All in all, voyaging on the Mississippi is a bit less

luxurious than sailing on a liner, but is a "blame' sight"

more comfortable. First point: nobody on a steamboat,

unless in a hurricane, ever gets seasick, whereas on

\$L ^^
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THE LEVEE IN REPOSE

On the great cobblestone wharf at St. Louis in the early morning mist. Later on this levee will be bustling

with activity

FLOOD TIME ON THE MISSISSIPPI

Lowering the gang plank on a levee almost entirely submerged. A narrow ridge at the crest affords a

rather precarious means of communication with shore

LANDING AMONG THE TREES

Sometimes the river inundates the wharf house and the steamer has no choice but to seek its mooring on
the levee back of the landing
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AN ARKANSAS RESIDENCE ON THE BANK OF THE MISSISSIPPI

Flood time will not find this settler unready. His barn and barnyard are elevated on posts above high water

mark and, as the discolored whitewash shows, the flood rises only slightly above the floor line of his house

the ocean the hospital list lags only half a lap behind the passenger list

in ordinary weather and if the wind blows, the "sick bay" hits up a

pace so fast that it sometimes nearly overhauls the passenger list and

threatens to pass on and overtake the crew.

All the rooms in a steamboat are above the water line and tap their

light and air from

first sources, through

windows, not port-

holes. And these

windows never have

to be sealed. The
staterooms are not, as

a rule, "fixed up" so

elaborately as those

on Jiners, but there

is this compensation

:

your don't have to

part with a small for-

tune for the privilege

of occupying them.

The food, like the

light and the air, is

plain and fresh and

travels the straight-

est possible line from

producer to consumer.

It is substantial ra-

ther than fancy, and

is followed with two
or three desserts. Old

custom decrees, more-

over, that the guests

shall eat two or three.

It is related that in

the golden days of

half a century ago, as

many as thirteen des-

serts have been placed

before each passenger—actually set down before him on a tray, not

simply listed on a menu. The guest took off as many as his fancy dic-

tated; some of the more imaginative would, of course, clear the board.

I shouldn't have been so bold. I'm not superstitious, but I'd be afraid

that thirteen desserts might prove unlucky for my digestion.

Aboard steamboat the deck space for walking is not so great as on

a liner, but whenever a steamboat pulls up at a wharf you have a chance

to stretch your legs on something better than deck space. In these days

of local service the boats land often and a great deal of walking might
be done if watching the roustabouts move the cargo were not an em-
ployment much more fascinating. You are likely to be drawn to some
vantage point on the deck and
then stand rooted there until

the line is cast off. No shuffle-

board is played on the river,

for you have no time to spend

in time-killing; there are so

many other things to do more
absorbing than a game of shov-

ing wooden discs about with

sticks.

So, after its own fashion,

the steamboat furnishes com-
pensations for all of the ocean-

goer's luxuries. You don't,

for example, miss the liner's

rich interior decorations, its

carved woods, murals and fres-

coes, when the steamboat af-

fords the sight of real scenery.

Music? Instead of a ship's

orchestra you hear the rousta-

bouts' chorus. Aye ! and per-

haps you are even lured to the

wharf—some of the short-trip

excursion boats, at least still

honor the old custom—by the

shrill pipes of a steam piano,

sarcastically named "calliope"

LANDING AT ARKANSAS CITY
This big bank of mud keeps the river within its proper confines. The land back of the levee
is below the level of the river. Since the pressure of water in flood time is so enormous, it

is impossible to dyke the river. These great levees, sometimes hundreds of feet wide, with their

gradually sloping sides, offer stout resistance to the swirling waters

(sweet voiced!) after the goddess of epic poetry. I seem to have en-

joyed calliopes more in the days when circuses enthralled me. . . .

But don't suppose I've "grown up." I still play a harmonica.

Nowhere can one shake off cares and look less toward the perplexi-

ties of the future than on a steamboat. It has such a leisurely gait, we
glide away from the

wharf so smoothly

and sweetly, that the

motion immediately

soothes the nerves.

The minute your feet

repose upon the rail

your heart is at peace

with all the world.

The roustabouts are

singing, sunning
themselves or shoot-

ing craps. The pilot is

the only man who ap-

pears to be employed,

and he is not suffer-

ing any apparent
strain from over-ex-

ertion. The sights un-

roll in slow succes-

sion, but not far
enough apart to per-

mit torpidity to over-

come you as on a

liner.

Other steamboats

are ploughing along,

quietly 'tending ta

their own business.

From far away,
around a bend, floats

the deep, bass note of

a whistle. The edge

of our horizon is the levee and perhaps a fringe of trees. Much of the

way, the lower river literally runs on a ridge, and when we are keep-

ing to the middle of the streams we can see nothing of the surround-

ing country but tree tops, roofs and spires. It is as if we were on an>

arm of the ocean in an American Holland. The river is our little, mile-

wide world; its people a few sailors, fishermen, traveling showmen,,

ferrymen and sportsmen. Now we pass, saluting, a big, white three-

decked side-wheeler. Now a long stretch of yellow water all deserted

but for an air-fleet of pelicans, our inland albatross, volplaning over-

head on a forage raid. Now a glimpse of a lumbermen's camp, its

white tents elevated on platforms nailed to the tree trunks ten feet above

the water line. Then a fisher-

man in a skiff, sleepily keep-

ing watch over a flotilla of

jugs. To each of their han-

dles a fish line is tied; and
when the jug tips bottom up,

the man in the skiff knows-

he has hooked a catfish. The
vernacular describes him as-

"juggin' fer cats." In the

foreground of every picture

as you sight ahead over the

bow is the boat's "stage" or

gangplank, drawn up at a

rakish angle by a boom. I

have a great affection for

those stages; they lend dis-

tinction to many an otherwise

characterless composition. A
soothing churning of the pad-

dles. A slow succession of

mildly interesting sights. An
occasional musical bellow of

a whistle from around a bend.

You drag contentedly, mean-
while, at your corn-cob pipe.

And then, first thing you know,.

(Continued on page 43)
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THE WAR IN THEAIRAND ON THE SEA
THE MEN WHO ARE FIGHTING AND THE THINGS WITH WHICH THEY FIGHT. PICTORIAL REASONS

WHY THERE IS NO DOUBT OF AN ALLIED VICTORY

Photo from Underwood & Underwood
THE FIGHTING TOP OF A MILITARY PLANE

One of the most effective weapons of the war is the little French Nieuport scout plane, with its electric rapid-fire gun, which

the pilot seat by a wire. The round bandbox on top of the gun is the ammunition drum, from which the cartridges are fed

The airplane is fitted with all the latest apparatus evolved from three years of intensive sky fighting

is operated from

into the chamber.

Photo from Bain News Service
LEARNING TO MAKE PIES FOR SEA FIGHTERS

In modern warfare bakers are as necessary as gunners, but where the United States Nravy is concerned there is no room for the ancient jest referring to ammunition in a

double sense, for the cooks are instructed by experts, and they use the best obtainable materials. This model kitchen is in the United States Naval Training Station at

Newport and shows' the commissary class for cooks at work
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(C) International Film Service

London has been raided by
Zeppelins and airplanes a

number of times, but the

Germans have netted no

greater advantage than this

senseless havoc. The great-

est hardship in connection

with these raids is the

necessity of keeping cities in

darkness. When there is

no moon Londoners have to

watch their steps carefully,

and many of them use

pocket flashlights in crossing

the streets

A photograph taken at a

great height from an obser-

vation airplane, being of a

town on the Western front

completely destroyed by ar-

tillery fire. The innumer-

able spots on the open
ground are shell craters.

To the left a trench is

plainly visible. Pictures of

the enemy lines are taken

every day and minutely

compared. Each change or

addition to the defenses is

noted. For example, if

new but many times dupli-

cated cart tracks are ob-

served, the place to which
they lead is shelled on the

chance that it may be a

new ammunition depot

Photo by Kadel & Herbert
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A torpedo diving from

the tube of a destroyer

on its mission of destruc-

tion. Controlled by an

intricate interior mechan-

ism, of which a chamber

of compressed air fur-

n i s h e s the propulsive

force, it burrows to a

certain depth and then

travels in a straight line

to its goal. A gyroscope

and exterior rudders keep

it on its course

In torpedo - firing practise

the big cigar-shaped shell

comes to the surface
when the compressed air

has become exhausted,

and floats so that it may
be readily picked up.

The air chamber is then

recharged and the missile

is used again
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Whether or not
women aviators will

play any part in

our war, the situa-

tion is by no means
impossible, for here

is Miss Katherine

Stinson, one of the

most skilful Amer-
ican flyers, in her

Curtiss military
tractor, in which she

recently flew from

Buffalo to Wash-
ington, a distance of

670 miles, in the in-

terest of the Red
Cross

wmlzz

An up-to-the-minute

flying boat, the Cur-
tiss Model F, made
in America. The
hydro-airplane is

used for scouting

from battleships.

This one has a wing
spread of forty-five

feet and will carry

660 pounds, includ-

ing two passengers

who sit side by side.

It is equipped with a

ninety horse -power
motor and its speed
is from forty-five to

sixty miles an hour
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in a ,hrilll"g race at Miami Beach, Florida. The airplane, a Curtiss JN, is a new type selected by the Allies

and the United btates Government as a standard training machine. It carries two passengers, and has a dual control, so that the instructor need not leave the whole
responsibility to the novice
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<H) Underwood & Underwood

A French reconnoitering airplane with twin machine guns mounted on a turret behind

the pilot. These craft do not go out to fight, and the guns are for defense against

attack. It is evident from the insignia on the body of the plane that the gunner would

drop an enemy flyer quite cheerfully if one came within range

©

i O) Underwood & Underwood

The escape of two British military observers by parachutes, following a

German airplane attack. These observation balloons, or "sausages," as they

are familiarly known to the soldiers, are sent up to study the detail of the

enemy's defenses and movements, and are generally anchored to motor trucks

which move about from place to place in order that the observers may keep

out of the range of the enemy. The chain of black dots seen below the

balloon are the balance drums

Photo from Underwood & Underwood

An airplane winging a Zeppelin, being a modern version of the Biblical story of David
and Goliath, or, to use a different metaphor, the fall of Lucifer. Since the perfecting

of the anti-aircraft gun and the organization of flying patrols the menace of the big

dirigibles has been considerably lessened
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(C) International Film Service

AT THE END OF A ZEPPELIN RAID
A giant Zeppelin brought down by British airplanes. Upon the arrival of a squadron of these monsters over a city they are immediately engaged by the anti-aircraft

guns, and a fleet of several airplanes rise to give battle. When the airplanes have attained a strategic position one of them drops a signal bomb, the land guns cease firing, and
the flyers rush in and destroy the Zeppelin

(C) International Film Service

A CLOSE VIEW OF THE WRECKAGE
Here is shown the complexity of the airship which costs nearly half a million dollars to build. The truss work is made of an aluminum compound which combines lightness
with strength. Parts of these dirigibles recovered by the British have enabled them to improve their own models. Zeppelins have proved a failure for military observa-

tion and for offense, but they are unsurpassed for naval scouting
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Photo from Kadel & Herbert

A French aviator flying at a height of 5,000 meters over the German lines, from a

photograph taken by a brother aviator flying a short distance above. The white

lines seen on the ground are roads, and the spot at the left center is a bursting shell

I'hoto from Underwood & Underwood

Uncle Sam's latest dirigible on her maiden trip over the water "Somewhere in the

United States." Such photographs are unusual, for there have been few dirigibles

in our fighting equipment—up to the time, at least, when censorship began

HIDING BEHIND A SMOKE SCREEN
British destroyers making a dense screen of smoke to hide their battleships from the enemy's fire. Each vessel keeps sufficiently distant from the next to connect the

smoke and keep the screen unbroken. The oil fuel carried makes the densest smoke at the shortest notice

KEEPING THE SCREEN DURING A CHANGE OF COURSE
Destroyers altering their course at high speed in a heavy sea. The United States Navy Department is preparing to issue smoke boxes to all merchant

armed guards and has announced as its policy that smoke-producing apparatus should be available for every merchant vessel

vessels carrying
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A super-dread-
nought plowing
through a heavy sea

with its fifteen-inch

guns ready to speak

from the forward

turrets. The for-

midable United
States Navy has al-

ready taken its

place beside the

British and French

in convoy and pa-

trol work and in

hunting submarines

I'boto from Bain News
Service

This might almost

be the driving
mechanism of a

motor-car, but it is

the steering control,

diving wheel, and
depth gauges in an

American subma-
rine
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(O) Underwood & Underwood

A lifeboat pulling

away from a steam-

er on the high seas

after it has been tor-

pedoed by a Ger-
man submarine. The
steamer is sinking

by the head, and
from the ropes hung
over the stern can

be seen dangling in

midair those with a

last slim chance of

escape

I'hoto from Bain News
Service

Highly concentrat-

ed rations to feed

to some German
sea monster. Load-
ing a torpedo into

an American sub-

marine
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(O) Underwood & Underwood
THE NEW LAND BATTLESHIP OF THE ALLIES

A British tank lumbering up a hill on a French battlefield. Here is a good example of "camouflage"—the French term for that which has

in motley hues of blue, yellow and green on a ground of khaki, it is not easily distinguishable at a distance. The chief value of tanks

and clearing the enemy entrenchments of barbed wire entanglements and machine-gun emplacements
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to

is

do
in

with concealment,

advancing before a

Painted

charge

BmnHH
«3) Underwood & Underwood

A BRITISH TANK IN PALESTINE
Advancing into action near the attcient city of Gaza. "And they encamped against them and destroyed the increase of the earth, till thou come unto Gaza.

armies of Rameses, of Alexander, of the Crusaders and of Napoleon crossed this historic ground1

The
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(C) International Film service

A TRANSPORT VICTIM OF A GERMAN SUBMARINE
The monthly average net loss of British vessels from German submarines and mines since February has been 250,000 tons, but the destruction has decreased from 560,000
tons in April to about 1 70,000 during August. The tremendous tonnage under constant construction both in Great Britain and America will offset this loss and show a

large credit balance

(C) Underwood & Underwood
THE BATTLESHIP NEW YORK WITH A BONE IN HER TEETH

The United States Navy, which was third in strength at the beginning of the war, will soon be second to Great Britain's, for one of the greatest naval programs ever voted

at one time was recently put through Congress. Such a navy should be a guarantee of our future safety and of the enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine
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We have come to look upon Papua as a wholly uncivilized land, but Samarai, a tiny island off the

southwest coast and the commercial center of the country, has its fire brigade and a crude but fairly

efficient hand pump of ancient design

JUST A GLIMPSE OF PAPUA
AN ISLAND GROUP UNDER THE EQUATOR THAT IS ALMOST
UNKNOWN TO TRAVELERS, BUT IS NOW BEING DEVELOPED
AGRICULTURALLY — STRANGE PEOPLE IN A REMARKABLE

TROPICAL SETTING

Thomas J. McMahon

Photographs by the Author

A native girl of the Papuan mountains dressed in her best

Sunday go-to-meeting raiment. Many of the tribes wear even

less clothing

of the most interesting features of Papua is the variety of the native population. The two small people in
the front of this group are from the mountains in the interior while the tell ones are from the coast

PAPUA, now under the control of the com-

monwealth of Austria, is the largest of

the groups of islands of the southern Pacific. It

adjoins the northeastern Australian coast, and is

between the equator and the tenth parallel of

latitude. This remarkable land is now compelling

attention as a rival of other eastern countries in

the production of rubber, cocoanuts, tobacco

and sisal hemp as well as nearly every other

tropical product. The group is also of more
than passing interest to travelers on account

of its wonderful scenery, the variety of its na-

tive population, and the delightful climate.

And this land, which is now being developed for

agricultural purposes, was only a few years

ago covered with a dense tangle of vine-

canopied forests.

Samarai, a tiny island off the southwest

coast, set in the bright blue waters of China

Straits, is a dreamland of vivid colors, the bril-

liantly foliaged crotons apparently making at-

mospheric hues of red, green and blue, the un-

earthly result of which impresses the mind
strangely. This little gem, with its borders of

tall cocoanut palms and dazzling golden shore,

is the commercial center of Papua. Recently I

spent several months traveling through Papua
and German New Guinea. At one time I was
included in the party of the Governor of Papua
to explore and at the same time search for

thirty-two native murderers in the unknown
central mountains of the territory. On this

trip we had 120 native carriers, untamed "boys"
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A native Papuan village at Milne Bay. The estimated

native population of Papua is more than 200,000

rounded up from the villages near the coast of

Yule Island, seventy native constabulary—a par-

ticularly smart and reliable body of men of fine

appearance—and a large number of body-servants.

The journey of 140 miles had to be made on foot

and was over mountains the entire distance, the

highest altitude reached being 8,000 feet. The
grandeur of the scenery, the weird effects pro-

duced by continuous and fleeting multi-colored

mists, the strange small people—very diminutive

yet perfectly proportioned—their customs and the

bird-nest-like situations of their villages perched

far up almost among the clouds, all contrived to

make a wonderland that was perfectly unnatural.

It is in these mountains that the more brilliantly-

plumaged birds of paradise are to be seen, but the

most wonderful of all is the giant butterfly, a

gorgeous creature measuring from wing tips

A native village near Port Moresby, Papua. It is built over t he waters of the harbor on long thin poles, hundreds of huts being

thickly clustered together

The Papuan Constabulary, a well-

drilled and highly efficient body of

men, seventy of whom accom-
panied the author through the

wildest parts of the island

quite eighteen inches and

sometimes more, and with a

thick body the size of a small

bird. People who have not

seen these butterflies hear of

them, but do not believe.

An insect of the cricket

class and called the six-

o'clock beetle is another won-
der, for it sends out a loud

buzzing noise precisely every

evening at six. One will

start and then in a few mo-
ments the mountains and val-

leys will resound with a

deafening clamor lasting a

quarter of an hour. Watches

have often timed this

punctual creature and it has

never been found at fault.
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THOUSANDS of tourists

come to the Nation's Capi-

tal, as an objective point, mo-

toring from every section of the

country. Few realize that, once

at Washington, a new base for

interesting tours has been

reached, and that there are,

within a one-day radius, a dozen

or more famous, historic, inter-

esting or beautiful little tours

to be made over good roads.

Undoubtedly first in historic

importance is Mount Vernon,

the home of the first president,

on the beautiful Potomac. It

is hardly the truth to speak of

this as a "one-day" tour since

the trip going and coming can

be made in a morning or after-

noon, leaving plenty of time for

the visit to the Washington
mansion, his tomb, and a walk

through the estate, now so

beautifully kept in repair by the

Mount Vernon Ladies' Associa-

tion. But many like to stop in

Alexandria and see Christ

Church and sit in Washington's

pew, or to make the detour to

Pohick Church, to which he was
accustomed to drive at times

for Sunday worship instead of

the larger Virginia city, to visit

the Washington relics in Wash-
ington-Alexandria Lodge of

Freemasons—in other words

—

to spend the day delving into

the past of the first and greatest

of Americans.

It is but sixteen miles from
the city of its owner's name to

the magnificent estate facing

the broad river. The road, for

long a disgrace to the Nation

—

indeed, not a whit improved from
its muddy estate in Washington's
day—has at last been turned into

a broad smooth boulevard. Ma-
chines are not permitted inside the

grounds at Mount Vernon, but

ample parking space is available

just outside.

It was not always so. In 1904,

the writer was the pilot of the

first automobile ever to make the

trip (as far as he knows) and be-

cause the authorities at the gate

had never seen a machine attempt
the trip before, and had no rules

to cover the case, the two little

automobiles were admitted, and
the accompanying pictures made.
But the fire danger, an ever-pres-

ent menace at this American Shrine,

soon fathered anti-auto rules.

At this time, when the First Line

GEORGE WASHINGTON INN, AT BLADENSBURG, MD.

On the road to Baltimore, almost in the Washington suburbs, is Bladensburg, where
the British won a battle in 1814, previous to the capture and sacking of Washington

ONE-DAY MOTOR JAUNTS
FROM WASHINGTON

MOUNT VERNON, ANNAPOLIS, HARPERS FERRY,
GETTYSBURG AND OTHER PLACES OF HISTORIC AND
SCENIC INTEREST, ALL WITHIN A DAY'S JOURNEY

OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL

C. H. Claudy

THE SCENE OF JOHN BROWN'S RAID

One goes through Harpers Ferry on the way to Luray, interesting no less for its

historical associations than for the majestic gap in the mountain wall

of Defense looms so large in

the public eye, few tours from

the Nation's Capital have more
intrinsic interest than the forty-

three-mile run from Washing-

ton to the capital of Maryland,

quaint Annapolis, where Uncle

Sam manufactures Naval Offi-

cers in the finest Naval School

in the world. Of course, the

buildings, and the war ships

which are usually at anchor off

the shore, are the principal

things which Annapolis has to

show to the curious visitor, but

the tomb of John Paul Jones,

in the crypt below the stately

Annapolis Chapel, is a shrine

second only to the last resting

places of Washington and Lin-

coln. And yet, so oddly is the

human mind constructed, the

thing longest remembered about

a visit to this impressive burial

place is the fact that the ropes

which separate the visitor from

the tomb are of solid gold and

that guards warn most gravely

against the sin of touching.

Annapolis has a State House

filled with historic interest and

many a quaint old mansion, old

world street and atmosphere of

a century ago for those who
care to hunt. The trip itself is

an easy one, over fine roads by

way of Marlboro and an after-

breakfast start can mean a

before-dinner return with plenty

of time for at least a good

glimpse of all that makes An-
napolis of such interest to

Americans.

But perhaps the tourist to

Washington has gone through

so many historic places that tales

of deeds that were done and the

men who did them are of less in-

terest than scenic beauty and nat-

ural marvels. For such as have

"See America First" graven deeply

in their minds, and meaning by

"America" natural loveliness as

much as its historic places, a tour

to Luray, Va., where a world's

wonder is underground, is highly

to be commended.

Unfortunately, Luray, which is

but eighty-five miles away as an

aeroplane would make the trip,

cannot be reached by the straight

path—narrow or wide. One must

go around-—and a good way around

at that—if the little town in the

beautiful Page Valley is to be

reached without encountering such

holes, ruts, bumps, mud and gen-
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A HALL IN THE CAVERNS OF LURAY

In viewing these stalactites and stalacmites the wonder is intensified when you are told that, according to the calculations of scientists, it takes 120 years for one cubic

inch of stone to form from the dropping of lime-laden water. No other caverns in the world have either such variety or such coloring of formation

eral road discomfort as totally to destroy all pleasure in what is really

a very fine trip. So the well-advised tourist goes to Frederick, Md.,

from there to Harpers Ferry, on to Winchester, Pa., and down the Pike

to New Market, having only first-class, high-grade roads all the way
(barring a mile or two of bumps near Harpers Ferry and some dirt

road in West Virginia).

But then comes a disagreeable hour. It is fourteen miles from
New Market to Luray, and Massanutten stands in the way. He is

a grand old mountain, is Massanutten, but he has no grand old road

leading over him ! He has a road— of sorts— and the less said

of the "sort" the better. Oh. it is perfectly passable—and the writer

has driven it a dozen times both ways, and managed to keep all

four wheels on the rocks most of the time. But it is not a comfort-

able drive. One has to get used to riding in a deep-sea-going auto-

mobile, and remain contented with second-gear both going up and com-
ing down.

However, the view back to the Shenandoah Valley and forward
into Page Valley is worth a dozen such uncomfortable climbs. And
in fairness to the location, let it be said that the residents of that

part of the country, having no better roads, take this drive for pleasure.

But if they are well advised, they do not make it the first time at

night

!

In Luray are several very good hotels where a comfortable stop may be

made for the night—for this is a "one-day-coming-and-one-day-going-

trip" from Washington. The caverns themselves beggar description

—

there is no use attempting to picture their wonders nor their stately

beauty, because the proper words have not been invented. Coleridge

tells

:

"In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree

Where Alph, the Sacred River, ran

Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea."

Well, this is it. The "caverns measureless to man" are asphalt paved

and electric lighted and—Oh, well ! Go look and see for yourself. You
won't regret the time spent on a spectacle which has no duplicate any-

where in the world. No other caverns have either such variety or such

coloring of formation and no natural wonder surpasses a cavern in its

power to appeal to the imagination.

With battles going on abroad which are bigger than all other bat-

tles of history put together, Gettysburg and its three-day struggle rather

sinks into insignificance as a holocaust. But it must forever be a mat-

ter of pride to every American—this wonderfully preserved battle field.

"The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here,

but it can never forget what they did here," were the solemn words
of the greatest war president, dedicating the Gettysburg cemetery—and
the world never has forgotten nor can forget.

American soil has many noted battlefields and many of them have

been preserved in wonderful parks with monuments and roads to make
them even more interesting and accessible. None surpasses Gettysburg,

however, which has more than six hundred monuments—the field is in

places studded so thick it almost looks like a cemetery !—and miles and
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Mount Vernon, the home of Washington, showing the

first automobiles that ever made the trip there

The old mill, built in 1787, at Frederick, Md., at the

edge of one of the quaintest Colonial towns in America

Christ Church, in Alexandria, Va., is a fine bit of early

American architecture, and is where George Washington

worshiped

An ancient loll house on the National Pike, near Fred-
erick, Md. This shows the character of the roads

traversed

miles and miles of the

finest roads over

which you and your

machine can drive at

will, always suppos-

ing you drive slowly.

The most impres-

sive war monument
in the country is

here—the statue of

General Warren, his

pedestal the living

rock of little Round
Top which he seized

and held without
orders to save the

day— or perhaps
you will think the

"High Water Mark"
the most solemn
memorial, marking
as it does the crest

of the wave of that

never-to-be-sur-
passed infantry
charge of the im-

mortal Pickett. The
little "copse of

trees" is iron-fenced

and well guarded

—

in front, an open

bronze book chron-

icles the names of

the commands which
charged, and those

which cut the charge

to little pieces—that

is all. But, hats

come off when the

"High Water Mark"
is visited.

It is not quite
ninety miles to Get-

tysburg from Wash-
ington, and the road

is such as the good
motorist hopes to

have in the "happy
touring grounds" of

the hereafter. Wash-
ington, Rockville,

Ridgeville, Fred-
erick, Emmitsburg,
Gettysburg are con-

nected by a riband

of concrete and oil-

macadam.

Accommodations
in Gettysburg, if a

night's stop is to be

made, are first class.

But one can start at

seven in the morn-
ing, be in Gettys-

burg before noon,

take a two-hour tour

of the field and be

back at dark, al-

though so fast a

trip does justice
neither to the in-

tense interest of the

field nor the hilly

beauty of the sweet
Maryland country
through which one
rides. This part of

Maryland rolls and rolls, and, beyond Frederick and before Emmits-

burg, the gorgeous Maryland hills loom dark blue-green for hours

before the eyes. Much better make this, too, a go-one-day-and-come-

back-the-next trip.

One goes through Harpers Ferry on the way to Luray—albeit one

can also go up the other side of the Potomac and make historic Lees-

burg and lofty Bluemont with its panoramic views with equal ease

—

but one makes a special trip to John Brown's country for the sake of

its massive majestic gap in the mountain wall, its views and its riot of

spectroscopic sunsets.

Harpers Ferry is, via Frederick, some seventy miles from Washing-

ton, and save for a short stretch just before it is reached, is to be

rolled into upon a

billiard table road.

Harpers Ferry was
denominated "A
Switzerland of

America" by no less

a critic than
Thomas Jefferson,

whose observation

rock is yet one of

the points of interest

of this lovely place.

Here the Shenan-

doah comes to meet

the Potomac, to run

together down to the

sea. Here, frowning

Louden Heights on

the Virginia side
face the towering

Maryland Heights
across the two riv-

ers. Between the

two lies the little

tongue of West Vir-

ginia, on the steep

sides of which clings

the "before the war"
town of Harper's

Ferry.

On the very crest

of this tongue of

land, five hundred feet up from the rivers, is a splendid hotel, from the

porches of which are mountain and river views—Oh, and sunsets !

—

which have not their like in the East. Harpers Ferry is the home of

storm clouds; the peculiar configuration of two mountain ranges with

the two rivers sliding snakily through the gap, makes for cloud forms

of great size and infinite variety and such a bewildering array of col-

ors at evening that no painter would dare try to depict them if he cared

for a reputation for veracity

!

Historic interest is everywhere—John Brown put his mark on the

spot wherever he set a foot ! A monument to mark his battle, his jail

at Charlestown, nearby, and place after place where this or that hap-

pened when North faced South across the natural defense of river and

mountain, command the visitor's attention.

And now, will you go back to Washington for the night and make a

new trip to Hagerstown and Antietam, perhaps running through the

mountains via Chambersburg and Greencastle, or will you extend the

one-day trip from the Capital City and go to Sharpsburg and its battle-

field from Harpers Ferry?

Either way, you will have good roads, although better ones from
Washington on than from the West Virginia town back. No attempt

will be made here to say whether or not Antietam was a drawn battle

or a victory for either side ! Suffice it that it was as bloody in its way
as any the modern armies fight abroad, that for desperate fighting and
superhuman bravery nothing any war has ever produced has surpassed

the fight upon the Burnside Bridge, where you will find to this day a

monument erected by that Col. Albert Pope who was the father of good
roads in this country, to the two hundred and fourteen officers and men
who fell in five minutes' fighting in an attempt to take the little bridge

across the little creek. Oh, yes, there is much more to the field and a

good guide will fill you fuller of Civil War history than you can hold.

He will show you Bloody Lane (all modern battlefields have a road of

that name—it's not a "regular" battlefield else!) and sell you souvenir

bullets, and introduce you to the kind of town and streets and houses

The Lutheran Seminary at Gettysburg, the famous build-

ing that gave Seminary Ridge its name. From the

cupola General Buford watched the progress of the

battle
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which you didn't know existed any more, and generally fill you day

to overflowing.

If you go or come via Frederick, stop long enough to see the Barbara

Frietchie's Town, and imagine the "old gray head" above the '"flag of

your country" she was not afraid to wave in the face of the enemy.

When you get thoroughly surfeited with history and battlefields and

want something modern and peaceful, there are two cities within a

day's travel of Washington, either one of which can interest you in a

thousand ways other than war.

Baltimore is a two-hour run from Washington, with a park-like

boulevard all the way. Philadelphia is a hundred and fifty-six miles

from the White House, and therefore, a pleasant day's run. The roads

are all the heart could

wish, whether one

goes in from Wil-

mington, via Chester,

or crosses the river

there and comes up

to the City of Broth-

erly Love by way of

Jersey towns and

Camden.
Some people are

unkind enough to re-

fer to Ben Frank-

lin's town as a nec-

e s s a r y evil to be

endured on the way
to Atlantic City!

However that may
be, it is true that the

great coast resort is

but two hundred and

seventeen miles from

the United States

Capital, and that an

early start with a stop

for lunch in Wilming-

ton means one can go

bathing in the evening

without straining the

car or hurting any

policeman's feelings.

Richmond? Certainly, if your machine is staunch and you are not

afraid of country roads. Staunton, Va.—175 miles from Washington

—

is reached by good roads all the way; indeed, it is but a short distance

down the pike from that New Market where one turns off from the Valley

Pike for Luray. But, from Staunton on, the roads lose something of

their park-like character and the last half of the three-hundred-mile

journey is not to be made so rapidly as the first. Of course, Richmond
is not three hundred miles from Washington—but one does not jump an

auto, rabbit-like, in a straight path across fields. One goes decorously

as the roads dictate and the longest way round is the shortest way to

the city which is first in the hearts of all Virginians.

It is a beautiful city, too, and simply oozes Civil War all over the

place. Its monuments, historic residences, points of surrounding inter-

est—Petersburg and the remains of Grant's mine crater, for instance

—

are sufficiently numerous for you to make it a one-week instead of one-

day trip, if you wish.

Having told of the well-known places, to which every one goes some
time and some one goes every time the weather permits, let me mention
Leonardtown and St. Mary's. No, you probably never heard of either

one. For there is little historic (in a national sense) and nothing of

sight-seeing interest in either. Yet the seventy-five miles to Leonard-
town is one of the most delightful trips out of Washington, and salt

water, a boat ride, perhaps some fishing, and at any rate a country din-

ner such as only happens in Southern romances, are sufficient induce-

ments to send literally hundreds of Washingtonians there every good
day throughout the Summer. St. Mary's is but fifteen miles further, a

quaint and pretty little spot, where a school, an ancient church yard, a

cemetery and a wonderful reach of water in the bay makes a sort of

eye-dessert for the dinner which is the main trip.

And no one could ask a better road or one more filled with diversified

interest, from Surrattsville and the house where the Lincoln conspirators

hatched their plans, to a "Last Chance" at a funny little place called

"T-B." No explanation is here forthcoming. People who don't know
what a "Last Chance" is have no interest in finding out

!

The State House at Annapolis, Md., in which General

Washington made his farewell address to the officers

of the Continental army

In any and in all

the trips here speci-

fied, will be found

all the conveniences

of modern touring.

The writer speaks

not from hearsay,

or guide-book, but

from personal ex-

perience. The roads

are firm, the hotels

excellent, the ga-

rages numerous, the

police getting more
and more civil with

every year adding

to the tourist travel

and even legisla-

tures, in Maryland
at least, doing more
and more to encour-

age automobiles
upon their very

splendid boulevards.

Gasoline can be had
every five miles (al-

most), tires and
service at every

town which is larger

than two houses.
What? Well,the first

house in a Maryland
town and in many
Virginia towns is a

general store. The
second one is a

church. The third

is a garage. Then,
they usually build
another church and
finally people come
and live there ! So
there is no lack of

everything needful
for any sort of a

trip from a vacation

to an elopement

!

Yes, Washington,

the city beautiful,

has a thousand
things "to go and
see and go and see

some more." But

—

especially if you are

of the roving dispo-

sition, you don't

want to forget that

there is an outlying

fringe of country

about the Capital

which is of great

beauty, real interest,

and reached with

splendid roads, and
that when tired sight-

seeing on asphalt

streets, the open
awaits you, the dust-

less oiled road in-

vites you, and—the

auto will take you to

a dozen spots, which,

if not actually in

Arcady, are at least

within the suburban

boundaries of that

much-sought spot.

Harpers Ferry, the meeting place of two rivers, the

Potomac and Shenandoah, and three States, Maryland,

Virginia and West Virginia

An old bridge on the Antietam Pike, one of the main

roads of the country over which the presidents all traveled

on their way to Washington

About six miles from Mount Vernon is Pohick Church,
whither Washington was accustomed to drive occasionally

for Sunday worship
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A fine stretch of road near Washington on the way to

Frederick, Md. The majority of roads in this section

are excellent for motoring
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POST CARD
MAY BE L'SED

PEN PICTURES ©
POSTCARDS FROM
PLACESofjNTOEST

HPHE celebrated watch that made
the dollar famous has not

yet come into common use among
the Dyaks of Borneo, because in

the first place they hardly ever
want to know the time and in

the second place they resort to the

use of a home-made sundial when
it becomes necessary for them to

attend to an engagement with any
sort of punctuality. Their need
for learning with some degree of

exactitude the hour of the day is

manifested only at the season of

the year when crops are to be
planted. They watch patiently for

certain stars to appear above the

horizon, and when these orbs are

finally seen they know it is about
the right time of year for plant-

ing. Then they must have the

correct time of day, and they consult the sundial H. de F. W.

C HIPS of the Desert are not the only boats that Arabs are capable of

rearing and handling. The Arabs of the Persian Gulf are expert

boat-builders, and, considering the rude tools they use, the results are

remarkably seaworthy. Their materials are unshaped lumber and
wrought-iron nails, and the scaffolding would give the American ship-

builders' union heart failure. This boat of 500 tons burden was side-

launched, and was drawn to the water by some hundreds of men pull-

ing on ropes. Sheep are often sacrificed on occasions like these and
the carcass nailed to the prow, but Arabian propriety does not permit a

maiden, be she ever so pretty, to stand sponsor for the boat. E. C.

HpHERE are fewer sabots being worn in Brittany during these stir-
1 ring days oif battle and carnage, for the young men at the front
are being shod by the government with good American leather. That
is why this industrious old lady of Quimperle has such an undepleted
stock in front of her in the market place. The incessant application
to work that characterizes the French people is exemplified by this
woman as she knits socks for her son at the front between sales. Back
of her are vendors of crockery of all shapes and forms, including the
crudely charming "Brittany ware" that so many tourists used to bring
back before the war. p_ jr. j^_

N lands having the reputation for being savage, such as Borneo,
' Germany, Turkey and some other adjacent parts of the world, the

methods of offense and
defense have a keen in-

terest for the traveler

and scientist. Here is a
specimen of the more
commendable sort of ac-

tivity, being a Kayan
house fortified against

an attack. It would
hardly be effective
against any more deadly

weapon than a short-

handled spear; it does

not need an over-active

imagination to figure out

the protection it would
afford against anything

propelled by gunpowder.
There is merely a stock-

ade of rough split logs

with sharp sticks in

front. H. de F. W.

A FRIEND of mine
^^ who had been

automobiling in Rus-

sia before the war
brought back this pic-

ture of a roadside sign.

He said that he had

been stopped so many
times by police officers

that when this figure

hove in sight he had a

vision of going straight

to Siberia. The sign,

he explained, was on
the Volkhonsky Chaus-

see near Petrograd, or

St. Petersburg as it

was then called. At
the base of the figure

is the word "Stop !"

and on the palm of the

hand a reference to

to vodka in Russian.

J. D. B.
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The Sun Never Sets on
Our Members

THE already large membership of the

Travel Club of America continues to

grow, and the increase is steady and consist-

ent. Every State in the Union is represented,

and besides there are members in Alaska,

Hawaii, Porto Rico, Canal Zone, Philippine

Islands, Japan, Sweden, Norway, China, Scot-

land, Burma, Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, Canada,

Dutch Guiana and Germany. It can readily be

seen that, although it is an American institu-

tion, its scope is international.

Activities of the Touring
Club of France

rT"\HE reception and entertainment of Ameri-
*• can tourists after the war is already oc-

cupying the attention of the French. In the

Monthly Review of the Touring Club of

France are some suggestions made by mem-
bers of the American Commercial and Indus-

trial Mission, among which are the following:

Sending to the United States a hotel com-

mission for the purpose of studying plans,

prices, methods of management and operation,

etc., applicable to the French hotel business.

The organization of a purchasing service by

which each hotel could buy, at wholesale

rates, material, furniture and provisions.

Application of the best American methods

for heating, ventilation, electric installation,

elevators, bathrooms, kitchens, laundries, bag-

gage, rooms, automatic machinery of various

kinds, etc.

Simultaneous construction of a number of

new hotels in France.

Sending young Frenchmen abroad every

year to study the hotel business.

Centralization in a single office, with branch

establishments in the principal cities of the

world, of all publicity work, for the purpose

of systematically spreading information re-

garding hotels and traveling in France.

Among the items of actual accomplishment

are the following

:

Under the general heading of roads the

Touring Club has expended, in round figures,

3,000,000 francs. Signposts, 32,000 in num-
ber, at an expense of 760,000 francs. Sani-

tary improvements in hotels represent an

expenditure of 300,000 francs. Publication

of the illustrated collection, "Sites et Monu-
ments de la France," 750,000 francs.

Other items on the Club's list of improve-

ments, protections and propaganda are : Auto-

mobile and cycle laws and regulations, anti-

dust road work, railway rates and rules, trip-

tyques for tourists, railway station embellish-

ments, first aid posts, rustic seats in forests

and mountains, Alpine routes, touring maps,

itineraries, voyages and excursions.

All this goes to show what a great travel

club can accomplish when properly supported.

The Touring Club of France numbers over

200,000 members. As the objects of the

Travel Club of America become better known,

there is no reason why it should not surpass

the numerical strength of the French organi-

zation. With the power that will accrue from
such a membership the Club will be able to

exercise even greater influence for the benefit

of its members and the betterment of travel

conditions. We are the greatest nation of

travelers in the world and it is only a logical

conclusion that we should have the greatest

of travel organizations.

Accommodations at the
Mukuntuweap

npO meet the demand for accommodations at

-*- the Mukuntuweap National Monument in

southwestern Utah, which has sprung up into

national prominence as a remarkable scenic

spectacle during the last year, the Department

of the Interior has granted a five-year con-

cession covering all service privileges to the

National Park Camping and Transportation

Company, of which W. W. Wylie, the veteran

of Yellowstone Park, is president. A perma-

nent camp similar to those in the Yellowstone

has been installed, and saddle and pack horses

are maintained for hire. There is also an

automobile service from the railroad station

at Lund to and through Little Zion Canon, as

the "desert Yosemite" was named long ago by
the Mormons.

The American Railroads
and the War

ITH the kind of co-operation indicated

in the following paragraphs it seems

to be only a matter of common sense that pri-

vate ownership of railroads is more efficient

and satisfactory than government ownership.

Plans for the largest troop movement ever

scheduled in the history of this country are

now being perfected by the American Rail-

way Association at the request of the United

States Government. Altogether, 687,000 men
will have to be transported to the various

cantonments that the Government is building

to house the new National Army. The move-
ment was to start September 5, and between

that date and the 9th the railroads planned to

complete the entrainment of 200,000 men. The
plans provided for a second movement of ap-

proximately the same number beginning Sep-

W

tember 19 and continuing for four days there-

after, and a third movement of the same size

on October 3.

Some conception of the magnitude of the

task confronting the Association in preparing

schedules that will assure the safe and prompt
transportation of these armies without inter-

fering with traffic may be gleaned from the

fact that to move merely one field army of

80,000 men requires 6,229 cars made up into

366 trains with as many locomotives and train

crews. Meanwhile, in addition to moving the

687,000 recruits for the National Army, the

railroads have been asked to supply transpor-

tation for the 350,000 members of the Na-
tional Guard to their training camps.

On the Road to Mandalay
A/t R. and Mrs. Roy Chapman Andrews,

members of the Asiatic Expedition

sent by the American Museum of Natural
History to Southern China, are at present en-

gaged in hunting the tiger on the road to

Mandalay. Mr. Andrews is a keen sportsman
and Mrs. Andrews is none the less devoted to

the quest of big game. She is the sister of

the late George C. Borup, the intrepid young
explorer who was a member of Peary's party
in his successful quest for the Pole. In a

letter recently received by an official of the

Museum and written at Hornu, Shu Pass,

Mr. Andrews says, in part

:

"By covering such a large amount of coun-
try I feel that we have a very fair represen-

tation of the Yunnan fauna and that it will

not be worth while to work in this province
again. I personally am very well satisfied

with our material and believe we have made a
good beginning at the vast Asiatic regions

about which so little is known zoologically.

"The photographs of the expedition will

prove very valuable, I think. Mrs. Andrews
has had really extraordinary success with her
natural color photos, and has a collection

which cannot fail but bring this remote region

to those in New York in a new and accurate

way. The great gorge of the Yangtze River,

which in some portions can only be compared
with the Grand Canon, has only been seen by
a very few white men, and Mrs. Andrews has
some superb photos of it, as well as Thibetans,

Mosas, Shans, and many tribesmen. The
black and white negatives and moving pic-

tures will supplement the color photographs
excellently.

"We are on the summit of a mountain pass,

about thirty miles from Teng-Yueh in the

western part of Yunnan, and yesterday re-

ceived mail which has been accumulating since

January 29. We had 105 letters and a regu-
lar debauch of home news."
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THE RAMBLER ON AMERICAN WAR SPIRIT
ACRES of fixed bayonets moved to the rhythm of drums. Men

were going to war. Down Fifth Avenue they marched between

densely packed crowds. From every doorway, every window and every

housetop peered faces, and each face was a study. Allied flags draped

the buildings and the national emblem of the United States fluttered from

thousands of hands.

The Rambler had anticipated much excitement. He remembered the

day that Marshal Joffre, hero of the Marne, swept triumphantly up the

same thoroughfare to the ring-

ing cheers of the multitude. How
much greater an ovation would

these men in khaki—men we knew
personally—receive at the hands

of their countrymen ! The thought

was inspiring.

But the crowd didn't cheer. The
Rambler was disappointed. He felt

an urge to "start something."

Just then a particularly smart-

looking regiment approached. As
the colors went by every man re-

moved his hat. The Rambler would

cheer : "Hur—" but the "rah"

woudn't come out, for it got stuck

behind a lump in The Rambler's

throat. And so he applauded like

the rest, realizing that the same

crowd at a baseball game would

cheer itself hoarse. These Ameri-

cans are a sentimental lot. In

France, where it is commonly sup-

posed that they order these things

better, they would have shouted

"Vive l'armee," thrown kisses to

the soldiers, and shed their tears

unashamed.

These are stirring days in every

part of the United States. The
Rambler has just returned from a

trip that has included thirty-two

American cities from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, and he is more than

ever impressed with the importance

of our entry into the world war,

more confident than ever of the

triumph of democracy. Unlimited

resources are being thrown into

the balance. The West is furnish-

ing not only men and food, but

ships. The East is furnishing not

only money and ships, but men.

And the women in every corner of

the country are nobly anticipating

the needs of the Red Cross.

The land resounds to the bugle

and drum, and there are few ex-

ceptions to the oneness of its peo-

ple. A woman The Rambler met

on his travels confessed to being

from Wisconsin, but blushed at

mention of the "obstructionist" senator from that State. There are not

many pacifists who would shirk when the country has a real task to per-

form, and the sporadic soap-box demonstrations against our part in the

war only serve to show by contrast the real unity of the country.

Never has The Rambler seen so many soldiers in all parts of the

United States. They are a part of every street scene; they ride in the

trains ; they guard bridges ; they parade and thereby inspire others to

join with them. The hotels have offered them their hospitality, most
of them having set aside rooms for their headquarters, and leather-

booted officers mingle picturesquely with civilians in evening dress.

There is a certain highly charged atmosphere that surrounds a gather-

ing where there are military men, but one of the aspects of the present

situation that has particularly impressed The Rambler is the absence

of what our British allies call "swank" or "side." The officer of the

A recruiting officer speaking from the New York Public Library

United States Army is dignified always, and the same is true of the

naval officer. The "dashing blade" is a relic of the days in Germany
when the militarists were waiting for "the day."

The Rambler has studied the men in the service, collectively and in-

dividually, and he has no fears as to their behavior under fire. Their

eagerness is not merely an index of an adventurous disposition, for

behind it lies the earnestness which is an integral part of true patriotism

;

and their almost uniformly orderly bearing reflects the high percentage of

gentlemen in the ranks. There

was a clash between the white and
negro troops in Houston, Texas;

granted, but this unfortunate af-

fair cast less discredit on the

service than on the indiscreet man-
agement that did not take into

consideration the racial problem

with which the South has always

to deal. The exception, as Adam
said, proves the rule.

Our men are youthful, in age

and in spirit. The abolishment of

the canteen is no hardship, but in

every city where there is an army
post or near which there is a can-

tonment the soda fountains are

doing a land office business. But
although American soldiers drink

no liquor these days, an officer in

a western town reported that one
Monday morning several men
failed to answer roll call. An in-

vestigation was made by the com-
pany surgeon, and it developed

that they were indisposed after un-

wise indulgence in sarsaparilla,

ginger ale and ice cream soda.

These are the boys who a little

later will be storming trenches, God
bless them

!

It is the day of the soldier. The
recruiting officer gets a crowd
around him at short notice whether
he speaks from the steps in front

of the New York Public Library

or from a motor-car in San Fran-

cisco. Meanwhile our sailors are

chasing submarines in the North
Sea and General Pershing's troops

have begun their work in France.

The machine has begun to move
and is gaining momentum. It will

not be long before its mighty force,

added to that which the Allies are

exerting, will lean irresistibly on
the enemy lines.

"Rome shall perish, write that word
In the blood that she has spilt

;

Perish hopeless and abhorred,

Deep in ruin as in guilt."

When Boadicea spoke those lines she anathematized the same things
in Rome that we shudder at in Germany. It is The Rambler's hope
and, he believes, the hope of the American people that as many good
things will remain of Germany as have remained of Rome.
The world is conscious of a new strength to-day, for men have been

tested and the majority have not been found wanting. In rising to a
great emergency nations have found themselves, and hitherto undevel-
oped virtues have come to be accepted as normal.
And those who have been worshiping the false god of Militarism,

with its doctrine of expediency, are slowly opening their eyes, under
painful compulsion, to its hollowness and deceit. Autocracy has proved
itself strong and merciless, but Democracy is younger and more virile,

and his triumph is certain. American war spirit, The Rambler believes,
typifies the might that makes for peace. —Johnston MacKenzie.
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Her Husband
Didn't ^tna-ize
Against Accident!

LJE thought himself so well and strong

that he would always be able to take

care of her, but like a flash of lightning

came the fall on the sidewalk. The
little money that was in the bank was

eaten up by doctors' and nurses' bills in

a few weeks, and then he had to go to

the public ward of a hospital.

She is as well loved as your wife. Yet

while he lies there in the free ward, she stands

here and works all day. Save your wife from

having to do this.

Remember that one in seven is killed or

injured by accident each year, and that you
may be the one. Save yourself worry

—

>£TNA
Protect your wife and protect yourself now, while you ing building accident. $25 a week for any other accident,

can. Remember that Fate does not wait till you are

ready. Remember it is the little accidents that cause In addition, $5,000 to $10,000 for accidental death or

most of the trouble. loss of two limbs, two eyes, or one limb and one eye.

Add $500 to $1,000 to this for every year you renew the

If you have an i£tna Accumulative Accident Policy insurance up to five years. Half the above for loss of one
you can go freely about your business knowing that limb or one eye.

there will be no money worry for your wife or yourself

/
.'*?

if you are killed or disabled by accident.

All it costs is $25 a year if you are in a "Preferred"
occupation. For that you get $50 a week as long as you
live if you're disabled by a railway, steamship, or burn-

When the accident comes it will be too late. Now,
while you are thinking about it—now, while you are

looking at this coupon, cut it out and send it.

It brings you information that may not only save you
worry but may even some day save your life.

,

^ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Drawer 1341 HARTFORD, CONN.

The largest company in the world writing Life, Accident, Health and Liability Insurance-

Agency opportunities for all Casualty and Bonding lines.

An ./Etna agent has a national advertising campaign working for him all the time.
* &
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In theLoungingCar
(Men's Section)

A delightful retreat for Pullman
Passengers on the Chicago &
North Western Line.

North, West and Northwest
from Chicago— Chicago & North
Western. Mostanywhere you want
to go there's a convenient train.

The Best of Everything

Use it when you go
252

Haddon Hall
ATLANTIC CITY

ALWAYS OPEN
RIGHT ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK

Appeals particularly to cultivated people

who seek rest and recreation at the Sea

Shore, Summer or Winter. From everj^

section of the country such guests have come
to Haddon Hall for 40 years—and come
back again and again—it is so satisfying,

so free from ostentation, so restful and

sufficient. Every facility is offered young
and old for enjoyment.

A step and you are in the surf. Fascinating shops

and a thousand amusements are offered along the

famous Boardwalk. Privileges of fine golf and yacht

clubs. Rooms are comfortable and attractive—there

is delightful music—and always interesting. people.

Make reservations—writefor illustratedfoider

LEEDS & LIPPINCOTT
J

cy o

If you would like to run away

for a day of Golf—come to

Briarcliff Eobge
Brtarcltff Jfflanor, &. g.

The links are well kept,

and there's a special rate

for One -Day Golf.

Full Information at

402 MADISON AVENUE
Telephone 7070 Murray Hill

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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ON A MISSISSIPPI

STERN WHEELER
{Continued from page 20)

the boat has ploughed along thirty

01 forty miles and is about to

make a landing.

I would attempt to paint some
of the delights of a landing, but

I lack the temerity ; a better artist

did that subject so lovingly and
well thirty-five years ago in a

book called "Life on the Missis-

sippi." It is true that things aren't

quite so animated now at a land-

ing as they were in the days of

Mark Twain ; but his classic de-

scription of a lazy river town com-
ing to life at the approach of a

steamboat is in a measure still

true to the spirit—in particular

for ports that have inadequate

railway service or no service at all.

As Mark Twain relates it, the

cry goes up, "St-e-a-m-b-o-a-t

a-comin' !" An then

:

"The town drunkard stirs, the

clerks wake up, a furious clatter

of drays follows, every house and
store pours out a human contribu-

tion, and all in a twinkling the

dead town is alive and moving.

Drays, carts, men, boys, all go
hurrying down from many quar-

ters to a common center, the

wharf. Assembled there, the peo-

ple fasten their eyes upon the

coming boat as upon a wonder
they are seeing for the first time.

And the boat is rather a handsome
sight, too . . . . the upper
decks are black with passengers

;

the captain stands by the big bell,

calm, imposing, the envy of all;

great volumes of the blackest

smoke are rolling and tumbling

out of the chimneys—a husbanded
grandeur created with a bit of

pitch pine just before arriving at

the town; the crew are grouped
on the forecastle ; the broad stage

is run far out over the port bow,

and an envied deck-hand stands

picturesquely on the end of it

with a coil of rope in his hand;
the pent steam is screaming
through the gauge-cocks ; the cap-

tain lifts his hand, the bell rings,

the wheels stop ; then they turn

back, churning the water to foam,

and the steamer is at rest. Then
such a scramble as there is to get

aboard and to get ashore, and to

take in freight and to discharge

freight, all at one and the same
time; and such a yelling and curs-

ing as the mates facilitate it all

with ! Ten minutes later the

steamer is under way again, with

no flag on the jack-staff and no

black smoke issuing from the chim-

neys. After ten minutes the town
is dead again, and the town drunk-

ard asleep by the skids once more."

Ten minutes—and we are well

away again. The peace on the

boat is almost comparable to that

on shore. Our feet are again on

the rail ; our corn-cob pipes aglow.

The Apache Trail

America's Oldest Highway, a wonderful motor trip

from Globe to Phoenix, Arizona, via the Roosevelt

Dam, most conveniently reached over the

SUNSET ROUTE
New Orleans San Antonio Los Angeles San Francisco

Pullman cars direct to the "Trail" in connection with

the Sunset Limited. Oil burning locomotives—no

smoke—no cinders. Dining car service unexcelled.

Water or rail routes between New York and New
Orleans. Write for booklets.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO NEW ORLEANS HOUSTON

366 Broadway Flood Bldg. Metropolitan Bank Bldg. Southern Pacific Bldg.

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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"Good~by, Jim,

Take Keer of

Yourse'f.
Jim was going off to war

—

the neighborhood didn't think

much of him—but his father

knew. And his father guessed

the story to come. Yet these

were all the words that came.

Do you remember James Whit-
comb Riley's story -poem?
That was in the Civil War.
And to-day, again, all over

the land, fathers are saying

to their sons, "Good-by, Jim,
take keer of yourse'f."

Like all masters of literature,

his people and his poems and
his stories are for all time.

JAMES
WHITCOMB RILEY
The great spirit has passed on.

"There's another good pal gone
over the border." The dearly be-

loved of all America's children

and all America's grown folks who
have stayed young, has passed

away.
From the little child that wrote,

"I feel sort of alone until I read
your poems," to President Wilson
who says, " I render my tribute of
affection and appreciation to him," this nation feels the great loss.

But it turns with even more eagerness to the stories and the poems he left

behind him. More eagerly than ever does the small boy read "The Old Swim-
min' Hole"—more gladly do the mother and father read "That Old Sweetheart
of Mine."
The quiet street in Indianapolis seems deserted and dead. Uncle Sam's

mail service no longer has to bend beneath the burden of 10,000 letters going
to that quiet house on the 7th of each October. James Whitcomb Riley has
passed on, but his work is here for all his lovers.

Perhaps you think you "don't care for poetry"—yet you love James Whit-
comb Riley. That's because his stories could only be told in verse—for he
had a song in his heart—a song of all mankind. .

'

Unlike all other poets, he dealt with stories of every day—things in all our
lives. There is in all his work no bitter word. He is sweetness and light in
these days of hatred and terror—a drink of fresh water to the thirsty and weary.

The world knew his quality years ago.
Longfellow, Lowell, and Holmes bowed to
his genius. Mark Twain loved his "kind-
ness and sincerity and admired his art,"
and William Dean Howells wonders "at
the passion for the homely things of life,"
and George Ade says that "Riley is the
only one who hobnobs with the LL.D. and
the farm hand at the same moment."
And now, to-day, President Wilson says,
"I render my tribute of affection andap-
preciation to James Whitcomb Riley."

A Poor Boy in Indiana
He was a poor boy in Indiana—too full

of life and genius for schooling. He traveled
with a circus, he worked on a railroad, on a
steamship. He made his living in a
thousand ways—until one day—an epoch-
making day for this nation—he published
a modest little poem in his home paper.
Soon the world sat up and took notice

—

James Whitcomb Riley became as much a
household word as Santa Claus.

His Heirs Desire Only a Small Royalty
The heirs of James Whitcomb Riley came to us,

as the publishers of Mark Twain, and said that they
would be glad to reduce their royalty to a negligible
amount, so that we could place the works of the
People's Poet in the homes of all those who loved
him—so we are able to make the books at a very low
price—for the present—a price we can pass on to you.
We have planned a fitting form for these books— beautifully made— the easy - to-read, comfortable

sort of books that James Whitcomb Riley would
have liked.

"He was the poet of hope and cheer— the '
lover and friend of mankind." He is] the only
writer whose birthday has been made a state yholiday. By the time you read this, Riley '
Day will be celebrated in Indiana. And /„,„„„ „
Riley Day will be celebrated in your heart / „RVu?dcand your home if you send this coupon. / BHUfHERS

The generosity of the Riley heirs and /Franklin Sq., N.T.

the resources of Harper & Brothers / pl
give you a rare opportunity. Don't /me the compfelemiSSlt - /works of James

/Whitcomb ICIley
bound i:

/

Send the coupon
without money for

your set on approval

today.

in rich cloth.
/stamped in gold, fully

illustrated. I may keep
/this set for ten days for

examinationand return it to
/ J'ou, at your expense, if I do

/ not want it. If I keep the
J books I will remit Si. so amonth
/ for thirteen months. Travel 10-17Harper & /

Brothers / Name

New York /
1817 1Q17 / Addrcss"""" ' Io%addedtopricesinCanadabecauseofduty

SEEING AMERICA
By LOGAN MARSHALL

Author of "The Story of the Panama Canal," etc.

Describes every section of the United
States, French Canada and the Canadian
Rockies. The great cities seething with
people and expressing the latest develop-
ments of our civilization; the places which
millions have visited as on a pilgrimage
because of their historic significance; the

resorts of fashion and pleasure where
Americans spend their leisure; the mag-
nificence of scenic wonders and natural

beauty; the scenes of industrial activity

where the great wealth of the country is

produced.
full-page Illustrations of Scenic and Historic Interest.
350 pages. Cloth, fall gold side stamp. $1.25 net.

AN APPROPRIATE SOUVENIR OF

French Canada and the St. Lawrence
HISTORICAL—PICTURESQUE—DESCRIPTIVE

By J. Castell Hopkins, F.S.S.

Gives intimate glimpses into the under-
currents of sentiment and action which
have made this region so unique and at-

tractive.

"Acadia, the Land of Evangeline,''

"Churches and Shrines of French Canada,"
"Montreal, the Seat of An Ancient Faith,"

"Quebec, the Cradle of New France," etc.,

are among the topics discussed, and the au-

thor's keen insight into the viewpoints of

the people and his wealth of information
about them make this work as interesting

to those who have not travelled uhrough
this delightful country as to those who
have.

Sumptuously Illustrated with 25 photogravure plates.
430 pases. Rich silk cloth, in cloth box. Price $3.00.

On sale at all Booksellers.

The John C. Winston CompanyPublishers Philadelphia

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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C H I TOR, THE
ROYAL FORTRESS

CITY

(Continued from page n)

were constructed, decorated with

colored lights and flower garlands.

Musicians and nautch girls enter-

tained the royal suite as they

drifted about in luxurious barges,

imbibing a drink of poppy and
golden champa, the latter that in-

toxicates even the birds when they

sip the honey from the blossoms.

Men darted wildly to and fro on
the backs of alligators, and their

efforts to keep the brutes afloat,

and themselves from being de-

voured provided amusement. The
barges are never used now, they lie

moored under the palace walls,

where they will probably remain
until they sink gently to the oozy

bottom of the lake, to join the des-

cendants of the alligators of other

days.

Some portions of the Jagmander
Lake Palace are very old, and
where one would least expect to

find it, a certain suite of rooms has

a curious Shah Jahanesque air.

There are the same arabesque de-

signs painted on the walls, so fa-

miliar in the Taj at Agra—that

wherever found are as sure a

proof as are thumb prints that the

Mohamedan artist-king must have

passed that way. As Prince Salim

he quarreled with his father, then

the king of Delhi, and with his

Hindu maternal instinct he took

refuge at Udaipur, but he was
never able to exist for long within

walls or under roofs that were not

inlaid, painted or arched, so he

"did up" his apartments in the Jag-
mander palace to suit himself.

A nautch at an Eastern court is

a more or less exclusive affair,

that for Europeans—for obvious

reasons— has to be "arranged."

Prince Kumar had promised so to

arrange, and late one afternoon the

State carriage came to take us to

a palace nautch—and as there are

a dozen palaces, it might be any

one of them.

We were first taken through a re-

mote city gate, then for three miles

along the road skirting the Sujjan-

Garh mountain, through nothing

but scrubby undergrowth. This did

not suggest the route to a "palace

nautch," but as the road was good,

there might well be a Hindu "sur-

prise" at the end—as there was.

For, as in the fairy tale, the wood
vanished in a twinkling, and there

stood a little white palace, or

rather an elaborate summer-
house, on the very edge of the

forest, with a broad semi-circular

pavilion overlooking the lake and
a jetty where a boat was moored.

Dusk was settling and the swing-

ing lamps were lighted in the pa-

vilion. The musicians were seated

on rugs, droning on their instru-

ments; two of them had lovely

sweet-toned sarengas— very like
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SPANNING a decade the "St. Paul Road" has wrested
from tomorrow the comforts and conveniences of electric travel

and made them the heritage of today.

Giant electric locomotives, the mightiest in the world, impelled

by the forces of the mountains themselves, haul the heavy steel

trains of this railway across the Great Continental Divide— 440
miles through the Belt, Rocky and Bitter Root Mountains—with ease.

No smoke—no jars—no cinders— just smooth, even, almost silent

travel through the glories of the mountains.

So successful has been the operation of these electrified moutv
tain divisions that work is well under way for the electrification

of 211 additional miles through the snow-capped Cascades in

Washington.

The future has indeed been made to serve the present.

When you journey to Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma, Port'

land and other Pacific Northwest cities travel the electric

way— the

CHICAGO

Milwaukee & St Paul
RAILWAY

Sendfor electrification and western travel literature— address

F. A. MILLER, Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO

UNDERSTANDING THE WAR
WILHELM HOHENZOLLERN & CO.

By Edward Lyell Fox
"It appears to me that you have been strikingly
fair and just in your estimation of Germany's
cause and have put your finger upon the real
issue, namely, her system of Government with its
false ideals. Tour book is interesting at this time
and should be illuminating to all serious-minded
people."—Brigadier-General Joseph E. Kuhn, Pres-
ident of the Army "War College. $1.50 Net.

FORCED TO FIGHT
By Erich Erichsen

The tragic account of the experiences of a young
Dane who was forced to fight in the German Army.
"I know of nothing in war literature more poign-
antly revealing than the picture of his home-
coming."—A. St. John Adcock in the Boston Tran-
script. $1.25 Net.

A NURSE AT THE WAR
By Grace McDougall

"As swift moving as a cinema and as graphic
.... A vivid record of the realities of war
nursing, of the difficulties, the handicaps, the end-
less demands on strength and skill and spirit, and
the overwhelming, stupefying fatigue."—New York
Sun. $1.25 Net.

THE HISTORY OF GERMANY
IN THE XIXTH CENTURY

By Heinrieh von Treitschke
The first three volumes of this monumental work
are now ready, carrying the story of German his-
tory up to 1848. Here it is possible to trace the
beginnings of that spirit which today menaces the
world. Treitschke did more than write history

—

he made it. To know his work is to understand
the Germany of today. Complete in six volumes.

Per volume $3.25 Net.

THE AEROPLANE SPEAKS
By Capt. H. Barber, R. F. C.

A text book on military flying written so that it

may be readily understood by the layman as well
as the experienced aviator. Numerous diagrams
explain the principles of flight and the control of
the machine.
With thirty-six full page illustrations. $2.50 Net.

AEROPLANE DESIGN
By F. S. Barnwell

This book, with its accompanying chapter on In-
herent Stability, by W. H. Sayers, gives a simple
explanation of the principles of aeroplane design
that will prove invaluable to the beginning avi-
ator or the manufacturer.
With numerous diagrams. $1.00 Net.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE ©. CO. Publishers Union Square North, New York

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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LIPPINCOTT FALL LEADERS
MILITARY FICTION PRACTICAL

OLD ROADS OUT OF PHILADELPHIA
By JOHN T. FARIS

117 illustrations and map. Demi Svo. Decorated cloth. Boxed.
$4.00 net

Such names as the Battle of Brandywine, Valley Forge and Militia

Hill suggest the fascination of the roads leading from Philadelphia.

The author presents the past and the present of ten of these high-

ways : The King's Highway, The Baltimore Turnpike, The West
Chester Road, The Lancaster Turnpike, The Gulph Road, The
Ridge Road, The Germantown Turnpike, The Bethlehem Road,
The Old York Road and the Bristol Turnpike. Profuse illustra-

tions and a stimulating text make the book a prize for the walker,

the automobilist and the local historian.

HOW TO LIVE AT THE FRONT:
STRAIGHT TIPS TO THE AMERICAN SOLDIER

By Hector MacQUARRIE,
Second Lieutenant, Royal Field Artillery

12 photogravure illustrations. 12mo. $1.25 net

The author tells the American soldier what he may expect in France.

The reading will make a man feel at home among the Tommies, the

Poilus, the French and English people whom Ihe sees on leave, and
will show him how to avoid danger and thus fight for his country
instead of dying for it. Every American soldier should read it

before he goes to France.

The Soldiers' English and French Conversation Book
By WALTER M. GALLICHAN

Vest pocket size. Cloth, $.30 net. I.imp leather, $.75 net.

Absolutely the best conversation book ever published. The arrange-
ment is perfect and all subjects with which the soldier has to deal
in (his talk with the French people are treated.

COMPLETE U. S. INFANTRY GUIDE
Profusely illustrated. 2074 pages.

i.00 net.
Strong buckram binding,

An absolute reprint of all the material found in the 25 Government
books referring to infantry. Everything the officer desires to know
is found herein. It is an absolute reprint without a word of com-
mentary and has the great advantage of being thoroughly indexed.
It is more convenient and less expensive than the collection of
small books.

THE TWICE AMERICAN B^™OR M
3 Illustrations in color by Edmund Frederick. 12 mo. $1.35 net.
A cracking good novel for these days in which the United States is

taking a part in the world's politics. The hero wins fame and
fortune in South America and the girl in New York makes for
fascinating romance.

THE RACCOON LAKE MYSTERY
By NEVIL MONROE HOPKINS

* Illustrations In color by Gayle Hoskins. 12mo. $1.35 net.
A more thrilling and original detective story you will not find. There
is humor, romance, wilderness life and a gripping love interest to
make this book a winner.

IF I WERE TWENTY-ONE
TIPS FROM A BUSINESS VETERAN

By WILLIAM MAXWELL
8 illustrations. 12mo. $1.25 net.
A book for the young and the old man—the one who is twenty-one,
who wishes he were or feels as if he were. The humor is delight-
ful^ the stimulus powerful, the attacks upon certain iconoclastic
notions of business success refreshing.

PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY E^Kofe . e
Lecturer, The Clarence H. White School of Photography.

J**
half-tones. 38 line cuts. Octavo. $2 50 netThe one best book upon photography. Indispensable 'to the

ambitious amateur and of great value to the professional It
is an authoritative book and discusses every point concerning
which you will desire information.

SUCCESSFUL CANNING AND PRESERVING
By OLA POWELL,

1fl, ,„ . „ v-
„

s - Department of Agriculture.
163 illustrations. 12mo. Kn „.,T,. ... ,

XJ.00 Bel.
this addition to Lippincott's Home Manual Series is a practical
yet scientific working handbook for the individual woman and for
dubs, upon all steps in the successful canning and preserving of
fruits, vegetables and meats. It is a book the American woman
needs.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

J.B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, KKSBiK

the vina, the favorite instrument of

the "old king times," that is close

akin to a woman's voice; to the

third fell the difficult task of beat-

ing two separate tom-toms with

his hands, the invariable accom-

paniment of Indian music. From
some dim portion of the pavilion

two dancing girls came swiftly for-

ward and made a low salaam to

the Prince. They were very small,

not pretty, but gracefully formed,

with small bare feet covered with

toe-rings, and slender rounded
arms, and velvety brown eyes.

Their jingling ornaments seemed
endless, flowers and jewels mingled
in the tightly wound braids of

glossy hair. They wore the Rajput
costume— a short voluminous
skirt, containing yards upon yards

of red muslin resembling in ap-

pearance a crepe-paper lamp shade

—a low, short-sleeved bodice of

red silk covered with gold em-
broidery, and saris of pale-blue

silk gauze with gold borders—the

veil that centuries of use has
taught them to handle with such
subtle art.

They began their dance with a

slow, languorous abandon of move-
ment, mostly with the outstretched

arms and flexible wrists and hands
that bent backwards; the supple

body also curved backwards slowly,

until it seemed that the shapely

dark heads must touch the floor.

Then, with a crash, the fingers of
the musicians fairly flew at their

instruments, the sarenga strings

sobbed and wailed. The barbaric
note of the tom-toms urged the
dancers to greater speed of rhyth-
mic motion ; they glided ecstatically,

they whirled until their draperies,

anklets, armlets and jewels became
confused into fantastic shapes

—

faster and faster until one's brain
grew giddy and almost mesmerized
by the sight and sound. Finally

one of the girls began to sing,

meanwhile interpreting with im-
passioned gestures an Indian love

song, which she addressed to the

Prince, who sat, while his courtiers

stood around without the sign of a

smile, or even an expression, on
their impassive faces. As for

Prince Kumar, he appeared to be
quite unconscious of her presence,

yet there would have been no lack

of visible appreciation on our part

had the girl so much as deigned to

glance in our direction—which she

did not. Perspiration streamed
down the faces of the musicians,

for theirs had been a frenzy of
exertion for two solid hours; and
for tireless energy the palm must
be given to the Indian nautch girls.

As we came to see the nautch
by land—perforce we must return
whence we came—by land, through
the inky night, protected and guided
along the lonely road by a descend-
ant of one of old Chitor's warrior
chiefs—a handsome young Rajput
on a milk-white steed.

NEW FICTION

The High Heart
By BASIL KING
This brilliant new novel by the

author of "The Inner Shrine" is a
story of social life in New York
and Newport. A beautiful Cana-
dian girl who had lost her fortune
became the nursery governess of

the granddaughter of a millionaire,

who had always had his way—yet
the young girl dared defy him when
he bade her give up his son, who
loved her, declaring that some day
she would bring the great man to
his knees in this as in other.things.

Illustrated. $1.50

We Can't Have
Everything

By RUPERT HUGHES
The author of "The Thirteenth

Commandment" has written an-
other striking novel of metropoli-
tan life, of a girl who had never
had anything, and of a man who
had always had everything, and
of the manner in which his rich-

ness and her poverty colored each
other. An interesting theme very
close to the depths of modern
American life which Mr. Hughes
handles with great skill.

Illustrated. $1.50

The Triumph
By WILL N. HARBEN
American to the core is this new

Georgia novel, of a man who, fol-

lowing the commands of his con-
science, is led into thorny paths.
Loyalty is the keynote of the book,
loyalty of the hero to his patriotic
duty, loyalty of a daughter to her
father, loyalty of a lover to his

sweetheart. Not only an arrest-
ing_story, but an important phase
of our national history painted
sympathetically—the struggle of
the South during and after the
Civil War.

Frontispiece. $1.40

Ranny

—

Otherwise

Randolph Harrington Dukes
By HOWARD BRUBAKER
A book of humor for all ages.

A lively tale of the experiments of
Ranny in various fields of activity.

Every man, in whom lives a spark
of the boy he was, will chuckle
over these humorous passages in
the life of a normal American
boy, and every mother will gain
a new sympathy for the ways of
boyhood.

Illustrated. $1.40

The Big-

Little Person
By REBECCA H. EASTMAN
A book that meets you more

than half way. When the Big
Little Person lost her hearing in
the first flush of her youth she
turned to a stranger, whom she
knew only by his optimistic writ-
ings, for the philosophy to bear
her trouble. A wonderful cor-
respondence flourished. An in-

ventor of a hearing machine, and
another man discovered that the
little person was much bigger

—

and happier—than they had be-
lieved.

Frontispiece. §1.40

HARPER & BROTHERS
EstablLhed 1817
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ACROSS GUATEMALA BY RAIL
AND MULE

{Continued from page 16)

the people that Guatemala has been
called the land of "no hay," mean-
ing "there is none.'' If the peo-
ple do not want to bother, this

will be their invariable reply. You
might go up to a house where the

yard was full of chickens, the
woman engaged in making tortillas,

fruit trees loaded with fruit all

around, and yet be answered "no
hay," if you asked for food. In

such a case the best way to do is

to get what you want and blandly
order the woman to prepare it.

As we reached higher altitudes

the views became more and more
magnificent. We passed through
groves of oaks and pines and en-
countered relatives of the thistle

and sunflower that, in this land
of botanical exuberance, have at-

tained to the dignity of shrubs and
trees. Olive-green mistletoe, in

masses several feet in diameter,
hung from high branches, and
there were birds so gay of plumage
that they seemed like fragments
of a disintegrated rainbow as they
floated by us.

Night had fallen before the first

day's journey was completed, for
we covered forty-eight miles. Tired
as I was, I could not be blind to
the magnificence of the night, for
the skies were brilliant with thou-
sands of stars unseen in north-
ern latitudes. At times I could
forget my troubles and see only
the blazing, radiant firmament.
Thus it was that I followed the
leaders, and finally, weary and
aching, we entered the courtyard
of a cheery-looking, comfortable
hotel where the host made us wel-
come to the best his house af-
forded. Never did the smell of
supper seem more refreshing, and
never did palatable food taste
better than it did that night to me
in the fonda of Sanarate.
There were no such steep as-

cents or descents the next day as
we had on the first day's journey
through the mountainous region,
although we were constantly go-
ing down into a lower altitude.
Scarcely had we left the village
until our path was sheltered from
the sun by a wonderful curtain of
vegetation that seemed to belong
to fairy land. Woven into it were
fantastic ferns, lianes that swung
from the tops of lofty trees, splen-
did orchids and bromeliads, and
the rustling, waving fronds of
many palms. It was such a road
as I had never seen before. Several
times we stopped and purchased
green cocoanuts. The native
would chop off the end with his

machete, and only those who have
traveled in the tropics know how
very refreshing is the fluid of the
green cocoanut.
The number of natives travel-

ing on foot the same way we were
going was unusually large and
kept increasing each mile. All
the by-paths contained their quota,
who joined those on the main
road, like the little rivulets which
made up the great stream. All

were dressed in their best, for

that is usually about all they pos-

sess ; but their clothes were freshly

washed and looked unusually well.

They were on their way to a fiesta.

Men, women and children, all in

family groups, moved along at a

rapid pace.

The women of Guatemala wear
the most picturesque costumes in

Central America, and they are

very fond of bright colors. Their
garments are simple, but artistic.

The entire outfit comprises three

pieces, and the style does not

change with the seasons. The
skirt consists of a piece of cotton

cloth, generally a plaid, which is

wrapped around the hips and held

in place by a sash. The waist is

a square piece of figured material,

sometimes richly embroidered, with

a hole cut in the center to pass

the head through, and the ends
tucked down under the skirt. Their
straight black hair is usually
braided down the back, and they

are both bareheaded and bare-

footed. Dark of complexion the

faces of these brown-skinned
daughters of the ancient Toltecs

are often attractive, and their fig-

ures are as perfect as nature can
make them unaided by art. Their
carriage is erect and full of grace.

El Rancho San Augustin, where
we entrained, is in a valley on the

bank of the Montagua River,
while the range of mountains tow-
ers above it in the distance. On
the slopes the green fields glistened

in the sun. Although the sun was
hot and dry in the village, over
on the hills rain was falling, and
we could hear peals of thunder
and see the bright flashes of light-

ning which accompanied the tropi-

cal downpour. A small stream
that came from that direction soon
became a raging torrent.

Puerto Barrios, the terminus of

this railroad, will be the great dis-

tributing center not alone for

Guatemala, but also for San Sal-

vador, which is the smallest but
most densely populated of the Cen-
tral American republics. It is only

a four days' journey from New
Orleans and Mobile with the pres-

ent service, and the 900 miles of

water could be covered in two and
one-half to three days easily. At
the present time the real Puerto
Barrios consists of a single row
of steep-roofed, palm-thatched na-

tive huts, that spring from the

very water's edge. There are four

large wooden buildings which shel-

ter the customs officials, local gar-

rison, commandante and officers

of the transportation company.
There is also a very creditable

hotel. The port officers strut

around in their gay uniforms, and
make a very close examination of

both incoming and outgoing bag-

gage. Though the population is

not numerous, the languages are

many, and one can hear Spanish,

German, French, English, Chinese

and the unintelligible gibberish of

the Carib.

TbeMost Complete SingleMap
oftlieTS&stent Front

Examine It

FREE
No Money in Advance

Follow the American Troops in France

THE photograph above is a reproduction of the most complete
single map of the Western Front ever published. It is 28 x 36

inches in size, but folds into a convenient cover, 5% x 7%
inches, just right to be carried conveniently in the pocket for frequent

consultation. It is printed on excellent paper, and can be had mounted
on cloth, if desired, at slight extra cost.

Most existing maps of the "Western Front are valueless because they are
not indexed, or because they do not contain the smaller places.

Over 7,000 Villages, Towns and Hamlets
On this new map there are shown more than 7,000 places. The State

of Illinois contains about the same number of square miles as shown
on this map, and in Illinois there are less than 1,700 places of 100 or
more inhabitants.

In addition to over 7,000 towns, villages and hamlets, this new map
gives all woods, fortresses, fortified towns, naval arsenals, forts, re-

doubts batteries, aircraft depots, wireless stations and railways. The
forests and woods are indicated In green, giving the map an attractive

appearance, and adding a strategical feature of importance.
The scale of the map is 10 miles to the inch. It extends west to Ash-

ford, England; north to Antwerp, Belgium; east to Frankfort, Germany;
and south to Orleans, France.

It shows for comparison the battle line of 19U. when the Germans
were almost at the gates of Paris. The ground gained by the Allies, there-

fore, may be plainly seen. tin-«=*«-n
It is without exception the most satisfactory map of the Western

Front which has been engraved. It has been prepared especially to

throw light on movements as they occur. It may be examined with

ease, for the type is bold and clean cut.

A Complete Index Makes Locating Easy
An index of towns and villages accompanying a map of this kind

has been proven an absolute necessity The smaller towns are the ones

usually mentioned in the news dispatches. They are not to be found

on ordinary maps, and the locations of most of them were and still are,

utterly unknown to the general public, but unless their locations are known

^Nothfngilto^e unTatfSoV^'sea^chfn^^fover the map for a small

nlice that may and may not appear upon it. However, this loss of time and

%?hL£1Z at an end for the index which accompanies this map makes

KvastTy mo^eufefulandva^able. The index contains over 7^00 names

An idea of the importance of this statement may be gained from the fact X
tr£ 90Tner cent of the war maps available today contain less than 500 X
names This "ndex is bound in with the map and enables one to lo-

cate instantly any one of the 7,000 places mentioned.

Send No Money

not >

v..

/

/
X Free

Exam-

ination

COUPON

The great value of this map is so apparent that a copy will

be sent on approval, without a penny '^.f^™^™'****
examining this map, you decide to keep it, send only $1.00

for the plain, or $2.00 for the cloth-backed map. If not

delighted with the map and index simply return it and

you will owe nothing. With America actively engaged y
in the war—with American troops already in France _- Nelson Doubleday

and thousands more going, interest in the Great / DEPT. 6810 OYSTER BAY. N. V-

War is more vital than ever and Americans will X
want to follow every change in the situation X Please send me the
from day to day. To intelligently read your X Large Scale War Map
newspaper, you must know the location of X of the Western Front on
the various towns, vantage points and J approval. If it suits me,
other places mentioned. This map will re- f within five days I will send
turn to you many times its cost in your y you $1.00. Otherwise I will
clearer understanding of conditions. X return it. .

Every real American will have con- *
otant use of this map during the X
coming months.

Name

/ Address

Nelson DoubledaV / If y°u want the map mounted on1,CIS uuuuiwo, , cloth, greatly increasing its durability,

/ at the special price of $2.00 if it suits you,
Dept. 6810 Oyster Bay, N. Y/ write ''yes" here
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It Isn't ALL Fighting

At the Front
There are long hours of inactivity in the dugouts, days of

necessary rest behind the firing line and weeks, perhaps, of en-

forced idleness in the hospital.

It is in such times as these that your boy's thoughts dwell on

home and home folks and home interests.

You can't go to him, of course, but you can do the next best

tlhing

—

Keep Our Boys In

Touch With Home
Let them know what their America is saying, thinking,

doing! The magazines are the voice of the country—they
will carry a message of cheer overseas.

The OUTING Soldiers
and Sailors Magazine Fund

has been organized to supply the men of our service with the

best reading matter the land affords—free of charge. The fol-

lowing publications will be forwarded to the front by Fund
through the co-operation of the War and Navy Departments.

Adventure
Ainslee's
All Outdoors
American
Atlantic Monthly
Baseball
Century
Collier's
Cosmopolitan
Current Opinion
Everybody's
Field & Stream

Forest & Stream
Harper's
Hearst's
Independent
Judge
Leslie's
Life
Literary Digest
McClure's
Metropolitan
Munsey's
Outlook

Outing
Outer's Book
Popular Mechanics
Popular Science Monthly
Puck
Recreation
Red Book
Saturday Evening Post
Scribner's
Travel
Vanity Fair
World's Work

Send your contribution, large or small, to OUTING by money
order or check and do your part. Address

The OUTING Soldiers and Sailors

141 West 36th Street

Magazine fund

New York

13 EaffaSI wmhW EniiBgS mn
fRANICH&i BACH

59 Inches
Long

L

Worlds
Smallest
Wtra Quality Grand Piano

7f*"J<£e /or JBoo£fe-£

Main Office, 235 E. 23 rd. St.,Newark
Chicago "Wareroom, 235 S.Wabash Ave.

311 acnaacLnaE

He had a dream and it shot him!
FRIGHTENED—ragged—dirty—the boy stood. It was mid-

night and the doctor, waked up from sleep, demanded

—

"But how did they shoot him?" The boy trembled—stuttered.

"He had a dream and it shot him."

Don't you remember it—how that boy was Huck Finn—and
how Tom Sawyer was shot—and Huck's preposterous, terrified

explanation?

How it rolls back the years! How it carries you back to the
day, when as a youngster you read and read Huckleberry Finn
until you nearly died laughing.

Have you read Huck Finn this year and realized its bigness

—

its philosophy—its sadness—all those things, which now to you,
become so mixed with the laughter of youth? For Mark Twain
was the most serious of all our writers—he was a great fighter for

freedom, for liberty, for ideals.

MARK TWAIN
"He traveled always such a broad and brilliant highway with

plumes flying and crowds following after"—and his death left nations
weeping., But in a larger sense he is not dead. He lives forever in

work more truly American than that of any other man.

RUDYARD KIPLING, writing to the most important officials in

India, said: "I have seen Mark Twain this golden morning, have
shaken his hand, and smoked a cigar—no, two cigars with him, and
talked with him for more than two hours! Understand clearly that

I do not despise you; inoeed I don't.

I am only very sorry for you, from the
Viceroy downward."

Perhaps you think you have read a

good deal of Mark Twain. Are you
sure? Have you read all the novels?
All the short stories? All the brilliant

fighting essays—all the history?

DSfflDC

BOY STORIES
Get back the glamour of

youth. Read once more of

Tom Sawyer, the best-loved
boy in the world; of Huck,
that precious little rascal; of

all the small folks and grown
folks that made Mark Twain
so dear to the hearts of all.

HISTORY
Read "Joan of Arc" if

you would know Mark
Twain in all his greatness

—

the most amazing story in
the world—accurate as his-

tory, spiritual in idea, beau-
tiful in execution.

ROMANCE
Everything he wrote was

touched with the golden
freshness- of youth and ro-
mance whether in such
books as "The Prince and
The Pauper"—"A Con-
necticut Yankee" or
"Roughing It."

SHORT STORIES
They are so many and so

good.

ESSAYS
He could not see injustice

without fighting it. The
flame of his anger seared
and burst forth in essays
that will live forever.

TRAVEL
You have not seen the

world until you see it

through Mark Twain's wise
and humorous eyes.

Why the Price Must be Raised
To Mark Twain two things were precious

above all others—one was a love for his wife—the other was a love of the people. At
every side he was surrounded by tributes
of honor, by joyous affection. In every cor-
ner of the world he was known and loved.
And because of this it was his desire that his
books be so made and sold at such a low
price that every family could own a set.

So this set of Mark Twain has been sold
at a much lower price than would ordinarily
be the case for a set of books of this char-
acter. But Mark Twain could not foresee
that the price of ink, paper, binding—that
everything that goes into the making of a
set of books—was to go to heights undreamed
of even two years ago. It is impossible to
continue the sale of this set of books at
that low price. For a few weeks longer—until the present edition is taken up—this low price will be in force, but
on the next edition the price must
be higher.

If you send the coupon at
once you can have your set
at the low price—but send
the coupon at once.
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HARPER &
BROTHERS
1817-1917

NEW YORK

HARI'F.R 4:

BROTHERS
Franklin Sq„ N.Y.

Send me, all

charges prepaid,

a

set of Mark Twain's
works in 25 volumes,

illustrated, bound in
handsome green cloth,

stamped in gold, with un-
trimmed edges. If not satis-

factory, I will return them at
your expense. Otherwise I will

send you S2.00 within 5 days and
S2.00 a month for 12 months, thus

getting the benefit of your half-price
sale. Travel 10-17

Name

For our beautiful red half-leather edition, change the
above terms to $2.50 on delivery and $3 a mo. for 20 mos.
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Women of
Fashion,
Wake Up!
Wake up and lee
just bow you are
going to look next
Winter, when you
are ail dressed up
and no place to go.

Learn all the horri-

bly expensive little

things which the
smartest people are
going to wear, and
do, and gossip
about.

Debutantes,
Wake Up!
Don't you want to
keep your eyes
open ? Vanity Fair
will teach you what
Every Young Girl

• Ought Pretend She
Doesn't Know.

Hello! Are you there? This
is the switchboard operator
at Vanity Fair. I have an
important message for you.

Hello! Wake Up! Read

VANITY FAIR
The most wide-awake of all the magazines

The most cheerful and stimulating of all the new magazines—a winter of which will

keep you in touch with the social, literary, dramatic and artistic skirmishes in American
life and insure you against every form of dullness, boredom and intellectual old age.

Vanity Fair is the look-liveliest and step-liveliest

periodical in America. It prints pictures! Lots
of them. More than any other magazine. It

prints stimulating humor— lots and lots of it—by the best of our younger and more uncon-
ventional writers and artists. It views the stage,

the arts, the sports, the gaieties and all the
enlivening and highly vitalized sides of modern
life bravely and cheerfully.

Let Vanity Fair wake you up. Let it show you

EVERY ISSUE OF VANITY FAIR CONTAINS

— from month to month— the magical revolv-

ing kaleidoscope of New York.

Don't expose yourself to the bombs of boredom!
Don't be stifled by the poison gases of ennui

!

Keep behind the barrage of the biggest of all

the rapid-fire magazine guns.

Vanity Fair is carrying on a ruthless warfare
against the legions of gloom. It has only one
slogan in its battle against them, and that

slogan is "OVER THE TOP!"

THE STAGE: Reviews of all that's going on—and coming off—in the theatre ; and por-
traits of who's really who In the New York
dramatic spotlight.

THE ARTS: Painless criticisms and peer-
less illustrations of all the newest and most
discussed happenings in painting, literature,
sculpture, and architecture.

HUMOR: Not the custard pie school, nor
even the Sunday supplement vein, but the
most amusing work of our younger and more
humorous writers and artists.

ASSORTED NUTS: Portraits and revelations

of all the best-known and most carefully as-

sorted nuts, writers, dancers, dramatists, wits,

and half-wits, beaux—and all the mad hat-
ters in our great social wonderland.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: The enlivening and
unconventional output of our most wakeful
essayists, critics, and authors.

THE OPERA AND MUSIC: Operatic stars,

composers, and conductors—their portraits,
plans, quarrels, and personalities.

DANCING: All varieties of dancing—both
wild and hot-house—and their indoor, out-
door, rhythmic, and ball-room exponents.

FASHIONS: The last word—pronounced with
a Parisian accent—on the smartest clothes
for the smartest men and the smartest women.
DOGS AND MOTORS: Photographs and life-
histories of the most successful 1018 models
of well-bred dogs and well-built motors.

SHOPPING: The heart of the blue list shop-
","'? 4istrlot; a Paseant of its riches: and the

and easiest way to acQuire their

Theatre Fans,
Wake Up!
Bead Vanity Fair,
and be a first-

nighter without even
Mining from home.
Keep in touch with
all the latest gossip
of the plays and
players, and know
just which theatres
are banging out
their S. E. O's.
and whteh their
S. O. S's.

shortest
contents.

True Lovers, Wake Up!
Make ALL the world love you. Learn how to be
infatuated. Make your habits a little more bear-
able to others. Keep human. Bead Vanity Fair.

SPORTS: E-.erv known species of sports; in-

door and outdoor, heroically masculine and

t
politely ladylike.

IN SHORT. Vanity Fair is a mirror or the whirling life of New York.
Look in it and you will invariably see only the sunny side of the

silver lining of even the blackest of Life's thunderclouds.

Lovers of
Sport,
Wake Up!
what the littlesportsmen

and sports-
women are doing,
and how they
manage to do it.

Vanity Fair will
show you how to
be among the first

ten In any sport.

Art Lovers, Wake Up!
Vanity Fair will show you how to be a real critic,

and how to talk about technique and chiaroscuro
and motifs. It will help you to discuss and even
how to understand Art.

Over 75,000 Copies

Get the Cheero Spirit — for Exactly $1

In order that you may become one of America's in-

tellectual advance guards, and so keep up with all

the skirmishes and entanglements of modern life, and
at a minimum of expense, we— here and now— make
you a special war-time offer of an entire winter of

Vanity Fair for one green dollar— just half the money
you throw away on a single-ill-chosen theatre ticket.

One little 3x7 dollar will bring you the next five

issues of Vanity Fair— and even six, if you fill out
and mail the coupon on the opposite side of this page
promptly.

CONDE NAST, Publisher

FRANK CROWNINSHIELD, Editor

25 Cents a Copy $3 a Year

Illustrations Copyright by Vanity Tair
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Sold Every Month of the Year

Eyes Right !

Stop where you are!

Tear off that Coupon!
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THE
TURKISH
CIGARETTE

GREETING—you
smokers ofMURADS,
wherever you are!

In the offices, banks, mills,

factories, of the big cities

and little towns.

Or doing the work of the

world in the big open

—

In frozen Alaska, where
every ounce counts, where
substitution and "half-good"

are dangerous.

In tropical jungles.

In navy ward-rooms, on
far-off army posts, where a

whiff of the right cigarette

is a "wireless" from Home.

On ranches, golf links,

ocean liners, campuses, in

mining camps, clubs, stu-

dios, newspaper sanctums,

hotels, stock exchanges, leg-

islatures, or wherever the

layman or professional man
gathers.

Wherever the FLAG flies

or American genius has
penetrated.

Greeting!

MURADS are THE
Turkish cigarette, aren't

they?

They DO stand the test.

They DO smooth over the

rough places and make the

smooth onesmoredelightful.

You have smoked MUR-
ADS, and YOU KNOW.

And you have told theman
shoulder to shoulder with

you, about MURADS.

It is YOU who have made
MURADS the greatest sell-

ing Turkish cigarette in the

world.
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